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The United States Air Force Graduate Student Summer Support Program

(USAF-GSSSP) is conducted under the United States Air Force Summer

Faculty Research Program. The program provides funds for selected

graduate students to work at an appropriate Air Force Facility with a

supervising professor who holds a concurrent Summer Faculty Research

Program appointment or with a supervising Air Force Engineer. This is

accomplished by the students being selected on a nationally advertised

competitive basis for a ten-week assignment during the summer

intersession period to perform research at Air Force

laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in a subject area and at an Air

Force facility mutually agreed upon by the students and the Air Force.

In addition to compensation, travel and cost of living allowances are

also paid. The USAF-GSSSP is sponsored by the Air Force Office of

Scientific Research. Air Force Systems Command, United States Air Force,

and is conducted by Universal Energy Systems, Inc.

The specific objectives of the 1985 USAF-GSSSP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for the graduate students to

participate in research at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory;

(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among the

Scholars and their professional peers in the Air Force;

(3) To further the research objectives of the United States Air

Force;

(4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of the

graduate students especially as these relate to Air Force . -

technical interests.

During the summer of 1985, 92 graduate students participated.

These researchers were assigned to 25 USAF laboratories/centers across

the country. This two volume document is a compilation of the final

reports written by the assigned students members about their summer

research efforts.
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PREFACE

The Urted St-ates Air Force Graduate Stude t Summer rt Program£'.4

(USAF-GSSSP) is conducted under the UR4ed--Stes A.zc-Prrce Summer

Faculty Research Program. The program provides funds for selected

graduate students to work at an appropriate M4., Facility with a

supervising professor who holds a concurrent Summer Faculty Research

Program appointment or with a supervising A4. 2  i'e Engineer. This is

accomplished by the students being selected on a nationally advertised

competitive basis for a ten-week assignment during the summer r[/A
intersession period to perform research at Air--te-,'rce e

laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in a subject area and at an Air
Al

Force facility mutually agreed upon by the students and the Air Force.

In addition to compensation, travel and cost of living allowances are

also paid. The USAF-GSSSP is sponsored by the Air Force Office of

Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Command, United States Air Force,

and is conducted by Universal Energy Systems, Inc.
.'.'. ,"

The specific objectives of the 1985 USAF-GSSSP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for the graduate students to

participate in research at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory;

(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among the

Scholars and their professional peers in the Air Force;

(3) To further the research objectives of the United States Air

Force; ((,,

(4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of the

graduate students especially as these relate to Air Force

technical interests.

During the summer of 1985, 92 graduate students participated.

These researchers were assigned to 25 USAF laboratories/centers across

the country. This two volume document is a compilation of the final

reports written by the assigned students members about their surner

research efforts.
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LIST OF 1985 GRADUATE STUDENT PARTICIPANTS

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Shawn Adams Degree: B.S. Systems Science, 1985 .
University of West Florida Specialty: Operating Systems ,* . .
Systems Science Department Assigned: AL
Pensacola, Florida 32514 kb

(904) 474-2000

3ay Ambrose Degree: B.S., Mechanical
Washington State University Engineering, 1984
Mechanical Engineering Specialty: Thermal-Fluid Sciences
Pullman, WA 99164-2920 Assigned: APL
(509) 335-8654

Rosalind Batson Degree: B.S., Materials Science
Wright State University and Engineering, 1985
Materials Science and Specialty: TMT Processing of Rapidly
Engineering Department Solidified Al-Ti Alloys

Dayton, Ohio 45435 Assigned: ML
(513) 873-2403

Rosalind Bertolo Degree: B.S., Materials Science -
Wright State University and Engineering, 1985
Systems Engineering Specialty: Physical Metallurey of
Materials Science Ti Alloys
Dayton, Ohio 45435 Assigned: ML
(513) 254-9651

Scott Bischoff Degree: B.S., Biology, 1984
University of Texas Medical Specialty: Medicine

School at Houston Assigned: SAM
7900 Cambridge ll-2G
Houston, Texas 77054
(713) 796-2498

Scott Bradley Degree: B.S., Aeronautical and
University of Illinois at Astronautical Engineering,

Urbana-Champaign 1984 £•
Aeronautical and Astronautical Specialty: Aerodynamics/Flight Dynamics 0

Engineering Assigned: FDL
Urbana, Illinois 61801
(217) 384-1731 am

Availability Codes .
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Jan Leeman Brooks Degree: M.S., Social Work, 1974
The University of Alabama Specialty: Org'l Behavior
College of Commerce Assigned: Maxwell

and Business Administration
Dept. of Management and Marketing
Box J
University, Alabama 35486
(205) 348-6090

Howard Brown Degree: M.S., Structural Engineer-
The Ohio State University ing, 1979
Civil Engineering Specialty: Structures

2070 Neal Avenue Assigned: ML
Columbus, Ohio 43210
(614) 422-2771

Bernard Bruns Degree: B.S., Natural Science, 1982
Wright State University Specialty: Biomedical Engineering

Department of Biomedical Assigned: AMRL
Engineering

143 E & M Building
Dayton, Ohio 45435
(513) 873-3302

Marianne Byrnes Degree: B.S., Chemical Engineering,
University of Dayton 1985
Chemical Engineering Department Specialty: Chemical Engineering
Dayton, Ohio 45409 Assigned: ML
(513) 229-2273

Barbara Carruth Degree: B.S., of Education
Wright State University Mathematics, 1968
Department of Mathematics and Specialty: Statistics
Statistics Assigned: AL

3640 Colonel Glenn Hwy
Dayton, Ohio 45431
(513) 873-2785

Lori Case Degree: B.A., Psychology, 1980
University of Minnesota Specialty: Experimental Psychology
Department of Psychology Assigned: HRL/MO
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
(612) 373-3406
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Elizabeth Casey Degree: B.S.. Human Factors
University of Illinois Engineering, 1982
Mechanical Engineering Specialty: Human Factors Engineering"-"
418 Psychology Building Assigned: AMRL
Champaign, Illinois 61820
(217) 333-2122

Christine Cato Degree: B.S., Psychology, 1984
St. Mary's University Specialty: Industrial Psychology
Psychology Assigned: HRL/MO
San Antonio, Texas 78284

, (512) 436-3011

* Fred Chin Degree: B.S., Industrial Engineer
Northeastern University Specialty: Industrial Engineer
360 Huntington Avenue Assigned: ESO
Boston, Massachusetts 02174
(617) 437-2000

Robert Clinton Degree: B.S., Physics, 1983
Florida Institute of Technology Specialty: Physics
Physics Department Assigned: RADC
Melbourne, Florida 32901
(305) 768-8208

Otis Cosby Degree: B.S., Natural Science, 1983
Meharry Medical College Specialty: Medical Student
Department of Pediatrics Assigned: SAM
1005 0. B. Todd Blvd.
Nashville, Tennessee 37208
(615) 327-6221

David Cullin Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1984
The Ohio State University Specialty: Chemistry
Department of Chemistry Assigned: AL
Columbus, Ohio 43210
(614) 422-9489

Jennifer Davidson Degree: B.A., Physics, 1979
University of Florida Specialty: Applied Mathematics/
Department of Mathematics Topology
201 Walker Hall Assigned: Eglin
Gainesville, Florida 32611
(904) 392-0281

iv
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Stuart Dimock Degree: B.S., Chemistry. 1984

California State University Specialty: Organic Synthesis

Department of Chemistry Assi-gned: RPL

Northridge, California 91330
(818) 885-3381

Franklin Dunmore Degree: B.S., Physics, 1982

Howard University Specialty: Optics and Solid State

Department of Physics and Physics
Astronomy Assigned: RADC

Washington D.C. 20059
(202) 636-6241

Susan Ebrahimi Degree: B.S., Electrical
Louisiana Tech University Engineering, 1985

Electrical Engineering Dept. Specialty: Communications/Signal
Ruston, Louisiana 71273 Processing
(318) 255-4975 Assigned: AMRL

Steven Ernst Degree: B.S., Materials Science,
Wright State University 1985

School of Engineering Specialty: Thermomechanical Processing

Dayton, Ohio 45435 Assigned: ML
(513) 873-2403

Tamara Evans Degree: B.A., Economics/Mathematics,
Wright State University 1983

Statistics Department Specialty: Statistics
Dayton, Ohio 45435 Assigned: LC
(513) 873-2785

Mark Ferrel Degree: B.S., Nuclear Engineering,
Kansas State University Physics

Nucleer Engineering Specialty: Nuclear Engineering
Manhattan, Kansas 66506 Assigned: FJSRL
(913)

Michelle Ferry Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1984
Wright State University Specialty: Organic Chemistry

Chemistry Department Assigned: AMRL
3640 Col. Glenn Highway
Dayton, Ohio 45435
(513) 873-2855

Jeffrey Fiscner Decree: B.S., Physics, 1984
University of Cincinnati Specialty: Finite Element Theory
Mechanical Engineering and Applications

Cincinnati, Ohio 45221 Assigned: WL
(513) 475-2738

V



Karen Griffin Degree: B.S., Economics, 1985
North Carolina A & T Specialty: Analysis of Highway

State University Assigned: Maxwell
Greensboro, North Carolina 27405
(919) 379-7744

Peggy Grigsby Degree: M.S., Mathematics, 1978
Wright State University Specialty: Physics '-
Physics Department Assigned: ML
Dayton, Ohio 45435
(513) 873-2950

t.\~ .. .

5. .5:... .-

Tim Haddock Degree: B.S., Physics, 1983
Arizona State University Specialty: Materials Science
Dept. of Mechanical and Assigned: ML
Aerospace Engineering

Tempe, Arizona 85287
(602) 965-3291

Ernest Hardin Degree: B.S., Applied Geophysics,
MIT 1978
Dept. of Earth Specialty: Seismology and Geodynamics
Atmospheric and Planetary Science Assigned: AFGL
Earth Resources Laboratory
42 Carleton Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
(617) 253-7874

Brian Hayes Degree: B.A., Psychology, 1982
Southern Illinois University Specialty: Industrial/Organizational--.
Psychology Department Psychology and Human Factors
Alhambra, Illinois 62001 Assigned: HRL/OT
(618) 488-7672

Laura Henderson Degree: B.S., Physics, 1983
Rensselaer Polytechnic Specialty: Solid State-Condensed Matter

Institute Assigned: RADC
Physics Department
Troy, New York 12180
(518) 274-8208

Sharon Henson Degree: MBA, General, 1977
University of Alabama Specialty: Organizational Behavior
Commerce and Business Assigned: Maxwell
Administration

University, Alabama 35486
(205) 348-6090

vi-
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Charles Herd Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1982
Louisiana State University Specialty: Analytical/Gas Phase Ion-

Department of Chemistry Molecule Association
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803 Reactions

(504) 388-4694 Assigned: AFGL ___

Alan Hodgdon Degree: B.S., Physical Science, u.'.

University of Texas Health 1977
Science Center Specialty: Aviation Medicine

San Antonio, Texas 78284 Assigned: SAM

(512) 691-6011

Adrienne Hollis Degree: B.S., Science in Biology,
Meharry Medical College 1983
Division of Biomedical Sciences Specialty: Cellular Phisiology
1005 D. B. Todd Blvd. Assigned: SAM
Nashville, Tennessee 37208
(615) 329-2311

Emily Howard Degree: M.S., Psychology, 1983
UCLA Specialty: Cognitive Psychology

Department of Psychology Assigned: AMRL
Los Angeles, California 90024
(213) 825-4061

Robert Howard Degree: M.S., Electrical

Tennessee Technological Engineering, 1982
University Specialty: Electromagnetics

Electrical Engineering Department Assigned: AEDC

Cookeville, Tennessee 38505
(615) 528-3397

Mary Anne Hudson Degree: B.S., Geography, 1982
Marshall University Specialty: Physics

Physics and Physical Science Assigned: APL
Huntington, West Virginia 25701
(304) 696-6738

Richard Hunt Degree: M.S., Biology, 1972
Atlanta University Specialty: Medical Parasitology, EM,

Department of Biology Biochemistry

Atlanta, Georgia 30314 Assigned: SAM
(404) 681-2800

vii
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R. Simon InslyDegree:.198

R. Simon Insley Degree: B.S., Applied Mathematics, 0.-

University of Dayton 1981
Department of Engineering Specialty: Management Sciences
Management and Systems Assigned: BRMC

300 College Park
Dayton, Ohio 45469
(513) 229-2238

Barbara Johnson Degree: M.I.S., 1985
University of Minnesota Specialty: Industrial Safety .L

Industrial/Technical Studies Assigned: AMRL p
Duluth, Minnesota 55812 -.

(218) 726-8000

Kem King Degree: MBA, Organizational
The University of Alabama Behavior, 1984
College of Commerce and Specialty: Organizational Behavior

Business Administration Assigned: Maxwell
Department of Management

and Marketing
University, Alabama 35486
(205) 348-6090

Scott Koehnk Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1983
The University of Minnesota Specialty: Industrial Hygiene/
Industrial Hygiene Hazardous Waste Management
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 Assigned: OEHL
(612) 373-8080

Mark Kruelle Degree: M.S., Mathematics, 1982
Yale University Specialty: Algebra
Mathematics Department Assigned: FDL
Box 2155 Yale Station
New Haven, Connecticut 06520
(203) 436-1642

Wayne Lundberg Degree: B.S., Physics, 1984
Wright State University Specialtv: Metallurgy-Physics
Physics Department Assigned: ML
Dayton, Ohio 45435
(513)

John Lushetsky Degree: B.S., Engineering Science,
University of Florida 1985
Department of Engineering Science Specialty: Optical Engineering
Gainesville, Florida 32607 Assigned: Eglin
(904) 372-5182

viii
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Brian McMillin Degree: B.S.. Mechanical
University of Illinois Engineering, 1985

at Urbana-Champaign Specialty: Thermal Sciences
Mechanical Engineering Assigned: RPL
Champaign, Illinois 61810 POW
(211) 352-6851

Christopher McNair Degree: B.S., Biology, 1984
University of Texas at San Specialty: Neurophysiology
Antonio Assigned: SAM

Division of Life Sciences
Department of Physiology
San Antonio, Texas 78285
(512) 691-4458

Kathleen Malin Degree: M.A., Linguistics, 1985
Oakland University Specialty: Linguistics
Department of Linguistics Assigned: HRL/IO
Rochester, Michigan 48034
(313) 370-2175

Susan Malone Degree: B.S., Human Factors, 1983
Northeastern University Specialty: Industrial Engineering
Department of Industrial Assigned: ESD
Engineering .

Boston, Massachusetts 01902
(617) 437-2740

Rodrigo Mateo Degree: B.S., Chemical Engineering,
Meharry Medical College 1983 ---

Department of Physiology Specialty: Medicine
1005 D. B. Todd Blvd. Assigned: SAM
Nashville, Tennessee 37208
(615) 327-6204

* Michael Matz Degree: B.S., Chemical Engineering,
Ohio State University 1984
Chemical Engineering Department Specialty: Chemical Engineering
Columbus, Ohio 43210-1180 Assigned: SAM

* (614) 294-2789

Michael May Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 19B4
Wright State University Specialty: Inorganic Synthesis and

, Chemistry Department Characterization
3640 Colonel Glenn Highway Assigned: AMRL V-,
Dayton, Ohio 45435
(513) 873-2855

ix
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Julia Memering Degree: B.S., Chemical Engineering,
University of Dayton 1985

Chemical Engineering Specialtv. Undetermined

Dayton, Ohio 45409 Assigned: ML

(513) 461-0510

Peter Meyer De B.A., Chemistry, 1984
University of Montana Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Chemistry Department Assigned: Eglin
Missoula, Montana 59801
(406) 243-6535

Brad Mickelsen Degree: B.S., Civil Engineering,
Washington State University 1985
Department of Civil Engineering Specialty: Civil Engineering
Pullman, Washington 99164-2910 Assigned: WL
(509) 335-2576

I .- o ,

Augustus Morris Degree: B.S., Biomedical - .
Wright State University Engineering, 1981

Biomedical Sciences Ph.D. Program Specialty: Biomedical Engineering
Dayton, Ohio 45435 Assigned: AMRL
(513) 873-3041

Sharon Navard Degree: M.S., Statistics, 1984
University of Southwestern Specialty: Mathematical Statistics/

Louisiana Operations Research
Department of Mathematics and Assigned: Eglin

Stati stics
Lafayette, Louisiana 70504
(318) 231-6702

Matthew O'Meara Degree: M.S., Aerospace Engineering,
University of Notre Dame 1985
Department of Aerospace/ Specialty: Aerodynamics-Fluid Dynamics .,-

Mechanical Engineering (Experimental)
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556 Assigned: FDL ..-.

(219) 239-7666

Pamela Payne Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1981
Meharry Medical College Specialty: Biomedical Sciences

Division of Biomedical Sciences Assigned: SAM

Department of Pediatrics ,

1005 D. B. Todd Blvd.
Nashville, Tennessee 37208
(615) 327-6221

x
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Matthew Peterson Degree: B.S., Mathematics, 1982
Institute for Creation Research Specialty: Astro-Geo Physics
Department of Physical Sciences Assigned: AFGL
El Cajon, California 92021
(619) 440-3043

Philip Peterson Degree: B.S., Industrial
Iowa State University Engineering, 1983
Department of Industrial Specialty: Industrial Engineering

Engineering Assigned: AMRL
Ames, Iowa 50013
(515) 294-9627

David Plant Degree: B.S., Electrical
Brown University Engineering, 1984
Electrical Engineering Specialty: Quantum Electronics
44 Hidden Street Assigned: AFGL
Providence, Rhode Island 02906
(401) 273-4365

William Rabinovich Degree: M.S., Physics, 1984
Brown University Specialty: Physics
Department of Physics Assigned: AFGL
Barus and Holley Building
Providence, Rhode Island 02912
(401) 863-3078

Christopher Reed Degree: M.S., Engineering Science,
University of Florida 1984
Department of Engineering Specialty: Computational Fluid
Sciences Dynamics

Gainesville, Florida 32611 Assigned: Eglin
(904) 392-0961

Kathleen Ryan Degree: B.S., Biology, 1982
University of Scranton Specialty: Biochemistry
Department of Biology Assigned: SAM
Scranton, Pennsylvania 18510
(717) 961-7558

Steve Savage Degree: B.S., Civil Engineering,
Washington State University 1985
Department of Civil Engineering Specialty: Civil Engineering
Pullman, Washington 99164 Assigned: WL
(509) 335-2576

xi
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Yolman Salinas Degree: M.A., Chemistry, 1983
Meharry Medical College Specialty: Hyperbaric Medicine .. )

Department of Medicine Assigned: SAM

1005 D. B. Todd Blvd.

Nashville, Tennessee 37208

(615) 327-6221

William Sayers Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1980
Wright State University Specialty: Electroanalytical Chemistry
Chemistry Department Assigned: ML
Dayton, Ohio 43210 ._

Thomas Schnesk Degree: B.S., Computer Science, 1983

Oakland University Specialty: Computer and Information
Schoolof Engineering and Science d__

Computer Science Assigned: HRL/10Rochester, Michigan 48063-''-:,

(313) 370-2200

Robert Scott Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1984
Meharry Medical College Specialty: Biomedical Sciences
Chemistry Department Assigned: SAM
1005 D. B. Todd Blvd.
Nashville, Tennessee 37208
(615) 327-6221

Gary Scronce Degree: B.S., Nuclear Engineering,

Kansas State University 1984
Department of Nuclear Engineering Specialty: Nuclear Engineering
Manhattan, Kansas 66506 Assigned: FJSRL
(913) 532-6347

James Sirkis Degree: B.S., Engineering Sciences,
University of Florida 1984

Department of Engineering Specialty: Experimental Stress Analysis

Sciences (Photo-Mechanics)
231 Aerospace Building Assigned: Eglin
Gainesville, Florida 32611
(904) 392-0961

James Slagel Degree: B.S., Natural Science, 1977
Wright State University Specialty: Polymer Chemistry
Chemistry Department Assigned: ML
3640 Colonel Glenn Highway
Dayton, Ohio 45435
(513) 873-2855

- - ,, -". *. .o*'.i
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Richard Stewart Degree: B.S.. Mathematics, 1975
University of Nevada at Reno Specialty: Artificial Intelligence
Mathematics Department Assigned: AL
Carson City, Nevada 89701
(702) 784-6773

Kevin Stroh Degree: B.S., Nuclear Engineering,
Kansas State University 1984
Nuclear Engineering Department Specialty: Nuclear Engineering
Manhattan, Kansas 66506 Assigned: FJSRL
(913) 532-2362

John Taranto Degree: B.S., Physics, 1985
University of Dayton Specialty: Electro-Optics
Physics Department Assigned: AL
Dayton, Ohio 45409
(513) 228-7119

Donald Tilton Degree: B.S., Mechanical
Washington State University Engineering, 1985
Department of Mechanical Specialty: Thermal Fluid Sciences
Engineering Assigned: APL

Pullman, Washington 99163
(509) 335-1327

Frances Vallely Degree: M.A., Mathematics, 1977
Oakland University Specialty: Computer, Information
School of Engineering and Science

Computer Science Assigned: HRL/IO
Rochester, Michigan 48063
(313) 370-2200

Roger Vogel Degree: B.S., Electrical
University of Missouri Engineering, 1984
Electrical Engineering Specialty: Applied Optics
Columbia, Missouri 65203 Assigned: WL
(314) 882-8373

Joseph Washington Degree: B.S., Biology, 1982
Meharry Medical College Specialty: Microbiology
Dept. of Microbiology Assigned: SAM
1005 Dr. D.B. Todd, Jr. Blvd.
Nashville, Tennessee 37208 .. *
(615) 327-6281

xiii .



Jennifer Weidner Degree: M.A., Gifted Education,
University of Florida 1983

Department of Psychology Specialty: Cognitive Developmental ''

Gainesville, Florida 32611 Psychology'
(904) 392-1056 Assigned: LC

Terri Wilkerson Degree: B.E.E., Electrical

Ohio State University Engineering,

Biomedical Engineering Specialty: Biomedical Engineering

Department Assigned: ML

Dreese Laboratory
Columbus, Ohio 43210

(614) 422-6018

Barbara Wilson Degree: B.S., Biology, 1983
Meharry Medical College Specialty: Pharmacology

Biomedical Sciences Assigned: SAM

1005 D. B. Todd Blvd. .-

Nashville, Tennessee 37208
(615) 327-6288

Charles Wilton Degree: B.A., Physics and

University of Wyoming Philisophy, 1984

Department of Physics and Specialty: Astrophysics
Astronomy Assigned: AFGL 06

University Station
Laramie, Wyoming 82071
(307) 766-6150

Mary Winfree Degree: M.S., Commrunity . '.

Meharry Medical College Education, 1974

Physiology Department Specialty: Medical Physiology

1005 D. B. Todd Blvd. Assigned: SAM

Nashville. Tennessee 37208
(615) 327-6212

Dorothy Winther Degree: M.A., Psychology, 1981

Auburn University Specialty: Industrial/Organizational

Department of Psychology Psychology

Auburn, Alabama 36830 Assigned: Maxwell

(205) 826-4412 "

Charles Woods Degree: B.S., Psychology, 1984

University of Florida Specialty: Cognitive and Perceptual

Department of Psychology Psychology

Gainesville, Florida 32611 Assigned: HRL/OT

(904) 392-0605

xiv



Penn YeeDegree* 14.5., Cognitive Psychology.

University of Oregon 1983 .
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ANALYSIS OF HIGH TEMPERATURE COMPRESSION DATA

by

Wayne R. Lundberg

ABSTRACT

This effort focused on the implementation of the digitizing tablet

for use in converting load vs. time data to true-stress/true-strain

curves. This will eventually allow rapid assimilation of raw data to

produce usable processing maps. These maps, when integrated into the

Computer Aided Engineering system, will allow design of optimum forging

dies and control parameters. The theory connected to this method will

be briefly explained. Some discussion is also necessary of the other

fundamental steps involved in analyzing the sample, particularly

microscopy.
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I. INTRODUCTION:
% . "

This summer's work and study are of academic value in that it demon-

strates a connection of the theoretical description of dynamic material

behavior via irreversible thermodynamics and solid mechanics to other

physical theories which the author has studied. Although theoretical r

physics (CEM, QM, QED), and mathematical foundations (complex analysis,

set theory) are not essential in engineering of this type, they con- .. -

stitute a very solid foundation for continued study of physical theory,

which will be pursued both towards further understanding of physical

models of particles and toward the current study of the physics of

solids experiencing thermomechanical dynamic forces.

The behavior of metals is a practical interest from a work

experience standpoint having learned previously as an apprentice most

machine operations used in metalworking. This experience is not vital

to the work conducted at AFWAL/MLLM, but is involved eventually via

CAE-CAD-CAM design efforts. All of these studies stem from an interest

in the mechanics of manufacturing and design.

The Processing and High Temperature Materials Branch (MLLM), of the

Materials Laboratory (at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio), is

conducting research on several fronts. The on-going study of dynamic

material behavior provides a structure for analyzing data and designing

forging control parameters. This involves extensive use of the computer

for finite-element-method (FEM) modelling employing Analysis of Large

Plastic Incremental Deformation (ALPID) and various graphic capabilities.

The system and programming are being studied for possible advances to

allow computer-aided-engineering (CAE) design, as well as a faster

version of ALPID, which can simulate mechanical flow and inherent

117-4
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thermal flow simultaneously. The theoretical structure provides the

mathematical tools for handling data in the computer, and as yet has no

predictive value. This would require that the constitutive equations be

derived from chemical bonding strength and alloy composition, which is , .,-

much more complex than the material testing approach. A .

Much testing is conducted to fill the need for a useful data base. ' :

This is divided into two main areas: ceramics and metals. There is a

chemical laboratory in which ceramics and ceramic composites are synthe-

sized. Some ceramics and most metals are obtained from outside sources

and then compression, tension, or bend tested. Since the metals are

used in forging, compression testing is preferred because homogenous

flow is maintained for a longer time. This is where the load vs. time

curves originate. After testing, various other steps are taken to

examine the results, including X-ray diffraction, Scanning or Trans-

mission Electron Microscopy (SEM, TEM). Much time is spent preparing

test samples for examination, so this is naturally where much of the

summer's work was involved.

II. THEORY:

The theory which describes dynamic material behavior is actually a

composite of several theories which treat specific, sometimes simplified

cases. Herein the term thermomechanicaldynamics (TMD) is used to

incorporate thermodynamics of irreversible processes (TIP) and mechani-

cal deformation theories !1,21, which in turn bear a known relationship

to continuur mechanics, plasticity, and thermodynamics.

The cntological development begins with thermostatics which treats,.

equilibriur reversible thermal state equations, TIP then treats similar

47-5
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irreversible cases (i.e., Q>O). The derivative of the first law of ,..

thermodynamics shows how power loss is partitioned into mechanical and

theoretical work-rates. Q is considered to be heat lost in thermal

state equations, but includes work going into deformation via

dU = dQ + dW

-= = o /T = Ykf~kle > 0(I
T;/ (1)k, i

is the rate of entropy production. This is intrinsically connected to

the constitutive behavior of the material through the relation a = Kim,

due to Holloman--or other forms. It is also possible to extend the

thermodynamic differential equations to near-to-equilibrium, and

finally, far-from-equilibrium states which results in the theory of

dissipative structures. Holloman's equation is a very general form in

which m is dependent on true strain, temperature, and strain-rate, i.e.,

m = f(2) with ExxT - 2 or xnxT -r which is called processing space.

For linear relations of a K- (m=l), Onsager's reciprocity rules

hold, which are then generalized to Onsager-Casimir relations for

non-linear constitutive equations [2,4]. At this point it is possible

to apply the continuum mechanics by arguing that these relations hold

locally as well as globally. This means that the known behavior of the

material can describe the movement and temperature (or state) of each

point in a FEM mesh. This is the basis of Analysis of Large Plastic

Incremental Deformation (ALPID) programming.

Further description of the processability of a material is achieved

by analysis of the non-equilibrium dissipation of the applied po er to
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unfavorable processes via an experimentally determined Lyapounov func-

tion applicable to the process. This gives the complete dissipation

function D(w) or D(a). D(c) is related to m and a partitioning function
P via P = Km+l K~m = .1 . Thus, D(a) = a = Kl elimina- ,"-

ting m from the fundamental relations. This is significant only in that -

it shows the direct relationship of D & P to a, data, and is a minor

result of this summer's study. The dissipation rate D(a) increases

asymtotically to a maximum value. It is olso possible to express D in

either force space or velocity space, which requires the use of a dyadic

mapping function = •) in the general case of non-linear constitu-

tive equations. The discussion of time reversal is avoided due to the

irreversible (and irrefluent) behavior of plastic deformation [4].

These D(a) functions do not (but can be extended to) include contribu-

tions due to pore formation, grain boundary formation, phase changes, or

catastrophic fracture. These mechanisms require an amount of work that

is difficult to measure empirically, yet can be easily discussed as new

terms in the power partitioning state equation. Grain boundary forma-

tion is a dissipative process which does rot always lead to an unstable (or

unprocessable) state. . -

The distinction between stable and unstable por:ions of a processing

map is delineated at the onset of unstable mechanisms. This finally

allows the discussion of processability, which is described in terms of

intrinsic workability [3, J. Malas]. By using functions such as the

efficiency n = 2m/m+l (1+P =1); or 6 = lnc/Ta(I/T) (c = it .. -'> > i

is possible to assign processability limits on the maps generated from.-

experiment. This result is essential in choosing optimum control

47-7
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parameters for processing and FEM modelling. At this point it is

possible to explain the constraints on material behavior, however, the

general problem of dynamic materials modeling requires discussion of

many interrelated technical problems, such as densification of powder %

compacts by extrusion, or optimization of die shapes.

III. SIGMA ANALYSIS:

Several steps are involved in analyzing the data and resultant

specimens generated by compression testing. The qualitative examina- lw

tions are covered in the next section. In order to establish the

functional dependence of efficiency on true stress and strain-rate,

first it is necessary to convert many chart rcLrdings into true stress

vs. true plastic strain curves. Using the basic relations, a = F/A;

ln(tL/L), it is possible to compute these values directly from X-Y

values taken from the chart recording. To remove true elastic strain,

which may involve a large contribution from the machine and load cell,

it is necessary to measure the modulus, which is the initial slope of

the force vs. time curve. This is equivalent to the Modulus of Elas-

ticity (E), but is expressed in in./mm chart, then converted and sub-

tracted from the strain data.

The means of acquiring X-Y (" F-t) data had been purely manual,

reading data points 4 mm apart and entering the data in a HP or Z-1O0

for conversion and plotting. After discussing this situation with Greg

Lundberg, a systems analyst, and Dr. Vinod Jain, a materials laboratory

consultant, it became apparent that it was possible to acquire these

data quickly by use of the Tektronix 4954 digitizing tablet. Consulting

with Dr. Jain about the DIGIPLT program used to acquire data on the

Materials Laboratory Computer System, it was quickly discovered that our
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tablet was not working properly. This fact resulted in using the '

equipment in the User Activities Center, Bldg. 652. Much raw data was

generated and stored but still had to be dumped and re-entered for -_

conversion. This was done to allow immediate use of the resulting

curves to generate maps. V

Since digitizing the curves produces large files of raw data, it is

functionally necessary to construct a program designed to read these

files for conversion to o-c curves. Consulting heavily with Lts. Stice,

Davila, and Atwell made it possible to rewrite the existing Fortran

program to accept the data in it's new form. The program, dubbed Sigma,

was modified to eliminate the need for 4 mm spacing on the X-axis, which

made the digitizing much easier. Lt. Atwell explained the Fortran -

compiler on the Z-lO0, enabling any operator to use either the PRIME

system or the Zenith for computing and plotting. The raw data can be

transferred to a Z-1O0 connected to the PRIME system via a program

called Compac. There is a plotting program on the PRIME system called

QEP which is very versatile, but complicated to operate.

Lts. Stice and Davila wrote a command program to simplify this

operation, which is accessed by an R PLOT command. It only requires a

stress axis scale selection and title to be typed in. A full explana-

tion of the operation of these programs is in Section V. These programs

have been successfully run on the digitizing tablet in Bldg 450, but

continues to cause difficulty either due to the mouse (pen), the board

itself or the modem connection. ,.

IV. TESTING AND EXAMINATION:

The compression testing of high-temperature materials involves more ,

than only generating processing maps. The focus of this effort was .. ".-
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primarily on Pyrex-20% SiC composite. This is a model material because ,.,,

consolidation and forming of a shape can be done in the glassy state.

Post heat-treatment would then result in a crystalline ceramic composite

of net shape. No modelling of ceramic composites has been done here

before, so a relatively simple system was chosen.

The compression testing device, an Instron machine, equipped with

Alinco, BLH, and KR load cells. These load cells were chosen to measure

the full range of expected loads. Constant strain-rate tests were

conducted by employing an RC circuit which slows the rate of compression

(exponentially) in proportion to the height of the sample.

When most of the curves had been generated it was necessary to

attach significant mechanical mechanisms to their respective stress/

strain-rate regimes. First, all the samples are macro-photographed at

3X for easy reference; then begin cutting, polishing, and examining

the samples. Low-speed saws for cutting without heating the sample were

used, then one-half of each sample was mounted in bakelite using a

hot-press. Each piece was then prepared for microscopy by carefully

polishing to a near-mirror finish with 3 micron diamond compound in the

last step. Each piece was viewed at lOOX and 400X in the optical micro-

scope to find any scratches or porosity. Some pictures were taken of

features.

To prepare for Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) each piece must be

carbon-coated. A Denton vacuum deposition machine is used for this. It

achieves a high vacuum with a diffusion pump and then a small carbon arc "-

sprays the carbon onto the surface. The chamber holds up to 4 samples

at once. Mr. Matson viewed and photographed severals samples under the

SEM.
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V. IMPLEMENTATION:

A brief description of the commands necessary to access programs and

data to plot true stress-true strain curves.

Login as usual

DIGIPLT <CR>

enter baud rate (1) <CR> (9600)
terminal type (1) <CR> (4010 TEK)

enter data file name (test) <CR>

do you need help? (N) <CR> -.'- *-

enter option # (1) <CR> (digitize)

(3) <CR> (display curves)

(8) <CR> (graphic edit)

enter X and Y coordinates at origin (0 0) <CR>

enter value at end of X-axis (200) <CR>

enter value at end of Y-axis (10) <CR>

do you want same scale factors on X-Y axes (N) <CR>

input origin with mouse <push mouse button>

input end of X-axis with mouse <push mouse button>

input end of Y-axis with mouse <push mouse button>

input curve with mouse <push button repeatedly, entering enough

points to smooth the curve> ---

(D) <CR>

do you want to digitize another curve? (Y)(N) <CR> (chose option)

do you want the same origin? (N) <CR> (start again) ,

Option 3 will give a quick confirmation of accuracy of digitized curve.
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RUN77 SIGRA

enter input file name (test) <CR>

enter max mVolts (KR=4000) (10,000) <CR> (BLH or ALINCO)

(4,000) <CR> (KR load cell)

enter load sensitivity (KR=20) (.3) <CR> ALINCO

(2) <CR> BLH

(20) <CR> KR

enter density; gm/cc; 2.85 for 100% (2.85)

enter initial diameter (in) (.222) <CR>

enter initial length (in) (.444) <CR>

enter strain-rate, (sec-l) (.001) <CR>

enter chart speed, (cm/min) (20) <CR>

enter load factor, (mV/in) (200) <CR> (2V full scale chart)

enter modulus, (in/mm) (1) <CR>

enter output file name (SiC 7) <CR>

OK, (it will stop when the data file ends)

Be very careful that the curve data and operating parameters corre-

spond by digitizing and converting the curves in the same order. If a

mistake is made entering operating parameters it is necessary to split M .W

the raw data file to bring the proper curve to the top.

OK, (ED TEST) <CR>

(T) <CR> ' "

(L) 9999 <CR> each 9999 indicates the end of a curve,

(X) 9999 <CR> so count until the curve data needed is next

in the file.
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(N) <CR> (to remove 9999 from top of file)

(UNLOAD WWW TO BOTTOM) <CR> (creates a new file WWW with curve

sought at top)

(C ALL) <CR>

Now the converted data must be put in plottable format. '.:7 wv

R PLOT <CR>

enter data file name (SiC 7) <CR>

enter stress scale; per in. (1) <CR> will give 5MPa max w/ .2

1 MPa marks

enter title (Pyrex-20% SiC #7 800C IxlO -3 sec-l) <CR>

It will immediately display final plotted form for confirmation of

scale and title. Once several satisfactory CURVE.PLOT files have been

generated in this way it is easy, and preferable, to SPOOL them all at

once onto the PRIME system plotter via:

OK, SPOOL SIC@.PLOT -FORMS PLOT <CR>

Be certain that the wild card character @ will access all the •PLOT

files desired and none others. This allows the plotter to do many

curves sequentially so the final output is easy to handle.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The use of the computer has a great deal of potential for rapidly

producing processing maps. This branch is already beginning to rewrite

their graphics capability to tailor it to the needs of the mapping

47-13
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NOTATION ,..,

D( dissipation function

K,k constants *.'.

m strain-rate exponent

P a partitioning function

heat gain or loss of system

temperature coefficient

S entropy

entropy production rate

T temperature

U internal energy

W work done

Yk state variable, force

state variable, flux -
k

8 state variable, temperature

stress, mechanical force

strain

strain-rate, mechanical flux

n efficiency

Soviet processing space

r American processing space -..

w state variable, a or

dyadic transform function ( - o) .-
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN THE
PRODUCTION OF DICHROMATED GELATIN HOLOGRAMS

by

John M. Lushetsky

ABSTRACT
, - S.,..

Research done to develop a working procedure that would overcome

certain problems encountered in the production of dichromated gelatin

holograms (DGH's) is presented. These holograms are unique in their

ability to diffract light while remaining essentially transparent. The

Air Force's main interest in this area has to do with using DGH's in

matched-filter identification systems. Present matched-filter systems

use conventional bleached holograms which absorb far more light than they

diffract. This has thus far limited their flexibility.

The Armament Lab's attempts to reproduce the work of others in this ,

area has fallen short of producing DGH's of the same reported quality.

The reasons for this are not fully understood. This rcport deals with

research that attempted to understand the criteria necessary for produc-

ing quality DGH's, but does not provide a detailed description of

gelatin-dichromate photosensitive systems. Though the results of this

research were inconclusive, a procedure that showed promise in producing

DGH's, as well as suggestions for further research, are included.
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I. INTRODUCTION: Since it was first developed by Shankoff (1), the

process of making holograms using a gelatin-dichromate photosentsitive

system has been well documented (2-10). Holograms made in this way are

unique in their ability to produce diffration efficiencies as high as 90'

(1). Because of this, dichromated gelatin holograms (DGH's) have re-

ceived interest by those wishing to develop head-up display (HUD) systems .. - -

for pilots (8) and similar systems where the substrate that the hologram

is on must also serve as a protective viewing shield. The DGH's ability

to diffract light while remaining essentially transparent makes it well

suited for this application.

Recently, the Air Force has shown interest in using DGH's in

matched-filter tracking systems. These systems employ a combination of

refractive and reflective optics, an array of point detectors, and a

holographic matched-filter which is made to identify a specified object

in a field of interest filled with other unspecified objects. Also used

is a spatial light modulator, which takes an incoherent image of the

field of interest and, using a laser, creates an identical coherent image

that can then be used by the system. When illuminated by this coherent

image of the field of interest, the filter will diffract the laser light

to a point on the detector array, providing the specified object is

present in the field. The detector will then emit a voltage signal,

signifying that a match has been made between an object in the field of

interest and the filter. If the specified object is not present in the

field, the light will not be diffracted to a point and no voltage will be

emitted. Because these systems will be installed on mobile platforms,

space will usually be a design consideration. This consideration will
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limit the size of the laser used with the spatial light modulator and,

consequently, it's output power. If not enough diffracted laser light . ?

reaches the detector array, an insufficient voltage will be emitted to ., "

signify a match, and the object will remain undetected by the system. --

This problem, however, can be overcome by either increasing the sensi-

tivity of the individual detectors or by decreasing the amount of light

that is absorbed by the system so as to increase the amount of light

incident on the detectors. Since detector manufacturing technology is

constrained by the theoretical and real performance limits of different " ".-

types of detectors, the latter solution has been attempted. While the
7_77

reflective and refractive optics of the system do absorb some light, the

highest percentage is absorbed by the holographic matched-filter. If

matched-filters could be produced that had high diffraction efficiencies

as well as low absorptions, tracking systems of this type could be much

more flexible.

The following report deals with research done to develop a procedure

for making dichromated gelatin holograms while eliminating certain prob-

lems encountered on previous attempts by the Armament Lab. It does not

include the complete background and theory necessary to fully understand

the holographic and dichromated gelatin processes. The preceding refer-

ences (1-10) are reconmmended to the reader as a supplement.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: Even though the process of

making dichromated gelatin holograms has been well documented, the Air

Force's Armament Laboratory, located at Eglin AFB, Fort Walton Beach, L'N

4 --.5
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Florida, has failed to produce DGH's of the same quality reported by "";

the- otr researchers. Similar attempts at the University of Florida in

[b
° , ,- Gainesville, sponsered by the Armament Lab, have also failed to duplicate ..

" published results. The following preliminary goals of the research

effort were based on these two attempts: .. .....'

1. Develop a working procedure for making dichromated gelatin holo- ,"I""

grams. The holograms would be made from the interference pattern ""-"._

obtained from two plane waves in order to duplicate previous work in -"

this area. ;-;'"

4.. -j .

2. Make DGH's using objects of different sizes and shapes.

Flor 3. Investigate the use of DGH's in matched-filtering systems.

It. BACKGROUND: In order to learn more about producing dichromated

aGlatin holograms, an extensive literature survey was initially conduct-e

ed. Though the methods for making DGH's varied slightly for each author,

almost all of them reported on the extreme sensitivity that DGH's have to

humidity (2,4,5,6,8,9). Thi is due to the fact that a DGH efficiently

diffracts light only after being dehydrated in two different alcoholseanshp.

baths and then dried in a low humidity environment. If a DGH is subject-

ed. tahugh theumedtod fniomn makn Dims varidsghtlyafr teac author,

process, its diffraction efficiency will be far below the reported 90%.

This proved to be a significant factor in the Florida summer climate.

The angle between the reference and object beams also was found to

be a factor in producing quality DGH's (see Figure 1). This angle deter-

mines the spatial frequency of the interference pattern caused by the two

beams. The pattern is recorded onto the DGH by hardening the hologram in

48-6
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the planes where the beams constructively interfere. By correctly pro-

cessing the hologram, these hardened planes will have an index-of-

refraction, n, which is higher than in those areas where the beams de-

structively interfered. If the reconstruction beam, c (see Figure 2), is

parallel to the original reference beam, the planes of higher index-of-

refraction will be aligned so that c is partially reflected in a direc-

tion parallel to the original object beam each time it passes through one

of these planes. This reflected beam is termed the readout beam, i.

Only if c traverses many of these refractive index planes will enough

light be reflected into i for it to approach its reported value of 90% of

the reference beam. For a given hologram thickness, the spatial

. frequency of these planes must be sufficiently high as to permit these

multiple reflections. Using approximately the same experimental values

as in this case, Meyerhofer (2) reports that an angle of 23 degrees is

necessary to fulfill this criteria. His report is the only one found

that fully explains this characteristic of DGH's.

IV. PROCEDURE: Once the literature survey was completed, work was" ~~.'-.

begun to develop a procedure to produce DGH's. The initial procedure was

based on previous published reports but took special care to overcome the

problems mentioned above. The humidity around the DGH was reduced by
"" .. _h

placing bags of desicant in the light-tight drying containers with the

DGH's as well as in the tank that the hologram was in during exposure.

In this way, the hologram was in a low humidity atmosphere from the

preparation through the development stages. The maximum humidity that

48-8
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would permit the formation of quality DGH's seemed to vary depending

on the author, with 50% being the highest of these values given (4).

While the humidity in the vicinity of the desicant was not measured, it

can be assumed that it was substantially lower than the 60-65% room

humidity. Also, the spatial frequency of the interference pattern was

increased by increasing the angle between the reference and object beams

to 39 degrees.

Throughout the summer, several different methods were used to

prepare, sensitize, and develop the holograms. The following is the '.

procedure that gave the best results and is based primarily on the work .'

of Chang and Leonard (4). It should be used more as a starting point for ., .

further research, rather than accepted as the optimum procedure. As in ,

other work being done in this area, commercially available Kodak unbacked .

649F holographic plates were used.

PREPARATION

Note: a. Preparation can be done under room light.
b. Both Fixer solutions must be made with deionized (D.I.) water.
c. Dispose of all solutions after use.

1. Soak in Kodak Fixer without hardener for 5 min (T=76 deg F).

2. Wash in running tap water for 10 min (T=90 deg F).

3. Soak in Kodak Fixer with hardener for 5 min (T=76 deg F).

4. Wash in tap water for 10 min (T=80 deg F).

5. Wipe non-emulsion side with paper towel. Dry in vertical position
overnight with desicant bag in closed box. ..2.
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SENSITIZATION

Note: a. All sensitization must be done under a red safety light.
b. To make development solution, mix 25 gm ammonium dichromate

with 500 ml D.I. water and 2.5 ml PhotoFlo 200 solution (1
drop conc/500 ml D.I. water).

c. It has been reported that the development solution '"
can be used for an unlimited number of plates but must
be replaced once a week (2). 7 "

1. Soak in 5% ammonium dichromate with .5% PhotoFlo solution for 5 min

(T=76 deg F).

2. Wipe edges and non-emulsion side with paper towel.

3. Dry horizontally overnight with desicant in light-tight box.

EXPOSURE

Note: An empty liquid gate may be used as the transparent film holder.

1. Align optics as shown in Figure 1.

2. Expose with Argon Laser set a 488 nm.

3. Reference to Object Beam Ratio should be approximately 1:1.

4. Place desicant bag in the bottom of transparent film holder.

5. Place sensitized plate in transparent film holder.

6. Wait 3 min for vibrations to die out.

7. Expose at 500 mJ/cm**2.

DEVELOPMENT

Note: a. Development must be initially done under red safety light. -
Room lights may be turned on after plate has been in water
wash for 3 min.

b. Development solution may be made by either mixing 2.5 gm of
ammonium dichromate with 500 ml D.I. water or mixing 50 ml of
the sensitizing solution with 450 ml D.I. water.

c. Isopropanol should be of the highest purity commercially ..
avaiblable (at least 98%).

d. Dispose of all solutions after use.
e. Tight-tight box can be used as air-tight drying box.

4F", -. . ."11. . . .- .-.........
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1. Soak in .5% ammonium dichromate solution for 5 min (T=76 deg F).

2. Soak in Kodak Fixer with hardener for 5 min (T=76 deg F). .

3. Wash in running tap water for 10 min (T=80 deg F). J
4. Soak in 50%/50% Deionized Water/Isopropanol Alcohol solution for 3

min.

5. Soak in 100% Isopropanol Alcohol for 3 min.

6. Place immediately in air-tight box with desicant. Dry overnight.

RECONSTRUCTION -

1. Block out object beam amd measure irradiance of reference beam.

2. Place DGH in original position in film holder (see Figure 1).

3. Measure irradiance of diffracted light in the direction of the
original object beam (see Figure 2).

4. Divide diffracted irradiance by the reference beam irradiance to find
diffraction efficiency.

48-12
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V. RESULTS: Using the above procedure to prepare, sensitize, and .',4 A

develop, a 40% diffraction efficiency was reached for one DGH. When

viewed on a light screen, the diffracted light was in a crescent shape

instead of the full circle, similar to the original reference beam, that

would be expected. This could possibly be because of a non-uniform

coverage of ammonium dichromate. Also peculiar to this hologram was that

maximum diffraction efficiency was reached only when the hologram was

rotated slightly around the vertical axis. This shift in Bragg angle

could not be explained.

These results, however, are not conclusive since a repeated attempt "

using this procedure failed to produce similar results. The reason(s)

for this could not be fully determined during the period of this re-

search, but two factors which were thought to affect the DGH production

are discussed in the following section.

VI. DISCUSSION: From the experience gained through this research, it,"

has become apparent that there are many variables connected with produc-

ing quality DGH's. This problem is further compounded by the fact that

four seperate processes must be completed before a DGH is ready to view.

This makes it very difficult to locate the exact point in the overall .-

process where conditions prevent the hologram from attaining its maximum

diffraction effi ci ency.

Initially, the high humidity of the Florida summer climate was

thought to be preventing the DGH from reaching its reported efficiency,

even though desicant bags were being used to dry the local environment.

To find out if this was the case, all DGH's done during this summer were
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re-dehydrated by soaking them in D.I. water for five minutes and then

repeating steps #4 and #5 of the Development process. These plates were

then placed in a vacuum pumped atmosphere for four hours. Upon visually

inspecting these holograms, it was found that their efficiencies had not

improved substantially. The DGH that previously had a 40% diffraction

efficiency was found to have a 50% diffraction efficiency after being

vacuum pumped. Since all of these holograms were processed using

slightly different procedures, it is apparent that in this case, the

diffration efficiency is primarily affected by conditions taking place

before the final drying of the DGH. Also, if care is taken in keeping

the DGH in the presence of a desicant, the hologram will reach, within

10%, the diffraction efficiency obtained when put in a vacuum pumped

atmosphere.

Also thought to be preventing the DGH's from reaching their maximum

diffraction efficiency was the temperature of the water baths used in the '

Preparation process. The process suggested by Chang and Leonard (4) uses

a variant temperature bath to favorable change the crystal structure of

the gelatin. In this process, the plates are first put into a water bath

where the temperature is slowly raised and lowered between 68 and 90

degrees F and later put into a constant temperature bath at 68 degrees.

When the temperature is slowly raised to 90 degrees in the first bath,

the gelatin is brought to just below its melting point so that all

crystals dissolve. As the temperature is slowly lowered, crystals of

better shape are formed. These crystals permit increased bonding between
, , . '

the ammonium dichromate and the gelatin, which improves diffraction

48-14
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efficiency of the DGH (7). The crystal structure is preserved during the

second bath by keeping the temperature at 68 degrees F.

Because the temperature of the tap water in Florida is apporximately

80 degrees F, care was taken to duplicate Chang and Leonard's process by "'

initially lowering the temperature of the water bath and other solutions

using ice. This failed to produce a DGH of acceptable quality. Also, an ..

attempt to duplicate the process that yielded a DGH with a 40% diffrac-

tion efficiency failed to produce similar results. As can be seen by -_.

referring to the Procedure section, this process used water and chemical

baths in the Preparation process that had temperatures above 68 degrees

F. Based on the above discussion, this process would not be expected to

produce results better than would be gained by closely following the

Preparation process suggested by Chang and Leonard. This is just one of

the inconsistencies experienced in researching the production of DGH's.

More work should be done in varying the temperatures of the solution used

in the Preparation process in order to more fully understand their effect

on the final diffraction efficiency.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS: In continuing this research, effort should be

made to understand and duplicate the work of others while realizing that

environmental differences might exist. These differences are a possible

explanation why the Armament Lab has had much difficulty is producing Z

quality OGH's while others have not. A logical starting point to

continue this research would be to use the process stated in this re-

port, which yielded a hologram with 40% diffraction efficiency. This .

could be ammended as the process is more fully understood. The affect of

48-15 """""-
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air humidity and solution temperature on the hologram before development -

should also be more fully examined by following up on the discussion in

this paper.

After DGH's can be repeatably produced, work could begin to either

further improve the diffraction efficiency or to pursue the other two

original research objectives. If increasing the efficiency is of inter-

est, the report by Graube (7) is a rigorous examination of the factors

affecting the quality of a DGH and would be an aid in reaching diffrac-

tion efficiencies near 90%. Other papers (4-6) report on the materials

and procedures used to seal the hologram behind a glass plate to increase

its resistance to high humidity. This would be of primary importance if

the DGH was to be used in a matched-filter system.
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10. Curran, R.K., and Shankoff, T.A., "The Mechanism of Holographic

Formation in Dichormated Gelatin," Applied Optics, July 1970, al',,,
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Dr. Chr 2st ian C. Wannier
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Ms. France's M. V.allely

Mis. Kathleen~ A. Malin

The research outlinee here focuses on the development of a
methodology for the creation of a natural language
i nterf ae. It includes a set of SOftware tools and
procedu~res based on a non-transformational theory of
language called Residential Grammar (RG; Binkert, 1963,
1984, 1985). The development of the natural languaoe tools
began vi.th two parallel efforts. The computer science team
worked on the implementatior. of the LISP version of the RG
syntactic parser of English, while the linguistic team
concentrated on the development of a first Set of Semantic
features out of which the case relations of lanouaae Could
be de i ned. Once completed, the natural lanauaae.-
understanding tool could be integrated into a computer's .

operativq system to act as an interface between a computer
system anld a computer user. This would reduce the confusion ~
caused by the various command languages on different
computer systems.

N'.
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1r, the summer c4 11 ,Cf,- the Air Forcr- Humar, esour -es - "

Laboratorv (AFHRL), rainirQ Systems 1nvisi.ori. served as 'rnc

host for a research project funded by the Air Force Of4-ice -

of Scientific Research through the Summer Faculty Research

Program / Gradute Student Summer Support Proqram. TIIe

research was conducted by two faculty ioembers and three

graduate students from Oakland University, Ro=hester, Mi .-

The central problem addressed by this research team was the

understanding of natural language by computer. The goal of

the research was to begin the development of IL set of

software tools for natural language understanding that could ..

be applied to arbitrary software settings, thus, eliminating

much of the redundant research now being carried on in

natural language processing.

To the degree that natural language understanding tools

could be built, a wide variety of Air Force and Human

Resources Laboratory goals could be advanced. For example, a

natural language understanding tool could be integrated into

Z computer's operating system to act as an interface between

1a comoutr system and a computer user. This could greatly

reduce the confusion caused by the widely differina command

lancuages on different computer systems lke the VAX, th.-

IBM and the Cvber systems available at AFHRL. Hnother placc

49-
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s in the m--nv tranino -zt:4:t- 0 he i r Force. (t 14,e

.;FHRL. the tools would allow a mor- human-like _oMMurilcztion

between student and automated tutor as in the Rule-Kit

e.:pert system developed 4or them by General Dynamics. A

natural language interface would allow responses to a wider

ranae of arbitrary requests from; the user of the expert

svstem. As these few examples illustrate, once the natural

languae tools are developed, projects within the AFHRL need

no longer create their own natural language systems but,

instead, need only use the expanding set of tools.

The research team from Oakland was an interdisciplinary

group consisting of three members from the field of computer '

science and two from linguistics. Dr. Christian Wagner, an

assistant professor of engineering and computer science at .

* Oakland Jni versity, has been an active researcher i n

" artificial intellience for twelve years and worked on

externally -funded research in applying Al to medical -

diagnosis and treatment as well as decision making in

education. With colleagues at Oakland University he has co-

chaired major artificial intelligence conferences, developed

graduate and undergraeuate courses in AI, and run V$

professional development seminars on robotics and advanced .,

automation. Recent research interests have incLiuded the

49-E
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Waqner werP two masters dear ee c ri. dates in computer

SC I VfCE Frances Val .y a id Ihomas Schnes:. Ms. Vallely has

e;tensi e e-perience in L Fnd training in artificial

intel1iu_nce with an ME in me eniatics. She is E un~ver-s.ty-

facuitv member ir, computer science and mathematics at

Lawren=ce Institute of Technology and The University of

Michi.an - Dearborn. With a BS in computer science, Mr.

Schnesk las worked as a systems analyst for General Motors.

During She last year he has served as a graduate teaching

assistant at Oakland University, and faculty member in >. '

computer science at The University of Michigan - Flint .:.

campus.-"

Dr. Pete Binkert is an associate professor in linguistics

at Oaklad University. His theory of Residential Grammar, "

RG, (Bi n4ert, 1983, 1984, 19e5) is the basis for the -

syntactic parsing tool; the +eature-based style of analysis

begun in RG is also the basis for the first part of the

semantic feature system, those defining cases. His vast

knowl eoae of syntactic theory and e::tensi ve research

experience were an absolute necessity for the project's

proqrtss. Kathleen Malin, a araduate student -ith an .E in

linquistim, has been workino k.ith the theory o4 Fesidentiai -

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
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svsitem as well as i n the perfeztion 0+ a case feature :.-

!tAsteffi.

!I. Or.J3ECTIVES

The stated objectives for the summer research at Lowry Air -. ,

Force Base were as follows:

1) Case Feature System - A major effort in the linguistic

side of the research was the elaboration and clarification

of a set of linguistic features out of which the case

relations across human lanquages can be constructed. The use

of features for the definition of case relations was to

parallel the syntactic feature matrix of Residential

Grammar.

2) Semantic Feature System - A central idea behind the

planned research in machine understanding of language was

that the semantic features for an artificially intelligent

system must be arounded in reality. Two different methods

for such Qroundina were attempted: groundino in the -..

universals across human lanauages and qroundinc in the

physical capabilities of a computer system. This effort

49 -7
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3) LISP Inaplercsntationr of RG Parser - Because LISP is (a)

the langu~age of choice for arti4icial intelligence in the

United States, U sdeial in the DOD language Ada 5.

(Reeker, 1985). and (c) is an easy language in which to -

i mplIement feature-based systems, a major effort of the

research was to traniate an e,.istinq RG parser written in

7 5%

the languae PL-1 into the language LISP.%

4) LISP Implementation and resting of Semantic Feature

System - As the semantic feature system for defining cases

was Completed, it was to be implemented in LISP and *A

integrated with the LISP version of the RG parser.

5) Design and Implementation of Natural Language Front End

to an Automnatic Programming Systems - The ultimate goal of

this phase of the research was to connect the natural

language understanding tool (including the syntactic and

semantic components) to an automatic programming system.

As the research progressed, modification of the original

objectives was recuired due to resource and time
41

constraints. First, it was discovered that the current LISP

capabilities at the Human Resources Laboratory were not

49-8
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ine power of a VAX is aeneral I y required 4o natural N

languaoe processina because of the larqe size of dictionary

and encyclopedic entries for the words and concepts of the

lanuaoe. Contact was made with DECUS (the DEC users group) .-.

to see if a free version of LISP were available for VMS4.0

on the VAX. Unfortunately, it was not. The development of

the computer systems, therefore, had to remain bound on the

IBM-PC microcomputers for the duration of the project at

Lowry.

As translation of the parser from PL-1 into LISP progressed,

an unanticipated new objective arose, namely, the redesign

of parts of the parser. As the graduate students worked to

translate the parser, it became evident that changes had to

be made to the parser to more clearly reflect the framework

of the syntactic theory. For example, the format of the

dictionary entries was modified to allow for the link

between semantically related nouns, noun forms, verbs, verb

forms. etc. Where words such as "think," "thinker" and

"thouqht" were originally treated as three separate lexical

entries, the revised dictionary now lists them all under

"think," as subforms of one entry. In addition, the

svntactic categories were sliohtlv revised to not only

..

49-9.
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,End posi tio0 al I oc tr .t ) n ,uch as "hereu, "there, ... nw" i-,rc

then were r previLuslv ci as.sified only as nouns with the

added feature of either +LCCATIVE OF TIME or +LOCATIVE OF

PLACE. It became apparent that marsino could be +acilitated

if new quantitier cztegoriez_. were added to account for these 0. ,7

concepts.

I II. APPROACHES AND RESULTS

The development of the natural language tools began with two

parallel efforts: one by the computer science team to work

on the implementation of the LISP version of the syntactic

parser of English, the second by the linguistic team to work

on the definition of a first set of semantic features out of -*-.,

which the case relations of language could be defined. The

results of these e+forts are summarized below, by objective.

1? Case Feature System - The approach taken in the

definition of a case feature system parallels the successful .

approach taken in the development of the feature system -:or

the RG syntactic model: a search was made +or E. set of

49-10
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constantly app1i ed to the possiblE feature systens were the

ai Ii ty to exp I iin case di -f eren:es across nituri I ianauages

and the ex pr ess iL 1iit y of the features in terms of the

hardware capabilities of computer and robotic systems.

Althou?' not considered by the research team to be in its

final form, a set of very promising semantic features has

been specified out of which the case relations across

natural languages can be defined. Even more, the proposed

feature system seems to capture the generalizations of

Fillmore's (1966, 1967, 1977) and Gruber's (1965, 1976) case

*theories and Schank's (1975, 1977) conceptual dependency

* theory without containing some of the inherent redundancy.

The current feature system provides a complete specification

of the case or thematic relation played by every argumnent

(noun phrase) in association with every predicate in the

sentence. It provides a means for associating the syntactic

components of the sentence such as "subject" and 'object'

with thematic roles such as "aaent" and "1patient." The

system utilizes tw-elve binary features which are highly

transportable across natural lanouaqes and across other

*conceptual models (e.Q. case grammar and Conceptual

49-11
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features, iust aL each svntat c cztegor%" 2- represented by-

an abbrevi at ion o+ csyntactic features. iF-0 each semantic W-0

entry, all features are specified with o.-ie o+ three possible

val Ltes: " ' or "+/-". At the current time the twelve

semantic features are div'ided into six primary, +eatures and

si x secondary features. Erie and informal def initions of

the features, based en pr-cis-e and technical smecifications,

are provided below: _

PRIMARY SEMANTIC FEATURES:

POSITIONAL: + having a primary focus on location, .

orientation, or movement in space or time
-not having a primary focus on location,
orientation, or movement in space or time

DISJUNCTIVE: + emphasizing separation
-separation not emphasized

CONJUNCTIVE: +- emphasizing union or association
4 - union or association not emphasized

EXTENSIONAL: + emphasizing the extent of space
-extent of space not emphasized

3PROXIMAL: + involving contact
-non involving contact

FIRST ORDER: + involving relationships relative to a point,
line or surface .

-involving relationships relative to area or
vol ume

Z- ,,*s

49-12
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- r, cusinqg or place :% '

Relatinc tc thc, yz a':es:

VERTICAL: + a po!: tive value or, the =
- a nooative value on the z a,: .

HORIZONTAL: - a positive value on the :ais
- a recative value on the: a,:is

FRONTAL: + a positive value on the y axis
- a negative value or, the y a-.2s

INTERVAL: + involving a medial position

- not involving a medial position "-

INTENSIVE: + involving a range from average to
maximal

- involving a range from minimal to
average

. Given the e::isting case feature system, a classification

scheme ior verbs and prepositions is being created for the

efficient storage of large numbers of syntactic and semantic N- m

features through simple inheritance networks.

The case feature system prcposes that case relations like

GOAL, EXPERIENCEP. SOURCE, AGENT, et cetera, are actually

labels 4or constellations of semantic features. The

commonalitv in GOAL and EXPERIENCER is the feature

* [+CONJUNCTIVE] which denotes asscciation or union; the

~~49-13
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derio eSds:tor or sr-par-aticr. Tueio-e, h ictt~

the same themrat ic m~arker (preposition, postpcsition,

['' .% , b- .

grammat ic:&] C z v etc. ) is used +or a variety o4 thematic

relations can be attributed to the presence in those

relations of the same feature. The loss of descriptive

t', . .

adequacy in theories of case orammar is shared by other

related theoriet:. and semantic systems; the common eatures

associated with thematic relations are not expressible, and

it becomes a complete accident that the same marker is used

across relations.

In addition to the loss of descriptive adequacy, there is a

loss of explanatory adequacy in other theoretical

frameworks. Thematic relations like SOURCE and GOAL cannot

be related in any direct way to the concepts which form

semantic networks or to the concepts which underlie other

semantic constructs, e.g., the primitives in conceptual - -

dependency theory (Schank 1975, 1977). In short, there is

little transportability between the systems, so that the +

valuable insights of each cannot be geathered into one

framework. -.

For example, it is clear that thematic relations like SOURCE

and GOAL from case theory are associated with primitives

like EXPEL and INGEST from conceptual dependency theory. But

49-14 *'S~
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association corinot be spec:a-eo. Yet, the arammatical facts

of natural language, in particular, the distr4,uution of

thematic markvrs, clearly indicate that there mut be a

connection between thematic relations and semantic fields in %

general. The same feature which shows up in relations like

SOURCE and AGENT ([+DISJUNCTIVE], e.g., "from") should form

part of the definition of words like "aversion," . deprive,"

"need," and so or,: and, that feature should also show up in

the definition of a primitive like EXPEL if a theory

contains such a primitive. Similarly, the same feature that

shows up in relations like GOAL and EXPERIENCER

([ +CONJUNCTIVE], e.g., "to") should form part of the -

definition of words like "inclination," . supply,"

"abundance," and the like and show up in a proposed

primitive like INGEST. This feature-based approach to

thematic relations provides an explanation for why the same -

groupings of markers occur repeatedly in natural languages. ....-

The feature system has been challenged through native

speaker intuition and comparison to other languages,

specifically Japanese. It appears, at this time, that the

case feature system proposed here has an advantage over

other case grammars. Since the system asserts that the [-

POSITIONAL] relations are based on the [+POSITIONAL] ones, ,

* ." . |
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nonpositional thematic relations cart and have been posited.

The case feature syvstem can ex<pl ainr why the same cramm.ati cal

case, preposition or postposjtiol ("from" in examples a-g

below) embraces both positional and nonpositional relations

in examples such as the following:

a. He r ctn +fr-om is v fic e.

b. He is back from Europe.

c. Keep this away from the children.

d. She can't tell red from orange.

e. He can't find any relief from pain.

fThey will be here an hour from now.

g. We cot a note from the dean.

.p

It explains why a class like "separative notions" should

remain intact diachronically and dialectally.

In addition to the above lingquistic support for the case

feature system, qiven a perceptual apparatus (human or

machine), the feature definitions can be made very precise.
.

The feature [+'/-POSITIONA~L] (an intentional renaming of -

49.1
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div, oes s mc.nL ,c tS intL to sets: ticise that are

abstract ([-POSII1ONAL) and those that are concrete

([+POSITIONALJ). This opposition carn be precisely defined in

terms of the physical capacities of real computing systems.

At O.1dand University, our Automatix Vision system can

compute the area of any object in its visual field with a

call to the system function TOTALAREA. I f, in the

computer's memory, a concept has been associated with a non-

zero area, it must be concrete ([+POSITIONAL)), i.e., the

computer has seen one or been informed that it is possible

to see one. If no such association exists, the concept must III!
be abstract ([-POSITIONAL). By relating as many of the

features as possible to the physical capacities of the

system in this way, we can begin to attribute real

understanding to the computer system, in particular, under-

standing that makes possible independent verification of

natural language statements it receives. Though the entire

system has yet to be completed, the case features will be

applied to all syntactic categories in hopes of producing a

comprehensive semantic description of any given language.

The case feature system must be integrated into the larger -. *-

semantic model and semantic net.

2) Semantic Feature System - Outside of the semantic

features defining case relations, little explicit or

49-17
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di cvr~ ho-..-:ver thie e.xi -nc se-og.ntic featur es: do. ir

4fact, provi de an explanation for the multiple senses and
V

wide ranqte of associations typicallv qi ven to verbal

ex p res s ion 1t provides a meEns for specifying higher

coginitive concepts such as comparison and quantification.

For example, given the verb pair "enterie>xit," an adequate

semantic m~apping of the pair would include the following

information:

a. They are motion verbs.

b. 1. "enter" indicates motion forward;

2. "exit" indicates motion away.

C. They indicate contact with the location.

d. They require three dimensions.

e . The dimension of the location varies.

4F. They are related to the prepositions "into/out of"p respectively.

g. They mean "go into/go out of."

The RG case feature system reoresents these relations as

follows:

a [xDISJUNCTIVE, -xCONJUNCTIVE] (Where -ximplies the
opposite value of x and x may be +-

b. 1. "enter" is C-DISJUNCTIVE, -+CONJUNCTIVE] -

2. "xit" is [+DISJUNCTIVE, -CONJUINCTIVE] .-

C. [+PROXIMAL]

e . [-EXTENSIONAL]
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c . ao it FDIS.UNCTIVE, -xCONJUNCTIVE].

In order for -* semantic parser to be utilized in a natural

lanquaqc processor, there must be a theory of semantics as ,

its underlying base. The notion of semantic nets became the -

model for the base. --.

A semantic net is a graphical method used for the

representation of knowledge. A net consists of nodes

representing objects, concepts, or events, and links between 
P

the nodes, representing their interrelations. One key

feature of the semantic net representation is that important

associations can be made explicitly and succinctly: relevant

facts about an object or concept can be inferred from the

nodes to which they are directly linked, without a search

through a large database.

The theoretical aspects of the semantic theory for parsing

natural language are in the final stages of formalization. -

Unfortunately, due to time restrictions, we were unable to

complete the implementation of a semantic feature system

that would adequately represent the scome of human

perceptions within the framework of semantic nets.

'.'.-.].
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was to translate the e,:istina RG syntactic parser into LISP.

I nitial ly t he P'G part.er voas implemented usini PL/1 on the

MULTICS svstem at Oakland University.

The motivation -for selecting LISP, as the language of choice

over the PL/I version was several fold. LISP is generally

acknowledged as the standard U.S. language for work done in

the realm of artificial intelligence. A LISP representation_

facilitates the introduction of semantic features. Also,

variations on LISP written in ADA are currently under

consideration.

Initially the focus of the work on the parser was viewed as

a straight forward task of translation from PL/I into LISP.

As the translation process proceeded, however, several

problems arose. It became clear that the implementation of

the original parser was not conducive to a simple

translation into a transportable LISP system. The PL/I -

parser used character strings and non-portable system calls

to the MULTICS mainframe system ex~tensively. Indexing,

rather than recursion, was used throughout for the purpose

of searchini forward and bacifward over a aiv~en sentence. The

PL/I routines were e~tcessivelv large and used deeDly nested

if-then constructions. Finrall1y, the theoretical basis for

49-20
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written. Because of these and ottier desiqn considerations, .

an alternate format and some ex:tensive redesign of the

system became necessary to take full advantage of LISP as . P.

well as the theory of Residential Grammar.

The first step in the design of the LISP svstem was an

investigation into an appropriate global data structure for

the representation of the required graphemic, syntactic and

semantic knowledge required. As with most LISP systems, the

choice of data structures was essentially a semantic

network. The net centered on five major node types: word

nodes, concept nodes, syntactic nodes, semantic nodes, and

functional nodes. Word nodes represented the graphemic input

that the system could receive. Each word node was hooked to

one or more concept nodes that contained all information

relative to the word. The concept node pointed to the

various syntactic types of the concept which, in turn, were

connected to the various semantic meanings for the given

syntactic type. Finally, the semantic meaning was hooked to

a functional node which specified the precise function call

and argument list required to perform any action. . .

This data structure required the creation and implementation

of numerous constructor and selector functions. Once these

49-21
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functions words of the language and enough of t1he content

words to provide an adequate test of thu. system software.

As the LISP parser evolved, the use and control of these

data structures was managed in a way different than the

original PL/I parser, specifically, an augmented transition

network (ATN) system was created and various, separate ATN"-s

were created to handle the problems of word disambiguation

and functional analysis. The following is a graphical

representation of an existing ATN designed for the purpose

of disambiguating verbs:

.t te qnt etc nt etc

VIO V 11 V9-1 V 1
tw- au X -auVc

Vil. to 'c W. e_ tce-be-aux

Wit ne etc Wit q9 Jetc qfit etc qnt 59, etc

ld+~V9) v7 V9 Y6v Y!5 Vq

-aal' " "'"

'- be-aux

C) ,, etc -.e

T 
S 

I
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only those deciions that were certain so that no backup and

no Lnnecfc,.ar, soarchinQ wIas performed. The A'N formalism - . :?:
provided z; mearts for specifying the logic of parsing in a -

manner that more closely reflected the role of the syntactic

categories of RG theory. The modularity of the independent

ATNs also helped to clarify the grammatical disambiguation -

process and enhance the possibilities for alteration or

expansion of the disambiguation process at a later time if

it becomes necessary. Although extensive testing has not

been completeed, we feel that the benefits of the change

from the PL/I desion to the ATN design in LISP will be quite

notable. This change in objective has required substantially

more time than anticipated since the control flow of the

PL/I program was no longer very useful in the translation

process.

The balance of the effort involving the LISP parser was

centered on the implementation of routines to handle the

functional analysis process.

4) LISP Implementation and Testing of Case and Semantic

Feature System - This is the one objective that could not be

realized ourinq the summer research. The primary reason for

this was the areater than expected time committment required ,

4 9- 2 3 '
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the probLem that wi 1 1 makt" the eventual olutio n more

covrect and rapi6. Fi rst. the AIN system for c.anipulatinq w
the syVntactic parsing provideL; a straight4orward for'mal i 5m

{or tite tatement o+ the cas.e relationship and semantic

process-irig we wil l require. Sc-ond, the delay will provide

us with oreater time to study the proposed semantic feature

system before attempting to implement them. There i a

degree of uncertainty, at this time, as to the correctness

of the specific features chosen for case analysis since

there is no underlying model yet developed that will predict .-

what these features should be (as there was a specific tree

model that predicted the twelve syntactic features of the

original parsing system).

5) Design and Implementation of Natural Language Front End

to an Automatic Programming Systems - Re-earch efforts for

the design and implementation of a natural language front

end to an automatic programming system had to begin,

obviously, with the development of an automatic programming

system itself. The desion chosen centered on the concept

that a computer's understanding must be grounded in the -

primitive processes that it can perform. .

49-24
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system (AUTOP) i ttill in its formative staoes: however,

many of its characteristics have been defined. The overall

model of the system design process will be based on the

PSL/PSA system developed by Teichroew (1978). This system

has been widely used in industry and government and seems to

have the expressive power to describe an information -'" -" ".

processing environment. The focus of AUTOP will be to

develop a running computer system in a top down fashion that

eventually connects to primitive functions of which the

underlying computer system is capable. This development will

be based on an interactive dialog between the user and the

program environment concerning, initially, the five major ---

aspects of a computing system: input, storage, processing,

output, and control.

During this short summer session, only a few of the AUTOP

components were designed and tested. This allowed a small ''--

automatic programming system to be written and tested in a

short amount of time. More interestingly, however, the-

components developed during the ten weeks now act as new

primitives available to the AUTOP user in the creation of

other new system. For example, in the creation of the

program AUTOP, a set of menu driving functions were created

(i.e., functions for the construction of data structures -.. ,,

required by a menu and routines for the use of these

49-25 4,1i.
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perform itt. funcTiom.. In acdoitivo, ho~wever ,these menu

routines are now available for ALITOF to use, itself, as it

*helps enother user create a new system. lideed, in typical

"-' .

computer science style, it might be possible to specify the

AUTOP program itself using the AUTOP system. As the AUTOP

system expands, the set of "basic primitives" that become

the foundation for othier systems expands in size and

complexity.

At the current time, the basic primitives are divided into

two classes: selector and constructor functions. As their

names imply, constructor functions enable the user to define

and build the basic data structures required and the

selector functions query the data structures. The overall

goal of an automatic programming system is to define these

two basic primitive classes for the user's data and connect

them tonether into a comprehensive working system whereby

the user can int.eractively interface with a computer and

design a functional problem solving tool.

The implemented parts of the main system provide control

over initial start up (access) of the system and, then,

allow eiqht possible activities. These activities center

on the definition of the computing task required by the

9 -- .

the t0.thr nt acomreeniv wrkngsysemwhrey-.-.6

the user~~ .a ineatvl ntraewt omue n
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1. Create a new system 
1. %.

2. Work on an existing system K
3. List existing systems

4. Save a system to a disk "

5. Load a system from a disk

6. Run an existing system

7. List data in an existing system

8. Terminate the programming session -

These eight options are developed and accessed by the

constructor and selector functions that are recursively

linked.

Since the main system is divided into separate activities

that, in turn, will need to be subdivided, it was only

logical that one of the first constructor functions required

was that of a menu builder. Menu listing and selecting

functions logically followed. These functions can, then, be -.

accessed by the user to develop and build menus as necessary

for his individual programming needs while accessing the

system, thus utilizing the recursive features of the system.

To date in the project, development includes the ability to

control and limit access to the system, create a subsystem

and establish security for that subsystem, list all

49-27
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Work is continuing in the area of describing and building

the actucl ucata -tructure. required for the subsystems. The

development of data structurc, s is heading in the forn of

menu and form type input. Eventually, it is the goal of the

team to incorporate the natural language tools described

earlier into the automatic programming system.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Our comments on the summer research center on two different

areas: the success and future directions of the research

performed over the summer and an evaluation of the summer

faculty research program and the graduate summer program as

wel l.

Overall, the research effort over the summer was quite

successful. Major sections of the RG parser have been

implemented in LISP using the ATN formalisms, a tentative

set of semantic features for defining case relations is

complete, the ATN formalism is ready for the implementation

of the case relation data, and the automatic programming

, system which can eventually be connected to the natural

language understanding system has been started.

49-.28
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natural lariciuaqu- unrilrstarid 2no tools- bu-2nq developed will be k.: im

16

ex:tended- to: (I) implement the semantic feature system and , .

ex:tend the semantic framework.' beyond features associated Z

p.rimaril y with verbs to feat ures of other categories;

xes, .b. -.-. p

(2)construct semantic nets from the new features.- and " L..-.

(.3) connect the features and nets to the hardware and".""'"-
software capabilities of existing computer systems. The

parsing system will also be eamined brom another angle, topedi.''.be

see i it would be possible or the syntactic parsing ..

program to build the actual RG tree structures as an outcome

o parsing the sentences. This would guarantee the

correctness os theptisets frm the new strengths o the

RG theory, the fre a visual demonstration o the same

theory. Finally, the automatin•programming system will be

ree ifned and expanded, possibly as part o a doctoral

dissertation, to allow or the creation o simple computer

systems under computer control. demnsraio o te-am

The extension to the semantic features for our system will

begin with the primitive perceptual, motor, and reasoning

capabilities of a network of hardware and software available

at Oakland University. This network will serve as a useful

target at which our initial investigations of higher level

semantic concepts will be aimed, but should in no way be

viewed as a limiting or final choice. On this network, we

49 -.
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* progr amnsi ni. E-nv i r ci imnt -rron. Honeywel 1. lhete haroware and - '.* .

*software resources provide us with approx:imately 45 v'isual

parameters 4C.- sensing visual data about an object in a

*computer's +ielcd of view, ten manipulator parameters for

sensi ng positi.on o' the arm and controlling its operation,

and hundredL o{ MACLISP functions for sensory, reasoning and

control functions.

* The reexamination of the parsing method has been suggested

by the staff because of the non-obvious way in which the RG

model is currently implemented. As a series of separate

* ATNs, the present LISP parser more clearly isolates the

*syntactic features of RG. However, a much more concise

description of RG is possible now that the ATN formalism has

been implemented. Once the co-occurence restrictions of the

various parts of speech are specified, the tree structure

defining the functional structure of a sentence can be

*specified. Therefore, if possible, we hope to ex:amine a

* method of parsing by the merging of RB trees.

* The automatic programming system will continue to ex:pand in

the five areas described earlier: l nputt, storage, process, *.

output, and control. Essentially, the varieties of inputs

49-30 ~i
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pr rtvt-r esponsp . r, ut. an .- r a] oo input, and maybe a +ew

others. The storage types are similarly imited to a small

set of primitive types and then a construction mechanism for

building arrays and structures from them. As all of the five

arc-as are e:zamined, it becomes clear that recursive nets of

inputs within inputs, outputs within outputs, etc. combined

with the constraints of the type from PSL/PSA can adequately

describe a system. The key is that the bottom of these

hierarchies must be in the physical capacities of the

software/hardware system on which the program is being

developed.

In essence, the purpose of our future research is to develop

a system whose understanding is built upon a particular set

of hardware capabilities so that it can comprehend not only

concrete relationships but also abstract ones. There is a

continuous thread from the RG syntactic features that

specify grammatical relations to the semantic features that

specify case relations to the semantic relations that

specify higher cognitive concepts. This entire vrogression

is grounded in the sensory, motor and reasoning capacities

of a hardware system.

As for the USAF program and the UES contractors, we have

only praise. The members o+ the Air Force at Lowry were

49-31
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cQI\. I Q us a ploce to Wjrv-., supp 11es, and people to wor I

witro. From Colonel Lrow and Major burns to the enlisted

personnel, from other university 4aculty at the HRL to

civilian employees, the courtesy and concern for our work

was refreshing and appreciated. The contractors from UES

were flexible, 4riendly and demonstrated an efficiency that *.-*.

we at a university greatly envied. The possibilities for-*---

integrating our research into the programs of the USAF are -

much greater as we have made many contacts with members of

the military and artificial intelligence researchers here in

the University of Colorado. We all feel that the program

offered by the Air Force for summer faculty and graduate

student research is outstanding and are very glad that we

were given the opportunity to participate.

49.-3.
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MEiTODS FOR RELIAB:L:-TY WAR-RANTY VEP:F:CATON

by ..

Carolyn DeLane Heising .%.

ABSTRACT . " ' "

Methods for reliability warranty verification have been developed

and applied to actual USAF systems under design and production. Two .

principal methods are described. The first is a procedure for

predicting USAF system performance in the field (as measured by the

variable Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF)), and is based on a Bayesian-,

statistical updating approach. The second is a procedure for tracking

maintenance data to verify the variable Mean Time Between Maintenance

Actions (MTBMA). In addition, alternative reliability warranties are

reviewed, and recommendations made as to which are preferable, .

particularly with respect to their ease of verification. It was found

that the warranties which either guarantee the field MTBF with a

verification test, or guarantee the field MTBMA are preferable to other

alternatives, including the Reliability Improvement Warranty (RIW).

The Bayesian procedure for updating system reliauility estimates was

found to be very useful in estimating USAF performance, and is

recommended for implementation as a method for tracking reliability

warranties in practice.
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0Onecl~ives of the Pesearch for'

In the product assurance department of ESD at Hanscom AFB, an
} ~effort is being waged to 'return to tie basics' to ensure high product , -.

reliability and quality. To contribute to this effort, our research

team has investigated objectives related to product assurance

warranties and incentives, making recommendations for how such

warranties can be written and actually implemented by ESD. We provided -

programmatic support to two procurement programs: the Joint Tactical

Information Distribution System (JTIDS) program, and the MILSTAR EHF

satellite communications system program.

Four research objectives were developed for the summer effort, the

first dealing with product assurance warranties, the second with

product assurance acquisition methods, the third with an assessment of a'.

the reliability of on-going ESD acquisition programs, and the fourth

with human factors requirements in ESD systems acquisitions. As the

summer evolved, greater emphasis was placed on the third task dealing ** '

with the programmatic support, with the results that reliability

methods for warranty verification were developed, particularly a .

* Bayesian approach for field reliability prediction. In the following
I% I

report sections, these four objectives are addressed separately, with

recommendations made at the report conclusion.

III. Product Assurance Warranties

A report entitled 'Methods for Developing Repair Warranties" was

prepared detailing work done on developing appropriate repair

warranties for ESD acquisition programs (ref 1). To summarize the work

done here, it is noted that the purpose of the effort was to .-.

investigate approaches for developing a generic warranty for ESD

developmental systems. These included two types of warranties: (i)

warranties for reliability improvement (RIW) (measuring MTBF), and (ii)

field warranties for maintenance reliability (measuring MTBMA).

50-4 A.
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A r'Peerabilit. .rnro'enent Warrantv (RpW)
* .he

With regard to the RIW, the warranty is to: (a) commit the

contractor to repair items furnished to the government, and (b)

inherant in the repair requirement, have the incentive to improve

reliability. Four objectives were outlined: (1) review past examples

of reliability improvement warranties, (2) investigate the validity of

the conceptual framework for reliability growth testing, (3) based upon

work for the JTIDS-l program, make policy recommendations as to which ..- -

warranties are most effective, and (4) investigate possible

alternatives for an effective repair warranty.

An historical review of RIWs was conducted, based upon previous

work by TASC (see ref 1). It was found that most RIWs make use of an

MTBF guarantee, measured in hours, for each Line Replaceable Unit (LRU)

as well as the system as a whole. The guarantee is specified over a

five-year period, and a reliability growth model is used to set the

values which the contractor must meet.

Reliability growth testing methods were reviewed. It was found

that the conceptual framework for reliability growth is theoretically .-

sound, but it appears that many problems may arise from the actual

application of these methods to a real case. Of the available methods,

the Duane methodology seems most appropriate for practical application,

and can provide a basis for the reliability methods to be used in .

determining values for MTBF versus time. . -

(Recommendations based on this work are found in section VII.A.l of

this report.) '.

B. Field Warranty (MTBMA): Reliability and Maintainability

Warranty
N...

With regard to the field warranty, it is to: (a) commit the

contractor to develop equipment maintainable and more supportable in

the field, and (b) provide an economic incentive to do so. Four z'.
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related to -.aintenance acti n; ir, t.!e fiel, 2) .. e.iate p'ssiL>Z

alternatives for an effective maintenance warranty, (3) use MILSTAR Now,

programmatic support to make policy -ecommendations, and (4) provide an

example warranty.

It was found that there have not been many MTBMA-type warranties.

The MILSTAR warranty was thus used as the example warranty to be

examined here. Incentives in the MILSTAR program are awarded on

achieving MT.BMA goals after various periods of time. Recommendations '* ...

based on the MILSTAR experience are included in section VI:.A.I of this _

report.

iv. Product Assurance Acquisition Methods

A review was made of the ESDR 800-5 and the associated Product ..-

Assurance Handbook, the backbone of the *Back-to-Basics" emphasis.

Overall, the handbook appears to provide thorough, detailed guidance to ,

potential defense contractors. Certain good features include the

specification of MTBMA requirements in addition to the standard MTBF. ". ..

As discussed elsewhere in this report, MTBMA appears to be an effective

and more easily verified performance measure than MTBF. Also, the

Maintainability Design Criteria (see Method 10) are thorough, and this

is an important reliability area often overlooked. Failures and/or

errors can be inadvertently induced during maintenance, particularly if

the equipment is not designed with maintainability in mind.

* Fortunately, in the maintainability demonstration, these induced

failures are studied, in the hope of reducing their occurrence.

There are a few areas in the handbook where more emphasis may be

useful, or perhaps merely a more detailed explanation would suffice. .

In Method 4, there appears to be a less than explicit discussion of

adequate reliability predictions and verifications. In Method 5, it.

may be worth noting what happens once a non-standard part is approved

for use; does it then become a standard part, or will it repeatedly

need to go through the approval process for future use?

50-6
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classifying failures as relevant or non-relevant, which could lead to

discrepancies between contractor and government claims. Also, in %t.

setting reliability performance specifications to be met, it may be

useful to set confidence intervals rather than exact numbers. This

would result in less opportunity to debate the relevancy of each

failure. In addition, it should be considered a relevant failure when

there is a procedural error by an operator, because there is a high

probability the error will be repeated.

V. Assessment of the Reliability of On-Going ESD Acquisition

Programs
?.. V.

This effort was split between two ESD programs; the first being the

JTIDS Class 1 system and the second being the MILSTAR system. Many

accomplishments were made in addressing the project research goals

specific to each program, and are described separately in the following

two sections. Mr Chin supported the JTIDS program, and Ms Malone the

MILSTAR program.

A. The JTIDS-Class 1 System Program

Actual accomplishments performed for this program included several

briefings of USAF personnel in the program offices, two memoranda by

Fred Chin dealing with a Bayesian calculation of JTIDS-l (Airborne)

reliability in the field (refs 2 & 3), and a report prepared by Dr - -

Heising documenting the Bayesian methodology used in the estimations,

entitled 'Bayesian Methods for Predicting USAF System Performance' (ref ...

4). ~~

The focus of the support provided to the Joint Tactical Information

Distribution System (JT:DS) program office was to assist in the

reliability prediction of the 'new" refurbished systems which have been

subjected to an improved, more stringent manufacturing process.

50-7
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program office with an abndance of test cata fro. d.ifferent phases of

the manufacturing process as well as field data from systems already in

operation. Given this information, the program office was unable to

determine a method which possessed the capability of combining diverse *

sources of information and data toaether, for the purpose of conducting

a reliability prediction.

After the objectives had been clearly defined, various methods for

reliability analysis were researched. These included Duane Growth

Curves, Weibull Analysis, Hazard Plotting and many others. As a

result, a Bayesian approach was selected because of its ability to

combine various sources of information together to derive a "best

estimate.'

Initially, with the assistance of Lt Pete Reho, a reliability

engineer from the JTIDS program office, a fault tree of the system was

constructed and predicted failure rates from the manufacturer's

development program document dated 1978 were propagated through the

tree, resulting in a mean system reliability measure of 526 hr MTBF .-

respesenting the prior knowledge of the system. With the application

of Discrete Probability Distribution (DPD) arithmetic, a distribution

of the prior knowledge was determined by incorporating analyst

judgement.

Next, the Binomial distribution was applied in the calculation of

the likelihood function, or the updated knowledge of JTIDS. Using data

from the Reliability Demonstration was believed justifiable because it

was obvious that this phase of the manufacturing process closely

resembled the conditions faced in the field. Calculations were

performed and a likelihood distribution was drawn representinc the new

knowledge of the JTIDS system reliability.

Finally, via Bayes' theorem applied to discrete distributiors, a

posterior distribution of 'best estimate' was deter-1ned. -he

calculations resulted in a mean value of 182 hr MTBF - our initial

prediction.i -) ;5
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the progra., office :ncer the assumptio. t:.at the ana'vsis would ue

refined using more relevant and recent data. Response from the program

office was very positive; and enthusiasm towards the commitment to

improve upon the confidence of the analysis was high (see ref 2).

Upon improving the analysis, effort was directed towards achieving

results with greater confidence. First, the best data available which Z

are the predicted failure rates from the manufacturer's development : --

proaram dated 19?F as or-osed to 1978) were used in the fault tree

analysis. Tis rez..lte2 in new prior distribution with a mean value

MTBF of 422 hrs. in addition, the intervals of MTBF were better

defined to effectively illustrate the impact of the distributions on a

specified MTBF interval.

Calculation of the likelihood function was performed using the

Poisson distribution since it was learned that the Poisson distribution

was employed to obtain conditional probabilities when the prior

distribution was represented by an Inverted Gamma distribution and

reliability was measured in terms of MTBF as was true in our case.

Data from the Reliability Demonstration was again used in these -. ,.

calculations including two scenarios that were suggested by the program

office (see ref 3).

B. The M:LSTAP Procram

Actual accomplishments performed for the MILSTAR program included a

major briefing of USAF project personnel, and a report by Susan Malone

dealing with a proposed method for verifying a maintenance reliability

warranty (ref 5).

--.e objective of this method was to develop a means by which the

M:LSTAP program office could track Encineering Development Model (ED-M)

maintenance data, in order to determine system Mean Time Between Z.

Maintenance Actions (MT7M.,), independently of the contractor. MTBM.A is

then used to calculate contractor's earned incentive, a monetary reward

issued at certain milestones throughout £DM deployment, and desicned to -.-.

motivate the contractor to supply reliatle maintainable ecuipment. "
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I Data elements such as operating hours, failure type, corrective
action, and system component designators are necessary to accurately -.- -

determine MTBMA, and thus any maintenance data collection system used

to support MTIBMA calculations must contain these elements as a minimum. ?

Currently, maintenance data is reported on the AFTO Form 349, and

entered into the Maintenance Data Collection System (MDCS) data base.

The MDCS does contain all of the necessary elements discussed above.

However, this system is gradually being replaced by the Core Automated

Maintenance System (CAMS), a computerized version of the MDCS. Whereas

in MDCS the maintenance technicians completed printed 349 forms, in

CAMS, they will enter the information directly onto a terminal at their

workstation, thus the data will automatically enter the data base.

Because of the staggered implementation of CAMS, it is uncertain

whether it will be fully operational at both of the MILSTAR maintenance

sites at EDM deployment, thus recommendations have been made for both

cases.

A thorough study was made of possible methods of MTBMA warranty ' " -.

tracking, in both MDCS and CAMS, and a report was prepared which

summarized these methods, their advantages and disadvantages, their

mode of implementation, and a timetable of what should be done when. A

variety of methods were presented, some having been applied in the

past, others had never before been attempted. Most were

computer-based, to facilitate the collection and analysis of large

quantities of data. Because of the extensive discussion accompanying

the methods, they are not presented here, but the complete report is

noted in ref 5.. While certain suggestions were made, all necessary Now

facts were presented in order to allow the program office to make a

final decision.

In addition to maintenance collection alternatives, a scheme was

developed which would facilitate implementation of the warranty

F•-.-
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tracking system in the program office. : is irmportant to have the

maintenance data easily accessable to the program office to enable

timely analyses and MB.TBL determination. :n this way, the MTBMA can be

calculated accurately and quickly enough to verify the contractor's

claimed incentive at each milestone. %

VI. Human Factors Engineering in ESD Systems Acquisitions

Human factors engineering is a technical area which seeks to make

effective use of people's performance capatilities through careful

design,and integration of people and their working environment. Human

factors has a solid background in the military, as many military

systems prompted the need for improved man-machine interfaces.

However, in more recent years, it appears that, while aircraft are

still well human factored, many other military systems do not have as

much emphasis on human factors as necessary. The reasons for this are

unclear, but it could partially be due to the diverse field of human

factors getting obscured in the more well-defined complex technical

areas.

During this summer effort, an attempt was made to become familiar

with the role of human factors in the defense acquisition process here

at ESD. The MILSTAR and PEACE SHIELD programs were looked at

specifically, and also a general overview was obtained. While PEACE

SHIELD appears to support a significant human factors effort, this

program seems to be the exception rather than the rule. The human

engineering design guidelines (eg. MIL-STD 1472C and MIL-H 46855B) are

quite thorough, and if they were carefully adhered to, the systems

would be well human engineered. Unfortunately, this does not appear to

be the case. Whether due to a lack of understanding and/or

"" appreciation of human factors, a scarcity of qualified human factors

.. specialists, a need to cut corners (costwise and timewise) wherever

possible, or an insufficient data base, human factora and human

engineering just do not appear to receive the emphasis they deserve.

50-11
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While there certarlv are c.uma.> f actor e : s.

there do not appear to be enough. to go around for all programs, thus

making enforcement of human factors standiards difficult. As for cutltinq

corners, *The investment (of time and money] in human engineering is

relatively small compared to other areas, and the return on investment

is relatively high" (from AFAM.'_-R?-8l-35 Hiuman Engineerinc Procedures

Guide). And it is much less costly to correct a problem in the desion

stage rather than during production.

*. "-.' -

Part of the problem of lack~ of understanding or appreciation may

be that much of human engineering is seen to be abstract and

theoretical. A compendium of results of practical applications may

bring the area into sharper focus for those unfamiliar with it; some

type of lessons learned would be valuable.

One area related to human factors and human engineering which could

prove of some value to the military is Swain and Guttman's concept of

Human Reliability Analysis (HRA). Rather than quantifying only

equipment and parts reliability in a reliability analysis, the human

operator's reliability is also considered (eg. how likely is the

aoperator to make an error on a given task), thus resulting in more

accurate reliability analyses. Swain and Guttman have focussed upon

nuclear power plant applications, but there do appear to be some

*correlations with military systems. There is a great deal of

subjectivity involved in determining these human error probabilities,

but when used with caution, they could possibly provide some added

* insight into defense systems' reliability.

- VII. Recommendations

As a consequence of the research we have performed this summer,

many recommendations have resulted that may be useful to USAF

personnel. Also, several ideas for follow-on research have been

* generated.

50-12 1
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A. 7mm'eentatlon of Pesearch Results

Recommendations for implementing our research results are now given

with respect to each of the four project objectives.

A.1 Recommendations for Product Assurance WarrantiesL

From the work performed on the reliability improvement warranty, it

was recommended that toucht be given toward the adoption of a warranty

on total system M'BF tc ze based upon various possible Verification A -

Test (VT) alternatives. The MTBF-VT warranty was recommended over the

RIW because of its lesser degree of complexity and its wider

applicability. Also, it is recommended that laboratory tests be JV'

scrutinized carefully for the purpose of predicting field reliability

since, in worst case situations, MTBF may indeed be difficult to

estimate, let alone its theoretical growth potential. It would seem a

more prudent approach to have contractors guarantee an adequate field

reliability, and attach to that a repair warranty if this MTBF is not -..

met. This may be more preferable than a reliability improvement

warranty. Also, this approach may prevent contractors from being

rewarded for sloppy initial designs. ,.

From the work performed on the field warranty, it is recommended

that availability be the reliability measure warranted in field

application, where

MTBF

Availability = MTBF + MTTR and MTTR = Mean Time To Repair

The adoption of this approach will solve three problems:

1. If MTBF is solely warranted, there is no easy way to .

determine the impact on final contract costs or time-to-completion, '

since it is known that as MTBF improves, MTTR also grows longer, thus

decreasing availability.

50-13



n e MTTP variaoe is important fro7 a human factors/

maintenance perspective, in as . as it is people who repair the

systems in the field. The MTTR may actually be longer when the

contractor does the repair because of longer turn-around times due to

the non-proximity of the contractor to the field, so this variable

should be warranted so as not to reduce system availability any further

than is necessary.

3. System life-cycle costs are a direct function of,

availability. Thus, economic incentive for improving availability can

be directly calculated.

A.2 Recommendations for Product Assurance Acquisition Methods

As a result of some of the observations noted in Section IV,

certain recommendations may be worth considering for the Product

Assurance Handbook.

(1) Specify how reliability predictions will be verified. This

should enable the contractor to obtain a better understanding of just

what is expected.

(2) Specify what becomes of a non-standard part once it is

selected for use. This may have an effect on contractors' part

selection approach.

(3) Be more specific on some of the relevant and non-relevant

failure definitions to avoid discrepancies. Specific examples may be

useful to clarify.

(4) Specify confidence intervals on reliability performance. This

". should eliminate the need for any subjective judgement in RVT success

determination.

50-14
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t5 Defxne cpe r an:t m antenane relate: faI-re- a. relev ant,

as their occurence dcrinc test sugaests they would be even more likely

to occur in the field.

If incorporated, these suggestions should result in somewhat more .

detailed guidelines for the contractors, leaving less room for

subjectivity.

A.3 Recommendations for ESD Programs

These are given " it respect to each program.

A.3.1 Recommendations for JTIDS-"

After an intensive reliability analysis of JTIDS Class 1 -

(Airborne), several recommendations can be presented.

(1) A simple, justifiable, and effective method for making

reliability predictions must be available for engineers of the program

office. The proposed Bayesian approach may be the solution to this ,

problem. The validity of this approach has been proven in many of the

technological areas, and predictions can be verified when the systems

are deployed in the field and performance data is collected.

Furthermore, this method may be applicable to other USAF programs.

(2) Upon data review, action must be taken to control the issue of

data management since the confidence of any analysis rests on the

validity and relevance of the data.

(3) It is the responsibility of the analyst to incorporate the

proper data. Updating estimates is recommended to guarantee results

with high confidence.

50-15 . ._
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NThe study of the M':.STA? warrant, ' trackin syster. led tc a variety

of alternatives being presented, and some preliminary recommendations

being made. perhaps the most basic recommendation is that no .:-

additional data collection systems should be introduced. Because the

necessary information is being collected now, it seems advisable to use

it rather than requiring the technicians to complete additional forms. .-

Additional forms mean more work and this may reduce the amount of time

the technicians can spend on each form, possibly reducing the accuracy

of the data reported.-

In the MDCS, the maintenance data can be obtained either through

actual retrieval, access to the Maintenance and Operational Data Access

System (MODAS) a collective data base, or direct access to the

individual data bases. MODAS appears to be the most efficient and

least complicated method to obtain the MDCS data. CAMS has a similar

collective data base which is designed for remote user access and is

probably the best way to obtain that data. These collective data bases

have user support and documentation, and are designed for easy access,

therefore their use is recomnended. Proper authorization must be

obtained to access these data bases, but there is no difficulty

expected in that.

Several ways exist to obtain the form 349 form narrative data

elements Corrective Action and Discrepancy. These items may contain

important information not easily obtained in other areas of the data

base, and yet because they are in narrative form, are not coded. It

may be advisable to develop codes for these data elements. Obtaining

authorization to implement these codes may be difficult, but if ample

time is allotted, any problems should be worked out. Other additional

considerations have been outlined, along with justification for them,

and can be found in detail in ref 5.
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There is substantial room for expansion in the area of human

factors. Part of the problem is the quantity of standards which must

be consulted to perform a proper human factors analysis. A "Human

Factors Back-to-Basics" may be useful to develop. This could include a .

matrix, such that programs known to require application of certain

standards may be pin-pointed, and therefore an alcorithm can be

designed specifying standards for certain types of programs.

Also, a human factors lessons learned' may be useful. :f part of L 7

the problem of insufficient attention to human factors is that people

are unfamiliar with its significance, a lessons learned document would

be valuable. Capt Don Loose of ESD/ALET is currently editing such a

document; it presents situations from actual DOD programs in which

human factors (either inclusion or exclusion of) appeared to have a

real impact on the program's success or failure. This lessons learned

is soon to be released, and is expected to have a broad distribution,

thus calling the human factors issue to many people's attention.

Finally, it may be useful to explore the possibility of applying

Swain and Gutiman's Human Reliability Analysis method to military

situations. If properly applied, it could enable more accurate

reliability analyses to be performed, taking into account human

reliability.

B. Suggestions for Follow-On Research

Two areas were developed as possible follow-on efforts: (i)

development of a human factors simulation model of maintenance for

prediction of key field reliabiliy factors, and (ii) use of a Bayesian

methodology for predicting systems field reliability incorporating

factory test results.

SO-1
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The purpose Of ... f !f' : ,: for

prediction of key re:'arility factors: Mean Ti- To Pepair (.'p), and

Mean Time Between Maintenance Actions (MTBMA). Tne apuroach to oe Bw

taken would be based on a simulation model developed at the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL) in Tennessee. Other methods include the

Swain-Guttmann human reliability model (THERP) aru thne NUS human

factors model.

The purpose of t he second effort is to develop a best estimate of

system reliability in the field based on aeneric data and factory

reliability tests. The approach is to develop fault trees of the

system to be analyzed. Then, generic component failure rate data is

propagated through the tree to calculate the 'top event' failure rate

distribution. The "new information' are the factory test results. The .:"

likelihood function may often take the shape of a Poisson distribution

if the variable is MTEF. Once prior and likelihood distributions are

known, these are discretized and combined using discrete probability

distribution (DPD) arithmetic. The posterior distribution that results

is then the *best estimate' of system field reliability, and includes

uncertainty. This procedure allows generic data to be combined with

%" the available experimental data. Even, and especially, when the

experimental data is sparse, this procedure can result in statistically

valid results.

. .5
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22 August 1985

TO: .Le olc n o on

PROM: Carolyn Beising,

Re: Methods for Developing Repar arnts

Attached is the work I have completed on research of methods for
developing repair warranties. The enclosure is similar to the draft report I

* left with you on July 30. This report summarizes the work done in response to
the task related to the warranty work that was agreed upon in our original
statement-of-researc h-objectives.

c: G. Grann (MITRE)

F.Chin
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YETHODS FOP, DEVELOPING RU>AI? WARRANTIES

Introducti on LAW
ZY

As stated in our research obDectives 1 a/b, we are to become familiar with

the requirements for, purpose and wording of performance incentives and."
warranties, including: (1) warranties for reliability improvement (MTBF),
and (2) field warranties for maintenance reliability (MTBMA). This snort - ,
interim report summarizes work done to date to accomplish these objectives.
This report is divided into two sections; the first deals with the reliability
improvement warranty, and the second with the field warranty.

I. Reliability Improvement Warranties (MTB?)

The purpose of this effort is to investicate available approaches for
oeveloping a generic warranty for ESD developmental systems which: (a)
commits the contractor to repair items furnished to the government; and (b)

inherant in the repair requirement, have the incentive to improve
reliability. Four objectives are outlined: (1) review past examples of

reliability improvement warranties, (2) investigate the validity of the
conceptual framework for reliability growth testing, (3) based upon work with
the JTIDS-l program, make policy recommendations as to which warranties are
most effective, and (4) investigate possible alternatives for an effective
repair warranty. Progress to date on these four objectives are reviewed
here. Finally, preliminary recommendations are provided.

A. Review of Past Examples of RIWs

The TASC Corporation has been contracted by the USAF Product Performance
Agreement Center (PPAC) to review various repair warranties. An historical
assessment of these warranties has been conducted. We review these results
here as they relate to our project this summer. Additionally, a summary of
notes taken from the relevant PPAC report is included as Appendix I of this
report.*

Previous use of RIWs has been on the programs listed in Table I.
Characteristics of a RIW are given in Table II. Basically, the RIW is a
contractual tool whose chief goal is the motivation of contractors to design
into their system both enhanced reliability and/or cost support features. The
contractor assumes the full responsibility for repairing or replacing the
warranted items over a fixed time period. The contractor is given latitude to
take whatever steps are necessary to meet specific reliability objectives.
The reliability variable measured in these applications is the
mean-time-between-failures (MTB). Advantages of the RIW are reviewed in
Table II, as well as disadvantages. Costs of the RIW are shown in Table III,
and range between 6 to 25 percent of the total program cost.

The reference is: Historical Assessment Reoort, TR-4632-lR, Dec 1983.
Prepared by TASC for PPAC under Contract No. F33657-82-C-2207.
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TABLE I

PROGRAM NAMlE PPA NOMLNCLATURE

1. B52 OAS Attitude Heading Reference R1W
System (AHRS)

2. C-141 AHRS RIW with ?ITBF Guarantees

3. C-141 AHRS War Readiness Material Gyro RIW

4. ALCMI Inertial Navigation Element RIW with MTBF and
Availability Guarantees

5.* AN/ASN-128 RIW with NTBF Guarantees

6. ARNI-11B TACAN RIW with HTBF Guarantees

7. A-10 Inertial Navigation System RIW with MTBF Guarantees .

8. 3-52 OAS Controls/Displays RIW

9. 3-52 OAS Processor RIW

10. B-52 OAS Radar, Advance Capability RIW

11. B-52 OAS Radar Altimeter RIW

12. Carousel IV INU RIW with HTBF Guarantees

13. C130 Omega Navigation System RIW with tITBF Guarantees

14. F-16 Flight Control Computer RIW

15. F-16 Heads Up Display RIW

16. F-16 HUD Electronics RIW with tITBF Guarantees

17. F-16 Inertial Nay. System RIW

18. F-16 Radar Antenna RIW

19. F-16 Radar Computer RIW

20. F-16 Radar Digital Signal Processor RIW

21. F-14 Radar Low Power RF RIW

22. F-16 Radar Transmitter RIW

23. Standard INU RIW with KTBF Guarantees

24. AJ4/ASN 92(V) CAINS CAINS Reliability &
operational Warranty for
the Navy (CROWN)

50-22 ___
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TABLE 11

Objective: Reduce failure or components during Intervals between periodic
overhauls.

2iaimoterlsit Preventive. U

Applicability: Critical, potentially high failure rate components. Fixed price
type contract.

Description: The contract contains a cgontr&ctor or Air Force overhaul .

interval for specified components and Identifies remedy required
when components (on an indiidual or statistical basis)
experience specified types of failure before the next overhaul. -

Measurement* User must maintain individua! time-to-failure records for the
affected componenta These date vi1 be used periodically t- .
establish contractor conformance to requirements.

.esult. Price adjttments tor failure to meet speciflied overhaul times;
loan of spare components, accoplishnent of overhaul, or repair ,
of material; or me conbination of the above.

Advantages: Motivates contractor to provide increaed equipment reliability
and aw a consequence minimLzes disruption of operations between - " "
scheduled overhauls; Measurement parameters easily defined.
Provides an addittonal opportunity to learn more about field
performance of products. Provides an opportunity for increased

Disadvantagem Requires tracking and data collection in excess of norms -.requirements. Ca lead to litigation particularly with regard to ''''.-
misuse /mistreatment of eq~uipment. Additional contractor ris""ks:
involved in sale an ipr of products. Mdust rely upon user...
tc provide data ter amesbents.-" .-:

7,enera: Used by aircraft Industry for components which must be
periodically overhauled/tested/inspected for soundnes. Long
term coverage 4I to five years commencing with user's first
use of the product) helps stabUlze support progrms for user.

FROM: The Product Performance Agreement Guide, 1980.
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The TASC organization :.as done a co,parative analysis of a situation witt.

and without an ER pie.-.:,c. Kesuits are snown here, and are based on a 15

year life cycle of a receiving processor. ... '.

RIW and No-RIW Costs - The RIW option yields a total cumulative discountedcost of 614,217,202. This compares with the no-RIW opt ion whcih yields a" -."'
total cumulative discounted cost of $15,565,930. Clearly, based on cost

alone, the implicit choice is to apply an RIW. However, further analysis
should be performed in order to validate this choice as outlined in brief
below.

RIW and No RIW Cost Streams - There is no breakeven point for this
example. The RIW case clearly dominates (in terms of lowest cost) from the
first year. The cost streams for the two options are illustrated in Figure
1. Note that the marked increase in the RIW cost stream between years five
and six is largely the result of equipping the base and depot levels with
support equipment and the start of organic repair activities.

Further Analysis - Further analysis and/or program office activity should
be performed at this point in the analysis. A suitable type of analysis to
shed more light on the results of this example include reliability sensitivity ..

analysis. If a decision is made to implement the RIW, analysis of the costs
of two- vs three-level maintenance for the organic case after the P'W period .
is justified. *1.

Most systems have experienced increased reliability and therefore lower -.. '.
life cycle costs. In this sense, RIWs in general have been effective.
However, RIWs could have been more effective with better mnagement and
implementation procedures& As TASC notes, the ARN-I8 TACAN program had a .
high rate of failures which was excluded from the warranty because the seals
had been mistakenly broken. Also, there were excessive delays between failure
notification and the issuance of Material Release Orders, as well as delays in

* returning failed units to the contractor for repair, which caused increased
pipeline time and lower availability. Representative RIW clauses from the
TASC report are provided in Appendix II here, and include:

(1) the reliability assurance warranty for the AN/ALQ-165, and

(2) the RIW for the A-10 inertial navigation unit.

Additional information on RIWs was gathered from discussions with Mr. Dave
Goldberg of Dynamics Research Corporation of Wilmington, and Mr. Steve Dizek
of TASC in Fairborn, Ohio. Notes from these meetings are included as Appendix
III here. A review was made of the document prepared by Mr. Goldberg that
outlines a possible approach to RIWs. Also, the generic RIW prepared by Mr.
Dizek for PPAC was reviewed (see Appendix II).

B. Reliability Growth Testing Methods

The report entitled Reliability Growth Testina Effectiveness,
RADC-TR-84-20 has been reviewed. The conceptual framework for reliability
growth is theoretically sound, but it appears that many problems may arise
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from the actual application of these methods to the real case. First of all,

it appears that there is no agreed upon format for interpreting the results of

reliability tests perf-.ea in the laboratory, and no -ey of properly

integrating available data sources for field reliability prediction. As a W,

consequence of our support of the JTIDS Class 1 program, we have proposed a
Bayesian approach to combining available data sources for such predictions.
Apparently sequential Bayesian methods have been applied to other problem
areas in the Air Force, but not to the case of field reliability estimation.

(A separate memo on these methods is being prepared by myself and Fred Chin on
these methods). We are proceeding to develop this approach. . .-

Of the available reliability growth methods, the Duane methology seems

most appropriate. We concur with the TASC report that such a procedure can

provide a basis for the reliability methods to be used in determining values
for MTBF versus time.

C. Preliminary Recommendations

We have some doubts about the ability of the project offices (SPOs) to
track with confidence reliability growth per se. Our thinking is causing us
to favor the MTB--verification test warranty as somewhat more favorable than
an RIW because of its lesser degree of complexity and its wider applicability.
It is not always clear which systems will indeed experience reliability, -!4

growth, and as Dizek points out, there have been cases where RIWs have been
applied to inappropriate systems.

Also, our experience with the JTIDS system is indicating that laboratory
test results must be scrutinized carefully for purpose of predicting field
reliability, and in worst case situations, MTBF may indeed be difficult to
estimate, let alone its theoretical growth potential. It would seem a more
prudent approach to have contractors guarantee an adequate field reliability,
and attach to that a repair warranty if this MTBF is not met. This may be
more preferable than a reliability improvement warranty. Also, this approach
may prevent contractors from being rewarded for "sloppy initial designs'
(also, see preliminary recommendations, II.B below).

D. Summary: Review of RIWs

The specifications for RIWs here included MBF versus period (see Appendix .
II) where incentives have been provided as a percentage of the contract cost.
The data tracking system for these warranties needs to be further

investigated, since the actual success of the warranty will be largely based
upon how well the government can enforce the requirements. We are looking
into data tracking methods for RIWs. This may be the 'Achilles Heel' of RIWs.

II. FIELD WARRANTY (MTBMA): Reliability and Maintainability Warranty

The purpose of this effort is to investigate possible approaches for

developing a generic warranty for ESD developmental systems which: (a)

commits the contractor to develop equipment maintainable and more supportable

in the field, and (b) provides an economic incentive to do so. Four

objectives are outline: (l) review past examples of warranties related to

maintenance actions in the field, (2) investigate possible alternatives for an
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b%effective maintenance warranty, (3) use MILSTAR programmatic support to make %
policy recommenaations, and (4) provide an example warranty. Progress to date
on these four objectives are reviewed here. Finally, preliirinary
recomendations are provided. I

A. Review of Past Examples of Field Warranties

An historical review of reliability and maintainability warranties was not
performed by TASC for PPAC. However, TASC has written a description of a
possible generic reliability and maintainability warranty (included here as "o
Appendix IV). Moreover, MILSTAR has included an MTBMA improvement incentive
in their contract (included here as Appendix V).

The MTBMA is the mean time interval between on-aircraft maintenance
actions with time expressed as total operating hours. To calculate MTBMA, the
following applies:

i atotal operating hours
MTBMA - quantity of maintenance occurences

Incentives in the MILSTAR program are awarded based on achieving MTBMA
goals after various periods of time. The maximum cumulative payoff of -'.-.
incentive fee are:

Period 1-- 1.5 million dollars
Period 2 -- 3.5 million dollars
Period 3 -- 6.0 million dollars

B. Possible Alternatives for an Effective Maintenance Warranty/
Preliminary Recommendations

We suggest that availability be the reliability measure warranted in field
applications, where

MTBF
Availability MTBF + MTTR

The adoption of this approach will solve two problems:

1. If MTBF is ,solely warranted, there is no easy way to determine the
impact on final contract costs or time-to-completion, since it is known that
as MTBF improves MTTR also grows lunger, thus decreasing availability.

2. The MTTR variable is important from a human factors/maintenance
perspective, in as much as it is people who repair the system in the field.
The MTTR may actually be longer when the contractor does the repair, so this
variable should be warranted so as not to reduce system availability any
further than is necessary.

A third reason for using availability as the factor to be warranted is
that system life-cycle costs are a direct function of availability. Thus,
econonmic incentive for improving availability can be directly calculated.
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APPECI X I T .9.

NOTIES: *Product Performance Acreement Decision Support Handboov'

2/1/85, TASC for PPAZ

The Decision Support System (DSS) is a tool designed to assist the analyst by
providing a framework for selecting, analyzing and structuring Product
Performance Agreements (PPA).

Steos: (1) Data Collection I.
(2) Selection of Preliminary PPA
(3) Analysis of PPA Options
(3) Final Selection of PPA
(4) Structuring the PPA Contract

Pa 3-9: Reliability Improvement Warranty (RIW)

"The RIW is a contractual tool whose chief goal is the rotivation of
contractors to design into their systems both enhanced reliability and low-
cost support features.-

The contractor assumes full responsibility for repairing or replacing (as
the contractor deems suitable) the warranted items over a fixed time period.
The contractor is given latitude to take whatever steps are necessary to meet
specific reliability, availability and/or maintainability objectives.

Logistic Parameters: MTBF, MTBMA, Fill Rate, Turnaround Time (TT)

The specific parameters chosen VARY WITH EACH PROGRAM and are, in fact,
Decision Variables to be evaluated during the Analysis of the RIW.

Definition of Reliability (used by TASC for USAF) (pg 3-9):

"the probability that an item will perform its stated function in a
specified period of time under certain assumptions. The principal measures
are MTBF, failure rates and MTBMA..

Reliability Growth Estimation (pg 3-12):

-- need data on average operating hours, initial MTBF estimate, and Duane
growth parameter.

MTBF Verification Test:

The MTBF-VT PPA guarantees a specified MTBF level on the warranted items
in their operating environment. At the end of the warranty period, a
verification test is conducted for a specified time on specified fielded
units. If the MTBF is not met at the end of the verification test, the
contractor must provide consignment spares to compensate the government.

A Confidence Interval Analysis is used to assess the appropriate test
sample size and duration to produce a valid estimate of MTBF.

50"30i
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Representative RIW Clauses (MTBF Guarantees with Incentives for Growth)

1. RIW of TASC/PPAC
2. Goldberg Proposal for RIW
3. RIW for AN/ALQ-165 %

4. RIW for A-10 Inertial Navigation Unit

1. TASC RIW:

TOH

MTBF (M) - F
where TOR = total operating hours during a specified period;
F - total no of failures (except those exempted).

TASC recommends that the MTBF be calculated every 6 months, (so TOH - 6m x 30
days x 24hrs/day) and F be the number of relevant failures.

TOH - N x D X AOT
Where N - Average number of installed systems; D -number of days in the

measurement period; and AOT - average operating time per day (i 24 hrs).

The MTBF guarantee is thus simply a table where the analyst/SPO office has
specified a value (guaranteed value G) for each 6 month period for 60 months.
Tailoring comment number 19 notes that an MTBF guarantee is used to define how
much improvement will be riquired as a minimum.

The incentive is based on an operating hour adjustment, such that if the
ratio of ATOB to PTOH is greater than 95% or less than 105%,

ATO-
.95 PTOH 1. 05 no adjustment to contract

ATOH - actual total operating hours
PTOH - projected total operating hours

ATOH
If .704 PTOH .95, adjust downward by that ratio;

ATOH
If 1 .05 Pi-O-- 1.30, adjust upward by that ratio;

ATOH

If .70 PTO 1.30, negotiate.
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2. Goldberg Proposal for RIW (5/25/79) ".' "

MTBF Calculation
TOH i

PO, Fi

Where Mi- achieved MTBF of the ith type unit %
TOH -Total Operating Hours P

- AOT X NXD
Where
o AOT = Average Unit operating time per day per unit

Ti
where

Ti = Number of days each returned unit was installed, and
Hi Number of operating hours for each returned unit during

T days
oN average number of installed units

N-! + Nj-I /..
6 Aj.. - 2.,. -

where Nj the number of units that are installed on the last day

of each month j of the 6 month measurement period -

and

Njl - the number of units installed on the last day of the
previous month of the measurement period .-

and D - Number of days in the measurement period "

The MTBF guarantee provides that the contractor specifies that the units
delivered under the production contract will achieve an MTBF equal to or

-" greater than that prescribed in the table:

MTBF Guarantee (hours)
LRU/SRU LRU/SRU MTBP
Nomenclature 1-12 13-24 25-36 37-48 49-60 MONTHS '..-.

2.
3.
4.

Goldberg does not specify how these MTBF determinationa are to be made;
his footnote says: *increasing MTBF guarantee hours which reflect reliability
growth are encouraged; however, the offeror shall fill-in MTBF hours for each
LRU/SRU for each period.'

A price adjustment of the RIW is included by Goldberg such that:

ATOl
PTOH F

where ATOB - actual total operating hours
PTOH - projected total operating hours

_1 .1

IF F'.95, adjust warranty price downward
IF P"01.05, adjust warranty price upward
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Goldberg does not indicate by how much the price would be modified. -

However, the government would or.2y pay 10% of the P.1W price until the M'TBF
could be verified.

3. RIW For AN/ALQ-165

The statement governing the warranty is a minimum mean Plight Hour Between
Removal (MPBBR) of TBD hours in an operational environment. It is specified

that the CPMS shall have a minimum MPBBR of 50 hours. The warranty is in
effect for 5 calender years. Verification is achieved when the device is
tested on a designated tester witnessed by responsible contractor/government
personnel. Any unit failing the warranty will be repaired/replaced or..
modified at the contractor's option and expense. The contractor makes the
decision as to whether an item will be redesigned in lieu of continuing to
repair or replace the sane item.

The contractor is to include a list of fifteen top system warranty
candidates based on the criteria of high cost and high failure:

Candidate No. WRA SBA Nomenclature Cost MTBF(hrs) /h

01 ABC XYX Assy 1000 500 2.00

Additionally, the contractorshall project the total cost for each of the 15
warranty candidates over the five year life of the warranty.

4. RIW for A-10 inertial Navigation Unit (INU)

Warranty is for a five year period. The contractor is required to correct
or replace at his option at no additional cost to the government, any INU

which fails during the warranty periods. A failure is defined as any
warranted IU returned to the contractor because of a failure indication, a

malfunction and/or a reduction in the performance of the INU below the
requirements.

MTBP Guarantee

INV

Guaranteed Value Measurement Period

N/A Period 1: 1-6 Months

275 hours 2 7-12

325 3 13-18

365 4 19-24

400 5 25-30

428 6 31-36

453 7 37-42

477 8 43-48

497 9 49-54

525 55-60

Adiinlytecnratrsal rjc hettlcstfrec of................". . .
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Calculations of MTBF are as follows:

M- TOH

where -
M - achieved MTBF of the INU '5,

F - number of INU failures

TOE - NXDxAOT
where

N - average number of installed INUs
D - number of days in the measurement period

AOT - average operating time per day per installed INd

The government is to verify all failures using Build-in-Test.

Data Requirements

RIW data reporting and summary reports in accordance with the contract.

.S .* .

Of
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APPENDIX

Discussion with Mr. Dave Goldberg (6/28/85) .-.
Dynamics Research 685-6100; x1322 .. e

1. The Product Performance Agreement Guide (PPAG) sets the basis for
warranties and guarantees. There, the advantages and disadvantages of each
warranty type are discussed. The PPA center at WPAFB will implement the
PPAG. Lt. Col. Tony Gunther is the contact there. TASC has a 3 year contract
with the PPAC. They have provided a database for particular contracts, and
track the record of failure data. The government pays for the warranty.

2. Mr. Goldberg mentioned the DD-254 syndrome. He called it an acceptance
slip, and it doesn't guarantee field performance. The *COD'
clause--correction of deficiencies--didn't work; it can't prove that equipment
was causing failures or problems in the field.

3. Warranties and guarantees are broadly generic, and are the same things in
practice. There are three main aspects: (i) what is it you want to warrant,
(ii) what do you want to warrant it for or against, and (iii) how much is it
worth to warrant. In answer to what do you warrant, you must warrant against
critical failures, and you must perform a reliability study to do that before
you can identify the key failure area.

4. A project office (SPO) may have several policy choices to choose from:
i) they may ask PPAC to write their warranty, (ii) they may write it

themselves (using generic guidance from ESD or other product centers), or
(iii) they may use some combination of the two approaches. (see Figure III.1).

5. RIW's-- maintenance turned over to private industry--no maintenance
performed in the field--no depot. A financial incentive is provided to the
contractor. How long should you specify the RIW--currently, it is 5 years.
After that period, maintenance is turned back over to the USAF to perform.

. . ...-..
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Figure I11.1 Spo Choice on Warranties/G-uarantees Iso
PPAC

Writes Warranty _____ TASC

Alone Supports PPAC

SPO Writes

SPO Warranty with

Choice of Help from ESD Specialists

in Warranty Creation

Combination of
PPAC and Spo in Warranty

Warranty Type RIW

Parts Warranty

MTBMA (like Milstar) e\ .

*25-26 CATEGORIES TO0 CHOOSE FROM
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Apiendix IV

Notes: Warranties --Federal Register, Vol 48, No 182, Monday, Sept 19, 1983

Definition: "Warranty" means a promise or affirmation given by a contractor
to the Government regarding the nature, usefulness, or condition of the
supplies or performance of services furnished under the contract.

Purposes: The principal purposes of a warranty in a contract are: (1) to
delineate the rights and obligations of the contractor and the government for
defective items and services, and (2) to foster quality performance.

Provisions: A warranty should provide: (1) a contractual right for the
correction of defects notwithstanding any other requirement of the contract
pertaining to acceptance of the supplies or services by the government, and
(2) a slated period of time or use, or the occurrence of a specified event,
after acceptance by the Government to assert a contractual right for
correction of defects, and (3) the benefits to be derived from a warranty must
be commensurate with the cost of the warranty to the government.

THE GOVERNMENT'S ABILITY TO ENFORCE THE WARRANTY IS ESSENTIAL TO THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF ANY WARRANTY. There must be some assurance that an adequate
administrative system for reporting defects exists or can be established.

The adequacy of a reporting system may depend upon such factors as the
(1) nature and complexity of the item
(2) location and proposed use of the item
(3) storage time for the item
(4) distance of the using activity from the source of the item,
(5) difficulty in establishing existence of defects, and
(6) difficulty in tracing responsibility for defects.

Warranties shall not be used in cost-reimbursement contracts.

WARRANTY TERMS AND CONDITIONS

To facilitate the pricing and enforcement of warranties, the contracting
officer shall ensure that warranties clearly state:

(1) The exact nature of the item and its components and characteristics
that the contractor warrants,

(2) Extent of the contractor's warranty including all of the contractor's
obligations to the Government for breach of warranty,

(3) Specific remedies available to the government;
and

(4) Scope and duration of the warranty. -

Remedies: Warranty provides as a minimum that the Government may: (a) obtain
an equitable adjustment of the contract, or (b) direct the contractor to
repair or replace the defective items at the contractor's expense.

Notice: The warranty shall specify a reasonable time for furnishing notice to
the contractor regarding the discovery of defects.
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T0: LTC Steve Sechrest

FROM: Fred C.S. Chin N-O---

DATE: 9 August 1985

SJBJET: A Proposed Bayesian Approach for JTIDS Class I Reliability N f

Predictions

introduction

The purpose of this memorandum is to present an understandable, easy to
use, and believable approach for predicting the reliability of JTIDS Class I
(Airborne).

This method is known as the Bayesian approach using DPD arithmetic,
described in reference (1), and has been applied to nuclear systems by Heising
and others. It has never been used before at ESD. Bayes' theorem applied to
discrete distributions can be written as:

P(Ai/B) - P(Ai) P(B/Ai )t .P( i ) P ( B / A i } 
." ' "

where: Ai is the system reliability (either MTBF or failure rate)
P(A i ) is the initial knowledge about Ai, the prior knowledge,

or simply the 'PRIOR
B is the new knowledge (results of the REL DEMO)
P(B/Ai) is the probability of event B given Ai occurs, or the .* -

LIKELISOD function
P(Ai/B) is the best estimate of Ai given the new information B,

or simply the POSTERIR"

In short, the approach being presented here is best illustrated in three
parts: the Prior, the Likelihood and the Posterior.

The Prior

Before determination' of the Prior distribution, a fault tree was
constructed according to the system block diagram of JTIDS (fig 1). With the
assistance of Lt Pete Reho, the fault tree was extended to a level for which
failure data was readily available (figs 2.1 - 2.4). Data used in the fault
tree analysis was extracted from the Hughes Improved Terminal (SIT)
Development Program document of predicted failure rates. After prcpagating
the failure rates through the tree, a mean value of 1.9 x 1O-3 hrs was
obtained. Based on this mean value, our knowledge of JTIDS Class I past
performance, and subjective engineering judgement, a distribution was

' determined representing our initial knowledge (fig 3).

*[  The Likelihood

The Likelihood function, P(B/Ai), was calculated under two assumptions:
(1) each hour of operation simulates a Bernoulli process (i.e. during any hour
of operation, the system can exist in only one of two states: success or
f-- iailure) and (2) based on the first assumption, the Binomial Distribution was . -.

assumed to be most appropriate in representing the Likelihood function (see
- reference (3)). This can be expresseaI follows:

,'. 
.
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where: n is tne number of hours of operation (trials)
m is the number of failures during n hours

The hours of operation, n, and the number of failures, E, were obtained

from the Failure Summary Reports for HIT-SS reliability demonstration process

since it was acknowledged that this process most reser.bled the actual field
operating conditions. The figures attained from the PEL DEMO were 3 failures
in 450 hours of operation. Using these numbers in the calculations for the

Likelihood function, the distribution was thus detenzined (fig 4).

The Posterior

In determining the Posterior, first the product of both the Prior, P(Ai),

and the Likelihood, P(B/Ai), must be found for each interval, i. Next, the

Pre-Posterior, or Function Nomalization Factor, .lr-P(Ai) P(B/Ai)) is

calculated. After calculating the Pre-Posterior,'the Posterior distribution is

found by simply dividing the product of the Prior and the Likelihood by the

Pre-Posterior for each interval. This resulting distribution is now our best

estimate based on our prior knowledge and the results of the reliability
demonstration, denoted B. Figure 5 illustrates these calculations as well as Ai

the Posterior distribution. Figure 6 compares the three resulting
dist ributions.

Recommendations/Conclusions

Based on this preliminary analysis, a best estimate PITBF of 152 hours is
expected. The intention here is to refine this estimate with more recent and

relevant data. To accomplish this, the following recommendations are made:

(1) If time and funds permit, Dr Carolyn Heising and myself should visit .

Hughes Aircraft Company (HAC) Ground Systems Group in order to better

familiarize ourselves with the Environmental Stress Screening (ESS) process and

at the same time, collect more recent test data for further analysis.

(2) This method is applicable to other reliability predictions for the

JTIDS program as well as all programs at ESD.

(3) It is recommended that this approach be extended and refined for field

reliability prediction.

........................ . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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DATE: 30 August 1985

RE: Corrections to memorandum addressed to LTC Sechrest dated 9 August 1985

An error in the determination of the JTIDS Class I system reliability was

found and the appropriate corrections were made. The calculations in figure 5

of the 9 August memo should read correctly as follows:
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FROM: Fred C.S. Cni -

DATE: 30 August 19E,

SUBJECT: Current "best estimate' of JTIDS Class I (Airborne) as of 30 August
1985

Based on tne 9 August 1985 memorandum a predicted VTBF of 182 hrs was
presented (see attachment). Since then refinemrents have been incorporate-
into the analysis anc predictions of greater confidence were obtained.
Refinements of the 'upgraded" analysis are itemized as follows:

1. Data used in the fault tree analysis to obtain the distribution of

prior knowledge was extracted from the Hughes improved Terminal Development
Program document# FR81-16-501 dated 24 April 1981. These more recent failure

rates produced a system MTBF of 422 hrs. With this mean value and knowledge of

the system's past performance, probabilities were assigned to the specified

MTBF intervals to develop the distribution of prior knowledge (fig A).

2. The Poisson Distribution was assumed representative of the Likelihood
function because of its appropriateness in obtaining conditional probabilities
for cases of the prior distribution resembling that of an Inverted Gamma

distribution (see ref.l). Furthermore, the results of calculations by applying .
the Poisson Distribution were compared to those of the Binomial Distribution

(likelihood function for initial prediction) and no significant difference was
found. However, the Binomial was not used because of its inappropriate
assumption. The Likelihood function is represented as:

3. The intervals of MTBF were further defined to more explicitly present
the uncertainty in the analysis. Also, the probabilities were reassigned to .' '.

each MTBF interval in a conservative fashion and illustrating the confidence
in the fault tree analysis.

4. Three scenarios were calculated to accomodate for the uncertainty in
the Reliability Demonstration data: 1) 3 failures in 4;0 hrs 2) 1 failure in

370 hrs 3) 0 failures in 370 hrs. The resulting posterior distributions and
final best estimates are shown in figures B,C and D.
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BAYESIAN METHODS FOR PREDICTING

USAF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Dr. Carolyn D. Heising*
August 1985

Abstract

As a consequence of the programmatic support we have provided to Hanscom
" AFB this summer, it became apparent that the need exists to develop a

practical approach to predict system field reliability. A u3eful Bayesian
-* methodology has been developed in the nuclear power industry to predict system
' performance, and has been applied by Heising and others to several nuclear

problems. This method has been applied here to estimate a well-known USAF
system (JTIDS) reliability. Moreover, a body of USAF literature exists on the
topic of Bayesian methodology. These methods are also reviewed here in the

context of how they are related to the method we have used to estimate JTIDS

* reliability. It is found that a Bayesian approach can be useful for

.- predicting USAF system performance, and can provide a practical approach to
* predicting system field reliability.

I. Introduction

Bayesian methods have often been used to predict system reliability. A
major advantage of the Bayesian approach is the ability to combine many
diverse sources of information and data together to derive a "best estimate'

* -- one that reflects the most current information and analyst understanding of --
the system. A Bayesian methodology based on the use of discrete probability
distribution (DPD) arithmetic has been used here to estimate JTIDS
reliability. In the following sections, Bayesian methods are further
described. First, we review methodology that has been developed and applied

- by various USAF organizations and contractors. Second, we describe the
* Bayesian approach based on DPD arithmetic that we have applied here to the

calculation of JTIDS reliability, and the results of that analysis. Previous
work is reviewed as it relates to the JTIDS calculation methodology. Finally,
conclusions and recommendations are given.

II. Review of USAF Bayesian Methods and ApDlications .*-

The US Army Munitions Command suggested the use of a Bayesian approach in
their proposed approach to reliability assessment (Oct, 1968, ref. 1).

The Rome Air Development Center (RADC) has investigated Bayesian methods
(refs. 2-7). Also, the Analytic Sciences Corporation (TASC) has utilized such
methods (ref. 8), as has TRW (refs. 9-Il), Hughes (ref. 12), and others (ref.
13) in relation to USAF systems. The methods used and the applications made

are reviewec here.

* Work performed as a USAF-UES Summer Fellow, Hanscom AFB MA, 1985. The

author is an Associate Professor of Industrial Engineering at Northeastern
University, Boston MA. 50-56
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DATE: 30 August 1985

RE: corrections to mnforandum addressed to L7C Sechrest dated 9 August 19E5 -

An error in. the deter.-,irnaton of th~e GTILS Class 1 system. reliability was
found and the appropriate corrections were made. TrJE calculations in figure 5
of the 9 August memo should read correctly as follows:
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A. The RADC Methods -

Coppola has developed a Bayesian test plan, and has shown the

difference between this approach and more standard classical approaches (ref

2). In the classical case, the engineer starts by deter.ining what values of

producers and consumers risks are acceptable to hin. This implies defined
values for a desired MTBF and undesired MTBF (lower test bound). The

engineer, by using the classical approach, completely ignores prior data which
may be available on the system reliability (see Figure 1).

On the other hand, the Bayesian test procedure, outlined by Coppola,
makes use of all and anv previous test data available (see Figure 2).

Advantages of this approach include:

(1) A favorable prior permits a shorter test with attendant savings
in dollars and time (e.g., if a piece of equipment has high reliability based
on commercial experience, why spend further money and time to test it -- a

brief testing period is all that is required to determine whether a particular
unit may be a lemon, even if the average unit is great);

(2) Each test performed can use all the previous test data as prior
information; and

(3) With a Bayesian approach, continued high quality would reduce the
risk of rejecting good equipment as it would successively reduce the
stringency of the test.

In the method proposed by Coppola, an inverted gamma distributon is to
be used as a prior (see Figure 3). (Interestingly, this distribution shape is
similar to that which we have assumed for the JTIDS reliability estimation and
is similar to a lognormal). The task then becomes one of fitting available
data to the gamma distribution and solving for the parameters of the ..

distribution.

Supporting this work. by Coppola, several others have conducted

research. Bolis, while a USAF summer faculty fellow, provided guidance for
structuring Bayesian reliability test plans assuming an inverted gamma

?' distribution of the prior and a constant failure rate of the tested equipment
(ref. 3). He examined cases where these assumptions did not hold, and also
presented a general estimation method called the general maximum likelihood

method. This method has the advantage of being usable to update the prior
when new data become available from reliability demonstration tests. Later,
he extended his findings for estimating the parameters of the garnma .-.

distribution (ref. 4). He introduced a repairment assumption ca'led

instantaneous resurrection and showed that under this assumption, the number
of failures of an equipment in time ,t is a Poisson process. This was used in .% -M

the estimation of prior distribution parameters. Bolis also describes the

producer's and consumer's risk as these may De formulated from a Bayesian

perspective. Coppola has used these findings in his discussion of the several
risk factors available gs a result of a Bayesian approach to test design (ref.
2).

50- 5 8
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advanced mathematical detail. The application of these methods to real-world

problems would need be attem.pted by only the most experienced analysts.
However, the general conclusions reached about the benefits of a Bayesian -% , $

approach are valid. The research conducted on these methods at RADC has
provided a basis upon which the reliability engineer can begin to apply J"
similar approaches, as we nave dcne in our work reported here. _

B. The Work of TASC

In the TASC work (ref. ), a sequential Bayesian approach has been
apclied to an actual system of interest-- the CBU-87/B, commonly referred to
as the Combined Effects Munition (CE;). A typical CEM consists of one
SU",'-E5/'B dispenser, one FZU-39/B fuze (proximity sensor), and 202 BLU-97/B
Cc.oined Effects Bomblets (CEES). The design and construction of the bomblet..
is such that each one provides anti-personnel fragmentation, armor piercing
and incendiary capabilities. Deployment of the weapon is shown in Figure 4.

This system was to be placed under warranty to comply with the FY84
military appropriations bill, which required that all weapon system
acquisition contracts contain such product guarantees. TASC was to evaluate
and then recommend a product assurance provision for the CEM system. In so
doing, it was necessary to evaluate the system reliability.

TASC describes the Bayesian concept as one in which existing
information about the true unit reliability is utilized to specify, before
testing begins, a "prior' distribution of reliability for the age of units to
be tested <see Figure 5). After additional information is gained through the
testing, the prior distribution is modified with the test results to obtain a

"posterior" distribution (see Figure 6). This distribution is then used to
make a decision as to the ultimate reliability of the system and its
acceptability. In the sequential approach used, the idea is to continue
testing until a decision can be made. This is the idea behind the desiginate
"sequential' in the name of the method (see Figure 7).

TASC recommended a sequential Bayesian approach be used to verify the
CEM-PPA, and that such a combined approach could yield an expected benefit of
at least 50 million dollars over the 5-year production period of the project.

Moreover, additional benefits include:

(1) conserving test units - not using them to verify that the
reliability is in some improbable range of values;

(2) Making maximum use of knowledge gained during testing to verify
with confidence if requirements are being met;

(3) Not testing any more units than necessary, by examining
accept/reject criteria in a sequential manner (each time one is tested); and,

(4) Reaching a decision quickly for a population outside of specified

reliability limits.

50-E9
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The TRW Systems Group investigated methods to combine two or more

types of data (i.e.: ground and flight) ( refs. 9-12). This method was used

in countdown and flight relianility assessments of several Minuteman ii

subsystems. The need for this methodology arose as a result of the limitation

in the amount of flight test data available, thus making it desirable to use

data from other test sources. The use of more than one data source cenerates

increased confidence in the reliability assessment. A "Y-factor" based on the

intersection or overlap of the probability density functions of the basic data

and the "other* data was defined (refs. 9,10). This method was later refined
to include Bayesian assumptions for binomial type data (ref. 11) so that the
"K-factors" used for combining data could be based on a probability ".

calculation. That is, instead of looking at two sets of data to see if they.'
give the same probability of a particular reliability, it was proposed that

the weighting factor be based on a comparison of the populations. It was them-
proposed that this factor be dependent on the probability that the true
reliability of one population is greater than the other.

D. Hughes Work d i<N.

A Bayesian reliability demonstration is provided in the excellent
treatise by Dr. Drnas of Hughes Aircraft Co. (ref. 12). There, from a less
formal point-of-view, Drnas describes Bayes Theorem in discretized form. He
then performs several example calculations based on the use of this theorem,
comparing the Bayesian and classical concepts. Drnas discusses the
differences between Bayesian credible intervals and classical confidence
intervals. Moreover, the use of the Binomial versus the Poisson distributions '-'..

as likelihood functions is discussed, in addition to a review of possible
prior distributions (such as the inverted gamma distribution in MTBF
problems). Guidance is provided on the use of Bayesian methods for designing
reliability tests. The many useful case studies provided include those that
are computed with discrete probability arithmetic.

E. Others

Finally, others have investigated the use of a Bayesian approach to
estimate reliability during a development test program. An example of such
work is given in reference 13 by Smith, where the problem of estimating the

reliability of a system which is undergoing development testing is considered
from a Bayesian standpoint. Formally, M sets of binomial triads are performed

under conditions which lead to an ordering, e1  .. e, eM, of the
binomial parameters. He shows that the final underlying reliability of the q..-.

system may be easily obtained as the posterior, where he has chosen to use a H-enra-euniform prior for example purposes.

The U.S. Army Munitions Command proposed a Bayesian approach be used
in reliability assessment (ref.l). They looked at the use of both the
discrete and continuous forms of Bayes theorem. They noted that the
probability theorem for combining subjective and objective information in
terms of a prior probability and conditional probability density functions, . ..

respectively, yields the a posteriori density function of the parameter of
concern. They suggested that Beta distributions could be used to describe

component failure rates, and they derived an approach based on these
distributions to combine updated flight results with laboratory

component/system test results. They odoDot demonstrate the methods on a
real-world example. However, this woW'W one of the earliest to recommend

the use of Bayesian methodology to military reliability problems.
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -- ??
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a ne haeen develope fromwork don ee leer deve oped andn
applied from-. differing standpoints, -',t all lead to one r ajor conclusion:

the Bayesian approach to system reliabilit predictions is more useful and

practical in aplication than alternative anroaches. Moreover, economic -

benefits to project management can result from the application of a Bayesian

approach (a

III. Baesian Methodology Based on Discrete Probabilit Distribution owsuch.
(DPD) Arithmetic "

A Bayesian methodology based on discrete probability distribution (DPD) .

arithmetic has been developed from work done on nuclear power plant disret
reliability prediction (ref. 17). This methodology has been applied in.
several studies, including the Zion and Indian Point risk assessments (ref.
16). In Appendix A, a representative study employing these procedures isdescribed; the ATWS study performed as part of the Oyster Creek risk

assessment (ref. 19) A similar approach was taken in an analysis of core
melt frequency performed by Heising and Mosleh (ref. 20) The DPD approach to
Bayesian calculations is now described, and a tutorial example of how such -.''-

calculations are made is provided•.- :

A. The Bayesian Methodology Based on DPD Arithmetic (ref. 14) _

it is useful for our purposes here to derive Bayes Theorem in discrete .'.--

form, as we will be using it later in this form in several applications. . ..
Thus, let A and B be events. Then P(A) and P(B) are the respective
probabilities of these events:

P(A "anda B) - P(A/IB) - P(A),P(B/A) ()- ,.'-

<.'-. -'-If A and B are independent, then P(A/)B) ? (A)- P(B). Thus, we can write: i",-

P(A/B)= P(Af)B) = P(A)'P(B/A) (2)
P(B) P(B)

Suppose we now construct a Venn diagram, and we let event A consist of four

:, " .....

mutually exclusive events A= AlU A2 %) A3J A4. Further, we postulate
that event B may occur anywhere with respect to the four events :Ai. Then we
can write:

B= (Alr B) U (A2fr B) U (A3/A B) 0 (A4 (.B) (3)

We can illustrate this relation in our Venn diagram as follows so that we see
that event B is made up of the union of the respective, intersections with each

event Ai .

50-E1
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- P(A i )P(B/A ) (4)

We can then substitute this expression into eqn. 2 as follows:

P(Ai/B)--, P (AiLPM( i

(5)

This is BAYES THEOREM in discretized form. ..

There is an important interpretation of this rule as follows:

P(Ai)= initial or prior information about Ai
(sometimes referred to as the PRIOR),

B= new information (from experiments, tests, operating data,
etc.),

P(B/Ai)= probability that B occurs given A assumes some
particular value Ai (the LIKELIHOOD function),
and

P(Ai/B)= updated estimate of A given new information B (the
POSTERIOR) "-

With this interpretation of the functions related together through Bayes
Theorem, we have a very powerful tool that may be applied to many important
engineering reliability problems. To illustrate the approach, we look at the
following illustrative example.

B. Tutorial Example--The Coin Tossing Problem Re-Visited (ref. 14)

We will now apply Bayes Theorem as we have derived it to the problem
of updating your estimate on the fairness of a coin. Call the mutually
exclusive events Ai the values of the frequency of observing a head, say
Ai- 0.2, A2- 0.3, A3= 0.4, etc. Then, the probability of Ai, denoted
P(Ai), is just our apriori judgment about a particular coin as to the degree
to which it is "fairl (where Ai= 0.5 for a "fair" coin). Suppose our
apriori judgment can be encoded as shown in the histogram (Figure 8).

50-62
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rere that we :,ave ,-re.'s% ex.:r.e -'IL. the partl car coin we are

examining. Now, we perforr ar. exp:erirent where we toss the coin ten times and

observe seven heads. We denote this as event B, our new information about the
coin. In order to determine the likelihood of observing event B (observinc 7 e

heads out of 10 tosses), we note that coin-tossing is a Bernoulli process that
can be described mathematically with the binomial distribution, where B is m j-

heads out of n tosses:

p(B/Ai)= n! lA~- (6)

m:(n-m)'

Now, we are ready to apply Bayes Theorem in eqn. 5. To do so, we construct
he following table where we have divided the possible frequency range for
Ai into seven equally spaced intervals: '

12 3 4 5 6 7

Ai  0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0. 8

P(Ai) .0025 .0025 .02 .95 .02 .0025 .0025
"PRIOR•

P(B/Ai) 8x10 - 4  9xl0 - 3  .042 .117 .215 .267 .202
*LIKELIHOOD"

P(Ai )P/B/Ai) 2xI0 - 6  2x10- 5  8.5x10- 4  .11134 4.3x0 3  6.7x10 6  5x10 6

POSTERIORI

where P(Ai)P(B/Ai)= .11768 and is called the pre-posterior, or simply the
normalization factor.

We can illustrate the resulting histograms as shown in Figure 9. The

posterior is our updated estimate about the fairness of the coin. Note that
our experimental evidence has skewed the posterior distribution to the right,

indicating that our coin may be biased in the direction of heads. The reader
may repeat this calculation for various values of n and m, and even in F '.-

sequential fashion as further experimental evidence becomes available.

The use of the discrete form of Bayes Theorem has been extensive in
nuclear power reliability studies (see refs. 15 and 16). The use of

histograms instead of continuous distributions has led to a relatively new
procedure for performing risk and reliability calculations based on the
mathematical operations of discrete probability distribution (DPD) arithmetic - -

(see ref. 17). This approach has many advantages, including economy-of-scale
(ie: the bigger the problem, the least expensive is the DPD approach as
compared to other available methods). Also, the method has the rather
important advantage of being conceptually simple--large, complex and confusing . - '.
continuous distributions need not be dealt with. The level of theoretical
complexity is thus far reduced, leading to ease of application, particularly

by project engineers who may have little or no formal statistical training.

50...
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are made on syster. reliability pro-l]ems ir. ter7.c of the VTBF, the Pois- on . "

distribution is most applicable (see ref. 12.T e Poisson distribution can r_

-'.- -~ ~. ~.- ~ p~.ws~y~ ~ '.u .,,, -

be written as follows: _- ,,..

<. . . .

where f (failures) is a random variable (=C,1,2 ...) T is the test tin~e I__
(measured in hours), and is the TBF (i hours-o). The use of the Poisson

distribution is made in much the see eway as the Binomial above, except that
intervals for Ai are in MTBF units (i.e.: ei). This theorem is applied in

the next section here.
IV. Apflication of the Discrete Bayesian (7)etho_ to Estimate an U.4F

Rel iabili ty.[[':. .

The following example com arm the Electronics Systems Division (ESD)

at Hanscom Air Force Base near BostonMassachusetts. The system is a.-...""
communication system for USAF aircraft. The first step in the analysis was to
derive a prior distribution, shown in Figure 0. This was done based upon a

fault tree analysis of the system which predicted an expected value,.-.
mean-time-between failures (MTBF) of 500 hours (a failure rate of pplied
2x0-3/hr) Based upon this expected value, and the analysts judgment

concerning the data used in the fault tree to derive the estimate, the prior..

was constructed to best reflect this "state-of-knowledge'.

To calculate the likelihood function in this application, eqn. (7) was ¢..
utilized where, in this case, T is the number of hours of test operation, and
ais the number of failures to occur during the T hours of operation. in this
application to the USAF system, failure summary reports for the reliability s
demonstration process were used, since this part of the overall reliability
testt te closely resembled actual field operating conditions. The actual
figures used in the likelihood calculation were 3 failures in 450 hours of

operating (see Figure 11) (Later, this data was modified to I failure out of.-...
370 hours of operation since two of the three failures occurred within the "
last 80 hours of the reliability demonstration, leading the analyst to-'.
conclude that these 80 hours might still represent the burn-in period for the."'
system being tested). Using the 3-out-of-450 data, a best estimate MTBF of

hours was calculated (see Figure 12i.
V. Conclusions/Recommendations t ub o u fet r n a

it has been shown here that a Bayesian approach to calculating systemhi

realiaity can be useful for predicting USAF system performance, particularly
in the field. It is recommended that such an approach be further developed,
refined, and applied to example case studies of USAF systems. The.actua
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Appendix A EXAPLE CF :P: 5.'ES:-AN APPROACH IN APPLICATMO:

-:E OYS:EP Ci-.EE' SCPA,-', REZLABILITY STUDY k
A more detailed anal•sis of the scram system (reactor protection system .

(RPS)) was carried out for the Oyster Creek BWR plant (ref. 17). Basically,
the RPS is made up of five subsystems, shown is Figure A.l: (1) sensors, (2)logic, (3) hydraulic control =nt,(4) control rod devices, and (5) scram

discharge vo-1-me. Each of these subsystems perform a different function in

protecting the reactor from undesirable transients. The sensors first detect
the undesirable circumstances (e.g., high-high reactor pressure or neutron
flux) sending electrical signals to the logic circuitry, which determine
whether the signals are spurious or real. At Oyster Creek, the logic used in
the APRM input circuit is called a "one-out-of-two-twice" system since the
signal must come fro7. either of two sets of dual detectors twice and then be

matched against the existence of a signal on the opposite channel.

In a BWR, the signals from the sensors cause the logic circuit to
deenergize as each logic channel is basically a set of relays and contacts;
when a detector senses a parameter out of limit, the input to the associated .- '
logic channel results in a contact being opened. The resulting open circuit
leads to deenergization of a relay which in turn leads to further
deenergization of other relay sets. When both logic channels are fully
deenergized, the logic system causes power to all scram pilot valves to
shut-off. Each of the 137 control rod drives has a hydraulic control unit
(HCU) governed by the position of the scram pilot valve. The two scram pilot
valves transfer to an open position and bleed the instrument air that holds
two scram valves in the closed position. This exerts a change in pressure AP
that is exerted under the control rod piston. Reactor pressure and theAP
drive the control rods the full distance into the core.

When this happens, water is driven out of the control rod drives and is
exhausted through the discharge side of the hydraulic control units. The
scram discharge volume, which is the fifth sub-system, collects the water from
all _37 control rod drives.

Both dependent and independent failure modes of the five sub-systems were
analyzed with fault trees to arrive at histograms on the failure frequency per
demand. The RPS summary fault tree for Oyster Creek is shown in Fig. A.2.
Results are shown in the figure and indicate that dependent failures outweigh
the independent modes of failure. The largest single contributor to the
overall failure frequency is the logic sub-system followed by sensor failure,
and then by the failure of 5 out of the 137 control rods to insert fully upon
demand. The scram discharge volume contributes only in a minor way to the -'

"

total failure frequency, but note that the dependent and independent failures PN

are roughly equivalent. The final histograms of the failure frequency is
shown in Fig A.3 and combines the histograms of the five sub-systems.

The Bayesian approach was used in the Oyster Creek study to incorporate
the existing experiencial data into the calculations of scram failure per
demand. Because of the uncertainty and debate surrounding the number of scram
failure occurrences, and the uncertainty on the number of total tests of the
scram system in the world, the Oyster Creek study points out (p. A-201): --.".
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kill be prevented.

To use Lhe Bayesian approach, a prior distribution must be constructed.
This was done for Oyster Creek by combining the failure frequency histograms
for the five sub-systems (Fic. A.).

Next, posterior distributions were calculated from Bayes theorer. (Fic.
A.4) incorporating both the prior distribution derived from the systems
analysis and the available experience data. The experience data consists of
estimates made by EPFI and FRC on the number of scram failures r experienced
out of n test trials in the world to date. The "r-out-of-n trials' is also
analocous to the coin-tossinc e.periments discussed earlier where
r= number of heads, and n= nulmber of scrams (tests) which have occurred over
the lifetime cf the world's nuclear power industry. R.esults of the analysis
for Oyster Creek are shown in Fig. A. . Note the prior distribution derived
from the system fault-tree analysis and the observed data points xi. The
characteristic mean of the prior and posterior distributions are also shown.

The final result is that the best estimate of the scram failure frequency
per demand is WSATXR; i.e.; the probability distribution function of having
a without scram event (WS) given an anticipated transient (demand) is
conditioned on the observed data ix expressed in composite form. (Note that
the inferential notation allows the analyst to define the probability
statement explicitly.) Numerically, the expectation of this p.d.f. is
Z-WS/AT,'>2-5 x 10- 5/demand for Oyster Creek. However, if it is assumed that
two anticipated transients are likely per reactor year, the resulting mean
estimate of an ATWS event at Oyster Creek is 10- 4 per reactor year. This
value does not meet the NRC desired criterion of 10-6 undesirable ATWS
events per reactor year. This limit can only be reached if each sub-system
failure frequency is reduced to 10- 6 . Such a risk reduction is estimated
to cost several tens of millions of dollars, and is particularly expensive and
costly for operating plants. Plant outage for extended retrofits such as
would be required to satisfy the NRC ATWS guidelines could run into hundreds
of millions of dollars because of the expense of replacement power.* Thus, a
possible next step in ATWS analysis is to do a cost-benefit tradeoff between
mitigation system alternatives and retrofit costs, and the expected benefits

(or disbenefits) of each alternative expressed as the reduction (or increase)
in public health risks. Such a study has not been done, and is certainly
strongly suggested for the future. . "

,,V - .
o

At TMI, for example, over 60% of the expense of the accident is estimated
to be due to payments for replacement power.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Capt Don Campbell

FROM: Susan C. Malone .* 
"

- 0

DATE: 2 Aug 1985 k

SUBJ: Maintenance Data Collection System For MILSTAR Warranty Tracking System

Objective

To outline the means by which the MILSTAR SPO can track EDM maintenance

data in order to determine system MTBMA, and thus, contractor's earned

incentive, which is a function of MTBMA. V-7

Discussion

1. For MTBMA determination, maintenance reports must include at least the

following factors: operating and/or flight hours, failure type, corrective

action taken, and system component designators. These factors are all

included in the Maintenance Data Collection System (MDCS) which, as discussed

in the memo of 22 July (see attachment 1), the Air Force is presently using to

report maintenance actions. The maintenance data reporting procedure

basically follows these steps:

a. Maintenance action is completed;

b. AFTO 349 form is completed by technician; -. s

c. Completed form is checked for accuracy by supervisor;

d. Information from form is keypunched;

e. When keypunched, information is entered into base MDCS;

f. Information goes directly into D056 data base at WPAFB; and

g. A subset of the D056 information enters the Maintenance and

Operational Data Access System (MODAS) at WPAFB.

(Total time elapsed from step I to step 7 is generally between

one and two weeks.)

MODAS is the only one of these data bases which is readily accessible for . "

data manipulation, and according to Mr. Chuck Gross at WPAFB, is the data base

generally used for AFLC maintenance data analysis. The primary difference

50-7A.1"~~~~~~~~*~~ -**".*."-. . . . . . . . . . -* -. ** '
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between MDCS and MCDA." IF a . D'S ex1 : 7e. c of the manpower and lanr.r

related information used by the individua: bases to support staffing and I'
-

i

scheduling efforts. It does appear to keep all of the information relevant to

maintenance and MTBMA determination. However, although the reporting is only

one to two weeks in lag, the actual flight operating hours are six to eight

weeks behind as they wait until official hours are stated.

2. This reporting procedure currently in use is gradually being phased out so

that by 1990 MDCS and MODAS will no longer be in use; the Core Automated

Maintenance System (CAMS) will be their replacement. CAMS is a totally -

computerized system currently under test, and is slated for introduction to

all bases over the next few years.

With CAMS, the technicians in the maintenance shop will have computer

terminals at their workstations. When they perform a maintenance action,

rather than completing a printed AFTO 349 form (see attachment 1, page 5) the

information is entered via the keyboard onto an electronic 349 form which is

displayed on the terminal screen. Thus, the maintenance data is entered

directly into the data base, rather than waiting to be keypunched, allowing

the information to be updated daily. Because the 349 form is still being used . ,

(although in a somewhat different manner) the format in which the information .

is reported will be the same in CAMS as in MDCS. This information will be

entered into the Sperry 1160 computer system for the particular base. A

subset of this data will then be input to one centralized data base, at a

* location yet to be determined. The CAMS data base, known as the Reliabilty .

and Maintenance Information System (RAMIS), not only collects the CAMS Data

but ascertains its validity as well. For example, if a technician at Offutt

inadvertently enters a work unit code for an equipment type which is not .

repaired at Offutt, he will be alerted to this error. Also, RAMIS will have .

the capability to check for logic errors in the data entry; for example, if

the How Malfunctioned code could not actually be treated with the specified

Action Taken code, then attention will be called to this. Thus, the

CAMS/RAMIS system will provide many error and logic checks, which is .- '..

advantageous because data analyses are only as good as the data collected. "
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maintenance data from Cffutt and Ellsworth, because Elsworth is implementing

CAMS in 1986, and Offutt is not expecting it until 1989. Therefore, while

Ellsworth will be operating under CAMS during the entire EDM period, Offutt

may not have CAMS fully operational during the early part of EDM, but probably

will convert part-way through. This does not pose a serious problem, however

provisions should be made for this occurence and, thus, each base will be .....

discussed separately.

It should be noted that in both MDCS and CAMS, the Work Unit Code (WUC)

will be used to identify MILSTAR maintenance actions. The WUC is a five digit

alphanumeric code on the 349 form, each digit signifying a succeeding level of

component detail. For example:

681AB

68 indicates a satellite systen. .' '.

1 indicates the particular system (AFSATCOM)

A indicates a particular subsystem or assembly (such as an LRU) '. "

B generally indicates the lowest repairable item (often a card, but " l

in certain cases can refer to an even lower level component)

These WUC are developed by Air Logistics Center after the contractor has

firmed up the design, and usually are published just prior to IOT&E. Because -

of the time involved in assigning the correct codes, having the platform

manager check them, then having the work unit code manuals printed and

distributed, the WUC are often not available to the technicians when the

equipment is first fielded. This could make 't difficult to track the

maintenance data, so if possible, the platform manager could be requested to

have the codes developed by the start of EDM, perhaps employing temporary

WUC. If the WUC are not developed in time, manufacturers' part numbers may be

used track items, although this won't fit the 349 form properly (perhaps they

could be keypunched onto the end of the record).

To determine the feasibility of having WUC go down to the component level

* rather than just the SRU level, the appropriate platform manager would have to

be consulted.
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If the MILSTAR EDM phase begins prior to implementation of CAMS at

Offutt, then, until CAMS is fully operational, a different maintenance data

retrieval method will have to be used. There are three alternatives:

(1) Retrieval. At regular intervals, the maintenance data processing

shop at Offutt could dump all of the MILSTAR maintenance data for that period

either onto a magnetic tape or onto a printout (listing each maintenance ..

action and its corresponding information from the 349 form), and send it to

the SPO. If a tape is sent, then the data could be loaded directly onto a

computer system at Hanscom, then accessed via a terminal. There are similar

computer systems on base, but it would have to be determined if they were

compatible so that data formatted at Offutt could be read at Hanscom; if not,

a reformatting program would have to be written. The SI and OCS office could

assist in coordinating this. If a printout is sent, then the data will have

to be typed into a computer, which would be very time-consuming and prone to .'. "-o.

error in transcribing the data from the printout to the computer. The

magnetic tape would be the more efficient way to obtain the information.

If the retrieval method is chosen, a letter of request must be sent from

the SPO program manager to:

55th SRW/MA

Offutt AFB, NE 68113

The letter should request a retrieval of all MILSTAR maintenance data from

the MDCS (the first three characters of the work unit code will designate the ."-

MILSTAR system, although the specific codes have not been developed yet) for -'-

each X week period for Y years (covering the entire EDM period). The data ,,-~--

record format will be the same as on the 349 form, i.e., job control number,

workcenter, serial number, etc. The sequence in which the records are

reported can be specified. For example, it may be useful to sort the records

according to work unit code, so that all of the same codes (and therefore the

same subsystems) are reported together, rather than in the random order they

occur in the data base. The desired sorting procedure must be specified in

the letter of request. Also, a report of total operating hours should be .''
5

.-

reques ted.
50-77-



Using the ret rieval met r.o~, the information ontamin- ~ c~~r~:,g

*current, as the MDCS turnaround time 'from jaintena,-.- : t, 1'r r '-t

the system) is seldom longer than two weeks.DO

(2) MODAS. As discussed previously, much of the MDCS information serves

as input to the MODAS system, and because it can be directly accessed the

MILSTAR maintenance data could be obtained from MODAS using an appropriately %

configured computer terminal at Hanscom. This would facilitate data analysis

because there would be no need to wait to receive tapes and transfer the

information from tape to computer. However, as already stated, the entire 349

record is not contained in MODAS (although the data relevant to .M.TBMA

determination is there), and the total flight hours are six to eight weeks -

behind time. An eight-week lag may not provide current enough information to - -

accurately track the warranty. If this lag is determined to be too long, and

the MODAS method of maintenance data acquisition is selected, it is possible .

to obtain more current (although unofficial) flight hour data directly from

the individual bases' data processing shops.

If the MODAS method is chosen, one of the following people must be

contacted in order to obtain manuals, a user identification number, and the

proper switch settings for a terminal: ' .

Mr Chuck Gross

Mr Frank Maguire

WPAFB - AFLC

AV 787-6906

With their assistance, direct access can be arranged from the SPO to the

MODAS system to study the MILSTAR maintenance data. No specific type of

terminal is required, as long as the proper switch settings are used.

Using the MODAS method, the information obtained would be about as current

as in the retrieval method, one to two weeks (assuming unofficial flight hours

are used).
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(3) Direct Access. -s ncssi :e to obtain direct access fror tre

MIlSTAR SPO to the MDCS data Dase at O)ffutt and retrieve -he MTLSTAP

maintenance data that way. A modem and appropriately - configured terminal or

personal computer would De required (an HP 9836 is being tested for this

purpose). A program would need to be written to extract the appropriate data
from the data base (contact the Field Assistance Branch of the Data Systems

Design Office, Gunter AFS, AV 446-4021 if technical assistance is required),

and authorization and system configuration would be obtained from: .... *

55th SRW/MA

Offutt AFB, NE 68113

In the letter of request, state the need to access the data, the time frame

during which the data will be required, and request information as to the

appropriate equipment and/or configuration required.

b. Once CAMS has been implemented, the maintenance data collection

procedure will be somewhat modified. There will be three possible methods of

obtaining the information.

(1) Direct access to individual bases. With proper authorization,

the Offutt data base (i.e., the CAMS data) can be accessed directly from the

" MILSTAR SPO; only a modem and Sperry 1160 compatible terminal are needed (a

UTS-40 or Z-100 with UTS-40 interface would be sufficient). Using this

method, any data in the data base can be read, sorted, and stored for future

analysis. For example, all records wth MILSTAR work unit codes can be

gathered, sorted into a particular order, and stored in a file on the SPOs

microcomputer where it can then be manipulated to perform any necessary

analysis. The data obtained in this manner would be updated daily, certainly

current enough for warranty tracking.

To authorize direct access, the MILSTAR using command would have to send a '.. ,.

request to:

SAC LOM (Action)

SIU (Info) .

Offutt AFB, NE

50-7.



This request shoud ot:ne tre neec to ortain a dial-up port tc accers

the CAMS data base on a read-only Dasis (i.e., no capability to directly alter

the entire data base), a brief description of the intended use of the data,

and a request to specify the particular equipment which will be needed (ie.,

the ideal computer to interface).

(2) Direct access to collective data base. A large subset of the

CAMS/RAMIS data from all bases will enter a collective data base. This data

base is updated daily, providing very current maintenance records. Access to

this data base could be accomplished using a properly configured computer and

modem. The chief advantage to using this collective data base, is that data

from all bases can be accessed rather than accessing each base individually

and then combining the data. Therefore, during EDM, maintenance data from

both Offutt and Ellsworth can be obtained from this one data base, and if this

data is going to be tracked during production as well, all bases will input to

this one data base. This makes its use seem quite efficient.

To obtain authorization for use of this system, a letter of request should

be forwarded (by 1 Sep 85) to:

AFLC LMSC/SMI (RAMIS)

WPAFB OH 45433

This letter should request a remote access hook-up for CAMS/RAMIS,
outlining the reason for request, and the type of data desired. The reason

for the 1 Sep 85 deadline is that a remote user equipment list is being

developed for RAMIS implementation, and the earlier the request is made, the

more likely the access will be obtained. If the deadline cannot be met, one

of the following people should be contacted:
T. ". "

Dwayne Tucker

Tom Hinkle

Ray Olsky

AFLC

AV 787-5138
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(3) Retrieval. As with 1DCS, a request can be made for a periodic

retrieval of the MILSTAR maintenance data, to be delivered in tape or printout

form. The request can either be made to the individual bases (in which case

the letter of request is sent to either 55th SRW/MA for Offutt or 28th BMW/MA

for Ellsworth) or to the base running the collective data base (the location V ..'

is yet to be determined). Fowever, with the rapid, efficient computer access

available in CAMS, it seems inadvisable to consider retrieval.

c Ellsworth AFB K:-

Because CAMS/RAMIS is expected to be fully operational throughout the

entire EDM phase, there is no need to consider using another system, as there

is at Offutt. Obtaining maintenance data from Ellsworth using CAMS is the

same as obtaining the data from CAMS at Offutt. -

(1) Direct access to individual bases. (see section 3.b.l for

discussion). Authorization for use would be obtained from:

SAC LGM (ACTION)

SIU (Info)

Offutt AFB, NE 68113

(2) Direct access to collective data base. (see section 3.b.2 for

discussion). Authorization for use would be arranged in the same letter c!

request for Offutt.

(3) Retrieval. (see section 3.b.3 for discussion).

Using direct access method, the information obtained would be as current

as in the other methods.

4. As discussed in the previous memo (see attachment 1) the MDCS does not

code the information from items 26 and 27 on the 349 form, namely, Discrepancy

and Corrective Action. Although the maintenance technicians do complete these

items, they are in narrative form and thus occupy excessive amounts of space - .

in the computer; that is why they are not coded into the MDCS data base. .'.*

If it is decided that this information is important to the MILSTAR

warranty tracking system, and that the presently coded Row Malfunctioned and

Action Taken items do not provide suf.icnt information, then there are a few

alternative ways to obtain it:

........................................................................
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a. In MDCS

If MDCS is still in use at Offutt, then there are two methods of
obtaining the data from items 26 and 27:

(1) Narrative. The maintenance data processing shop at Offutt

a. maintains a separate narrative file on an HP 9836 personal computer,

containing all of the 349 form narratives for items 26 and 27, and their

associated work unit codes so they can be matched with their corresponding

records in the MDCS to obtain a complete record of each maintenancce action.

The information contained in this file can be obtained in four ways, some of

which were discussed in the previous memo:
.,p.,,.

(a) Hardcopy. All of the MILSTAR narratives and their

corresponding work unit codes can be printed out periodically, and the

printout sent to the SPO. Once at the SPO, the narratives can then be

categorized, sorted, coded, entered onto a computer, etc., for further study.

(b) Floppy disk. Rather than dumping the data onto paper, the

narratives can be written to an HP floppy disk which can be sent to the SPO.

Once at the SPO, the disk can simply be placed into an HP compatible computer

and the narratives categorized, sorted, etc. This eliminates the need to type

in all of the information from a printout.

(c) Color coding. It is possible to have a particular colored

349 form used specifically to report MILSTAR maintenance actions. The

technicians would complete the form as usual (although it may be useful to

' request them to limit the length of their narratives), and then the keypunch

" operators would receive the form, recognize the MILSTAR designated color, and

. code the narratives for items 26 and 27. This would t: e a great deal of

computer space, but it would only be until CAMS was implemented.

-.* Unfortunately, there would be no way to automatically search through the

*[ narratives; they would have to be read individually.

To authorize color-coded forms, a letter of request would be sent from the

SPO to: ...

55th SRW/MA RAblI;'
50-82Offutt AFB, NE



The request should nr..de the cclor des-red (Llue, creen, pink, yei;ow,

and salmon are already in use), the expected duration of use, and a brief

description of why the special form is needed. Because color-coded forms have

been used previously, it is not expected that any difficulty would be

encountered in obtaining authorization for their use.

If color coding is selected, then the entire maintenance record will be

contained in the base MDCS; items 26 and 27 would not be transmitted to MODAS,

* because only the base MDCS will be modified. This means that if the MODAS

method of retrieval is chosen, color coded forms will be of no use in

obtaining items 26 and 27 data.

(2) Codes. It is also possible to develop alphanumeric codes to

replace the narratives. This method would be more efficient and less

space-consuming, but would require a change in the MDCS Technical Order.

However, because MDCS is soon to be eliminated, it would probably be difficult

to obtain approval for a modification to the TO, according to Chuck Gross and

Dwayne Tucker at WPAFB. Therefore, this method is not recommended for use

with MDCS, but may be useful in CAMS, where it is discussed in more depth.

b. In CAMS

There are two ways to obtain the Discrepancy and Corrective Action

information from the CAMS/RAMIS system:

(1) Narrative. Arrangements have been made for the item 26 and 27

narratives to be entered into the CAMS/RAMIS data base, from which they can be

accessed. Thus, when a user accesses the maintenance data records, a complete

record (including the narratives) is obtained. However, the narratives are

not indexed in any way, so they can't be searched for keywords. This means

that no computer-assisted analyses can be performed on the narrative R

information; any sorting will need to be done manually.

No separate authorization is needed to access the CAMS narratives; access

to the overall system covers the narratives.
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(2) codes. As discussed in 4.a.' - is possible to deveou-

alphanumeric codes to be used in place of narratives. These codes would allow

for computer sorting and analysis, eliminating the need to manually search

throughout the narratives in each record.

To develop the codes, a series of word lists could be designed such that
the majority of anticipated discrepancies and corrective actions would be

represented. (perhaps looking at AFSATCOM narratives would be heloful in --*-%-
identifying some of the appropriate actions) For example, noun, verb, and..-

adjective lists could be developed, and when completing the maintenance

report, the technician would select the code corresponding to the appropriate

word, and build a brief narrative of charaters rather than words. This would

use less computer space, and would allow computer searching of the narratives

to identify trends, etc..

Obtaining -authorization to implement this narrative coding scheme may be

somewhat difficult; according to Dwayne Tucker of AFLC, similar attempts have

failed in the past. However, perhaps because CAMS/RAMIS is still in the

growing stages, modifications could be made more easily, particularly if

attempted soon. To do this, the MILSTAR SPO program manager would need to

send a request to MAJCOM, outlining the requirements, and showing the

suggested narrative coding system for CAMS; this request would then be

evaluated by the appropriate offices.

S. Implementation

Once arrangements have been made to access the necessary data bases, it is

important that this data be easily utilized within the SPO, for data analysis

and MTBMA determination.

a. The following steps outline one method by which this system can be

used in the SPO, assuming retrieval methods are not used:

(i) Establish access to host system. This will probably be

accomplished through dial-up access, using a modem and personal computer. (a

Z-100 or HP should be adequate). A personal computer would be better than a ....--

terminal, because files could be stored on it.
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(2) Use sort r- _t ne on h st syste.. ,.: . t:. s - - or;:r ;c

the maintenance data bases have built-in sort routines. Tnis woulc allow all

MILSTAR maintenance records (identified as such by the first three characters

of the work unit code) to be collected from the data base.
.. .

(3) Write MILSTAR maintenance data to file on the PC. The data

sorted by the host system can be written to a data file on the personal F

computer and saved there, so the host system does not need to be accessed each

time the data is needed.

(4) Assign appropriate component names to work unit codes. A program

can be written on the PC which will read the work unit code in each record,

assign the corresponding name to it, and keep track of the totals. This will

allow easier identification of the components when under study. . ,

(5) Have program output to spreadsheet. As the names are assigned to NIP.

each record, the records can then be written to a spreadsheet (eg., Lotus .-..')

1-2-3 on the Z-1O0). Spreadsheet use is suggested because fairly large

quantities of records can be easily manipulated, allowing for determination of

MTBMA (i.e., relating flight hours, malfunctions, number of components by

summing, multiplying, etc, appropriate columns of data). Once the records are .-.

written to the spreadsheet, any unwanted information can easily be deleted,

allowing for compact records containing only essential information.

b. If any retrieval methods are used to obtain the maintenance data,

steps 1 and 2 above are no longer needed, but it should be insured that sorted

data is sent in the retrieval. Then the data is entered into a system at

Hanscom and steps 3-5 can be followed.

Conclusions and Recommendations

It appears that the MILSTAR maintenance data can be tracked efficiently

without any major modifications to the standard maintenance data collection

methods. It is uncertain whether CAMS will be fully operational at Offutt by

the start of EDM, so recommendations have been made for this possibility.
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It should be stressed that CAMS is not yet finalized, so modifications may

still occur. However, this also allows more flexiLility if any changes are

desired by the SPO to track the data.

Figures 1-4 briefly summarize some of the options which exist, along with

their advantages and disadvantages. This allows for quick, if not detailed

comparisons.

Because many of the items require authorization by various offices, it is

recommended that ample time be allotted for implementation of any of these

recommendations.

Some additional considerations:

- It may be useful to have the contractor complete 349 forms (then

return them to the base for processing), to obtain information on factory

maintenance.

It should be determined what computer capabilities exist in the SPO

and on base, to determine if any additional equipment is needed.

- If coding of narratives is authorized, the maintenance technicaians

should be made aware of the importance of accurate coding.

- It would be interesting to see the contractor's MTBMA determination

method, to compare methods as well as results.

- Having the entire maintenance record on hand will be useful if it

becomes necessary to resolve discrepancies between contractor results and

program office results.

If implemented properly, and with adequate time to become fully

operational, the systems described in this report should efficiently track the

MILSTAR maintenance data. This will enable determination of MTBMA, and thus

contractor's earned incentive.
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CO7-C--S F'OR MI:STAP WARRANTY TRACYrNC SY ST FM
____ ____ ___ ____ ___ 4.',

The following people h~ave all been extremely helpful in researching the

MILSTAR Warranty Tracking Syster:

AT. -is AFB

Sgt Jerry Simmons - ?DCS, CAMS information AV 858-3324

Ellsworth AFB

Sgt Deay - Maintenance Data Processing Shop AV 747-2074

Sgt Long - Intermediate Level Maintenance Shop AV 747-7875

Hanscom AFB

Lt Macomber -Information Systems, Computer Facilities 861-5317

Maj Whitehead -RAMIS Program Manager 271-7219

Offutt AFB~:

Sgt Heath - Maintenance Data Processing Shop AV 271-2507

Sgt Kimmey -Intermediate Level Maintenance Shop AV 271-2004

Chief Knapp - CAMS implementation AV 271-2231

Capt Lane - CAMS implementation AV 271-2231

Wright-Patterson APB

Mr. Chuck Gross - MDCS Information AV 787-6906

Mr. Prank Maquire - MDCS information and Access AV 787-6906

Mr. Dwayne Tucker - RAMIS Information AV 787-5138

MITRE

Mr. Bob Hassett -Logistics 271-7598

Mr. Rick Wickham -Logistics, Work Unit Codes 271-7094

S SAI

Mr. George Calandrello -Local MOD-bler 863-0999
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~:S :' -_-Mc!han4Lsms in High) Frec-uernzv Verntilatic.

by

Mr. Rodrigo Mateo

ABSTRACT

An increase in the clinical use of high-frequency ventilatin (-V) necessi-

ates further inquiry n,to e mechanisms of ga s trans::rt s i~ h the airways.

Different modes of HFV are classified based on their frequency range. Studies

on normal respiratory functicn and studies using various motels cf different

* airway geometries are used to derive and support proposed mechanisms in HFV.

These mechanisms are region-dependent, and include Pendelluft, Direct Alveolar

Ventilation, Convective Streaming, Taylor Dispersion, and Molecular Diffusion.

They occur as a continuum, and Reynolds and Womersley numbers are two of their

common governing parameters. Mathematical models exist for some of these

mechanisms, and improved techniques of analysis should produce models with

greater accuracy in predicting actual lung behavior.
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guitance throughout the prcject. I would also like to acknowledge the spon-

sorship of th e Air :Fcrce Svsems Cond -n h i oc fice of Scien-
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Increasec use Cf high-frequency ventilation (HFV) techniques in hospital

procedtures nave -r=-.,ec research into the echnism by wrnich gas t* n-por

occurs durn: its use. A multi-model approach is currently in favor, with

results r .. r. on -orm! respiration to support some of these theories.

Numerous mathematical models explain individual phenomena under given ccndi-

tions, but o-e n-r:orate nor adecuateiv ex'ain all of the mechanisms pro-

po sc A z - c rs nturdiF, of tes e wea~m ould ultimatey -nable

many of the empirical results obtained in clinical studies to be quantified,

thus provitirz a ncn-nvasve method of cztimizirg operational parameters. As

such, a review and analysis of the literature on the subject is presented here

with the goals of (1) informing the reader of currently proposed mechanisms of

gas transport during high frequency ventilation, and (2) providing the ground-

.- work for an improved and comprehensive mathematical model of these mechanisms

and their interaction.
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3=BJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH EFFO(RT

.:-e fi. oal of cr i:s research is z -re evelcpmert of a mathematical

tizp~hvsical mnodel of high frequency ventilation. Three modes of high fre-

tuen c ven~t 1-m-,on are currentl y being exploited:e jet ventilation, high fre-

o e nc y flow interruption and high frequency oscillatory ventilation. This

reerhemph'-asize dvelopment of a mathemat ical biophysical model of

\'.t:at::. 7-h work w.;as tatdwith,, a review and analy-

sis of cnemical engineering and physics da.ta in published reports addressing

-iuedgas flow in pipes. Fr-om this review and a:,alysis, critical

biophysical parameters (e.g. jet velocity profile, tracheal elasticity and

pulmonary compliance) were established as a basis for subsequent modeling.

Ultimately, a mathematical model per se could be developed to relate jet and

lung parameters to arterial PO2  PCO2  levels in the unconscious patient.

The products from this ten week effort are conceptual and cuasi-mathematical

Indications of what physical processes migh-t explain gas exchange in high

frecquency ventilation.

High frequency ventilation is defined as respiraticn greater than twice

th nr iaor at. HF tsel f inclues th*ree modal it ies depending

on, th'e frecucncv used and ths, method of zas adiitrto. High Frecuenoy

?csitive ?ressure Venti-ati'cn (FV)invclves frecuencies between a-:roxi-

Ma te v EC to I20 Ir eat hs :.=ri nute t(b,-,; :m Hz). Airwa inflation is

c ne w it - ' re sh ~as w 4t-. cu t t'-;e use o f e nt rai 'ent . Hig Fequency Jet Venti- ~

at~c (HJV)uses fresh -as wih as entrainm ent in the range of' 2 toKz

wie rig Frequencv C'clatio-n eHO entI atcm o scillates airway Eas fed

r0:7 a frEsn EaS feeder. '-72 dces not u-se Fcas enri~etant operatez In the

rangEe o5 --to H. s of interest. that no irisor zuidelines based
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characterized as scuare, sawtooth, sinusoidali, or comtination.

Altncug. '_.e f cc-,5 is on '-FJV, many of Ihe tiscussfor,; presented are ap-

p1 icabe to "he other methods of ventilation due to overlap in the frequencies

used in V' E>:cerimer'ts. Tuit WOuI- be best not tc czrnsider the dividirng

lines as abscolute. '

.wo cocnr:ts involving dimensicn-lIeSs Par'ameters Chaatriefui lw

.. ratrz flu flw

t ion o f whe the r la-m ir ar or t ur bule n t fl3w is occurring in Lhe tube. Its value

s eendent of the tube lengt"h, Z, fluid velocity, v est, p n

viscosity, P, to give:

Re = _(1)

The Womersley parameter, a , is defined as:

= B- (2)

*Wh ere R is the tube radius and LL is the angul:"ar frequency of the fluid

c scillation. :t -is a measure of thIe steaciness of fl1uiJ"d f'ow during

* ~ ~ - csltcv ovnt. na ie ueo sc-at ng f--fd flow, the fre-

cuencv te--rmires tetniolkress cf tnce -znar aver fcrred b'etw een x-4

* ocus-fomrinat;ed and cnr~-c:n~deeet f f-d..nevau fc~~

C* a~ rc lre r t han :e nute r onre c~~ irI l fo47 2cr e s C7 nrate. < a

the flow is consIdered Cua~ta as vcosforces near the ;aLl exert. a

* ~ ~ . eater effect.*



- --- - , - r "r-'. °

S .

.. e~~asa~~s~.~~e~f r.~z e a g;< c

approxLmate5 fse I~a fc w su;ch t-.at mnniizing the %value o f C1 ce-

cr a.cs tne rnase lag tet'.5eern osciiatcrv pressure and flow. - c._ wculd tend

to make the flow laminar and steady, two necessary though insufficient condi-

Nona r recu.er vent 'F'i or conditions satisfy the values for
*" Norm.......... w.. ., .... :n: vet a

i"- V: a C,'1 77; E 1'n :-e e _.U a iC n",.Q .

A (3)

where VA is a'veolar ventila on, T s the vclume of inspired air or

tidal volume, VDS is the dead space volume (of inspired air which is not

used for ventilation due to anatomical arrangements) and f is the frequency.

Had V, and VDS been two independent variables, tidal volumes less than the

actual dead space (in this case the conducting airways) would predict zero

ventilation for HFV. However, VDS as the "effective" dead space vclume is

dependent on the tidal volume such that smaller values of VT are associated

with Smaller V, values, and smaller (V, - VDs) differences could be ccmpen-

sated for by increas-rf the frecuencv. Thus, the ratinale behind H-\V. As

for he mechan sms of FV, no unified -.te ca:-n adequate y e'ain the "- -e c--

.cse.-r'ed bev ... = ai--s. Sa:a-te -odels exist "hich a::rc:in:-te gas

t-"n ior in specific Iev e s f nFn t'n e a m Pt icn at these beh-lav-

-ecrs -erlap, Eeveral mecar."isms have been proposed for gas t-ans.:crt, the

-7 -t'v cf then basz on tzf f,.s n ar.d ccnvect on princip1 es. l S

t no 7ccel can ir.rpor thee s c..encena into a unified set cf cua-

tcns _fs c.e tc se;eral reasons. :n the choice of physical mcEls to te used,

nc Itr.a c E-,' ree se .7ag &:d Y'-ri re , : ' "". 'nac ' ... - -. . re. e-e earl icr" r.coe s for

dtffu:icn stucies and ccnclutet that the cnoice and design of sirrple models

51-7
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can affect -.-E~..ts i-e. th*e zr'' -

extended to more complex models. A greater problem ste ms from the complexity

of the respi"ratryr sys temn w.hich presents cifflcultiec -'. analysis. :, cause o

this, simplified models of the airway have had to be used and analysis done on

a sectional : asis. Regional inter-C'epend,,E-nce, if existent, awaits u:e

elucidation. As a result of the structural arrangement, many of the processes :~-

* ~in ncrrnal reorz nare also not well understoct, leati-Fg to limitations in

t'-e ana":2is :fCY'rm~e fvniatc. A uh a ~rstrunderstanting

of one will ena~ethe unoerstanting of tne other.



AN-- , -. -.... :

W. .Y .-

A general knowledge of the respiratory system is essential in the study of

gas trnsot echanisns and4 airwa',' st-re will .e discussed as it relates

to such n,.echanrsms. Earv studies used ng measureents made by Weibel. 5 9

His sta...rc.. i e arsurer7 erts we-e ,-ade a- -'' to":l lung capaci ty under the

..-.n C. " E .......... .................. ....... - ...- r : . . " us branch-

ing frcm each parent tube. -r.ese limitir.g ccndiwio. ere later discussed by

Hcrsfield and Cr..ings.
2 5

Weibel divides the air passages into three zones labelled the conductance,

transitional, and the respiratory zones. With the trachea as the origin%

succeeding daughter tubes are characterized such that each generation is la-

belled. The trachea is the generation of order O(Z:=) while the alveolar

sacs (labelled T for terrinal generation) have on the average, an order of

" 23. Thus, the conductance zone is designated as the airway passages of gen-

eration order 0 to i6, which from the trachea, extend to include the terminal

bronchioles. The succeeding respiratcrN, bronchioles along with the alveolar . -

Suct.s and. sacs c ......r.se the transitional and res-iratcrv zones. No clear -

Senerat.cn orders are assigrne to these latter zcnes since greater var aility

exists in the number cf Feneraticns within these structures.

A silar t reversE n.ering s-teM s e y Hors d and

26Cu ings. Ter. ,s ge at s as tre crigin and the ru-ber-

inceas as cre nears the traca. -n =crarinZ st."ies it st be kert in

rirnd that the .-.easure-erts cf -crsficdt ar. ...... s ..cre e n L.g n-

flated w:th E "t- Cf e ers. . '-. ,. 's , . .. .hc;h bcth
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The Lracnea s a fbronusular tube consisting of U-shaped cartilage rings

F.Tc tl.£ -' ,::.*".. an: at al '-'1 4, Corse! -r ons are line-

.:i- C t .-.,'t' . 1 -hen divides to form the left and right primary bron- .%

. ... cf :--.:rca-on known as the carlna. Within each lobe cf

<.---.---;",.

_e .... v tronchi' zve rise t o seconzarv (lobar) and tert iary brcnchi,

Wi-_. er y -- r o. rcnohi su-:lying an atoc7ics-'y cefined segments cf each "cbe.

n -" .. . .. a . , ( of cartzlage Tnis "ype of e is

-tn OrnChIa' sr.c ,.n muscle and tneir intertwining suppcrtive

..be, s.

The loss of cartilage support marks the transition from bronchi to bron-

chioles. Since size is not a dependable method for identifying bronchioles,

Krahl '3 has suggested that the following criteria be used in defining a bron-

chiole: a) direct incorporation into the surrounding parenchyma, b) atsent

cr sparse mucus secreting elements, and c) a continuous cubcidai epithelial

I%
2!:nin c cfciliated and ncn-ciliated cells, except in respiratory bronchioles.

The final condition pcints to a further distinction between terminal bron-

c.h-cs d-iar rcie ReitI ' crrncicles shcw the earli-

est sa-........ b e cf gas exchange h u!crarv cazillaries. These

ctoc--En: ir. s inic alv ecIi n f.cticn ' no n structure. Tneir presence,

,-r ef oe, m :S the.. trent n c t--.a'-_ rcnohc--nes in -.e codctin. zone

-- ..... --- t.... .'r, , 'es ofthe ans and resTiratory zone.

............ C- • --- _i. c = < o ,w ts ~ z t s.-ccth -.-sc-e -.e- -ameter " [,,,

ra3 3 t, aerways. .s , s e h ta rw a rezsstance

. . . ........... .. fChn -.. a, -.--. , eIa t c

.*.*.- * .
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by limiting their distention and prcvicir.g elastic recoil upon expira:-icn.

e:-ificar.t anc"nts cf smo-t ..jce are last seen witnin tr.e aivelar d ,

where muscular bands circun.scribe the entrance to the alveolar Sacs. The sacs

t.......eeS are ga.eie c-usters c' ter:. alveoii. -... alost all as

exchange occurs in the alvecli, their structure and geometr configuraton

have been cel1 defined tv Weibel.

lov" , act:-l :if. ;- o-es :-c;-c s ncrcss tne

aiveolo-capillary or blooc-gas "barrier". This tarrier is comosed of a

connective tissue space sandwiched between the basement M-e-branes and cellular -

processes of alveoli epithelial and capillary endothelial cells .  It spans an

average distance of 5 microns, but epithelial cell response to altered env,-

ronmental stimuli can increase this distance and lengthen diffusion times.

Corrugations about the alveolar septa help to decrease the diffusion tire by

increasing the surface area, thus providing a difference between the value of

alveolar surface area calculated by Weibel's models and the actual

air-.issue interface by a factor of !.3
-

Although total alveolar surface is deenent on lun volume and alveolar

f.act icn of the surface to vclu-e ratio of -teralvelar sec'-ai

rat lung does nct change with intermediate degrees of inflation. 5 9  If extend-

a !e to the nu-an lung, it cculd 7rovide so-e ins ght on gas transoort in i:V

s:--ce iarze t.cal \'luMes would nct be a crerecuisite for adecuate ventilatin

Sas tne air -' -- -'ae s of the degree of in-lation. ---

* t:ontat .r .tave.e len "h, diameters and overall cross sectional area ,'.-

and vC e for Each Zenerat I'n -C-Ere er,'o :v Wct e . Two ecuations . for eah ch

Tarar.et r r z<... ac c-)- s rst notal transiti 7s in .e=etry and pes s

tle areasof S4gni- f: rtance-

51-72
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Hc-sfleld an c 0;-,:r.;5 .E r e d e fneo ~n t e r,-s of a patrI LenF' r.,te :s-ta Ce % .5

.z.. bDrcnich2cle) and a transzit time (the t:.e needed frc,- zas transpcrt
- -L.g -- ,.r. - tr -e. n . T.--v -. -o the terms "/ctu'e" an.: "E" in -'- '

C;- -... t e r re z ._r tr a.r. c- 'as one c diameter C7 cm or

e .-n ... c C. . e t he 1c ule The

*.r. c-- -o'.,. .~.

. .:-er for generation C to 20. A -ore si z.. cant correlation was dcne by

Kamrrm in charting flow rEgimes given a and Fe. With this informnation, one

Car. narrcw the rro ,iiie for gas transocrt in specific regions.

51-13
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-. -.-. 'nc. ~ -- ;-"i~rcf Mec anical factcrs r " rsaild'

a-. s s- a.-

z n

;D!bas an an... :-f ei L~y ie : r~1e , ci am as

e a an'(/fc)1)

w h fas :efrecuency, R the resistance, and C as the ca~acitance. The

cuantty R C in. the ecuation is called the time ccrstar=t, 7.

.-e ecuaticn thev derived for tidal volume, VT,

cn wr=s e Z'c~ s -the ineare s definec as

2-/2
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-yacross a__ t-.e z~ -low............ ~ . .

across units. in th e case where tlrme czrnstarnts are _ nnomogeneous;_, pnrase ar.-

-: a e r, z - v. f..*, Z*- t '.

anv. z:ven timne.

(6> ihe r frcunoy rates affect h-igh essare:athways, and turfrng

quently empty sooner during expiration. Thus, a slow unit (high R) would

trarnsfer some of i"ts gas into the already fle=py" fap ui at end expir'.ation,

ant the fast unit would transfer some of ftS gas into the still "Ifiling" slow

uni:t at end ins:cir.ation. This gaseous in-g-pcng effect is termed cende-luft.

nevalIidity of the corncept may be questocez or. some of its initial as-

sumti7 c ns . retrzthe resistance as an indtependent variable is discu ssed by

r-; z. e ,;sin by C----_n -. pendence on flow rate

scee c ! DE ~ be , eF frc encie S an Ci a .Cue S cloS e to dea

Fs:ace vZ: .7e ,set tc c eemnin'-e zas hairvtn ::ras.Co-

.a-,Orvfo in :be-:: o.: n rcucet silcarf,-, in in ccrnnecbirngtbe .

s '--trat res tanc'e based ton altered fhsc :aa-cers -esu2ted in fl- n:



.. . . .. - ! -o!

all

.. ..ducs a....Para-us esgr ac vc. f K e

bronchioles. , -.

:n determining the -2 ' a2. C ....... -.ac.-.he

. e n t at C
-  

c-.*E- n .

* _nesp.ay-s i figure i.. w the or t e

the dead orate vc' .. e, obtained t'" taking the averace val e cf the mixed

portion.

Additionally, under Ross assuMption that transit times are directly

proportional to path lengths, decreasing tidal volunes would consequently

reduce the numiber of ventilated alveoli which had longer pathlengths. This

would eventually lead to only alveoli with short pathlengths being ventilated.

Saving less geometric constraints, these shorter pathways receive fresh gas by

bu1k convection.

Thus, assuming uniformr mixing, it would mear that athat ocit b gases

from the respiratory zone have already begun to esca-e. it is this small

nurber cf alvecli in the respiratory zone that can ach/ eve gas exchange with

e reducedt t at l vo rumes via cir t a'ecar . i t, F .

.ne tzrzrtance of tn.is mote f ,-Entila-on Is dem:nStrated from the re-

...s..fseerFIfnvta S Sho. t. h.at fc a deven prod-o-.t f e-dal,

v*'... e and frec. encv, 2-, e-i.inati. -'-rz ..al and Icngitudinal =s'
conductance, and arwav gas csnc otce per un-tu,. gas '.'ue-.,ere greater

. ~ t ".-.gn tidal volumes and "cw freceroies. This .uo see7 :ntitively true

51-16 RF
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e ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ .z. e..z-. n7 Ss j e mur-e, ir~rc.- ~ s in :: c e . , i.> r.' r= l .. f tr er ir c r ses .r Cl2  e
1 i l _

- '2 a

reducticn of direct alveclar ventilat--n since the tidal volu.me of air may be

used .-. :r..-.-n e-. : - n niai. gnornW otner

.ethczs fr.tiaticr . :re-_r.os a ::e. for direct -'vecar ventilation

.no ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c .. ..= =.. .=. . . . . . . ... .= -- . 50 to "CC. ...m ,- - -.'.. .

St2ud , '. . air "ow in 74 :ues iave information on.

how parameters such as fIow rates anz -eometric conif-'urat:cns affect the

radial distribution of velocities across a tube. Such studies were done by

Schroter and Sudlow 49 using a two generation symmetrical model of the airways.

They used Reynolds n,.bers corresponding to those seen in conducting airways

(-200-1000), and profiles were mapped for inspiratory and expiratory flows.

Their results on inspiratcry flows after one bifurcation show profiles ""

skewed toward the .. e. cf the tube when viewed in the plane of the

tif rcaticn (frontal plane, These -... characteristics in these profiles

were fcund to be i- r..enher.t of neyr .... and entry prvfiles (flat vs.

parabolic). When viewe n th .ane nczl to the plane of the bifurcation

(sagitirlane), ti--ek sr srofiies are seen. Profiles after the

second generat-c are s .. .-.. st.. show .he rain characteristics

c...s.ervt.. r one .... .. a- entry :rcfiles for expiratory

fows f-at.rf -ire ctserv n the a :ane, "hiie 7ingle,

r:.id-a?:a _ :Ioa s evec:e in the sa. ta l ane.

51-17
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on, me asurnrt : crsf i Eld -auer.r after ca ch : c,atir nrd~ I__a,

greater f. ... . .. .. ... ":. e . ; r:undarv a'. -. rvercr.t -

files. At higher Revnolds nunbers though, moderation of the observed Deaks

are seer., :- . e-:p-rat ry 1 2, I..- .eary ro les er e c serv t n e:

distal bra .r.es. In both flow tirec 'irs, nodel and thus airwav configc'C

'as te ..... ::T:". factor i deerr.-r. 7g t'- ',sutant prCfi.

7-CZ n. 5~ T at C.. .c.-, - yC r

velocity profiles, Ilaseltor arc Sonerer proposca a ,.ecnansm for gas trans-.

port in tre u::er arwavs (generations - 7-1:5) durfr, cs : -* '-, c r y f-ow. t

involves the net displacement of fluid particles from their original position

after one cycle of forward and reserve flow. As shown in figure !I, fluid in

a given control volume is displaced from the origin (to the right) in

parabolic form upon inspiratory flows. Cn expiratory flow, a flat velocity

profile repositions the given volume for a net flow of zero across the origi-

nal control volume boundary. However, displacement of fluid elements occur in .'-.

front cf and behind the boundaries, and continuous cscillaticns would there-

" fore propagate particles in both proximal and distal directions.

.he effectiveness of the r.ec .anism was examined by Soherer and Haselton

by :1otting L_' 2  V (ro,--di-ensinal convected distance) against :e-ncl

n nbrbe rs in'r the airways. I ts value ndatsthe distance t'ravell'ed by

qc an off;lui as coZared to telene.h cf the actual ,olume in t-e tut=

-::"gurC-4irn.dilated increased values for higher Re;,-nclds an, .cersey r.

n'ith m.ax:al rate (and therefore greates: efficiency) aron a:way generatcr

10 to i... They reasoned thS as due tc nore distinct velocity profiles -n

51-18
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..-.r . 7.s ,- ,nparet: than fn _ ,;,.. :r te r t p ne-nc ena Alm-

and higher -en:lds n'bers in parent tubes during steady flow.

--_a: , sr:- fi. " ,t .: Csci :r'y fle~ tbenavicr is valid at
* -. .-G-

e . a a d. Ct Ecr" y a e-t3 r.d .herer. More ccmara- ,/' '.

Aft...... . .... .. ... . . *'" .. e-s up can80 .].

X:.e Z y f 3w .es f'r a Z.L, U.7Lnc:u u.Ler. lncreasea vai-

_. . t .. .. r. S... s- -e ,. n c. .e

such values are not encountered in the micdle airways of the lung, convective -

streaming becomes a more clausible mechanism in those regions.

D . TY' OR I R7O

Taylor, in 953, discussed dispersion behavior for a fluid in a straight

tube under laminar flow conditions. With a :carabolic velocity prfile, dis-

persion invclves the dis;lacement of fluid ty axial convecticI near the core
ea. W~ '4 ' lo c.. .~e h iecz- is

and by in the P her ' ... Which mechanism

.re t--:nInates fi s depedent cn fcw s. nce cr-e .iis the cther's effectiverness.
- .r efeenc, t d~f" .-es .-

n a moveig ram e of r.eerence, ths df f sin r-e s s can be described by

ick's e Z.uati -  ith a Zyvnar.7c in- erface. -", t',e dif fus on coefficient i s

re-°a -e C y a 'sersio7. coefficient, wrir in this case if profortioa to

(Ua', 2 .?m..._, '-ere is tr....velccity, ai thetue raius , and -Dmol.. is the. -c-->
2-o. ... r w dis 7 e. v oa. c'Z

C~~~ r t- -5

.... s, dure.t .... , difusion .rn :C'.$ are les Crtance as e.

latEral transocrt becom-.es increasin~zy cue tcscoroarv ve-ocity flc"s in the

t. ,f tutb u et fes . -e f. E E Ce C E... .t f pr cort icnal to

51 -19 'a":
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. . o i."... in er a . a. . . .

I ... .. .~ e ~w

results under the assumption that (1) total lung resistance can te obtained 4

(2) that "'c-s:-steay" czn::t'ons LX: st - *n, c.:I:atcr :-:cc "s ,

greater .. o r S tu:',ur C :-' .t - ' .. ,'...'"

*" latory velocity at the air--y cening) n cosan - ..... -a. v -

ties to support his results. At high Fe values, hD/Uarms becomes more inde- -

pendent of Pe, thus making mass transfer less dependent. on molecular

diffusion.

Soerer, et a!, obtained values for axial diffusivity using steady flows

in a five-generation model. For Reynolds numbers between 30 - 2000, their

effective diffusivity (axial and molecular diffusivity) for inspiratory and

expiratory flows were again proportional to Ua (with 3 Dexp Dinsp). This is

-n agreement with turbulent flows in these airway generations, and supports

the idea of turbulent and convective eddies cvershadwing diffusion as the

ec-,anism fcr lateral mixing.

Studies with csc -atory..flow ' 4'.rcat g s. stes t.ave feen few. Ka.m,

et a cbtainet tne expressicn "

4. ,- _ -, ;n l/n : C.10 P .2/( ,qS )2 . (7) -'-.,-"
D~% ,- .2.2•
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n,~s.-. .. < .- the- ::asfr nous n

-e re:lareC ty Fe and c:v.SC tv a as suE,2-e s ted by Kamm.

-- ~~~ C e.~. a S~t :c ee ,urrace areas favcr cf

thse u -ts 3 erlet n b r s a pprocach un*ity and t",u s con ct iv e

sns ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ D, snl exr ~erefcs uig HK , cznzar'able v a'ues are cb-

ta ned 'or these Parameters in the alveolar region, and little or no differ-

ences in gas transport m=echanisms usually found in normal respiration would be -

oresent. This does not negate the importance of the aforementioned "minor"

mecnsms (e.g. pendelluft"). Thjey are present during normal respiration, but

in h77., decreased bulk air flow cause these convective type phenomena to exert

* a greater influence.

in 1051, Briscoe 7 showed. that the dead space volume was less than the

a-.veoar gas vclume recuired t.o wash out an inert gas from the dead s-oace.

7 Ths fi-'ndti n g, al cn g w I'th F o w e r 's sI'n g Ie-btr e at h C 2 stdes, pr e se nted treater

ev,:ence t*hat sas rans::rt to te a'leoli was not byatotal anddiet c-

* mererlacerent alocne. Sealwcr-<ers folc*wd u wit'h studies cf t.h-e Elveo-

ar un-,t LuSi.ng nf.-c zal, noes, anc a cri t c'ue of t:-.:se sdeswas cone ty

-.. ::.ong a.-,c u1aisato3zez of the m odels

* u.sed and teexclusior.n of I'vcov -ehnim in t-.e analyses. A sub tsecuent

* sty by C!hang et al, dnntaec h effects sf model gemtr -n the

crerall tif'uSicn Trocess.
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gas e..tEr. .a n i e ::rE nst-ar.taa Oec ;av wt ere cent gas cr

. - C, - ** ,...t.-- •

between the gases (stra.ti ed inhcmoreneity). Most authors today agree

the -d ,. .- t ..es... tts :.ticn are c e : c C t Pi er "

include c: .:aiscns of D, 2" : t ." = >:',e n , u. cnary d;iff s.
2

ca-acity, 0 . = re I rcal c.:r.g :- s tance, Cr. . . ..--.) for d..f-

.... - cr: -A: -.-- r- ... ..~*~ e- " - -". .. - ... C. ' -$C.. .C"-C

Adaro and Farhi 4 compared clearance or retention ratios (a/PV) of two

gases with identical solubilities but wit,-, differing diffusivi'ies. Dissimir

ratios indicated diffusive resistance via stratification. Adoro and Piiper3

stressed the icportance of including gas transfer into the .or.ary blood in

the construction of mathematical models. It would take into consideration the '

increase in concentration difference between gas near the opening and gas

closer to the walls.

Gas behavior 1n the alveo.ar ducts has also been studed. Concentration

differences are greater in both para llel and series pat w..a.s during inscira-

tion, u series pathways have a greater decrease in differ=- e, duri..n. exira-

nrn z n c ce Iha. c e ie as et a ."-t

reak ccncentrat:2ns were '- cat;a's =st Otu.
s .

AIlthough C -ene= 1't as a cnvectie nechanis. was pre'iCsl • discussed, a

dffusie er.delIu...... " -..... ----th .and convec- % V

ti.n. When high nitroen content gas frc onger a. s are swe" t ca st

areas of lower 2 cortent, a- cncenzra con tifference a tlows tack diffusin

trgen an the low c.tent are.
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n LS.. S e ZS - y e s E- a, s or nt Ie that

c-o n qLI c F- e az c:2. e' t s cu- -e n y f-7e . pr e T -is
: r22.._22.-,. _.,;2 .__..... f,., ....... ... in,..-.'. .. ,,

quantitative formulations, especially in rrao-ematical models.

One -esnfor such discord stems from th'e conditions used i-n the experi-

mental set-up. Thus, in making comparative studies, one must be mindful of the

model used (animal, physical, or mathematical), its geometry and intended cor-

resnt-i. ng area in the human lung, the flu-o media, and the t"dal volumes and

fre :enc:es use.. Difficulties during efferts for irect en-vvo measurement

also :resent an ctstacle to composing an overall Scheme -'o- gas behavior (eg.

reatively few oaoers on oscillatory gas teavicar in difurcatin airways cor-

r s c n: n t o gen er-ation s o ~5 a nt es each cnt m e thodts for dr e ct meas5-

urere~nt and more o ret~ctzve mote-s are rn ursued.

Oe. eaniss are such t well studtiedt or- -ave not teen nncrDcaseted into

eta cst-p mohu s. n~ main coprt- stuadies osnieams c triuteo toe""'"

z s . g . .s an~o n t ar r Z=n__u: co nvectiv str eamning, and

code sed(era n oi at in vc a or f Kn c c _ n nts c an' te nd cne

orf spo ing ave n t e human cg-, h i mLa, randet models. The in-

..-- e. ..- ,.-es..... . .u.-.. . . ., .'."-,--

•'rac c ...... to tee.sig n c.e a nt scem fr asbe aor (g..
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- es-ults have b eer, derived f r o:- reasu r ee nrs ta ken nnor-sal lurF models.

I~- z. aMc ~ ~ - frn echa--.-

EC.,

ra w' a

AS~z~tc fcc :E7- _- F 'rStu, per-sonal -~

reconnendatioss for prcceed4 g ef forts s*,-cu~d involve (1) a mrore in-depth

e3 c. caa e cf :-ne afor e : soxi z, c xa-r z cr-t icsr, of

::e- -nta 7nethOd s ue c a:- zc~- ~g c srsJs (2) careful

* '-'-;:fte curren~t saieafa cd r r er Cs faslfsue

c the -e e cuat J r", and (3 csr.:-c cc-c-a' -- 'E rf I-arj--

and than ir- interdezoentencez 7a: inr:,. r ..5fo a

-:c- e cos el viikn th cc:: 1, a. a d1n

I e

'~~v '- *~ ~rn --~.c-.:. as :Bp

res~~ar~n %7 .-
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T-DERATUjRE- FRONTSEION .SUR

SWING ADSORPTION SYSTEMS

by ;v

Michael J. Matz

Abstract

The feed step in pressure swing adsorption systems can be controlled by

temperature front sensing. If thermocouples are inserted into a packed

column at two different points, an effective velocity of the shock front

can be calculated by monitoring the slopes of temperature versus time at ..-..-

each position. Temperature increases suddenly when adsorption occurs, and

the concentration and temperature fronts become identical. If the pressure

drop across the bed is insignificant compared to the total pressure, the .

concentration front will move with a constant velocity. Consequently, a

better prediction of the feed step time for OBOGS units can be made

utilizing the whole column during operation.
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xyze is z m ary a i.cr af t tu-'.trg :z

altitude flight. Recently, the OBOGS unit has supplied breathing oxygen.V

&' '.yzen v*': S ~~.aE cressure srg cSrnzr

wnih allbws tine se.:aratinr -f air by mlecular sieve. Thne system can

or-nvide )xygen-enricriec air nn. cemand,- t,) aircrew members.

Cne-.c')Iumn cressure swir.z acsnr2 :inn systems can b-e_ mnzce-ed by 'n2ur

step cyce . -resuizti L;cnn cy -)y-e rtcresen- -me scez.

The high pressure air feed step fillnws and allnws the preferential

adsorption of nitrogen on the molecular sieve. Molecular sieve has

the capability to separate the components of air due to the pore size of

the zeolite qrystal. A third step, termed blowdown, forces depressurization

of the packed column to ambient conditions. The change in partial pressure

enables the desorption of nitrogen to occur in the final step as oxygen

purges the bed.

The desired purity of oxygen in breathing air can be accomplished by

operating two beds simultaneously. This is the basis of the OBOGS unit.

:t can be modeled by a six-step process. While one column is undergoing

.he feed step, another column blowsdown, purges, and pressurizes. Tne

length of each step is set by optinizing the unit. Hopefully, the step

times make efficient use of t.he molecular sieve in each bed.
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Press;re swing adsorptir. 'PSA) systems are simple t) iDerate when the

adsorbent is maintained at fixed caoacitv and nperating conditions remain S,

steady. wo'eer, rerforman2e may suffer "wnen t:,e ---snrbent

capacity is ciminisned by deactivation. Variation in nperating conditions

may hinder performance causing product purity and fLow rate to diminish ].

.t may be ossizle t, add relatively sim-le instruments t, a 'as:c PS,

system to compensate for both adsorbent capacity loss and v'ariazte operating

connditions.

Separation by adsorption involves the liberation of heat which leads

to temperature shifts that correspond to concentration fronts. When oxygen

is separated from air, nitrogen is adsorbed by zeolite adsorbent and the

path of nitrogen can be followed by measuring the temperature. The

adsorption (feed) step can be stopped when the temperature shift approaches

the product end of the uolumn. This method will prevent contamination of V
* .'.-.." j.,

the desired product.

This research is intended to show that operation of a PSA system may be

improved by measuring the movement of temperature shifts that correspond to

concentratioi fronts. The information can be used to synchronize the steps

of a PSA cycle via solenoid valves. This technique could replace the use of -

time alone for valve sequencing while requiring only inexpensive

thermocouoles and standard microprocessor technology for implementation.
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Tref 71on:crpi~n -f essure s ,;ng -s rp 1-i n o per ati n s % A

incl7udet to em:~nsi:e t,;at thiei; preticts a feed step with a concentratiin

nrnt A S sans Will Statec, :qtL

.:ill be excluce:. -e orK w-as first given 3y Flires Fernancez

and Ke=., . was aer mma-ized :, .nae.e! and Hill[6..

Atgs .ss .. cILItrac)Ugs t:ie basic concept of tne intended

'esear: -, i: is ' s :snce temerature 7-arations associated with

adsorption and desorption do not significantly affect the capacity of the -

zeolite qrystals. !teal behavior of a binary gas mixture is assumed.

Local equilibrium occurs between the gas and solid phases, and linear

uncoupled equilibrium isotherms represent the adsorption of components

over a specific pressure range. Also, negligible pressure drop is desired

across the bed during high pressure feed so that the concentration front -

can be modeled.

If radial dispersion is neglected, the continuity equation can be

written in terms of the more strongly adsorbed component (N) and total

Zass. interstitial void fraction is included as a constant in this

analysis. Rearrangement of tne continuity equations yields a partial

t:fferential ecuation in which composition is a function of time and axial

posit..in. The n-tnit ,of characteristics can be used to create two ordinary

differential ecuations. Again, negligible pressure drop is assumed during

the feed step.

r2-5 " "
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express'. .--r, %

cnncentrati-,n fr nr.t w:,en z Z ;. 7..re f tre .r..Z: s -2sr Z.

nirgnenters a bed with an interstitial composition if less nitrogen. ,:..,nitrogen > ~ e i77i

Ai.- passe_: I.n , - : ;..s s. . .. .' Z ' 1 ^'X','-n. Is f ; r - --r ': -r :,-[~ =.

Tie cnncentratin anead and e!,ind trne snnck rianwes abruptly fr , re ,.-..

oxygen to air. Tne snnck veolqcity is a constant value as given b\' t:.-

product of se.'era: factors in Ecuation

us  L - .u '!(1+I E-1 )Y, ) 2 .U21J/(1+( - )y , 1)

During the purge step oxygen replaces air inside the column and forces

desorption of nitrogen at low pressure. However, the concentration of the

effluent gas slowly changes from air to pure oxygen. The shock phenomenon

is not seen in this step, only a gradual change in composition. Desorption '

apparently occurs throughout the entire column at varying rates wherea-,

adsorption if nitrogen in the feed step takes place uniformly as the snock

wave passes. A purge concentration-time plot is called a simple wave.

Heat of aasorption evolves in a packed bed as nitrogen is adsorbed. If

the SnOCK wave coes indeed move with constant velocity, then the temperature

front createc from the released heat shouId coincite wltn tne s ock wave.

This velocitv is recuired to determine the feed time for a cycle -f pressure

swing adsorption. Regeneration involves desorption and a complementary

temperature orop. A simple wave concentration profile is not expected to

yield a snocK front-like temperature-time profile. However, it may be

I possible to also control the purge step time by this method.

5?-6



-aZ--t-" up-es ant

assnciatea amplifiers. Five thermcoucles were inserted into a packed

.. .. .,. ... -_r- 4ee ve r. zn - e baten, arn simi'a

........... ...... ........ rrD pal-r were :nen a:tachet t- a barrier strip.

... .... "" -...... :-es .- r>'e At. r: .2Iier-. .. ".~ me s'on-s a.,.fri~m~.r &1.

were required tn distinguIsn minir fluctuations in temperature. :he

amplifiers altered tne signals for -20 to 50 C readings to the -2 to +5 volt

range. These signals were changed to counts by n A/D converter, and the

computer converted each channel into engineering units.

A mass spectrometer analyzed the composition of the gas exiting th-

column. Voltage signals from the spectrometer were also connected to t

computer, but a signal conditioner was required to switch the composition

voltages to a range suitable for input to the computer system. Since the

computer could send output voltage signals, the three-way solenoid valve for

switching feed gas was controlled at the terminal itself. In addition step

times for the feed and purge steps involved in breakthrough experiments were

set by a computer program.

Pressure was kept constant during the two cycling steps of the washout

study. A gauge was used to set the pressure of interest, and a differential

pressure transducer monitored the pressure drop across the packed column.

It should be noted that pressure does fluctuate during adsorption and

desorption steps, but this can be attributed to the change in outlet flow

52-7
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*placed anwnstream fr-)- t~ne e 1el-4 a ms r),e r c pressure a vacuu: 7 n

was used.

c'nntair'ini ~ltng etnylene glyc,)l-water miLxtirE. ielz:

Pumned int-) a : .-Mt7ati-rcnes/rar r1h :ruac tne f!~

sieve (5A) was thoroughily regenerated by passing '350 C nitro)gen through tne

adsorbent. When water stc)ps appearing at the o utlet, regeneration is.

complete. The bed was filled with sieve by snowstorm packing, and all
__

associated fittings were tightened to avoid leaks in the system.

Air-oxygen washouts were performed over a variety of conditions. A

pressure range between 40 and 60 psia was of interest at each temperature of

operation (5,25,145 C). Flow rates were set so as to accomplish feed and

purge in a reasonable time during which enough data was retrieved to

exemplify the physical situation. however, a 550 point limit in the buffer

region of the computer was a definite constraint to the choice of volumetric

flow. The computer collected the temperature and concentration data for

each washout cycle, and it was stored on floppy disks. The time for the

gas to pass through associated fittings to the composition monitoring point

was also measured at each flow rate.

0 .
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.ie ~s imc'nriant cnnc~usi-)n )f tr.'s r'ese arc.. ;s trne fact :.t

thermal wave 'if adso)rptinn does cnincide with the shock wave. Tis

proceses. Asnailf ract nn *'f the c'KIlectet tata wiil ne svr,

snn~uld be adequate, tI snw the physical situat!inn. 7ine -le ma n. crncern

')f tne -:sr rc eathing -)XYgen, ca:t;'unexpe'.;nenrts r.-x.- n'

air and nxygen.

Figure 2 shnws both a shock and simple wave. The experimental

adsorption column was saturated with oxygen when the feed was switched to

air at time equals 0 seconds. At 60 seconds oxygen was fed into the bed,

and the cycle was continued after 200 seconds passed. The total pressure

0:
was set at 40 psia. Although the bath temperature was 25 C, therma2 effects

cause the column temperature to vary. Both oxygen and air flowed at 6

liters/minute.

The shock wave associated with breakthrough of air is very sharp. it

occurs around 45 seconds. Suddenly, exhaust gas from the column becomes -~-

that of air (210% 02,784' N2,1% Ar). The shock velocity is defined as the bed

length divided by the time required for breakthrough minus how long it takes

for the gas to pass the apparatus without the column. For this experimental

run a value of 0.9 inches/second was found for the shock velocity. The

simple wave is characterized by the change in composi1tion between 60 and 200

seconds. It is very gradual compared with the shock wave appearance.

52-10 6
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c-Ifferent p-intL. Tnez=-cupile 1 is t. irc. s frlrr. trie feec erceanc

incnes seaa es 3c: 1.ierm'icnupie- in~ae toie 32 b'citec. 7!je

temperature data was taken at the same time the breakthrnugh results in

it Sr;%!ct bt n')tez L:at the temperature- rise Quring tnie feed step

(0t & nns ~crs a', equal in-tervals . U rice ,he thier-r.)c-)uples w

constant. Trie experimtental value of toe SrrN-Ci vel1 city Cal ,ulated from Lii Is

temperature data alone is 0.9 inches/secnnd. Trous, the thermal wave d'oes

coincide with the concentration front.

To control the feed step by temperature data alone it becomes necessary

to find the time when adsorption forces the column temperature to rise at a

specific position. Two points wil2l be necessary to predict the shock

velocity. If the slopes of the temperature versus time are monitored by

using thermocouples, the corners of the temperature rise can pinpoint the

exact position of the shock wave. The computer can be used to calculate the

feed step time and control the valves Involved in pressure swing adsorption.

52-12
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:,Urge pit nx~e. n p'n e 7. ~ ~ n.~ e. r. rZ,-_re

nitrngen when -t::e wettemperature is seen at t~to-sit fl curing IF

experiment. By placing a thermocouple near the end of the bed the purge

step can be :t' Ze. vmien thie lnwest_ is" .e reac~.~ieprg

is c',rplete. Hiwever, Dur-ge time cann' t bLe preticted. :tcan inly be

discivered after tn'e ohennmen,)n has Icured.

Thie temnerature inf,)rmati-)n tak.en curing tnese expe.,en-. is fairl-y

accurate. ,i:e ris,= In. t.he data is ~pr~iaeya ').: f a Qegr'ee

0 0

Celsius. All thermocouples were calibrated with a 0 Cice bath and 26 C v
water. Since control of the feed step is the goal, it is more important to

know when the relative temperature rise from adsorption occurs than the

actual temperature within-the column. Consequently, trends in the

temperature data can be very useful for control of PSA units.

Figure ~4 shows the temperature data acquired from an air-oxygen

breakthrough experiment at 60 psia in a 25 C isothermal bath temperature.

The step times for purge and feed were the same as the 40 psia run, but the .

flow rate was increased to 8 liters/minute. Still, the shock wave is a .

constant as the equidistant corners indicate. The purpose of this graph is

to show that higher pressures increase the capacity of the adsorbent and

subsequently the temperature rise due to the adsorption of nitrogen.

52-14
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The behavior of thermocouple number one appears different than the

rest. However, the pattern can be attributed to the fact that it is the

closest to the feed end. The column was not allowed to reach the steady

state temperature of the feed gas fc >'wing the feed step. This would not

simulate the actual situation in a PSA process. Consequently, adsorption

and desorption were completed at position one while the remaining time in

the purge step only served to raise the molecular sieve temperature at that

point. Heat transfer to the solid adsorbent from the gaseous oxygen is

quite low as noted by the time required to raise the bed temperature to the

feed temperature.

Another possible method for predicting the feed step time is the

threshold concept. When the temperature rises above a certain limit, the

time could be noted in order to pinpoint the passing of the shock wave.

However, since the bed temperature is not uniform before starting the feed

step, the upper limit approach would yield only a general estimate of the

shock wave velocity. It is essential that the feed step time be as precise i. a,. '

as possible so as to maximize product and minimize waste nitrogen.

The purpose of Figure 5 is to show that the adsorbent capacity of 5A

molecular sieve increases at lower temperatures. The temperature rise is

0

higher in a 5 C bath temperature at 60 psia. The feed step was 75 seconds,

and 198 seconds was allotted for -urge. A flow rate of 7 liters/minute of

feed gas was used. Most important, r owever, is the fact that the shock

velocity is still constant although tne low temperature

definitely forces a non-linear equilibrium isotherm to exist. Toe

established PSA theory has assumec a linear isotherm for nitrogen, the more ..

strongly adsorbed component.

52-16
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VI. Recimmen.tinns

The experiments performed during the research periid seem ti shiw e

positive results for the control of the feed step in pressure swing

adsorption processes. Basically, computer programming is the rate limiting

-
step toward the implementation of this research. The computer involved in

the experiments needs to be fast enough to collect data and manipulate it so

that the shock velocity can be calculated. In other words, the computer

must perform two acts at the same time.

It may be interesting to run breakthrough experiments with oxygen and

0

air at temperatures far below 0 C. In this range nitrogen becomes much more

preferentially adsorbed compared to oxygen. Since the capacity of the

molecular sieve decreases at higher temperatures, limitations may arise with

this method of monitoring the shock wave. A study of pressure drop would

also be important to verify the conditions at which the shock velocity -.

becomes variable. "."--

If the quality of the electronics in the thermocouple amplifiers was

improved, a better output signal would result. Then it may be possible to

also control the purge step accurately by monitoring the slope of the

temperature versus time. Fast cycling might be the final test for the

applicability of temperature front sensing in pressure swing adsorption.

Also, other gases and molecular sieves should be examined to verify that

they produce temperature and concentration fronts that coincide.

-°.V -
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U Sho)CK Wave VelocIty
5

U interstitial Gas Velocity

1 Leading Edge of Shock Wave

2 Trailing Edge of Shock Wave

A\ B

A Mire Strongly Adsorbed Component (Heavy)

B Less Strongly Adsorbed Component (Light)

1/[l+(l-E)k./C1
1 1

E Bed Void Fraction

ki Equilibrium Distribution Coeffficient
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MODELING THE TISSUE SOLUBILITIES OF HALOGENATED

METHANES, ETHANES AND ETHYLENES .. 2

by

Paul G. Seybold, Ph.D. An

and

Michael A. May

ABSTRACT --.

Experimental solvent:air and tissue:air partition coefficients for

25 halogenated methanes, ethanes, and ethylenes in saline solution,

olive oil, and rat blood, muscle, liver, and fat tissues have been .

examined using theoretical molecular modeling techniques. Two graph * ".

theoretical approaches (the distance method of Wiener and the

connectivity index method of Randic, Kier, and Hall) and an approach -. '

utilizing ad hoc molecular descriptors were employed. Satisfactory

regression models were obtained with both the Randic-Kier-Hall approach

and the ad hoc descriptors approach. The latter method revealed that .

fluorine substituents decrease tissue solubilities, whereas both -"-'."

chlorine and bromine substituents increase tissue solubilities, with

the relative influence being Cl < Br. Tissue solubilities could also

be conveniently represented in terms of contributions from oil and --

saline solubilities.
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I INTRODUCTION 
%.- %-.1

:* Z-%'

Lower molecular weight halogenated hydrocarbons are employed

commercially as solvents, chemical intermediates, refrigerants, and -.

fire retardants. However, many if not most exhibit toxic effects, and

some are suspected carcinogens. The halogenated methanes, ethanes, and W

ethylenes - the compounds of interest in this study - are widespread in

the environment, a matter of some concern because of their potential

toxicities. A recent study by the Environmental Protection Agency (1)

revealed that the environmental problem posed by these compounds can be

especially severe in indoor settings, both because many people spend a

considerable portion of their time indoors and because chemicals

"'offgassed" from construction and other materials cannot readily escape.

The halogenated hydrocarbons are metabolized in the body to

potentially harmful intermediates and end products, and an

understanding of their toxicological effects requires that their tissue

distributions, metabolic pathways, and rates of metabolism be known.

Over the past several years Andersen and co-workers at AFAMRL/THB have

developed a physiological model for the distribution and metabolism of

inhaled gases and vapors (2-5). Based on measured rates of gas uptake

and tissue:air partition coefficients ("solubilities") this model can

be used to assess the time-dependent distributions and Michaelis-Menten

kinetic rate constants for metabolism of a variety of chemicals. An

important advantage of the model is that information obtained for a

chemical in one species, e.g. rats, can be extrapolated to other

species, e.g. humans.

53-4
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In its present form the model relies on measured values of the

tissue:air partition coefficients and less-directly estimated kinetic

constants. Such measurements represent a formidable effort. It was

therefore of considerable interest to see if the partition coefficients

and kinetic constants could be estimated in some way for halogenated

hydrocarbons with reasonable reliability. If this should prove

possible the model could then be used to estimate or predict the

behaviors of here-to-fore untested compounds. This report describes

starting attempts to estimate tissue:air partition coefficients using

quantitative structure-property relations (QSPR) based on molecular

structure.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Our objectives at the beginning of this project were three-fold:

(1) to familiarize ourselves with the major features of the pharmaco-

kinetic model developed by Andersen et al. at AFAMRL/THB and the

available scientific literature related to this topic; (2) to develop

and bring "on line" suitable computer programs that might be useful in . <. "-

carrying out QSPR studies on the halogenated hydrocarbons and (3) to

develop structure-property relations for the tissue:air partition

coefficients and metabolic kinetic constants.

The methods used to accomplish goal (3) above will be described in ,
the following section. It was deemed useful first to attempt to model

certain physical properties of the halogenated hydrocarbons that might '-5

be related to their tissue solubilities. Also, as the project

developed it was decided to confine attention to modeling of the tissue

partition coefficients, and to put off modeling of the metabolic .

53-5
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kinetic constants - which is expected to represent a much more complex

task - for later development.

III. METHODS

Three general modeling schemes were utilized in our examination

of the physical properties and tissue partition coefficients. The

first two schemes, based on the approaches of Wiener (6-9) and of r

Randic, Kier, and Hall (10-12), are developments from chemical graph

theory. The third scheme employs a collection of molecular descriptors -

chosen on an ad hoc basis. Due to the limited space available in this " -

report only brief outlines of these techniques will be given, and

readers are referred to more complete descriptions in the literature.

Wiener (6,7) estimated a number of physical and chemical

properties of alkanes using parameters based on the distances (in terms

of bonds) between atoms in molecules. Ignoring hydrogens, the Wiener .

index w is the sum of all unique shortest atom-atom distances in a , '

molecule; the index p is the sum of all paths of length 3. Platt's f
. kh

index (8) and the Balaban-Seybold atomic site index s (9) were also

utilized within the framework of the Wiener scheme.

In the Randi' scheme (10) each carbon atom in the hydrogen-

suppressed graph of a molecule is assigned a "valence" 6, equal to the

number of bonds to it. The "connectivity index- X is then defined as

the sum over all bonds i-j, as

Kier and Hall extended this concept to include higher and lower -.
connectivity indices mX, as analogous sums over atoms, bonds, and

53-.-'.-'
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larger structural subunits (11). Heteroatoms were included by

assigning valences to these atoms in a standard way (12). This scheme

has been widely used in QSPR studies (11).

Many QSPR studies rely on molecular descriptors chosen on an ad ..

hoc basis. Such descriptors may refer to global molecular features

such as molecular weights, or to more specific features such as the

presence of certain atoms, functional groups or other entities. The

use of such descriptors was also examined.

Rat tissue:air partition coefficients for blood, liver, muscle,

and fat, as well as saline:air and olive oil:air values, were available

* from previous studies by Andersen and Gargas for 25 halogenated

methanes, ethanes, and ethylenes. These compounds are listed in Table

1. Molecular descriptors appropriate to the above schemes were

calculated for these 25 compounds. Regression analyses were carried A

out using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) package (13) on the .

Wright State University IBM computer. A criterion of at least 5

observations per modeling parameter was imposed in most cases to assure

statistical significance.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Physical Properties

Since our main interest was in the tissue solubilities, only an "" L".i

overview of results for the physical properties will be given. A

subset of 21 halogenated hydrocarbons was examined. A major finding

was that four of the physical properties - boiling points, surface N A

tensions, heats of vaporization, and critical temperatures - were

strongly inter-correlated (r > 0.93). These properties can be ..-
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collectively considered to be "constitutive" in nature, i.e., to depend

on molecular shape, and to arise from intermolecular forces. A second bo

finding was that the connectivity indices provided the best set of

indices for modeling most of the properties examined (the four above

plus molar volume). The molecular features approach was superior for

modeling dielectric constants, melting points, molar refractions and

water solubilities.

B. Tissue Solubilities

Following the usual custom tissue:air partition coefficients were

modeled as their base-lO logarithms. Thus, SALINE, OIL, BLOOD, LIVER,

MUSCLE and FAT refer to log P values for these liquids and tissues with

respect to air. Because the Wiener parameters performed poorly, only

the results for the connectivity and molecular features parameters will

be discussed.

1. Connectivity Analysis

"'Best fit" regression equations obtained for the solubilities

using connectivity indices are summarized below. In these, XlV refers

to the first-order valence connectivity index 'X", INVXSV to the

inverse of the valence structure index Xs, etc. (see Table 2). Note

2
that r , the square of the correlation coefficient, represents the

fraction of the variation in the data that can be accounted for by the

model. N is the number of observations and s is the root-mean- square

error of the fit. Plots of calculated vs. observed values are shown in

Fig. 1. .... ' ,

BLOOD = 0.828 XIV - 0.0240 INVXSV - 0.261 X3VC - 0.302

N =25 r 2 0.862 s= 0.225
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FAT 0.624 XlV -0.0282 INVXSV -1.28 IIMVCH1 -0.814 INVXIV
-0.0862 X3VC + 0.124 X4VPC + 2.37

2 d
N =25 r = 0.976 s = 0.144

LIVER = 1.06 XlV - 0.0207 INVXSV - 0.471 X4VC + 0.564 INVX1V -1.14

2N =25 r= 0.886 s = 0.215

MUSCLE =0.990 XIV -0.0181 INVXSV -0.636 X4VC + 0.535 INVXIV -1.28

2
N 25 r = 0.877 s = 0.206

OIL =0.451 X1V - 0.0315 INVXSV -1.91 INVCH1 - 0.647 X4VC
+0.164 PATH - 0.474 1 MXIV

2
N =25 r =0.966 s = 0.169

SALINE = 2.58 X1V - 1.70 XOV 0.0295 rtNVxsv - 2.49 INVCHl , .

+ 0.188 PATH + 0.246 X4VPC + 3.13
2

N =25 r =0.868 s =0.242

Several conclusions can be drawn from these equations. First, the ~.-

modeling of the partition coefficients by the connectivity indices is

good, but not outstanding. The first-order valence connectivity term

'x is especially important. Second, the best fits are obtained for

the more lipid-rich tissues and oil, and the poorest fits for blood and

saline. This most probably results because the largely isotropic van

* der Waals forces responsible for intermolecular forces in the lipid

phases are better modeled than are the more directional polar and

hydrogen-bonding forces predominant in the aqueous phases.

2. Molecular Features Analysis .,.'

our original analysis using a large number of molecular

2-
descriptors yielded only modest fits, ranging from r = 0.677 for BLOOD

to r 2 = 0.937 for FAT, for the tissue solubilities. in most cases

molecular weight was the best descriptor. A "second generation"

53-9
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of molecular descriptors was then tested, with better results. An ,

important addition was the "polar hydrogen- parameter Q., originally
%H

introduced by DiPaolo et al. in studies of anesthetics (14,15). This

parameter represents the polarity of the C-H bonds as induced by

halogen substituents on the same and adjacent carbon atoms (15). Also

included in the second set of descriptors were representatives for the

numbers of carbon (NC), fluorine (NF), chlorine (NCL), and bromine

(NBR) atoms, and the numbers of trigonal (NC3) and tetrahedral carbons AW

(NC4).

Some representative regression results are given below: -..

SALINE = 0 .614 QH - 0.372NF - 0.089 NC3 - 0.154

2
N =25 r = 0.934 s =0.158

OIL = 0.383NC - O.165NF + 0.570NCL + 0.946NBR + 0.310QH + 0.066

2H
N =25 r = 0.982 s = 0.120

FAT = 0.466NC - 0.205NF + 0.561NCL + 1.021NBR + 0.272Q - 0.090
H

N=25 r 0.979 s =0.133

BLOOD = 0.152NC - 0.312NF + 0.222NCL + 0.498NBR + 0.447Q - 0.093
H

N =25 r2 =0.944 s = 0.151

LIVER = -0.186NF + 0.363NCL + 0.579NBR + 0.348Q - 0.002

N=25 r 0.923 s =0.177

MUSCLE = 0.167NC - 0.198NF + 0.275NCL + 0.526NBR + 0.382Q - 0.430
H

% . de* .
N = 25 r2 =0.908 s= 0.183

It is apparent that all the partition coefficients, including SALINE

and BLOOD, are reasonably well represented by the molecular descriptors.

The halogens exert a consistent



decreases the solubility in all tissues, whereas both chlorine and

bromine increase solubility, Br more than Cl. This effect is in the

order of atomic polarizabilites, probably indicating increased '.l• ,

stabilization of the halocarbon in the order F<CI<Br due to increased

dispersion interactions with the tissue phase. (The effect is

especially strong in oil and fat.) The polar hydrogen factor Q was
H

found to consistently increase solubility, the effect being more

prominent in the more aqueous tissues, saline and blood, as might be

expected. Separate models obtained using composite halogen parameters

for polarity (based on electronegativities) and polarizability were

only slightly less successful.

3. Empirical Tissue Analysis

Sato and Nakajima (16) have demonstrated an empirical relationship

between the logarithms of the blood:air, oil:air, and water:air

partition coefficients:

log(blood/air) = a log(oil/air) + b log(water/air) + c (2)

2
N=20 r = 0.935 s = 0.675

where a, b and c are constants. (In fact, they imply that a = b. -

(16)) It was therefore of interest to see if the blood and other

partition coefficients could be equally well represented in terms of

combinations of the oil:air and saline:air partition coefficients.

The results are as follows:

BLOOD = 0.426 OIL + 0.515 SALINE - 0.0703 -. 4','...-

N = 25 r2 = 0.954 s = 0.128

FAT = 1.01 OIL - 0.0916
2

N = 25 r = 0.969 s = 0.144

53-11
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LIVER 0.574 OIL + 0.302 SALINE - 0.278

2
N = 25 r : 0.945 s = 0.142

KUSCLE - 0.477 OIL + 0.365 SALINE - 0.374

N = 25 r = 0.938 s = 0.139

The relationship is seen to hold well for all tissues. The

coefficients of OIL and SALINE can be loosely considered to represent

the relative lipophilic and hydrophilic characters of the various

tissues.

A comparison was also made of the human blood:air partition

coefficients of Sato and Nakajima (16) and the present rat blood:air '-. "

values of Andersen and Gargas. For the 13 compounds common to both

studies the rat values tended to be consistently about twice the human .: .. .

values (r = 0.994). Regression models for both sets of data using the ""

connectivity indices are given below. Shown also are equations for the

two measured sets of olive oil:air partition coefficients (r = 0.981). :..

Sato-Nakaiima Data, 1979

Human Blood = -0.147 X4VPC - 0.388 X3VC + 1.26 XlV - 1.26

N = 13 r2 = 0.872 s = 0.191

Olive Oil = 2.36 XlV - 0.155 X3VC + 4.43 INVX1V - 4.28

N =13 r = 0.973 s = 0.113

Andersen-Gargas Data, 1985

Rat Blood = -0.62 X4VC + 1.53 XIV - 0.460 XOV + 0.121

N =13 r2  0.886 s = 0.157

Olive Oil = 0.832 XlV - 0.220 X3VC + 0.256 X0V + 0.0168 %

N = 13 r2 = 0.968 s = 0.109
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

The results presented above demonstrate the feasibility of modeling

the tissue solubilities of halogenated C and Chydrocarbons. Both
1 C2

the connectivity indices and the molecular descriptors yielded adequate

representations of the tissue solubilities. The representation of

tissue solubilities in terms of oil:air and saline:air solubilities

also has an appealing, heuristic simplicity. .?*

It would seen desirable to continue and extend this work in--

several ways. The most obvious would be to search for improved

molecular descriptors. Improvement of the combined halogen parameters

representing polarity or polarizability effects would represent one

direction worth pursuing. Another approach, not utilized above, would .-.

be to model the tissue solubilities in terms of appropriate solute

molecular volumes and surface areas. Both volume and surface area have

* been employed with some success in other pharmacological applications.

It would also be desirable to explore more elaborate molecular

descriptors derived from molecular mechanics or molecular orbital

calculations.

There remains, of course, the very important and possibly

difficult task of modeling the Michaelis-Menten kinetic constants. It

would seem reasonable now to begin that task using the successful .

methods illustrated above, viz, the connectivity indices and the

molecular features descriptors.
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TABLE 2. Identification of the Parameters used in the Models. . 4
.. N

Abbreviation Parameter

Connectivity Parameters (see Refs. 11, 12)

CHI First-order connectivity index

INVCHI Inverse of CHI

XOV Zeroth-order valence index

XIV First-order valence index

INVXlV Inverse of XlV

X3VC Third-order valence cluster index

X4VC Fourth-order valence cluster index

X4VPC Fourth-order valence path-cluster index

XSV Valence structure index

INVXSV Inverse of XSV

PATH Valence connectivity index for all
independent halogen-halogen paths.

Molecular Features Parameters - -

NC Number of carbon atoms ."

NC3 Number of trigonal carbons

NC4 Number of tetrahadral carbons

NF Number of fluorine atoms -

NCl Number of chlorine atoms

NBr Number of bromine atoms

QH Polar hydrogen factor (see Refs. 14, 15).
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Figure 1. Plots of Calculated (Connrectivity indices) vs.

Experimental Partition. Coefficients.
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DIAGNOSTICS OF SOLID PROPELLANT COMBUSTION

by
John P. Renie and Brian K. McMillin

ABSTRACT V .

This report details the summer activities at the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory of a i

Summer Faculty Fellow and a Oraduate Student in the field of diagnostics as applied to the study of

solid propellant combustion. At the onset of the research effort, a detailed literature review of,-

diagnostic techniques was pursued with particular emphasis placed on those methods that are

optical in nature, and therefore, non-intrusive. Also, strong emphasis was directed to the

laser-based techniques currently being used to determine both temperature and species

concentration In a reactive system such as the combustion zone above a deflagrating solid

propellant surface. Experimental investigations were conducted in the AFRPL servo-controlled

combustion bomb which permits extended observation of the combustion event. A particular class

of solid propellant formulations was selected for investigation - this being a series of AP/HTPB

composite propellents wherein the oxidizer particle size distribution was carefully monitored. In

summary, the laser-based diagnostic technique referred to as laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is

considered to be a good candidate to use to determine temperature and species data in solid

propellant flames, however, continued research is warranted since the reaction zone is very

complex with quantitative analysis of such date suspect at best In addition, spectroscopic

emission data for the radical species involved in the combustion reaction can easily be obtained

with such data lending credence to the claim that reactions are occurring at a much larger distance

from the propellant surface then theoretically modeled. - -
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1. INTROOUCTION

In the study of solid propellant combustion, the reaction zone above the deflagrating
propellant surface is a very complex admixture of competing processes. Within this region, gases, .1

from the surface pyrolysis/decomposition reactions are continuing to react as well as diffusing

together to take part in subsequent chemical reactions. In composite propellant combustion,

various flames can be present corresponding to the temperatures and pressure within this zone

and the continuously changing structure of the surface. Over the past couple of decades, numerous

researchers l I21 have attempted to model these processes in the mean with mixed results. At a

recent workshop [31, representatives from the propulsion community attempted to present a

post-mortem on solid propellant modeling with emphasis placed on non-metallized, composite JAW
solid propellents response functions - both steady' and non-steady behavior. Much of the concern

of this workshop dealt with the validity of the assumptions or approximations previously invoked

in detailing the flame zone structure above the deflagrating surface. The thesis of the first author

[4] provides an excellent example of the type of modeling that has recently been associated with

composite solid propellants.

At the workshop, the general consensus from the community was that one of the major

unresolved problems to date is how the composite propellant microstructure, through the

populations of various oxidizer particle sizes and states - inherent in the formulation of

heterogeneous propellants - is able to produce a coherent macroscopically observable response.

Along with a call for a good, systematic response function data base to be used to evaluate present

as well as future modeling efforts, there was the additional request for more diagnostic

information involving the microstructure and the reaction zones present above the surface.

It is in this light, that an ambitious attempt to seek out existing and/or new techniques to

provide such information has been embarked upon. With the advent of the high powered,

continuous and pulsed laser, many new combustion diagnostic techniques have been made available

to the researcher in the ultimate quest of obtaining temperature and radical species concentration

data within the combustion regions. Since these techniques are optical, they have the added benefit
of being non-intrusive in nature, that is, the flow is not disturbed because of the observation.

Intrusive techniques such as the insertion of thermocouples or gas sampling probes have the

Inherent drawback that the flow is disturbed or altered In the process of sampling. It Is

therefore, the objective of this summer's research to investigate the possibility of using such

optical techniques to obtain desired flow properties in solid propellent flames. The reason that the
Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory (AFRPL) was selected by the authors was that such
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research is currently being conducted by colleage empla'dtee diinalteCmuto

Laboratory at AFRPL has a servo-controlled combustion bomb in which samples of solid propellant

can be burned and observed for a significant portion of the burning process. Access to a

pulsed-do laser/spectroscopic analyzer system was also considered necessary along with the

availability of particular solid propellant formulations. In the following sections, the efforts ..--

expended by the authors are summarized with significant results highlighted end recommendations -2 "

for future research presented. -.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

It was stated above that one of the primary purposes of this summer's research activity e' " .

the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory was to assess the feasibility of using laser-base-.

diagnostic techniques in the study of solid propellant combustion. In this light, it was our goal Ic o." -

accomplish the following tasks in an effort to achieve this primary objective:.

0 Study the pertinent literature on classical emission/absorption spectroscopy of .--

atomic and molecular species concentrating on radicals present within solid

propellant flame systems (OH, CH, CN, etc.). -I

a Survey the current literature associeted with combustion diagnostics employed

within laboratory flames with special emphasis on solid propellant sys s. -..-,

o Familiarization with basic laser theory and operation with special emphasis on

tunable pumped dye lasers used typically in laser-based diagnostic applications.

o Familiarization with the theory and operation of the optical multi-channel

analyzer presently employed by the AFRPL Combustion Laboratory to acquire

spectroscopic data from both laboratory and solid propellant flames.

0 Select propellant formulations to be analyzed in the servo-controlled combustior

bomb with an analysis of the feasibility of performing emission and/o-
laser-induced fluorescence measurement to obtain temperature and species ..:.-

concentration data.
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technique is currently being investigated by researchers at the AFRPL [18- 19] as being an ,

excellent diagnostic tool in the study of solid propellant combustion. In this paper, Kychakoff and

his collsages at Standord [22], detailed the use of PLIF for simultaneous multiple-point

measurements of OH in various combustion flow systems. In their study, the laser wavelength was

tuned to the Q1(6) line of the A2 '+(v'=O) <-- X2 n(v"=O) electronic OH transition. Laser
powers of 2 md/pulse with a bandwidth of approximately 0.4 cm- 1 were obtained with a pulsed
dye laser, pumped by a Nd:YAO laser with subsequent frequency doubling. A planar sheet of 200

pm width was imaged through various types of flames. Fluorescence radiation was collected
off-axis and focused onto the front of an Image-intensified camera with subsequent digitization and .

analysis. Their work emphasized that PLIF is especially well suited for the visualization of
radical species concentrations because it is non-intrusive and highly sensitive. The radical ;AM-

species OH was selected for study because it plays an important role in the oxidation of many
hydrocarbons. They concluded that PLIF's chief value is in Its ability to visualize relative species

distributions in planar cross-sections of a particular flowfield and not the ability to obtain
absolute measurements. Additionally, the acquisition of simultaneous multiple-point
measurements can be used to test models describing interactions between the chemistry and fluid

mechanics of combustion phenomena
,-" --. S-

In order to familiarize ourselves with basic laser theory and operation, we studied various lI "
references. Among these references, the textbook by O'Shea [231 gave a good overview of the

physical theory needed to understand lasers emphasizing the devices themselves, their
construction, and their applications. We focused particular interest to the theory and operation of
tunable, pumped de lasers since these devices are currently being used for laser-induced

fluorescence studies of radical species in the ultraviolet region of the spectra. Furthermore, the
AFRPL Combustion Laboratory employs such a laser system in their ongoing solid propellant '
spectroscopic studies [ 18,19]. In order to probe additional radical species at higher pulse power

in the lower wavelength regions, the AFRPL has acquired an excimer laser system. However, this
system was not operational during the summer months, but we did investigate its potential merits.

In the following section, the experimental equipment available to the authors at the AFRPL is
briefly described. Such equipment was used to obtain emission/fluorescence results discussed in a

subsequent section.
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IV. FXPFRIMENTAL INYESTIGATION

The experimental apparatus used in this research was originally designed to simulate the low

conditions inside a solid rocket motor as closely and accurately as possible. The apparatus is

composed of a high pressure combustion bomb equipped with a servo-controlled propellant feed

system along with an optical and data acquisition system. This experimental device will be briefly

described herein with the reader referred to Refs. [ 24] and [251 for a more detailed description.

The combustion bomb employed is similar in many respects to "high pressure window

bombs" used in other solid propellant combustion studies. The bomb design incorporates four 3.8

cm diameter, 2 cm thick sapphire windows to provide optical access for wavelengths between .15

and 6 microns. A variable pressure ( 1000 psig maximum) nitrogen purge is employed to both

pressurize the test chamber and expel the combustion gases and residue smoke particles, thus

minimizing optical interference of the burning propellant surface. One unusual feature of this

combustor design is its ability to keep the burning surface at a fixed height relative to the optical

collection volume. This feature permits an increased examination time of a specific region of the

propellant flame - a crucial requirement for the proposed flame chemistry analysis. The height

of the surface is maintain by pushing the propellant up as it burns by means of a piston connected

to an electronically controlled stepping motor. An automatic/manual switch is incorporated to

permit initial setup and also permit the bomb to function in the conventional manner; that is, with **

the piston fixed as the propellant burns down. The combustor and propellant feed system are
illustrated in Fig. I.

The servo-control for the propellant fee system is based on the feedback from a measured
intensity ratio of a positioning laser beam and a constant intensity light source. A

I'r I -

Spectra-Physics model 1 25A laser beam Is focused to spot of approximately 50 micron diameter , ...

just above the propellant surfce and then passes onto a photo-diode detector. The control system

is designed to maintain a constant partial blockage of this positioning beam (98X in this

experiment) during the automatic mode of operation. The stepping rate of the system, I.e. the .", .-.

propellant feed rate, is increased automatically when the tracking beam becomes greater than " "" '

prescribed equilibrium intensity. Conversely, the propellant feed rate is decreased wher

tracking beam intensity falls below the equilibrium point. A narrow band-pass filter (

centered at the 632.8 nm He-Ne laser wavelength) is located between the combustion bomb an.

photo-diode detector to reduce possible interference from either room light or combustion

radiation. The system includes two digital meters which provide readings of the displacement of

the piston during an elapsed time interval. During operation in the automatic mode, the quotient of
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these two readings Indicates the measured burn rate for a particular propellant run. ,, ,

The optical system consists of a pair of 25 cm focal length lenses and two mirrors which

collect, collimate, and focus the radiation emitted from the flame within the combustor onto the.-

entrance slit of a SPEX 1877 Triplemate Spectrograph. The mirrors served to turn, as well as,

rotate the horizontal flame image ninety degrees for projection onto the vertical entrance slit of
the spectrometer. A Hughes 5 mW He-Ne laser is used to align the optical system. The dister

between the alignment beam and positioning beam defines the investigated height above we

propellant surface. The ability to adjust this height provides a means of both spatial and temporal - -.

resolution of species concentration and temperature.

The spectrometer is used to isolate a fixed spectral range and resolution of the flame

emission. The entrance slit chosen was 20 microns wide by 10 mm high which provides a very
fine spatial resolution of emission intensity above the surface. The flame image is dispersed

within the spectrometer through a selected grating with a density of 1200 grooves/mm and then

projected onto an EG&G/PAR Model 1420 Reticon photo-diode array detector with 700 light -'--

sensitive elements (pixels). The Reticon is controlled by a EG&O/PAR Model 1218 solid state
detector controller and data is collected and analyzed by an EO&O/PAR OMA II. The experimental
apparatus including the combustor, alignment and positioning lenses, optical system and the data

acquisition/analysis system in shown schematically in Fig. 2., r1

In the laser-induced fluorescence studies described herein and in Refs. 18 and 19, a Nd:YAO
pulsed laser (DCR- I) manufactured by Quanta-Ray with an Electronic Line Narrowing (ELN-!) 1

system retrofitted to it is employed. The laser pilse from this system is passed through a

frequency doubling harmonic generator and a prism harmonic separator prior to pumping a
Quantra-Ray dye laser (PDL- 1 ) system. The output of the dye laser is then directed through a
Quanta-Ray wavelength extension (WEX) system for frequency doubling/tuning 'prior to passing

into the combustion volume. In the schematic presented by Fig. 2, the pulsed laser output is
directed Into the combustion bomb with subsequent fluorescence emission collected off-axis by the

* ',spectrometer/OMA II system. The pulsed dye laser system in the present configuration is capable a.

of generating up to 6-7 mJ pulses of 10 nanosecond duration at a 10 hertz repetition rate.

The detector controller is capable of date collection with both variable signal integration
time as well as a variable number of scans. For example, with the sodium emission measurements

described subsequently, the controller was set to scan only 60 pixels corresponding to a 21

Angstrom bandwidth centered near 589.0 nm with the selected grating. The signal integration.
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time, that is, the time the signal is collected before the array is scanned, was set at 0.0339

sec/scan and 150 scans were collected sequentially in each run. The signal integration time was
chosen to provide a very high signal intensity to background noise ratio without saturating the

Reticon. The background noise was not subtracted from the collected emission due to the

computational time involved but was typically only 5-1 0% of the maximum intensity of any

particular run.

In the sodium emission measurements described in the next section, the propellant feed

system was operated in the manual mode rather than in the automatic feed mode. This procedure

allowed the Na emission intensity to be recorded as a function of height above the surface by
relating the individual scan times to the respective propellant burn rate. The burn rates for these

propellants, however, were determined separately by using the automatic propellant feed syste .-..

and recording the displacement and duration measurements from the LED displays.

It was decided that in order for emission data collected from the combustion bomb to be

significant, that a series of monodisperse oxidizer propellant formulations be investigated. Since

emission collected off-axis Is an average over the entire surface, the behavior of the surface

* should be statistically uniform in both time and space. By employing monodisperse, or all one

size, oxidizer grinds, the flame information collected at various heighis above the surface can be

correlated to the oxidizer particle size involved. Therefore, the propellants used in this study
were "academic" In nature In that they were formulated with only one characteristic variable - i

the oxidizer particle size distribution. The propellants selected were composite, non-aluminized, .

uncatalyzed, HTPB binder, ammonium perchlorate (AP)-based propellants. They were formulated

with 80 percent solids (AP particles) and identical in all respects except for particle size. Three

propellants were mixed by the Propellent Lab at AFRPL Area 1-30 under the supervision of David

Ferguson. ..

The first propellent, designated CI-3, was a unimodBl propellant formulated with 20 micron

AP particles as delivered by the manufacturer. The second propellent, CI-4, was also unimodal

being formulated with 200 micron AP particles which were sieved through 300 and 150 micron

Tyler Standard Screen Scales manufactured by Van Waters and Rogers, Inc. The sieves were

shaken on a CENCO-MEINZER Sieve Shaker manufactured by Central Scientific Company. The
objective of sieving the oxidizer particles was to narrow the particle size distribution and make a :-..

more truly monodisperse propellant. The third propellant, CI-5, was a 20/200 micron bimodal

blend propellant and was formulated with both the "as received" 20 micron and the "sieved" 200

micron AP. The purpose for studying these propellants was to verify that the 20 micron unimod.l
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propellant reached its maximum flame temperature closer to the surface than the 200 micron

unimodal propellant and to observe any effects in the bimodal propellant which could be attributed a

to the oxidizer particle size combination.

The propellant strands burned in these experiments were "plugged" (approximately 6 mm

in diameter) from a half gallon rectangular block of cured propellant and cut to lengths of about

3.5 cm. The strands were water washed just prior to burning to dissolve the loose AP surface

particles thus preventing side burning during the test. The strands were positioned at a height of

7-8 mm above the point at which the alignment beam was just completely blocked. This position

was chosen so that a few of the initial scans showed little or no sodium emission and the intensity

gradient above the surface would be clearly discernible. Even in the initial scans, some sodium

emission was observed but was attributed to reflections within the coMbustor or an artifact of hot

gases swirling in the chamber from the ignition sequence.

For the sodium tests, the propellants were burned at a pressure of 100 psig with at least

one minute of nitrogen purge to ensure that all air has been expelled from the combustor. The

strands were ignited with an electrically heated nichrome wire (0.015 inch diameter) placed

across the propellant surface. The ignition switch was thrown manually and immediately

afterward the detection system was triggered manually, also.

Y. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this section, the significant experimental results of the summer research program are
presented. As stated earlier in the objectives section, a large portion of the summer was dedicated

to the study of pertinent literature dealing with emission/absorption spectroscopy and review of

laser-based diagnostic techniques . applied to combustion system with particular emphasis on

solid propellant combustion. Therefore, comments as to the results of these endeavors have been

presented in a earlier section. However, it was concluded that one technique, laser-induced

fluorescence spectroscopy, has an excellent possibility as a means by which temperature and

radical species concentrations can be obtained in solid propellent flames. In this light, the

authors assisted their colleagues in the Combustion Laboratory of the AFRPL during the summer in

their continuing study of this technique. The status of this investigation is to be reported on by

AFRPL personnel at subsequent technical conferences [18,19.

The OH emission from a burning solid propellant strand at a pressure of 100 psi is depicted

in Fig. 3. In this figure, the collected OH emission in arbitrary intensity units from the detector
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is plotted as a function of Reticon track count. A track count on this figure between I and 700

corresponds to a linear dcay in wavelength between 316 and 304 nm with the first peak from the 4

right side being the head of the 306.4 nm OH (0,0) band system. These data for OH corresponds to

the A2 1. excited level to X2r1 electronic ground state transition. The propellant employed in this

emission spectra is a 872 AP/HTPB propellant [171 and not one of the 80Z AP formulations 4'

described previously. However, spectra for reduced oxidizer propellants were found to be

similar with lower intensity due to the significantly reduced flame temperatures involved.

An example of laser-induced fluorescence emission obtained for solid propellant is given in

Fig. 4, again for the higher loaded oxidizer formulation. In this figure, the collected OH emission

taken off-axis from a solid propellant flame after the pumping laser pulse is presented as a

function of track count corresponding to the same spectral band given in the previous figure. In

this test, the laser pulse was tuned to a specified group of lines near the 306.4 band head. In Fig.

4, the intensity of radiation about the pump lines is filtered to prevent over-saturation of the

Reticon due to intense Rayleigh scattering and resonant fluorescence at this wavelength region.

Laser-induced fluorescence emission in the lower AP loaded propellants, however, were of

insufficient intensity to be recorded due to the reduced flame zone temperatures.

In assessing proposed emission/fluorescence spectroscopic studies of solid propellant flame

zones, two significant problems appear. The first of these is that as the pressure is increased,

control over the propellant surface is reduced due to the inability of the He-Ne tracking beam

pass through the soot laden flame zone above the surface [25]. The second problem is alludec-

above and that is for lower flame temperature propellants, the intensity of laser-induceo

fluorescence emission is significantly reduced preventing accurate detection with the present

system. An additional question that needs to be resolved is how to translate collected emission data

at given heights above the surface into meaningful temperature/concentration information. One

means of coming to grips with the letter two concerns is the employment of higher energy pulses,

such as those obtained with excimer lasers. Higher energy pulses can lead to the saturation

condition which simplifies data reduction [ 11- 14]. Additionally, the excimer laser can probe

additional ultra-violet regions of the spectra so that other radical species can be probed other than .. '.*..*"

OH.

After realizing that the three "academic" propellant formulations described previously

would not yield adequate fluorescence emission with the present system, it was decided to only A, -A

observe the sodium D-line emission and see if some correlation with oxidizer particle size could

be obtained. The strong doublet sodium D-lines at 589.0 nm and 589.6 nm were recorded with the
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spectrometer/OMA II system as the respective propellants burned through the narrow observation . ',

region. In essence, the intensity of the emission as a function of time could then be correlated to
height above the surface once the burning rate of the propellant was determined. It will suffice to PAM

say that for the purposes of our initial investigation, that this intensity could be related to the -'.-.I

flame temperature, or more specifically, the extent of the combustion reaction as a function of
distance above the surface. Our primary interest was in determining whether there was a

difference in the extent of reaction as a function of the oxidzer particle size. Also, previous

experimentation [17] has shown that the reaction zones above solid propellants at moderate

pressures have been measured to be much larger than previously modeled [1 ,5].

Figs. 5a through 5c present the results of the sodium D-line intensity as a function of height 4W

above the propellant surface for the three propellants; CI-3, C1-4, and Cl-5, representing the

two unimodal formulations, 20 and 200 micron, and the 50/50 bimodal blend formulation,

respectively. These figures are representative samples of many duplicate runs for each

propellant formulation. Two significant results should be pointed out. First, the extent of the

reaction zone indicated by the sharp intensity rise in these curves is on the order of 1000 to
2000 microns in height above the surface with the smaller oxidizer propellant (C1-3) yielding

slightly smaller reaction zones. Also, the signal is much smoother with distance for this
propellant over the larger oxidizer propellant (CI-4) indicating the the combustion of the

smaller oxidizer formulations could have a more premixed nature. Secondly, the signal obtained

with the bimodal blend (CI-5) has a significant characteristic roughness that could be attributed

to large pockets of oxidizer extending well into the region zone above the surface due to the
heterogeneous nature of the propellant surface. The major aspect that these figures illustrate is

that the combustion reaction extends to larger distances above the surface than previous assumed.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The authors recommend that laser-based diagnostic studies of solid propellant combustion

phenomena should be continued. In this light, It is suggested that the higher pulse power exr-Imer -

laser currently available to the Combustion Laboratory of the AFRPL be employed in conjunction

with the servo-controlled combustion bomb. This will permit more sensitive measurements of

the fluorescence emission, that is, more rapid sampling as well as smaller investigated flame
volumes leading to the desired saturation condition. Additionally, following the lead of Kychakoff

[22], the planar laser-induced fluorescence technique (PLIF) should be attempted in order to map
out the 2-D temperature and radical species concentrations above the burning solid propellant. As
mentioned f an earlier section, it is extremely important to use a well charar,, ized series of
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propellant formulations in order to assess the dlependency of measured flowfield ptrysio-ctemil~fI
properties on propellant composition and/or propellant oxidizer size distribution. For example, a
followi-on study could systematically investigate the effect of different types of energetic binders

on thenfame zom chemiistry of AP-based composite propellants. Finally, it is deemed extremely
important that once emission data Is collected from discreet points above the deflagratIng
propellant surface, an accurate daota reduction scheme be employed to determine the corresponding
temperature and/or radical species concentrations. Only with such accurate flowfield data can
propel lant gas phase chemistry be assessed.
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Figure 5a. Sodium D-Line Intensity for Propellent C13 (20 micron)
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Figure 5b. Sodium D-Line Intensity for Propellant C14 (200 micron)
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Figure Sc. Sodium D-Line Intensity for Propellnt CIS (20/200 micron blend)-.
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CERBELA CORTEX,

by

Deborah L. Armstrong, Ph.D

Christopher McNair

Scott Biscoff -

Stimulation of the dorsal raphe resulted in modulation

of granule cell spontaneous activity. This provides support 

for the proposal that serotonin functions as a transmitter in

the granular layer of the cerebellar cortex, however, the

diversity of the observed responses does not permit a precise .-- -

determination of the nature of the activated synapses. Of the

eleven cells that responded consistently, six displayed

decreased spontaneous activity, three were excited by the

stimulation, and four cells displayed a biphasic response of

initial excitation followed by inhibition. The iontophoretic .

application of serotonin decreased the spontaneous activity of :-

the majority of cells tested and this effect could not be

blocked by methysergide. Several cells were excited by seroto-

nin application and this effect could be blocked by methyser-

g ide.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

Based on evidence from anatomical, physiological, and"

biochemical studies serotonergic efferents of the brain stem

raphe nuclei contribute to the mossy fiber system innervation

of the cerebellar glomeruli. The anatomical mapping includes

fluorescent histochemistry (4,13) and autoradiography

following intracisternal injection of 3 H-serotonin (7). In

both cases labeling was identified within structures resem-

bling the large mossy fiber rosette terminal (25). Additional

orthograde transport studies (6.8.12) ,use of retrogradely

transported horseradish peroxidase (8.21) and

immunocytochemistry (5) have verified the existance of 5-HT

fibers within the cerebellum, however, the innervation is

complex. Chan-Palay (8) describes three distinct systems:

mossy fibers, fine axons that ascend to the molecular layer

and bifurcate in manner resembling parallel fibers, and final-

ly. a diffuse axonal system that innervates both the deep --

cerebellar nuclei and the cerebellar cortex.

Physiolgical studies to determine t-he functional signi-

ficance of these serotonergic fibers are scarce and con-

centrate on Purkinji cell responses to raphe stimulation or

iontophoresis of serotonergic agents (7.21-24). However, they

do demonstrate that serotonergic mechanisms probably play a

role in modulating cerebellar cortical activity. Obviously, a

more thorough investigation of serotonergic transmission in

the granular layer is needed.

The results of recent uptake studies utilizing an

55-4
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isolated glomerular preparation have shown that a high affini-

ty uptake system for serotonin does exist in this region (26).

These studies are part of an ongoing project to identify N

cerebellar glomeruli neurotransmitter systems and their

interactions with one another. The positive results of these

experiments have provided a solid base on which to begin an

investigation of the physiological responses of cerebellar

granule cells to serotonergic stimulation.

Iiz. O VEj >"T "a

The primary objective of this summer's research

period was to determine the response of granule cells to raphe

stimulation. Since the dorsal raphe is such a well defined

cluster of serotonergic cells in the rat we elected to begin

with this particular nucleus. It is also one of four raphe

nuclei that anatomical studies have shown to project to the

cerebellar cortex. An initial sampling of recording electrode

placements in the lateral hemisphere foli was planned to

determine whether or not specific regions were more likely to

contain responsive cells. To strengthen the proposal that

responses were indeed mediated via activation of serotonergic

* synapses a second group of experiments was planned in which

recordings made with multibarrel electrodes would enable the

iontophoretic application of serotonergic receptor antagonists a-

during stimulation evoked responses. These experiments would

aid in determining the functional role of serotonin in

information processing at the level of the cerebe llar , 1W

glomerular synapse.

, -.. ..
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I II. GR&ANULEZ CLtJ7L RESP1i ZQ DOSA RAPHp UJVATO

The majority of experiments examining serotonin's

influence on cerebellar activity have dealt with Purkinji or

subcortical cell responses to raphe stimulation. Utilizing

extracellular recording techniques, Strahlendorf et al (22)

have reported that stimulation of the raphe centralis superior

or inferior produces initial bursting of fastigial and Purkin-

ji cells followed by reduced spontaneous activity lasting up

to 1600 msec. When stimulation of the sensorimotor cortex or

radial nerve was applied during this period of raphe

conditioning evoked spike activity was suppressed to an even

greater extent than spontaneous activity, leading to the sug-

gestion that serotonin modulates the ratio of spontaneous

activity (noise) to evoked activity (specific responses to

afferent signals) (24). Since very little information is known

about the possible role of serotonin in the modulation of

granule cell activity our initial experiments were planned to -

simply investigate the direct affect of raphe stimulation on

granule cells.

METHOD S

Adult Sprague-Dawley rats from Holztman suppliers were used.

Animals were anesthetized with urethane (1.5 mg/kg body

weight) injected intraperitoneally and supplemented as needed.

Rectal temperature was continuously monitored and body

temperature maintained at 37±0.5 C by means of a heating pad

equipped with a negative feedback circuit. After placement in

5 5- .
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a stereotaxic headholder and exposure of the skull surface the

occipital bone was removed to expose the lateral aspects of

the vermis and one cerebellar hemisphere. After removal of

the overlying dura matter a 1Z solution of agar in physiologi-

cal saline was placed on the cortical surface to prevent

drying and reduce surface noise. An additional hole was made

in the skull for positioning of the stimulating electrode,

coordinates: A -6.5. L +1.0, V 6.5-7.0. into the dorsal raphe

(14). Extracellular recordings were made with glass capillary

electrodes drawn and broken to a tip diameter of 5-10 jim (1 to

5 Megohm impedances), filled with 3 M NaCI saturated with fast

green for later verification of electrode tip placement. Unit *

activity and field potentials were amplified by a high input

impedance preamplifier and audio amplifier, displayed on a

Tektronix storage oscilloscope for photography, and then fed

into a window discriminator (20) for signal sorting. Data was

stored on magnetic tape for further analysis or relayed to a

chart recorder for on line observations. The recording elec- :_*

trode microdrives were tilted to fas cilitate electrode

penetration into the crowns of the cerebellar folia. Concen-

tric bipolar stimulating electrodes (Rhodes Medical Instru-

mets, Inc.) were used to apply single rectangular pulses(60

Hz). 0.5 msec in duration and ranging from 0-500 nA intensity.

using a WPI Programmable stimulator. .. '*'

**, %*.',V

RESULTS -

The response to dorsal raphe stimulation was not as

robust as we had anticipated. Out of the 87 cells sampled in

55-7
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the granule layer only 11 responded consistantly to stimula-

tion. Six of these cells displayed decreased spontaneous acti- * '

vity. three were excited by the stimulation and four cells

displayed a biphasic response of initial excitation followed

by a long period of suppressed activity. The location of these

cells in the intermediate to far lateral anterior lateral

hemisphere corresponded to areas expected to have significant

innervation by serotonergic fibers (5) although they were not

concentrated in any one folia or defined region. .. '._.

Figure 1 illustrates the response of a cell whose spon- .---

taneous activity was suppressed by raphe stimulation. The high

frequency, low amplitude action potentials of this cell found

at a depth of 560 jum below the surface suggest that it is

indeed a granule cell(9). With increasing stimulus intensities

the degree of supression increases to a maximum duration of

230 msec.

S.. .°. ...

.. ... ......

Fig. 1. Response of granule cell to single pulse stimula-
tion of the dorsal raphe. Each trace formed by three beam
sweeps. Stimulus indicated by artifact to the left of each
trace. From top to bottom traces indicate: control baseline,
20, 30, and 50pA stimulus intensity. Scale markers denote

100msec and lmv.

L55-8
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Figure 2 illustrates the biphasic type response that

was observed in four cells. This type of response resembles

that of Purkije cells as described by Strahlendorf et al (22).

The average latency for onset of the stimulatory phase was 25

msec. followed by a longer (200-250 msec) inhibition. The pure

excitatory response that was observed in three cells had a

much shorter latency (10-15 msec) as illustrated in Figure 3. -

It is interesting to note that this effect was apparent in

granular layer regions displaying lower spontaneous activity.

It is possible that this response was masked at other sites by

ongoing background stimulation.

Fig 2.Example of granule cell responding to dorsal raphe
stimulation with initial bursting activity followed by a long
period of suppressed activity. Top and bottom traces are control
baseline sveeps. Second and third middle traces display response

* to 20 and 30 puA stimulus intensity. Scale markers denote 50 msec
* and lmV.

r.
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Figure 3. Example of granule layer cell activated by dorsal
raphe stimulation. Each trace formed by five beam sweeps. From
top to bottom the traces indicate: control baseline, 30, 40.
and 60 jpA stimulus intensity. Scale markers denote 5msec and
lmV.

The small number of cells encountered in the granular

layer that responded to our stimulation was disappointing.

However, the highest number of responsive cells were identi-

fied during the latter part of the research period following

some procedural modifications. We now believe that our origi-

nal stimulating arrangement may have been causing some damage

to the raphe neurons, thus lessening the probability of produ-

cing normal stimulus responses. Because of time limitations we

proceeded with the iontophoretic studies alone rather than

combined with stimulation effects.

Iv. IONTOPEORLSIS Q SEROTONERGIC AGENTS-j

At beat one could say that the literature on neuronal

responses to local application of serotonergic compounds is

55-10



H) and receptor antagonists including cyproheptadine HCI (14.6

mM). methysergide maleate (0.01 M) M). The pB of all chemicals

used were adjusted as needed and each solution was filtered

(Millipore Corp.. 0.22 urm). The chemicals were

electrophoretically applied to neurons by calibrated DC cur-

rents using a Neurophore BE-2 microiontophoresis system

(Medical Systems Corp.). Control procedures for assessing

microiontophoretic effects were carried out. A retaining cur-

rent of 5 nA was utilized to prevent the spontaneous diffusion

of active ions from the capillary barrels. To study the

interaction between chemicals one was applied continuously

while the other was applied at regular intervals.

RESULTS
A total of 33 cells were tested with serotonergic

agents and glutamate. Five of these cel Is did not display a

reliable response to glutamate and are excluded from this

discussion. Of the remaining 28, the majority, nineteen, were

inhibited by 5-HT. An example of this response is illustrated

in Figure 4. The reduction in activity is significant and

endures beyond the period of drug application.-At higher doses

( .50 nAmps) several cells oscillated in activity before

returning to a normal baseline. Application of methysergide

using current levels that did not directly affect cell

activity had no or very little affect on this supression of

activity. There are several reports in the literature of 5-HT

receptor antagonists having minimal affect on serotonin •".

induced inhibition (1.15,16).
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Figure 4. Reduction of granule cell activity in response to
pulses of serotonin (5-RT). Rows are from continuous strip

chart record of activity (spikes/sec) of single cell. Bars

indicate duration and intensity (nAmps) of current

application. Application of 5-HT receptor antagonist
methysergide (Meth) did not block inhibitory effect. Glu

indicates glutamate.

Of the nine cells that were not inhibited by 5-HT,

seven displayed increased activity and two were not affected

by any level of 5-HT ejection current. Figure 5 illustrates

this excitatory response and as can be seen the effect could

be blocked by methysergide. The excitatory response differed -.

r from that produced by glutamate in that it was not as imme-

diate in onset and offset, however, the excitation never

display the long duration that characterized the inhibitory

responses.
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Figure 5. Example of increased 
activity 

of granule cell in

response to serotonin application. This effect could be
' partially blocked by ejection of metbysergide (Meth).

Despite the limited number of cells that responded to

stimulation the results are very exciting in terms of providing

a frame work for deliniating distinct serotonergic pathways based

on the type of response il licited in granule cells. The

prolonged inhibitory response indicates a type of humoral

modulation that could be mediated by the fine serotonergic

fibers that do not appear to make definite synaptic contacts

with target cells within the granular and molecular layers.

The fact that some granule cells did respond with short

latency bursts supports the idea of serotonergic mossy fiber .

innervation. At the present time we are concentrating on

integrating the stimulation and iontophoretic techniques as we

had originally planned. I..
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FACTCR2 AFFECTING FASIL F.R7...TION-

SCALE-UP AND RECLAIMING *.

by

Julia N. Memering

ABSTRACT

This study is primarily concerned with characterizing r
the production of FASIL (fluoroalkylarylene siloxanylene),

a fuel resistant elastomer. Of particular interest are

the various formulations, factors affecting polymerization,

and a reclaiming scheme for recycling monomer.

The major findings of the report are as follows:

-- Two FASIL formulations nearly meet the standards needed.

These should be further explored.

-- The best filler system found in this study consists of

a combination of Silica H, Elastomag, and Vul-Cup R.

Other possibilities should be investigated since this

system could be improved. ": :"
-- The two most desirable characteristics of the polymer

are linearity and high molecular weight.

Reaction mechanisms for polymerization and reclamation

still need to be determined in order to better understand

the processes involved and to better tailor reactive

environments to obtain the highest quality and quantity

polymer possible.

-- Different chemicals for the reclaiming process should be

sought since the present ones appear to be producing

branched chains from the cross-linked samples.
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fluoroalkylarylene siloxanylene) is one of a family of solvent-

resistant synt:.e-ic rubbers, or elastomers. For this report, ,e-,

the term FASIL refers to the following polymer: "A

H C Ct~ Co4. .
C441 LAI 'r

At present, this particular polymer exhibits excitinC potential -

as a fuel tank sealant due to its fuel-resistant nature and

wide useful temperauure range.

This polymer was originally developed to correct a short-

coming of another fuel-resistant poly-mer: poly (3, 3, 3 -

trifluoropropylmethyl siloxane.

S -0 -

CF3 f

This polymer tends to undergo internal cyclization reactions, .

C11

forming a cyclic tetramer. Ultimately this process degenerates

a crosslinked network into a liquid which is hardly useful as ' %

a sealant. Insertion of a meta-benzene link in place of every

fourth oxygen link breaks up the polysiloxane structure enough

to prevent cyclic tetramer formation. This FASIL structure -

retains the desirable characteristics of pclysiloxane with

an added benefit: the upper useful temperature limit increases

from 350-450OF to 500-550'F. .. %

Another particularly interesting feature of FASIL is that

it is a general purpose rubber also. Normal synthetic rubbers -.

revert back to monomer without a catalyst. FASIL, on the,-

other hand, needs the catalyst present (the same catalyst used

for polymerization) to revert to monomer. Therefore, if the

catalyst is removed, FASIL is stable. One avenue of research

has been the possible use of a volatLle catalyst which evapo-

rates from the polymer on its own (or can be drawn out by

56-4 r: _ _
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cess.

The synthesis of FASZ- is tedious, requIrinzg several

steps as outlined below.
L. 143' #

+ -"HF H S'

c-F . .. 1. .

S.F
3

.'- .

2, C.H _, I2 . NL C .i ."-'.''.-

Cr 3  CF 3  C F3  C-

e e , M3  ""-M"-

+ C I3 "-°U -i
c - '--o- -°-s; ' s;-o-s;-o-c'-% 1 , .4. 2t '""",'::

5cfC -~. 3 e , .- -,

N oo"C o '':''::.'

•4 CM 1  Ci"4-1  /CF. OvF3 CF C. ;-3

For actual use, the elastomer alone is not the sole com-

*ponent in a sealant formula, although it provides the primary "::;:::

characteristics desirable. A variety of other additives can ,.-:-.:

be included, such as fillers ard cross-linking agents which .

enhance the physical properties of' the material, Individual"''"'
*components and their effects will be discussed in Sections .... , -

III - V. - O-C -"'

56-5 "
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II. OBJECTIVESs The purpose of this research was to ex- IN%

plore several facets of the formulation and production of

FASIL (fluoroalkylarylene siloxanylene) polymers. Because

of the nature of the available facilities, the primary focus

was given to laboratory scale production although some con-

sideration was given to scale-up factors. The following

paragraphs describe the three phases of this project.

FASIL Formulations

Experimental FASIL polymers prepared by different

methods were mixed with fillers, molded, and postcured. AM

From the resulting samples, the physical properties of the

polymers (tensile strength, percent elongation, hardness,

and compression set) were correlated to their respective

molecular weights, molecular weight distributions, and chain ..-.-

structure.

Factors Affecting Polymerization

A number of factors can influence polymerization by

controlling the degree to which the reaction goes to com-

pletion: temperature, catalysts, impurities, etc. These

aspects were investigated to determine their effects on the

reaction and their possible implications in production.

Particular attention was given to the effort of increasing

reaction speed and batch size while retaining a high quality

polymer.
Reclaiming Processes

In most industrial processes, cost feasibility is of

paramount concern. If, in the course cf production, a large

amount of scrap is produced, the process quickly becomes

inefficient unless a simple reclaiming process can be imple-

mented. FASIL polymer, recycled in the proper manner, could

be reduced to monomer of equal quality to the original.

56-6
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III. FASIL FCRULATIONS: Different laboratory tecnniques

yield FASIL pol:.'mers of varying molecular weights and chain

configurations. Ideally, a FASIL polymer molecule snould

have a molecular weight of one million or more and should be

a linear chain. These characteristics are responsible for

the physical properties of tensile strength and percent elon-

gation in the rubber. 1-:.-+
After synthesis, each FASIL polymer was mixed with sev- ". *

eral ingredients. In Table 1 below, the relative weights of

all ingredients are given in PER (parts per hundred of rubber)

as well as their functionsin the product.

Table 1. FASIL Rubber Recipe.

Ingredient PHR Function

FASIL polymer 100

Silica H (trimethylsilyl 30 Modulus reinforcement
blocked SiO2 )

Elastomag (MgO) 5 pH buffer

Vul-Cup R (a' bis (t-butyl- 2 cross-linking agent
peroxy) diisopropylbenzene)

Once prepared, each rubber was press cured in a mold, 30

minutes at 1710C, to cross-link the individual molecules. .-

After te samples were post cured 12 hours at 200°C, physical

property data (tensile strength, percent elongation, hardness,

and compression set) were obtained. The following table

(Table 2) is a compilation of the average properties measured.

Assuming a target tensile strength of 1000 psi, only two

formulations listed in Table 2 are reasonably close: 1A and
6B. Because these measurements do not correlate directly

with the average molecular weights of the samples, branching

in the chains is suspected.

5 .6 -. 7..
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Table 20 FAS IrLj d .

T. - s.
Comoun Hardness (Shore A) Elonga.tion (%) Tensile (psi) ?.

l" A 61 430 1099 -

2A 62 288 501

2B 55 104 180

3A 65 60 354

3B 43 207 127

4A 61 282 380

4B 59 244 232

5A 59 309 513

5B 59 288 354

6A 61 276 256

6B 52 440 882

7A 57 214 142

7B 64 260 294

15A 70 143 606

15B1  32 325 276
*15B 2  43 263 437

16A I  37 284 357
*16A 2  46 205 545

16B 55 357 679

These formulations include an additional 2 PHR
of Vul-Cup R because the original rubber did not
cure as well as expected.

Compression set is a physical property indicative of the

elasticity of the rubber. The measurement is conducted by

molding a small cylindrical "button" of rubber and placing it

under 25% compression for 70 hours at 200 0C The degree to

which the rubber maintains the compressed thickness determines -.-.

its compression set. (Ideally, this parameter equals 0%.)

Polymer 6B, which exhibited such promising tensile and elon-

gation properties, produced an 89.4% compression set. This

56-8
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although fur-ther - eating would prove Lnsi g ntf u l .  mom-

" 'th i C- "n er f *iller c omb ina t i on. s
were attempted using the reclaimed FASIL. Compositions and ~

resultin,:- pn--sica_! properties a isted in Table 3. .,.I

Table 3. Filler Variations.,<.:;

k..

Formulation : R1 R2 R
.... e. (.P.

I-I 00 10C 100. .

......

:':ali e(i:g)5 5 -.

Vul-Cup R 2 2

Silica H 30 ::::::::

EH 5 35-- :"

ierosil R972 50 ' '':

8A Teflon 2 i
A-174 1.25-

Properties1: %sedi. ale3
Tensile (psi) 287 142

Elongation () 61 20"-
Hardness (Shore A) 69 80

Even though the polymer is obviously not of high quality,

some conclusions can be drawn. In R!, the rubber cracked as ::

the mold was opened. Possible causes of the brittleness in-

clude t'Uhe wrong filler or too much cross-linking agent (either .:-:-:.
Vul-Cup R or A-174 or a combination). R3 also was brittle as

compared to R2, where the only difference was the EH 5 filler :
substituted for Silica H. Silica H, therefore, emerges as 30he

better filler, though no direct comparison can be drawn to '"-';

Aerosil R s72. Results from Table 2 (polymers 15B and 16A)

A-17-' 1.2.5

indcaelonatadional crs-likn 61en 20rvsesl

Hardness| "aw (

Even~~~~~ thug th poye is ob.ul no of hig quaity
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points to evidence that the addition of too much cross-
linking agent ca-useo tne rubber to be too b-rittle to be
useful.

.
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speeding the pclymerization have been attempted, so far none

have been successful. Some neat is necessary to activate z

the polymerization, but the reaction rate is not proportional

to the tempera-ure. Sealing the reaction hinders it because
the by-product (acetic acid) and catalyst (salt of trimethyl-

guanidine and 'trifluoroacetic acid TMG-TFA) are not permitted

to escape.
":hen a total vacuum (< mmHg ) is drawn on a sample, the

catalyst disappears too rapidly. A partial vacuum (-300 mmH ),.
how.ever, allo.. tr; e reaction to proceed well, but nearly at the

same rate as heating the sample on a hot plate. An advantage

of tne vacuum oven, though, is that it draws off the catalyst,

making washing the sample unnecessary. Disadvantages include r

the inabili- y to stir the mixture effectively in the oven and
the difficulties encountered when trying to process larger

samples.

Chain linearity, as mentioned before, is an important
polymer characteristic in that long chains intertwine to
strengthen the material, Additionally, elongation also im-
proves, as illustrated below, because instead of pulling

apart, the molecules stretch.

linear chains

branched chains

relaxed stretched

According to the chemistry presented, if there are no devia-

tions, all chains produced should be linear because only di-
functional monomers are present. Branched chains could be

U. .- -
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from different laboratory techniques (such as the introductIon

of a new solVent, :-ain transfer due to any free radicals or

ions nearby, or slight degradation from a temperature flux).

..otner exi ion for ow -tensile strengtns is a low

chain molecular weight. Laboratory analysis indicates that

this problem is not as prevalent, however. Such data also

yields information %.wnich points to tne presence of a rela-

tively larre amour.- of small molecular weight po1_. rer cisuersed

in a sample of' rik avera-re molecular .,'eight.

Polymerization of FAIL appears to occur through a cata- -'-

lyzed step reaction. At first, when monomer is plentiful and

no steric hindrance occurs, tne reaction can proceed quickly.

However, as reaction time increases, two effects join together

to considerably slow the conversion of monomer. First, the

physical problem of joining two reactive ends (polymer/polymer,

monomer/polymer, or monomer/monomer) with a catalyst present

in a stringy jungle of polymer could become statistically hard.

(A volatile catalyst such as TMG-TFA would further complicate

matters,) Secondly, an equilibrium between reactants and

products could result if the reaction is permitted to continue.

The rate of conversion, in such a case, can be controlled by

removing the by-product (i.e., acetic acid) and forcing the

reaction to completion. Further research needs to be done

in this area, because present methods for removing acetic

acid from polymer (eag., vacuum drying) also draw off the

catalysto

77
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samples tends to prcduce a sIIr.ofiecun: af f scrap, an

economical process _f :e2li:i- ::c.&..er: 7.c d polymer

and additives was sougnt. Especially in a scaled-up version,

such a -rocess ccla!d r .7_ . ..

of monomer ccns'm::ed cnn-ruccivelv. -e r:r-ncd used s dc-

scribed below.

--Add scra-, tetrarnvdrofuran (_h' ), c:l - teoera-

metry.'Cuaniaine and zrifluorcac-ic c-' (ZCU-->.), .-

and a small .... - c .'ucer, Lu :e,- r.

-- w x tn-:n--ne-ic s-, .rer and neut c<o approxi-

mately 70 C..

-Vlait approximately four days un:il most of the scrap

dissolves.

-- Decant off top layer and centrifuge. Try again to

dissolve remaining scrap,

-- Take centrifuge liquid, dissolve it in ether and

wash with water twice.

-- Evaporate the ether and vacuum dry the remaining

polymer.

By this method, approximately 80% of the scrap polymer

was recovered. Infrared spectrum indicated the presence of

bonded and unbonded OH, but no carbonyl groups in the reclaim.

Peaks for C-H and benzene rings were present in a manner con-

sistent with the original monomer.

in general, the reclaimed material exhibited good

rubber characteristics when re-polymerized and milled very

well. However, in all three attempts at molding and curing,

the rubber was very brittle, (See Table 3.) Although some

of this effect may be attributed to non-optimal recipes of

fillers and cross-linking agents, it is evident that the

polymer itself is not ideal. Possibly the cause of the prob-

lem lies in the breaking of polym-ner chain bonds instead of

the cross-linking bonds. This would result in highly branched

5 6-13 %.:
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nre iCU re-pc' ccize IL or:

non-linear nigh molecular weight Polymers. By tne arguments

offered in Section IV, tnerefore, the matLerial v.ould exhibi-t

p low tensile and elongation. Further testing needs to be

performed in this area to determine the actual mecnanism

for FASIL breakdown and re-polymerization.

PAW
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surz-arize the findings of this report,

-- The two formulations of FASIL corresponding to polymers

1-'. and 6B nearl-, meet the required spec '-ications and

deserve further research to better ascercain their

rotential uses. in particular, compression set testing --

snould be perfcrmed more extensively,

-- AlthouEn other fier systems are wortr, investigating,

-,.e oriinal :ssem of s'l"ca :/zlastc -/,u1-Cup R

produced the most positive results in tnis study. The

combination of ingredients has a definite impact on the

quzality of rubber produced.

-- Chain linearity and high molecular weight are desirable

characteristics of FASIL. Further research into the

reaction mechanism(s) at work in the FASIL system would

enable researchers to exploit the system to produce the

quality and quantity of product desired for future use.

-- Less harsh chemicals should be used in the reclaiming

process to reduce the apparent branching effects. Pos-

sibly a reactant which attacks only the cross-linking

bonds should be sought0  Determination of reaction mech-

anisms in this phase of the study would improve cost

feasibility, reaction time, and maybe knowledge of the

conterpart forward reaction as well.

*lS-.5
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Time to Explosion Studies of Some Potential High Explosives

Peter D. Meyer*

ABSTRACT

EAK and BAK [mixtures of Ammonium Nitrate (AN), Potassium Nitrate (KN)
and either of Ethylenediammoniun Dinitrate (E), Butanediammonium Dinitrate 4

(B)] are candidates for the category of an Insensitive High Explosive (IHE).
The thermal characteristics of these candidate IHE's are studied by means of ,
time to explosion analysis in order to obtian some predictive models of
decomposition of these nitrate salts. .

Physics Department, University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59801
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An explosive svs'te='s response to heat is a balance of chemical

decomposition and heat dissipation. Physical processes control heat

dissipation in a detonation of an explosive system.

When carrying out thermal analysis studies on explosives, quite often one

makes use of the Frank-Kamenetskii equation 1:

- 4- r-... - -l
- -. t- -I.

Where:

Eact Thermal activation energy

To = Critical temperature

Z = Pre-exponential :

Q = Heat of the self-heataing reaction '.

a = Arbitrary dimension *. .

= Density

R Ideal gas constant

Thermal conductivity

Shape factor

For a given specific size and shape of an explosive system, the lowest

temperature that catastrophic self-heating occurs is called the critical 9'- 4
Tc~2"

temperature, T This does not mean that the energetic system will not
energetic -1

* decompose at temperatures lower than Tc. Indeed, decomposition often occurs

at lower temperatures. This may result in pressure bursts in time to

explosion experiments that may be misconstrued as bursts due to self-heating

and thereby imply that the T has not yet been reached. Since these bursts :- -

57-3
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are in2 .siStent, they are rea:Iy aetectar -.

The T. was extracted directly from the raw time to explosion data. These

data were then reduced to yield activation energies that approximate those for

the mechanisms controlling Tc.

From the overall thermal study of BDD (1,4-Butanediammonium Dinitrate) and

its mixtures (BAK's) with varying amounts of Potassium Nitrate (KN) and

Ammonium Nitrate (AN), we may soon be able to infer some possible mechanistic

routes for the decomposition of the BAK system. it is anticipated this study

will give some insight as to the EAK (1,2-Ethanediammonium Dinitrate, AN, KN

mix) decomposition scheme as well as into any other mix of the XAK (X-

diammonium Dinitrate, AN, KN: X~alkyl) format.3 If any of these systems are ... -

to be considered as military explosives, it is mandatory that their thermal

degradation properties be understood.

The BAK systems under study had an AN/KN weight percent ratio of 85:15.

KN was added to AN to suppress a phase change that was also accompanied by a

volume change. The latter could not be tolerated. Any differences in thermal

behavior can be related to the corresponding concentrations of the components

of the BAK mix. EAK systems were also tested in a similar fashion.

Deuterated EAK and BAK systems were also tested to see if there was any

type of deuterium isotope effect present.

4* .
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Material Processing: All of the energetic material samples were

prepared as follows:

An D, wo -aleyliamine is dissolved in a minimal amount of ethanol and

cooled in an ice bath with stirring. HNO3 is added dropwise in a mole ratio

in slight excess of 2:1. After all HNO3 had been added, the mixture is

stirred well with continual cooling in an ice bath. The crystals, if not

formed after 30 minutes, can usually be precipitated by scratching the sides

of the reaction vessel. The resulting crystals are then vacuum filtered and

washed twice with cold ethanol.

The resulting *,tz-alkyldiammonium dinitrate was then mixed with AN and

KN (AN:KN, 85:15 m/m) to form the mixtures listed in Table 1.

Table 1

Weight % of Component Used

Mixture Name XDD AN KN

EAK (eutectic) 4570 46.20 8.10 -

EAK 74.80 21.40 3.80

EAK 88.70 9.58 1.72

BAK (eutectic) 77.76 18.19 4.05

BAK 39.23 51.65 9.11

BAK (C02 ) 60.36 33.66 5.98

BAK 94.15 4.5 1.35

These mixtures were deuterated in order to see if a kinetic isotope effect

(KIE) exists. Deuteration is done by dissolving 10 grams of the dinitrate .

7 .5. ,.• .- o
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salt in 'C grams of D...tic2e and each time rotava: nng off tne -,1 j.

Although complete deuteration of all ammonium functional groups is not

possible in our laboratory set-up, we were able to perform an 80% deuteration

(99.9% is possible theoretically). , .*0

Test Preparation. The time to explosion experiments use a pure aluminum

blasting-cap shell of dimensions 6.5 mm inside diameter and 4 cm in length. A

40 mg sample is placed in the tube, covered with an aluminum plug and

compacted in an appropriate die. The aluminum plug is then flared outward in

the pressing operation to provide a consistent seal.

In order to measure the time to explosion, the sample tube is placed in a

, sample holder, and an explosion indicator is placed through the holder and

" down into the reaction tube. The tube is then inserted into a heated metal

bath. The time until explosion is then measured at a preset temperature for [ '*."

each experiment.

Time to explosion experiments were carried out on the aforementioned XAK

mixtures as well as on the X component and the AN component. The ammonium-

deuter versions of these materials were also used.

Results and Discussion

Time to explosion experiments carried out on the various combinations of

XAK and XAK-dx; EDD, BDD, AN and their corresponding deutero-counterparts,

. .''.-.-

yielded data that are listed in Table 2 below. All data were plotted as log .

* time vs 1/T which allowed obviously spurious data to be detected and removed. . . . . .. . L -.. --..

prior to texpalculaion ofperiet aroximaed out h aiu omiain f

5" 7 --- -6
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EDD-dx~abl 23 . .

EAK (utectc) 29 43. + .

74E-DD 231 40.8 + 2.1

89%D-EA 239 34. + 3.

E9% (eutecti 239 413.0 + 1.4

EAKdD (uetc 222 38.9 +1.
BD x 24 59 .

BAK (etectic 230 350.8 + 2.1

89% (C Ea acd 239 50±.8 + 3.3

BDDned 222 20.57+ .5
BAK - dx 2(C±2 259+.

6AK (euecic 230 35.61 + 2.1

BAK BA (CO baad) 279 50.57+ 3.75.-4..

64% -BAK 2639 56.6 + 5.8

941% -BAK -dx 230 62.3 + 12.7

AN 32±1

AN dx

Percent value indicated weight percent of' XDD in the mixture

Not measurable by our machine as the Tc is above 3900C

Not calculated

57-7
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It is notewertnv .c see a the dejterated XAK sam -'z s . >we- rI.'

temperatures than their ;r zonated counterparts. I :s the difference

between the T, values of the protonated and deuterated samples. This is shown

in the following table:

Table 3

Mixture AT0 (°C)

EDD 0

EAK (eutectic) 5

74%- EAK 9

89%- EAK 9 .:4 _

BDD 0 "

BAK (eutectic) 14

BAK (CO2 balanced) 12

60% - BAK 11

94% - BAK 9

AN '

• Not possible to measure due to instrumental limitations.

The EAK systems have a A Tc in the 5-90 range and BAK systems have T"

values in the range of 9-140C. This may indicate that a similar thermal

decomposition mechanism is operating in each of the mixes and that the nearly

onstant A Tc for each system may be a function of the rate determining
6. . o°

step. This rate determining step may control the Tc and could possibly be

independent of the AN concentrations. , .

During the time to explosion analyses, it was noted that the EAK systems ".

reacted more violently than the BAK systems. Likewise, the violence of the

- reaction of a particular XAK group increased with increasing concentration of

57-8
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indicator ;as expellea. ant -,he intensity ssin. proluced upon explosion.

Analysis of the results of the time to explosion study yielded differences

between the times to explosion of the protonated and deuterated EDD, BDD, XAK,

and AN.

The EDD and BDD pairs exhibited little or no difference in Tc, whereas, in

AN the protonated sample had a lower Tc than the deuterated sample. In the

XAK systems, however, tne difference between the protonated mixture and the

deuterated mixture is very noticable. The protonated XAK mixture has a higher

than the deuterated mixture. This faster reaction rate of the deuterated

XAK samples indicates an inverse KIE.

As mentioned by McKenney, the rate determining step that controls the

critical temperature may not involve N-H bond breaking, but possibly C-N

bonds. 3  %. .

Recommendations

This type of research is quite valuable in the study of thermal

characteristics of any explosive system. However, one must realize that a

great deal of time is required for all of the necessary work to be completed

to a high degree of confidence. Therefore, I make the following

recommendations for follow-on research. .-..-

There needs to be more time spent on the time to explosion studies of the

XAK systems. In order to observe any trends and see that they are not merely

coincidental, a study involving the parent hydrocarbon chain length

57-9
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from the etnyl tc the IDty! chain. Perhaps if one were to initiate an -

experiment on the hexyl (6 carbon) chain, one might see a continuation of

these effects.

More testing needs to be performed by using further concentrations of XDD -7V

and AN/KN. Again, interesting trends with the varying concentrations of the

components of each mixture have been noticed.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A ROUTINE FOR SOLVING THE ROOTS

OF CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS

" ....

BY

Brad M. Mickelsen

ABSTRACT

In this report I have introduced the stens that were taken to

reach my summer objective of developing a computer algorithm to

quickly solve for the roots of characteristic equations. These

characteristic equations are the solutions to the natural frequencies

of roof elements in buried concrete structures. The steps taken

were: 1) Initiating Background work; 2) Obtaining background

Information on the Equation; and 3) Developing the Algorithm. These

steps have provided me with a solid base for continuing the research.

I have prooosed to continue my work to develop a more efficient .

algorithm. I have also proposed to use the knowledge obtained from ,

that work and apply it toward more complex structures such as two way

slab systems involving the Mindlin Plate Theory.
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This portion o, 7y Y-cort is intpoided to list my particular abil-

ities and to convey their connection to the research area I was -m

involved with.

I graduated from ,ashington State University in May of 1985 with

a Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering and Minors in both Computer

Science and Mathematics. I qraduated CUM LAUDE and was an active

member in Tau Beta Pi, Washinqton State University's only Enqineerinq

Honor Society.

During the 1984/$5 school year I assisted Dr. Harold Sorensen

with a research project dealinq with concrete structures. Involved in

the research was extensive theoretical calculations using "Ansys", a

finite element computer package. All computer work was checked

through hand calculations. Also involved with the work was the -

testing of both scaled and full size prototypes. The assessment of

test data to confirm theoretical predictions brought the work to a

close.

The Civil Engineering Research Division of the Air Force Weapons

Laboratory at Kirtland AFB does much work with computers and concrete

structures. My introduction to research and my background with com-

puters provided me with the necessary tools to fit into the program.

My research topic concentrated primarily on computer work and

A" dealt with a paper written by Dr. Timothy Ross and Dr. Felix Wong,

Timoshenko Beams With Rotational End Constraints. It focuses on solu-

tions to the shearing failures found in the roof elements of buried

concrete structures subjected to near impulsive pressures.

58-4 .-
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The main emDhasis of my research dealt primarily with the natural

frequencies of vibration for the roof elements of the buried

concrete structures mentioned above.

My ultimate goal was to develop a computer algorithm which would

quickly and efficiently find the first thirty natural frequencies of

the roof elements.

My initial task was to study Dr. Ross' paper on Timoshenko Beams

and to understand the theoretical concepts behind it. I was also to - ,

become familiar with the Hewlett Packard 9000 main frame and IBM

Personal Computer Systems.

To provide information on the equation (see Apendix A for the

equation) derivatives were to be taken and plotted along with plots

of the function itself. To aide in obtaining the derivatives and to

provide verification of hand solutions, muMATH was utilized. A . -...

working knowledge of the software and an understanding of the concepts

behind muMATH were also necessary.

Due to the nature of muMATH, I was unable to get numerical values

for the derivatives obtained. As a result, the task of writing a

fortran program to read the muMATH expressions and translate them into

executable fortran code was added.

This concludes the list of my tasks for the research period.

1. muMATH is a symbolic mathematics package developed by The Soft
Warehouse; Honolulu Hawaii and distributed by Microsoft, Bellevue, WA.

.... . .. .
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To orient myself with the theories and concepts behind Dr. Ross'

paper, I went through the steps one at a time, writing explanations to

each as 1 went. My faculty advisor, Dr. Harold Sorensen, helped me

considerably by adding his interpretation and by going through all of

the ground work behind the solutions. Through this approach I came to

understand what each equation was telling me and to understand the

general flow of the paper.

The task of becoming familiar with the Hewlett Packard 9000 and

IBM Personal Computer was fulfilled through a hands on approach. To

aid in my understanding of the HP 9000 editor, several briefings were

given throughout my ten week stay. The briefings proved to be very

beneficial in becoming familiar with the system.

IV. OBTAINING BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE EQUATION

A. Hand Calculations

The characteristic equation for the natural frequencies of vibra-

tion of the roof element consists of two separate functions.

The first portion located before the first thickness shear fre-

quency, w', deals with imaginary numbers and as a result involves

hyperbolic cosines and sines. The second portion located after w' is

strictly real numbers and does not have any hyperbolic functions.

This made the task of taking the first derivative two fold, as both

sections of the solution had to be dealt with separately.

Both equations involve relatively simple terms but the indepen-

dent variable w, is nested several times in every term. This made the

chain rule a very useful tool. Organization was also important in

keepinq track of common terms.
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ff: cttairi~c "= deri vative c ,' i -rinc it with Captain

Mike Wong, my researcn co7 leaques in tle lab, I beqan to write the

accompanying fortran orcgram. In an effort to verify the output of

the toroqram I switched my efforts to muMATH. Dr. Ross felt that it

could be very beneficial for work with two way slabs involving the

Mindlin Plate Theory.

B. muMATH Calculations

Learnina muMTH was fairly simple and within a couple of days I

was able to input simole functions and obtain valid derivaives. I

next began to input the terms from the equation.

I encountered problems with mutATH however, as muMATH is designed MEN=

to output exact answers for expressions. If there is not one single

number that will represent the value then muMATH will leave the

expression in raw symbolic form. It is for this reason that I found

it necessary to supplement muMATH with a fortran program which would

translate a muMATH expression into an executable fortran equation.

At the time, Dr. Ross and I felt that muMATH could easily handle both

the first and second derivatives of any equation. The time spent

writing the accompanying fortran code was justified by the fact that

the two programs together could more quickly handle any order deriva-

tive needed. The translator program, called GEN,* could also be used

for many other applications. Before writing GEN I had to analyze the

output produced by muMATH and to account for the many different cases

created. To simplify the job, I started with simple terms and built

up to more complex equations, modifyinq GEN as I went.

* Special Note: Due to the restricted length of this report, W
the fortran proaram GEN was excluded. A copy of the program is on
file with Dr. Timothy J. Ross AFWL/NTESR Kirtland AFB Albuquerque,
NM.
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UDon ,.c.riO the second tor:- n" the characte- stic eauation,

found that 7,A TH was unable to suCceSfully take the derivative of

that term. Due to the amount of time soent on muTVTH and GEN and

because my ten week period was coming to a close, I was forced to

abandon both mu'.LTH and GEN. I still feel that the two could prove

valuable in the future, but for my immediate needs they are not prac-

tical. In an effort to find the oroblem with muMTH, I sent the

problem to the comnany that developed the software; The Soft

Warehouse. 't the present time I have not received a reply from

them.

V. DEVELOPING THE ALGORITHM

After abandoning muMATH I went back to my fortran program for the

first derivative. I also began to work with Captain Mike Wong's

program dealing with the function. To see what both were doing I

plotted them for various ranges of w (see Figures 1-4). As can be seen

in Figure 1 the function is well behaved prior to the first thickness

shear frequency, w'. Figure 2 shows that the function is more erratic

after w' and for that reason Mike Wong and I felt that it would be the

area to concentrate on. We were confident that any algorithm which

could find the roots after w', could easily find the roots prior to

w'. Also, there are only eight roots prior to w' and these would not

add significantly to the run time.

In analyzing the equation I broke it up into terms and plotted

each one. From this I found that the fourth term is the dominant

term. Also there are two driving functions which control the two

oscillations found in the function. In looking at various combinations

of sin( ) and sin( ), I found that the individual sines control
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the high ';equency oscillatio,!s ard the two multip''ed tooether 0o-,-

duce the lower frequency oscillation.

With this initial information about the function, Mike and I began

to think about possible methods with which we could find the roots.

Although using a step by step or a brute force approach is not what we

would like for the final algorithm, we felt that it would serve as a

stepping stone to better, more sophisticated algorithms involving

intelligent heuristics. The initial algorithm would also provide a

base value with which to compare the heuristic algorithms with, to see

if indeed they are quicker.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The work I have accomplished this summer will serve as a strong

foundation in analyzing the roof elements of buried concrete struc-

tures subjected to near impulsive loads.

The first algorithm written to find the roots of the charac-

teristic equation is a starting point, but is slow and inefficient. A

future goal is to use the final algorithm in conjunction with a Monte

' Carlo routine which will find the roots of hundreds of thousands of

beams with slightly different parameters. The current algorithm takes

approximately twenty seconds to obtain the first thirty roots. I pro-

pose to develop an algorithm, based on heuristics, which will take

2 X 10- 4 seconds for 30 roots. From the knowledge gained here I

would be in a good position to go one step further and develop a

similar algorithm for two way slab systems involving the Mindlin Plate

Theory.

58-10
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APPENDIX A
Characteristic Equation (Eqn. 14)

Before first thickness shear frequency, W':

w n 0 =2 (1 - cosh (SLcos (I-L) + 2a-( X +f-K2/K1).cosh(s-L)sin(1XL)
2 2 2

- 2e9(S + K1 /K2) sinh (5 -L) cos ( b L) + 2 6-f + K2/KI(1 + 9. )
+ Kl/ 2 2 t 1)sinh(5. L)sinOjr*L)

* where-

P1 / .w /kW. G) P2 = I + k'/B P3 1 -k'/B

[ -P1LP2/2 + [(PL-P3) + 4. k' P I/(r *B)3 j
(P 1 - P2/2 + (P I P3) + 4. k'. P I/(r2 B)] j

22 f2
KI= I/IS [ r P I - r *B- 1k'3

K2 - I/X C - r2.P +r2B-X/k

* After first thickness shear frequency, W'

w =0 - 2 (1 - cos (S-L) cos (r -L) + 2-0 (Y -5K2/Kl) cos (5 -L) sin (V-Q
2 2 2

+- 2 9.(5 - 1*K11K2)sin(5.L)cos(Y-L) -9 .1-5 + K2/K1(1 *

+ K1/K2(1 2 ). sin(5'LQsin(P-L)

where-

5 [P1.P2/2 - P1-P3) 4.k', P1/Cr2 B2J j
K1 1 i [i - r2 p + r -B. 2 /k'J3

All other variables are as previously defined above.

Base variable definitions:

/ =Density of material

r =Radius of gyration

G Shear modulus

B - Beta - Coefficient of Poissons Ratio

k' Shear deformation coefficient

L -Length of beam

=Rotational restraint term
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IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF AN ACTIVE CONTROLLER

by

Augustus Morris Jr.

ABSTRACT

An active stick controller has been constructed at AAMRL which is

capable of producing external forces by means of a hydraulic actuator in

a feedback mode. In this study, the active stick controller is designed

to behave as a rate feedback controller. This active controller is

compared with a passive stick controller through step responses and with

two other stick controllers through steady state tracking of a quasi-

random disturbance signal. Results show that lower RMS error scores are

possible with the active controller as compared to other controllers.

Also the step response data show that the active controller is behaving

as it should theoretically for a system with rate feedback.

59-2
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At Wright State University, I am presently a doctoral candidate in

the Biomedical Sciences Program. This is an interdisciplinary program

involving many of the medical and life sciences. Biomedical engineer-

ing, one of the areas of concentration within the program, is my main

interest. In particular, I am becoming well grounded in physiological

control systems.

Physiological control systems typically focus on internal physio- ...'"

logical processes, such as blood pressure regulation and bone remodel-L .-"

ing. However, external processes and systems which interact with the F. '

human can also be studied. ;.

As an undergraduate, I worked two summers for AAMRL in the human "-.

, -.

engineering division. There I was introduced to the concept of "man-in- ]''

the-loop" tracking systems where the human acts as a compensator of a

04 4*m.

closed loop system. When it was time for me to have a research topic, I: ' ;

remembered the experience I had with AAMRL.,;'

Dr Henning E.G. von Gierke is a faculty member in the Biomedical ii

," ~Sciences Program at Wright State. He is also director of the Biodynamics -..

and Bioengineering Division under AAMRL. After several discussions with

" ghimc he directed me to several people who could show me potential md

"research projects. s

* .,4

:m4
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developed an active "smart" stick ccntroller. The stick is connected to

hydraulic actuator v.rFich is capable of producing external forces on

the stick separate from the human's applied forces. As part of the

iota, system, it provioes a force feedback to the stick which allows

humans to track with less error. There are no present reasons why there

is better tracking ability with this active controller, or any technique

To improve upon the desicr. I had an attraction to this project immedi-

ately.

This past spring, I read the brochure of the 1985 Summer Faculty

Research Program sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research -

and conducted by Universal Energy Systems. I noticed that AAMRL was one

of the laboratories listed as possible research sites. That prompted me

to apply as a graduate student to this program asking that I would be

assigned to AAMRL. Since I wanted to work on the active controller

project, I further asked to be assigned to the Acceleration Effects

Branch.

I!. OBJECTIVES

This research effort is focused on an active stick controller that

was developed at AAMRL. The primary topic is a further analysis of the

active controller as part of the overall man-in-the-loop tracking

system. This would include knowing the transfer functions of each % %

component of the entire system. The transfer function of the human

operator is of most concern because this is the transfer function

5£-A
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passive stick tracking would be in order to note changes in the overall

system. To summarize the objectives of this research effort in simple

terms would be to; 1) identify each component in the overall active and

passive stick system,,, and 2) compare ano analyze active tracking versus

passive tracking.

III. DESCP.PT:ON

The basic overall racking system must be understood before a

proper analysis can begin. Figure 1 shows the basic block diagram of

the system and is similar to the system as described by McRuer et. al.

(1). The human operator is the system within the dotted lines. Thus

the human operator consists of two components. The force actuator

transfer function relates the force applied by the human on the stick to

the error signal seen on the display. The limb dynamics transfer

function describes the compliance of the human's limb. Note that the

limb dynamics and the stick dynamics are part of the same system. This

tells us that in actuality the force applied by the human is used to

move the combination of the limb compliance and stick compliance. This

is conveniently called the man-stick interface and is usually thought to

be part of the human operator transfer function. The plant dynamics

describe the dynamics of the vehicle to be controlled. For this study,

the plant dynamics are 1/S. The error signal on the display is the

difference between the reference signal and the plant output. For this

study the reference signal is equal zero for all time. A disturbance

signal is injected between the stick output and the plant input and

C59-6
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loop of the system engages the active component in the stick by feeding

back the signal Just going into the plant, and subtracting from the

force applied to the man-stick interface by the human. The dynamics of

the active loop can be anything desired. However, for this study, the

active loop will be a constant.

As stated before, an overall system bloc6 diagrar is necessary to

see how each of the subsystems relate to one another. In order for true

analysis to take place, the dynamics of each subsystem must be measured

and quantified.

IV. DETERMINATION OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

Looking again at Figure 1, the transfer functions that must be

known are the plant, the display gain, the human operator, the stick

dynamics, and the active loop dynamics.

The plant is a transfer function directly under the cc.,Lrol of the ;-'

investigator. For this study, the plant has 1/S dynamics and is made

through the use of an analog computer.

The display gain can be determined in two steps. The first step

consists of noting how far the target moves from the center of the

display given an input voltage to the display. This relationship is

linear for different input voltages. The second part consists of

knowing the angular displacement of the error to the error displacement

59-7 lii
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length from the human operator's eye to the target on the display. By

knowing thE displacement of the target on the screen, the angular

displacemert can be found by the equation:

angular displacement = arctan ( error displacement on display )

(length from eye to target or display)

The multiplication of the two ratios yields the display gain which is a

ratio of (angular displacement)/(voltage input).

The human operator transfer function is actually a combination of

the human operator and the stick dynamics. The most common method of

measuring the human operator's dynamics are through the use of fast

fourier transform analysis. For this study, the fast fourier transform

computer program was not available for use. Therefore, a measure of the

human operator's dynamics could not be done.

The stick transfer function was determined by a traditional fre-

quency response technique. The stick itself is a mass which is connect-

ed to the hydraulic actuator via a rack and pinion. The pressure of

both sides of the cylinder are regulated by a current to pressure

transducer on both sides of the cylinder. A sinusoidal voltage wave is

applied to the current to pressure transducer and the displacement of

the stick in voltage is recorded. By changing the frequencies of the .

input voltage a Bode plot of the stick dynamics can be constructed. The

force applied to the stick can be known from the active loop dynamics.

.. .....-9.-
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is connected through a rack and pinion to the hydraulic actuator. On

both sides of the cylinder is a current to pressure transoucer. The

force on the stick is plotted for different input voltages to the

transducer (Figure 3). Each transducer will have difFerent characteris-

tics, therefore a compensating circuit is used to give each transducer

effectively the same ratio of force on the stick to the input voltage to

the transducer. This ratio wculd be the gain cf the active loop dynaF-

ics. Any other dynamics desired of the active loop can be designed

through analog computer circuits.
.L

V. RESULTS FROM IV

From the above discussion, the transfer functions of the plant,

display gain, stick, and active loop dynamics are listed below.

Plant = 1/S

Display Gain : 1.23 (degrees arc)/volt

Stick 2.2/[S(1 + 0.05s)] in/lb

Active Loop = 1.8 lbs/volt

Figure 4 shows the basic tracking system with the measured transfer

functions. Note that there is another transfer function relating inches

displacement of the stick to voltage output.

5 9- g9t~:
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Acain look at the overall system as shown in Figure 4. This will

be the confinuration of the trackiro system studied in the active mode.

Tne only difference vuld be in the transfer function of the active

loop. The gain for it has been reduced to 0.9 lbs/volt for this study.

*With the active loon remaining a constant, the overall system has rate

feedback as shown in Figure 5.

For the passive mode, all transfer functions remain the same except

that the active loop is not present in the tracking system.

Three subjects tracked step inputs as coming from the reference

signal while the disturbance input remained at zero. The subjects

tracked in both passive and active modes. The step input and the plant

output were collected by a strip chart recorder.

The purpose of the step responses is to approximate the closed loop

behavior of the system by a second order system. Figure 6 shows the

equivalent closed loop system approximated by a second order system.

Calculations of' and wn were obtained by average measurements of %

maximum overshoot and peak time, tp, of the step response for each

subject in both passive and active modes. The equations used for the

determination of and wn are as follows:

tp : -/wn 1- -247

59-10
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VI. RESULTS Of VI

From the above discussionr, the average values of tp, overshoot,

wn, ano time delay are given in the table below for each subject. -'

TACLE I

.5 . °

Subject Mode tp(sec) %overshoot 3 wn time delay (sec)

A Passive 2.05 43.67 0.255 1.585 .75

Active 1.54 10.83 0.578 2.499 .61

B Passive 1.06 23.45 0.419 3.264 .38

Active 0.94 16.67 0.495 3.847 .39 .,'v

C Passive 0.98 31.54 0.345 3.415 .46 ,.-

Active 1.09 18.63 0.472 3.269 .47 .I

VIII. ANALYSIS OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE STEADY STATE TRACKING

The tracking system of the active mode was the same as in Figures 4

and 5. The transfer function of the active loop is the same as for the -1'

step responses which is 0.9 lbs/volt. Thus in the active mode the

overall system still has rate feedback.

59-11
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quasirandom disturbance signal for 85 seconds in both active and passive

modes. The re.erence signal in all cases was equal to zero. The

quasirandom disturbance signal consists of nonharmonically related suff_

of sine waves constructed as to model guassian white noise passing

through a low pass filter.

For the case of steady state trackino. two other modes were created

for a more complete analysis. These two modes were called the modified

passive mode and the unstable nmooe. Both of these modes were created by

picking off the signal for the active loop on the left side of the

disturbance summer, rather than on the right side of the disturbance

summer (see Figure 4). The absolute value of the active loop dynamics

are the same for both the modified passive and unstable modes. However

the sign of the active loop dynamics is negative for the unstable mode

as compared to positive for the modified passive mode. For the modified . -

passive mode, the stick becomes a passive stick with a larger spring

constant than in the regular passive case. For the unstable mode, the

stick has unnatural characteristics as one of its poles are in the right

half plane of the s-domain and is thus unstable.

Three subjects tracked in each of the four modes; active, passive,

modified passive, and unstable, five times. At the end of each 85

second tracking run, a root-mean-square (RMS) error score is calculated

to evaluate the amount of deviation from the zero reference signal.

59-12
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From the above discussion, tables of RMS scores ana the correspond-

ing figures are given below.

TABLE II. RMvS ERROR SCORE AVERAGES ACROSS SUBJECTS AND TRIALS -...

(Figure 7)

Mode Trials

1 2 3 4 5

Active

Score 9.0000 8.6667 8.6667 8.3333 8.6667

S.D. 1.0000 1.1547 1.5275 0.5774 2.0817

Passive

Score 15.3333 13.3333 14.6667 14.6667 14.0000

S.D. 2.8868 2.0817 2.5166 0.5774 1.7321

Modified Passive

Score 13.6667 13.0000 13.3333 13.6667 12.6667

S.D. 1.5275 1.7321 1.1547 0.5774 0.5774

Unstable

Score 33.3333 48.6667 21.6667 24.0000 24.0000

S.D. 17.4738 32.8836 7.5719 9.0000 9.5394

59-13
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Stick Score S.D.

Active 2.6667 1.1751

Passive 14.4000 1.9198

Modified Passive 13.2667 18.374

Unstable 30 .33 33 2.0998

X. DISCUSSION

The first part of this study identified several components of the

overall tracking system and it is shown in Figure 4. All measurements

were basically straight forward and no problems occurred.

In the step response data, there are strong trends showing distinct

differences between tracking in the active and passive modes. From

Table I it is shown that for each subject was larger in the active

mode than the passive mode. This would correspond to an increase in

damping in the active mode as compared to the passive mode. In two of

the three subjects wn was larger in the active mode than in the passive

mode. This suggests a greater closed loop bandwidth for the active mode

as compared to the passive mode. From looking at the step responses, it

is indeed shown that on the average there is an increased damping and

increased rise time of the step response for the active mode as compared

with the passive mode. These responses are in agreement with theoretical

results of a rate feedback controller (2).

59-14
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greater tracking ability is accomplished in the active mode compared to

the other zhree. For all subjects, tracking in the active mode yielded
w%

the lowest RMS error scores of the four modes. Also as expected, the

unstable mtooe yielded the highest RMS error scores for all subjects. In

all subjects, the modified passive mooe and the passive mode yielded RMS

error scores in the same vicinity; however, consistently lower scores

were achieved with thc modified passive mode rather than the passive.

mode. This is most likely due to the larger spring constant present in

the modified passive mode. Figures 7 and 8 show that these results are

consistent across subjects also.

XI. RECOMMENDATIONS -

This study showed that in general lower RMS error scores are

possible using an active controller designed in a rate feedback config-

uration than with two passive controllers and one unstable controller.

The results of this particular active controller are consistent with the

theoretical results of using a rate feedback controller. The charac-

teristics of these results are increased damping, increased rise time,

and increased bandwidth. These characteristics are compared to the

passive controller or a controller without the rate feedback.

Since measurements of the human operator transfer function could , 4N.

not be done in this study, further research is recommended to look at

the human operator under active stick tracking and passive stick track-

ing. This would seek to find if the human operator transfer function -

59-I15 --
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ren.a i ,c. c, ; u, :rc. f ct h mode c rac, i,.c (, rdeet (!-ic s wit. r

the different modes.

In this study it was shown that the force feedback of the active

controller actually occurs within the system normally thought to be the

human operator. A separation of the huran operator's force actuation

characteristics and the human's limb compliance would be beneficial to

the complete ar-alysis of the overall .ystem. Also the interaction of ,'.>

the limb and stick compliance needs to be known in order to develop a

proper model of the man-stick interface.

In conclusion, this study is in agreement with the literature (3,4) -

on active stick controllers. There is strong evidence that active stick

controllers can supercede passive controllers in its ability to track

more accurately. As a last recommendation, further research should be

done in this area to realize a list of rules or techniques useful for

designing active stick controllers according to more strict specifica-

tions.

o ,.
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OBTA IN IN 1,; ANCE ESTIlMATES FROM'SMOO-0THED DATA ''"

- .

by

Sharon E. Navard

ABSTRACT

The problem addressed in this report is that of

determining how variances are propagated through a smoothing

filter. Raw bomb position data obtained from fixed cameras

are smoothed, then position and velocity estimates are

obtained from the smoothed points; an estimate of the

variance of these position and velocity estimates is

desired A brief description of current procedures is

presented, followed by descriptions of two approaches which

can be used to estimate these variances. The first method '-

is based on the currently used data multiplier method of

moving polynomial arc smoothing. The second approach, which

is better developed, is based on standard regression theory.

Results of a study on reducing the size of the data set are

also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION: My educational background has been for

the most part in mathematics and statistics. I received my
.,

B.S. from the University of Southwestern Louisiana in May

1982, with a major in statistics and minors in mathematics

and English; and I received my 1.5. with a major in

statistics and a minor in mathematics from U.S.L. in May

1984 . have since completed one year of coursework toward

the PhD. Graduate courses completed include probability,

estimation theory, hypothesis testing, regression analysis,

experimental design, stochastic processes, nonparametrics,

linear models, multivariate analysis, sampling theory, time

series analysis, quality control, decision theory,

consulting, numerical analysis, and advanced calculus. The

research that I did for my Masters degree dealt with

comparing estimators of reliability; I presented papers on

this research in February 1985 at meetings of both the

Louisiana Academy of Sciences and the Louisiana-Mississippi

Section of the Mathematical Association of America. In

addition I have worked as a research assistant for

programming a queuing model, as a statistical consultant for

the USDA doing regression analysis on experimental data, and

as a summer engineering aide for MATSCO/GE doing statistical

work and mathematical modelling associated with the upcoming

dedicated Life Sciences Spacelab mission. The work done at

the Freeman Mathematical Laboratory is primarily concerned

with the reduction and analysis of munitions test data, so a
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useful.%-

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: The problem

addressed during this research period was that of

determining estimates of bomb positions and velocities, and

the variances thereof, based on fixed camera data. The data

from the fixed cameras consisted of position coordinates and

covariance matrices of the bomb nose and tail. From this,

it was desired to obtain the position and covariance data on .

the center of gravity (cg), then run the data through some

type of smoothing procedure, and from the smoothed data

determine the position and velocity at impact, the pitch and

yaw and velocity vectors at impact, and their associated

variances. It was hoped that using the cg and smoothing the

data points would improve the position and velocity

estimates and reduce their variances. 4

III. CURRENT PROCEDURES: Two or more fixed cameras are

used to photograph, at 500 frames per second, a bomb at

impact; the film is read, and the x (downrange), y

(elevation), and z (offrange) coordinates of both the nose

and tail of the bomb are determined for each frame from each

camera. Treating the nose and tail separately, an initial

estimate of position is made and then this information is

60-5
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used in the metnod developed by Davis in [ I] to determine 1I

the least squares estimates of the x, y, and z coordinates

and their associated covariance matrix.

These least squares estimates of x, y, and z are then

treated independently. Each coordinate is run through

moving polynomial arc smoothing, using the data multiplier

technique given in [2) to determine revised position and

velocity estimates. While these smoothed estimates are

believed to be better than the unsmoothed estimates, it is

not known how the variance propagates through the smoothing

filter. Our original task was to calculate the position and

covariance data for the cg, smooth all of the data, and

determine an estimate of the variance of the smoothed

position and velocity estimates.

IV. AUTOCORRELATION APPROACH: A search of the literature

revealed in reference [3, P.393 a method utilizing the

autocorrelation function of the data to propagate errors

through a smoothing filter. For a value of x. obtained

from the data multiplier technique of moving polynomial arc

smoothing, the variance of x. is given by !AR
1

2 : " Rb 1)= 01 b R..-

where b' is the row vector of data multipliers used in the

smoothing, R is the autocorrelation matrix of the x values

60-6
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obtaine from the least squares, and a :s tne variance ofx
x taken from the covariance matrix determined by the Davis

method. To obtain the variance estimate of the velocity,

substitute for b' the row vector of data multipliers for

the first derivative.

There are, however, some problems with using this

method. The formula for 0 2 given in equation (1) is

exactly the formula given by Box and Jenkins [4, p.28] for

computing the variance of a l i near combination of random - -

variables from a stationary process. This holds only for a

stationary process, and our data obviously defy the

stationarity assumption; the mean changes over time. It is

possible that the nonstationarity can be removed by

differencing. Under the assumption that the first

differences are stationary, and this implies homogeneity of

variances as well as a constant mean, it can be shown that

or = Var(d') + Cov(xi, xi+ 2) '

- R IAY I(d dj + N-
_ ' b( . - +-x ~ ' -x')(x' - ' ( 3) '...'

where the x. are the smoothed data points, the d. are the
2. 1

first differences of the unsmoothed data points, the d. are ,..

the smoothed first differences, and R is the

autocorrelation matrix based on the d..

However, problems still remain even if the assumption

of stationarity of the d. is valid (which it did seem to be

60-7
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for t re data with wr, ich w, worked). We-, wor Ki ng with

autocorrelations, it is not a good practice to compute

autocorrelations beyond, say, lag N/4, where N is the total

number of data points. When working with fixed camera data,

the number of observations is relatively small; the two data

sets we worked with contained 43 and 27 points. To compute -- '".

this variance estimate, for m-point moving polynomial arc

smoothing, autocorrelations at up to lag 7-i ) will be

required. Therefore, even for our larger data set, we were -.

limited to at most nine point smoothing, which is

considerably smaller than what is currently being used .

Furthermore, the m-point data multiplier smoothing technique

looses (m-1)/2 points on either end of the data set, and it

is the impact point at the end in which we are most

interested. There are methods for regaining these lost

points, but these would also require a different method for

determining the variances at these points. Therefore a

completely different smoothing technique which would not

engender these difficulties was sought.

V. REGRESSION APPROACH: As an alternate approach it was

decided to use standard regression techniques to fit a

polynomial to the data. A preliminary investigation of the ,.

data indicated that the last point may have been read after

impact and was not behaving like the others, so the final

point was removed. The times were set to run from -N to -I

60-8
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so that impact w~~occur at a~proximately timre t 0.

One possible advantage to using regression over moving

polynomial arc smoothing is that the variances of the K
individual points can be used as weights in the least

squares fit of the curve. In the former method, and in .'..

ordinary least squares, the assumption must be rade that the

variances are equal ; weighted least squares considers the

possibility that they are not, and weighs each point by the

inverse of its variance. The effect of this on the ordinary

estimate f of the coefficients f for Y:X0,

X= (X'X) X'Y, (4)

is the addition of the diagonal matrix V which contains the

weights on the diagonal: '

0l (X'V-IX)- I'v Y( 5)"".

Similarly, the usual estimate of the variance of 0,

Var(o) = (X'X) a -.C 6)

2
where a is the Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the regression,

becomes '

A -1 -2(7
Var(O) : (X'V X) (

60..-9
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when a weightec regression is used [5].

For the fixed camera data, we were interested in

finding the position of a coordinate y as a function of the

time, t. For example, for fitting a weighted quadratic, the

matrices Y X8 written out are

=~~ 0 
1

"I"

"" Y2 1 2  2I'

t- • f L (8) .~*

* 22
1 tN t 2

and the regression equation will be

A A A A 2 ()J
Y + it + 2 t 9)

.,."

where 13 is determined as in equation (5).

When fitting a polynomial to a set of data, it is

important to fit the proper degree polynomial; when this is
A

done, the 1 are minimum variance unbiased estimators. If

the polynomial is underfit, the estimators will be biased;

if it is overfit, they will be unbiased but their variances

will be increased (6, p. 139]. Also, the weights need not

be used if the assumption that the variances are homogeneous

is valid. To determine which degree polynomial to use and

whether or not to use the weights, the nose, cg, and tail

data from the two previously mentioned data sets were run

60-10
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throug:; t -' ulti~ regression program, doing both

weighted and unweighted fits of linear, quadratic, and cubic

polynomials on each coordinate. The cubic terms were in

most cases omitted from the equations due to low tolerance,

so cubic polynomials were excluded from further

investigation. The weighted (W) and unweighted (U),

quadratic ( Q and linear(L) polynomials were then compared

on the basis of their Y2E's, their multiple R-squared

values, and their computed distances from nose to tail. The

MSE results for the two data sets follow:

Nose CG Tail
x y z

WQ .010 .038 .350 .006 .061 .154 .007 .086 .167

UQ .017 .039 .191 .011 .077 .093 .015 .124 .121
WL .010 .087 .348 .006 .111 .194 .007 141 .234
U L .019 .086 .253 .011 .175 .134 .018 .2714 .1147

WQ .006 .006 .003 .003 .003 .004 .002 .005 .008
UQ .008 .007 .004 .003 .003 .004 .002 .005 .008
WL .007 .006 .003 .003 .003 .005 .002 .006 .010

UL .009 .007 .003 .003 .003 .005 .002 .006 .010

Examining these MSE's, it can be seen that the MSE's

are generally the same or lower for the quadratic fits than

for their linear counterparts; in fact, in only two of the

thirty-six pairwise comparisons is the MSE lower for the

linear fit. In comparing weighted versus unweighted, the

contrast is not so clear; while the weighted MSE's are lower

more often than the unweighted ones, the difference is

slight. 
'" "

An examination of the multiple R-squared values yields
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stronger results; 3f the thirty-six pa rwise comparisons,

the quadratic fit always has an equal or higher multiple

R-squared value; and the unweighted fit has a higher

multiple R-squared value than the weighted fit in all but

three cases. In comparing computed lengths to actual bomb

length at t 0 0, distances between nose and tail points 

computed from unweighted fits is always closer to the true

length than those computed from weighted fits; however,

there seems to be no difference between lengths computed by

linear and quadratic fits. Based on these results, it was

decided to use an unweighted quadratic fit for both of the

data sets.

Once the desired model was determined, the equations

for the y coordinate of the nose were set equal to zero and

solved for t to determine the exact time t of impact for

each of the two data sets; then all of the equations were

solved for t = t to estimate the x, y, and z coordinates of

0

the nose, cg, and tail at impact. Their derivatives were
4..-

also solved at t = t to estimate the velocity components at

impact. Variances of the position estimates were determined

by

-1 2 (0Var() xt (X'X) X o10)u

I"

where x1  [1 to  to 2 (If weighted least squares had .

been used, (X'X) would have been replaced with (X'V X).)

*For v eIo c ity,
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2A V A AVar(vel(y)) = Var(8 ) 4 t, 02 2 04t -

AA

terms from the covariance matrix of 13 given in equation (6). .

A 
•

(For weighted leas squares, the Var( ) given in eq u a on

(7) would h a ve been used. U s ing these p o s it ion and

velocity es:iates and neir asst0 c2at )d vtriance , pi*c. and

yaw ange1s, v el ci atdy vectors, and their variances were

computed using the formulas developed by Hardin in 171(.

A s aw n additional point of interest, a study was

conducted to determine the effect of reducing the number of

data points in the larger set. This is of interest because

if fewer points will yield the same results, less film will

need to be read. Two alternatives to using the entire set

were investigated: using only the last 21 points in the

set, and using every other point in the set. The same

procedures were then followed on these two modified data

sets: an unweighted quadratic was fit to each, the time of

impact was determined, and the positions and velocities,

pitches and yaws, and all of the variances were computed.

In a comparison with the results obtained from using the

entire data set, it was discovered that the use of every

other point gave results very similar to those of the entire

set in determination of both positions and velocities and

pitches and yaws, but the variances and MSE's obtained from \-'

this set were generally larger than those from the entire

60-73
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data set. n re o ner nand, the resu" l s obtained from

using only the last 21 points gave velocities and yaws that

were considerably larger than those determined by the other

two sets, but their variances were much smaller. The MSE's

of the fits obtained using the last 21 points were also

considerably smaller than those obtained from the other two -..

sets. It is believed that this was a result of the fact

that the largest residuals occurred at the last few points,

and using only the second half of the data allowed a better

fit to these last points. This is not necessarily

desirable, however, so it was decided that it would be best

to continue using the entire data set to utilize the most

information.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS: Due to the problems presented at the

end of section IV. , it is not recommended that the

autocor, elation approach be used on fixed camera data. It

may, however, be used on larger data sets where moving

polynomial arc smoothing is possible using the desired large

point spreads; however, some method will have to be devised

to take care of the endpoints.

The regression approach, however, should be reasonably k-.

easy to implement on the computer and should handle the

fixed camera data without encountering the problems arising

from the autocorrelation approach. In fact, for using an

unwe-ighted regression, the variances of the points are all

60-14
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assumed to b e C aI an , th s the a -ian.- C r a es p..

computed by the Davis method in 1I) are not used; therefore

they need not be computed. A program could be written to

take the original nose and tail coordinates, compute the cg"e

coordinates, then compute the ordinary quadratic regression

equations for each coordinate of the nose, cg and tail. The

MSE of each regression can be computed, and then the

variance of 6 given in equation (6 . ... these quantities

are known, the time of impact t can be determined from the

equation of the y coordinate of the nose. Each regression

equation can then be evaluated at this time to give the

estimate of position; the derivatives evaluated at t will

estimate the velocity components at impact. The variances

of these estimates can be determined from equations (10) and

(11). These quantities can then be used to determine the

pitch and yaw (from the nose and tail), the velocity vectors

(from the cg), and their associated variances, using the

equations in [7].

As a continuation of the research in this particular

area, the possibility of using cubic sp ine regression

instead of ordinary regression could be investigated. The

cubic spline regression is equivalent to a restricted least

squares with the restriction that the first and second

derivatives are equal at the points where the polynomials

are joined [8]. Using this method would probably allow a

better fit for the data and therefore reduce the MSE while

continuing to utilize standard regression theorv.

60-15
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Another po5Sile averue of investgation which a s

been discussed is modifying the Davis method of determining

the original position estimates so that nose and tail

coordinates would be computed simultaneously, subject to the

constraint that the distance between them be equal to the

known length of the bomb. The current method yields results

which vary within about five percent of the true length; it

has not yet been decided whether the im= rcvement in positic..

estimates gained from such a technique would justify the

increased complexity of calculations.

The results presented in this report make no claim to

being the best or final solutions to this particular

problem; in fact, they are only the beginning. For example,

for the regression approach which has been presented, better

techniques could be devised for testing the validity of the .-

assumption of homogeneous variances and for determining the

degree of the polynomial to be used; our results are based

on a sample of size two and are therefore not definitive for

any data set. Also, completely new approaches to the Ii
problem could be investigated, beginning with an entirely -

new smoothing filter. The proolem of estimating variances .-

of data obtained from smoothing filters is still an open

research area.
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SMOKE VISUALIZATION RESEARCH

by

Matthew M. O'Meara

ABSTRACT

A research effort aimed at developing the necessary techniques for

efficient and effective use of flow visualization in the Subsonic

Aerodynamic Research Laboratory (SARL) was conducted. The specially

designed Smoke Flow Research Channel was used to perform a series of

experiments involving various aspects of flow visualization. A

reliable hot-wire anemometry data acquisition system was developed and

used to accurately document the disturbance enviroment in the test

channel. The turbulence levels in the appropriately configured tunnel

were found to be well within the range anticipated in the SARL inlet

flow. The longitudinal turbulence intensities measured in the center

of the tunnel were found to be very repeatable, but measurements of the

lateral turbulence intensities were affected by fan motor induced

mechanical vibrations. Preliminary kerosene smoke visualization tests

indicated that modifications and additional study are necessary before

a similar system can be effectively used in the full-scale facility.
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1. INTRODUCTIUN: 1

As one of the earliest forms of experimental techniques, flow

visualization has played an important role in the evolution of fluid . $

mechanics. Flow visualization has been responsible for the discovery

of various flow phenomena and has been used to verify existing

principles. In particular, smoke visualization in wind tunnels has

advanced our physical understanding of many complex aerodynamic

problems, (in this context, the work "smoke" is used to collectively

describe a variety of visualization materials including vapors, fumes

and mists). This increase in knowledge has in turn broadened our

analytic capabilities by aiding the development of sophisticated
',," 4'.

mathematical models [1].

In order to utilize the advantages of flow visualization to help

answer present and future aerodynamic questions, a Subsonic Aerodynamic

Research Laboratory (SARL) is currently being developed at

Wright-Patterson AFB by the Flight Dynamics Laboratory. This effort is

aimed at developing a large scale facility capable of supporting smoke

visualization studies of detailed fluid mechanics phenomena. The large

size of this tunnel will permit investigation of the complex flow field

interactions that occur on today's intricate aircraft flying in the -

subsonic flight regime [2]. Although the increased scale of this

facility will allow for more exact model geometries and better flow

field definition, it will also pose difficult problems related to the

development of an acceptable flow visualization capability. Trying to

solve some of these problems has been the primary focus of this

research.
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In an attempt to develop the necessary technology for smoke

visualization in the SARL, a Smoke Flow Research Channel was

constructed in 1984. This facility was designed to simulate a 28 ft.

long centerline streamtuhe of the SARL inlet flow. The constant ____

cross-section channel was initially used to insure that a coherent

smoke filament could be maintained over a 40 ft. length [2]. As part

of the present research effort, the tunnel was used to conduct

experimental testing aimed at improving the smoke visualization system.

Since successful smoke visualization is highly dependent on the level

of turbulence in the tunnel, it was necessary to completely document

the channel disturbance environment. The techniques required to

produce high quality smokelines in the test channel will produce even

better results in the SARL due to the benefits of the large contraction

ratio associated with the full-scale facility.

Much of the present success in kerosene smoke visualization can

be traced back to the pioneering work of F.N.M. Brown at the University

of Notre Dame. Over a period of years, he developed the three-dimen-

sional smoke tunnel and associated visualization equipment still in use

today. His safe and effective designs have been duplicated by many

researchers, including those involved with the development of the SARL

flow visualization facility. As a recent graduate of Notre Dame, my I

experience in smoke visualization and the use of this type of equipment

made it possible for me to contribute to the continuing program at

Wright-Patterson AFB. My work as a graduate student gave me the

opportunity to gain valuable experience in both smoke visualization and

hot-wire anemometrv. These past efforts were closely related to the

V *A
:
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I1. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

As part of the program designed to develop the flow visualization

techniques for the SARL, this research effort had the following

objectives:

1. Develop a data acquisition system capable of accurately

documenting the disturbance environment in the test channel. This

requires upgrading electronic instrumentation, developing cormputer p
hardware and software where needed, and reducing the levels of noise in

the system.

2. Calibrate the tunnel. This involves measuring the centerline

longitudinal and lateral turbulence intensities as a function of tunnel

speed and determining the extent of the boundary layers in the test

section. Although, such measurements had previously been made, several

changes in tunnel configuration and instrumentation require that this

work be repeated.

3. Conduct preliminary kerosene smoke visualization tests so

that the present system can be evaluated in light of future

applications to the SARL.

4. Develop a background in smoke visualization and tunnel

calibration procedures and problems. Experience gained through this

research can be directly applied to future efforts in the SARL.

III. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY:

Research Channel

All of the experimental testing was conducted in the Smoke Flow

Research Channel. This tunnel is approximately 40 ft. long from inlet

to test section exit and has an octagonal cross section 2 ft. in
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configured wit:1 a 4 in. radius lip to prevent severe flow separation.

In the standard configuration, the flow conditioning devices consist of

a 1/4 in. X 2 in. fiberglass hexcell honeycomb and six 30 meshes per

inch O.05 in. diameter w>'e screens. The test section is equipped

with two plexiglass windows for viewing smoke filaments and has access ,

ports for hot-wire and pitot probes. The tunnel is powered by a 1 1/2

HP variable speed electric motor which drives a six-bladed fan located

2 f t. downstream of thle test section. Initially, tile flow exhausted

directlv into the atmosphere but was later diverted into a large plenum

so that unsteady wind effects could be alleviated. An opening at the e-,

far end of the plenum permits ventilation for smoke visualization

testing. The tunnel can be operated at speeds from 0-15 ft/s in order

to simulate the full range of SARL inlet speeds. A schematic of the

Research Channel is shown in Figure 1.

Instrumentation

Tunnel dynamic pressures were measured using a wall static

pressure tap, a pitot probe, and a Baratron Pressure Transducer. The

longitidinal and lateral comonents of the flow were measured using a

hot-wire anemometry system. This system consisted of a 0.002 in.

diameter cylindrical film X-wire probe connected to a Thermal Systems

Inc. (TSI) anemometry unit. This unit was capable of linearizing and

correlating the two signals so that voltages proportional to the flow

components could be directly measured. The fluctuating portion of the

combined signals were passed through a 10 Kfz low-pass filter in order

to eliminate high frequency instrument noise. The fluctuating --

components u (longitudinal) and v (lateral) were measured on an RMS

61-7 b.
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necessary to record representative mean values. Tne frequency content

of the flow was documented using an Ubiquitous Spectrum Analyzer and a

standard oscilloscope.

t In trying to eliminate operator interpretation in obtaining

tur bulence intensity measurements, a digital data acquisition

capability was developed. Data cables were run from the test channel

to a Hewlett-Packard 100r computer located in an adjacent facility.

Software was written to sample the various outputs of the anemometer

and to calculate the RMS velocities. Data acquired using this system

agreed well with data recorded by the RMS meter. Unfortunately, a

ground loop problem caused by the relocation of the equipment prevented

the use of the computer during actual testing. Since good agreement

existed between the two types of data acquisition, the manually aquired W
data presented here is believed to be very reliable.

Smoke Generator and Delivery System

The smoke generator used throughout this investigation was a

resistance heater type similar to those used at Notre Dame Il1. The

generator consisted of two temperature controlled inclined heater

strips which were used to vaporize regulated drops of kerosene. During

testing, a 1/4 HP squirrel cage blower was used to draw the smoke from

the generator into a 50 gallon drum which acted as a condenser and

pressure equalizer. The smoke was then passed through a linen filter

to remove any remaining large droplets and was transported to the

injection probe through a 1 in. diameter vacuum hose 16 ft. in length.

The injection probe consisted of a 0.90 in. diameter tube 9 ft. in

length with a removable 5 in. tip which could be fitted with flow

S ".",,61-8
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1y a moveable wooden structure. Further description of the smog--

visualization system can be found in References I and 2.
,.-., .-*

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:

Tunnel Calibration

Because the dispersion of a smoke filament is dependent on the

amount of turbulence in the freestream flow, it is important to be able

to accurately measure, and reduce if necessary, the turbulence leve.L;_.

in the tunnel. This includes determining the extent of turbulent

bmundary layers (if they exist) as they may add unsteadiness to the

flow [3]. In the test channel, the very slow speeds and associated low

levels of turbulence made such measurements extremely difficult. An

extended effort requiring several modifications to the existing system

had to be made in order to insure accurate calibration of the test

section flow. These modifications included steps to smooth the flow in

the tunnel, as well as, efforts to upgrade the instrumentation. Some

of the latter changes involved replacement of the hot-wire sensor, fine

tuning the anemometer unit, and relocating the equipment away from the

noise generating tunnel speed controller. Collectively, these changes,

along with use of a low-pass filter, reduced the electronic noise to a

point where no data corrections were needed.

A representative set of calibration data is shown in Figure 2 for

the standard tunnel configuration used throughout this investigation.

In this figure, the centerline longitudinal and lateral turbulence

intensities are plotted versus tunnel speed. In all cases, turbulence

intensity magnitudes were obtained by referencing the RMS of the

fluctuating velocities to the freestream velocity calculated from the
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components are relatively close in magnitude and are well within the __

range anticipated in the SARL inlet flow. As expected, the longi-

tudinal turbulence Intensities tend to increase with increasing tunnel %

speed [I]. The flagged symbols indicate conditions where well-defined

sinusoidal oscillations were evident in the anemometer output signal.

These oscillations were due to tunnel and/or probe support vibrations

induced by the fan-motor assembly. The vibrations seemed tO occur only

in the lateral plane since only these components were affected.

In order to assess the repeatability of the calibration data, it

was necessary to conduct a series of similar tests. The results of

these tests are plotted in Figures 3 and 4. As Figure 3 indicates, the

longitudinal turbulence intensities were very repeatable. The

magnitudes increase slowly with increasing tunnel speed until a change 1P
in slope occurs around 11 ft/s. The more rapid increase at the higher

speeds may have been due to turbulence being shed from the upstream

screens. The speed at which this change occurs corresponds very

closely to the critical freestream velocity for onset of turbulent flow

behind the wire meshes (based on a wire diameter Reynolds number of 40)

[4]. The spectral data, however, which indicates that most of the

longitudinal turbulence occurs at frequencies less than 200 Hz, showed

no noticeable shift toward higher frequencies for speeds over 1] ft/s.

Perhaps some of the change in chara:ter of the curve can be attributed

to mechanical vibrations caused by running the motor near maximum

speed.

As Figure 4 indicates, the lateral turbulence intensities were

much less repeatable. The large spread in values and the inconsistent
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vibrations. Disregarding the tiagged symbols, the lateral turbulence

intensity appears to remain relatively constant until a slight increase

occurs at speeds over 12 ft/s. A comparison of this figure to Figure 3

indicates that the lateral va ues are consistently less then the

longitudinal. This would tend to imply that the honeycomb is a more

effective flow conditioning device than the collection of screens. The

true level of isotropy in the tunnel cannot easily be determined,

however, due to the known limitations associated with the lateral data.

In order to determine the extent of the boundary layers in the

test section, a hot-wire survey accross the tunnel was conducted. Only

the lower half of the test section was traversed so that probe support

vibrations could be minimized. The results of this survey, plotted in

Figures 5 and 6, indicate that the boundary layer is approximately 5

in. thick at the reference freestream velocity of 10 ft/s. Preliminary

calculations and experimental data indicate that transition from

laminar to turbulent flow in the boundary layer occurs upstream of the

test section. It is believed that the sizeable turbulent boundary

layers surrounding the much reduced cure flow may be contributing to

the low frequency unsteadiness of the centerline flou [3]. Additional

studies are being conducted to explore this possibility.

Smoke Visualization Tests

Although the primary focus of this research was to develop smoke

visualization techiques, the extended period required to accurately

document the flow severly limited this particular phase of testing.

The preliminarv kerosene smoke visualization test that were conducted,

however, revealed that screen contamination is still a major problem.
Th pelmiar kroen sok vsulzaio tsttht er cndctd,11'
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the screens were tilled with liquid kerosene thus causing the smoke to

readily disperse. Although testing could be resumed by passing the

smoke filament through a different area of the screens, this occurrence

would be unacceptable in an operational, full-scale facility. The

inability to easily clean the screens and the likely development of

model contamination would drastically limit the usefulness of this

technique.

Since kerosene smoke visualization tests can be run almost

indefinitely at Notre Dame, it seems that improvements can, and should,
V.

be made in the system presently in use with the Smoke Flow Research

Channel. A better heat exchanger and filter arrangement should be

designed and tested so that much "dryer" smoke can be produced. Proper

application of existing smoke visualization equipment and techniques I

should produce a system requiring very little screen maintenance. If

kerosene is to be used as a smoke medium for the SARL, a much improved

system must be developed, and further studies must be conducted in

order to gain the necessary experience required to establish a -

successful smoke visualization facility.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

As a result of :his research effort, the following recommendations

have been made:

1. Develop a computerized data acquisition system for calibration

of the SARL. This will eliminate the need for human interpretation in

acquiring turbulence intensity measurements.

2. Carefully research ways of supporting the hot-wire probe in -

the SARL so that vibrations will not affect hot-wire anemometry data. .U

61-12
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thfat used at Notre Dame. Such a system should produce high quality __

smoke filaments which will not contaminate the flow conditioning
77-4

devices. 
d

4. Establish an on-site photographic and photo development

capability so that test engineers can be directly involved in the

process.

6 Vr.
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ABSTRACT

Hyperbarl: o:ygen treatment was found to adversely a+4Ect the

electrophysiological response of the retina to light in rats

fed a basal diet deficient in both vitamin E and selenium (the

B diet). Both vitamin E and selenium are micronutrients that

play essential roles in preventing in vivo lipid pero>:idation.

After 4 weeks of hyperbaric oxygen treatment ('.0 ATA of 100 -

oxygen, 1.5 hrs per day, 5 day/week) rats fed the B diet

deficient in vitamin E and selenium showed decreased (p -

0.005) in a-wave amplitudes (83+13 uV, N8) and b-wave

amplitudes (255+30 uvolts) compared with a-wave amplitudes

(151+12 uV, N=17) and b-wave amplitudes (369+29 uvolts) for

rats fed an identical B diet but not treated with hyperbaric

oxygen. Rats fed a basal diet supplemented with both vitamin

E and selenium (the B+E+Se diet) or with vitamin E alone (the

B+E diet) showed fairly constant a- and b- wave amplitudes

that did not decrease after 4 weeks of hyperbaric oxygen

treatment. Dietary antioxidants appear to provide protection

from hyperbaric oxygen damage to the retina.
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I. NTRODUCTION:

Hyperbaric ox:ygen therapy is currently being utilized at the

School of Aerospace Medicine to enhance wound healing and to

treat a variety of cl.incal disorders. These clinical

disorders include radiation necrosis, gas gangrene, gas

embolism. decompression sickness, osteomyelitis, carbon

monoxide and acute cyanide poisoning. Hyperbaric oxygen

therapy has also b=een, Used on an experimental basis to "real,

sickle cell crisis, hydrogen sulfide poisoning and carbon

tetrachloride poisoning and to promote fracture healing.

* The therapeutic benefits of long term hyperbaric: oxygen

treatment are potentially limited by the adverse clinical and

pathological effects of high oxygen concentration upon the

retina and the lung (1,2) and by adverse interactions with

prooxidant drugs (3). Gable and Townsend (4) have observed

* pulmonary lesions in victims of fatal military aircraft

accidents "possibly attributable to prolonged intermittent

supplemental oxygen, stressing the potential hazard of oxygen

toxicity for aviators". Oxygen toxicity to retinal and

pulmonary tissues most likely involves free radical damage to

biological membranes.

The retina is more sensitive to toxic and environmental

* disorders than Most other tissues. The retina is particularly

predisposed to the toxic effects of lipid peroxidation

62-3
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initiated by o::y-raclcal . 7his is tjeca se the retir, a has: a;

a very high content of pcvursaturate-- fatt, azids %about Z,§;.

b) a very high consumption of oxygen. about seven times more

per g of tissue than the brain; c) the presence of pigments

(e.Q. retinal) capabls of inducing photosensitized o:idation

reactions (6).

In some animal models hyperbaric oxygen causes severe retinal

pathology and. in humans, causes loss of visual fields and

visual definition (7). The ability of the retina to resist

oxidative damage is very dependent upon the functioning of

both enzymatic and chemical antioxidant mechanisms (8,9).

Vitamin E and selenium are micronutrients that play a central

role in physiological antioxidant mechanisms. Vitamin E

effectively quenches free radicals generated by lipid

peroxidation. Selenium is a cofactor for glutathione

peroxidase which detox:ifies lipid hydroperoxides. Dietary

deficiency of vitamin E and/or selenium cause in vivo lipid

peroxidation (10).

We have previously found that retinas from rats fed a standard

Purina diet have significant levels of vitamin E and the

selenoenzyme glutathione peroxidase. Retinal levels of

vitamin E and glutathione peroxidase are decreased to very low

levels by nutritional deficiency of vitamin E and selenium,

respectively (9,11).
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Rats +ed & diet deficient ir octri vitamin E and selenirum .the ,L

El diet" 4Or 20 wee.s or longer show retina] damaae as

~r1d'-atez t ' dezreaset F- an b-"aie eectroretilnorat ,EP.,

amplitudes (6). The retinal pigment epithelium of rats fed

the B diet also show a large accumulation of lipofuscin "'""

pigment as wel! as major ultrastructural alterations (11.12).

Lipofuscin pigment is thought to be a by-product of in vivo

lipid pero:idation. Recent in vitro studies of Armstrong, et

al. (17), have shown that intravitrael injections of synthetic

l-pld h operox des into rabbi4 eyes causes a marked decrease

in the amplitude of the a-, b- and c-waves of the ERG.

II. OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH EFFORT:

The research outlined in this preproposal is a direct

continuation and follow-up of the pilot research project

initiated at the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine (Brooks

AFB) during the Summer of 1984. The objectives of the current

research effort were to:

i) Investigate the toxic effects of long term

hyperbaric oxygen on rats fed diets deficient in

antioxidant nutrients. The toxicity of hyperbaric

oxygen was measured by recording electroretinograms,

weight, weight gain, and food consumption.

ii) Determine if short term hyperbaric oxygen

treatment will cause retinal damage in rats 7
previously fed an antioxidant deficient diet for 6

62-.
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thc- pc=sil protectIve e+fects o4

antioxidants nutrients on hyperbaric oxygen damage

to the retina. % "

iv) Determine if hyperbaric oxygen treatment results

in decreased levels of plasma vitamin E or plasma

and glutathione peroxidase

III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN:

The project was divided into two phases. In phase I

weanling rats were fed the B or B+E+Se diets. After two weeks

on this dietary regimen, HBO treatment was given to half the

rats in each dietary group for five days a weeks for a total

of four weeks. ERG measurements were made in all groups after

two and four weeks of HBO treatment. During phase I, rats in

B+HBO group were being depleted of vitamin E and selenium and

continuously treated with HBO. It is reasonable, therefore,

to ask whether any observed retinal damage in the phase I

B+HBO rats actually required long term HBO treatment. An

alternative hypothesis is that a critical level of vitamin E

and glutathione peroxidase exits below which retinal damage

° will be produced even with short short term HBO treatment.

This alternative hypothesis was tested in phase II of the

project by treating rats fed the B diet for 6 weeks with a

short term (3 days) treatment with HBO and then recording the

ERG amplitudes. In this experiment the rats would already be

62-6
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depleted of vitamin E and selenium at the time of HBO

treatment. The detailed methodology for phase I and phase II

of the project are detailed below.

Animals and Diets

Male, 30 g, inbred Fischer-344 (CDF) rats from Charles River

Breeding Laboratory were housed in suspended stainless steel,

wire-bottomed cages and maintained at 25+2 C and 50% relative :- 

humidity. Lighting was on a 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM light period

and a 6:00 PM to 6:00 AM dark period. Upon arrival at Brooks

AFB the rats were fed a normal Purina laboratory chow (Rodent V

Laboratory Chow 5001, Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, MO) and

water ad libitum for one week while under quarantine. The

rats were then randomly divided into the two dietary groups.

One group (24 rats) was fed a basal diet deficient in both

vitamin E and selenium (the B diet) and the other group (24

rats) was fed an identical diet but supplemented with both

these micronutients (the B+E+Se diet). The basal diet,

although deficient in vitamin E and Se, has adequate levels of

all other nutrients as proposed by the National Research

Council for the Laboratory Rat (14). The B+E+Se diet was

supplemented with 50 mg vitamin E per kg of diet (1.1 IU per

mg of DL-alpha-tocopherol) and 0.4 ppm Se (added as sodium - -

selenite).

All dietary supplies were purchased from U.S. Biochemical Co,

Cleveland, OH. Diets were frequently prepared in small

batches by slowly mixing the constituents to avoid heating,
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and stored at Glass and stainIe-s steel feeders v .8

(Hazeltor- Systems, Aberdeen, MD) were £ lled every 2 days and

any uneate-, food di=saroed to minimize 'rancidity. Fats in all

the dietary groups were provided with deionized water to which

ppm chromium (as CrCl3) was added. Both diet and drinking

water were provided ad libitum. The composition of the B diet

is given in Table 1.

Phase I-Hyerbaric Oxyqen Treatment

After being fed the B or B+E+Se diets for two weeks, eight

rats in each dietary group were exposed to 3.0 ATA of 100 7.'

oxygen for 1.5 hr/day, five days per week on a Monday to

Friday schedule. The hyperbaric chamber was installed in the

animal care room and oxygen was directly vented to the

outside. Eight rats in each dietary group were not treated

with HBO. These nonHBO rats served as controls to monitor

retinal damage that might be due to antioxidant deficiency

alone. The electroretinograms in the set of 32 phase I rats

was measured every two weeks. When the rats in the B+HBO

group showed diminished ERG a- and b-wave amplitudes they were

euthanized under halothane anesthetic and tissue samples

collected for furture structural and biochemical studies. The

remaining rats in the phase I study were also euthaniZed for

future studies.

Phase I1-Short term HBO ExRossure.".

Eight rats in each dietary group were not exposed to either

HBO treatment nor did they have ERGs recorded in phase-I of

62-e
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the experiment. These pr-ase • , rats were used -or ,

"short-te-f ' HPO treatment ex:pe-.ment. When the F-HEID rats

showCe Ed 3 aeter1oratior, 'aout 4 weekcs of HBO treatment; then

the 8 phase-Il rats in each dietary group were treated with

HBO for 3 days and ERGs recorded. If ERGs in the phase-II

P+HBO rats decreased as a result of this short-term HBO

treatment, it would indicate that dietary deficiencies of

vitamin E and Se are more important than 4 weeks of chronic

HBO expossure. From our previous pilot experiment, we know

that rats fed the B diet for 6 weeks, and not placed in the

HBO chamber, do not suffer ERG amplitude decreases.

Electroret i nograms

The electroretinograms (ERGs) were recorded in biweekly

intervals. ERG measurements were made using an aluminized

mylar plastic positive electrode placed on the cornea. This

electrode effectively eliminates the possibility of corneal

damage. The ground electrode was attached to the ear lobe and

a negative pin electrode inserted under the scalp. We used a

ganzfeld (whole field) flash, a Grass photostimulator and a

Tektronic model 6512 recording oscilloscope with a 5A22N

differential amplifier and a 5BION time base amplifier.

Animals were placed in a dark room for at least 1 hr before

measuring ERGs. About 10 min before recording an ERG, each ""

rat was anesthetized (IM injection) with 0.1 ml of ketamine .77

(50 mg/ml). At least six a- and b-wave amplitude measurements

were made for each eye in each rat.

62-9
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Vitamin E and Glutathione Peroxidase Activities.

Four rats from each group were evaluated for plasm6 vitamir E.

plasma glutathione peroxidase (GSHPX), and red tlood Lell

GSHPX on a biweekly basis. GSHPX is a selenoenzvme and its

activity in plasma and red blood cells (RBCs) is a good

measure of selenium status. Blood was obtained from each rat

after cutting (under methoxyfluorane anesthetization) off a ,..

small section from the end of the tail. This process is

relatively untraumatic and can easily be done on the same rat

on a biweekly basis. Blood was separated into plasma and

washed RBCs. The plasma vitamin E and GSHPX assays on plasma

and RBCs were done at Meharry Medical College by the P.I.

Statistics

Student's t-test and analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to

establish statistically significant differences (i.e. a P <

0.05) in the a- and b-wave ERG amplitudes of rats in the

various dietary groups.

IV RESULTS:

Phase I-Effects of antioxidant nutrients and long term 

erbaric o2>zgen treatment on electroretinograms. "-

Table 2 shows the a- and b-wave amplitudes recorded for the B

and B+E+Se groups either treated or not treated with HBO for 2"

or 4 weeks. After 2 weeks, we found the ERG amplitudes to be .

very similar in both the B and B+E+Se dietary groups and

* unaffectd by HBO treatment. Two-way analysis of variance with

unequal subsamples confirmed that the mean a-waves (or

62-10
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-- wves) w4e-e dtrush ir. *,-e four treatmer~t groups

- .. .'

at. weel %.

After 4 weeks of HBO treatment there was a marked decrease in .

the a-wave (p < 0.005) and b-wave (p < 0.05) ERG amplitudes of._:i!'

rats -n the B+HO group compared to rats in the BnonHBO -...

group. Rats supplemented with both vitamin E and Se showed no

decreases in a- or b-wave ERG amplitudes after 4 weeks of HBO

treatment. Furthermore, the ERG amplitudes of the B+E+Se

group (both HB.O and nonHBO) were similar at both 2 and 4 weeks

after the start of HBO treatment.

Phase II- The effects of short term HBO on rats deficient in

both vitamin E and Se.

In phase II, we examined the effects of a 3-day treatment with

HBO (3.0 ATA of 100% oxygen for 1.5 hr/day) on six rats

previously fed the B diet for eight weeks but not treated with

HBO. A control group of four B rats were not treated with

HBO. The a-wave amplitudes for this BtHBO group was 130+12

microvolts, which was very similar to that observed for the

control nonHBO B rats and similar to that previously observed

for B+E+Se rats (HBO or nonHBO). These data indicate that

prolonged HBO treatment, as well as vitamin E and selenium

deficiency are required for a decrease in a-wave amplitudes. * IL"

The b-wave amplitudes in the phase II B+HBO and B+nonHBO were

262+61 and 273+59 microvolts, respectively. The fact that the

b-wave amlitudes were similar indicates that short term HBO

E2-11



treatment tid nct cause anv decrease in retinal functior.. The

b-wave ampitudes for the E rats was hc.weve-. somewhat lower

afte e- E . et than alter weei .e r s coud

indicate that prolonged antioxidant deficiency can cause

retinal damage independent of HBO treatment.

Plasma vitamin E and selenium-giutathione pgeroxidase levels %

Table 3 provides the plasma vitamin E levels and the plasma

Se-glutathione peroxidase activities for rats in all treatment

groups at both 2 and 4 weeks after start of HBO. Rats fed the

vitamin E and Se deficient diet had significantly lower (p <

0.005) plasma vitamin E and plasma glutathione peroxidase than

rats fed the diet supplemented with these micronutrients. This

was true at both 2 and 4 weeks.

It is important to note that the levels of vitamin E and the

the activity of glutathione peroxidase were not influenced by

4 weeks of hyperbaric oxygen treatment. This result is

somewhat surprising. We anticipated that hyperbaric oxygen

would increase vitamin E utilization and therefore increase

vitamin E depletion in rats fed the B diet and treated with

HBO.

Weigh2tL _eight gain and food consumption.

The weights, weight gains and food consumption of rats in all

dietary groups at both 2 and 4 weeks of HBO treatment are

given in Table 4. These data indicate that neither diet or

HBO treatment has any significant effects on the weights,

62-12 *i.
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weichtca~.5 ioo-zi corsumntijri - rits in the ex.perirnentil

;:rotocc, F-r. our previous pi lot experiment, we know that

i ee 4- a n~e tnt r e ate t vi h'. HO i 1l h a ve a n ccr c-a sed

weight gain compared to nonHBO B rats soon after 4 weeks of

HBO treatment. .~'.

V RECOMMENDATI ONS: .'

Dietary deficiences of both vitamin E and selenium were found

to adversely effect the electrophysiological response of the

retina to light in rats treated wi th hyperbaric oxvo. en -for 4

weeks. Decreased a-wave and b-wave ERG amplitudes as a result

of hyperbaric ox:ygen treatment were apparent only in rats

deficient in both vitamin E and selenium. Hafeman and

Hoetstra (10) have shown that dietary deficiency of both

vitamin E and selenium is much more effective in promoting in

vivo lipid peroxidation than dietary deficeincy of either

vitamin E or selenium alone.

Rats are generally considered a species very resistant to

oxidative damage. Rats have enzymatic antioxidant mechanisms

that can be induced in response to oxidative stress (6,9,15).

The degree to which a organism can induce these enzymatic

antioxidant mechanisms may be an important parameter in

determining an organism's susceptibility to oxygen toxicity.

For example, glutathione-S-transferase activity in the rat

* lung increases in response to hyperoxia (15). A number of

* gl'utatlhione-S-transferase isozymes have a unonselenium

glutathione peroxidase" activity that may protect against

62-13 hlI
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damaging ir. vivz li. p perox:idatior reactions. Trhese

potental enzymatlc eponses to HBO treatment in rats must tE

charac:er z et be+oE tie relevanc, o our results to tunIarL ,

can be understood.

Our results suggest thet nutritional supplementation of

patients with antioxidant nutrients could diminish the oxygen

tox'icity problems associated with HBO therapy. Hyperbaric ''"

oxygen therapy has been been experimentally used in the

treatment of siztle cell crisis episodes. We and other

investigators have found that sickle cell disease patients --

have a profound dLficiency of vitamin E. We would therefore

recommend that the vitamin E status of sickle cell patients be

carefully considered before any treatment with hyperbaric

oxygen. Precautions in using HBO therapy would also be

indicated in any disease states in which antioxidant

mechanisms could be impaired.

Four animals in the B, B+HBO, B+E+Se and the B+E+Se+HBO groups

were euthanized at week 6 and samples of lung, liver, and

retina tissue were stored at -70 C for biochemical analyses.

Four rats were also perfused with Karnofsky's fixative.

Retinal tissues were embedded in Epon for future analyses by

fluorescent microscopy, phase contrast microscopy, and

electron microscopy. We recommended follow-on biochemical

studies of lung, liver and retinal tissues and detailed

light/electron microscopy studies of retinal tissues, be

pursued as detailed in the RESEARCH INITIATION PROPOSAL.
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Table 1. Composition of basal diet.

Ingredi ent g / I Cog

Tourl1a yeast 36.00

Sucrose 43.05

Corn oil, tocopherol stripped 14.50

Vitamin mix 1 2. 20

Mineral mix Draper 2 4.00

L-Methi oninfe 0.2

1. The vitamin mixture provided: (in mg/100 g of diet)

ascorbic acid, 99; inositol, 11; choline chloride, 16.5;

p-aminobenzoic acid, 11; niacin, 9.9; riboflavin, 2.2;

pyridoxine-HCl, 2.2; thiamin HCl, 2.2; calcium pantothenate,

6.6; biotin, 0.05; folic acid, 0.2; vitamin B-12, 0.003. In

addition the vitamin mixture contains: (in units /100 g of

diet) vitamin A acetate, 1980; calciferol(D3), 220.2.

2The salt mix provided (in mg/100 g of diet): CaCO3, 654;

CuSO4.5H20, 0.72; Ca3(P04)2", 1422; Ferric citrate.3H20, 64;

MnSO4.H20), 5.5; potassium citrate.H20, 946; 1<1, 0.16;

K2HPO4, 309; NaCl, 432; ZnCO3, 1.8; and McCO3, 164.
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Table 2 %

The effects of hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) on a- anc b-wave

electrore'inoqCrar, (ERG) amplitudes ior r-,Ets; ievJ t1E &trer

defizient or supplemented with vitamin E and selenium.. Each

entry is mean4SEM and the number of animals is indicated in

parentheses.

time treatment diet a-wave b-wave

weeks mi crovol ts

2 HBO(8) B 148+20 332+61

nonHBO(8) B 139+14 320+31

2 HBO(B) B+E+Se 148+10 359+23.

2 nonHBO(7) B+E+Se 140+14 320+31

4 HBO(8) B 83+13* 255+30**

4 nonHBO(17) B 151+12 369+29

4 HBO(6) B+E+Se 139+17 360+38.

4 nonHBD(18) B+E+Se 135+9 326+22

S p K 0.005 ** p K 0.05 vs. nonHBO
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Table 4

Weight (g), weight gain/day (g/day) and food consumption

(g/day) for rats fed diets either deficient (B diet) or

* supplemented (B-$E+Se) with vitamin E and selenium. Rats in

both dietary groups were either treated (HBO) or not treated

* with hyperbaric oxygen (nonHBO).

*treatment time on diets (weeks)
*group 0 2 4 6

B (20) +nonHBO
weight 94.2-0.2 131.0+1.8 168.2+6.8 186.0+10.7

wt.gain/day - .6 2.7 1.3
food/day -- 11.1 11.4

* B+HBO(8)
weight 92.1+2.0 12'6.8+3.3 161.0+4.2 183.0±6.3

wt.gain/day -2.5 2.5 1.6
food/day -- 10.8 10.2

B+E+Se+nonHBO (20)
weight 93.3+1.9 128.9+3.0 176.1+3.2 200.0+3.2

wt.gain/day -2.5 3.4 1.7
food/day -- 10.9 12.3

* B+E+Se+HBO (8)
weight 94.0+3.0 127.5+3.2 161.0+4.2 178.0+4.9

wt.gain/day -2.4 2.4 1 .2I ..
food/day -11.2 10.4

The number of rats is given in parentheses. Each data entry
* is mean+SEM
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Tab 'e e

Antiox:idant levels (nean+SEM) in rats fed diets supplemented

(E'+E+Se) or deficient (B) in vitamin E and selenium and with *

or without hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) treatment.

time treatment vitamin E glutathione peroxidase

ugfml of plasma milli e.u./ul of plasma

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2 B+HBO 1.6+0.1* 4.0)+0.2-*

2 B 2.0+0.1* 4.2+0.61

2 B+E+Se+HBO 5.5+0.6 11.0+1.0

2 B+E+Se 6.1+0.4 a. 9+1. 2

4 B+HBO 0.8+0.1* 2.2+1.0*

4 B 0.8+0.1* 2.1+0.5*

4 B+E+Se+HBO 5.0+0.8 8.2+1.4

B+E+Se 4.3+0.5 9. 8+2.8a

1. Rats were on the indicated diets for 2 weeks longer than

the time indicated in the table. Four rats were used in each h

table entry. Milli e.u. for glutathione peroxidase activity

is nanomoles of NADPH ox:idized per min.

It indicates a p < 0.005 vs. the B+E+Se groups.

I1
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ATTENUATION OF 28 GHZ BEACON SIGNALS -. -

" ~IN THREE CALIFORNIA STORMS ":-

"" by

: ~Larry Vardiman ---

4,'

Three case studies of attenuation through stratiform and convec-"'"-
tive Sierra Nevada storms from the winter of 1979-1980 were studied.

A 28 GHz (I .05cm) dual channel radiometer was positioned on the Sacra-
mento Valley floor just upwind of the central Sierra. It measured the

signal strength from the COMSTAR satellite and brightness temperature-'-
f rom the cloud along the same path. Microphysics data from a cloud " °

.o'

physics aircraft were used to calculate attenuation and brightness
temperature from the same cloud volume...,

Measured and calculated values of attenuation for weak precipita- i
tion agree, however large differences for heavier precipitation do not .[..
permit a conclusion regarding the importance of snow above the melting-.."""
layer on attenuation. Flight patterns used to acquire the hydrometeor
data may have contributed to the differences. ,.
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I• I N "R 0 DU CT I ON:

The United States Air Force (USAF) is concerned about the effect of

storms on the transmission of millimeter wave-length signals from satel-

lite to-ground and ground-to-ground systems. In the frequency band

from 20 to 100 GHz the effect of rain and snow can be important. In

this frequency band the wave length of the signal is on the same order

as the size of the precipitation particles. A combination of Mie and

Raleigh scattering theory applies and consideration of both ice and

water phases must be made. Descriptions of the effects of hydrometeors

on millimeter wave communication in the atmosphere have been reported

by Hogg (1968), Hogg and Chu (1975), Tiffany (1983), and Ebersole et.

al. (1985).

Although the theory of attenuation of radio waves through a scat-

tering medium has been fairly well developed, the simultaneous measure-

ment of attenuation and in-situ particle distributions over long path

lengths in precipitating events is relatively scarce. . .

In discussing possible research topics for a summer appointment at

the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL), I recalled that such measure-

ments had been made as part of the Sierra Cooperative Pilot Project

(SCPP) during the winter of 1979-80 in northern California. The purpose

of the original measurements was to develop a remote sensing technique

for identifying super-cooled liquid water in support of cloud-seeding

experiments in the Sierra Nevada. Cloud liquid measurement by microwave

sensors is described by Snider, Burdick, and Hogg (1980), Snider,

Guiraud, and Hogg (1980), and Hogg et. al. (1983). The description of

the deployment and analysis of the radiometer system in the SCPP is

given in Snider and Hogg (1981) and the SCPP Data Inventory (1979-80).

In summary, the system was a dual channel radiometer which measured
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the signal strength of the 28.56 GHz beacon on the COMISTAR Satellite

(see Cox, 1978) while simultaneously measuring the brightness tempera-

ture of the cloud and precipitation particles along the same path at

the same frequency.

A full compliment of meteorological and cloud physics measurements

were made in association with the radiometer data (see the SCPP data in-

ventory 1979-80). The most important measurements for the purposes of

this study were the microphysics measurements made with the University

of Wyoming cloud physics aircraft. Discussions of the instrumentation

flown on this aircraft are given in Cooper (1978) and Gordon and Marwitz

* " (1984). Analysis and interpretation of data in support of the SCPP are

reported in Stewart and Marwitz (1980), Pace (1980), Parish et. al.

*- (1981), Stewart and Marwitz (1982), Bradford (1982), Stewart, Marwitz

* and Pace (1984), and Gordon and Marwitz (1985). &

It was decided that these data sources should provide a unique

opportunity to compare the direct measurement of signal attenuation

through precipitating storms with the attenuation calculated from the

particle distributions measured in-situ.

My selection for this research was based on the background in cloud

physics developed over five years with the USAF Air Weather Service

working on fog dispersal applications, five years of graduate research

at Colorado State University in orographic cloud seeding, and eight

years with the US Bureau of Reclamation working on cloud physics re- I"

_ '. *..-
search in the Sierra Nevada.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT':

The goal of this research was to compare measured and calculated

attenuation in California storms using data from the SCPP. This was to
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be accomplished for at least two cases at the frequency of the COMSTAR e

beacon (28.56 GHz/1.05c).

The objectives under this goal were to:

a. Identify at least one stratiform and one convective case with

adequate data to justify a full analysis.

b. Reduce aircraft data and calculate vertical distributions of

cloud and hydrometeor water contents.

c. Develop a simple computer model to compute attenuation and

brightness temperature expected along the signal path from

the satellite beacon to the radiometer.

d. Compute the attenuation and brightness temperature for the

same conditions using a standard model developed at AFGL .

called RADTRAN. -"

e. Compare the computed values with the measured values.

f. Develop recommendations for future field research on attenua-

tion.

III. Analysis:

a. Identification of Case Studies

An initial selection of case studies was made using the Pro-

ject SKYWATER Data inventory (1980), the radiometer logs in Snider and

Hogg (1981), and the meteorological descriptions found in Rhea et. al.

(1980). The initial criteria used to select cases were that the radio-

meter and microphysics aircraft operated simultaneously in a precipita-

tion event and the aircraft was flown approximately along the beam from %, •

the COMSTAR satellite to the radiometer. Upon more careful analysis 1,

~.of the data after arriving at AFGL, it was discovered that all of the

cases initially selected were flown in light precipitation. Since the

attenuation of millimeter signals is only a problem in moderate to

.... .... ... ... ...... .



heavy precipitation, it was decided that a new search for heavier pre- .e

cipitation cases would be initiated. Tnis time the requirement that

the aircraft flight be along the beam was relaxed so that soundings by

the aircraft through cloud in the vicinity of the radiometer would be

satisfactory. Two cases were identified which met these criteria -- 9

January 1980 and 14 January 1980. One light precipitation case from

the earlier search -16 February 1980 -- was retained for comparative

purposes. The 9 January and 16 February cases were both stratiform

and the 14 January case was convective. The attenuation and brightness

temperature measured by the radiometer and the precipitation rate at

the radiometer site are shown in Figure 1 for the three cases.

b. Reduction of Aircraft Data

The processing of aircraft microphysics data was a sizable

task. Over 200 variables were available for each second of flight

during the 20 hours of archived aircraft data received. This massive

amount of data was reduced to selected variables and flight times of

interest by several programs written on the CYBER computer at AFGL.

Averages of many of the variables were made over time intervals deter-

mined by the aircraft flight patterns and sample volumes of the hydro-

meteor probes. The selection of appropriate averaging times was an

integral part of the analysis. If the time interval was too short, an

insufficient number of particles would be sampled in the large size

bins of the hydrometeor probes, causing a significant error. If the

time interval was too long, the vertical resolution in computed varia-

bles would be too great. This problem will be addressed in the recom- *. '

mendations section regarding flight patterns for data collection. The

final averaging interval of 30 seconds was selected for the 9 January
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and 16 February cases. In both of these cases the aircraft had been

flown in an ascending pattern at a rate of about 1000-1500 ft/min.

For the 14 January case the aircraft was flown at seven levels through

a banded feature. The variables were averaged over 4 minutes centered

on the band. This provided excellent microphysics data but poor verti-

cal resolution.

The end product desired from the aircraft microphysics data was a

vertical distribution of cloud and hydrometeor equivalent water contents

for the three cases. It was initially assumed that the variables calcu-

lated by the University of Wyoming would be adequate for this study, r'..

but after some effort to use their values it was realized that we would

have to use the particle spectra from the hydrometeor probes and calcu- .

late our own. The first effort at calculating hydrometeor contents

used only the 2DC PMS probe. This was an improvement, but the sample

volume for the large bins was inadequate. Therefore, PMS-2DP size

spectra were then included. With this inclusion of the 2D probe,

however, hydrometeor contents were only stable if bins which contained

less than 10 particles in a sample were excluded. One other adjustment

was made near the end of the analysis. The University of Wyoming pro-

vides two types of size spectra for each hydrometeor probe. The first

rejects artifact images caused by water "streaking" off the edges of

the probes. The second rejects images, in addition to the "streakers",

which do not have a certain degree of circularity. For a full discus-

sion of the criteria for rejection of artifacts, see Cooper (1978).

Since in this analysis we wanted to include all real particles, includ-

ing angular ice crystals, we ose the first type of spectra for our

calculations. However, we found that one of the passes just below the

melting level on the 14 January case gave extremely high values of

63-8 5~
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hydrometeor water content unless we used the second type of spectra. '. ..

In looking at the particle images, we discovered that some of them

were gigantic (up to 8 cm) and appeared to be either large, wet snow-

flakes or artifacts. By using the second type of spectra these peculiar

particles were rejected, thus not affecting the calculation of water

contents. Such particles, if they are real however, could have an im-

portant effect on attenuation because of their large size. The great- .

est degree of uncertainty in making these calculations occurs in the

melting layer because of the difficulty in identifying particle type,

shape, and size.

The calculation of liquid water content below the melting layer is

quite straightforward since the particles are mostly spherical. In the

melting layer and above, however, the particle shape and density are

highly speculative causing a great degree of uncertainty in calculating

equivalent water content. After, several unsuccessful attempts to cal-

culate water contents using the size to mass conversion equations of

Nakaya (1954), we elected to use the conversion equations developed by

Berthel (1981), at AFGL. We used his needle equation fitted to a gamma

distribution for the 14 January and 16 February cases and the plate

family equation for the 9 January case. It is obvious when looking at

the particle images that a mixture of particle types is present and no

single equation will properly apply to any given case. The 16 February
r

case contained mostly needles and probably fits the equation better

than the others.

The assumption was made in these calculations that all particles

above the 0C level were ice crystals and all particles below were water

drops. In Sierra Nevada storms relatively few water drops occur above

the 0C because of the abundance of ice crystals, which will quickly
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nucleate any supercooled drops. The assumption above the 0OC level is '-*.

probably quite good. Below the 00 level, however, melting snow can

take several hundreds of meters to completely melt, forming liquid %

drops. The assumption that all particles below the 0OC level are

liquid probably overestimates the liquid water content. However, the

attenuation based on this inflated hydrometeor liquid water content

may not be far from reality because an electromagnetic wave "sees" a -

water-coated ice particle, almost as if it were a spherical water drop

of the same size. Therefore, this assumption should be appropriate

for use in calculating attenuation even though the actual hydrometeor

liquid water content would probably be less.

Cloud liquid water content was measured by the PMS Forward Scat-

tering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) and is assumed to be liquid throughout

the entire depth of the cloud. Because the cloud liquid water contents

in Sierra Nevada storms are seldom greater than .1 gm/m 3 , the integra-

tion of the FSSP spectra is considered to be more accurate than the

Johnson-Williams liquid water content measurements.

C. Development of a Simple Attenuation Model

The attenuation of an electromagnetic signal in cloud and pre-
-'SN.

cipitation as a function of temperature and wavelength has been report-

ed by Gunn and East (1954). Snider, Burdick and Hogg (1980) fit a

quadratic equation to this data to develop the attenuation coefficient

for cloud water at 28.56GHz as a function of temperature.

0w(T) = (43.164- .287T + .000482T2)LWC (1)

where aw = db/)n

LWC = gm/m3

- By fitting the data from Gunn and East 1954) or the data from Tiffany
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(1983) to a log-log plot the attenuation coefficient for rain at 28.56

GHz can be found.

= .21 Rr "96 6 6  (2)

where OR - dB/km

Rr - mm/hr

Although most investigators have discounted the contribution of

snow on attenuation because of its low index of refraction, a recent

analysis of data from the SNOW experiments by Ebersole et. al. (1985)

has indicated that "attenuation due to falling snow will be significant

at some frequencies if the path length is several kilometers." Fitting

a straight line through the center of Ebersole's data gives the follow-

ing equation for the attenuation coefficient of snow at 35GHz.

s= .6 IWC (3)

where n = dB/km

IWC = gm/m
3

Note, that Ebersole's attenuation coefficient for snow is in terms

of a mass density rather than a precipitation rate. This formulation
'.-'-'

would seem to be more appropriate for rain as well, since the estimate

of precipitation rates from aircraft or radar data introduce additional

error due to uncertainties in fall velocity.

If we can now assume that we have accurate attenuation coeffici-

ents, we need only multiply the appropriate value of attenuation co-

efficient for cloud, rain, and snow by the thickness of each layer in

the storm. The total vertical attenuation is then the sum of all

layers. Since the radiometer was "looking" through the storm at an

angle of 32.60 from the horizontal, the actual attenuation along the

63-11
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beam is the vertical attenuation divided by the sine of 32.60. This

model does not take into account the attenuation due to water vapor.

If y is the attenuation in each layer due to the cloud water, rain, %

and snow; then the contribution of each layer to the brightness temper-

ature seen by the radiometer is: . -

TB (1-exp(y/4.343)) Tm (4)

where TB = OK

y = dB

Tm = K"

Tm is the mass weighted temperature of each layer in the storm. The

total brightness temperature seen by the radiometer is then the sum of

the contributions from each layer.

A computerized model based upon the preceeding discussion was

formulated to calculate the attenuation and brightness temperature in

each layer and find the totals "seen" by the radiometer.

d. Computation of Attenuation on RADTRAN

The same vertical distribution of cloud and hydrometeor water

" contents used in the simple model was also input to a standard attenua-

tion model developed by Falcone et. al. (1982) called RADTRAN. RADTRAN

is a fast computer code designed to model atmospheric microwave trans-

*" mission and emission. The model considers attenuation by atmospheric

gases including water vapor, which was not handled by the simple model

above. Attenuation for rain is determined by table interpolation and

for cloud water by multiplication of a factor times the liquid water
• >.5:

content. The model does not calculate attenuation for snow or ice.

IV. RESULTS:

Tables 1 and 2 show the calculated and measured values of attenua-
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tion and brightness temperature for the three cases studies. Note

that the simple model did not compute attenuation due to water vapor

and RADTRAN did not compute attenuation due to snow. The radiometer .-

* values are averages of observed attenuation and brightness temperature

during the period of aircraft sampling for the 16 February and 9 Jan-

uary cases. For the 14 January case the radiometer values are averages

during the 40 minute period from 2040 to 2120 GMT when the precipitation

band was estimated to have been in the radiometer beam.

The calculated values of the attenuation for cloud and rain agree

quite well between the two models, although the simple model is consis-

tently higher. Uncorrected values from RADTRAN are consistently less

than observed by the radiometer. Uncorrected values from the simple

model are also less than observed by the radiometer except for the 14

January case. Rain is the primary contributor to attenuation for the

two heavy precipitation cases. Water vapor and possibly snow are the

main contributors to attenuation for the 16 February light precipitation

case.

A best estimate of attenuation for each case was made by combining

". results from the two models and correcting for a wet antenna. The at-

tenuation for water vapor from RADTRAN was added to the total attenua-

*tion calculated by the simple model. In addition, .3dB was added to

correct for a wet antenna for the 9 January and 14 January cases, as

suggested by Snider and Hogg (1981). With these adjustments, best es-

timates of attenuation are still low for the two stratiform cases on

16 February and 9 January, but quite high for the 14 January convective

case compared to the measured attenuation. The relative error is small

for the weakest case on 16 February but much larger for the heavier

• " 63-13
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precipitation cases.

o effort was made to evaluate the relative values of brightness .

temperature because of the divergent values of attenuation.

16 FEB 9 JAN 14 JAN

S CLOUD .109 .183 .254
I "

M 0 RAIN .003 .739 3.753
P D
L E SNOW .183 .341 1.166

E L
TOTAL .295 1.263 5.173

R CLiOJD .099 .178 .226

A
D RAIN .000 .597 3.327 z

T
R WATER VAPOR .292 .386 .413
A

N TOTAL .391 1.151 3.966

RADIOMETER .62 2.68 4.17

BEST ESTIMATE .6 2.0 5.9

REL. ERROR -5% -25% +41%

Table 1 Measured and Calculated Attenuation in dB

16 FEB 9 JAN 14 JAN

SIMPLE MODEL 17.8 74.8 236.9

RADTRAN 27.1 69.6 160.4

RADIOMETER 22.9 114.7 153.9

REL. ERROR -22% -35% +54%

Table 2. Measured and Calculated Brightness Temperature in OK.

V. CONCLUSIONS:

Based on the values in Table 1, it is concluded that measured and

4
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calculated values of attenuation for weak precipitation agree quite

well. However, for heavier precipitation cases, which are the more

important, agreement is not as good. Because the relative errors for

the two heavier precipitating cases are large and of opposite sign, it

is not possible to conclude whether snow is a factor which should be "'

considered in attenuation calculations or not. Since rain is the

primary contributor to attenuation when it occurs, any error in its

calculation will sway the results markedly. Unfortunately, the aircraft

data taken below the melting level were relatively poor. The flight

patterns used for the 9 January and 14 January cases were not intended

for this study. One reason the 16 February case agrees as well as it

does may be because it was specifically designed for this purpose.

The 14 January case only had passes at two levels from which hydrometeor

water contents and precipitation rates were estimated over a vertical

distance of approximately 2 kilometers. In addition, it would appear

that from an overlay of the aircraft flight track on the radar PPI,

the aircraft was directed through heavier precipitation at and below

the melting layer. The radiometer likely observed weaker precipitation

than the aircraft, on the average. For the 9 January case the precipi-

tation rate below the melting level appears to have been seriously

underestimated from the aircraft data because the aircraft sounding

was made in such a way that the low end of the track was in a weaker

region of precipitation. The aircraft ascended from southwest to

northeast in an orographic cloud where the precipitation rate increased

markedly in the same direction. '-

Considering the problems with the data cited above, it is remark-

able that the results are as close as they appear. However, the reader
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is cautioned to remember that the relative errors are calculated on

attenuation in decibels. Averages and relative differences of logar-

ithmic variables always appear better than they really are.

Assuming the data acquisition problems can be resolved, the next

major source of error is probably the calculation of hydrometeor water

content from the PMS probes. Rain water content below the melting layer

is probably not too bad because the particles are spherical. However,

in the melting layer and above, the conversion from particle size spec-

tra to water content is a major problem. The use of a single crystal-

type equation for each case seemed to give reasonable results, but the

water contents and precipitation rates could easily be wrong by a factor
r .'€

of two or more. One possible calibration of these quantities would be -

the detailed investigation of the radar reflectivity in the vicinity

of the aircraft. Both the SKYWATER radar and the NCAR CP-2 doppler

radar were operating during this season. Unfortunately, neither of

these comparisons would provide an absolute calibration, since the

crystal type and conversion equations must again be considered in

these data. A better calibration would probably be the comparison of

calculated precipitation rates from the PMS probes with measured pre-

cipitation rates in gauges located in the Sierra Nevada in and above

the melting layer. Some 75 gauges were operated in the SCPP downwind

of the Sheridan radar during 1979-80 with .25mm and 15 minute resolu-

tion.

• ".
VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The results and conclusions of this study have led to several

recommendations for further research. These recommendations can be

divided into two main categories.
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a. Future Data Acquisition Procedures

Since rain is the primary contributor to attenuation, measure-

ment of its spatial and temporal characteristics are crucial to esti-

mates of its effect on attenuation. Flight patterns should be designed

which allow sampling all the way to ground level in the vicinity of

project radiometers. Missed approaches to nearby airports or launch

and recovery from fields near the radiometers are possibilities. Pre-

cipitation gauges in the same location with as fine a time and precipi-

tation resolution as possible are necessary to calibrate calculations

with the PMS probes. Flights should be made in as uniform conditions .',...

as possible with the long dimension of any flight patterns in the

direction of greatest uniformity. Vertical ascents or descents should

be made slowly (no more than 300 ft/min, if continuous) or in shallow

increments (in 1000 ft levels, if discontinuous). If flights are made

in vertical increments, sampling should be done for 2-4 minutes at

each level, depending on the particle concentration. Sufficient samp-

ling at the large bin sizes will take times of this order. Flights

should be made entirely through the top of a storm, if possible. Such

a flight will take an hour or more, so meteorological features measured

should be on the scale of 25 km or more in horizontal size. Race

track or corkscrew flight patterns are recommended.

b. Further Data Analysis Approaches . .

It would seem beneficial to analyze two or three additional

cases from the SCPP similar to those contained in this report. However,

several additional guidelines should be added to the search for cases.

First, the aircraft ascents or descents should be parallel to the bar-

rier. Second, the ascents or descents should be as slow as possible.
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Third, they should extend from above cloud top to ground level.

Calibration of calculated precipitation rates should be made

using the precipitation gauges in and above the melting level in the .

Sierra. Adjustments could be made in the calculated precipitation rates

by selecting equations more closely matching crystal types observed and

adjusting fall velocities to take into account average orographic ascent.
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MAXIMUM VOLUNTARY HAND GRIP TORQUE FOR CIRCULAR ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS m9

Dr. S. Keith Adams .'\

and
Philip J. Peterson

ABSTRACT

A study employing twenty male and eleven female subjects was

performed to determine maximum hand grip torque that can be exerted

when tightening or loosening circular electrical connectors. A static, .

sustained three-second exertion was used as the strength criterion.

Torque was applied to simulated connector rings with diameters of

0.9, 1.5, and 2.0 inches and was measured by means of a single bridge

torsional load cell. Other variables tested included the type of

grip employed (full or fingertip), orientation of the connector (front,

right side, or rear facing behind a barrier), the use of work gloves

and chemical defense gloves, the height of the connectors (60% and 85%

of the maximum reach height) and the direction of rotation. Hand

grip torque strength was found to be directly related to connector

diameters with similar strength patterns exhibited for tightening and

loosening. Higher torque was exerted when the connectors were on the

subject's right side, and tightening and loosening effort corresponded '" *~

to flexing and extending the wrist parallel to the forearms. The

use of gloves resulted in higher torque in most situations. Connector

height and direction of rotation had little effect on torque strength.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Aircraft maintainability is currently recognized as a major problem

area by the U.S. Air Force. Approximately 35% of the lifetime cost of

military systems is spent for maintenance [1). Modern aircraft are

extremely complex in design and function, and physical demands and " '

trouble-shooting skill requirements for maintenance personnel have ..--

grown with this complexity. A recent development, which has complicated

the problem even more, has been the introduction of computer-aided

designs that permit hardware choices and configurations to be generated

rapidly with little regard for maintainability problems that may arise.

The result has been an increase in ergonomic problems in maintainability

stemming from inadequate work space, restricted vision, and strength

or body position requirements that exceed the capabilities of many

maintenance personnel.

A three-dimensional, computerized representation of human anthropo-

metry, strength, mobility, manual material-handling capability, and

visual limitations supported by a strong ergonomic data base was needed

to handle these problems. This concept had worked well in cockpit design

through the development and use of COMBIMAN [1,2]. It was thought

that a similar model for maintenance could be developed; except that

for this application, multiple body positions would have to be accounted

for with strength and mobility considered in each position. Thus the

concept of a CREW CHIEF model evolved that, when fully developed, will

represent the maintenance technician performing many basic tasks in a

simulated, computer-aided, design-compatible image.
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It was quickly realized that a great deal of supporting ergonomic

data based on experiments on strength testing, manual handling and

hand tool usage would be needed. In addition, information was needed

on how arctic and chemical defense clothing and gloves affected the

performance of basic maintenance tasks. This broad research effort

was broken down into a number of subtasks. The study of electrical

connectors is representative of a unit problem area.

The principal investigator, S. Keith Adams, and a graduate assist-

ant, Philip J. Peterson, became aware of the opportunity to participate

in the Summer Faculty Research/Graduate Student Summer Support Program

through announcements provided by the Air Force Office of Scientific

Research (AFOSR). The principal investigator selected the Aerospace

Medical Research Laboratory (AMIRL) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

as his first choice because of prior knowledge of the research in bio-

mechanics that had been completed there and the desire to participate

in these new developments.

The principal investigator's background includes includes teaching,

research, industrial summer employment, and consulting in many areas

of basic and applied ergonomics. Organizations have included Western

Electric Co., Eastman Kodak, Employers Insurance of Wausau, NIOSH, the

U.S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory, Science Applications Inc.,

Rockwell International, Essex Corporation and others. Research and

* application problems related to this summer's work have included:

uses of the force platform in analyzing human effort, development of

criteria and standards for manual material handling, development of

... . .4. . .
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standards and criteria for combat vehicle evaluation, and evaluation

of maintenance tasks in nuclear power plants.

II. OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this study was to define and quantify the relation-

ship between hand grip torque applied from a standing posture and six

independent variables affecting static torque strength when performing -.

the task of attaching or removing circular multi-pin electrical con-

nectors. An overall objective of this research was to add more

information to the data base being used to quantify ergonomic require-

ments for aircraft maintenance under the CREW CHIEF program being

conducted by the U.S. Air Force.

The six variables selected for study were connector size, grip

type, orientation, glove usage, connector height, and direction of

torque. At the conclusion of the study, it was decided that additional

research should be conducted concerning the effect of crowding by

adjacent connectors. Research on the effects of using right-angled

connectors was also proposed. The overall goal of these studies was

to quantify all important ergonomic variables affecting the attachment

and detachment of electrical connectors so that these factors may be

incorporated into computer-aided design models for aircraft hardware

configuration. As an end result, aircraft should be better designed

for the capabilities of those who will maintain them, thus improving

maintainability and aircraft readiness.
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A. Electrical Connectors

This study was focused entirely on simulating the tightening and

loosening of circular electrical connectors. These devices are used

to connect and disconnect multi-wired electrical cables linking one

electrical device to another by means of a threaded, female, connector

ring that rotates onto a threaded, male shaft, thereby forcing connector -

pins into their respective sockets. The ring is knurled to reduce

hand slippage. In addition to the ring and cylindrical socket mounting

assembly, the connector includes a backshell that fits over the assembly

behind the rotating connector ring. This houses the cable connections

entering the connector. It is also knurled to permit holding while

the ring is rotated. A cable clamp with tightening bolts is used behind

the backshell to provide rigid support for the entering cable and its

sheathing. A sample of typical circular connectors used by the U.S. Air

Force is shown in Fig. 1(d).

,. '." -

III. LITERATURE REVIEW -

Only a few studies have been conducted on the measurement of hand

grip torque strength. No published studies were found that involved

the use of electrical connectors. Results of other studies were found

to be useful in suggesting a theoretical basis for interpreting some of
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Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus. (a) Frame with movable mounting -::-
plate and mounted load cell. (b) Simulated connector rings. •o.
(c) Backshells for simulated connectors. (d) Electrical "4.

connectors. -a''
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the findings and in suggesting future extensions of the present investi-

gation.

The need for computer-aided design models to support ergonomics -2"."

in equipment design has been expressed in a number of publications

[1-31. The development of the CREW CHIEF computer-aided design model

of an aircraft maintenance technician is of particular interest for

maintainability [I]. When completed, this model will provide an air-

craft or missile system designer with the ability to simulate maintenance

operations and to predetermine limitations imposed by technician

anthropometry, mobility, strength, and visibility under defined field

conditions. The present study is one of many that will provide the

ergonomic data needed as a basis for development the CREW CHIEF model.

A recent study of hand torque strength using smooth phenolic

cylindrical handles with diameters from 0.95 cm to 8.89 cm was reported

by Replogle [4]. A theoretical model for predicting torque as a func-

tion of handle diameter, gripped area, and relative grip force (propor-

tional to the gripped circumferential angle) was proposed. Torque strength
.1,-,

was found to increase up to about 2.5 cm (grip span diameter) with the

square of the handle diameter, then to increase at a decreasing rate

beyond that diameter up to a maximum of about 5 cm. Pheasant and

O'Neill 15] conducted a study of screwdriver handles and the effect of

size (diameter), shape, and quality of interface upon grip torque strength.

. .They also made torque strength comparisons between the various screw-

driver handles and smooth and rough steel cylinders. Handle shape was

found to be unimportant. Handle diameter and the quality of interface

(affected by friction and contact area) were important. Maximum torque
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occurred at a diameter of 4 cm. Recommendations included the maximiza-

tion of hand/handle contact area and the use of a 5-cm diameter knurled

cylindrical handle as a basic simple design.

Swain, Shelton, and Rigby conducted an experiment to determine

the maximum torque generated by men were standing while operating - -

small, diamond-shaped, knurled knobs -j. The knobs were 3/8, 1/2,

and 3/4 inches in diameter. Subjects represented urban and military

nuclear maintenance personnel. Overall mean torque was approximately

10 in.-lbs for the 3/4 in. knob, 5.6 in.-lbs for the 1/2 in. knob and

4.3 in.-lbs for the 3/8 in. knob. Standard deviations for the three i

knob sizes were approximately 2.3, 1.2, and 1.1 in.-lbs, respectively.

A study conducted by Rohles, Moldrup, and Laviana investigated

the jar opening capability of elderly men and women [7]. Eight

common sizes of jar lids were tested, ranging in diameter from 27 mm ,. *

to 123 mm (1 in. to 4.8 in.). Torque values for men ranged from (0.5-1)

to (3-11) N-m or (4.4-8.8) to (26-97) in.-lbs for the smallest and

largest diameters, respectively. .. %,

The effect of the handgrip span upon isometric strength and strength

endurance was investigated by Petrofsky et al. [8]. An optimum handgrip

* length was found to exist for each subject. On the average, this was

approximately 5-6 cm (2-2.4 in.) for males and females.

The procedures used for measuring maximum voluntary handgrip

torque in the present investigation were based on those recommended by

Caldwell and others [9] with slight modifications. This method pro-

duced results that were consistent throughout the data and could be

compared with the results of the other studies cited.
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IV. APPARATUS

The subject test apparatus used in this study, shown in Fig. l(a),

consisted of a c-sectioned steel frame supported by a steel platform.

The frame held a quarter-inch aluminum, traveling mounting plate used

to hold the load cell and simulated electrical connectors. The plate

was held to the rounded edges on the open sides of the vertical frame

members by means of aluminum inserts attached to flanged twist knobs

on threaded shafts.

V. INSTRUMENTATION

Instrumentation for the experiment included the following items:

load cell (torque measuring)

bridge amplifier

analog to digital converter

digital computer

printer

signal tone generator

test signal generator

The system diagram for the instrumentation used in the experiment

is given in Fig. 2.

4..:-
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Figure 2. System diagram of instrumentation.
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A. Simulated Connectors

A set of three simulated connectors was designed to provide an

effective method of accurately measuring hand torque strength using a

muscular effort closely matching that required to loosen or tighten

V similarly-sized electrical connectors. Each simulated connector con-

sisted of a knurled aluminum ring and backshell. The three sizes

chosen were typical of many actual connectors. They also provided for

a representative set of hand grip styles by the subjects as well as an

opportunity to investigate the effect of connector size upon hand torque

strength. A solid aluminum backshell with a steel shaft was designed

for each connector ring to simulate the backshell and attached cable "

on actual connectors. This facilitated full and fingertip grasping by

fulfilling the requirement that the hand be positioned over or to the

side of the simulated connector since a cable prevents the hand from .

covering the backshell on an actual connector. The three simulated

torque rings and backshells are shown in Figs. l(b) and 1(c). Detailed

design features of the simulated connectors are given in Figs. A.I.

through A.6. in Appendix II.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL TEST PROCEDURE

A. Subject Selection and Orientation

Thirty-one subjects (20 males and 11 females) participated in the

experiment. Their ages ranged from 18 to 32 years for males and from

19 to 40 years for females. The mean age for all subjects was 23 years.
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All subjects were measured with respect to height, weight, reach height,

and maximum grip range. The latter measurements were used to compute

the 60% and 85% reach height and the average grip range (half of the

maximum). These values were used (1) to position chalk lines that the

subjects stood behind while exerting torque on the connector ring and

(2) to set magnetic markers used to indicate the proper height of the

mounting plate holding the simulated connector and the load cell.

Subjects were classified according to height and weight into pre-

defined height/weight categories used by the U.S. Air Force for classifying

personnel anthropometrically. Each subject was assigned a number

designating his or her category. Using the Air Force's categories

for classifying subjects makes it possible to relate civilian subject

data to a defined military population. -

Instructions provided for the subjects are given in Appendix I.

B. Test Procedure

Subjects served in pairs during most of the tests, alternating on .

each combination of conditions. Each subject served in three sessions,

performing 40 exertions in the main sequence plus eight benchmark exer-

tions, four before and four after the main sequence during each session.

Sessions on consecutive days were not permitted. Thus in the entire

experiment, each subject performed 120 exertions in the main sequence

and 24 benchmark exertions. A two-minute rest period was provided
, Pr~ Ij

between exertions. The purpose of the benchmark exertions was to note

basic torque strength characteristics of the subject and to detect any
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decrement in strength from the beginning to the end of a session. All

benchmark sequences were done bare handed with the medium-sized con-

nector (1.5 in.) at a medium height (60% of the reach height) from the

front. Each subject's benchmarks were identical and were performed in

the following order:

1. Full grip, clockwise

2. Fingertip grip, clockwise

3. Full grip, counter clockwise

4. Fingertip grip, counter clockwise

Following the four initial benchmark exertions, subjects performed the

first, second, or third set of 40 exertions in the main sequence.

Each pair of subjects (or individual if the subject served alone)

followed a predefined computer-generated sequence of trials over the

120 combinations in the main sequence. Sequences were also generated

in complementary pairs so that gloved and ungloved exertions were equally

represented over all test conditions. Subject and test conditions were

keyed into the data format on the Compaq computer. During the four-second

exertions, torque in inch-lbs was sampled every 0.1 second using the Compaq

computer for a total of 40 readings. The criteria for acceptance of a

.., sample were as follows:

Accept if up to eight 0.1 second torque values were plus
, or minus 10% of the mean value during the last three

seconds (sec 1-4). Accept if applied torque during the
first second (sec 0-1) was greater than 80% or less than
120% of the mean torque during the last three seconds
(sec 1-4).

All other samples were rejected and the subject was required to

repeat the test-for that particular combination of conditions. If the

64°14
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second trial also failed to pass acceptance, the subject was given a

three-minute rest break and then tested a third time. The third trial

was accepted. Very few third trials were necessary. All exertions

in the benchmark series at the start and end of the sessions and the

40 exertions sequenced in the main series were separated by a two-minute "-".

rest break for each subject. Subjects were dismissed at the end of ...

the session, having performed 48 exertions in a period of 2-2 1/2 hours.

C. Trial Sequence Generation

Two computer programs were written and run on the Compaq micro-

computer to produce test sequences for each pair of subjects. To limit

the total number of exertions each subject had to complete, the chemical -.w

defense glove conditions and work glove conditions were used in a total

of 60 trials for each subject (30 chemical defense glove trials and 30

work glove trials). One BASIC program assigned a set of conditions

with the chemical defense gloves and the remaining set of conditions

with the work gloves. The other BASIC program assigned the same sets -""-

of conditions with the other gloved condition (i.e., chemical defense

glove conditions were scheduled with work gloves and work glove condi-

tions were scheduled with chemical defense gloves). By doing this,

all possible conditions were tested with both chemical defense gloves

and work gloves.
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D. Gloves

The two types of gloves, work gloves and chemical defense gloves, .

were used. These are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Since the study was

conducted only for right-hand strength using right-handed subjects, only

the right-hand glove was worn. The work glove consisted of two layers:

an inner wool liner and an outer layer of sewn leather. These were avail-

able in five sizes and were fitted to each subject. The chemical ,./ .

defense glove consisted of three layers: an inner cotton liner to

absorb perspiration, a smooth rubber layer with a sleeve that covered

the lower forearm, and the leather work glove (without the wool liner)

worn directly over the rubber glove. This was done to keep the rubber
o.,

glove from being torn by projecting bolts, pins, or sharp edges during

actual maintenance work. The chemical defense rubber gloves were available

in four sizes, and the inner cotton liners were available in three sizes.

These gloves and liners were also fitted to each subject.

E. Grasping Methods

Two types of grasp were employed. The first was a full or wrap-

around grasp in which the thumb and forefinger encircled the knurled

ring on the simulated connector during static clockwise or counter-

clockwise torque exertions. In some cases when using the small connector, -

the tip of the thumb was pressed against the side of the forefinger.

In others, the forefinger was wrapped around the small connector ring.

The second grasp was a fingertip grasp formed between the tip of the

thumb and tip of the forefinger, and in some cases, with additional

E4-16
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opposing fingertips. Each subject was instructed to employ any style

of grip, within each of the two specified categories, that maximized

his or her torque strength and seemed most natural.

F. Working Positions

Subjects exerted torque from three different orientations around

the simulated connector and two different work heights. With respect

to the subject's body, orientations included from the front (the simu-

lated connector was located ahead of the right edge of the right foot

for an erect standing position), from the right (the connector again

was located directly ahead of the right edge of the right foot for an

erect standing position), and from the back (the connector was located

similarly ahead of the subject but behind the mounting plate and load

cell cover box so that the subject had to reach over the mounting plate

to grasp the simulated connector). The three working positions are

shown in Figs. 3(c), 4(a) and 4(b).

The centerline of the connector was set at 60% and 85% of the

subject's maximum reach height (maximum fingertip reach height above

the floor) for the front and right orientations. For the back-facing

orientation the centerline was set at 60% of the maximum reach height.

Grasping at these two heights is shown in Figs. 3(d) and 4(b). The

distance from the subject's sternum to the forward surface of the con-

nector torque ring was kept constant at the average grip range, which

is defined as one half of the maximum grip distance. The maximum grip

distance was found by determining the displacement range between the

64-18
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Fig. 4. (a) Subject position from the back at 60% reach height. -

(b) Subject position from the right at 60% reach height. .-
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centerlines of two cylindrical handles, one held by a full grip at arm's

length and the other held by a full grip against the subject's sternum.

VII. ANALYSIS

All data recorded during the experiment were summarized by collect-

ing the final three-second mean value (the last 30 torque values) and

the peak torque (the greatest of the 30 torque values) for each exertion

by each subject. This was done for all benchmark tests (eight per __

subject per session for three sessions) and all tests in the main

sequence (40 per subject per session for three sessions) resulting in

a total of 144 data points per subject of which 120 were a part of the

data for the main experiment.

All data from the main experiment were analyzed to determine sig-

nificant differences in torque resulting from the effect of each of -

the six independent variables tested: connector size, grip type,

orientation, glove usage, height, and direction of torque. Male and

female data were combined in examining these effects. Because of the

unequal number of male and female subjects (20 and 11, respectively),

meaningful comparisons between male and female data could not be made.

(It is recommended that this comparison be made when an equivalent

number of female subjects have completed the experiment.)

6
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Statistical Procedures

Following collection and summarization of the three-second mean and ,t

peak data on separate Compaq micro-computer discs, the data were trans-

ferred to disc storage on the NAS-6 main frame computer facility at

the Iowa State University Computation Center. Here, analysis employing

SAS (Statistical Analysis System) was employed using the GLM (General

Linear Models) procedure. The Duncan Multiple Range Test was employed

in analyzing each of the six independent variables because of its suit-

ability for two- and three-way comparisons. The overall test procedure

was organized as follows.

First a t-test was used to compare loosening (counter clockwise)

and. tightening (clockwise) data for all subjects. No significant dif-

ference was found. In this case, the number of degrees of freedom was .

estimated as r.

[s 2/n + s2/n 2 
2

2 (s2 2
s2/n) + /n N:

n-1 n -.

For this experiment, f was 3683 (or infinity when using tables).

The calculated value of t was 0.703, insignificant at an alpha level

of 0.1.

Following this test, each of the other five independent variables

was aalyzed with respect to mean torque occurring under each level at

which it was tested using the Duncan Multiple Range Test. These levels

6., 1
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represented three sizes, three orientations, two grip types, two heights,

and three gloved conditions. In addition the mean value for all male

and female subjects were calculated for each combination of all six

independent variables. These mean values were combined and summarized.

Results

Ranked in order of highest to lowest in terms of the effect upon

grip torque strength, the six independent variables are presented as

follows: -

1. Size of connector

2. Type of grip employed

3. Orientation of connector

4. Use of gloves

5. Height of connector

6. Direction of torque

Of these, the first four indicated high levels of significance in

an overall analysis of variance (beyond 0.01). The first three indicated

levels of significance at or below the 0.05 alpha level, using the

Duncan Multiple Range test. Male and female data were combined in

making these analyses. Data for loosening and tightening were analyzed

separately.

64-22
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VIII. RESULTS

A. Graphical Analysis

The effects of the six independent variables upon hand grip torque

strengths when tightening or loosening electrical connectors are best

understood when viewed graphically. Figures 5 and 6 show grip torque

strengths as a function of connector ring diameter for the two heights,

three gloved conditions, three orientations, and two types of grip.

B. Connector Size

Connector size had the greatest effect on grip torque strength.

This is logical since size affects the area of gripped surface as well

as the torque moment. Data averaged among males and females for the

three sizes tested were as follows:

Torque (in. Ibs) (-) counter-clockwise in.-lbs
(+) clockwise in.-lbs

Size Loosening Tightening

Small (0.9 in.) - 5.13 4.35

Medium (1.5 in.) -15.70 15.16

Large (2.0 in.) -26.13 28.36

The ratio of strength for the medium (1.5 in.) connector to the

small (0.9 in.) connector is more than three to one, and between the

6 ..i
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MALE MEDIUM HEIGHT FEMALE
60 FRONT NO GLOVES FRONT NO GLOVES
40
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40 - 4.
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-620

Cr -40

-60' 1 J
0.0 0.9 1.5 2.0 0.0 0.9 1.5 2.0

CONNECTOR DIA., in. CONNECTOR DIA., in.

Fig. 5(a). Grip torque strengths at medium height from all three

orientations when the subjects did not wear gloves.
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CONNECTOR DIAMETER, in. -, CONNECTOR DIAMETER, in.

Fig. 5(b). Grip torque strengths at medium height from all three
orientations when the subjects wore a work glove.
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MALE HIGH HEIGHT FEMALE
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-... TIP

-20

-60 I
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-60 I
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40
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0.0 0.9 1.5 2.0 0.0 0.9 1.5 2.0
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Fig. 6(a). Grip torque strengths at high height from front and right
orientations.
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Fig. 6(b). Grip torque strengths at high height from front and right ,., orientations.
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large (2.0 in.) and medium connectors the ratio is nearly two to one. RIM,

Differences in torque strength due to connector size were significant

for loosening and tightening at an alpha level below 0.05. Direction

of torque had practically no effect on torque strength.

;1. '1

C. Type of Grip

Full grip torque strength was approximately twice as large as

fingertip torque strength for loosening and tightening. Averaged

strength for males and females for the two directions was as follows:

Torque (in. -lbs)-5

Grip Type Loosening Tightening

Fingertip -11.40 11.02

Full grip -19.91 20.90

".,."

As in the previous case, no significant directional effects are

evident. Difference due to grip type was significant at an alpha level

below 0.05.

D. Orientation

Orientation also has a significant effect upon grip torque strength.

The greatest strength occurred when the connector was grasped on the

subject's right side with the wrist performing a forward flexion for

64-29
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tightening or backward extension for loosening. The resulting data,

averaged for males and females, were as follows:

Torque (in.-lbs)"-- '

Orientation Loosening Tightening

Front -14.58 14.66

Right side -17.53 17.20

Back -14.06 16.07

Working from the back of the connector mounting plate did not

produce a decrement compared with working from the front and side. In

fact, tightening strength from behind the connector was higher than

from the front. Loosening from the back was very difficult because of

the orientation of the hand and the resulting inability to utilize

forearm muscles effectively for wrist action in that position. Direc-

tion again had no significant effect except for a slight advantage of

tightening over loosening from the back. For loosening, torque exerted

from the right side was significantly higher (alpha equal to 0.05)

than from the front or back, no other differences being statistically

significant. For tightening, all differences due to orientation were

significant at the 0.05 level.
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E. Use of Gloves

The use of gloves produced surprisingly little effect when averaged

over all subjects and test conditions. The results obtained were as

follows:

Torque (in.-lbs)

Glove Use Loosening Tightening

No glove -15.38 14.89

Work glove -16.24 16.83

Chemical defense glove -15.62 17.23

No statistically significant differences occurred for loosening.

From a practical standpoint, work gloves appear to offer some advantage.

This was probably the result of a reduction in the discomfort caused by

tightly grasping the knurled surface of the simulated connector rings,

thus making a high effort with a work glove more endurable. When

tightening, the only statistically significant difference was between

*. torque exerted using work gloves and torque exerted without gloves.

Again, the difference is likely to be attributable to the greater

comfort afforded by wearing the work glove when exerting high torque.

*. The first two male subjects used chemical defense gloves without the
1

outer leather work glove. Their data was analyzed separately and

" compared with the overall mean values. One subject was favored by this

6 4-311
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condition for both tightening and loosening. The other showed no effect. -l..

The resulting effect on the overall data for males was insignificant.

F. Height of Connector

Differences in grip torque strength at 60% and 85% of reach

height were not significantly different. Data averaged for males and

females over all other conditions was as follows:

Torque (in.-bs)

Height (% Reach Ht) Loosening Tightening

Medium (60%) -15.48 15.79

High (85%) -15.91 16.21

G. Direction of Rotation

As indicated eaz.ier, the direction of rotation had no significant '

effect on grip torque strength.

IX. CONCLUSIONS * .

I. Hand grip torque strength is directly related to connector diameter,

with the gradient increasing as size approaches an optimum diameter

larger than 2.0 in. The torque strength/diameter gradient for

loosening is approximately equal and opposite to that for tightening.

64-32 l_.
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2. A fingertip grasp on small connectors can result in higher torque

than a full grip because of reduced slippage.

3. Stronger hand grip torque can be exerted from the right than from

the front or back because of more effective use of flexors and

extensors affecting wrist and forearm motion and also because of

additional torque provided by the upper arm.

4. The use of gloves increases hand grip torque strength beyond bare-

handed strength in most situations. Approximately the same torque

can be exerted using either a work glove or a chemical defense

glove.

5. Connector height and the direction of rotation have little effect on

grip torque strength between 60% and 85% of the reach height.

6. Males are significantly stronger than females for tightening and

for loosening.

X. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The effect of obstructions (adjacent connectors) upon grip type '-'

and torque strengths should be investigated for the three

orientations employed in the present study.

64-33 FOW
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2. The effect of restricted hand and/or arm motions and positions

upon hand grip torque strength should be investigated.

3. A comparison should be made between straight connectors and L-shaped

connectors of equivalent size with respect to the torque strength

that can be applied to them.

4. Classifications and levels of hand mobility/obstruction need to

be defined in order to relate grip posture and torque strength.

5. A flexible mock-up enclosure should be designed that would permit

simulating problems in real maintenance tasks resulting from

constricted work areas that limit grasping and hand/arm movement.

6A-34
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APPENDIX I

Instructions for Subjects for Maximum Voluntary Hand Grip Torque for
Standard Circular Electrical Connectors

This test is designed to measure the maximum torque that you

can exert over a four-second interval in tightening and loosening standard

circular multi-pin electrical connectors. You will be exerting torque,

with your right hand without a glove and with work and chemical gloves,

upon various sizes of simulated electrical connectors located at

specified heights and angles. The torque that you apply will be

measured by an electric load cell. The connector will not turn,

regardless of how much torque you apply. You will be exerting torque

using two types of grip: a fingertip grip and a full wrap-around grip.

It is important that you use the type of grip specified during each

exertion and that you apply torque in the proper direction (clockwise .-. '

as in tightening or counter clockwise as in loosening) as instructed.

When exerting a torque, twist as hard as you can with a single "

sustained twist for four seconds. Start twisting when told to do so. -

A tone will sound when the four-second interval is over. You may relax

and let go of the simulated connector at that time. You will then be

given a two-minute rest period during which another subject will perform f.

a torque exertion. You will alternate with this other subject until .

the test sequence is completed. "'

You will be permitted to dry your hands with a paper towel during

the rest periods. You should wipe your fingertips before each trial. S..

649..
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APPENDIX 11

q Design Features of the Simulated Connectors
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MATERIAL: MEDIUM ALUMINUM, BLACK ANODIZED

.7Z~ ~ .i~oH ~fi!
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Fig. A.4. Large connector ring.

MATERIAL: MEDIUM ALUMINUM, BLACK ANODIZED
.110

.400

.400 CIA 10 ..500 CIA

.200 I
.70 CIA50 I

.50A CIA .700 .604 CIA

SRAIG T -MEC

Fig. A.5. Medium connector ring.

MATERIAL: MEDIUM ALUMINUM, BLACK ANODIZED
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.700 :),A . 0 &6 CIA / %" "IA

.50A DIA
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Fig. A.6. Small connector ring.
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MATERIAL: MEDIUM ALUMINUM, CLEAR ANODIZED
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Fig. A.I. Large backshell.

MATERIAL: MEDIUM ALUMINUM, CLEAR ANODIZED

Kh .90 .059 R .2C DIA

,:J
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Fig. A.2. Medium backshell.

MATERIAL: MEDIUM ALUMINUM, CLEAR ANODIZED -
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Fig. A.3. Small backshell.
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Optical Bistabilitv in -

Pre-dissociative media:

A Theoretical Study-

. 4..°.

by
William S. Rabinovich

and
David V. Plant '.

Abstract

We have theoretically studied absorbtive optical bistability (OB) in a Fabry-Perot etalon

containing a media that exhibits pre-dissociative states. We have derived a three level version of the
Maxwell-Bloch equations and specialized them to the case of two levels connected by a field and a
third level that contains the dissociated atoms. A pump pulse modelled on a Q-switched ruby laser

was used and the differential equations were solved using a Runga-Kutta-Fehlberg algorithm. The
results show that molecules that pre-dissociate exhibit a very different signature in optical bistability
indicating that this may be a method for detecting the existence of a dissociaive upper state.
Furthermore,when the molecular relaxation rates are within an order of magnitude of the
pre-dissociation rate it maybe possible to use OB to determine the pre-dissociation rate.

In addition a set-up for studying Laer Induced Diffusion in molecular gases was

constructed.
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I. ObJectives/Introduction
SinIn recent years the field of optical bistabilit) (OB) has developed dramatically. This growth

in OB research has resulted from a combination of factors. One of these factors is the goal of

achieving an optical computer. Associated with this theme are questions concerning switching

times instabilities ant temporal behavior and tunable hysterisis curves.

The work we will summarize in this report has delt with a theoretical study of OB in a

Fabry-Perot etalon containing a medium that exhibits pre-dissociation (PD). We have examined the

* effect of PD on optical bistability in a pulsed system where the pulse length is much longer than any

of the relaxation times in the sytem. Our aim has been to determine if OB can be used to deiennine

both the presence of pre-dissociation and, in addition, the rate of PD. *:-1-

II Theoretical Section

We have modelled the pre-dissociative OB as a three-level system:

e >
ES

ig > :-

Where g is the ground state, e is the excited pre-dissociative state, and d is the d:,sociated

state. The electric field E and the polariztion S connect the excited and gound state. Population

between these two states decays at the rate y and polariztion at the rate y Population leaves the
r
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excited state to dissociate at the rate yd. Once the population has left the pre-dissociative state it

cannot return. That is we do not allow recombination. This is a reasonable assumption when

diffusion is the rate determining step for recombination. This is a very different scenario from that

of ordinary optical bistability.where we have a conservative two level system subjected to an
injected. This field interacts with the medium and creates a polarization which results in absorbtion

by the system exciting some of the molecules. At first most of the field is absorbed so that the
output field is small. Then as the medium saturates the field suddenly shoots up to a much higher
level. When the field is reduced it does not drop down to a low level at the same input intensity at
which it sw' hed up. This is because the medium is still saturated. This yields the standard optical ,

bistability curve (see figure one). ..

In a pre-dissociative OB system a different scenario occurs. If the dissociation rate is on the
order of or faster than the molecular relaxation rates the medium is never allowed to satuate via

equalization of the ground and excited state populations. The dissociation removes population from
the upper level and so always maintains the population difference between the upper and lower .

states. However a different sort of saturation occur by depletion. Since the dissocaition removes

molecules from the system ( they become separate atoms which cannot absorb) the system's

effective density of absorbers declines till finally its absorbtion saturates and a switch up in output
intensity similar to that in normal OB occurs. However the analog of the normal OB switch down
cannot occur since the system can never recover its lost population. It behaves as a linear absorber

from then on.
Clearly the behavior of this pre-dissociative optical bistability will both be different than

normal OB and will depend on the pre-dissociation rate. It thus fufills our objectives. The first ..

step in solving for its behavior was the solving of a three level version of the Maxwell-Bloch ;:

equations. This is summarized below.

We utilize a three level scheme. A field connects levels 1 and 2 and 2 and 3. It is assumed

that the transition matrix element between levels 1 and 3 is zero. The fields are assumed to be in
perfect resonance with the energy levels.

, . %.
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With:

0512 27c(E 2 -EI) /h l

0o3 = 21r(E2 - E3) h

(023 =

We utilize the density matrix to solve for the system. This takes into account the coherence
effects that are vital to model transient optical bistability. We solve the equation:

Pij= -2i /h[H 0 + H'(t), p] -yij pij

With:

H'(t) = 9 12E12 / 2 (ei 012t + e-ic2 ) ± p.23E23 / 2 (ei(°23t + e-i(023t)

The time varying polarization is given by:
S = trace[gp]

Evaluating the trace gives:

S= 9"112 (P 2 1 + P 12 ) + j12 3 (P2 3 + P3 2 )

65-
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Using equation we can solve the equations of motion for the density matrix.

The off diagonal elements are:

P12 = -2ri /h [ AE 12 P21 + ..12E 12 (P 22 - P ) ± 923 E2 3 P13] -f 12 P12

P13 = -2-i / h [E13 P 13 - p. 12E 12 P 13 - 123E2 3 P 121 " 713 P13

P23 = -27-i / h 1 AE23P, 3 + j123E 2 3 ( P33 - P22 ) ± t312E 12 P13] - 7'12 P12

Next we make the slowly varying envelope approximation. We let ijj = Ti e -i)ut where oij

is a slowly varying envelope. Inserting this in our equations allows us to simplifyby throwing out

small quantities. After a great deal of algebraic manipulation we derive expressions for the

population difference between the levels and the out of phase polarization:

S23 = - 21c. 2 3E 23 / h A2 3 - S*± S23

SI 2 = - 2S2 12E12 / h z12 - T± $l 2

A23 = -2r ± 2 3E2 3 / h S23+ 7.t,2E1 2 / h S12 - yLA 23

A12 = -27r4± 2E12 / h S 12 + 7r9 2 3E 12 / h f2 3 - T L A12

where:

A. is the population difference between levels i and j

If we know use the Maxwell equations with the simplifying assumption that spatial

derivatives of the system are zero (hence meanfiled approximation ) we find equations for

the field:

E2 3 = -0.5*( co23 / c)N S2 3 - E 23 K.

65-7
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III. Numerical Analysis

We solved the three level Maxwell-Bloch equations in the limit where there is no field

connecting levels two and three. A relaxation rateyd connects these two states. This rate allows

" population to leave level two to level three but does not permit the reverse process. A cavity decay

rate K determines the rate at which the field decays in an empty etalon. Since we were interested in

the behavior of the behavior under pulsed conditions we needed the time dependent solution to
. these equations. Since analytic solution was not possible we used numerical techniques.

The algorithm we used is a fourth order Runga-Kutta-Fehlberg technique. In particular, we
used the FORTRAN subroutine RKF45. A calling program that contained the equations to be 9

solved was written and is included in the appendix. The program was run on a VAX 730

minicomputer. The data was then transferred via serial link to a Macintosh microcomputer where a
plotting and fitting package was used for data analysis.

We assumed a 200 nanosecond pump pulse and used as our model system Br 2, though we

did not use the true pre-dissociation rate of Bromine as we wished to see the behavior of the optical
bistability as this rate varied. The Runga-Kutta routine calculated the output pulse for a given set of
molecular parameters and the output pulse was plotted against the input pulse to generate the
bistability curves.

IV. Discussion of Results

In figure one we have plotted a bistability curve for our model system with the
pre-dissociation set to zero. This corresponds to the normal situation for optical bistability and, as

can be seen, the system displays the typical OB hysterisis loop. In this case the molecular

65-8



relaxaton rates were both set to 109 Hz and the cavity decay rate was set to.

In figure two we have set the pre-dissociation rate to 109 Hz and kept the molecular

relaxation rates the same as in figure one. The cavity decay rate, as is noted, is 1.2x 109 Hz. In

this case we have no OB. The cavity decay rate is just slightly too slow to allow the field to build

up to appreciable enough levels to cause the switch up characteristic of OB.
In figure three a very slight change in the cavity decay rate, K, is sufficient to cause the

'-.-
transition to OB. The shape of this curve is characteristic of the transition in pre-dissociative optical

bistabilitv. The knee is formed because the peak of the pump pulse is reached before the switch-up

occurs.
In figure four we see a fully bistable system. Again the changes in the shape of the OB curve

occur over a very small range of values of K. It is this sharp response that allows us to use this

effect to measure PD rates.

In figures five through eight we have plotted the value of Kc necessary to cause the transition '
to OB versus the dissociation rate four three diffrerent values of Gm, the molecular relaxation rates.

As can be seen, the critical value of K is a rapidly changing function of the pre-dissociation rate

when this rate is within an order of magnitude of the molecular relaxation rates. When the PD rate

is much faster than the molecular rates the curve flattens out and this effect is no longer an accurate

measure of the pre-dissociation rate though it does serve to indicate PD by its unique optical
bistability signature. This may be valuable in detecting pre-dissociative systems difficult to identify

by other methods. Such as optically dense systems where fluorescence may be hard to see. .-.

Thus pre-dissociative optical bistability may be a valuable tool in studying systems that

exhibit pre-dissociation rates on the order of the other molecular relaxation rates.
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V. Experimental Results

We studied Bromine as our model system. A spectra of Bromine was taken with a Car), y

spectrometer (see fig. 10). The broad shape of the spectral line is due to the extremely fast

* dissociation rate of approximately 1014 Hz. Bromine can be pumped with a pulsed Ruby laser.

Unfortunately, as the theoretical section shows, this dissociation rate is much too fast compared to

the molecular relaxation rates of about 109 Hz for this technique to allow a determination of the " 2

dissociation rate. It should however be possible to test the prediction of the altered hysterisis loop

usine Brumine as.'

A more promising molecule maybe I., which has a much slower pre-dissociation rate and a

very well studied spectra. It should be possible to pump various pre-dissociative transitions in

Iodine with a pulsed dye laser. Such a laser is available at the Air Force Geophysics lab at

Hanscom Air Force base. Using Iodine we should be able to compare other measurements of the

PD rate to the one determined by our theory as a test of validity and calibration.

VI. Laser Induced Diffusion

In addition to the work on pre-dissociative OB we designed and began contruction of an

"° experimental set-up for studying Laser Induced Diffusion (LID) in Iodine. LID occurs when the

-excited state of a molecule has a different collision cross-section tahn the ground state. In the

- presence of a buffer gas this leads to an effectively higher "friction" for the excited state. If a laser

, .is used to selectively excite one Doppler component it is possible to create a flow in the gas.

The set-up consists of two tubes of differing lengths - three meters and seven meters. Each
I.o.

tube will be constructed with specific amounts of Iodine and a buffer gas such as Argon or

Nitrogen. Because of the high room temperature vapor pressure of Iodine we have also designed a

cooling system which will allow control of the vapor pressure. We hope to demonstrate LID inIodine this Fall. ""
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Appendix

PRD)GRAMCOHPRE4

EXTERNAL CAL

DIMENSION LABELX(1 3),NUMX(21 ),NUMY(1 8)

INTEGER*4 SEEED

REAL*8 T,Y(7) ,TOUT, REL,ABSE,WK(45) ,TFI NAL,TPR INT

REAL*8 Ti ,Gl 2,DG,KAPPA,PAGAMMA,PEGAMMA,N,ABB,AO

REAL*8
TSP,GAIN,DK,DN,GVNU,NUO,EFINAL,ARG,IFINAL,PHASE(202)

REAL*8 MTH$CVT_ GD FLD,GAM,GAMPE

REAL*8 AGRAPHTGRAPH,CONST,T2,SHIFT,SCALE,GPOP,GEM

INTEGER WK(5),IFLAG,NEQ,1DUM,IFLD,NUMFLDS

COMMON Gi 2,DG,KAPPAPAGAMMPAPEGAMMANABBAO,
C

GPOP,GEM

SHIFT= O.DO

NEQ=6

T=O.DO

TFI NAL=.00000040D0

TPRI NT=.00000000040D0

Gi 2=2.7E-27
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J~q T T-W X 37 .

G23=62.4D0

PAGAMMA =5.E9

PEGAMMA =1.E1 0

N=3.16E22*1 .0

ABB 1

TYPE *,IREL

READ(5,200)REL

TYPE *,ABSEU

READ(5,201 )ABSE

TYPE *,'SCALE'

READ(5,201 )SCALE

TYPE *'DG'

READ(5,201 )DG

TYPE *,'KAPPA'

READ(5,201 )KAPPA

TYPE *, 'GAMMA PARALLEL'

READ(5,201 )GAM

TYPE *, 'PERP GAMMA' -- p4

READ(5,201) GAMPE
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-77 -721 --

PEGAMM\A = GAMPE

PAGAMMA =GAM
202 FORMAT(15)
201 FORMAT(E20.5)
203

FORMAT(15)
200

FORMAT(F20.1 5)

Y(1) =l.DO

Y(2)=0.DO

Y(3)=0.DO

Y(4)=0.DO

Y(5)=0.DO .'-

4 Y(6)=1 .DO

IFLAG=l

TOUT=T

TYPE *,TYPE ANY NUMBER TO CONTINUE'

READ(5,1 1 1)IDUM

CALL SELON

CALL INFFT(960)

DATA LABE LX84,73,77,69,40,83,69,67,79,78,68,83,41 /
DATA NUMX/48,46,48,48,53,48,48,46,49,48,48,48,49,53,48,48,50,48,48,4

8/
DATA NUMY/50,48,45,45,52,48,45,45,54,48,45,45,56,48,45,45/
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CALL DWI NDO(0., 10.,0., 10.)

CALL MOVEA(Q.,0.)

CALL DRAWA(l 0.,0.)

CALL MOVEA(0.,0.)

CALL D RAWA(0., 10.)

DO090 1=1,4

DO091 J=1,4

XM=1*20.-l

XT=-1 80.+(60.*J)

CALL MOVEA(XrXM)

LL=(I-1 )4+J -

91 CALL ANSTR(1 ,NUMY(LL)

CONTINUE
90

ON11NUE

DO 18 1=1,13

LL=LABELX(l)

XM=600.+(60.*I)

CALL MOVEA(XM,-5.)

CALL ANSTR(1 ,LL)

18
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ea. %*

CONT1NU

XM=-500.0

DO 19 1=1,5 UU

XM=XM+500.

CALL MOVEA(XM-0.0)

CALL ANSTR(1 .46)

DO021 J=1,4

XT=XM-1 00.+(J*60.)

CALL MOVEA(XT,-3)

LL=(1-1)*3p

CALL ANSTR(1 ,NUMX(LL))
21*

CONTINUE
19

CONTINUE
10 T=T
301

CALL RKF45(CALNEQ,YTTOUT,REL,ABSE, IFLAG,WK, IWK)

GOTO(80,20,30,40,50,60,70,80), I FLAG
20

IF (ABS(AO) .LT. 1 .D-5) GOTO 83

TG RAPH=SCALE*LOG 1 0((A0**2))*3. 0

IF (ABS(Y(5)) .LT. 1 .D-5) GOTO 83

IFINAL =LOG1 0(( Y(5)**2))
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AGRAPH SOALE'IFINAL

CALL POINTA(MTH$VVGD(TGRAPH),MTH$CV G D(AGRAPH))
83

TOIJT=T+TPRINT

IF (T. LT.TFI NAL) GOTO 10

READ(5,1 1 1)IDUM

FORMAT( 14)

CALL SELOFF

STOP
30

GOTOl10
40

GOTOl10
50

ABSE=ABSE*1 0.D0

GOTOl10
60

REL=1 0.DO*REL

IFLAG=2

GOTOl10
70

* IFLAG=2

GOTOl10
80

WRITE(5,81)

CALL SELOFF

STOP
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FORMAT(F5.1 ,2F1 5.9)
41

FORMAT(1 1 H MANY STEPS)
* 31

FORMAT(1 7H TOLERANCE RESET,2E1 2.3)
71

FORMAT(1 2H MUCH OUTfPUT)
81

FORMAT(1 4H IMPROPER CALL)

ENJD

SUBROUTINE CAL(T,Y,YP)

REAL*8 T,Y(7),YP(7),Gl12,DG,KAP PA, PAGAMMA, PEGAMMA,

NABBAO,INTEN ,GEM,GPOP

COMMON Gi 2,DG,KAPPAPAGAMMA,PEGAMMANABBAO,
C

GEM,GPOP

GEM 3.D26

GPOP= 1.D34

N =3.16e22*1.O

G 12 =2.70-27

INTEN =1 .D1 O*(1/(7.D-9**2*EXP(-2.O)))*T**2*EXP(-T/7.D-9)

AO =(2.O*INTEN/(3.D8*8.85D-1 2))**O.5
YP(1 )=-(2/N)*GPOP*(Y(5))*Y(4) +Y(2)*PAGAMMA

YP(2)=(2/N)-GPOP*(Y(5))*Y(4)-Y(2)-PAGAMMA-IDG*Y(2)

YP(3)= DG*Y(2)
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YP(4) = N*Gl12*(Y(5))*(Y(1 )-Y(2))-PEGAMAMA-Y(4)
YP(5) = .-GEM-Y(4)-Y(5)*KAPPA .4(AO/.01)*KAPPA

YP(6) =0.0

END W
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Optical Bistability in

Pre-dissociative media:

A Theoretical Study

by
William S. Rabinovich

and

David V. Plant

Abstract

We have theoretically studied absorbtive optical bistability (OB) in a Fabry-Perot etalon

containing a media that exhibits pre-dissociative states. We have derived a three level version of the

". Maxwell-Bloch equations and specialized them to the case of two levels connected by a field and a
third level that contains the dissociated atoms. A pump pulse modelled on a Q-switched ruby laser• -"

was used and the differential equations were solved using a Runga-Kutta-Fehlberg algorithm. The

results show that molecules that pre-dissociate exhibit a very different signature in optical bistability

indicating that this may be a method for detecting the existence of a dissociaive upper state.

Furthermore,when the molecular relaxation rates are within an order of magnitude of the
pre-dissociation rate it maybe possible to use OB to determine the pre-dissociation rate.

In addition a set-up for studying Laser Induced Diffusion in molecular gases was

constructed.
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I. Objectives/Introduction
6 ,in recent years the field of optical bistability (OB) has developed dramatically. This growth

in OB research has resulted from a combination of factors. One of these factors is the goal of '

achieving an optical computer. Associated with this theme are questions concerning switching

times , instabilities ant temporal behavior and tunable hysterisis cun'es .

The work we will summarize in this report has delt with a theoretical study of OB in a

Fabry-Perot etalon containing a medium that exhibits pre-dissociation (PD). We have examined the

effect of PD on optical bistability in a pulsed system where the pulse length is much longer than an)

of the relaxation times in the sytem. Our aim has been to determine if OB can be used to determine

both the presence of pre-dissociation and, in addition, the rate of PD.

II Theoretical Section

We have modelled the pre-dissociative OB as a three-level system:

e >

Where g is the ground state, e is the excited pre-dissociative state, and d is the dissociated

state. The electric field E and the polariztion S connect the excited and gound state. Population

between these two states decays at the rate y, and polariztion at the rate y,. Population leaves the

66-4
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excited state to dissociate at the rate yd. Once the population has left the pre-dissociative state it

cannot return. That is we do not allow recombination. This is a reasonable assumption when

diffusion is the rate determining step for recombination. This is a very different scenario from that , -"

of ordinary optical bistability.where we have a conservative two level system subjected to an

injected. This field interacts with the medium and creates a polarization which results in absorbtion

by the system exciting some of the molecules. At first most of the field is absorbed so that the

output field is small. Then as the medium saturates the field suddenly shoots up to a much higher

level. When the field is reduced it does not drop down to a low level at the same input intensity at

which it switched up. This is because the medium is still saturated. This yields the standard optical

bistability curve (see figure one).

In a pre-dissociative OB system a different scenario occurs. If the dissociation rate is on the

order of or faster than the molecular relaxation rates the medium is never allowed to satuate via

equalization of the ground and excited state populations. The dissociation removes population from

the upper level and so always maintains the population difference between the upper and lower

states. However a different sort of saturation occur by depletion. Since the dissocaition removes

molecules from the system ( they become separate atoms which cannot absorb) the system's

effective density of absorbers declines till finally its absorbtion saturates and a switch up in output

intensity similar to that in normal OB occurs. However the analog of the normal OB switch down

cannot occur since the system can never recover its lost population. It behaves as a linear absorber

from then on.

Clearly the behavior of this pre-dissociative optical bistability will both be different than

normal OB and will depend on the pre-dissociation rate. It thus fufills our objectives. The first

step in solving for its behavior was the solving of a three level version of the Maxwell-Bloch

equations. This is summarized below.

We utilize a three level scheme. A field connects levels 1 and 2 and 2 and 3. It is assumed

that the transition matrix element between levels 1 and 3 is zero. The fields are assumed to be in

perfect resonance with the energy levels. " "

66-5 I
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12 13>
2>AE,' E12 e 12 13 > .:

With:

)12 = 2t(E2 - E1) I h

03 27t(E 2 -E3) h

(03

We utilize the density matrix to solve for the system. This takes into account the coherence

effects that are vital to model transient optical bistability. We solve the equation:

Pij = -2i /h [H + H'(t), p] -j pj

With:

H'(t) = L12E12 / 2 (ei012t + e-i()12t) + la23E23 2 (ei) 23t + e-i23t)

The time varying polarization is given by:

S = trace[tap]

Evaluating the trace gives:

SL2(P21P 2  ) + 2 3(P23 + P32 
)

66-6
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Using equation we can solve the equations of motion for the density matrix.
The off diagonal elements are:

P1= -2i / h [AE 2 P21 + 1112 E 12 (P22 P P ) +
23 E2 3 P 13] "Y2 P12

-27i / h [E13 p13 -jt 12E12 p,13 + i..23E2 3 P121 - Y13 P13

23 = -2ti / h [ AE 23P2 3 + t23E, 3( P33 - P22 ) ± it 12E12 P13] 712 P12

Next we make the slowly varying envelope approximation. We let pj = cij e i°) ijt where 7r_.

is a slowly varying envelope. Inserting this in our equations allows us to simplify by throwing out

small quantities. After a great deal of algebraic manipulation we derive expressions for the

population difference between the levels and the out of phase polarization:

S23 = - 21. 2 3E 2 3 I h A23 - YL S2 3  J.

=12 2 .tL12EI 2 /hA 12 -YL S12

A23= -2i7rp 23E23 / h S23+ 7r9 12E 12 / h S12 -7LA 23

A12= -27rJ. 12E12 / h S12 + 7rlt 23E12 / h 2- L A12

where:
A is the population difference between levels i and j "

If we know use the Maxwell equations with the simplifying assumption that spatial

derivatives of the system are zero (hence meanfiled approximation ) we find equations for

the field:

E23  -0.5*( w 2 3/ )N S2 3 - E231C

6..6.
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111. Numerical Analysis

We solved the three level Maxwell-Bloch equations in the limit where there is no field

connecting levels two and three. A relaxation rate yd connects these two states. This rate allows :

population to leave level two to level three but does not permit the reverse process. A cavity decay

rate ic determines the rate at which the field decays in an empty etalon. Since we were interested in

the behavior of the behavior under pulsed conditions we needed the time dependent solution to 0.
1:0.

these equations. Since analytic solution was not possible we used numerical techniques.
The algorithm we used is a fourth order Runga-Kutta-Fehlberg technique. In particular, we

used the FORTRAN subroutine RKF45. A calling program that contained the equations to be

solved was written and is included in the appendix. The program was run on a VAX 730
minicomputer. The data was then transferred via serial link to a Macintosh microcomputer where a

plotting and fitting package was used for data analysis.

We assumed a 200 nanosecond pump pulse and used as our model system Br 2, though we

did not use the true pre-dissociation rate of Bromine as we wished to see the behavior of the optical

bistability as this rate varied. The Runga-Iutta routine calculated the output pulse for a given set of

molecular parameters and the output pulse was plotted against the input pulse to generate the €-'

bistability curves.
,?.-:

IV. Discussion of Results

In figure one we have plotted a bistability curve for our model system with the

pre-dissociation set to zero. This corresponds to the normal situation for optical bistability and, as
can be seen, the system displays the typical OB hysterisis loop. In this case the molecular

66-8
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relaxation rates were both set to 10) Hz and the cavity decay rate was set to.
In figure two we have set the pre-dissociation rate to 109 Hz and kept the molecular

relaxation rates the same as in figure one. The cavity decay rate, as is noted, is 1.2x 109 Hz. In

this case we have no OB. The cavity decay rate is just slightly too slow to allow the field to build
up to appreciable enough levels to cause the switch up characteristic of OB.

In figure three a very slight change in the cavity decay rate, 1C, is sufficient to cause the

transition to OB. The shape of this curve is characteristic of the transition in pre-dissociative optical

bistability. The knee is formed because the peak of the pump pulse is reached before the switch-up
occurs.

In figure four we see a fully bistable system. Again the changes in the shape of the OB curve

occur over a very small range of values of K. It is this sharp response that allows us to use this

effect to measure PD rates.

In figures five through eight we have plotted the value of K necessary to cause the transition

to OB versus the dissociation rate four three diffrerent values of Gm, the molecular relaxation rates. %

As can be seen, the critical value of Kc is a rapidly changing function of the pre-dissociation rate

when this rate is within an order of magnitude of the molecular relaxation rates. When the PD rate

is much faster than the molecular rates the curve flattens out and this effect is no longer an accurate
measure of the pre-dissociation rate though it does serve to indicate PD by its unique optical . -

bistability signature. This may be valuable in detecting pre-dissociative systems difficult to identify

by other methods. Such as optically dense systems where fluorescence may be hard to see. .

Thus pre-dissociative optical bistability may be a valuable tool in studying systems that
exhibit pre-dissociation rates on the order of the other molecular relaxation rates. ..

* .-. ...
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V. Experimental Results

We studied Bromine as our model system. A spectra of Bromine was taken with a Cary

spectrometer (see fig. 10). The broad shape of the spectral line is due to the extremely fast

dissociation rate of approximately 1014 Hz. Bromine can be pumped with a pulsed Ruby laser.

Unfortunately, as the theoretical section shows, this dissociation rate is much too fast compared to

the molecular relaxation rates of about 10q Hz for this technique to allow a determination of the K-

dissociation rate. It should however be possible to test the prediction of the altered hysterisis loop P& -

using Bromine gas. :..'

A more promising molecule maybe I. which has a much slower pre-dissociation rate and a ":-'"

very well studied spectra. It should be possible to pump various pre-dissociative transitions in

Iodine with a pulsed dye laser. Such a laser is available at the Air Force Geophysics lab at

Hanscom Air Force base. Using Iodine we should be able to compare other measurements of the

PD rate to the one determined by our theory as a test of validity and calibration.

VI. Laser Induced Diffusion

In addition to the work on pre-dissociative OB we designed and began contruction of an

experimental set-up for studying Laser Induced Diffusion (LID) in Iodine. LID occurs when the

excited state of a molecule has a different collision cross-section tahn the ground state. In the

presence of a buffer gas this leads to an effectively higher "friction" for the excited state. If a laser

is used to selectively excite one Doppler component it is possible to create a flow in the gas.

The set-up consists of two tubes of differing lengths - three meters and seven meters. Each

tube will be constructed with specific amounts of Iodine and a buffer gas such as Argon or

* INitrogen. Because of the high room temperature vapor pressure of Iodine we have also designed a

cooling system which will allow control of the vapor pressure. We hope to demonstrate LID in

Iodine this Fall. "' "'"
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Appendix

PR0GRAM OOHPRE4

EXTERNAL CAL

DIMENSION LABELX(1 3),NUMX(21 ),NUMY(l 8)

IN'TEGER*4 SEED

REAL-8 T,Y(7),TOUT,REL,ABSE,WK(45),TFINAL,TPRINT

REAL*8 Ti ,G1 2,DG,KAPPA,PAGAMMA,PEGAMMA,N,ABB,AO

REAL*8
TSP,GAIN,DK,DN,GV,NU,NUO,EFINAIARG, IFINAL, PHASE(202)

REAL*8 MTH$CVT_ G_D, FLD,GAM,GAMPE

REAL*8 AGRAPHTGRAPH,CONST,T2,SHIFT,SCALE,GpOP,GEM

INTEGER IWK(5),IFLAG,NEQIDUM,IFLD,NuMFLDS

COMMON GI 2,DG,KAPPAPAGAMMAPEGAMMANABBAO,
C

G POP,GEM

SHIFT =O.DO

NEQ=6

T=O.DO

TFI NAL=.00000040D0

TPRI NT=.00000000040D0

Gi 2=2.7E-27
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G23=62.4D0

4;PAGAMMA 5.E9

PEGAMMA= 1.E1O0

N=3.16E22*1 .0

ABB=1

TYPE *,SRELI

READ(5,200) REL

TYPE *,ABSEI

READ(5,201 )ABSE

TYPE *,'SCALE'

READ(5,201 )SCALE

TYPE *, 'G'

READ(5,201 )DG

TYPE *, 'KAPPA'

READ(5,201 )KAPPA

TYPE *, 'GAMMA PARALLEL'

READ(5,201 )GAM

TYPE *'PERP GAMMA'

READ(5,201) GAMPE

66-20
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PEGAMMVA =GAMPE

PAGAMMA =GAM

202 FORMAT(15)
201 FORMAT(E20.5)
203

200 FORMAT(15)

FORMAT(F20.1 5)

Y(1) l .DO

Y(2)=0.DO

Y(3)=0.DO

Y(4)=0.DO

Y(5)=0. DO

Y(6)=1 .DO

IFLAG=1 1

TOUT=T

TYPE *,TYPE ANY NUMBER TO CONTINUE

READ(5,1 1 1)IDUM

CALL SELON

CALL INITT(960)

DATA DATA LABE LX/84,73,77,69,40,83,69,67,79,78,68,83,41 I
DAANUMX/48,46,48,48,53,48,48,46,49,48,48,48,49,53A.8,48,50,48,48,4

8/
DATA NUMY/50,48,45,45,52,48,45,45,54,48,45,45,56,48,45,45/
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CALL DWI NDO(O., 10.,0., 10.)

CALL MOVEA(Q.,O.)

CALL D RAWA(1O0.,O.)

CALL MOVEA(O.,0.)

CALL D RAWA(0., 10.) ,p-

DO090 1=1,4

DO091 J=1,4

XM=I*20.-i

'p XT=-1 80.+(60.*J)

CALL MOVEA(X7QXM)

LL=(I-1 )*4+J

CALL ANSTR(1 ,NUMY(LL))
91

CONINUE
90

CONT1NUE

DO 18 1=1,1 3

LL=LABELX(I)

XM=600.+(60.*I)

CALL MOVEA(XM,-5.)

CALL ANSTR(1 ,LL)
18
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GONTINUE

XM=-500.0

DO 19 1=1,5

XM=XM+500.

CALL MOVEA(XM-0.O)

CALL ANSTR(1 ,46)

DO021 J=1,4

XT=XM-1 00.+(J*60.)

CALL MOVEA(XT,-3)

LL=(1-1 )*3+J

CALL ANSTR(1 ,NUMX(LL))
21

CONTINUE
19

CONINUE
10 T=T
301

CALL RKF45(CAL,NEQ,YTTOUT,REL,ABSE, IFLAG,WK, IWK)

GOTO(80,20,30,40,50,60,70,80), I FLAG
20

IF (ABS(AO) .LT. 1 .D-5) GOTO 83

TGRAPH=SCALE*LOG1 0((AO**2))*3.0

IF (ABS(Y(5)).iT. 1 .D-5) GOTO 83

IFINAL =LOG1 0(( Y(5)--2))
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AGRAPH =SCALE*IFINAL

CALL POINTA(MTH$OrrG-D(TGRAPH),MTH$Cvr-GD(AGRAPH))

83 TOLJT=T+TPRINT

IF (T.LT.TFINAL) GOTO 10

111 READ(5,1 1 1)IDUM
FORMAT( 14)

CALL SELOFF

STOP

30 GOTOl10

40 I

GOTOl10

50 ABSE=ABSE*1 0.DO

GOTOl10
60

REL=1 O.DO*REL

IFLAG=2

GOTOl10
70

IFLAG=2

GOTOl10
80

WRITE(5,81)

CALL SELOFF2.

STOP
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FORMAT(F5.1 ,2F1 5.9)
41

FORMAT(1 1 H MANY STEPS)

31 FORMAT(1 7H TOLERANCE RESET,2E1 2.3)

71
FORMAT(1 2H MUCH OUTPUT)

81
FORMAT(1 4H IMPROPER CALL)

EN\D

SUBROUTINE CAL(T,Y,YP)

REAL*8 T,Y(7),YP(7),G1 2,DG,KAPPA,PAGAMMA,PEGAMMA,

NABBAO,INTEN,GEM,GPOP

COMMON Gi 2,DG,KAPPAPAGAMMAPEGAMMANABBAO,
C;

GEM,GPOP

GEM = 3.D26

GPOP= 1.D34

N = 3.16e22*1.O

G12 =2.7D-27

INTEN =1 .D1 O*(1/(7.D-9-*2-EXP(-2.O)))-T--2-EXP(-TI7.D-9)

AO = (2.0-1INTEN/(3.D8-8.85D-1 2))**O.5
YP(1 )=-(2/N)-GPOP*(Y(5))*Y(4) +Y(2)*PAGAMMA

YP(2)=(2/N)*GPOP*(Y(5))*Y(4)-Y(2)*PAGAMMA-DG-Y(2)

YP(3)= DG-Y(2)
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YP(4) = N*G1 2*(Y(5))*(Y(1 )-Y(2))-PEGAMMA-Y(4)
YP(5) = -GEM-Y(4)-Y(5)*KAPPA +(AO/.01)*KAPPA

YP(6) =0.0

EI\D
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Adaptive Grid Seneration For Viscous Flow Problems

by

Christopher W. Reed

ABSTRACT

A two dimensional adaptive grid generation method is being developed for

use with the axisymmetric thin layer Navier-Stokes code to solve transonic

projectile flow problems. A quasi two dimensional adaptive grid generation

scheme based on a one dimensional variational principle has been developed to

provide a starting grid for the solution to a two dimensional grid generation

scheme. Proper forms for the weight functions controling the adaptation have

been determined and the two dimensional grid generation equations have been

coded and tested on a rectilinear grid. Results indicate that the quasi two

dimensional grid generation method is stable and fast but that the resulting

grids lack orthogonality. Use of the two dimensional adaptive grid generation

scheme, however increases orthogonality.
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I. Introduction-

An accurate prediction of the aerodynamic force is essential to a better

design of aerodynamic devices and flight vehicles. Of specific interest to

h the Air Force Armament Laboratory of Eglin AFB is an accurate prediction of

the aerodynamic drag force acting on stores which are to be released from

under aircraft travelling at transonic speeds. These forces influence the

stability of the stores and consequently the safety of the aircraft. It is

known that an accurate computation of the aerodynamic force is difficult and

involved; consequently an effective numerical algorithm for predicting the

forces is yet to be developed. The aerodynamic force in general can be

divided into three components from the physical as well as the computational

view; they are pressure drag, viscous drag and base drag with relative magni-

tudes for a standard store shape at transonic speeds of 20%, 30% and 50%,

respecti vely. ..

Recently, a thin-layer Navier-Stokes code has been developed at NASA Ames

Research Center for three dimensional compressible fluid flow problems[ I]. It

has been shown that this code can give acceptably accurate solutions for a

number of high speed compressible flow problems provided a good grid is

* used. The application of the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code to a specific

axisymmetric transonic projectile flow problem has been investigated by the

Aerodynamics Research Branch of the U. S. Army Ballistic Research Labora-

tory C21. A secant-ogive-cylinder-boattail (SOCBT) projectile has been

modified to eliminate the computational difficulties associated with the base

flow by attaching a sting. For the axisymmetric case, the computed surface

pressure coefficient agrees well with experimental data indicating that the

code can successfully compute both pressure and viscous drag.
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r When the sting is removed and the base region is to be included in the

solution, however, the transonic flow problem becomes increasingly complex.

Both a shock and separated flow are expected at the sharp corner of the base'..-.

and for supersonic flows and additional shock is expected in the wake

region. The existing thin-layer tNavier-Stokes code for the computation of

transonic flow past a projectile with a sting has been modified for the

projectile base flow problem [3 ]. The solution obtained for transonic flow

over a sphere indicates that the modifications made to the boundary conditions

in the thin layer code are correct and hence the code should be applicable to

other projectile base flow problems if a proper grid is provided.

Obtaining a solution to the transonic projectile base flow problem now

becomes one of generating a good grid that will adequately resolve the large

gradients associated with the flow, therefore the main goal of this program is

to develop a theoretically sound adaptive grid generation technique for use

with the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code. ,N.

The use of an adaptive grid scheme yields two advantages in generating a

good grid. First, an adaptive grid generation technique can adequately

resolve isolated large gradient regions of the solution without requiring

increased resolution of the entire domain. Furthermore, as solutions to more

complex flow problems are sought, the large number of grid points necessary

for an accurate flow simulation will exceed the current storage limitations of

computers and the efficient use of the available grid points made possible by

adaptive grid techniques will become essential.

II. Objective: Adaptive Grid Generation

The main objective of an adaptive grid generation scheme is to enhance

the three properties of a good grid: smoothness, onthogonality and mesh

67-5
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refinement in regions where the flow variables experience large gradients.

The optimization of each of these characteristics has been shown to increase

the stability and accuracy of the solution algorithms. [4 ]  Brackbill and

Saltzman developed an adaptive grid generation scheme based on a variational

principle and successfully applied the technique to an inviscid supersonic
flow problem by adapting the grid to the pressure gradient [5 ] .

Application of this scheme, however, to viscous flow problems requires

adaptation to two variable gradients, the velocity gradient and the pressure

gradient. In many viscous flow problems the two gradients are nearly

orthogonal, for instance in shock-boundary layer regions in transonic flow.

* The adaptive functional used by Brackbill and Saltzman requires only that the

grid cell size become small when the weighting function comprised of the

pressure gradient is large. When applied to viscous flow problems this

scheme, which is unbiased in the direction of adaptation, may result in

insufficient grid resolution in one of the coordinate directions. This

deficiency can be remedied by modifying the adaption functional to include two

weighting functionals each containing the gradients of velocity and pressure

in one of the coordinate directions.

Another problem occurs when adapting a grid to the viscous flow solution

due to the large velocity gradients characteristic of the boundary layer. The

mesh refinement necessary for adequate resolution of the boundary layer is at

least two orders of magnitude higher than that required for adaptation to the

pressure gradient. The extremely large weighing function occurring over a

small region causes the numerical algorithms used to solve the governing set

of elliptic equations to fail. However, it is believed that if an initial

guess that is close to the solution is used to start the solution procedure

the instabilities in the solution algorithm will diminish and a converged
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solution can thus be obtained. : ,- ,

The specific objectives of this research are thus to modify the method of

Brackbill and Saltzman for applications of an adaptive grid generation scheme

to viscous flow problems. First, a very stable quasi-two dimensional adaptive

grid generation scheme is developed to obtain a good initial guas to the __

solution of the two dimensional grid generation equations. Furthermore, the

variational method has been modified to include adaptation in each coordinate -.

direction separately. This adaptive grid generation scheme has been developed

here in two dimensions for use with the axisymmetric thin-layer Navier-Stokes

code.

III. Quasi Two Dimensional Adaptation

The quasi two dimensional adaptive grid generation scheme is based upon
L-. °.

the successive application of a one dimensional adaptation along each coordin-

p line. For any isolated curvilinear coordinate line, the arc length s can

be measured along the coordinate at each grid point as a function of the co-

ordinate value . The following functional

fw(s) s ds 1 1"''''

when minimized will adjust the grid point distribution s(&) along

the & coordinate such that it adapts to the weighing function w. The solution

to the minimization obtained after applying the Euler Lagrange Equation is:

s(E) = A 1 d& + B (2)

where A and B are constant determined from the boundary conditions on s(&).

Before this method can be applied to each coordinate direction, it is

necessary to provide the proper weighing functions. For a two dimensional

grid consisting of the coordinate & and n two weighing functions are

required. In the { direction the function
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P(S) = -v- . + B- s- + Y  (3)

is used where lvj is the velocity magnitude, p is the pressure, weights the

pressure gradient relative to the velocity gradient and y is a constant used

to add smoothness to the grid point distribution. The corresponding weighting

function respresenting the gradients in the n direction is:

-vQ(s) = 2 + B+ y (4)
as sn as sq

The quasi two dimensional adaptive grid generation scheme consists of

adapting the grid point distribution along each C coordinate line using Eq. 2

and P(s) as the weighting function. As the grid points are redistributed

* along the { coordinates, however, they carry with them the discrete values of

the weighting function Q, and it is therefore necessary to interpolate the

• "values at Q at the new grid point locations from its values at the old

locations before completing the scheme with adaptation of the grid points in

the n direction.

The complete scheme thus requires only numerical integration and one

dimensional functional interpolation, making the scheme stable and quick. The

application of this scheme may result in a good gri-d in which case a fully two

dimensional scheme will not be required. However, this method does not

contain any mechanism for enforcing orthogonality, and therefore if a skew

grid results it will be necessary to apply the complete two dimensional scheme

in which as the grid obtained with the quasi 2-D method can be used as an

initial guess to the solution of the 2-D method to both decrease the number of

iterations and increase the stability of the numerical algorithm.

In order to obtain values for the parameters in the weighing functions an

adaptive grid was generated from a fully converged solution to transonic flow

over a sphere obtained on an albebraic grid consisting of 60 points in the
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streamwise direction and 40 points in the radial direction. The algebraic

grid was clustered in the radial direction toward the sphere surface to

resolve the boundary layer, however equal spacing was used in the streamwise

direction. Figure 1 shows the grid adapted only to the velocity gradient and

as can be seen a fine mesh results in both the boundary layer and the free

shear layer bounding the separated region. Figure 2 shows adaptation to the

pressure gradient. A comparison with the C plot along the sphere surface

shown in Figure 3 shows that the grid clustered in the area at largest

pressure gradients. Figure 4 shows a grid adapted to both gradients. Note

* that the clustering has been reduced in both the high pressure gradient and

free shear layer regions due to the competition for adaptation between the two

regions.

IV. Two Dimensional Adaptation

The basis for the two dimensional adaptive grid generation scheme

consists of an extension of the method of Brackhill and Saltzman to include

separate adaptation in each coordinate direction rather than adapting solely - -':

to the Jacobian. As in their method a set of functionals can be defined to

represent each of the characteristics of a good grid. The functional for

orthogonality uses the covariant vectors:

r= x + y (5)

r = x i + Yj

to measure the orthogonality:

I0  f (r* 2 dxdy
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The smoothing functional is: 
d.

an h dpa ion = [ (W ;2 + (Vn 2] dxdy (6)

and the adaptation functional has been split into two functionals:

Ip = f P(x,y)(r * r ) dxdy (7)

=f Q(xy)(r, - r n) dxdy (8)

where r and r are the covarient vectors in the t and n directions

respectively and P and Q are weighting functions containing gradients of

velocity and pressure in the E and n directions respectively. Each of these

functionals is normalized and then combined into a total functional as:

IT  sls I p +q

when x s and xo 0are parameters weighing the relative magnitudes of each

functional according to their perceived importance. The total functional IT

is then transformed to make & and n the independent variables after which the

Euler Lagrange equations are applied to the integrand to yield a set of

elliptic partial differential equations of the form: ..

a 1 x U + a2xtn + a3 xnn + bjy + b2Y n + b3Ynn R

(10)

cx + c 2 x&n + c3xnn + dlYF; + d2y + d 3 Yn S3n(

where the coefficients have the following form:

2 .. ,'..

a1  2P(J + xy)+ 2 + j ()'"

a2 = (Qxlyn- Pxy,) + Xo(4w + 4xx,) + Xs (-28A)
n2

a3 = 2Q(J - xny) + x0 2xF + Xs(yA)

b = 2Pyy n + oxnyn + As{-LB)

b2 = 2(Qyn2 - Py&2) + xo 2(y, + xFYn) + Xs(2BB)

b3 = 
2Qnyt + 1o 2x y + 10 (-YB)
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c1 = -2Pxx +)X2xy + Xs(-aB)
1 0 fl 1 S

c2 = 2(Px 2 - Qx 2 ) + 2 (x y + x yr) + X (2BB) (11)

c3 = 2QxTx + X 0 2x y& + Xs (-yB)

d = 2P(J -y x n) + Xo 2y n 2+ X (

d2 = 2(Px~y - Qxy) + Io(4w + 4y1,yC) + Xs(-2sD)2 ~ ~ = & s(nYn
d3 = 2Q(J + Ynxy + 2y 2-+X (C)

R = 2J(Qnx n + P& x

S 2J(Qny 1 + (1

inhch a X2 2 2 y 2in which a = (x + Z2) a = (x x + yyn) Y  = iX& 2+ y2)

D(y 2 n) =(x 21 (13)+y )B= Cx~y + x1 Y, ) (x2 + x ) .

w= (Xy +x y) J =x --.y
&, -7T1n-1

This set of equations is solved using an ADI ,method. After each

iteration though, the grid points relocate carrying with them the values of P

and Q and it is therefore necessary to update the values of P and Q at the new

grid locations. This is accomplished using a first order interpolation

pN = p + AxPx + hyPy (14)

where PN and PO represent the values at P at the new and old grid point

locations respectively and Ax and Ay are the changes in each coordinate

direction.

In order to test the accuracy of these equations and the influence of

each functional these equations were used to adapt an equally spaced

rectilinear grid to prescribed weight functions of the form:

P = exp[( - n) /a]

Q = exp[( -n)2/] '

which creates a large weight function along the diagonal extending from (0,0)

to Rmax nmax), The results for a 20 by 20 grid using only the adaptation
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functional, (i.e. 0) is shown in Figure 5. A clear clustering of

the gridl is evident along the diagonal, however the grid is extremely skew in

that region. Figure 5 shows the results for the same weighting function when

smoothing is added ( s = 0.25). Although the grid with smoothing appears between
smoother, there is less adaptation indicating the direct competition between ,

the two functionals. Orthogonality was added as well as smoothing

(Xo = 0.25, xs = 0.25) to produce the grid in Figure 6. Although the grid

appears much more orthogonal, it also seems less adapted. However upon close

inspection the distance between grid points along either lines in the region

along the diagonal are nearly identical for the grids in Figure 4 and 6.

Furthermore, the coordiniate lines in Figure 6 are more in line with the

gradient directions and thus the effect of orthogonality complements that of

adaptation.

Recommendations

-,- cdficitions to the method of Brackhill and Saltzman necesse-y to N

adapt grids to viscous flow solutions required the div.,.-r .f the adapting

functional into two parts, each representino -- €.on to gradient in one of

the coordinate directions. Furtho--:: -. because of the large weight function.4

required to gain adequate resolution in the boundary layer it is necessary to

use a starting grid which is close to the final solution. A quasi two

di'ensional grid generation scheme based on a one dimensional adaptive4'.

fu:ictional has been developed for this purpose. The proper forms and

magnitudes of the parameters in the weighting functions have been determined

by adapting a grid to the fully converged solution to transonic flow over a .

sphere. The next step in the development of a solution to the viscous

• .transonic projectile flow problem is to use the adaptive grid generation
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method in conjunction with the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code to continuously

adapt the grid as the solution develops.
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AN ASSESSMENT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF A DNA PROBE FOR MYCOPLASMA HOMINIS
AND UREAPLASMA UREALYTICUM

by 4

Kathleen F. Ryan

ABSTRACT

A rapid and simple test for the presence of Mycoplasma in clinical

specimens would be of immense value in the diagnosis of conditions in

which these organisms may be the etiological agents. The commercially

available Mycoplasma TC Kit was found to be of no use in the testing of

clinical specimens. An initial investigation into the development of a

DNA probe for M. hominis and U. urealyticum was undertaken. Cultural con-

ditions, efficient DNA isolation techniques, and exact protocols for'V
agarose gel electrophoresis were established for these organisms. The

initial data indicate that additional work is warranted and that a DNA

probe can successfully be developed. Preliminary investigations suggest

that M. hominis and U. urealyticum both possess plasmid DNA molecules. If 4'

confirmed by further investigation, these studies will demonstrate the

first plasmid found in U. urealyticum.
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I. Introduction

Mycoplasma hominis and Ureaplasma urealyticum belong to the class

Mollicutes (soft-skin since they lack cell walls) and as such represent

the smallest known free-living organisms. These organisms are further

characterized as members of the family Mycoplasmataceae because their

genomic DNA is of small size (5 x 108 daltons) and low G + C content. .

M. hominis and U. urealyticum were once thought to be commensal in- "

habitants of the urogenital tract of humans. They have been increasingly

implicated as being associated with or as the etiological agents of a

variety of urogenital conditions such as urethritis, prostatitis, epid-

idymitis, Reiter's syndrome, Bartholin's abscess, vaginitis, cervicitis,

salpingitis, acute pyelonephitis, nongonococcal urethritis, and pelvic

inflammatory disease (Mardh, 1983; Taylor-Robinson, 1979 and 1983). These

organisms have been suspected of causing infertility, fetal wastage, and

reproductive failures (Cassell, 1983; Swenson, 1979; Kundsin, 1981). Myco-

plasmas have been found in placenta and membranes of spontaneously aborted "

fetuses (Embree, 1980). Although these fetuses appear normal, Mycoplasma

have been isolated from lesions in their lungs (Romano, 1971; Quinn, 1983)

and in the liver, heart, lungs, brain, and viscera (Taylor-Robinson). They .,.

may also play a casual role in congenital malfunctions of infants for

histological examination of brain tissue and internal organs display pro-

found circulative disorders and degenerative changes indicative of the

pathological process.

68-4
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Curren-tv tnere is nc ',etnod of direct e, l:- la:.iori for the p-eser e of

these orgar:i ss n cl ni ai spe lnens. _,S 5 Sieqt of cIinicc IS d,p es 's

accomplished by the isolation and identification of these species on two

different highly complex culture media. This present system has many dis-

advantages such as preparation of two different media which contain

several ingredients which must be sterilized by filtration and which are

relatively expensive. Media preparation is time-consuming and entails a

considerable investment of effort. These media are easily contaminated by

normal microbial flora, and cell debris present in clinical specimens can

cause the formation of artifacts and consequent false positives (Clyde,

1983). This diagnostic procedure has extremely low sensitivity and at _

times as much as a 30% margin of error (Tully, 1983). The slow growth

rate of these organisms demands long incubation periods and this greatly

prolongs the interval between receipt and assessment of the clinical sam-

ple.

The Microbiology Section of the Epidemiology Division of the School of

Aerospace Medicine at Brooks Air Force Base is particularly concerned with

Mycoplasma infection of the urogenital tract. Special attention is di-

rected at pregnant women in the last two months of pregnancy since these

microorganisms can affect the pregnancy as well as the fetus itself.

Therefore, the most sensitive means of diagnosis is of great use in

screening and testing for Mycoplasma infection.

.E .6 &- . lji _
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My research interests are in the area of recombinant DNA. My assign-

ment as Dr Delvecchio's teaching assistant started my interest in the

field. This, along with my five years of clinical laboratory experience, L

have contributed to my assignment to the Virology Function of the Microbi-

ology Section.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort:

To assess the feasibility of the Mycoplasma TC Kit, which is marketed

by Gen-Probe, San Diego CA 92123, for the direct examination of clinical

specimens for the presence of Mycoplasma.

If the Mycoplasma TC Kit cannot be used to detect Mycoplasma in clin-

ical specimens, then the possibility of developing a DNA probe for the

presence of the Mycoplasma will be investigated and the development of

such a probe will be initiated.
o-A

To test for the presence of plasmid DNA molecules in M. hominis and

U. urealyticum. These data are needed because the presence of plasmid DNA

could interfere with restriction endonuclease digests. The presence of

plasmids may also be associated with the pathogenicity of an organism.

III. a. Approach to Assess the Mycoplasma TC Kit for the Direct Examina-

tion of Clinical Specimens for the Presence of mycoplasma.

686'.
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Tne initial objective of this project was to assess the feasibil- A.

ity of tne kit for detecting Mycoplasma titers of clinical specimens.

Although this kit was devised for testing of Mycoplasma contamination of

tissue cultures, the technical information supplied by the manufacturer

did not preclude its use for the examination of clinical specimens. This

kit utilizes a DNA probe which contains regions which are homologous to -

the rRNA of Mycoplasma and Acholeplasma, moderately homologous to bacte-

rial rRNA, and nonhomologous to mammalian cellular and mitochondrial rRNA.
.. .. ..|

This kit is based upon the DNA probe being able to hybridize with homolo-

gous rRNA of Mycoplasma and Achol epl asma and to form stable double

stranded hybrids.

The methodology indicated by Gen-Probe was followed. Briefly,

designated amounts of microbial cultures were centrifuged at 15000 x g for

10 minutes, the cellular pellet was suspended in 100 ul of 0.15 M NaCl,

and then placed in a WestChem Mini Betavial. One hundred ul of 3H-DNA

probe solution was added and the mixture was incubated in a 720 C water

bath for one hour. Care was taken to insure that the vials were totally

submerged in the water bath. After hybridization a solution of hydroxyapa-

tite was added, and the vials were incubated at 720C for 5 minutes. This

adsorbs any hybridized probe which was then collected by centrifugation at

2000 rpm for one minute. The pellet was then washed to remove residual

unbound DNA, centrifuged at 2000 rpm or one minute, collected, and mixed

with 5 ml of WestChem Cytoscint Fluid. The amount of 3H-DNA which hybri-

dized with the rRNA of different organisms was ascertained by recording

the beta emission on an LKB RackBeta Liquid Scintillation Counter equipped

with an Apple 2C computer.

68-7
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The following experimental design was carried out to test the

suitability of the Mycoplasma TC Kit for the assessment of clinical sam- '.

ples. Examples of microorganisms which are commensal to the human

urogenital tract were chosen along with M. hominis and U. urealyticum.

The example of a gram negative organism used was E. coli (ATCC 25922). 5

Staphlyococcus epidermidis (ATCC 12228) which is Gram positive, and

Candida albicans (ATCC 14053) were grown to log phase in BHI broth. One

part of the above cultures was diluted to 300 parts and 1 ml of this dilu-

tion was used in the Gen-Probe test. M. hominis (ATCC 14027) and (Brooks -

AFB clinical specimen) U. urealyticum were grown in Arginine and Urea

Broth, respectively, for five days and 2 mls of the undiluted culture was

utilized in the Mycoplasma TC Kit.

Positive and negative controls, which were purchased from the

manufacturer, were also included in the testing procedure. The positive

control consisted of Mycoplasma rRNA and was used to test the performance

of the assay. The negative control was made up of rRNA which contained no **.-*

Mycoplasma nucleic acid and allowed the determination of nonspecific back-

ground.

K.'.-%.'
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b;I. Results of the assessen o e Mvoplasa TC Kt

The following data were typical of CPM obtained for the organisms

included in the study.

CPM % Hybridization* -.

Positive Control 1822.0 8.7%0 -

Negative Control 65.5 0.3%

S. epidermidis 571.8 2.7%

C. albicans 43.0 0.2%

E. coli 814.5 3.9% -.

M. hominis 385.3 1.8%

U. urealyticur 121.8 0.6%011

Standard Probe* 2098.0

*Standard Probe -- cpm elicited by a solution of 10 ul of 3H-DNA

probe in 5 ml of Cytoscint Fluid.

Hybridization -- (Actual cpm/Total counts) x 100. ""

The total count is the cpm one would expect if 100% hybridization

was obtained. This is equal to the Standa-d Probe cpm x 10.

. . .....



As can be seen from the above, the Mycoplasma TC Kit cannot be

used in testing clinical specimens for other microorganisms which also

inhabit the urogenital tract, such as S. epidermidis and E. coli; these

contain ribosomes in which the rRNA contains nucleotide sequences which

can hybridize with the 3H-DNA probe used in the Mycoplasma TC Kit. It

must be kept in mind that these cultures, along with the C. albicans, are

diluted I to 300 prior to testing. The DNA probe is more specific for M.

hominis than it is for U. urealyticum. In conclusion, a more specific DNA

probe is needed to test for the presence of Mycoplasma and Ureaplasma in

clinical specimens.

IV. a. Approach Taken to Investigate the Possibilities of Developing a

-* DNA Probe for the Presence of Mycoplasma.

The development of DNA probes which are specific for M. hominis

and U. urealyticum will allow a highly sensitive, rapid, and direct means

for examining clinical specimens. These DNA-probes will compliment with

genomic DNA segments which are unique to each of these species and thus

will cross react with normal microbiological flora. The test will detect

picogram quantities of Mycoplasma DNA in clinical samples. Once devel- WT

oped, the diagnostic procedure will be simple, rapid, involve no culture

media and has the possibility of being automated so that a minimum of wor-

khours will be needed to assess a large number of samples. Since the

DNA-probes will be cloned into a plasmid of E. coli, an unlimited supply -

of the probe will be available. These probes will be tagged with biotin

68-10
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and thus can be detectec with an avicin-siqnal This elx Tn',s e -i

the need for a radioactive label and as such results in a "cleaner" and

safety laboratory procedure.

Methodology. The following approach as used to assess the feasi-

bility of development of a DNA probe for M. horninis and U. urealyticum:

Define growth and cultural conditions needed to provide adequate

quantities of Mycoplasma to isolate and purify genomic DNA for the devel-

opment of a DNA probe.

Determine the best method of isolation and purification of genomic

DNA from Mycoplasma and Ureaplasma -- as well as genomic DNA from E. coli, .

C. albicans, and S. epidemidis.

IV. b. Results. Mycoplasma have a characteristic slow growth rate in

laboratory cultures. This problem is circumvented by the use of large

inocula to initiate growth and the utilization of large quantities of

Arginine Mycoplasma broth for the growth of M. hominis or Urea broth for .-

U. urealyticum. After many trials and errors, it was determined that ade-

quate amounts of Mycoplasma could be obtained if 750 ml of media is

inoculated with 250 ml of inoculum. Cultures should be harvested after a

minimum of seven days growth. All cultures were monitored daily for pH

changes as indicated by phenol red since the accumulation of end products

can result in loss of viable cells. These conditions of growth were con- %4
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firmed after consulltdtion with Dr J. G. Tully, My:oplasma Sectior,

National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National

Institutes of Health.

GenoTic DNA was isolated from E. coli, C. albicans, and S. epider-

midis by the methods outlined by Rodriquez (1983). Mycoplasma DNA was

isolated by the methods of Taylor (1983), Cerone-McLernon (1980), and

Christiansen (1981). Early attempts at DNA purification utilized cells

grown in 100 or 250 ml cultures for at least seven days. Although small

pellets of cells were obtained from these cultures, no DNA was isolated.

This could have been due to the small size of the cell harvest or the

simultaneous degredation of DNA through the liberation of DNase early in

the extraction procedure. The simultaneous liberation for DNA and DNAse

can degrade DNA. This DNA hydrolysis could be stopped by the inclusion of

Proteinase K in the lytic buffer. Proteinase K will digest DNAse and thus

prevent destruction of the genomic DNA. The DNA purification method of

Gross-Bellard (1973) addressed this problem and, therefore, was used to

isolate DNA from the Mycoplasma. DNA was isolated from Mycoplasma and

Ureaplasma and a single band was seen upon agarose gel electrophoresis.

V. a. Approach Utilized to Determine the Presence of Plasmids in M.

hominis and U. urealyticum.

mV

Initial attempts at isolation of plasmid DNA will be carried out

using the protocol of Gross-Bellard (1973). Since this method is extreme-

ly gentle and does not differentiate between genomic and plasmid DNA, any

68-12
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extrachroiosviial DNA moiecuies snojli De visualized upor a~druse ge, eez-

trophoresis. Preferential isolation of plasmid DNA molecules will also be

carried out by the method of Rodriguez (1983).

V. b. Results of Search for Presence of Plasmid DNA.

Both M. hominis and U. urealyticum contained plasmid DNA mole-

cules. The extrachromosomal DNA molecules were visualized on agarose gels

using the isolation technique of Gross-Bellard (1973). The plasmid mole-

cules were found in a high concentration relative to the genomic DNA which

suggests that many molecules are most likely present in an individual

cell. This report represents the first time a plasmid has been documented

in Ureaplasma urealyticum.

VI. a. Recommendation.

The Mycoplasma TC Kit is of no value in the assessment of clinical

specimens for the DNA probe of this kit hybridized with nucleic acids from

a wide variety of microorganisms. Many of these microorganisms are normal

inhabitants of the urogenital system of humans. The kit is of use for

testing of tissue cultures for one knows by visual observations if micro-

organisms, other than Mycoplasma, are present; therefore, when testing

tissue cultures one can be reasonably certain that only Mycoplasma are the

subject of the Mycoplasma TC Kit.

Ce-13J
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Te best pUssibDe dP:,o0, ;' 'Dr testinq of cliriia. S.ci' ,ens would

be a DNA probe which would be specific for Mycoplasma nucleic acids. Be-

fore this can be accomplished, one must determine optimum conditions for 4%.

growth of the Mycoplasma to obtain working quantities of DNA. As was

pointed out previously, extremely small quantities Or U16 were obtained

using standard methods. After consultation with Dr J. G. Tullv and bv

experience it has been determined that the following measures should be

taken to insure adeauate auant it i es of M'/Co) I dsrIia cell s:

- At least two liters of Mycoolasma cultures should be used for a

DNA isolation.

' Or.

- The two-liter culture should consist of eight 250 ml cultures.

- A large (one to four) inoculum should be used.

- Growth should be closely monitored to insure log phase growth.

- M. hominis should be grown in the SP-4 medium of Tully. This

medium uses fetal calf serum in place of horse serum. This should result

in increased growth for it has been reported that antibodies in horse

serum can greatly inhibit the growth of Mycoplasma. Thallium acetate is

replaced with penicillin since thallium may also inhibit the growth of My-

copl asma.

Fetal calf serum will be used to prepare the Urea broth which

is utilized in growing U. urealyticum.
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Tnese conditions snould result in a greater amount of growth and

working quantities of DNA. '

The method of Gross-Bellard snould be used for the isolation of

DNA from Mycoplasma since the protocol guards against the digestion of DNA

early in the extraction procedure. Another improvement in this technique

may be decreasing the time periods of dialysis. Although the tubing is

treated to prevent absorption of DNA, a decrease in the length of time of , ,

dialysis may result in greater yields. All glassware should be siliconiz-

ed to prevent the absorption of DNA.

The DNA plasmids should also be isolated by method which will

specifically select for these molecules. Such methods are outlined in

Rodriguez (1983).

VI. b. Suggestions for Follow-on Research. The following protocol will -ft ,¢b

result in the development of a DNA probe.

V*. -L

The genomic DNA of M. hominis and U. urealyticun will be digested

with the restriction endonucleases BamHI and PstI. The endonucleases

recognize guanine-plus-cytosine-rich sequences and generate a small number

of fragments (Razin, 1983). Each of these endonucleases cleave the plas-

mid pBR 322 at a recognition site. BamHI will disrupt the circular

plasmid within the gene responsible for tetracycline resistance whereas

the site for Pstl is located in the gene which confers ampicillin resis-

S. .* 6 -lE * *ft * * .
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tance. Tne~eforE, tiese resti.t1or! enonucleases and tne E. coli p6, 322

plasmid offer an l0eal cloning systen for these specialized mycoplasmal

gene probes.

The restriction endonuclease-generated DNA fragments will be elec-

trophoresed on an analytical Hoefer Minnie Submarine Agarose Gel Unit or a

preparative BRL H-4 submerged unit. Selected low molecular weight DNA

fragments will be liberated from low-melting-temperature agarose gels

according to the method of Libby (1985) or the fragments will be separated

on BRL Prep Gel and dissociated from the agarose on a Konte Electrodialy-

sis Unit. The eluted DNA fragments will be biotinylated using the

procedure of Langer (1981) which exploits the nick-translation properties

of DNA polymerase I. %

The specificity of the biotinylated DNA fragments (potential DNA-

probes) for either M. hominis or U. urealyticum will be determined by

Southern blotting (Southern, 1975). A complete spectrum of other Myco-

plasma species, as well as other microorganisms, will also be included in

this specificity evaluation. The presence of biotinylated fragments which

have hybridized with complimentary DNA strands on the nitrocellulose paper

will be visualized using avidin-alkaline phosphate polymers as outlined by

Leary (1983).

Once a gene sequence has been determined to have sufficient speci-

ficity to serve as a DNA probe it will be cloned into E. coli. DNA

fragments which have been generated by either BamHI or PstI will be com-

bined with pBR 322 plasmid which has been made linear with either of these

68-16



endonucieases. Since the pBR 322 vector ano the restriction fragments will

have identical cohesive ends (as generated by either BamHI or Pstl) recom-

binant DNA molecules will be formed. The DNA backbone will be reformed

using the enzyme T4 DNA ligase (Dugaiczyk, 1975; Sgaramella, 1970; Sugino,

1977). Alkaline pnosphatase will be employed to prevent vector recircular-

ization (Perbal, 1984).

RecrynDinant DrA will be introduced into conpetent E. coli cells by

the method of Maniatis (1982). Transformed cells will be detected by

replica plates of colonies grown on media with or without ampicillin or

tetracycline depending on the restriction endonuclease used in the cloning

protocol. Transformed E. coli can be further tested for the presence of .-.,

specific DNA sequences by the colony hybridization method of Yang (1984)

and of Leary (1983).

E. coli will yield an unlimited supply of DNA-probes. Biotinyla-

tion and isolation of the DNA-probes will be accomplished as needed or to

build up a large stock. The dot hybridization procedure of Leary (1983)

will be carried out on a BRL HybriDot manifold. This technique will allow

the rapid and highly specific detection of M. hominis and U. urealyticum

in clinical specimens.

The plasmid DNA molecules will be subjected to restriction endonu-

clease mapping with subsequent sequencing of the plasmids. Listing of

strains of Mycoplasma for antibiotic sensitivity which may correlate with .

68-17
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the preseric or absence of plasm1o wi': also De jroer,,aKer. Mapping of

plasmid genes will then be accomplished via transformation of competent

Mycoplasma cells.

VI. c. Any Other Suggestions Having Bearing on the Research You Will Ac-

complish. A DNA probe which is specific for M. hominis and U. urealyticum

(and various types thereof) will greatly facilitate the examination of

clinical specimens. Probes which will hybridize with genus, species, and

genotypes will be developed. Along with this immediate benefit, the DNA

probe will also impact upon broader areas of science and research.

The known serovars of M. hominis will be defined by the use of re-

striction endonuclease and DNA probes developed to these different

Mycoplasma types. Investigations of the reactivity (and crossreactivity)

of the various DNA probes with the different types of Mycoplasma will con-

tribute greatly to the general field of Mycoplasma systenatics. These same

techniques will also be applied to investigate the possibility of the

existence of different genotypes of U. urealyticum. Isolates of these

organisms form different locales of infection or commensalism will also be

characterized by these techniques.

Since it has been suggested that certain types of M. hominis and

U. urealyticum may be commensal whereas other types are possibly disease

producing, the high resolution offered by a DNA probe for different sero-

vars and genotypes will lead to a more complete definition of

°ti 68-18
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pathogenicity of tnese organisms. Tne DNA probe will also clarify tne

"grey" area between commensal , opportunistic, and virulent types of Myco-

pl asm a. ¢*q •

These probes can also be used to locate individual Mycoplasma

cells in tissues of the body and from tissue cultures. Biotinylated DNA

probes have been utilized in this respect with great success. Such in

situ hybridization an visualizaton will clarify the interplay of Myco- . .

plasma with their host cells. Since there is such an intimate relation-

ship between Mycoplasma and mammalian cell plasma membrane, the ,.-.

possibility of the two cells sharing nucleic acids or the chance that the

nucleic acid components share homolgous sequences will be studied. The

answer to these questions will have significance in many areas of myco-

plasmology and possibly broaden our general knowledge of microbiology.

The presence of plasmids in these organisms may be associated with

pathogenic characteristics and antibiotic resistance properties. The

plasmids nucleic acid sequence and antibiotic resistance genes will be of

great aid in determining the function of these extrachromosomal DNA mole-

cules on these organisms. A probe for these plasmids can easily be

developed. Such a probe will enable one to determine if plasmid DNA mole- .. '.

*" cules are involved in the category of Mycoplasma within host cells. , -
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GAS EXCHANGE IN THE RABBIT USING HIGH
FREQUENCY VENTILATION IN HIGH ALTITUE.

Mukul R. Banerjee -
and Yolman Salinas

ABSTRACT

The efficiency of a high frequency flow interruption technique in F
maintaining an adequate gas exchange in the rabbit was tested, first at ground
level and then in a hyrobaric chamber at 8,000 feet simulated alitude. This was
imediately followed by retesting under ground level conditions. Four adult New
Zealand White a@le rabbits were used. The anesthesized and intubated rabbits,
injected with a muscle relaxant, were ventilated at 1,5, and 7 Hz with a minute
ventilation of 1,2,3 liters Per minute respectively. Data were collected for
approxisately one hour at each frequency. The Parameters recorded were
systemic arterial PH, p02, HCO3, P02, blood Pressure, heart rate, Proximal air
way Pressure, inspired and expired flow rates, inspired and expired volume, con
centr~tion of 02 and C02 in mixed expired air. The high-frequency ventilation
technique utilized did not adversely affect the arterial PC02 of rabbits at
high altitude. Also, the arterial-alveolar P02 ratio showed an improvement
at high altitude with high-frequency ventilation. We conclude that high- '

frequency ventilation maintained an adequate Pulmonary gas exchange in rabbits
at high altitude. A
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I. INTRODLCTION

It has recently been demonstrated that an adequate gas exchange in

the lungs can be maintained by high frequency ventilation with tidal volues

close to the dead space volues(4,5,6,7). This technique aPpears to minimize

the injury to the lung tissue associated with conventional mechanical
ventilation. High trequency ventilation falls into three somewhat arbitrary

categories : high frequency Positive pressure ventilation, high frequency jet
ventilation or high frequency flow interruption, and high frequency oscillatory

ventilation. Of these three techniques, high frequency oscillatory ventilation

has gained widespread attention(2). However, this technique does not appear to

be superior to other techniques(l). Fletcher et a](3), have described a high
frequency flow interruption technique which Prevents an admixture of inspired

and expired gases. it allows collection of expired gas for an accurate
measurement of volume and gas composition.

Last Year under a similar summer faculty research Program we

developed and modified Fletcher's high frequency ventilation technique. The

technique was satisfactory in ventilating a mechanical luns model. BY
introducing a compliant chamber in the inspiratory line we were able to r

eliminate the initial Pressure spike developed in the inspiratory line during
the expiratory Phase of the breathing cycle, The inspiratory flow waveform

became essentially frequency independent. As the Performance of the HFV system

in hypobaric conditions is not known, the follow-up work included an evaluation

of the Performance of the technique in live animals both at ground level and at
high altitude.

II OBJECTIVES

The main objective in this work is to evaluate the efficiency of

the high frequency flow interruption technique in maintaining an adequate
Pulmonary sas exchange in rabbits under hypobaric conditions. A simulated

altitude of 8,000 feet was chosen because it is the common cabin Pressure in
most military aircrafts. We would also like to compare the Performance of the

technique on the same animal both at ground level and at high altitude with

the mean Proximal airway Pressure not exceeding 10 cmH20.

69-4 771
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III. METHODOLOGY

Four e Zealand White ale rabbtits weisnr between 3.3 to
3.7 k9 were used. The animals were fasted overnight. The ventral neck and
gron areas Of the animal were shaved folloing Ketatine anesthesia, .

[50 aslkg, i.:.]. Prior to the insertion of a cuffed endotracheal tube, Em.
4 m i.d., the rabbit was injected intravenously wit, sodium Pentobarbital,
15 *s/ks into the lateral vein of the ear. The dose was Progressively .

increased, as needed, to abolish the foot-pinch reflex. An angio-catheter

of an appropriate size was inserted into the right femoral artery and

positioned PercutaneouslY For the collection of blood saiple and the % -
measurement of blood pressure. Blood sas was analyzed immediately

following collection by the use of a Corning Model 158 PH/Blood Gas
Analyzer. Blood Pressure was measured by the use of a Gould P23ID Pressure

transducer connected to the arterial line and filled wilth Lactated Ringer's ..

solution.

The hish frequency ventilation technique used is illustrated

below in block diagrams:

Compressed air, Pressure I Pressure Needle

breathing qualityireulatorjf suage valve /

Variable speed Bleeder
motor valve

'Iine Rotameter

(~ab it Endotahl eumo- Rotary Rubber
b l r tach 00 valve bag

r Expiratory

Proximal rne ula o-

rairwayr tach 1
Pres sure

Mass Spec

Compressed air of breathing quality was Provided to the system
being controlled by the Pressure regulator and monitored by the Pressure

I, fuage. Air flow rates were set by the needle valve being approximated by
the rotameter. The bleeder valve regulated the airway Pressure developed

in the system. The rubber bag Prevented the initial rise in insPiratorY

Pressure during the expiratory Phase of the breathing cycle.
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The opering it, the rotarY valve I, tre endotracreal tube

alternated between inspiratory ana expiratory lrines with ar, lIE duration of 1.
The inseiratory flow was determined by using a Fleisch Pneumotachosraph #00'

and a Validyne MP 45-1 differential Pressure transducer system. Expiratory '.. .
flow was determined by usins a Fleisch Pneumotachoeraph 01 and a ValidYne liP
45-14 differential Pressure transducer system. The response of the .. "

pneumotachographs was linear and identical upto a flow rate of 5 liters Per
minute. Above this flow rate, the response of the Pneumotachograph #00 was
non-linear. The inspiratory and expiratory volumes were determined by the
electrical integration of the flow signals. Close agreement was obtained with
the volumes recorded simultaneously by a spirometer connected at the end of the
expiratory tubins ueto a frequency of 10 Hz.

The sensor of the Mass Spectrometer (Perkin Elmer 1100
Medical Gas Analyzer) was Placed inside the expiratory tubing, approximately
two feet awaY from the expiratory port of the rotary valve. The site
was suitable for the measurement of the concentration of oxyser and
carbon dioxide in the mixed expired air.

Airway pressure, inspiratory and expiratory flow rates and
volumes, blood Pressure, expired concentrations of oxygen and carbon
dioxide were continuously recorded by the use of an eight-channel strip-
chart recorder (Gould 2800S).

The blood gas status of the anesthetized and intubated rabbit was
determined before connecting the endotracheal tube to the high-frequency
ventilator. With the rabbit connected to the ventilator, spontaneous W
respiratory movements were abolished by the injection of pancuronium bromide,
0.2 mg/ks.

The ventilator was initially set for a breathing frequency of
I Hz and an air flow rate of 1 liter Per minute. Arterial blood samples,

0.5 ml each, were collected after 20 minute ventilation at this setting
followed by another collection after an interval of 10 minutes. Following
the collection of blood samples each time, the arterial line was flushed
with 5 ml Lactated Rinser's Ini. USP (Abbott Laboratories). Ventilator
settings were then changed to 5 Hz and 2 liters Per minute. Blood samples
were collected after 10 and 20 minutes. Next, ventilator settings were
changed to 7 Hz and 3 liters Per minute. Blood collection was made using
the same schedule as before. The rabbit was then exposed to a simulated
altitude of 8,000 feet in an altitude chamber. After 20 minute exposure
to the hypobaric condition, blood samples were collected using the schedule
mentioned earlier. The ventilator settings were subsequently changed to
5 Hz and 2 liters Per minute and finally to I Hz and I liter Per minute.
After returning to the ground level, blood gas measurements were again " -

made using a similar schedule with the sequence being I Hz and I liter
Per minute, 5 Hz and 2 liters Per minute and 7 Hz and 3 liters Per minute.
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Typical tracings of thi dtferent Physiological Parameters

recorded at frequencies of 1. 5 and 7 hz are sown in Figures 1, 2 and 3 NO
respectively (see appendix B). It is evident that the inspiratory and

expiratory flows were independent of each other with respect to time.

Also, the inspiratory and expiratory minute volumes were similar. Thus, there

was no leak allowing sas to Pass directly from the inspiratory line to the

expiratory line of the ventilator. Introducing a compliant rubber bas between

the needle valve and the rotary valve made the airway Pressure smooth, without

any sharp changes, Particularly at low frequency.

Figures 4 and 5 show the changes in air flow rates at high - *

altitude due to air density (see appendix B). Ventilator settings were
adjusted after ascending to 8,000 feet and also after descending from
8,000 feet, so that ventilatory flow rates were identical with those

at ground level before any collection of data.

The data collected or different Physiological Parameters

are sumarized in Tables 1-3 (see appendix B). Carbon dioxide output and

oxygen uptake were calculated from their respective concentrations in

inspired and expired air and the minute volume. Respiratory exchange

ratio was calculated by dividing carbon dioxide output by oxygen

uptake. Alveolar oxygen tension was calculated by using the alveolar-

gas equation, taking into account the barometric Pressure at the ground
level on different days and at 8,000 feet.

The data were analyzed by repeated measures of analysis of

variance. The results of the analysis are shown below with their individual
Probability factors. A dash indicates P), .05.

TABLE 4. Results of the analysis of variance.

BF/ALT Breathing Altitude

Interaction Frequency Level

PH .3502- .3764- .0473

PC2 .8051- .1809- .6959-

HCO3 .4696- .0073 .0101
P02 .1872- .0678- .0001
Paw .0445 .0001- .0016-

Bp .2006- .2524- .9126-

FR .0554- . 1256- .0016

VC02 .0101 .0040- .0001-

V02 .0001 .1967- .0001-

R .o4 .0075- .0007-
PA02 .165- .034S .0001

a/A .5100- .12- .0014

PH, PC02, HC03, P02 - are of arterial blood, Paw P- roximal mean airway

Pressure, BP - mean systeLic arterial blood Pressure, VC02 - carbon

dioxide output, V02 - oxygen uPtake, R - respiratory exchange ratio,

PA02 - alveolar P02, a/A - ratit96-irterial over alveolar P02.
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Physiological responses showing interaction between breathing
frequency and altitude level were Plotted in figures 6-9 (see appendix B).--""'

In figure 6, it is seen that the mean airway Pressure was lower at

high altitude. This can be explained by the low density of air .
requiring less driving Pressure for the same ventilatory flow rates,

Particularly at high frequency. Figures 7 and 8 show that bth carbon WI
dioxide output and oxygen intake by the rabbit were greater at .k .

high altitudes which decreased with some overshoot upon return to ground.
This Probably does not represent a change in metabolic rate by the animal

but a charge in the body gas stores. Figure 9 (see appendix B) is a reflection
of Previous two diagrams. It shows that at I Hz , the respiratory exchange ratio

increased at high altitude which increased even further upon return to
ground level. These values at the end of the thirty minute time Period were

greater than the initial values at the ground level.

Duncan's multiple range test was utilized to test the individual

means when the altitude level - breathing frequency interaction was not
significant below the 0.05 level.

Arterial PH at high altitude was significantly higher than

the PH upon return to the ground level. Similarly, arterial PH initially
at ground level was significantly more alkaline than the PH upon return to
the ground level from 8,000 feet. This is a reflection of a similar change

in arterial blood bicarbonate. Blood PC02 was not influenced significantly
by the altitude level. The rabbit was able to maintain its arterial PC02
uninfluenced by either the altitude level or the frequency of breathing,

tested in this Project.

Arterial P02, on the otherhand, was sigficantly lower at high
altitude than at ground level. This is due to the lower barometric Pressure
at 8,000 feet. Alveolar P02, calculated by alveolar gas equation using

appropriate barometric Pressure showed a similar change. The ratio between
arterial P02 over alveolar P02 was, in fact, significantly improved at
high altitude. The improved response continued for thirty minutes even
after return to the ground level.

While the mean arterial blood Pressure was uninfluenced by
either the level of altitude or the breathing frequency, the heart rate

was significantly higher at ground level than at high altitude. - '
Pre-altitude values were not restored wilthin thirty minutes of return
to the ground level.
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7 Hzdid ot dverelyaffet te areria PC2 ofrabits t asimuate

impovmetathg aeltitudeowitthh high-frequcentilato nterto

However, complete data were obtained on four rabbits only
during this summer Period. Thus. the results arid their analysis are good
for suggesting trends only. We were, in fact, surprised to see
statistical significance among data even with such a small number of animals.

For greater reliability of the results obtained, the experimetnt
obviously needs to be repeated with a larger number of animals. The
experiment should be extended with breathing frequencies greater than sevene
times the normal breathing rate of the animal tested here. Also, the
Performance of the high-frequency ventilation technique on Pulmonary gas
exchange at altitude greater than 8,000 feet reeds to be evaluated.
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APENDIX B :#-e

TABLE 1. Mean values and standard deviations of data recorded

at a frequency of 1 Hz.M

GROUND ALTITUDE BACK TO MROUND

PH 7.45 .08 7.44 .03 7.41 .05
PCO2 31.73 7.70 30.15 1.218 29.98 3.41
HCO3 21.30 2.05 20.43 .55 19.00 1.33
P02 88.88 7.65 82.00 7.02 124.33 6.03
Paw 3.60 .46 3.80 .2"8 4.15 .44
BP 102.25 11.33 116.00 19.25 114.00 17.04
HR 281.25 28.39 235.00 10.00 232.50 15.00
VC02 11.17 .75 14.93 1.98 10.90 2.00
V02 14.93 1.64 17.38 1.94 11.38 1.19 -..-
R .75 .05 .86 .05 .96 .11
PA02 103.74 11.84 73.34 1.56 114.65 5.68
a/A .86 .09 1.12 .08 1.09 .05

PH, PC02, HC03, P02 - are of arterial blood, Paw - proximal mean airway
Pressure, BP - sean systemic arterial blood Pressure, VC02 - carbon
dioxide output, V02 - oxygen uptake, R - respiratory exchange ratio,
PA02 - alveolar P02, aA - ratio of arterial over alveolar P02.

TABLE 2. Mean values and standard deviations of data recorded
at a frequency of 5 Hz.

GROUND ALTITUDE BACK TO MROUND

PH 7.46 .04 7.35 .06 7.43 .04
PC02 32.08 1.82 33.53 1.79 32.55 2.57
HC03 22.68 1.07 18.68 2.03 21.30 .68
P02 90.30 7.83 121.88 8.80 73.65 1.16
Paw 4.25 .50 4.50 .42 4.05 .25
BP 113.00 19.97 115.00 21.69 112.00 17.96
HR 270.00 00.00 210.00 24.49 230.00 20.00
VC02 12. 00 1.12 10.12 .81 16.52 1 .27
V02 13.60 1.72 9.55 .57 19.65 1.79
R .89 .03 1.06 .09 .84 .04
PA02 110.08 3.18 114.60 .03 69.80 4.21 ,..
a/A .82 3.09 1.06 .04 1.06 .06
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TABLE 3. hean values and standard deviations of data recorded "-' "
at a frequency of 7 Hz. ..e

GROUND ATITUDE BACK( TO GRO D

PH 7.46 .05 7.45 .03 7.38 .04
PCO2 32.08 294 219.18 2.25 32. 23 !.85
H.XJ 22.68 1.37 20.38 1.04 19.23 .98
P02 90.30 4.75 79.20 6.27 123.30 10.10
Paw 4.25 .50 5.68 .22 6.40 .40
BP 113.00 15.78 116.50 19.82 118.00 26.15
HR 270.00 17.32 255.00 17.32 220.00 17.3-2
VC02 12.00 .49 19.67 .53 11.79 1.09 %

V02 13.60 1.79 22.74 .90 9.60 .00
R .89 .13 .87 .05 1.23 .12
PAO2 110.08 4.79 74.86 .14 120.10 1.22
alA .82 .07 1.06 .06 1.03 .07

.. --::.
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"SPERIL.LSP: A LISP Version of SPERIL-1,

An Expert System For Damage Assessment to Buildings"

by

STEVE J. SAVAGE

ABSTRACT

In this report I have outlined the research tasks that were

assigned to me by Dr. Timothy Ross of the Air Force weapons Laboratory.

The major objective of my summer research effort was to convert the

computer code SPERIL-1, written in the computer language C, into a

code written in the LISP computer language. This was accomplished in

four steps, as follows. (1) Familiarization with the C computer

language; (2) Familiarization with the LISP computer language; and

(4) the actual conversion of SPERIL-1 to LISP.

The final goal of this research effort is to use the logic of

SPERIL-1 to develop a similar type expert system in LISP. This

reasoning code, to be known as DAPS, will be used to assess structural

damage to buried facilities subjected to intensive impulsive pressures.
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I. INTRODUCTION A
4 

I

This portion of the report is intended to list my particular

abilities and the nature of the USAF research area that I participated

in. ,.

I graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in Civil

Engineering and a math minor, from Washington State University in May,

1985. I was actively involved in Tau Beta Pi, a national engineering

honor society, and in the WSU student chapter of ASCE.

My major field of concentration as an undergraduate was in struc-

tures, but I also had an interest in computer applications in struc-

tural engineering.

It was this interest in computer applications to structural engi-

neering that led me to apply for the GSSSP position at the Air Force , '

Weapons Laboratory at Kirtland AFB. The Civil Engineering Research

Division within AFWL does considerable work with structures and com-

puters. In particular, Dr. Timothy Ross is developing a research area

within the rapidly expanding field of Artificial Intelligence (AI),

which encompasses computer applications to structures and expert ".

systems technology.

My particular research topic concentrated on SPERIL-1, a computer

based structural damage assesement system applied to buildings.

SPERIL-1 was written at Purdue University as a research tool for the

study of expert systems and their applications to Civil Engineering

problems. We were given permission from Purdue, Prof. Yao, to adapt

this code to LISP (see Appendix B).

II. OBJECTIVES

The objective of my summer research effort was to familiarize

myself with SPERIL-1, in order that I might rewrite it in the computer

70-4



language LISP -- which is more easily adaoted to Al applications such

as expert systems.

Specifically, my task as outlined by Dr. Ross can be summarized

as follows:

1. Become familiar with the C computer language.

2. Determine how SPERIL-1 functions.

3. Learn the Artificial Intelliqence computer language LISP.

4. Rewrite SPERIL-I in LISP.

5. Time permitting, transfer SPERIL-1 from the AFWL HP 9000

system to an IBM AT personal computer in order to compare

program efficencies. '

III. FAMILIARIZATION WITH THE C COMPUTER LANGUAGE

In order to understand the internal workings of SPERIL-1, it was

first necessary to learn the C language. At this point I simply

borrowed two books on the subject and began studying them. Lt. Larry

Schoof and Ms. Nadine Bandat of the laboratory knew the language well,

and therefore, were a big help in learning the basics. This process

took approximately two weeks. It was at this time that a working

version of SPERIL-1 was obtained from the University of South

Carolina, and I could now begin my second task, understanding .'.

SPERIL-1.

IV. FAMILIARIZATION WITH SPERIL-1

The next step toward accomplishing my goal was to learn the .--

internal workings of SPERIL-1. Before I could do this, however, I

needed to learn the operation of the AFWL HP 9000 system on which "'.

SPERIL-1 was implemented. This included such things as logging on and

off the system, creating input and output, storing files, obtaining

70-5 '"'"'-::
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and loading files, and compiling files using the HP operating system

UNIX.

Once completed, I obtained a printout of SPERIL-1 so I could

begin my dissection process. Due to programming techniques unfamiliar

with the author, learning how SPERIL-l actually operated became the

most difficult assignment of my task.

The approach I used to decipher the code, was to run the program "- .

several times, varying the input each time. Formatted print state-

ments were placed inside the program so as to print the current values

of variables as the program progressed from beginning to end. Output

from these sessions was then used to follow the program line by line

through each of its 25 subroutines. When the purpose for each

subroutine had been realized, its function was written down for future

references.

The whole program was analyzed in this manner, until sufficient

knowledge had been obtained on its operation.

V. FAMILIARIZATION WITH THE AI LANGUAGE LISP

Becoming acquainted with the language LISP proved to be a much

easier task than learning C. The effort was greatly simplified due

to the fact that an on-line tutorial of the subject is provided with

the software GCLISP from the Gold Hill Computer Company. One problem

that was encountered, however, is the fact that GCLISP was not written

specifically for the IBM PC AT, and technical problems arose that were

both numerous and time consuming.

Once these technical barriers had been hurdled however, the

learning process became almost enjoyable. This is due to the fact

that GCLISP provides many useful "primitives" (built-in functions).
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These "primitives" allow simplified manipulation of complex lists that

require cumbersome proQramning techniques in other computer languages.

VI. LISP VERSION OF SPERIL-1 .

For the most part, the conversion of SPERIL-1 from C to LISP

became a literal translation between the two languages. Minor changes

in rule invocation and structure of the main program were altered in

order to provide more efficient programming. In particular, the rules

in the LISP version are summoned one at a time in logical order, each

rule line being read only once. This differs from the C version in .

which a bottom-up search is used, causing the rule base to be read

many times in order to locate the proper rule. Also, a literal .- '

translation of the rules was added to the LISP version in order that

the user have the option to view and understand the rules as the

program proceeds. As for the actual content of the program, the .7
general structure and operation of SPERIL can be summarized as

follows.

SPERIL consists of 3 distinct files (see figure 1). The first,

SPERIL.LSP, contains the main program and associated subroutines.

The second, RBASE, is a non-executable file of expert-based rules used

in the inference mechanism of SPERIL.LSP. The final file, QUEST, is a

collection of questions used to query the user for necessary infor-

mation.

The main program of SPERIL includes the mechanism for the

inference process. The program simply starts with the first rule from

RBASE, and proceeds through each rule, amassing knowledge with each

iteration. As unknowns and ambiguities arise, SPERIL stops and queries

the user (from the question file, QUEST) for appropriate numerical or

70-7
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linguistic data. After each rule has been analyzed, the Proqram stons

and synthesizes the new information into the short term memory. With

all rules completed, the program then provides the final damage state

of the building by assessing the data in the short term memory. (see

Figure 2)

When it came to actually writing the Program, I found that LISP

is a very easy language to program in, once a few basic "primitives"

had been mastered. Including conversion and debugging, the program

took only 2 weeks from beginning to end to produce. This is due to

the ease of employment, oDeration and manipulation of LISP. The

reverse case of converting SPERIL from LISP to C would have been a

much more formidable task. Several subroutines originally in SPERIL-1

were not carried over to the LISP version, as "primitives" were "

available that performed the same functions. This advantage allowed

for a shorter, more easily understood program.

VII. TRANSFERAL OF SPERIL-1 FROM HP 9000 TO IBM PCAT

The transferal of SPERIL-1 (C version) from the AFWL HP 9000

was accomplished in two steps. SPERIL-1 was first copied onto a

9-track cassette tape from the AFWL HP 9000, and then taken to the

Base Computer Center where it was read into their HP 9500 mainframe.

Through the use on an emulator, it was then transferred from the HP

9500 directly to a 5 in. floppy disk on an IBM PC.

With both versions of SPERIL now on the IBM PC AT, simulation

tests were run to compare the efficiency of the two interpretations. -'

Using the same input data for both versions, timed tests were run till

completion. Results were favorable to the LISP version. This was

surprising due to the facts: 1) The LISP version is only

.. . . .-- 70.-
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"interpreted" and not compiled. 2) Tne -!S version contained many

comment statements that were interpreted continuousy, 3) , is much

closer to machine language, and therefore much more efficient.

The results of the comparison tests are as follows. Times are

given from start to completion of a single session with SPERIL.

SPERIL.C SPERIL.LISP

(C version) (LISP version)

Diskette: 108 sec. Diskette: 104 sec.

Hard Disk: 53 sec. Hard Disk: 65 sec.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

A proposal by Dr Timothy Ross has been made to continue the

research on expert systems already started. In particular, an auto-

mated reasoning code called DAPS is to be developed for the assessment

of structural damage to buried facilities subjected to intensive

impulsive pressures.

The code will be written in LISP and will take advantage of the

inference engine of the code SPERIL-1, as the model for the reasoning

process. Whereas SPERIL-1 classifies earthquake damage to existing

conventional structures, DAPS will assess blast and shock damage to pro- \,'.

tective structures in terms of linguistically described structure func-

tion. In this sense damage attributes are measured in terms of

severity and consequence. DAPS will combine crisp numerical data with

noncrisp linguistic data using the precepts of Fuzzy logic to estimate

deqrees of uncertainty in the rule-base.

..: '.--.Z1
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APPENDIX A

SPERIL.LSP LISTING -

",'h..*. *

Does not include QUEST and RBASE files due to report length limitations.
These files are available in the project office, AFWL/NTES, T.J1. Ross.
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APPENDIX B

PURDUE
UNIVERSITYSCHOOL OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

July 31, 1985

Dr. Timothy J. Ross
Senior Research Structural Engineer
Civil Engineering Research Division
Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Kirtland Air Force Base, NM 87117

Dear Tim:

As you requested, I am writing to confirm our earlier conversation
encouraging you to convert a version of SPERIL-I to a LISP based code.
Our work has been supported by the National Science Foundation. Therefore,

you are free to use our results for research purposes.

Best wishes for a successful application.

Sincerely yours, .

p.1

.T. P. 0
Profes r of ivil Engineering

JTPY:ng

cc: Professor Harold L. Michael, Head
Professor M. P. Gaus
Dr. S. C. Liu

i .4" .

Civil Engineering Building
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

70-18
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Language, Enqlewood Ciffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1978.

3. Steele, Guy L., Common LISP, Hanover, Massachusettes, Digital
Press, 1984.

4. Waite, Prata, & Martin, C Primer Plus, Indianapolis, Indiana,
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 1984.

5. Winston, Patrick H., and Horn, Berthold K.P., LISP, Reading,
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Therm~al Stability of Alkyl Silahydrocarbons.

byv

e. William R. Sayers

ABSTRACT

The thermal stability of two different hydraulic fluid

stocks was studied by subjecting the fluids to thermal stress

followed by capillary gas chromatography analysis and the

measurement of kinematic vicosity.

MLO 82-507 was a mixture of silahydrocarbons, and 14LO 82-546

was a mixture of aliphatic hydrocarbons.
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This study was sponsored by the Air Force Systems Command, the

,. ir Force Office of Scientific Research, and was conducted at
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Ms. Lenae Tuggle performed the viscosity measurements, and
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I. INTRODUCTION: The next generation of USAF missiles and

aircraft will require hydraulic fluids capable of withstanding

high temperatures over long periods of time. Current USAF

research is being directed at the developement of high

temperature fluids that would still be compatable with existing

equipment.

The silahydrocabon class of compounds is being studied for

use as hydraulic fluids because they may be more thermally

stable than currently used hydrocarbon fluids, but would still

behave enough like hydrocarbons to be compatable with older

equipment.

The compounds used in this study were supplied by Gulf, and

were used without further purification, MLO 82-507 was a

mixture of four silahydrocarbons with the following structures:

A. CH3 Si(C 8 H1 7 ) 3  B. CH3 Si(C8H 17) 2C1 0 H21

C. CH Si(cH ) C H D. CH Si(C H)

3 1021 2 817 3 10 21 3

MLO 82-546 was a mixture of long chain alkanes with C30 as a

major component.

My background is in instrumental analysis and my

involvement in this study was as a technical assistant to Dr.

Gupta.

71-4
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: The purpose of the

study was to determine if silahydrocarbons are more or less 
' , %,

thermally stable than hydrocarbons of the same molecular weight

range, and to collect data on the breakdown products. The

ultimate goal is to develope detailed structure-activity .

relationships to assist in the custom design of

silahydrocarbons for use as fluid stocks. I. 
"

III. THERMAL STABILITY OF MLO 82-507: The thermal stability

of MLO 82-507 was tested by placing 2-3 ml of the fluid in a

bomb constructed of quarter-inch stainless steel tubing sealed

at both ends with swage-lock fittings. The bomb would then be

placed in an oven at the temperature of interest for a measured -

period of time. MLO 82-546 and mixtures of the two were tested

in the same manner. *5-'p

After these timed heating cycles the oils were analyzed by

capillary gc on a HP 5710 equiped with a FID.

Breakdown of the oils was followed by summing the areas of

the major components on the chromatograms. The results and

chromatographic conditions are presented in the following
?

charts and figures. Kinematic viscosity data is also included.

71-5
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Table 1.

MLO 82-507 Thermal Deg. at 700F (371.1 C).

time (hrs) % conc. visc. (cSt)

00 96.1 9.9
00 99.9 9.9
00 99.4 9.9
06 79.8 9.1
06 74.3 8.1
16 82.5 9.1
16 82.7 9.3
24 36.7 6.2
24 36.4 6.1
24 39.6 5.0
48 13.1 3.7
48 9.9 2.9
48 trace -
72 trace -

72 12.1 2.8
72 05.3 2.8

Table 2.

MLO 82-507 Thermal Deg. at 700F (371.1 C) by componert.

hrs A B C D

00 100% 100% 100% 100%
06 85.6 82.2 81.6 83.1
24 46.2 36.5 32.3 31.0
48 trace trace trace trace

slope -2.2 -2.6 -2.8 -2.9

71-6
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Table 3.

MLO 82-507 Thermal Deg. as a Function of Temperature.

time = 6 hours

temp. (F) % conc. visc.(cSt)

600 315.6 C 98.2 9.8
625 329.4 C 99.4 9.3
625 99.6 9.6
650 343.3 C 94.2 9.3
650 94.3 9.4
675 357.2 C 99.0 8.9
675 96.2 9.0
700 371.1 C 79.8 8.2
700 74.3 9.1

unstressed 96.1 9.9
unstressed 99.9 9.9
unstressed 99.4 9.9

Table 4.

MLO 82-507 Thermal Deg. at 600F (315.6 C).

time (hrs) % conc. visc. (cst)

00 99.4 9.9
00 99.9 9.9
00 96.1 9.9
06 98.2 9.8
16 98.7 9.7
16 98.9 9.7
24 96.6 9.7
24 96.5 10.2
48 97.6 9.8 ,.

72 97.9 9.6 ,

7 2 - 9.9
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Table 5.

-ini

MLO 82-546 Thermal Deg. at 700F (371.1 C).

time (hrs) % conc. visc. (cSt)

00 98.2 17.3
06 89.1 4.6
06 72.2 4.3

N 06 56.1 4.2 '.4.

06 66.7 4.6
16 61.3 5.9
24 60.7 5.3
24 44.8 4.6
24 54.0 -
48 trace 1.7
48 1.2 1.7 4

48 6.0 -
48 1.9

Table 6. -

4

MLO 82-546 Thermal Deg. as a Function of Temperature." "

4 . 4,

time = 6 hours

temp (F) % conc. visc. (cSt)

600 315.6 C 99.8 16.5 U
625 329.4 C 99.8 14.2
625 99.5 13.0
650 343.3 C 95.8 11.0
650 98.6 10.9
675 357.2 C 98.2 8.0
675 93.7 8.6
700 371.1 C 89.1 4.6
700 72.2 4.3
700 56.1 4.2
unstressed 99.8 17.3
unstressed - 17.4
unstressed - 17.471-8
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Table 7.

MLO 82-546 Thermal Deg. at 600F (315.6 C)

time (hrs) A conc. visc. (Cst)

00 99.8 17.3
06 99.8 16.5
16 .98.3 16.0
16 99.2 15.0
24 98.2 15.8
48 99.0 14.6
48 99.0 13.6
72 99.1 14.8 .'.

72 98.0 14.5
72 99.1 -

Table 8.

ML082-546/MLQ 82-507 Thermal Deg. at 700F (371.1 C).

time =6 hours

507% 546% % conc. visc. (cSt)

25% 75% 69.4 5.7
25% 75% 63.8 5.8
25%4 750/a 69.4 5.8
25% 75% 53.4 6.1
5 0% 50% 76.9 6.0
50%1 50% 78.1 6.2 *-

50% 50% 70.9 6.5
75% 2 5%O 81.8 6.9
7 5% 2 5%O 88.8 6.9
75% 25%0 82.3 7.8 :
100%1 00%/1 79.8 8.2
100%/1 00%. 74.3 9.1
00%, 100% 72.2 4.6
00% 100%/1 89.1 4.3
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TABLE 9.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS:

instrument: HP 5710 /w capillary inlet

carrier: helium

detector: flame ionization

collumn: 8m methyl silicone,carbowax deactivated

0.2mm id

flow rate: 1 mi/min

split ratio: 100:1

temp program: 70 C to 270 C at 8 C/mmn

sample: 0.5 microliter *

71-10~
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IV. RESULTS: MLO 82-507 is somewhat more stable than MLO

82-546. Compare table 1 to table 5, figure 1 to figure 5, and

figure 2 to figure 6. .,.

Results are inconclusive as to the relative stability of

any of the individual components of MLO 82-507 as the gc data

could vary by as much as 16% for samples tested under the same

conditions. (see table 2).

Neither oils seems to break down much at any temperature

lower than 371.1C (see tables 3 and 6) , but comparison of

figures 3 and 4 to figures 7 and 8 will confirm that both oils

are slowly breaking down over the six hour period, and that MLO

82-507 is more stable than MLO 82-546. MLO 82-507 does not
,• , % -

break down at all at 600F (315.6 C). The stability of a mixture

increases with the amount of MLO 82-507 in the mixture. (see

table 8 and figure 10 and 11).

The appearance of an infrared band in the region of.I-"

1625-1630 wave numbers indicates that hydrogen is released

during thermal stress and that the breakdown products should be

somewhat unsaturated. This is also confirmed by the obvious

color changes in the oils observed after heating. The gc data

shows a large amount of low molecular weight fractions for the

stressed samples, which suggests that the ends of the alkyl

branches are breaking off during thermal stress. (see figures h

13 and 15). '- *'

V. RECOMMENDATIONS: The reproducability of the gc data could -

be increased by using much higher split ratios, say on the
71-18
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order of 500 or even 1000 to 1. Attenuation on the detector

would have to be decreased correspondingly. Many of the

chromatograms obtained durirq this study showed evidence of

collumn over-loading, an increase in the split ratio would help

to correct this problem.

Use of a thermal-conductivity detector instead of a flame

ionization detector (FID) would give a better measurement in

regard to the relative amounts of different breakdown products.

This is because a FID responds more strongly toward high

molecular weight fractions making the relative amounts of these

fractions seem larger than they really are.

Further study should be conducted on pure samples of single

compounds. The data desired from this study would be:

a. effect of number of methyl groups attatched directly to

the silicone atom.

b. effect of total number of carbons.

c. effects of branching of alkyl chains.

d. effects of more than one silicone atom.

A large number of pure compounds should be studied and chemical

graph theory should be applied to the results. Such a study

would be very useful in designing silahydrocarbons for use in .

high temperature fluids.
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NOIPI L i-N3UAGE LJNrER?-,TANDING UISING F-ESIDE(%!TIAL GRAM1MAR AN~D

ITS USE IN AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING.

by

Dr. Peter J. Binkert
Dr. Christian C. Wagner

Mr. Thomas L. Schnesk

Ms. Frances M. Vallely

Ms. Kathleen A. Malin

The research outlined here focuses on the development of a

methodology for the creation of a natural langu&ge

interface. It includes a set of software tools and

procedures based on a non-transformational theory of

language called Residential Grammar (RG; Binkert, 1983,

1984, 1985). The development of the natural language tools

began with two parallel efforts. The computer science team

worked on the implementation of the LISP version of the RG

syntactic parser of English, while the linguistic team

concentrated on the development of a first set of semantic
features out of which the case relations of language could

be defined. Once completed, the natural language

understanding tool could be integrated into a computer s

operating system to act as an interface between a computer

system and a computer user. This would reduce the confusion

caused by the various command languages on different

computer systems.

"5.
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It the summer of 1965, the Air Force Human Resources ,r.

Laboratory (AFHRL), Training Systems Division, served as the

host for a research project funded by the Air Force Offi.ce

of Scientific Research through the Summer Faculty Research

Prooram / Graduate Student Summer Support Propram. The

research was conducted by two faculty members and three

graduate students from Oakland University, Rochester, MI.

The central problem addressed by this research team was the

understanding of natural language by computer. The goal of

the research was to begin the development of a set of

software tools for natural language understanding that could

be applied to arbitrary software settings, thus, eliminating

much of the redundant research now being carried on in

natural language processing.

To the degree that natural language understanding tools

could be built, a wide variety of Air Force and Human

Resources Laboratory goals could be advanced. For example, a

natural language understanding tool could be integrated into

a computer's operating system to act as an interface between

a computer system and a computer user. This could greatly

reduce the confusion caused by the widely di+fering command

lanquaQes on different computer systems like the VAX. the

IBM and the Cyber systems available at AFHRL. Another place

72-4
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in whbch a natural lanquaoe tuolo couid be uo U: eat serVice

is in the many training activities of the Air Force. At the

AFHRL, the tools would allow a more human-like communication

between student and automated tutor as in the Rule-Kt"it

expert system developed for them by General Dynamics. A YV.'

natural language interface would allow responses to a wider

ranqe of arbitrary requests from the user of the expert

system. As these few examples illustrate, once the natural

language tools are developed, projects within the AFHRL need

no longer create their own natural language systems but,

instead, need only use the expanding set of tools.

The research team from Oakland was an interdisciplinary

group consisting of three members from the field of computer

science and two from linguistics. Dr. Christian Wagner, an

assistant professor of engineering and computer science at

Oakland University, has been an active researcher in

artificial intelligence for twelve years and worked on

externally funded research in applying AI to medical

diagnosis and treatment as well as decision making in

education. With colleagues at Oakland University he has co-

chaired major artificial intelligence conferences, developed

graduate and undergraduate courses in Al, and run

professional development seminars on robotics and advanced .

automation. Recent research interests have included the

72-5
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pr obI ems f tLtontat i c procir ammi nc and the control of

computer and robotic systems through natural language

systems with hardware based semantics. Working with Dr.

Waqner were two masters degree candidates in computer

science, Frances Vallely and Thomas Schnesk. Ms. Vallely has

extensive experience in LISP and training in artificial

intelligence with an MS in mathematics. She is a university

faculty member in computer science and mathematics at

Lawrence Institute of Technology and The University of

Michigan - Dearborn. With a BS in computer science, Mr.

Schnesk has worked as a systems analyst for General Motors.

During the last year he has served as a graduate teaching

assistant at Oakland University, and faculty member in

computer science at The University of Michigan - Flint

campus.

Dr. Peter Binkert is an associate professor in linguistics

at Oakland University. His theory of Residential Grammar,

RG, (Binkert, 1983, 1984, 1985) is the basis for the

syntactic parsing tool; the feature-based style of analysis

begun in RG is also the basis for the first part of the

semantic feature system, those defining cases. His vast

knowledge of syntactic theory and extensive research

experience were an absolute necessity for the project's

progress. Kathleen Malin, a graduate student with an MS in .

linguistics, has been working with the theory of Residential
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Grammar for the pa-_t year. loqetrer with Dr. Elinkert, 5he )

has been involved in the creation of a semantic feature

p,.s

system as well as in the perfection of a case feature

system.

II. OBJECTIVES

The stated objectives for the summer research at Lowry Air

Force Base were as follows:

1) Case Feature System - A major effort in the linguistic

side of the research was the elaboration and clarification

of a set of linguistic features out of which the case

relations across human languages can be constructed. The use

of features for the definition of case relations was to

parallel the syntactic feature matrix of Residential

Grammar.

2) Semantic Feature System - A central idea behind the

planned research in machine understanding of language was

that the semantic features for an artificially intelligent

system must be grounded in reality. Two different methods

for such grounding were attempted: grounding in the

universals across human languages and grounding in the

physical capabilities of a computer system. This effort

72-7 hi
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adequate, Specl+icail,, no supported arid viable ve*rsion o+ a

LISP processor was available on their VAX computer system.

The power of a VAX is generally required for natural

lanquage processing because of the large size of dictionary

and encyclopedic entries for the words and concepts of the

language. Contact was made with DECUS (the DEC users group)

to see if a free version of LISP were available for VMS4.O

on the VAX. Unfortunately, it was not. The development of

the computer systems, therefore, had to remain bound on the

IBM-PC microcomputers for the duration of the project at

Lowry.

As translation of the parser from PL-1 into LISP progressed,

an unanticipated new objective arose, namely, the redesign

of parts of the parser. As the graduate students worked to

translate the parser, it became evident that changes had to

be made to the parser to more clearly reflect the framework

of the syntactic theory. For example, the format of the

dictionary entries was modified to allow for the link

between semantically related nouns, noun forms, verbs, verb

forms, etc. Where words such as "think," "thinker" and

"thought" were originally treated as three separate lexical

entries, the revised dictionary now lists them all under

"think," as subforms of one entry. In addition, the -

d syntactic categories were slightly revised to not only

72-8
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in,.,oivEvd e::pert:sL, in both lingulstics and computer science

as well as extensive exploration of semantic relationships. ,.

3) LISP Imp)ementation of RG Parser - Because LISP is (a)

the language of choice fc rti+icial intelligence in the

United States, (b) is dL nable in the DOD language Ada

(Reeker, 1985), and (c) is an easy language in which to

implement feature-based systems, a major effort of the

research was to translate an e:,istinq RG parser written in

the language PL-1 into the language LISP.

... ,f.

4) LISP Implementation and Testing of Semantic Feature

System - As the semantic feature system for defining cases

was completed, it was to be implemented in LISP and

integrated with the LISP version of the RG parser. -..

5) Design and Implementation of Natural Language Front End

to an Automatic Programming Systems - The ultimate goal of

this phase of the research was to connect the natural '"

language understanding tool (including the syntactic and

semantic components) to an automatic programming system.

As the research progressed, modification of the original

objectives was required due to resource and time

constraints. First, it was discovered that the current LISP

capabilities at the Human Resources taboratory were not

72-9
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account for the changp in the dictionary entries, but also

to more accurately represent 1 inks between similar

grammatical forms. For ex:ample, words indicating temporal

and positional location such as "here," "there," "now" and

"then" were previously classified only as nouns with the

added feature of either +LOCATIVE OF TIME or +LOCATIVE OF

PLACE. It became apparent that parsing could be facilitated

if new quantifier categories were added to account for these

concepts.

III. APPROACHES AND RESULTS

The development of the natural language tools began with two

parallel efforts: one by the computer science team to work

on the implementation of the LISP version of the syntactic

parser of English, the second by the linguistic team to work

on the definition of a first set of semantic features out of

which the case relations of language could be defined. The

results of these efforts are summarized below, by objective.

1) Case Feature System - The approach taken in t.e .-

definition of a case feature system parallels the successful

approach taken in the development of the feature system for

the RG syntactic model: a search was made for a set of

72-10



semantic features out of which case relations could be

defined. As the search proceeded, the two criteria

constantly applied to the possible feature systems were the

ability to explain case differences across natural lanquages

and the expressibility of the features in terms of the

hardware capabilities of computer and robotic systems. '

Although not considered by the research team to be in its

final form, a set of very promising semantic features has

been specified out of which the case relations across

natural languages can be defined. Even more, the proposed

feature system seems to capture the generalizations of

Fillmore's (1966, 1967, 1977) and Gruber's (1965, 1976) case

theories and Schank's (1975, 1977) conceptual dependency

theory without containing some of the inherent redundancy.

The current feature system provides a complete specification

of the case or thematic relation played by every argument

(noun phrase) in association with every predicate in the

sentence. It provides a means for associating the syntactic

components of the sentence such as "subject" and "object"

with thematic roles such as "agent" and "patient." The

system utilizes twelve binary features which are highly

transportable across natural languages and across other

conceptual models (e.g., case grammar and conceptual

72-11
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dependency theory). The theory states that each case

relation is an abbreviation for a group of semantic

features, just as each syntactic category is represented by

an abbreviation of syntactic features. For each semantic

entry, all features are specified with one of three possible

values: , or "+/-". At the current time the twelve

semantic features are divided into six primary features and

six secondary features. Brief and informal definitions of

the features, based on precise and technical specifications,

are provided below:

PRIMARY SEMANTIC FEATURES:

POSITIONAL: + having a primary focus on location,
orientation, or movement in space or time

- not having a primary focus on location,

orientation, or movement in space or time

DISJUNCTIVE: + emphasizing separation
- separation not emphasized

CONJUNCTIVE: + emphasizing union or association
- union or association not emphasized

EXTENSIONAL: + emphasizing the extent of space

- extent of space not emphasized

PROXIMAL: + involving contact
- non involving contact

FIRST ORDER: + involving relationships relative to a point,

line or surface
- involving relationships relative to area or

vol ume

72-12'................" -..........
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SECONDARY SEMANTIC FEATURES:

TEMPORAL: + focusing on time
- focusing on place

Relating to the x, y, z axes:

VERTICAL: + a positive value on the z axis
- a negative value on the z axis

HORIZONTAL: + a positive value on the x axis
- a negative value on the )" axis

FRONTAL: + a positive value on the y axis
- a negative value on the y axis

INTERVAL: + involving a medial position '-

- not involving a medial position

INTENSIVE: + involving a range from average to

maximal

- involving a range from minimal to
average

Given the existing case feature system, a classification

scheme for verbs and prepositions is being created for the

efficient storage of larce numbers of syntactic and semantic

features through simple inheritance networks.

The case feature system proposes that case relations like

GOAL, EXPERIENCER, SOURCE, AGENT, et cetera, are actually "

labels for constellations of semantic features. The

commonality in GOAL and EXPERIENCER is the feature

[+CONJUNCTIVE] which denotes association or union; the

72-13
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c mmora 11tv In EL)LJkCE and i-wL,2NT i5 [+DISJUNCTIVE, h ctI

denotes dissociation or separation. Therefore, the fact that

the same thematic marker (prepos2 tion, postposition,

grammatical case, etc.) is used +or a variety of thematic

relations can be attributed to the presence in those

relations of the same feature. The loss of descriptive .. .

adequacy in theories of case grammar is shared by other

related theories and semantic systems; the common features

associated with thematic relations are not expressible, and

it becomes a complete accident that the same marker is used

across relations.

In addition to the loss of descriptive adequacy, there is a

loss of explanatory adequacy in other theoretical

frameworks. Thematic relations like SOURCE and GOAL cannot

be related in any direct way to the concepts which form

semantic networks or to the concepts which underlie other

semantic constructs, e.g. , the primitives in conceptual

dependency theory (Schank 1975, 1977). In short, there is

little transportability between the systems, so that the N'

valuable insights of each cannot be gathered into one

framework.

For example, it is clear that thematic relations like SOURCE

and GOAL from case theory are associated with primitives

like EXPEL and INGEST from conceptual dependency theory. But
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ttic- two theur-1es are cuntrLC-ted in rL'ch a via.' that th 3 s -.-

association cannot be specified. Yet, the grammatical facts "e

of natural language, in particular, the dist-ibution of

thematic markers, clearly indicate that there must be a

connection between thematic relations and semantic fields in

general. The same feature which shows up in relations like .

SOURCE and AGENT ([+DISJUNCTIVE], e.g., "f rom") should f orm

part of the definition of words like "aversion," "deprive,"

"need," and so on; and, that feature should also show up in

the definition of a primitive like EXPEL if a theory

contains such a primitive. Similarly, the same feature that

shows up in relations like GOAL and EXPERIENCER

([+CONJUNCTIVE], e.g. , "to") should form part of the L

definition of words like "inclination," "supply,"

"abundance," and the like and show up in a proposed

primitive like INGEST. This feature-based approach to

thematic relations provides an explanation for why the same

groupings of markers occur repeatedly in natural languages.

The feature system has been challenged through native

speaker intuition and comparison to other languages,

specifically Japanese. It appears, at this time, that the

case feature system proposed here has an advantage over

other case grammars. Since the system asserts that the I-

POSITIONAL] relations are based on the [+POSITIONAL] ones,

72-15
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at lt .ast th[ frmewor. ~for L-POSITIONALI is qiven c.' the

existing one for [+POSITIONAL]. As a result, any number of

nonpositional thematic relations can and have been posited.

The case feature system can explain why the same grammatical

case, preposition or postposition ("from" in examples a-9

below) embraces both positional and nonpositional relations

in examples such as the following:

a. He ran from his office.

b. He is back from Europe.

c. Keep this away from the children.

d. She can't tell red from orange.

e. He can't find any relief from pain.

f. They will be here an hour from now.

g. We got a note from the dean.

It explains why a class like "separative notions" should

remain intact diachronically and dialectally.

In addition to the above linguistic support for the case

feature system, given a perceptual apparatus (human or

machine), the feature definitions can be made very precise.

The feature [+/-POSITIONAL] (an intentional renaming of +/-

72-16
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CONCRETE to erepi,a -c. the hardware qrounding cf the feature)

divides semantic concepts into two sets: those that are

abstract ([-POSITIONAL) and those that are concrete

([+POSITIONAL]). This opposition can be precisely defined in

terms of the physical capacities of real computing systems.

At Oakland University, our Automatix: Vision system can

compute the area of any object in its visual field with a

call to the system function TOTALAREA. If, in the

computer's memory, a concept has been associated with a non-

=ero area, it must be concrete ([+POSITIONAL)), i.e., the

computer has seen one or been informed that it is possible

to see one. If no such association exists, the concept must

be abstract ([-POSITIONAL). By relating as many of the

features as possible to the physical capacities of the

system in this way, we can begin to attribute real

understanding to the computer system, in particular, under-

standing that makes possible independent verification of

natural language statements it receives. Though the entire

system has yet to be completed, the case features will be

applied to all syntactic categories in hopes of producing a

comprehensive semantic description of any given language.

The case feature system must be integrated into the larger

semantic model and semantic net.

2) Semantic Feature System - Outside of the semantic

features defining case relations, little explicit or
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e,:tended wor. W- possibie on semantic features. We

discovered, however, the existing semantic features do, in

fact, provide an explanation for the multiple senses and

wide range of associations typically given to verbal

expressions. It provides a means for specifying higher

cognitive concepts such as comparison and quantification.

For example, given the verb pair "enter/exit," an adequate

semantic mapping of the pair would include the following

information:

a. They are motion verbs.

b. 1. "enter" indicates motion forward;
2. "exit" indicates motion away.

c. They indicate contact with the location.

d. They require three dimensions.

e. The dimension of the location varies.

f. They are related to the prepositions "into/out of"
respectively.

g. They mean "go into/go out of."

The RG case feature system represents these relations as

follows:

a. [xDISJUNCTIVE, -xCONJUNCTIVE] (Where -x implies the

opposite value of x and x may be +/-)

b. 1. "enter" is [-DISJUNCTIVE, +CONJUNCTIVE]

2. "exit" is E+DISJUNCTIVE, -CONJUNCTIVE]

c. I-+PROXIMAL)

d. [-FIRST ORDER)

e. f-EXTENSIONAL)

72-18
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4. "into/oLt O" have the same features

q. Co is ExDISJUNCTIVE, -xCONJUNCTIVEJ

In order for a semantic parser to be utilized in a natural

language processor, there must be a theory of semantics as

its underlying base. The notion of semantic nets became the

model for the base.

A semantic net is a graphical method used for the

representation of knowledge. A net consists of nodes

representing objects, concepts, or events, and links between

the nodes, representing their interrelations. One key

feature of the semantic net representation is that important

associations can be made explicitly and succinctly: relevant

facts about an object or concept can be inferred from the

nodes to which they are directly linked, without a search

through a large database.

The theoretical aspects of the semantic theory for parsing

natural language are in the final stages of formalization.

Unfortunately, due to time restrictions, we were unable to

complete the implementation of a semantic feature system

that would adequately represent the scope of human

perceptions within the framework of semantic nets.
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objectives of the research to be carried out at Lowry AFB

was to translate the existing RG syntactic parser into LISP.

Initially the RG parser was implemcnted uL!ing PLiI on the

MULTICS system at Oakland University.

The motivation for selecting LISP, as the language of choice

over the PL/I version was several fold. LISP is generally

acknowledged as the standard U.S. language for work done in

the realm of artificial intelligence. A LISP representation -_-

facilitates the introduction of semantic features. Also,

variations on LISP written in ADA are currently under

consideration.

Initially the focus of the work on the parser was viewed as

a straight forward task of translation from PL/I into LISP.

As the translation process proceeded, however, several

problems arose. It became clear that the implementation of

the original parser was not conducive to a simple

translation into a transportable LISP system. The PL/I

parser used character strings and non-portable system calls

to the MULTICS mainframe system extensively. Indexing,

rather than recursion, was used throughout for the purpose

of searching forward and backward over a given sentence. The

PL/I routines were excessively large and used deeply nested

if-then constructions. Finally, the theoretical basis for
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the oarser, t h f- model had taken on se.e al important

improvements and modifications since the original parser was

written. Because of these and other design considerations,

an alternate format and some extensive redesion of the

system became necessary to take full advantage of LISP as

well as the theory of Residential Grammar.

The first step in the design of the LISP system was an

investigation into an appropriate global data structure for

the representation of the required graphemic, syntactic and '-

semantic knowledge required. As with most LISP systems, the

choice of data structures was essentially a semantic

network. The net centered on five major node types: word

nodes, concept nodes, syntactic nodes, semantic nodes, and

functional nodes. Word nodes represented the graphemic input

that the system could receive. Each word node was hooked to

one or more concept nodes that contained all information

relative to the word. The concept node pointed to the

various syntactic types of the concept which, in turn, were

connected to the various semantic meanings for the given

syntactic type. Finally, the semantic meaning was hooked to

a functional node which specified the precise function call

and argument list required to perform any action.

This data structure required the creation and implementation

of numerous constructor and selector functions. Once these
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prepared. These concepts contained virtually all of the

functions words of the language and enough of the content

Words to provide an adequate te~st of thc system software.

As the LISP parser evolved, the use and control of these

data structures was managed in a way different than the

original PL/I parser, specifically, an augmented transition

networL CATN) system was created and various, separate ATNs

were created to handle the problems of word disambiguation

and fenctional analysis. The following is a graphical

representation of an existing ATN designed for the purpose

of disanbiguating verbs:

qnt vto qnt etc qnt etc q~t etc

bee-aux

qrit ne etc qnt n etc qt ' e tz Q-1t ne~ etc

be-aux

qri t (771? t qt, e t c qnt riegyetc (:-te. etc qnt rleetc

~Y1 V9Q v2 V9 (,, 3 I~rt-V9 4 '..

beaux have-tUxT
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The many, small IANs that were created each performed

specific tiny tasks. The decisions made by the ATNs were

only those decisions that were certain so that no backup and

no unnecesEaryv searchinq was performed. The ATN formalism

provided a means for specifying the logic of parsing in a

manner that more closely reflected the role of the syntactic

categories of RG theory. The modularity of the independent Mr-

ATNs also helped to clarify the grammatical disambiguation

process and enhance the possibilities for alteration or r

expansion of the disambiguation prozess at a later time if

it becomes necessary. Although extensive testing has not

been completeed, we feel that the benefits of the change

from the PL/I design to the ATN design in LISP will be quite

notable. This change in objective has required substantially

more time than anticipated since the control flow of the ..

PL/I program was no longer very useful in the translation

process.

The balance of the effort involving the LISP parser was

centered on the implementation of routines to handle the

functional analysis process.

4) LISP Implementation and Testing of Case and Semantic

Feature System - This is the one objective that could not be

realized during the summer research. The primary reason for

this was tVe greater than expected time committment required
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the objective was not met, a great deal was learned about

the problem that will make the eventual solution more

correct and rapid. First, the ATN system for manipulating

the syntactic parsing provides a straightforward formalism

for the statement of the case relationship and semantic -

processing we will require. Second, the delay will provide

us with greater time to study the proposed semantic feature -

system before attempting to implement them. There is a

degree of uncertainty, at this time, as to the correctness

of the specific features chosen for case analysis since

there is no underlying model yet developed that will predict

what these features should be (as there was a specific tree

model that predicted the twelve syntactic features of the

original parsing system).

5) Design and Implementation of Natural Language Front End

to an Automatic Programming Systems - Research efforts for

the design and implementation of a natural language front

end to an automatic programming system had to begin,

obviously, with the development of an automatic programming

" system itself. The design chosen centered on the concept

that a computer's understanding must be grounded in the

primitive processes that it can perform.

S 72-24
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system (AUTOP) is still in its formative stages; however,

many of its characteristics have been defined. The overall

model of the s',Istem design process will be based on the

PSL!PSA system developed by Teichroew (1978). This system 4X

has been widely used in industry and government and seems to

have the expressive power to describe an information

processing environment. The focus of AUTOP will be to

develop a running computer system in a top down fashion that

eventually connects to primitive functions of which the

underlying computer system is capable. This development will

be based on an interactive dialog between the user and the

program environment concerning, initially, the five major

aspects of a computing system: input, storage, processing,

output, and control.

During this short summer session, only a few of the AUTOP

components were designed and tested. This allowed a small

automatic programming system to be written and tested in a

short amount of time. More interestingly, however, the

components developed during the ten weeks now act as new

primitives available to the AUTOP user in the creation of

other new system. For example, in the creation of the

program AUTOP, a set of menu driving functions were created

(i.e., functions for the construction of data structures

required by a menu and routines for the use of these
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designated action). These menu routines are used by AUTOP to

perform its functions. In addition, however, these menu

routines are now available for AUTOP to use, itself, as it

helps another user create a new system. Indeed, in typical

computer science style, it might be possible to speci+, the

AUTOP program itself using the AUTOP system. As the AUTOP

system expands, the set of "basic primitives" that become

the foundation for other systems expands in size and

complexity.

At the current time, the basic primitives are divided into

two classes: selector and constructor functions. As their

names imply, constructor functions enable the user to define

and build the basic data structures required and the

selector functions query the data structures. The overall

goal of an automatic programming system is to define these

two basic primitive classes for the user's data and connect

them together into a comprehensive working system whereby

the user can interactively interface with a computer and

design a functional problem solving tool. -

The implemented parts of the main system provide control

over initial start up (access) of the system and, then,

allow eight possible activities. These activities center

on the definition of the computing task required by the

72-26
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us~er. lhtev are is oub:

1. Create a new system

2. Work on an existinq system

. List existing systems

4. Save a system to a disk -I

5. Load a system from a disk

6. Run an existing system

7. List data in an existing system

B. Terminate the programming session

These eight options are developed and accessed by the

constructor and selector functions that are recursively

linked.

Since the main system is divided into separate activities

that, in turn, will need to be subdivided, it was only

logical that one of the first constructor functions required

was that of a menu builder. Menu listing and selecting

functions logically followed. These functions can, then, be

accessed by the user to develop and build menus as necessary

for his individual programming needs while accessing the

system, thus utilizing the recursive features of the system.

To date in the project, development includes the ability to

control and limit access to the system, create a subsystem

and establish security for that subsystem, list all

72-27
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subsystems and save subsystems to a disk for later access.

d.

Work is continuing in the area of describing and building

the actual data structures required for the subsystems. The

development of data structures is heading in the form of

menu and form type input. Eventually, it is the goal of the L

team to incorporate the natural language tools described

earlier into the automatic programming system.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Our comments on the summer research center on two different

areas: the success and future directions of the research

performed over the summer and an evaluation of the summer

faculty research program and the graduate summer program as

well.

.%

Overall, the research effort over the summer was quite

successful. Major sections of the RG parser have been

implemented in LISP using the ATN formalisms, a tentative

set of semantic features for defining case relations is

complete, the ATN formalism is ready for the implementation

of the case relation data, and the automatic programming

system which can eventually be connected to the natural

language understanding system has been started.
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The curre-nt re.ew- will conti nue onl several fronts. Ihe

natural language understanding tools being developed will be

extended to: (1)implement the semantic feature system and

extend the semantic framework beyond features associated

primarily with verbs to features of other categories;

(2)construct semantic nets from the new features; and ,,

(3)connect the features and nets to the hardware and

software capabilities of existing computer systems. The

parsing system will also be examined from another angle, to

see if it would be possible for the syntactic parsing e"

program to build the actual RG tree structures as an outcome

of parsing the sentences. This would guarantee the

correctness of the parser, demonstrate the strengths of the

RG theory, and provide a visual demonstration of the same

theory. Finally, the automatic programming system will be

refined and expanded, possibly as part of a doctoral

dissertation, to allow for the creation of simple computer

systems under computer control.

The extension to the semantic features for our system will

begin with the primitive perceptual, motor, and reasoning

capabilities of a network of hardware and software available -.

at Oakland University. This network will serve as a useful

target at which our initial investigations of higher level

semantic concepts will be aimed, but should in no way be

viewed as a limiting or final choice. On this network, we
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robotic manipulator from Unimation, and a MACLISP

programming environment from Honeywell. These hardware and

software resources provide us with approximately 45 visual

parameters for sensing visual data about an object in a

computer's field of view, ten manipulator parameters for

sensing position of the arm and controlling its operation,

and hundreds of MACLISP functions for sensory, reasoning and

control functions.

The reexamination of the parsing method has been suggested -

by the staff because of the non-obvious way in which the RG

model is currently implemented. As a series of separate

ATNs, the present LISP parser more clearly isolates the ,

syntactic features of RG. However, a much more concise

description of RG is possible now that the ATN formalism has

been implemented. Once the co-occurence restrictions of the

various parts of speech are specified, the tree structure 1

defining the functional structure of a sentence can be

specified. Therefore, if possible, we hope to examine a

method of parsing by the merging of RG trees. .

The automatic programming system will continue to expand in

the five areas described earlier: input, storage, process,

output, and control. Essentially, the varieties of inputs
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a-re relati-ielv initud, i.e., a meru input, a form input, a

prompt-response input, an analog input, and maybe a few ,.

others. The storage types are similarly limited to a small

set of primitive types and then a construction mechanism for

building arrays and structures from them. As all of the five

areas are examined, it becomes clear that recursive nets of

inputs within inputs, outputs within outputs, etc. combined

with the constraints of the type from PSL/PSA can adequately a.-

describe a system. The key is that the bottom of these

hierarchies must be in the physical capacities of the

software/hardware system on which the program is being

developed.

In essence, the purpose of our future research is to develop

a system whose understanding is built upon a particular set

of hardware capabilities so that it can comprehend not only

concrete relationships but also abstract ones. There is a

continuous thread from the RG syntactic features that

specify grammatical relations to the semantic features that 4

specify case relations to the semantic relations that

specify higher cognitive concepts. This entire progression

is grounded in the sensory, motor and reasoning capacities

of a hardware system.

As for the USAF program and the UES contractors, we have

only praise. The members of the Air Force at Lowry were
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giving us a place to wort-, supplies, and people to work

with. From Colonel Crow and Major Burns to the enlisted

personnel, from other university faculty at the HRL to

civilian employees, the courtesy and concern for our work

was refreshing and appreciated. The contractors from UES

were flexible, friendly and demonstrated an efficiency that

we at a university greatly envied. The possibilities for

integrating our research into the programs of the USAF are

much greater as we have made many contacts with members of

the military and artificial intelligence researchers here in

the University of Colorado. We all feel that the program

o+fered by the Air Force for summer faculty and graduate

student research is outstanding and are very glad that we

were given the opportunity to participate.
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The Role of Antioxidant Nutrients in Preventing Hyperbaric Oxygen Damage
to the Retina

by

Robert L. Scott

ABSTRACT

Dietary deficiency of both vitamin E and selenium were found to promote

the toxic effects of hyperbaric oxygen to the retina. Vitamin E and

selenium are micronutrients that play important roles in protection

against in vivo lipid peroxidation and generation of toxic free radicals.

Rats were fed diets either deficient in vitamin E and selenium (basal or

B diet) or supplemented with both these micronutrients (the B+E+Se diet). *.

Animals in each dietary group were further divided into a group that

received hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) treatment or a group that received no

HBO treatment (nonk-HBO). HBO treatment was at 3.0 atmospheres absolute

(ATA) of 100% oxygen for 1.5 hrs per day, 5 days per week. Electroi-

retinograms (ERGS), which measure the electrophysiological responses of

the retina to light, were measured in all groups after 2 and 4 weeks of

HBO treatment. No differences in a, or b wave ERG amplitudes were appar "

ent after 2 weeks of HBO treatment. After 4 weeks there was a signifi -

cant decrease in the a- and bo-wave ERG amplitudes of rats fed the B diet

and treated with HBO compared with rats fed the B diet but not treated

with HBO. HBO had no effects on the ERG amplitudes of rats fed the ..

* B+E+Se diet.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The USAF School of Aerospace Medicine uses hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) in

four emergency situations: decompression sickness, air embolism, carbon

monoxide poisoning, and gas gangrene. HBO Is also used in wound healing

enhAncement. Although HBO treatment of these conditions has proven to be

most effective, questions have been raised concerning the negative side

effects of exposure to high oxygen concentrations on the retina and the

lung. The effects of prooxidants and antioxidants may play important

roles in this regard. Prooxidants promote oxidative damage caused by free

radical formation while antioxidants protect against oxidative damage by

either inhibiting the formation of free radicals or acting as free radig

cal scavengers.

A theory for oxygen toxicity has been developed by Fridovich (1) which

states that formation of the hydroxyl radical in vivo plays a major role

in the toxic effects of oxygen. The Haber'-Weiss reaction (below) shows

the superoxide anion reacting with hydrogen peroxide to form the hydroxyl

radical. The hydroxyl radical (.OH) is thought to damage biological

membranes.

Fe(III)+0 2. -* Fe(II)+0 2  (1)

Fe(II)+H 202 _ Fe(III)+OH+OH* (2)

Vitamin E and selenium are micronutrients that have important roles in

protection against oxygen toxicity. Vitamin E Is an antioxidant which

is effective in protecting unsaturated lipids from autooxidation (2).

Selenium is a cofactor of the enzyme glutathione peroxidase. This enzyme

.* detoxifies hydrogen peroxide and organic hydroperoxides formed during '-"
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lipid autooxidation (5). A deficiency in vitamin E and/or selenium may

lead to increased damage from hyperbaric oxygen in humans. It stands to .

reason, that dietary supplemention with vitamin E and selenium may pror

vide necessary protection from oxygen toxicity.

The retina has a high content of polyunsaturated fatty acids which are "'

very susceptible to peroxidation. In addition, there is very high oxygen1

consumption in the retina (4). It has been suggested by Stone et al. (7) '-

that retinal lipid peroxidation is accelerated under conditions of high ,

oxygen stress. In order for the retina to be protected from oxidative

damage, antioxidant and enzymatic mechanisms must be present. Rat retie- N

nas normally have high levels of vitamin E, glutathioneL-s-transferase and l

the selenor-enzyme glutathione peroxidase (8,9). A nutritional deficiency

in vitamin E and selenium leads to lowered levels of retinal vitamin E-.'.

and glutathione peroxidase, respectively."

Previous studies have shown that after 29 weeks of feeding rats on the :_;.

basal diet deficient in vitamin E and selenium, there is a decrease in :-f

their ai! and bt-wave electroretinogram (ERG) amplitudes (6). Intravitreal

intjections of synthetic lipid hydroperoxides Into rabbit retinas cause a ."-

decrease in the ERG amplitude of a.o, t*-, and a* waves (10). Rats dell- ,:'.

clent in both vitamin E and selenium show a noticeable accumulation of [

lipofusion in the retinal pigment epithelium (11)o. Lipofusion is a byA ..

product of lipid peroxidation and can be measured by fluorescent micros- :

'. "-S.* °1
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In the absence of vitamin E and/or selenium HBO would be expected to have

a detrimental effect on the retina. Conversely, supplements of vitamin E

and/or selenium would provide protection against HBO toxicity.

II. OBJECTIVE OF RESEARCH EFFORT

The goal of the project was to determine the toxic effects of hyperbaric

oxygen (HBO) on rats deficient in antioxidant nutrients. Our primary

focus was damage occurring within the retina as well as damage to the

liver and lung. The retinal damage was assessed by measuring decreases in

the ERGS of the animals. A decrease in the a-wave would indicate damage

to the photorecepter cells while a decrease in the b -wave wc indicate

damage to the bipolar cells. Rats were exposed to 100% oxygen at 3 ATA

for 1.5 hrs per day for 5 days a week until ERG damage was noted. With

the onset of ERG damage the animals were sacrificed and their tissues

saved for future examination by fluorescent light and electron microscopy

and for biochemical analyses.

We also measured weight, weight gain and food consumption in all dietary

groups. If hyperbaric oxygen were toxic, we would expect to find a de---

crease in weight gain in a dietary group of animals receiving HBO as

compared to the identical dietary group of animals not receiving HBO

treatment.

The effects of the dietary protocols will be assessed by measuring

changes in the levels of glutathione peroxidase and serum vitamin E.
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In addition, we will investigate the synergistic toxic effects of a

prooxidant drug, i.e., acetaminophen, when coupled with HBO in rats defi-O

cient in selenium and vitamin E. We also plan to examine the protective

effects of switching the deficient animals to a supplemented diet.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The rats were housed in suspended stainless steel wire bottomed cages

with the average light intensity in the cages being 4.0+ 3.30 footcandles

per cage or 10.80 watts/cm 2 per cage. The overall intensity of the room

was 26.50 footcandles or 71.55 in watts/cm2 . The rats were fed one of

two specially prepared diets. One diet designated as supplemented

(B+E+Se) consists of a basal diet fortified with 0.40 ppm Se and 50 mg

Vit E/Kg diet. The second diet designated as basal (B) was deficient in

both vitamin E and selenium. The exact composition of the basal diet is

given in Table I. Male, 30 g, inbred Fischer '-344 (CDF) rats were obl'

tainea from Charles River Breeding Laboratory. This particular strain

was chi3en because the time course for deficiency development is well

> characterized. Also, we have previously performed extensive histopath&"

logy studies on this strain using identical diets. After 5 weeks, the

rats lose half of their blood selenium and plasma vitamin content when

fed the basal diet. After 10 weeks, the rats will only have 10% of their %V7

initial blood vitamin E and selenium and after 20 weeks the rats are es-

sentially depleted of both antioxidants and suffer retinal damage under

e. HBO non-stress conditions.

73-7
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The animals' cages were maintained at 25+ 20C and 50% relative humidity.

Lighting was on a 6:00AM to 6:00PM light period and 6:00PM to 6:00AM dark

schedule. Wire bottomed cages were used to prevent coprophagy. The rats

arrived at Brooks AFB June 21, 1985, and were placed on normal Purina

laboratory chow (Rodent Laboratory Chow 5001, Ralston Purina Co., St.

Louis, MO) and water ad libitum for 10 days while under quarantine. Of

the 60 rats, 28 were placed on the B diet, 28 were placed on the B+E+Se

diet and remaining 4 rats were kept on the lab chow.

The dietary supplies were all purchased from the U.S. Biochemical Co.,

Cleveland, OH. The diets were prepared in 2.7 kg batches using a Hobart

food mixer and stored at 40C. The stainless steel and glass feeders,

obtained from Hazelton System, Aberdeen, MD, were filled every 2 days and

any uneaten food was discarded to prevent rancidity. The rats in each ' ,

dietary group were provided with deionized water containing 3 ppm chro-

mium CICI 3. Eight rats from each dietary group were treated with 100%

oxygen at 3 ATA for 1.5 hrs per day. The treatment was initiated 2 weeks

after the start of the dietary regimens.

The ERGS of rats in each group were measured every two weeks using an

aluminized mylar plastic positive electrode placed on the cornea of each

rat. The ground electrode was attached to the right ear lobe and the

negative pin electrode was inserted under the scalp. The rats were al-

lowed to dark adapt for 45 minutes and were anesthetized with Ketamine at ,.7.

least 10 minutes prior to measuring ERGs so as to allow adequate time for

the rats to become immobile. Sterile normal saline was administered to

the eyes to prevent drying of the cornea. At least six a- and b-wave
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amplitude measurements were made on each eye on each rat. The P.I.,

Robert L. Scott, Adrienne L. Hollis and Pamela H. Payne were responsible

for these measurements.

The electronic equipment used includes a Ganzfeld (whole field) Flash, a .

Grass Photostimulator; a Tektronic Model 6512 recording oscilloscope, a

5A22N differential amplifier, and a 5 BION time base amplifier; a

Nicolete Computer Model 1072; a Grass P522 Photostimulator and a

Tektronix Amplifier.

Four rats from each treatment group will be evaluated on a biweekly basis

for plasma vitamin E, plasma glutathione peroxidase (GSHPX), and red

blood cell glutathione peroxidase. Glutathione peroxidase activity in

plasma and red blood cells is a good measure of selenium status. Blood

samples were obtained by bleeding the tails of rats anesthetized with

methoxyfluorane (Metofane). The glutathione perioxidase assays on plasma

and RBCS as well as plasma vitamin E assays will be done at Meharry Medi-

cal College by the P.I. and Adrienne L. Hollis, a summer graduate (GSSSP)

fellow.

The rats deficient in vitamin E and selenium receiving HBO showed signs

of retinal damage as evidenced by diminished ERGS. The animals were

sacrificed, using halothane :.- future histological and biochemical

analyses. Animals on identical diets, but not receiving HBO treatment
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were sacrificed as controls and similar tissue analyses will be per-

formed. Rats fed diets deficient in vitamin E and selenium and treated

with HBO, the BW-HBO group, showed decreased ERG a-wave amplitudes con'-

pared with the non HBO B group.

IV.. EFFECTS OF HYPERBARIC OXYGEN ON ELECTRORETINOGRAY.S

There were no apparent differences in a!- or b-wave electroretinograms

(ERGS) amplitudes between rats treated or not treated with hyperbaric

oxygen for 2 weeks in either the B or B+E+Se dietary groups. However,

after 4 weeks there was a significant difference between the B+HBO and

the B+non-iHBO groups. The a-wave amplitude of the B+HBO animals at week

4 was 45% less than the B+nonr-HBO. Similarly, the br-wave amplitude of

the B+HBO group was 37% less than the B+noni-HBO group. No decreases in

a-or b -wave ERG amplitudes were seen at 4 weeks in either the B+E+Se+HBO

or the B+E+Se+nonrHBO group (see Table 3).

Our findings allowed us to make three conclusions. First, making animals

deficient in vitamin E and selenium without HBO treatment does not cause

ERG damage. This was evidenced by the fact that at 4 weeks the B+non-HBO

animals had EROS equal to that of the B+E+Se+non.'-HBO group. Secondly, .-..-

supplementing the animals with vitamin E and selenium seems to provide a

protective effect against HBO as evidenced by the fact that at 4 weeks

there were no differences between EROS of the B+E+Se+HBO group and

73-10
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B+E+Se+non-HBO group ERGS. Thirdly, a deficiency in vitamin E and sele-

nium coupled with HBO caused definite ERG damage as evidenced by the

observation that the B+HBO group had a- and b-waves significantly less

than the B+E+Se+HBO group.

The.a-wave is known to be produced by the photoreceptor cells and the

brwave is produced by the bipolar cells. Hence, we believe the bulk of

the retinal damage to be located on the bipolar and photoreceptor cells.

V. THE EFFECT OF HYPERBARIC OXYGEN ON WEIGHT, WEIGHT GAIN AND FOOD CON-

SUMPTION

The results of HBO treatment on the weight, weight gain, and food con-

sumption for rats fed diets supplemented on deficient in vitamin E and

selenium can be seen in Table II. There were no apparent differences in

weight, or weight gain/day in rats either treated with HBO or not treated

with HBO after the initial start of the specialized diets on 2,4, and 6

weeks after the start of the diets. However, the lab chow rats were

significantly lower in weight in the 2nd week after the diets compared to

the other groups. This could have been due to the fact that the lab chow

diet was in pellet form, whereas all other diets were in loose powder

form. Eventually, the lab chow rats had comparable weights and weight

gains/day to all other groups. The effect of HBO on food consumption of

rats became most apparent 6 weeks after the start of the specified diets.

HBO treatment caused decreased food consumption and weight gain/day of

rats compared to nonJ-HBO treated rats. Although this was true, the

73-11 i
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weights of all groups were similar. The exact mechanism for this phe-

nomenon is unknown, but perhaps HBO treatment decreases the appetite of'

the rats, but at the same time maintains their metabolism. Although

there are no differences between the weights of all groups after 6 weeks

on diets, it is interesting to note that the B+E+Se supplemented rats on

HBO treatment actually had lower weights than the rats on HBO deficient A,

in these micronutrients. The mechanisms for these results are unknown.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Follow#-on research should consist of measuring the antioxidant levels in

rats fed diets supplemented or deficient in vitamin E and/or selenium and

with or without hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) treatment. These measurements

include tissue analysis for plasma vitamin E levels and glutathione

* peroxidase levels in the plasma and red blood cells.

.- Z.-

Histopathology and election microscopy studies on the retina should be

performed. The retinas have been fixed by transcardiac perfusion and we

predict changes in bipolar cells because of b-waves and rod outer seg.

ments by a'waves. This hypothesis should be tested by detailed histo"

pathology and ultrastructural of the retina from affected and non.

affected animals.

73-12
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VII. ANTIOXIDANT STATUS OF RATS

Plasma vitamin E, red blood cell and plasma Se-glutathione peroxidase ach

tivities will be measured In rats in all dietary groups. We expect the

rats fed the B diet to have significantly lower plasma vitamin E as well

as plasma and RBC Ser-glutathione peroxidase activities compared to rats

fed the B+E+Se diet. The work will be done at Meharry Medical College in

the P.I.'s laboratory by Miss Adrienne Hollis.

73-13 .
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Table I. Composition of basal djet.

Ingredient gl OOg

------------------------------------------------------------------- Or.

Tourla yeast 36.00

Sucrose 43.05

Corn oil, tocopherol stripped 14.50

Vitamin mix 1 2.20

Mineral mix Draper 2 4.00

L-Methi onine 0.25

1. The vitamin mixture provided: (in mg/100 g of diet) ascorbic

acid, 99; inositol, 11; choline chloride, 16.5; p-aminobenzoic

acid, 11; niacin, 9.9; riboflavin, 2.2; pyridoxine-HC], 2.2;

thiamin HCl, 2.2; calcium pantothenate, 6.6; biotin, 0.05;

olic acid, 0.2; vitamin B-12, 0.003. In addition the vitamin mixture

contains: (in units /100 g of diet) vitamin A acetate, 1980;

calciferol(D3), 220.

2. The salt mix provided (in mg/lO0 g of diet): CaCO3, 654;

CuSO4.5H20, 0.72; Ca3(P04)2, 1422; Ferric citrate.3H20, 64;

MnSO4.H20, 5.5; potassium citrate.H20, 946; KI, 0.16;

1'K2HP04, 309; NaCi, 432; ZnCO3, 1.8; and MgC05. 164. .1

7 1 -4
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TABLE II

Weight (g) weight gain per day (g/day) and food consumption (g/day) for rats

fed diets deficient or supplemented with vitamin and selenium dietary group*

time on diets

0 2 41 6

B(2q) weight 941.2+0.2 131+1.8 168.2+6.8 186+10.7(17)

wt.gain/day - ~ 3.38 2.72 2.416+0.25(16)

food/day 11.1+0.5 11.11+0.241(141)

B.HBO(8) weight 92.1+2.0 126.8+3.3 161+14.2 183+6-33

wt.gain/day 3.16 2.418 1.68+0.30T

frood/ day '-10.8+0.1 6.T1+0.'4O3 -5

B.E.Se(20) weight 93.3+1-89 128.9+3.0 176.1+3.2 200+3.18(18)

wt.gain/day -- 3.23 3.32 1.611+0.166(18)

food/day 10.9+0.9 15.1+1.08(11)

B.E.Se+HBO(B) weight 941.0+3.0 127.5+3.2 161+41.2 178.14.96(7)

wt.gain/day '-3.041 2.410 1.33+0.203(7)

food/day ~-11.20+0.3 7.9+0(3) .*-

LC('I weight 89.8+2.410 110+3 173.8+2.7 195+6.33(3)

wt.gain/day '-1.841 4.541 1.8+0.52(3) .

food/day -- ~ -12.80 20.6+0(3)

The number of rats Is given in parentheses. Each data entry is mean + S.E.M
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Table
The effects of hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) on a- and b-wave

electroretinogram (ERG) amplitudes for rats fed diets either deficient
* or supplemented woith vitamin E and selenium. Each entry is mean-iSEll-

and the number of animals is indicated in parentheses.

*time treatment diet a-wA&ve b--wave
wqeeksa mi crovol ts

2 HB0(8) B 148±20 332+61
2 nonHBO(6M B 1,39+14 3S20+31

* 2 BO (8) B+E+S. 148+10 359+23
2 nonHBO(7 B-eE+Se 140+14 320+31

4 HBO Q) B 63-+13* 255+3 4
4 nocHBO(17) B 1514-12 369+29

4 HB(J(6 B+E+Se 139+17 360+38
*4 noriHB0 (18) B+E4-Se 1354-9 326+22

* S p < 0.005 28p < 0.05 vs. nonHSO

73-16
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TRANSIEPIT EFFECTS OF 1IICLEAP RPAPIATInI! O THE OPTICAL PROPEFTIES OF

(Al ,0-SiO2 COATED ONt FU1SED SILICA SUBSTRATE) LASER MIPROPS

by

Gary W. Scronce

ABSTRACT

Since one of the major thrusts of the Strategic Defense Initiative

', concerns the use of high powered lasers in a variety of uses, the need

to know the effects of various types of nuclear radiation on laser

optical components is of great importance.

The mirrors studied in this instance were composed of alternating

layers of A1203  and SiO2  on a substrate of fused silica. The

coatings were deposited by an electron beam at quarter-wavelength

thicknesses and have a maximum reflectivity at a wavelength of 248 nm.

The mirrors are for use in a KrF laser system.

The effect of gamma radiation on the mirrors was the primary goal of

the study, but because of the high dose and dose rates desired,

high-energy electrons were used to simulate gamma-ray effects. Mirrors

#9-11 were shot with more dose than the others (125 krad) at a dose rate

of 2.8 krad/ns. Preliminary analysis of the data has shown that at

doses of this level or lower, little or no discernable change in

reflectivity was caused by irradiation of the mirrors.
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I. IN!TRODUCTIOV : ',

W/ith the onset of the Strategic Defense Initiative, in the scope of

defensive laser systems, the need to know the effects of various types

of nuclear radiation on laser optical components is becoming of great

importance. Knowledge of damage thresholds must be obtained if laser

systems are to be desiqned which will survive the potentially hazardous W

radiation environments which may he encountered in anti-missile defense

applications. An understanding of the damage mechanisms and damage

thresholds, for particular optical components, may also prove to be of

importance in laser fusion systems.

In the short term, a quantitative understanc>. is certainly needed

so that sufficient protection for vulnerable optical components may he

provided. If these components fail, the entire laser system fails. In

addition to the fact that a component failure will render the system

inoperable, repair and/or replacement costs warrant sufficient

protection against this failure. In the long term, a qualitative

understanding of the damage mechanisms may provide the means to design

components with an inherently high damage t-.-- . . -thas eliminating a

weak link in the system.

0 .'. SG.. -. -tt pysics, it is known that the absorption of nuclear ..-

ra:-ation in a solid, and the subsequent charged particles released in

th's absorption, can cause a variety nf defects. These defects can

affect various physical properties of the solid material, such as

electrical conductivity and optical absorbance. Clearly, it is realized

that ionizing radition will cause defects in a id material. The

question is whether or not the magnitude of the damage, for a given dose
and dose rate, is sufficient to cause an optical conoonent to fail.

Previous work in this area has been don. Dr. Hermann J.

DonnertI  Mark Ferrel 2 and Kevin Zook5  at FJSRL, and by

researchers at Sandia National Labs. Howeve'- this work has been done

for particular optical materials and thus .)e readily used to

infer the effects of different types of nuclear ra. ?tion on other .uch

materials. For the time being, until sufficient dE has been gathered ,

to allovw a broad theoretical, or empirical, model be formed, these

effects of variations must be explored on an individual basis.

74-4 .
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEAPCH EFFOPT:

The objectives of the research effort are:

a. To measure how the reflectivity and transmission characteristics

vary with wavelength for the unirradiated mirrors. (Al203-SiO 224 3 2

coating on a fused silica substrate, designed for maximum reflectivity

at 248 nm.)

b. To calculate the absorption as a function of wavelength for the

mirrors by using the reflectivity and transmission data.

c. To determine the transient variation in the mirror reflectivity

(and thus the absorption) in the hand of maximum reflectivity while the

mirror is being exposed to gamma radiation.

d. To measure the reflectivity and transmission as functions of

wavelength for the mirrors after they have been exposed to gamma

radiation.
e. To calculate the post-irradiation absorption characteristics of

the mirrors from the proper reflectivity and transmission data.

f. To correlate any changes in the optical properties of the

mirrors with a suitable model for the damage mechanism.

III. PROCEDURE TO MEET OBJECTIVES:

The plots of the unirradiated reflectivity and transmission vs.

wavelength for each of the 26 mirrors were done at the Air Force Weapons

Laboratory (Kirtland AFB). The measurements were made on a CARY 2300

*" Spectrophotometer in the ultraviolet range from 215 nm to 300 nm, using

a water cooled deuterium lamp as the light source. A previous

measurement of optical density from 200-400 nm (with a UV lamp) and from

400-1500 nm (visible lamp) had shown that there were no optical

reflection bands in the spectrum, other than the desired band with 248

nm as its midpoint.

Once the plots were received, the data on them were digitized by

hand and then entered into data files on the VAX-11 computer system.

These files were processed into graphs of reflectivity and transmission

vs. wavelength using the "PHD Version 4.0" plotting routine4. The

absorption was calculated using the above mentioned data files in the

following formula:

74-5
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Absorption = 1 - (Reflectivity + Transmission) (1)

The wavelength dependent data for each of the three optical properties

V were then assimilated into one data file entitled "DUMP.DAT" for each 'I'

mirror. With this information in hand, the mirrors were ready for
irradiation. ME,

The mirrors were irradiated in the electron LIMAC facility at EG&G

in Goleta, California. The reason for using high energy electrons, when

it is the effect of gamma rays that we are interested in, is (1) a

gamma-ray source of intensity needed to perform this experiment does not

exist, except in a nuclear explosion, or a nuclear reactor, (2) neither

of the two gamma sources strong enough to work can be easily confined to

a small impact area, and (3) high energy electrons produce the same

types of material interactions and an electron LINAC can fulfill both of

the requirements in (1) and (2).

Since it was desired to obtain both transient and long term damage

information, a special detection system had to be designed for use while

the mirror was being shot. The optical system that was arrived at was

only able to measure changes in mirror reflectivity due to a conflict

with the geometric configuration of the LIHAC's beam port. A diagram of

the optical system is shown in Figure 1. Next, the necessary

electronics were wired into the reference and signal photodiode

detectors. Once everything was in place the timing of the connected

system was aligned so that the electron pulse from the LINAC hit the

mirror at the same time that the flash from the xenon lamp was at its

peak amplitude.

Several different types of shots were made on the mirrors. Average

beam currents of 4A, SA, and 7A were delivered to mirrors in 20 ns

pulses. A 45 ns pulse time with a 5A beam current was also used. The

approximate energy of the electrons in the beam was 16.5 MeV. A listing

of the type of shot delivered to each mirror is given in Table 1.

Mirror #26 was used in the initial alignment of the beam and received

over ten, 4A, 20 ns pulses and would be the worst damage case.

The data for each mirror were taken on an oscilloscope with a camera

attachment. Included on each picture is: (1) c baseline reading, (2) a

74-6
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lamp pulse (no bean) from the signal detector, and (3) a lamp pulse

taken while the e bean was hitting the mirror. The oscilloscope at

the control desk was connected to the reference detector and also set to

trigger with the other equipment. This provided a picture of the beam

pulse for each shot. In addition to the above data taken, radiochromic

dosimetry was performed at the point of impact each time the shot

parameters, length of shot and current of beam, were altered. This

dosimetry not only yielded a measure of total dose delivered by the

pulse, but also the spatial distribution of the electron beam density.
Post-irradiation analysis of mirrors #1 through #11 and #25 and #26, POW0,

is currently being done in the same manner as the pre-irradiation

analysis and is not yet completed. Therefore, only a sampling of the

final results will be presented in the context of this report.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RADIOCHROMIC DOSIMETRY:

As was mentioned earlier, radiochromic dosimetry was used to

determine the spatial distribution of the electron beam density and also

as a measure of the dose delivered. To take these measurements, a small.

piece of radiochromic film was placed on the mirror at the point where

the beam was aimed at. The films darkened where they had been struck by

electrons. Thus, by measuring the change in optical density of the

film, as it varies over the surface of the film, one may determine both

the spatial density of the beam and a measure of the integral electron

dose. The analysis of the films was done on the VAX-ll computer system

at EG&G. A sample printout from the analysis of one of these films is

shown in Figure 2.

V. RESULTS OF LONG-TERM DAMAGE ANALYSIS:

Since the mirrors and filters that were supplied for use in this

study had not been analyzed prior to their delivery, it was necessary to

characterize their optical properties to assure that only quality optics

would be analyzed. Reflectivit, and transmission measurements were made -'

on all of the twenty-six mirrors. After irradiation of mirrors #1-11,

these measurements were done again. Both the pre- and post-irradiation

reflectivity and transmission for each mirror was graphed on the same

74-7
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plot. An example of these results is contained in Figures 3 and 4.jw
Initial study of the plots indicated that little or no damage was

imparted to the mirrors as a result of irradiation at the dose and dose

rate used.

VI. RESULTS OF TRANSIEtJT DAMAGE AHALYSIS:

In addition to studying the long-term damage imparted to each of the

irradiated mirrors, data for the transient damage effects were also

taken. The purpose was to investigate how the optical properties of the

mirrors varied while they were being irradiated and if any damage

occured, to discover the extent of it. Also of interest in this

analysis was the speed of the annealing processes taking place, if any

change in reflectivity was measured.

Figures 5-7 show the results of the transient measurements taken in

the experiment at EG&G. Notice that in the pictures from the signal

detector that the two lamp flashes, beam off and beam on, are virtually

identical up to the point where the beam is turned on. The oscillations

that appear in the curve, once the beam injector is turned on, are due

to the presence of bremsstrahlung radiation. Since the oscillations are

so large it is difficult to compare the mean of each line in order to

determine whether or not a statistically significant difference exists.

A complete analysis of these curves will be done later. However, simply

eyeing the mean of each line leads the viewer to conclude that there is

little or no difference between the two lines and thus that no damage

has occured. .i

VII. RECOMMENDATIONIS:

As far as this particular line of study is concerned, I feel that it

would be beneficial to look at the effect of even higher doses on the

remaining mirrors in the attempt to find the damage threshold.

Determination of this threshold would seem to he the major thrust of

this work.

Since the applications for laser usage are expanding rapidly in all

areas, particularly with respect to military applications, work in the

research area presented in the report should be continued and expanded.

W~o
'
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While the knowledge that is gained by this work may not have an
immediate impact, this type of work will prove important to the success
of future projects under the SDI. .Yy.
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VIII. FIGURES AI4D TABLES: '

Table 1. Gives a listing of the types of electron pulse and

approximate dose and dose rate delivered to each mirror.

Figure 1. Shows a diagram of the optical arrangement used to gather

the data for the transient change in reflectivity. -<

Figure 2. Example of results from radiochronic dosimetry of the beam.

Figure 3. Shows the pre- and post-irradiation transmission data used

to evaluate the long-term damage to mirror #10.

Figure 4. Shows the pre- and pot-irradiation reflectivity data used

to evaluate the long-term damage to mirror #10.

Figure 5. Transient reflectivity daa fo- mirror #4.

Figure 6. Transient reflectivity data for mirror #6.

Figure 7. Transient reflectivity data for mirror #10.

741 ..-o
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Table 1. Irradiation information for mirrors #1 to #11 for the
effects of electron damage on optical components research.

Note: electron energy = 16.5 IleV, 11V filter in line for
all data except for mirror #1. Dose and dose rate are

approximate.

rlirror Number e Beam Current Pulse Width Dose Dose Rate
(A) (ns) (krad) (krad/ns)

1 4.0 20 40 2.0
2 5.0 2n 50 2.5
3 5.0 20 50 2.5
4 5.0 20 50 2.5

5 5.0 20 50 2.5
6 7.0 20 70 3.5
7 7.0 20 70 3.5
8* 7.0 20 70 3.5
9 5.0 45 125 2.8
10 5.0 45 125 2.811 5.0 45 125 2.8

*Mirror #8 was shot twice on the same location under the listed

conditions.

1
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E I Xenojn Flash Lamtip
B Spacial Filter
C 10 cm Focal Length Lens

C 3 Front-Surface Aluminized
MirrorI E Reference Photodiode

B F F Optic Holder
G Beam Port

K H Lead Bricks
A G H L I Mirror #25

J 20 cm Focal Length Lens

Lamp Light Path K Filter (See Fig.
Beam Path L Signal Detector Photodiode

C-,=

44'

.. % ,

C,..,

Fig. 1 Irradiation geometry for mirror--- #1 through
#11. Legend identifies materials used in the

configuration. Mirror #26 was used in the optical
holder (F) to ensure proper beam allignment.
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IMPROVED TAYLOR ANVIL TEST
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Techniques for improving the Taylor Anvil T-ezu _=Le expiored. A .-'-

%°

: £ -" " ". arnera a icid in rec rd iLng + he plastic wave propagation

i. ng _n7c; .,= . .. : the impact and -the initiation of the 2-

"- "

camera framing became the cri _-. -- Ie tob.ole.Mny.m

circuits were devised and evaluated in search cf a 7 tzuit which

needed the least adjustment. The best results were obtained by "."'

placing a trigger emitter -detector pair close to the anvil in "-;

conjunction with a manual delay circuit. -
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I. Introduction: As an undergraduate and graduate student at the

University of Florida, I have pursued a educational background strong

in mechanics, electronics, and optics. My specific area of interest is

in optical nwethods of experimental mechanics. I am therefore familiar

with photoelasticitv, holographic interferometry, moire'

interferometry, fiber optic strain sensors, as well as, digital

autocorrelation and resistance strain gages.

Improving the Taylor Anvil Test Integrated many aspects of the

afformentioned techniques. In essence the understanding of mechanics,

ele-tronics and optics were necessary to design a system adept to high

strain rate deformation measurements.

II. OZJECTS OF RESEARCH EFFORT: The preliminary goals for the

summer research period were twofold. The first was to develop a

reliable and repeatable Tay'or anvil test. This included developing a

consistent trigger circuit which could adapt to the projectile muzzle

velocity. The second objective was to use the newly developed Taylor

Anvil experimental set up to study the deceleration of the

projectiles elastic end during impact. This deceleration information

was to be used to verify new plastic wave propagation theories proposed

by Dr. S. Jones. Due to time limitations the second objective was not

attsmpted'.
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III. TAYLOR ANVIL TEST: The rudimental Taylor Anvil Test

consists of a flat ended cylindrical projectile, fired from a

pressure gun into a fixed steel anvil. Originally, G.I.Taylor

developed a theory to give an approximation to the specimen

material's plastic yield strength based on the specimen geometry

after impact. A dz.gital oscilloscope and a Crans-Scardin camera

were added to the basic form of the Taylor Anvil Experiment to

bolster its information gathering capacity. Figure I gives art

overview of the new experimental set up.

The oscilloscope's function is to verify a successful gun

firing, as well as to monitor the projectiles muzzle velocity.
. .-

These functions were realized through the implementation of

photodiode emitter detector pairs. ese pairs were positioned at

the muzzle as shown in Figure 2. The output of diodes I and 2

were input into their respective oscilloscope channels.

Following a successful gun firing, the projectile would pass

between the emitter-detector pairs and consequetly the respective

oscilliscope channels receive a 5 volt high go low signal. The

relative time delay between the first and second diode's signals

could then be measured, with this and the the projectiles length,

the muzzle velocity could be established(see Figure 3).

The Crans-Shardin camera wss used to photograph the ..-

projectile's impact there by recording the plastic wave

75-5~ *v~':-........................ . -° - - * "* .-
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propagation and the deceleration of the elastic end. The%

Diodes(L.E.D.s) capable of a 4 Mhz framing rate. During the

experiments a framing rate of 80 K[hz. was used. These high .r

%framing rates and the distanc.e d in Figure I were primarily

responsible for the difficulty it, triggering the camera correctly ' '

* *..1's

so as to correctly capture the event. eest ed. T

IV. CAMERA TRIGGER CIRCUIT: The camera trigger circuit

became the critical problem with this Taylor Anvil Experiment. jd..

The camera trigger signal initiated from one of the emitter-

detector pairs, but the signal had to be delayed else the framing

-~ ..-'

muzzle veloicity, the distance d from Figure , and the inherent

camera delay(maximum of C200ns). .a

The first approach t solving the delay problem was to build

a manual variable delay with a range of Is to Ins. The obvious

drawback to this approach is the must be set before the pressure

gun is fired. The drawing in Figure 3 is a cross section of the

gun. The mechanism for firing the uare as follows. The pressure

chamberrmined zressure; then, the firingdao.

4..

gun isnctire. the dpragmwing nr iue rsapi cro esecion ofth
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through the bcre, thus forcing the projectile out the muzzle.

It should be noted, however that a constant chamber pressure does

not guarantee a repeatable muzzle velocity. The muzzle velocity

of the projectile is largely a function of the diaphragms rupture

geometry. Small changes in rupture geometry cause large changes

in muzzle velocity. Hence, for a constant chamber pressure, a

deviation from the mean velocity of 100ft/sec is not uncommon. Owing

to this variance, presetting a delay based on an ideal muzzle velocity

is no more reliable than randomly choosing the delay.

After discovering the random nature of the muzzle velocity

an attempt to produce a velocity dependent delay circuit was

made. In this design, two photo diode-emitter pairs were configured

as shown in Figure 5, notice that the anvil was five times the

distance from diode 2 as diode i(this ratio is defined as the

count down magnification). This timing circuit is an up-down

counter and is based on the assumption that the velocity from the

muzzle to the anvil is constant. The circuit counts how long it

takes the projectile to traverse from the first to the second

emitter-detector pair, multiplies this amount by 5, then counts

down to 0. When the count reaches 0 the circuit emits a 5v

trigger pulse to the camera. This approach was very consistent,

but in all actuality the projectile acelerates as it leaves the ---.

muzzle; therefore, only the end cf the event was captured on "

film.
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The final and least desirable approach involved .

repositioning a emitter-detector pair close to the anvil. Due to

the high impact velocity, it was still necessary to the manual

delay circuit into the system. This proved to give -he most

consistently well timed results. Still, two factors must be

considered. The first concerns the possible damage to the

emitter-detector pair inflicted by a rebounding projectile. The

second the preset delay problem previously discussed. In this

case, the manually set delay times were considerably less,

therefore a smaller varience was experienced. Still only fifty

percent of the test performed were successful in that at least

ten of the possible twenty frames contained useful information.

V. RECOMMIENDATIONS: This Taylor Anvil Test shows good N

potential for gathering high strain rate plastic deformation

information. However, given the personnel involved, the film

expense and equipment calibration, these experiments are

lengthy and expensive to implement in there present state.

Ideally, a velocity dependent delay circuit is the solution to

the camera triggering problem; this would reduce the experiment

time, film waste and, hence, wear on the equipment. A variation

of the counting idea presented earlier could provide an avenue to

the solution. First the velocity profile of the projectile must

be examined. This could be accomplished by placing a series of

75-8
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emitter-detectcr pairs along the projectiles flight path, then

measuring the relative time displacements of each diode's signal.

This profile could be approximated with a weighted countdown

magnification. A fine adjustment could be in zluded in this

design by placing the first emitter-detector pa;.r on a

mechanical slide so the separation of the two diode pairs could

be varied. This would, in turn, vary the countdown

magnification. This type of design would settle the timing

problem and produ-e a truly repeatable and operational Taylor

Anvil Test.

-'--"

* C ' °
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PRESSU CHAMBER

Figure

Fi.gure 4. Picture~ of the projectile when the camera triggered
too early.
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James Siagel '

ABSTRACT

'S Synthesis schemes for the preparation of monomers for

I poly(1,5(7)-dihydrobenzo[1,2-d:4,5-d]diimidazole-2.,6-diyl)

and poly(1,5-diphenylbenzo[1,2-d:4,5-d]-diimidazole-2,6-diyl)

are proposed. Specific monomers discussed are 1,5(7)-

dihydrobenzo[1,2-d:4,5-d]-diimidazole-2,6-dicarboxylic acid,

1 4
5,6-diaminobenzimidazole-2-carboxyiic z' id and N N

- diphenyl-1,2,4,5-tetraaminobenzene.

P The preparation of certain key intermediates for each

-of the monomers are described. Specific compounds discussed

are 5-nitro-2-trichloromethylbenzimidazole, 1,2-di(p-

toluenesulfonamido)-4,5-diaminobenzene, 1,2-diamino-4,5-

dinitrobenzene, 1-amino-3-(trichloroacetamido)-4,5-

dinitrobenzene and N,N'-diphenyl-2,5-diaminoterephthalic

acid.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories and the Air NOW

Force Office of Scientific Research are engaged in research

and development involving the synthesis and processing of
-. 'S.

ultra-high strength, thermo-oxidatively stable polymers for '-

use as structural materials in aerospace vehicles. Their

objective is production of materials with mechanical

properties comparable to the current fiber reinforced

composites, but with significantly improved environmental

tolerance and without the use of fiber reinforcement. The

rigid-rod aromatic heterocyclic polymers are the materials

chosen for this effort. Their physical and chemical

properties show promise for fulfilling program objectives but

they do present certain processing and fabrication problems

because of their "all-para" rigid-rod character. Thus,

Continuing Materials Laboratory in-house research as well as

related contractual programs in academic and industrial

laboratories are addressing aspects of the processing and

fabrication of these polymers. This research includes

synthesis efforts directed toward preparation of novel

rigid-rod aromatic heterocyclic polymers which possess

improved processing characteristics and/or enhanced

mechanical/physical properties.

The present project involves the exploration of

synthesis routes to A-A and A-B monomers which would be

expected to undergo condensation reactions in polyphosphoric
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acid (PPA) to yield the rigid- rod polybenzinidazole,

poly(l ,5(7)-dihydrobenzo[ 1,2-d:4,5-dldiimidazole-2,6-diyl) ,

H
N

-44K.-N>
H

Another polymer of interest in this project is

poly(l,5-diphenylbenzo(1,2-d:4,5-dldiimidazole-2,6-diyl, II,

an isomer of poly(l,7-diphenylbenzo[1,2-d:4 ,5-d]diimidazole-

2.6-diyl), III,

Ph
Ph Ph

Ph

which is the subject of a current in-house synthesis effort

in the Polymer Branch.
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11. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project were to explore routes

for the synthesis of the A-A monomer 1,5(7)-dihydrobenzo[l1,2-d:

4,5-djdiimidazole-2,6-dicarboxylic acid, IV (or certain of

its derivatives) and the A-B monomer 5,6-diaminobenzimidazole-

2-dicarboxylic acid, V (or certain of its derivatives). Both IV

and V are precursors to polymer I.

An additional objective is the exploration of synthesis

1routes to N I N 4 diphenyl-1,2,4,5-tetraaminobenzene, VI.

NH2 <k-NHPh
PhNH N NH 2

VI

.%

111. DISCUSSION

The condensation reaction of dicarboxylic acids with

aromatic tetraamines is one of the classical methods of

preparation of polybenzimidazoles. However, the reaction of

1,2,4,5-tetraaminobenzene (TAB) with oxalic acid yields the

six membered heterocyclic polydihydro-bisquinoxaline rather

than the desired polymer 
I (1). 2

Thus, the monomers selected for synthesis of polymer I

are the A-A monomer IV and the A-B monomer V. The former on

condensation with 1,2,4,5-tetraaminobenzene in PPA would be

76-6



expected to yield 1 (2). Similarly, monomer V on self-

condensation in PPA would be expected to yield 1 (3).

NH2 .- NH2  5o N + HOC-COH
NH, 10 N H, ji~ PPA 11NN ' 1

TAB 00 H

H

TAB + HOCK\T 17COH I(2)II ~PPA ,']'

0 HO0
IV

NH2
NH r NCOH I (3)

PPA
HO0

V
In the present project the benzimidazole-2-carboxylic

acids are generated by base catalyzed hydrolysis of the

3,4
corresponding 2-trichloromethylbenzimidazole, which are,

in turn, conveniently obtained by condensation of the ortho-

disubstituted primary amines with methyl-2,2,2-trichloro-

acetimidate.

The benzimidazole-2-carboxylic acids are known4 to be

unstable with respect to decarboxylation and there is cause

for concern that IV and V might decarboxylate in hot PPA

before the desired condensation reaction occurs. Fortunately,

a variety of carboxylic acid derivatives are accessible from -4

the 2-trichloromethylbenzimidazoles by reaction with the

76.
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appropriate nucleophile.5 These carboxylic acid derivatives

include the nitrile, amides, the methyl and ethyl normal

esters and the methyl and phienyl ortho esters. Any of these

derivatives should be suitable alternatives for the carboxylic

acid in condensation reactions. Moreover, the 2-trichioromethyl 7

derivative itself is known 4 to undergo condensation reactions

in PPA to give benzimidazoles.

The required A-A and B-3 monomer precursors for polymer

III are the tetraamine VI and the dicarboxylic acid 1,7-

diphenylbenzo[1,2-d:3 ,4-d Idiimidazole-2,6-dicarboxylic acid,

VII. Thus, before any synthetic effort for polymer III can

be initiated, synthesis of tetraamine VI must be accomplished.

IV. MONOMER SYNTHESIS ROUTES

The general reaction schemes proposed for synthesis of

monomers IV, V and VI are outlined below.

A. Proposed synthesis schemes for Compound IV, 1,5(7)-

dihydrobenzo[1,2d...4d.3.diimdiimidazole
2 6 dbxli acid.

HOACH3 CCCI, 4

+NO 2CD r' - yN.>CCi 3  (5)
Vill HN0 3  N 2 ~-

Ix
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H NH2 CCI (6)
IxPd/C NH

X

INH C1 7
X + CH3OCCC13 HOAC cic l:2CI 7

X1

XI + HH' 00C oo4iij12 COOH (8)

IV

bNH <NH2  NHXI(9
+I CH30CCC13  1(9

NH 2 L~ NH2

C. NH2 + NHTS (10)
NH2 CH 3 ~/S2Cl C5H5N NHTS

Ts2= p-CH DSO

KNHTs NZ'NT
iLs:D NHTs H NO 2SO.. NOKD NHTs

H NO 2  NH2  (12)
XII NONH 2

NH NO2 <Zr~
II CC13 (13)X1III + CH30CCC'3  NO 2Kq---N
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d. N02r 1N02  N 0H N 2~ NO02  (4
CIOI + NH2zUNH2

0 0

Xlv + CI CCCCI 3  C13CCHN r z NCC 3  (15)

0 NO2 -N0 2

xv

-4XV + 6 C~c NC 1 (16)
2)-H 20

xi

B. Proposed synthesis schemes for Compound V, 5,6-

diaminobenzimidazole-2-carboxylic acid.

H5 a.n CI OH2~ CNH0r c~3 + H,0 COOH (17)

b. N0 2 > NHTs H2  NH2  N~
NO2 ZS)NHTs NHcJHS(18)

NH IITsNH 
I NXVI + CH3OCCCI 3  TSNH

XVI I .

76-10
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OH"TsNH h COOH (20)
XVII + H,0 TSNH" H

XVI I I

Compound XVIII, the di-p-toluenesulfonamide of V is an

acceptable A-B monomer since it is known6 that the

sulfonamides react in hot PPA to liberate free amines.

1,4_C. Proposed synthesis for Compound VI, N N diphenyl-

1,2, 4 ,5-tetraaminobenzene.

O 3 NH_ CO2CH2CH3

S+ 0 2 Ac NH -NHO (21)+ 0 + O. C-) .: ..2) -
~~~CO C H2C H3 C H3CH202C ""

XIX
%." %

COOH

XIX + H20 KOH- (22)
C2HsOH ONHO

COOH
XX

NHO

XX + HN 3  (23) jjNH0 (2-)O NH133 '-."

NH2
V I
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V. RESULTS ...

A. Synthesis of Intermediates

a. Attempted synthesis of 5,6-dinitro-2-trichloromethylben-

z imidazole. "

The precursor 2-trichloromethylbenzimidazole, VIII, was

prepared by reaction of o-phenylene diamine and methyl-2,2,2-

trichloroacetimidate in glacial acetic acid. 3 Attempted

nitration of VIII with fuming nitric acid in glacial acetic

acid gave only starting material. Nitration of VIII in

fuming nitric acid gave the mono nitro derivative 5(6)-nitro-

2-trichloromethylbenzimidazole, XXI.

* b. Synthesis of 1,2-di(p-toluenesulfonamido)-4,5-

dinitrobenzene, XII.

The precursor 1,2-di-(p-toluenesulfonamido)benzene was .°"4

prepared by condensation of k-toluenesulfonyl chloride with

o-phenylenediamine in pyridine. Subsequent nitration with

fuming nitric acid in glacial acetic acid gave the desired

compound XII.

c. Synthesis of 1,2-diamino-4,5-dinitrobenzene (XIII).

Compound XII was heated in methanesulfonic acid to yield the

free dinitro diamine XIII in near quantitative (crude) yield.

Interestingly, when this reaction was done using a mixture of

glacial acetic acid and methanesulfon-c acid, it gave 2-

methyl-5,6-dinitrobenzimidazole, XXII, in near quantitative

yield.

76-12 
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d. Synthesis of 1,2-di-(p-toluenesulfonamido)-4,5-

diaminobenzene XVI).

This compound was prepared by catalytic hydrogenation of

the corresponding dinitro derivative XII in DMAC. Compound

XVI was also prepared by reduction of XII with aqueous sodium

dithionite in pyridine. Interestingly, when the dithionite

reduction was done in DMAC, it gave the half reduction product

1,2-di-(p-toluenesulfonamido)-4-amino-5-nitrobenzene, XXIII.

e. Attempted synthesis of 1,3-di-(trichloroacetamido)-4,5-

dinitrobenzene (XV).

The precursor 1,3-diamino-4,6-dinitrobenzene was prepared

by reaction of 1,3-dichloro-4,6-dinitrobenzene with ammonia *- *

in ethylene glycol. Repeated attemps to react XIV with

hexachloroacetone in DMAC, DMF and THF gave only starting

material. Similarly, reaction of XIV with trichloroacetyl

chloride in DMAC provided only starting material. Finally

reaction of trichloroacetyl chloride with XIV in THF followed

by a non-aqueous workup gave the half amide, 1-amino-3-

(trichloroacetamido)-4,5-dinitrobenzene, XXIV. a

f. Synthesis of N,N'-diphenyl-2,5-diaminoterephthalic

* acid (XX).

The precursor, diethyl-N,N'-diphenyl-2,5-diamino-

terephthalate was prepared by condensation of aniline with

diethyl-4-cyclohexanedione-2,5-dicarboxylate in ethanol-

e. acetic acid with concurrent aromatization by air. The " .

diethylester was then saponified with aqueous-ethanolic KOH '-.'.

76I13
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to provide the desired intermediate XX*

B. Synthesis of Model Compounds

a. 2 ,2'-Bibenzimidazole

This model compound was made in seven prcent yield in

pPA by reaction of o-phenylenediamine with benzimidazole-2-

* carboxylic acid (XXV) and in two per cent yield when methyl

* benzimidazole-2-carboxylate (XXVI) was used in place of the

free acid. The carboxylic acid XXV was prepared by base

catalyzed hydrolysis of the 2-trichloromethylbenzimidazole

(VIII) and the methyl ester XXVI was prepared by reaction of

VIII with methanol.

b. Attempted synthesis of I,5(7)-dihydrobenzo[1,2-d:4,5-dl-

diimidazole-2,6-bis(2-benzimidazolyl), XXVII.

1,2,4,5-Tetraaminobenzene was condensed with the methyl

ester XXV in PPA in an effort to synthesize model compound

XXVII . The reaction yielded a black product which according

to mass spectral analysis contained small amounts of XXVII.

* VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS- ..

A. Synthesis of 1,5(7)-dihydrobenzo[l,2.-d:4,5-d]-

* diiiidazole-2,6-dicarboxylic acid, IV.

a. The attempted dinitration of 2-trichloromethlybenzimida-

zole (VIII) was done according to a published procedure for

* for dinitration of the 2-trifluoromethylbenzimidazole.

*The concern was that the trichloromethyl group, being much

more reactive than the trifluoromethyl would not survive the

* conditions of reaction and aqueous workup. The fact that,
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even though only the mononitrated product was obtained, the

trichloromethyl function remained intact is encouraging. It

appears that future attempts to dinitrate are worthwhile and

should probably involve higher reaction temperatures, longer

reaction times and/or use of sulfuric acid-nitric acid

mixtures.

b. The reaction of tetraamino benzene (TAB) with methyl " -.

trichloromethylacetimidate was not attempted because the TAB

tetrahydrochloride was insoluble in glacial acetic acid, the

usual solvent for this reaction.

The report2 that 3,3'-diaminobenzidine did not condense e-.

with methyl trichloromethylacetimidate made the prospect of

preparing XI by a similar reaction of TAB in PPA discouraging

and it has not been attempted in this project. However, it

is recommended that a future attempt to synthesize XI be done

by reaction of TAB with an excess of trichloroacetic acid in

PPA.

C. Previous synthesis of the dinitrodiamine XIII in 14

percent yield has been reported8 by detosylation of XII with

concentrated sulfuric acid. The much higher yield obtained

by using methanesulfonic acid suggests that the synthetic

route outlined be further pursued.

The fact that the use of acetic acid as a solvent in

this reaction gives 5,6-dinitro-2-methylbenzimidazole reveals

that the desired diamine was formed and underwent the

expected condensation and ring closure with the solvent.
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This suggests an experiment using trichloroacetic acid as

solvent in order to provide 5,6-dinitro-2-trichloromethyl-

benzimidazole (IX) directly.

d. The failure to obtain N,N'-di(trichloroacetyl)-1,3-diamino-

4,6-dinitrobenzene from 1,3-diamino-4,6-dinitrobenzene and

trichloroacetyl chloride is surprising. The fact that the

mono trichloroacetyl derivative was obtained suggests that

the remaining amine function is too deactivated to react

further. However, it is recommended that longer reaction

times and higher reaction temperatures be tried. It is also

suggested that trichloroacetic anhydride be used in place of

the acid chloride.

B. Synthesis of 5,6-diaminobenzimidazole-2-carboxylic

acid, V.

The synthesis routes proposed in the DISCUSSION section

should be pursued. In fact, the "di-tosyl" (XVIII)

derivative of V appears very attractive. The next step in

this sequence requires condensation of XVI with methyl-2,2,2-

trichloromethylacetimidate followed by hydrolysis.

Another recommended route to V makes use of N-trichloro-

acetyl-1,3-diamino-4,6-dinitrobenzene (XXIV). Hydrogenation

of compound XXIV to convert all nitro functions to primary

amines would yield X directly after cyclization by loss of

water. - -

C. Synthesis of N 1 ,N 4 -diphenyl-1,2,4,5-tetraamino-

benzene, VI.
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The next step in this synthesis requires the Schmidt

reaction on the terephthalic acid derivative. This should be . 4."

pursued.

D. Model Compound Synthesis ...

The failure to obtain a decent yield of 2,2'-bibenzlmi-

dazole by reaction of o-phenylenediamine and benzimidazole-2-

carboxylic acid suggests that the acid decarboxylates before

significant condensation occurs. This is supported by the

observation of effervesence during the reaction. This result

suggests that it will be necessary to use carboxylic acid

derivatives as modifications of monomer II and III. The even

poorer yield of bibenzimidazole obtained with methyl benzimi-

dazole-2-carboxylate (XXVI) suggests that the ester is quite

unreactive with respect to condensation in PPA.

When the ester XXVI was reacted with tetraaminobenzene-

similar results were obtained.

A recent finding showed that phenyl benzimidazole-2-

carboxylate reacts with 3,3'-diaminobenzidine in PPA to give

a quantitative yield of the corresponding model compound.

This suggests that the phenyl esters of IV and V will

probably be the monomers of choice for the polymerization

reaction.

76-17 .
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E. Polymer I

A possible direct route to polymer I might be achieved

by reaction of TAB or its 'ditosyl" derivative XVI with

trichloroacetic acid in PPA. This recommendation is based on

the expectation that the tetraamine would first react to form

the intermediate XI which would then further react with TAB

to form polymer I.

NH2  N NH 2

NHK N 2 + CC13COOH (24)
H

I ?I%
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The most critical capability of Kinetic Energy Weapons is that of

hitting a target at large distances in space. Any analysis of the

requirements to yield that ability depends upon a model of the

projectile flyout that includes the sensor resolution/errors, the

tracking errors for both target and projectile, algorithms for computing

controls to cause an intercept, and a submodel for moving the target and

projectile realistically. In this work we examine the needs and develop

aloorithms and a computer program for a model that will be usable in

trade-off studies. Such trade-off analyses are to be used to define the

reouired state-of-the-arts levels in sensing, tracking. ouidinq in space

based defensive systems, and to compare systems proposed by contractors. .. ,.,

The program code needs testing validation and tuning to be ready for

use in trade-off and performance analyses. .,, .

I,.
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I INTRODUCTICH. The investigator in this report is Carl G. Looney,

Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering/Computer Science,

University of Nevada Reno, Reno, WV 89557. He has worked for HuQhes

Aircraft, Logicon, and Veda, and has background in modelling/simulation,

estimation, tracking, software engineering, and artificial intelligence.

The graduate student (assistant investioator) is Richard A. Stewart, a

graduate student in computer science at the University of Nevada Reno. --.

Lt. Dale Cunninoham and Capt. Keith Jenkins in the System Concept .

Group are responsible for analysis of space based kinetic energy weapons

(KE 4s) . and are the focal points for the investigators' summer research

effort. Lt. Cunningham assisted the investigator in choosing a problem

that involves KEl4s.

The needs in this area are to be able to:

i) detect and track intercontinental ballistics missiles (ICBMs) --

and sea launched ballistics missiles (SLBfs)

ii) identify the missile types and estimate their trajectories and

burnout times

iii) compute an intercept point for a KEN-fired projectile with the

targeted missile, and check that the intercept will occur before burnout .'-

.time

iv) aim the KEN so the (conic) path of the projectile will hit the

target at the intercept point

v) ouide the fired projectile to the target by controlling its

thruster accelerations

vi) manaoe a global battle for a constellation of space based

platforms versus hostile missile fields

vii) optimize a constellation configuration with respect to coverage

of knowan missile fields .'-,'-
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viii) optimally control/schedule the firinQ from given space based

platforms in m platforms on n balistic missiles scenarios

A sensor feeds data into an onboard processor that performs

detection and tracking on the sensory data. The processor uses database

information to identify the missile type by its plume characteristics

(IR signal response over several frequency bands and other information)

and estimate its trajectory by missile type. The intercept point is

computed from the estimated trajectory of the missile, the velocity of

the projectile, and the time-to-go until intercept. The intercept point

contains errors, so the projectile and target must be tracked and

controls communicated at optimal times to correct the projectile.

The projectile may be command guided by the platform system either

part or all of the way to the target. The terminal (homing, or endgame)

phase of projectile guidance requires the projectile to have a passive

or semi-active sensor system onboard as well as a guidance controller.

KEls are of two general types. Hypervelocity guns (HVGs) use an

electromagnetic rail gun to impart an acceleration of up to 280,88

gravities to a projectile for a few milliseconds to induce a departure

velocity to the projectile of up to 15 km/sec (earth escape velocity is

approximately I kVm/sec). The other type of KE]W uses a cold gas

launcher to eject a chemically powered rocket into space where its

engines ignite.

Once the projectile departs at hypervelocity, it must be controlled

by a closed loop stochastic control system so that it will hit the

target. The target is to be destroyed by the instantaneous impartinq to .i

it of high kinetic energy, and thus a direct hit is required. Only a few

projectiles can be allocated to each missile due to limited resources.

The missile must be killed in the boost stage before it can deploy its
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multiple reentry vehicles with nuclear warheads, or else the vehicles

become responsibility of the next layer of defense with higher risk

involved.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THIS RESEARCH EFFORT. The major goal of this summer

fellowship effort was to be the development of a simulation model and

algorithms, coded in FORTRAN 77 (VAX 11/780) for the analysis of a

single projectile flyout against a single target. A second (perhaps a

follow-on) objective is the trade-off analysis that requires extensive

exercising of the simulation model. We consider the HUG case.

Some of the issues to be addressed by trade-off analyses are:

i) how do the errors in the velocity of departure of the

projectile affect the size of the error basket at the time of handover

to the terminal (homing/endgame) phase?

ii) how do aiming errors affect the error basket size at handover?

iii) what are the trade-offs between the size of the error basket

at handover and the amount of fuel and accuracy required in homing

guidance to achieve the required circular error probable (CEP)?

iv) what are the optimal times to apply corrective command guided

controls to the projectile?

v) what sensor levels are required to hit the handover error

basket?

vi) how do the errors of estimate of the target trajectory affect

the error basket?

vii) what is the effect of gravity on the path of the projectile,

the amount of fuei required for thrusting, the error basket, CEP, and

on the time-to-go until intercept.
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viii) what modification to proportional navigation must the homing ... ,

phase use to achieve the required CEP?

ix) how do errors in control acceleration magnitudes and directions e

affect error basket size and CEP?

x) how does the relative projectile/target speed affect the error

basket size and CEP for a given control system lag?

xi) how does control system lag affect the error basket size and

CEP for a given relative speed?

xii) what does a launch envelope look like?

xiii) what sensor resolution and control tolerances are required for

the platform based commanded control to guide the projectile for the

entire flyout and obtain the required CEP?

xiv) what is the optimal time to hand over the guidance control to

the passive or semi-active terminal (homing or endgame) phase?

xv) what is the effect when range rate is sensed in addition to

range, azimuth, and elevation?

III. THE SIMULATION MODEL. Our model omits negligible parts of the

system. This standard methodology avoids the use of extraneous

-segments that may introduce errors and complicate the systems analysis,

development, verification and validation, and performance analysis.

Our model FLYOUT contains the following sybsystems:

o) FLYOUT - the model executive " -

i) INITDA - initializes (smoothes and changes perspective from

fixed earth to the space platform at each instant) the data for the ICBM

trajectory and the space based platform

ii) INITPA - gets input run parameters and error standard

deviations, allows changing and saving setup parameter files
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iii) FLYSYS - updates the flyout iteratively by moving the

target and projectile, sensing, tracking, and computing and applying

controls to the projectile (gravity is applied when user selected)

iv) ENDGA1 - simulates the homing (terminal) phase of the - .t %.

projectile flyout (not fully implemented at present)

v) WRITIT - writes out all user selected variable values

A higher level hierarchical diagram is shown in Figure III-I.

Figures 111-2 through 111-6 give lower level functional diagrams. The

modules FLYSYS and ENDGAM iterate the execution of their submodules.

During the initial phase of the flyout, FLYSYS models the command

guidance control from the perspective of the space based platform with

its sensors and tracking system. During the terminal phase, the control

shifts to the homing guidance system aboard the projectile.

FIGURE III-1

HIGHER LEVEL HIERARCHICAL DIAGRAM FOR THE FLYOUT MODEL

* -. ,

NSORT ['TTA CERL FIIT GIDE 1"W7
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FIGURE 111-2

FUN'CTOAL DIAGRAM1 FOR INITDAN

INDA ICBM NISTRJ TEDA TARGET

FIGURE~ 111-

FUNCTIONALp.. DIGA ORIIP
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FIGURE 111-4

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM FOR FLYSYS

1.MOVSYS1 SENSORI 3.TRACK 4.CONTRL [5.FILIT

PMO POV ITSENSE IPSENSE1 PREDIC KALMAI INITRK COMMIND

SHOOT SSERR COVM#AT GAN SCV ACL CERR

TARGET PROJECTILE SENSED TRACK CONTROL
DA AADATA STORE DATA

ICBM TRAJECTORY FILE DATA ---

(RELATIVE-TO-PLATFORM FILE.
DATA)

PARAMETERS

AND ERRORS

BOTTOM LEVEL UTILITIES NOT SHOWa.: RAEXt'Z, XYZRAE, M~AThUL, GAIN 1, ROTATE,
EXTEND
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FIGURE 111-5 
4

"t

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM FOR ENDGAM

E N D G A M

MO,-E.Y
MOVESYS GUIDE FILIT V-

-- 7

ThO POVSEEKER NAV

TARGET PROJECTILE SENSED CONTROL
DATA DATA DATA DATA

RUN' DATA
FILE

FIGURE ii-6

FUNCTIO "L DIAGRAM FOR WRITIT

W R I T I T

A.

HEADER PRINDAT
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The modules FLYSYS and ENDGAM are the crucial algorithmic parts of

the model necessary for analysis. Their sumodules are listed below.

The FLYSYS Subsystem:

8. FLYSYS - executive for the projectile flyout model

- calls MOVSYS to update the target and the projectile

- calls SENSOR to sense the target and projectile % o.

- calls TRACK to track the target and projectile

- calls CONTRL, if a control application time is reached,

to compute control accelerations for the projectile

1. MOVSYS - calls THOU to interpolate the target trajectory and update

the projectile

- calls PMOV to update the projectile state, apply control

accelerations if a control time has been reached, and

apply gravity if it has been user selected

- PMOV calls SHOOT if shoot time has been reached, which in

turn calls IPOINT to compute an intercept time and point,

and calls INITRK to initialize the projectile track upon

shooting

- PMOV also calls RA'XYZ and XYZRAE to convert to and from

space platform polar and cartesian coordinates

2. SENSOR - calls TSENSE to read actual target trajectory position and

range rate, and in turn to call SNSERR to generate and add

on the sensor errors

- calls PSENSE to read the actual projectile state, and in

turn call SNSERR to generate and add on the sensor errors

3. TRACK - calls PREDIC to propagate (predict) the state of the object

being tracked (target/projectile) to the new update time

77-117
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by use of the track data *

- calls KAUIA to call GAIN to obtain the Kalman gain, and owt

then computes the optimal (Kalman, or maximal likelihood)

estimate of the state from the measurements (sensed data)

the propagated state, and the Kalman gain

- PREDIC calls COVMAT to compute the covariance of the

predicted state, which calls MATMUL to multiply matrices

- KALMAN calls ESTCOV to compute the covariance matrix for

the Kalman estimate

- GAIN calls GAINI to compute the inverse of a special semi-

sparse matrix used in computing the Kalman gain

- KALIMA also calls INITRK to initialize the target track on

the first iteration

4. CONTRL - calls COlaND to compute the control accelerations to be

applied to the y-axis and z-axis of the projectile by

computing the time-to-go until intercept and the intercept

point, by calling ACCEL to compute the accelerations

(controls), and by calling CERR to generate and add on

control errors

- ACCEL computes the control accelerations necessary for the

projectile to hit the intercept point

- CERR generates uniform random numbers of magnitude given

by the standard deviations input by the user to INITPA

- COMMND calls ROTATE to rotate from cartesian platform

orientation to the cartesian projectile body coordinate

system, or the inverse of this rotation

- COMMND calls EXTEND to propagate states forward in time

over a given time increment

77-12
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- COMND also calls RAEXYZ to convert from space platform

polar to space platform cartesian coordinates

5. FILIT - writes to disk file all trajectory sst-up data, run

parameters, and error standard deviations on the first

iteration, and then writes all variable values on every

iteration

The ENDGAM Subsystem:

9. ENDGAM - executive program for the terminal (homing phase)

- calls MOVSYS to update the target and projectile

- calls GUIDE to compute the control accelerations to be

applied to the projectile to hit the target

- calls FILIT to write the variable values to disk file

1. MOVSYS - described above, calls TMOV to update the target and

calls PMOV to update the projectile ".

2. GUIDE - computes accelerations to be put on the projectile by

calling SEEKER to get the angles and angle rates, and

calling NAY to compute the accelerations required

3. NAV - computes the homing control accelerations for 'he f. .1,e

projectile

.4. FILIT - described above, writes variable values to disk fiie

The modules INITDA and INITPA make the trajectory inputs flexible

and easy to use. They are described briefly below.

The INITDA Subsystem:

0. INITDA - executive

- calls the screen menu generating routines DSCRN1, DSCRN2

- calls RANDA to read raw trajectory data

- calls TAGTDA to convert data from earth tangential plane to

earth centered fixed coordinates

77-13
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- calls PLTDA to convert target data to range, azimuth, and

elevation of platform coordinates with origin at platform

1. RAWDA - RAWDA calls LEQSQ2 to do piecewise least square smoothing

and interpolating of trajectory raw data

The INITPA Subsystem:

8. INITPA - executive

- calls the screen menu-generating routines PSCRNI, PSCRN2,

and PSCRN3 to allow the user to make new run parameter

files and error standard deviation files, or to modify old

f i I es

IV. HOMING PROJECTILE 6UIDANCE. Proportional navigation is the optimal

control law for a homing projectile based on the following assumptions:

i) target accelerations are zero, gravity is negligible

ii) the minimized cost functional is miss distance only

iii) all controls are instantaneous, i.e., there are no lags

iv) there is no control acceleration along projectile body

reference line

v) line-of-sight (LOS) angles from the LOS to the xy-plane and

the xz-plane are nearly zero, so that sinC = C or sinC = 0, and cosC =

are valid approximations

vi) the range rate along the LOS is constant so that the time-to-

go is equal to

-R/R

, However, a ballistic missile accelerates along its trajectory, so the

first assumption doesn't hold. We may aim above the intercept point so

that gravity will cause the projectile to drop into the intercept point.

The effect of gravity on the projectile path will be negligible but the
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fuel required to overcome gravity up to 208 seconds is not negligible.
-... 1

In addition, the speeds are sufficiently high that the third assumption

also is not valid. The second assumption is valid and crucial because

miss distance must be zero. The fourth assumption is also valid for

HUGs.

The LOS angles from the projectile body reference line, coincident

with the projectile velocity vector, are small only if the projectile

speed is much greater than that of the target. In this case the fifth

assumption is valid. Figure IV-1 presents the look (LOS) angles A and

E, from which the position/velocity state is seen to be:

x = R cosE cosA (IV-I)

y = R cosE sinA

z = -R sinE

x = R cosE cosA - R E sinE cosA - R A cosE sinA

y = R cosE sinA -R E sinE sinA + R A cosE cosA

z = -R sinE - R E cosE

Proportional navigation assumes that A and E are near zero, which .. -

yields:.

x R = (IV-2)

y R A y R A + R A

z -RE R E-R E

The optimal acceleration controls for the miss distance criterion

are:

u =0 Y -3/t 2 (IV-3)
kXIy + = -3/tggo

uy yk 2 y go.

uz = '
z + V, z t = time-to-go

'1 2 go

Proportional navigation uses the sixth assumption to compute the

time-to-go.
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FIGURE IV-1

LINE-OF-SIGHT ANGLES
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tg -R/ (IV-4)

However, the target is accelerating (while the projectile has constant

velocity) and so the range rate is changing. We must account for this

acceleration, and so we use:

+t = - R/R '( -t )] (IU-5)
go go

where

t -RAR,go

= filtered, adjusted acceleration

We may then iterate Equation IV-5 upon setting

-t =.t
go go

The acceleration along R is not constant because the target

acceleration is increasing as the mass of the missile decreases with

fuel burning. There is also jerk due to staging (the burning out of one

rocket motor and the igniting of another). Thus homing guidance is a

very difficult problem, and somthing must be known about the missile

jerk characteristics before a satisfactory solution can be expected.

The tracking of the target should use jerk, by interpolating from

appropriate tables [unavailable to the investigators.

The control accelerations for the projectile thrusters along the

projectile y-axis and z-axis are obtained by transforming the

coordinates in Equation IV-3:

u = (IV-6)x

u = (-3/t 2)RA+ (-3/t ) rA + RAIy go go
2u= (-3/t )RE + (3/t )CRE + R]

z go go

When tg = - R/R is used, we get proportional navigation:

u = , u - 3 R A, u = -3 R E IV-7)
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V. COMMAND GUIDANCE. During the command guidance phase, only a small

number (1 to 3) of corrective guidance controls are to be implemented.

To aim the hVG, an initial intercept point must be computed using the

target state date in the track store aboard the platform. First the

target range and range rate yield a very coarse approximation to time-

to-go until intercept (to be refined by iterations) 2-6

t =-R/R
go

Then the target is extended ahead over time-to-go seconds to obtain

a rough intercept point that is then used to compute a corrected time-

to-go. This process is repeated until the time-to-go values stabilize.

Using the last computed time-to-go, the intercept point is computed b-

extending the target state forward in time to the intercept time. This

latter point is used for aiming.

Corrective times-to-go and intercept points are computed similarly

while the projectile is in flight, using the tracks of both projectile

and target. The command guided accelerations are computed by setting

the projectile and target positions equal at intercept time and solving

for the extra accelerations required. These accelerations are along the

y-axis and z-axis of the projectile body coordinate system. Shooting

-delays and control delays are included in the computation, and so is

gravity if it is user selected.

VI. TRACKING. Tracking is performed in the space based platform

coordinate system. The platform tracks the target and projectile by

" sensing their ranges, azimuths, and elevations, and also their range

rates when user selected.

The tracking procedure is the same for both the projectile and the

target. Tracks are the states of the target and projectile. The target
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state is (with FORTRAN variables given in parentheses):

Rt range to target (tr(D)

A = azimuth to target (taz(D)

P t= lvainto target (tel(D)

A= azimuth rate (taz(2))

Et =elevation rate (tel(2))

* = range acceleration (tr(W)

P A= azimuth acceleration (taz(3))

it = elevation acceleration (tel (3))

The projectile state is:

R =range to projectile (pr(D)
P
A = azimuth to projectile (paz(D)

E = elevation to projectile (pel(1))

R=range rate (pr(2))
p
= azimuth rate (paz(2))

P.

E - elevation rate (pel(2))

R =range acceleration (pr(3)) ~
p

A =azimuth acceleration (paz(3))
p *4

E=elevation acceleration (pel(3))
p

A track is updated by a multistage procedure. Let X be the state

vector (9 components-as given above) and let A be the linear propagation

function (a 9-by-9 matrix to be given in a later paragraph). For

A 9-by-? propagation matrix (given in a later paragraph)

X = old state at time tk 1<

Xk.. new state at timet l

W noise of propagation (prediction, plant, or process)
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we write: .

X =A X + W

This is the plant equation (equation of prediction or propagation of the

plant process, where the expected value of the plant noise is zero).

The measurements are in terms of R, A, and E (R is user selectable)

with additive noises. All of the variables in the state vector are not

measured, so some of the components of the measured vector will be

zeros. In terms of the state vector, we write the measured state vector

as the predicted measured state vector plus noise:

X =H X + U
k~l k+1

where H measurement matrix (converts state to measured state)

U = noise of measurement

Xk~l = actual state at time tk+.

In the case when R, A, E, and the range rate R are measured, we have,

by suppressing the subscripts k+1 the matrix equation:

Rm  1 0 8 i 0 0 R

Am  9 1 0 e a 8 e88 e A

Em 0 0 1 8 0 0 0 E

R e e 0 0 0 9 e 6 R
m

m = -.

A e e e e e e e e A
m  JR-
m L 'Em 0080 0 860 0 8E '

When R is not measured the I in the fourth row is replaced with S.

Thus we have

Sk+1 + W (predicted state)

• "
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- i
+ - HX + U (predicted measurement)

k+41 11+1

where the plant and measurement noise vector components are independent

with zero means, so that their covariance matrices

0 = Covariance(), R = Covariance(U)

are diagonal. The variances of the component noises are either known

from observed data or from some assumed prior distributions based on

knowledge of systemic behavior. We use the following algorithm:

i) predict the'expected state

-X+ = A(+X)

where the + denotes the old state estimate and the - designates the

prediction. In detail, this is

* 2
R R+ t + R at/2

K+I K K
* 2

A A +.t + A t2/2K+ I K K k

E . E + EAt + EKt /2

R R at
V.41I K K -***

;'v.+; A+ Ak .d?;
+ E. Y.'t

RE k+ = aR K + (1-a)[I K V+ - ;K ! r Mat"at 90 .

A = aR + (1-a)E -R A Mtk+I-I k V /1 1. ,--a

EA+I aEk + (1-a)[E, E Va/t

k+1 k Y+1 K

where the k and RI-1 subscripts denote values at the old and new update

times, respectively, and

tV+1 = tk + iht

and the weight a is taken to be I in the standard Kalman filter.

ii) compute the covariance matrix (the mean square errors of the

predicted state) of the prediction at the update time

P , 0 APA T +  -

where P= old covariance matrix
ILA,
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A = 9-by-9 state propagation matrix for updating the state

0 = covariance of W

T
[Recall, Covariance(AXk+l * W) = APk+IA + 0]

iii) compute the Kalman gain

T= HT [ HP1 HT + R]-I

where R = Covariance(U) = mean square error of the measurement noise.

iv) compute the maximal likelihood estimate L

+
k+ 1 = + K - H( , )Vk+1 .+I + K+ I % +I

where Y = the actual measurement
V+ 1

H( + = predicted measurement
k+1

v) compute the covariance matrix of the estimated state

P =1- K HIPk+1 k+1 ] k+
Then = AX in matric form is really

AR, l I B B e t e e (At B B ,.2

Ak ~ 8 1 8 6 at 6 8 Cat /2) 8 A

E.+8 i e e t e B (Ot 2 /2) E

A e 8 8 1 8 8 &t e A

8 6 8 8 8 1 8 8 atR+I I eK 0R V
R.+ 8 6868 8 1 8 8 R I. .

Ak+ I  8 6 e e e B 0 1 8 A

8 8 8 8 e e 8 1 E

VII. SENSING. The sensing of the projectile and target by the platform

sensors is simulated by generating random errors with the user given

standard deviations, and then adding them onto the actual positions (and

range rates, if user selected). The positions are sensed in terms of
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range, azimuth, elevation, and range rate, all relative to the space

platform (origin) based coordinate system.

VIII. UPDATING THE SYSTEM. The actual state of the target, with respect

to the platform, is read from the target trajectory file and

interpolated to the update time. The actual projectile position is

obtained by extending the actual projectile state (not the track state

of the projectile) ahead to the update time by using its current actual

state and any outstanding control accelerations to be applied.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOtHENDATIONS. We point out here that although

our computer model is essentially complete, the ENDGAM module is not

completely implemented. Also, the program is not validated/verified.

Therefore, no trade-off nor performance analyses have been done. This

summer project was rather ambitious, and a lot of work was done for the

amount of time and manpower expended. - F

Our conclusions, which follow, are based on the analysis of

requirements for the model.

1. Gravity should be included in the guidance algorithms. If

-ignored or included as noise, then considerable fuel will be needed -

onboard the projectile to overcome gravity for up to 288 seconds.

2. The first command control (correction) should be applied

immediately after firing to prevent the projectile from travelling a

large distance (at hypervelocity) in an erroneous direction, which would

result in a wastage of fuel and time. ."'"..

3. Proportional navigation is not accurate enough at the

required speeds and look angles to allow any ICBM targets to be hit.
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4. Jerk characteristics of the target must be used to compute V

corrective interceptive points.

5. Trade-off analyses must be made using one-on-one scenarios

first, to determine the allowable error requirements necessary to obtain

kills. Indeed, the state of technology must be able to provide the

level of errors required for the system to be feasible.

Our recommnendations are:

1. The model should be validated.

2. Thorough trade-off and performance analyses of one-on-one

type should be done.

3. Additional refinements should be added to allow in-on-n

analyses to be completed.
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THE EFFECTS OF RADIATION ONt (Al 203 -SiO2 COATED O!

FUSED SILICA SUBSTRATE) LASER tMIRROP.S _-_

by

Kevin A. Stroh

ABSTRACT

Radiation damage, in this case electron or gamma-ray damage, to

optical components of Strategic Defense Initiative (SDl) systems is of

vital importance to the future security of many nations. Experiments

contained in this report simulate the effects of high flux high energy

gamma-rays on Al 2 03-Si0 2  coated, fused silica substrate laser

mirrors. These laser mirrors are designed for use with a KrF laser and

for use in an SDI system. The gamma-ray effects are simulated by using

an electron linear accelerator (LINAC). By simulating the gamma-ray

effects, models of radiation damage to optical properties of the

mirrors, e.g., mirror reflectivity, transmission and absorption, can be

used to determine mirror reliability. Mirror reliability is the

ultimate question to be resolved since KrF laser powers are on the order

of terrawatts and any significant increase in absorption in the laser

mirror, due to radiation effects or other effects, will mean the

destruction of the mirror and the failure of the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Nuclear-radiation effects on laser components is of vital interest

for any space or land-based Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) system,

laser isotope separation plant or for high power lasers usable in laser

fusion research. Without understanding the effects of radiation on 0

sensitive components, for example optical mirrors, the over-all

reliability of the system is questionable. In the long run, before

systems using high power lasers can be made operational, the effects of

intense radiation fields need to be understood in order to insure the

system's survivability.

One of the most pressing problems in SDI research deals with the

effect of high flux/energy radiation fields on laser mirrors. For

mirrors reflective up to 99% at certain wavelengths and for laser

energies on the order of terawatts, any decrease in reflectivity

resulting in an increase mirror absorption will prove fatal for the

mirror. In other words, the laser mirror would not be able to perform

its task due to an increased absorption of light, resulting in the

destruction of the mirror.

Based on the common knowledge of solid-state physics, and energy

deposition due to absorption of nuclear radiation, the determination of

inevitable impurities and dislocations in a mirror lattice may be of

importance to the optical properties of the mirror and system

reliability. Thus, the question is if radiation effects will occur in

sufficient number in order to affect the design criteria.

Past work on the topic of laser/radiation damage to laser mirrors

has been limited to a few authors, namely, Dr. Hermann Donnert, Mr. Mark

Ferrel, and Mr. Kevin Zook at FJSRL and by researchers at the Sandia

National Laboratory (SNL). Virtually no other research on the vital

area of radiation damage to optical components such as laser mirrors has

been reported.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The objectives of the research effort are:

a. To simulate a high flux and high energy gamma-ray field's 1

effects on the laser mirror.
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b. To determine if laser mirrors are affected by high energy

electrons from a LINAC.

c. To model any observed mirror damage and to couple damage with

reflectivity, transmission and absorption.

d. To determine, if mirror properties are affected by the simulated

gamma-ray field, the order of the process causing the effect.

III. LASER MIRRORS USED IN RESEARCH:

The Al203-Si0 2 coated, fused silica substrate mirrors used in

the research, henceforth called mirrors, are made up of the following

layers abbreviated as S, H, and L:

S - The substrate layer made of fused silica.

H - The high refractive-index layer- composed of A1203 with a
2~ 3

refractive index of 1.65 and a quarter-wavelength thickness of -. '

38 nm.

L - The low refractive-index layer composed of SiO 2  with a

refractive index of 1.45 and a quarter-wavelength thickness of

43 nm.

The mirror is constructed of 49 refractive layers and two layers of L

material which affort some physical protection. The formula for the

mirror composition is written as S(HL) 24H(LL).

The design of the mirror is for use with a KrF laser and for the .-

expressed use of Strategic Defense Initiative Research.

IV. PROCEDURE TO MEET OBJECTIVES:

In order to meet the first objective, mirrors were shot at the

Goleta EG&G electron linear accelerator (LINAC) facility. High-energy

electrons (16.5 MeV) were used to simulate the effects produced by a

high flux/energy gamma-ray field. The electron beam, used over a range

of currents, produced the same kinds of interactions: photoelectric,

Compton scattering and pair-production interactions, as are expected

form a gamma field.

In order to determine the effects of a single-shot of electrons on

the laser mirrors, pre- and post-irradiation reflectivi ty and

transmission measurements were completed on a Cary spectrophotometer
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model number 2300 at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory. "Mirror damage"

was defined as any significant increase in the absorption of the mirror

resulting from the exposure of the mirror to the electron bean.

Mirrors used at the electron LINAC facility included mirrors #1 to r%6.

#11 and #25 and #26. Mirrors #1 to #11 were qiven shots as described in (.

Table 1, while mirrors #25 and #26 were used as a second reflective

mirror and as a target to line up the electron beam, respectively.

Mirrors #1 to #11 were placed into an optical lens holder and irradiated

under the geometry shown in Figure 1. Not shown, but included in Figure

I is a piece of black optical paper covering the face of the beam port.

The paper was used to cut down stray light input to the detector

resulting from the reflection of the Xenon flashlamp output from the

beam-port face.

In the signal detector system, the Xenon flashlamp, manufactured by

Chelsea Instruments Limited, was used as a light source for determining

transient changes in reflectivity. Unfortunately, due to the geomtry

shown in Figure 1, transient effects on transmission could not be

observed. A flow diagram of the equipment used in the signal detector

line is shown in Figure 2. The transmission of the filter covering the --

window of the signal detector is shown in Figure 3. Lastly, the . .

reference detector system is shown in Figure 4. . '

During the time this report was being written, mirrors #1 to #11

were having the post-irradiation reflectivity and transmission tests w

completed. Thus, data on the post-irradiation tests will be limited to

the first few mirrors measured. Mirrors #4, #6, and #10 will be used to

illustrate the pre- and post-irradiation mirror characteristics since

each mirror was irradiated with a different beam current/pulse-width

combination.
Figures 5 through 10 illustrate the effect of the electron beam on

the laser mirrors. With the exception of mirror #4, no apparent change

in mirror reflectivity was observed. In addition, changes in

transmission of the mirrors, although appearing slight, have yet to be

proven statistically significant. Thus, the results of the irradiations

will not be known until further analysis of data have taken place.
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V. MODELING OF DATA:

i"_

Proposed models for predicting mirror effects resulting from

irradiation include those of the form on Equation 1: 1

R = a*D + b*D + c*D**2 + d*D**2 + e*n*r (1)

where R = Response of a mirror (e.g., defects, reflectivity change),

D = Dose (krad),

D = Dose Rate (krad/sec),

and a through e are constants.

In order for any possible observed response from the mirror to be first

order, the constant e in Equation 1 must be zero.1'2'3  If e is not

zero, i.e., is found to be non-zero at a. particular confidence level,

the response is of second order or possibly higher. The first method to

be used upon compilation of the post-irradiation data, if any detectable

response is present, will be a modeling of the data to the above

equation. Higher order models will follow until the model with the

minimum F-test statistic is found and used for further analyses.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS: .

Additional research is scheduled to be completed in 1986 and will

include longer electron beam pulses. The longer pulses, on the order of

microseconds, should answer questions about the effects of gamma-rays

and electrons on the laser mirrors and will provide sufficient data to

test the proposed model to determine if the damage mechanism is first

order or higher.

In addition, a statistical modeling of the transient data will be

used to determine annealing times for the mirror to dissipate the

effects of the radiation.
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Table 1. Irradiation information for mirrors #1 to #11 for the

effects of electron damage on optical components research.

Note: electron energy = 16.5 MeV, UV filter in line for

all data except for mirror #1. Dose and dose rate are

approximate.

Mirror Number e- Beam Current Pulse Width Dose Dose Rate

(A) (ns) (krad) (krad/ns)

1 4.0 20 40 2.0

2 5.0 20 50 2.5

3 5.0 20 50 2.5

4 5.0 20 50 2.5 % '

5 5.0 20 5o 2.5

6 7.0 20 70 3.5

7 7.0 20 703.
7.0 20 70 3.5

9 5.0 45 125 2.8

10 5.0 45 125 2.8

11 5.0 45 125 2.8

*4irror #8 was shot twice on the same location under the listed

conditions.

7.-.

'* "-"
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E I Xenon Flash Lamnp
B Spacial Filter
C 10 cm Focal Length Lens

C J D Front-Surface Aluminized

Miro
E Reference Photodiode V

B F F Optic Holder
G Beam Port
H Lead Bricks/ ~ GH L I Mirror #25Lnthen

- Lamp Light Path K Filter (See Fi g.
-- Beam Path L Signal Detector Photodiode

. a

Fig. 1 Irradiation geometry for mirrors #1 through
*#11. Legend idettfies materials used in the
*configuration. Mirror #26 was used in the opticak

holder (F) to ensure pro~per beam algmet
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Xenon Flash Lamp Signal Detector Fulse Coupler-
Chelsea Inst. Ltd.I (Photodiode) DC Isolator

4 Serial #L59-109 IT&T Model #SW414 High Voltage
Set on 9Hz, High Brass RF Screen -Components Inc.

nAmplitude. and 248 nrc, 4ilter Model #C7.5-10, a

over collector SIN 264.

plate. Wrapped 10 kV DC.
in electrical
tape. Window
material= !3uartz. 7"

Amplifier Power Z4Signal Amplifier Signal High Voltage 7
Hewlwett Packard 6 EG&G Mfg. Built Fluke Mfg.
62278 Dual DC on LINAC facility Model #408B, Serial
Power Supply with 40 dB gain. #177. Set at
Serial # - -2050 V DC.
1146A01983

7.. :<

Line Treansformer Rise Time Limiter
Topaz "Line2" Power Conditioner E-H Research Labs Inc.
Part #70303, Serial # 70043 Model RT-20 (20 ns)
Input: 87-135 VAC, 60Hz, 12A Max Serial # 2667223

Output: 117VAC+7%, 60Hz, 8.5A Max

Tektronix 7104 Oscilloscope

#LR37158

Right Verticle Pack Film Back
Model #7A19 C-50 Series
EG&G #EO1341 # 122-0926-01

Delay Time Base Carriera
LINAC - Model #7B87 C-53 O-Scope Cam.
TRIGGER EG&G # E03279 Model #B094701

' Fig. 2 Flow diagram of the equipment path for the signal detector
to the oscilloscope. The line transformer, amplifier power
supply and the amplifier were encased in a 0.125" thick
copper box to cut down RF noise.
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*LINAC SamplIe iReference D'etectoar
Electron Mirror (Photodiode)
Beam IT&T Model# SW414

Aluminum foil screen and
SUPERSIL shield of 5.08 cm
d. (2" d.) and 1.27 cm th.

* J, *4

Reference Detector High 10OX Attenuator
Voltage Fower Supply Barth Electronics Mfg.
Fluke Mfg. Model 2026 PA-X
#EDA-Di4/-1123 10040 Vr S0 Zo.
Set to +2000 V.

Tektronix 7104 Oscilloscope

#LR3715E3

Left Verticle Pack PilIm Back
Model 7A29 C-50 Series

LINAC TRIGGER Delay Time Base Camera
20 ns Port Model 7B15 C-53 O-Scope Cam.

Fig. 4 Flow diagrarn of the equipment path for the reference
detector to the oscilloscope readout.
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COMPUTER AUTOMATED, TEST MIRROR REGISTRATION SYSTEM

FOR THE RING LASER GYRO ,,

.b".- -

i ~~Rex Berney :.,

" ~~and '" '

;il ~~John Taranto ---..,'-

ABSTRACT :' '

.. "'4

The goal of the proTect was to develop an automatic

optical element positioner for the ring laser gyro "--

experiment. Various schemes for using a CCD line scan ,...

-.camera for precision positioning of optical elements were

investigated. It was found that one micron precision "" :

Srepositioning of an optical element could be achieved using

scattered laser light and appropriate optics. An Interface

for the CCD line scan camera to the LSI-11/23 computer was ' -

designed and built,-and the controlling software, both ""

FORTRAN and MACRO code, was wrtten.
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l. Introduction

The ring laser gyro has become an important part of

inertial guidance systems with both military and commercial

applications. Traditional mechanical inertial guidance

systems have many moving parts, are quite heavy, need

significant electrical power, and require frequent

maintenance. On the other hand, the ring laser gyro has no

moving parts, requires little electrical power, is quite

compact, and requires no maintenance.1

In addition to navigational systems, the ring laser

gyro can be used to study basic physical phenomena. Proposed

studies include an optical test of metric gravitation

theories from general relativity.
2

In a two-mode ring laser system, small amounts of the

two circulating laser beams are mixed. The resulting beat

frequency is linearly proportional to the rotation rate of

the ring laser in the inertial reference frame. For small

rotation rates this beat frequency will go to zero, which is

called mode locking (see Figure 1). This non-linear

behavior is due to mirror imperfections causing

backscattering of waves from one mode into the other mode.
,:.-.-.

Current concern for Improved mirror surfacing techniques and ..

the mode locking behavior associated with the ring laser

gyro allows the gyro system to be used for analyzing mirror
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surface-quality inrelatinto hepeiso 
: -  

the ring .

laser gyro. .
surface quality in relation to the precision of the ring

If the gyro system is to be used to analyze mirror

surface quality, a system for precision placement of the

test mirror element is necessary. This will allow the

mirror to be removed from the system for further surface

treatment and then to be precisely repositioned in the ring

laser system for further analysis. With this concept in

mind the Ring Laser Gyro Lab purchased a Fairchild line scan

camera and subsystem and a DRV11-J parallel Interface board.

Our project was to utilize these components and develop a

test mirror registration system for the ring laser gyro ...'.=.

experiment. This project was partitioned Into four parts:

optical development, computer interfacing, software, and

system Integration. These four areas will be discussed in

detail In sections III through VI.

The nature of this project.allowed us to utilize our

skills in computer interfacing and optical design. Dr.

Berney has been involved with computer interfacing for

several years with the NSF Chautauqua Program and has also

had computer Interfacing and optical design experience as an

advanced lab instructor at the University of Dayton. John

Taranto has experience in optical design and computer

interfacing through his undergraduate degree at the .

University of Dayton.
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II. OBJECTIVES

The goals and objectives initially established for this N.

program were unaltered during the course of the program.

The goals and objectives were to investigate several schemes

for accurate registration of the test optical mirror

associated with the ring laser gyro experiment In the

Avioncs Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. This

was to Involve computer Interfacing to a linear array charge

coupled device (CCD) camera and developing programs and

.- proceedures for using the CCD camera for an alignment

instrument of the test mirrors.

III. OPTICAL DEVELOPMENT

The optical development required the familiarization of

the line scan camera and Its limitations. The Fairchild

1500C line scan camera has a 2048 element linear array CCD

(charge coupled device). Each element, known as a pixel,

is a square 13 microns on edge and the pixels are 13 microns

on center. Therefore, the area of the detector array is

2.66 cm by 13 microns.

The CCD Is Illuminated with light and each pixel builds '-'.4

up some amount of charge proportional to the incident light

intensity. The charges of the CCD are sequentially read out

by the Fairchild 1320 CCD camera control unit. The

79-6
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resulting line scan is transferred to the pixel locator

accessory.

The pixel locator takes the analog voltage of each

pixel and compares it with an adjustable DC reference

voltage. The pixel locator records the number of times the

pixel voltage crosses the DC reference voltage and the pixel

number associated with these transitions. The pixel locator

also records whether the transition was from high to low or

from low to high; this Is known as the transition polarity.

This information Is stored in FIFO (First In First Out)

memory in the pixel locator. The polarity is stored as a

TTL high if the transition is from low to high and as a TTL

low If the transition is from high to low. Two adjacent

pixels must be above the reference voltage in order for a

high to low transition to be recorded. Single pixel

transitions are counted and their location are recorded and

their polarity is stored as a TTL high. This last statement

contradicts the operating instructions for the pixel

locator, but is the way the pixel locator operated in the

3
laboratory

The important considerations are: 1.) The pixel locator

is a binary device. It can only return Information relative

to a reference intensity. This means trying to map features

of an optical element would be difficult. 2.) The CCD array

pixels are spaced on 13 micron centers. Thus, a

79-7
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magnification of ten of the test mirror elements is needed

to achieve one micron resolution. Resolution better than

one micron is not necessary because of the mechanical limits

of the stages. 3.) The final system should be under

computer control. The repositioning of an optical element

should only require replacing the element in the holder and

running a computer program to achieve the precise

repositioning.

There seems to be little or no literature on the use of

a CCD line scan camera and computer interface for precision

registration of optical elements. The robotics, computer,

and engineering literature is concerned more with pattern

recognition than with positioning. I.M

The test mirror elements we are using have cylindrical

symmetry, requiring a mark of some sort on the elements edge

or surface. We tried a scribed line on the edge, a line on

the surface, and a dot on the surface. For Illumination we

tried existing light, a bright white light source, and laser

light. The three requirements listed above could only be

met with laser illumination and the scribed dot.

Only laser light, focused to a line, scattering off the

scribed dot gave us a signal which could be recognized from

the computer in a repeatable fashion. The limiting factor

was the pixel locator. The scribed dot illuminated in this

fashion gives a signal above any background signal.

79-8
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The final optical design Is shown in Figure 2. The _

focal lengths and sizes of the required lenses are given in

the Recommendations section. The laser, positive

cylindrical lens, and spherical concave lens make a sharply

focused line about 1.2 cm long. The light collecting

optics, and the two spherical convex lenses give a

magnification of about ten. When a scribed dot passes

through the laser line, enough light Is scattered to make a

signal at the CCD array well above the background light

signal. The signal out of the pixel locator is then a

single sharp peak about three or four pixels wide.

IV. Computer Interfacing

The entire ring laser gyro experiment will be

-controlled by an LSI-11/23 based computer from Cambridge

Digital. The operating system Is the RSX-11M multiuser

system. The interfacing of the computer to the line scan

camera is through a DRVl1-J interfacing board built by

Digital Equipment Corporation.

The DRV11-J has four word size (sixteen bit) bi-

directional ports. The pixel locator requires three binary

signals to control the camera operation and has twenty-four

binary data lines. This forced us to use three of the ports

since each Individual port cannot be part input and part

output.

79-9
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The four ports on the DRV11-J are labeled A, B, C and

D. We used port A as an input port for the twelve address

-. lines from the pixel locator and for four other pixel .

locator output lines. Port B is also an input port and has'

the eight binary lines representing the number of

transitions in one scan of the camera. The three control

lines required by the camera are connected to port C of the

DRV1-J. Thus, ports A and B must be input ports and port C

must be an output port. Table 1 shows the connection of the

DRVI-J connector J1 (it has both ports A and B) and J2 (it

has ports C and D) to the pixel locator connector J3. The

numbers in the various columns represent the pin numbers for

the connection of J1 or 32 to J3. For example, port A bit 0 W
of the DRV11-J is to be connect-. zo address line 0 of the

pixel locator. This Is done by connecting pin 37 of J1 to

pin 21 of 33 (see Table 1.)

The connectors on the DRVll-J (31 and J2) are fifty pin

headers and the pixel locator connector is a female DB-50

plug. Our interface cable has a DB-50 male connector on one

end and socket headers of 50 pins (for 31) and 20 pins Ifor

32) on the other end. The ribbon cable has fifty wires and

Is approximately 20 feet long.

V. Software

79-10
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The FORTRAN software must control the DRV11-J interface

board which in turn will control the pixel locator control

lines. The flow of information between the computer and

camera via the pixel locator is determined by the state of

three binary lines: READ*, RUN*, and CMCO (the * indicates

an active low signal.) These three signals are input into

the pixel locator to control the camera operation. Port C

bits 0, 1, and 2 of the DRV11-J are used to control the

pixel locator.

Figure 3 shows the key features of the camera operation

by the three control lines. In general, the RUN* line was

not used for our application. This line was be held in the

high state throughout the data collection since we did not

want continually updated data. We used the CMCO line (also

called the "snapshot" control line) to acquire a set of data

from a single line scan of the camera. The CMCO line is

normally held low, which causes, the pixel locator to take a

set of data when it is raised to the high state. This is

shown as point 1 in the timing diagram of Figure 3.

The Information available from the pixel locator after

the CMCO line has been pulsed consists of the number of

transitions (up to 255), and the pixel locations of the

transitions (only the first 40 transitions). The eight

binary lines from the pixel locator containing the number of

transitions data are connected to the lowest eight lines of

79-11 b*'I
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port B on the DRV11-J board. This information is accessed by

the computer at point 2 in Figure 3.
4,,.

Once the number of transitions is known, the pixel .. .

- locations and polarity can be read in from the pixel locator

through port A. This information is stored in a 40 element

FIFO (First In First Out) memory. The FIFO memory data

operates as shown by points 3 through 9 in Figure 3. The

first pixel location and polarity are available after the

CMCO line has been pulsed. The second pixel location and

polarity is available after the normally high READ* line has

been pulsed low. This new piece of data is read at point 5

in Figure 3. The READ* pulse followed by the data input is

repeated until all of the transition locations have been

Input to the computer.

If the number of transitions is greater than 40 the

FULL* line will become active (it goes low) and FIFO stores

no further data. This FULL* lioe is available at port A,

but we have not used this line in any of our software. It

has not been used since there should be no more than a

couple of transitions for any one scan of the camera. K

The actual FORTRAN code for controlling the camera and

inputting the data consists of a call to a subroutine which

is Itself made up of other FORTRAN and MACRO subroutines.

This subroutine may then be called any time new data is

required from the camera.

79-12
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Appendix A contains a listing with annotation of a

sample main program (QTEST2), the camera setup subroutine

(QSETUP), the main subroutine (QCAM) and Its subroutines

(QTNUM, QOC, QDATA, and QDLY), and a data analysis

subroutine (QWID).

QTEST2 first calls QSETUP to set ports A and B of the .,* *-

DRV11-J as input ports, and sets port C as an output port.

QTEST2 then calls the key subroutine QCAM. QCAM calls the

port C controlling subroutine, QOC, three times. Before

each call a number, NCAM, Is defined by determining how each

of the three lines READ*, RUN*, and CMCO needs to be set. .

Bit 0 controls CMCO, bit 1 controls RUN*, bit 2 controls

READ*. Thus, defining NCAM=O and calling QOC will result in -

all three control lines being low . By defining NCAM to be

first 6, then 7, and then 6 again, with calls to QOC between

each definition, causes a low to high and high to low pulse

on the CMCO line while holding READ* and RUN* high. This

forces the pixel locator to take data from one camera scan.

The inclusion of QDLY between calls to QOC assures a long

enough delay so that the CMCO pulse will not be missed by

the pixel locator.

QCAM then calls QTNUM which returns the number of

transitions in the variable ITNUM. QDATA is then called

ITNUM times and receives the pixel transition locations and

their corresponding polarities (0= dark to light, 1 = light

to dark.) The polarity is at port A (bit 13) and the pixel

79-13
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location is at port A (bits 0 to 11). QDATA returns two -

variables IPIX (the pixel location) and IPOLE (the polarity)

each time it is called. When QDATA returns to QCAM these

two variables become part of two arrays, IPIXDT and IPOLDT,

which eventually contain the entire data set of pixel

locations and polarities. Between each call to QDATA the

READ* line must be pulsed to move out the successive data

values from the FIFO memory. After all the data has been

returned from the pixel locator QCAM returns to the main

program with the arrays IPIXDT and IPOLDT containing all of

the pixel locator data. If the pixel locations are -not an

increasing set of numbers, QCAM automatically takes another

set of data.

-' QTEST2 then calls QWID. This subroutine takes the data

from the arrays IPIXDT and IPOLDT and calculates a two "

dimensional array DATAPX. The contents of this array is

filled with the center values of the bright peaks and the

width of the peaks. Finally, QTEST2 prints the data for the

camera scan to the CRT.

The two subroutines QCAM and QWID will form the data

collection part of an automatic optical positioning system.

The other major subroutine, which still needs to be written,

is the stepper-motor controller. The building of the , -. '.

stepper-motor controller should be done shortly.

VI. System Integration
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As discussed In section III, the optical system and

camera are capable of one micron resolution. Sections IV PO

and V presented the interfacing and software development

required for transferring the camera data into the main

computer. There are several hardware items which must be ,.

built or bought before the project can be completed. C..

The major items still to be built are the actual

mountings for the camera and optics on the ring laser gyro .F-V,

table. These mounts should be finished by late August,

1985. The electronics for the stepper-motor interface is

almost complete and should also be In the system by late

August. The items which need to be purchased are the

lenses, and laser for imaging the scribed spot on the line

scan camera.

Once the hardware is in place and the computer

operating system has been regenerated to recognize the I

DRV1I-J interface, the developmpnt of the automatic

registration scheme for the mirror elements will consist of

developing the FORTRAN code and testing the precision of the

system.

VII. Recommendations

There are three recommendations: "'"
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1. The optics needed for the system are listed below

along with specific part numbers from the Melles Griot -

catalog. other manufactures can certainly be used.

.o

a)Aplano-cylindrical lens of focal length 30 cm..''

Melles Griot 0 1 LCP 019. -''

i b TA piano-concave spherical lens of focal lengthow

-40 cm. Melles Grot f 01 LPK 013. Griot

c.) A plano-convex spherical lens of focal length 10030c

cm. Melles Grot 0 LPX 1.

d.) A plano-convex spherical lens of focal length 0.16

cm. Melles Griot # 01 LPX 413.

2.) A HeNe cylindrical laser head and power supply.

For example, a 2 mW laser and power supply from the Ealing

Optics Catalog # 25-0837 and # 25-0894.

3.) The use of an area scan camera may be more

appropriate for the registration problem. The advantage is

that the camera "sees" in two dimensions. The disadvantage

is the larger pixel-size (18 microns, and 30 microns on

center horizontally and vertically). We only briefly used

the area scan camera because the power supply was not

delivered until the end of our ten week program. This

system should be investigated more thoroughly.
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0.

DRV11-J 31 J3 Pixel locator

GROUND 17 18 GROUND
Port A 1/0 15 45 6 FULL*

14 46 5 BR
13 43 4 DR

B' 12 49 2 POLE
B' 11 48 32 Add ii
B' 10 44 31 " 10

9 950 30 It 9
8 847 29 B

H 7 41 28 " 7
6 36 27 B' 6

H 5 42 26 5'
If 4 35 25 " 4

3 340 24 B' 3
It 238 23 B' 2
B' 39 22 B' 1

0 37 21 B' 0

Port B 1/0 15 6 NC
1s 4 5 NC

IT 13 8 NC
12 2 NC

B' 11 3 NC
B' 10 7 NC

9 1 NC%
B' 8 4 NC
B' 7 10 45 Data 7 (#of Transitions)

6 15 44 " 6
If 5 9 43 It5

It 4 16 42 B'4

11 3 11 41 It 3
it 2 13 40 of 2

01 1 12 39 of 1
B' 0 14 38 "0

J2 J3
Port C 1/0 2 13 1 READ*

It 1 12 8 RUN*
It 0 14 7 CMCO

* mactive low

TABLE I
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APPENDIX A

The following Is an annotated listing of the four

FORTRAN and four MACRO programs used for controlling the

line scan camera, data transfer to the computer, and

data analysis.
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S P~AIN PROGRAM: ,TEST2.FR" "
c AIN UBPROGRAP: Q.FOR,QSEUP.AAC

C
DELAY FOR CAMEA SZAN IS SET IN SUBCJTINE OCAM AT ,..

C A VALUE NMUMLY:100. N'JIDLY IN THIS MAIN PROGRAM IS ,S.
C SET AT A VALUE 32) TO ALLOW CO TO VIEW THE ATA

ON A CRT.

c IMAIN PROGRAM-->CALLS SUlBPROGRAM QSETUP.
C CALLS OCAM AND PRINTS OUT THE NUMBER OF TRANSITIONS"
C AND THE TRARSITION PIXEL LOCATIONS AND THE TRANSITION
C POLARITY(ODAR TO LIGHT,ILLIGHT TO DARK)
C IT ALSO PRINTS OJT THE NBR OF PEAKS, 2 OR MORE PIXELS
C WIDETHE CENTER OF THE PEAKS AND THEIR WIDTH.
C
C DESCRIPTIONS OF SUBFRO.RAMS AND VARIABLES:

C
C QSETUP.MAC=)SETcS PORTS A AND B AS INPUT PORTS AND
C SETS PORT C AS OUTKUT PORT.
C CA.FOR)PU.LSES THE DICO LINE OF THE CP'RA
c SUBSYSTEMUSING SUBROUTINE QOC; WHICH "TAYES A
C PICTRE',I.E.,SCANS CAMERA'S CCD ONCE. OCAM RECEIVES

C TiE NUiM BER OF PIXEL TRANSITION, THE PIXEL NUMBERS-
C (LOCATIONS) ON THE CCD, AND THEIR CORRESPONDING .. -

C POLARITY(O=DARK TO LIGHT, I=LIGHT TO DARK)
C AND STORES THE LOCATIONS AND POLARITIES IN TWO ARRAYS,
C IPIXDT AND IPOLDT RESPECTIVELY.

C QTNUM.MAC=>IS USED, BY QCAM.FOR, TO RECEIVE THE NUMBER OF
C PIXEL TRANSITIONS.
C QC.MAC=)SENDS AN OCTAL NUIBER OUT TO PORT C, WHICH CONTROLS ...

C THE RU , READ, AND CMCO LIES. THIS SUBPROGRAM IS
C IUSED BY SUBPR ORAM QCAMI.
C QDLY.FOR=) IS USED IN SUBPROGRAM QCA TO SETUP A DELAY
C TO ASSURAE ENOUH TIME FOR TRANSFER OF DATA TIHROUGH
C THE DATA BUS LINE. IT IS ALSO USED IN THE MAIN
C %%OGRA TO ALLOW ONE TO VIEW THE DATA ON A CRT.
C QDATA.MAC=)USED BY SUBPROGRAM QCAMI TO RECEIVE THE PIXEL
C TRANSITION LOCATIONS AND THEIR CORRESPONDING

c POLARITY.
C QWID.FOR=)CALLED BY SUBPROGRAM QCAM TO DETERMINE THE NUMBER

C OF PEAKS, THE CENTER OF THE PEAKS AND THE WIDTH OF THE
C PEAKS. '-

C VARIABLES:
C NUMBLY: [CLAY N.MBER, USED BY SUBROUJTINE QDLY.
C NUMPK: NUMBER OF PEAKS. -.-.

C NCAM: OCTAL ? UMBER SENT OUi TO PORT C, BY SIJBPROGRAM
C QCC, TO SET THE RUN, READ, AND CIICO LINES.
C ITNUM: NUMBER (I TRANSITIONS IN ONE S RETURNED BY
C SUIBPRGRAM QTNUMI.
c IPIX: TRANSITION LOCATION., RETURNED BY SJBFIMOGRAM
C ODATA.
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IPOLE: TRANSITIONl POLARITY(O-DARK TO L!(*{T.1=LIGlHT TO DARK), -
PID:RETURE BY SUBPROGRAM ODATA.

c IPIXDT: ARRAY SETUP IN SUBPROGRAM QCAM. COMP~OSED O H
TRANSITION LOCATIONS, IPIX.

IFr;LDT: ARRAY SETUP IN S CGA CM, COMPOSED OF THE
TRANSITION POLARITIES, IPOLE.

C. DATAPX: 2-DIMENTIONAL ARRAY OF PEAK CENTERS,DATAPX(f.1). AND
ASSOCIATED PEAK WIDTHS.DATAPX(#,2).

c

DIMENSION IPIXDTC4O),IP.LDT(40)
DIMENSION DATAPX(20.2)
EXTERNAL ODATA,QSETUPQTNM,OUID
COMMON MJMDLY,IPIXDLIPOL-DT,DATAPX,Ng&*K
COMMO /CAMPAR/ NCAM .-

COMMON /TRNSLWI/ ITNIJM
COMMON /PlXDAT/ IPIX,IPOLE
CALL 2SETUP !SETUP WWJPU PORT C, I NPUT PORTS A&B

20 CALL CM !RECEIVE DATA FROM CAMERA SYSTEM
CALL OWID
DO 70 1=1,30 ~CLEAR SCREEN
*RITE(5,80)

70 CONTINUE
wRITE(5,200)ITNUM !WRITE MiIEE OF TRANSITIONS
WRITE(5. 300)
[O 10 I=1.ITNUM !WITE TRANS. INBER.LOCATIOtJ AND POL.
&RITE(5,100) I,IPIXDT(lhIP OLD T(I)

10 CONTINU.E
IF(NM.Nit .LT. 1) OiTO 45 !WRITES PEAK DATA IF HERE IS I OR
W'RITE(5,400) !MORE PEAKS.
DO 40 J=1,IhJMfK
WRITE(5,500) DATAPX(J,1),DATAPX(J.2)

40 CONTINUE
45 WRITE(5.50) !mANUAL DELAY

ACCEPT 60,LL
GOTO 20 10ET NEW DATA

50 FORMAT(' HIT ENTER TO CONTINU')
60 FOR?'AT(5)

80 FORATQ '
10 FnRtmAT(OX33X,16,3X,16)
20 FORMAT(' MiLDER OF TRANSITIONS:',14)

z~oA FORIIAT(1SX. TRANLOC'.1X.' UOAITY')
41(Xl FCM~lT(13X,' MID PT',BX,' WiDTH')
5) FCRVT(1OX.F8.2.7X,F6.2)

* END
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WEJBROUTINE QCW..:.

c UEBRPROGRM QCA.. FOR
C CALLED FTRCVI ANY PROGRAM) AND RETURNS THE NIBER

OT TRANSITIONS(ITNU), THE ARRAY OF TRANSITION . -

c LOCATIONS(IPIXDT), AND THE ARRAY OF TRANSITION
C POLARITIESt(IPOLDT). N'

DIMENSION IPIXDT(40),IPOLDT(40)
COMMON NUNILY, IPIXDT, IPOLDT
COI"ON /CAMPAR/ NCAI.

COMMON /TRNS2Ji/ ITtNM
COMMON /PIXDAT/ IPIXIPOLE
NUMDLY=1O0 !SET DELAY LONG ENOU" TO ALLOW-

C !TRANSITION THROUOH DATA BUS.
c PULSE CCO=)L-H-L
C
40 NCA,=6

CALL 0OC
CALL QDLY
NCAM=7
CALL 9OC
CALL QDLY
NCAM=6 .".-.

CALL QOC
CALL QDLY

C RECEIVE NIUM OF PIXEL TRANSITIONS, ITNIU. THEN RECEIVE THE
C LOCATIONS, IPIX, OF THE TRANSITIONS.

c
CALL QTNUII -.. ,

C LIMITED TO 40 WORDS BY FIFO *4*

IF (ITNUM .GE. 40) ITNUi""
DO 10 I=hITNUM"
CALL QDLY
CALL QODATA
IPIXDT(I)=IPIX 'SETUP ARRAY OF TRANSITION LOCATIONS
IPOLDT(1)=IPOLE 'SETUP ARRAY OF TRANSITION POLARITIES

C
C PULSE READ LINE FOR NEW DATA FROM FIFO

NCArM2
CALL Q.,
CALL QDLY
NCAM 6
CALL QOC
CALL QDLY

10 CONTIU-E
20 CONT I NI E

S CHECK TO SEE IF THE DATA IS OK. (ALL INCREASING I '.ERSS
IN IPIXDT ARRAY.)
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IF (ITNUll .L. 1) 6OTO 50

IDUM=IPIXDT( 1)
DO 30 I=2,ITNUIM
IF (IPIXDT(I) .LE. ll)U GTO 40
IDI=IPIXDT(I)

30 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE

END
S 4.%

C SUBROUTINE QDLY.FOR

C

C SUBROUTINE FOR VYIABLE DELAY DURATION
C
C MMBLY PASSED FROM OTHER ROUTINES.
C NLDLY KINIMA=l
C UM.DLY MAXIII32000 (ABOUT 2 SEC.)
C

CSUBROUTINE ODLY

DO 10 11,3200
IF(I .EQ. NUMDLY) GOTO 100

10 CONTINUE
o100 RETURN ,

SUBROUTINE QWID ,. ."-

DItENSION IPIXDT(40), IPOLDT(40)
DIMENSION DATAPX(20,2) -.-
COMMON iTrNSUMS/ ITNUM
COMMON NMDLY, IPIXDT, IPOLDT1DATAPX,NUMPK
NMlfl(0 !SET PEAK COUNTER TO ZERO
DO020 K=.ITNUM-1
IF (IPOLD(IK) .EQ. 0) 0TO 20 !CHECK FOR POLARITY CHANGES OF
IF (IPOLDT(K I) .EQ. 1) GOTO 20 '!1 TO O.(DARK-)LIGHT-DARK)
NWU tMK-NPK+l INCREMENT PEAK COIMTER

C
C SETUP ARRAY OF PEAK MIDPOINTS AND WIDTHS.
C '-

DATAPX(NUtPK,2)=FLOAT(IPIXDT(K+i )-IPIXDT(K))
DATAPX(NMIPK 1)=DATAPXW(NI , 2)/2.O+FLOAT(IPIXDT(K)) '-.

20 CONTINE KE
RETR
END
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OSETUPoiAC c) DRVII-J PORT SETUP, ROUTINE ...

SETUP PORTSA & BFOR IWOt
ND PORT C FOR OUTPUT

FORTRAN CALL IS OF TiE FORM:

.TITE QSETI.Ii.AC
*PECT

CSRA =164160

CSRB =164164
CSRC =164170

QSTup::
CLR t#CSRA SET UP PORT AFORIUT
CLR t*CSRB SET UP PORT B FOR .,T

tM 4400,CSRC ; SETUP PORT C FOR OUTPUT

RTS PC ;RETURN

END

,... -.

OSU TINE QCE=) POVES OCTAL NIIBER, NCAM,
OUT TO PORT C.

NCM -7 z) CCO=I,RUNI,READ:l

; A?:2 =) COCO=O,RUN=I,,EA,

CALME FROMI %UBRWTINE OWA
*. CALL OF FORM: CALL 00C a'-

.TITLE QOC.1• .

.PSECT CAifAR,RW,D,GBL,REL,OVR
NEA: .[ 1

* PSECT
DBRC =164172 ; DATA FFER REGISTER C. LOCATION

.:: i~OV t#NCAMtDBRC ; MOVE NCAM OUT TO PORT C

RTS PC ; RETURN

a,, .EVEN . -

ENE,
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SUBRUTINE TNU-) RETREIVES NUMBER O TRANSITIONS
FROM LINE SCAN CAMERA.

CALL FROM SUBROUTINE
CALL OF FORi: CALL QTNUM,-

,TITLE QTWM'LMAC

PSECT TRNSU., RWD,GBL,REL,OVR

ITNUM: .BLKW 1
UPSECT

DBRB =164166 ; DATA BUFFER REGISTER LOCATION
QTNUM:: MOV tiDBRB,RO ;16 BIT WORD FROM PORT B TO RO

BIC #177400,R0 ; LOG AND TO MASK TOP 8 BITS
NIER TRANS IS LOER 8 BITS

lMOV ROMIIT JI ; WIDER OF TRANS INTO ITNIUI. k
RTS PC RETURN

.EVEN

SUPORM DATA. MAC ~

;SUBROUTINE TO RETREIVE PIXEL LOCATION DATA FROM
;LINESCAN CAMERA SUBSYS FIFO MEIERY

,CALL FROM QCAM.FOR: CALL OF FOR-) CALL GDATA

.TITLE OI)ATA.MAC

.PSECT PIXDAT,RWDGBLRELOVR
IPIX: BLKW I
IPOLE: .&1KW I

.PSECT
DRA =164162 ;DATA BUFFER REGISTER A LOCATION

QDATA:: MOV IDBRARO MOVE WORD AT DBRA INTO RO

;CHECK POLARITY OF TRANSITION BY CHECKING BIT 13 OF PORT A
;SET IPOLE=I IF LIGHT TO DARK TRANSITION AND IPOLE=0 IF
;DARK TO LIGHT TRANSITION.

MclV *i,tIPOLE
BIT R0O#010000

W"E OVER
NOV #O, tIPOLE

OVER: BIC #170000,RO ;MASK OUT THE TOP 4 BITS FROM PORT A
mOV RO,1CIPIX ;MOVE BOTTOM 12 BITS TO IPIX(TRANS LOCATION)
RTS PC ;RETURN
.EVEN
-END
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NUMERICAL MODELING OF TRANSIENT LIQUID METAL HEAT PIPE

by-

Donald Tilton

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research was to investigate the survivability

of a liquid metal heat pipe under adverse thermal loading to the con- .

denser section. A numerical model was developed to explain the

transient phenomena observed while testing a Hughes Inconel 617 liquid

sodium heat pipe, described in [1]. This pipe was tested under two

different loading conditions. For the first case, a spot on the con-

denser was illuminated with a CO2 laser. The second case used a clam

shell radiant heater to supply the condenser heat input. For both cases

the external axial temperature profile versus time was recorded for

various incident intensities and condenser coverages.

The temperature versus time profile obtained theoretically using

the numerical model compared very closely to those obtained exper- -

imentally. The model also clearly shows the direction of the mass flow

of the vapor, and whether condensation or evaporation is taking place at

any given location along the pipe. From this information heat pipe

reversal and failure can be predicted. The model also includes a dry

out prediction. The model can be easily modified for use in a variety

of different situations.

*'. •°
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I. INTRODUCTION : I have a bachelors degree in Mechanical Engi- -4

neering from Washington State University. I stressed courses in heat

transfer. My main interests focus on transient heat rejection in space.

As an undergraduate I was involved with research concerning the

feasibility of a flexible membrane radiator used for rejecting large

quantities of waste heat in space. I was also involved with a project

to determine the maximum heat flux capability of a double walled artery

heat pipe developed by the thermal energy lab (AFWAL/POOS). Since these

topics are both major interests to the Thermal Energy Lab, I was
assigned to the Thermal Energy Lab to work on a similar research topic.

Because of vy undergraduate experience in numerical modeling for fin

design for transient heat rejection in space, I chose a similar topic in

the modeling of the liquid metal heat pipe.

The numerical modeling of the liquid metal heat pipe was necessary

to explain previously obtained experimental data. This data showed the

transient temperature profile resulting from laser illumination of

portions of the heat pipe condenser. A more detailed analysis of the

data was required so that the model could be developed and the heat pipe

survivability could be predicted.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: The objectives of this

research were to:
4. -...

1. Analyze the test data to obtain the models operating parameters -i.'

and selected heat pipe properties, such as the emissivity,
absorptivity, and effective thermal capacity

2. Develop a numerical model to simulate the experiment

3. Compare the theoretical and experimental results

4. Use the model to explain the experimentally observed phenomena.

5. Use the model to make predictions for untested cases.

80-4



III. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL DATA ANALYSIS: In order to develop a

satisfactory model which would be representative of the experiments

conducted, a preliminary data analysis was necessary. The unknown heat -.

pipe properties needed to create comparable transient temperature

profiles, were the emissivity and absorptivity of the oxidized Inconel,

and the effective thermal capacity of the heat pipe. This effective -.

thermal capacity is defined as the quantity of heat necessary to raise

the temperature of the heat pipe by a given amount in a given time

interval.

In order to obtain an estimate of the emissivity, several sets of

steady state test data were used. A simple energy balance was solved

for the emissivity and the average value was used in the model.

Next, the effective thermal capacity was solved for theoretically ii-

by assuming it to be equal to the sum of the thermal capacities of the

heat pipe shell, heat pipe wick, sodium vapor, and sodium liquid added

to the heat stored by a phase change. This storage term is the amount

of mass that changes phase per temperature difference multiplied by the

latent heat of vaporization. In examining the component terms, it was

seen that the specific heat of the shell and wick were the dominant

terms. Since the cross-section of the heat pipe is constant along its

Sentire length, it was assumed that the effective thermal capacity was

constant for the entire pipe. The capacity term finally used also

* included an experimentally determined thermal capacity of the insulation

surrounding the coil heater at the evaporator.

After the effective thermal capacity was calculated, an energy

balance for the laser tests was written for the entire pipe. Since

transient temperature profiles were available, and the emissivity and

effective thermal capacity had been determined, the only unknown

quantity in the equation was the absorptivity. Several sets of

experimental data were then used to determine an average value for the V..

absorptivity to be used in the model..

v
" TV. NUMERICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT: To develop a numerical model, the

heat pipe was divided into several nodes. The momentum equation, solved

for vapor pressure drop by Chi in [2], was transformed using the

~~80-S .-
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Clausius-Clapeyron equation from [3] to give a relation between mass
flow and temperature. Performing an energy balance at each node also
gives a relation between mass flow and temperature. Approximating all

derivatives using finite differences, the equations were rearranged to

be used in an iterative scheme to solve for the transient temperature - .
profiles and mass flow rates, along the length of the pipe.

All internal fluid properties were included as functions of

tenperature, using curve fits generated from the tables in 14] and [5].
The emissivity and absorptivity of the pipe were assumed to be constant

with temperature at the experimentally calculated value. A short

program to calculate the theoretical effective thermal capacity as a
function of temperature was used so its variation with temperature could

be accounted for.

The model was designed for use with any combination of laser

intensity and condenser coverage. However, it was noticed that laser
intensities above 200 w/m were very slow to converge and therefore

were not run.

The model also accounts for two different types of evaporator heat
input. In addition to a constant heat input, it may be desired to
consider the effects of evaporator heat input as a function of some ,

temperature difference mltiplied by a given heat transfer coefficient.
For example, the second case could be used to determine what happens
when a heat pipe being used to cool a liquid metal loop is hit in the
condenser section by a laser. The model also accounts for the inclusion

of some heat loss (through the insulation) at the evaporator.

A prediction for wick dry out was incorporated into the model.
This prediction was derived using Chi's (2] capillary wicking limit

* equations. From these calculations it was seen that the range of

operation we tested was well below the maximam capability of the pipe.

Therefore dryout would probably not occur.

The amount of condensation or evaporation taking place at any given

location along the pipe was determined by applying conservation of mass

at each node. The term which accounts for the change in mass stored in

vapor form with respect to time was neglected because it was seen to be

at least three orders of magnitude smaller than the other terms in the

.. '

........... .... I ....



equation. '" '

V. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS: The theoretical and

experimental results compared very nicely. The transient temperature
profiles differed by less than 5.0% at worst. This is shown for three

cases in figures 1, 2, and 3. The model also predicted internal vapor

core temperature profiles which were similar to those observed

experimentally by Rohani and Tien in [6].
At the time of this research there was no method available for

experimentally confirming the models internal mass flow predictions.
However, since the model so accurately predicts the observed temperature

profiles, it is assumed that it is correct and properly describes the
internal mass flow rates. Examples of the theoretical mass flow predic-

tions can be seen in figures 4, 5, and 6. Negative values indicate mass

flow in the opposite direction. The mass flow rates and direction tell

exactly how much heat is being transported from one section of the pipe -
to another. Ccmparing these three figures demonstrates how the mass
flow rates and direction vary with different condenser coverages and
laser intensities. Figures 4 and 5 are representative of the simulated
laser experiment. They show different condenser coverages for the same
laser intensity. Figure 6 shows what happens when the CO2 laser is

incident in the middle of the pipe. It should be noted that the values
given for laser intensity in the simulated laser cases are not

comparable to those for the CO2 laser cases. This is because the
incident radiation for the simulated cases is incident normal to the
heat pipe surface over the entire circumference, while the C02 laser is

incident from one side of the pipe only. Also, the absorptivities for

the two cases vary considerably, from near 1.0 for the simulated laser

to 0.3 for the CO2 laser case. -.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 are very valuable in explaining the observed

phenomena. They show exactly where the condensation and evaporation
take place along the length of the pipe. This is helpful in predicting
heat pipe reversal as well as telling what fraction of the net heat into

or out of any given sectioi of the pipe is being used to raise or lower
the pipes temperature.

80-7
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VI. MODEL PREDICTIONS: The model can be used to predict what may
happen in an actual application of the heat pipe. For example, assume

the heat input at the evaporator is given as a heat transfer coefficient

multiplied. by a temperature difference, as in cooling of a liquid metal

loop. Predictions for laser illumination of a heat pipe in this
situation are given in Figures 10 and 11. In Figure 10, the laser
intensity and coverage is the same as that in Figure 7. As the

temperature of the pipe rises above the temperature of the liquid metal,

the loop becomes a very effective heat sink. This may be very
detrimental in applications such as nuclear reactor cooling. Figure 11

shows the same intensity with less coverage (comparable to Figure 8).
In this instance, as the pipe temperature rises, the evaporator heat

input decreases. The pipe very quickly reaches a new equilibrium at a

point where the unilluminated portion of the condenser is able to reject

the entire heat input from both the evaporator and the condenser.

If desired, the model can be easily modified or used as is to

predict a wide variety of transient heat pipe behavior for many

applications. It is not limited to cases where condenser heat input is .'"

a factor.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS: It is recommended that the model be expanded

so that it can be used for various heat pipe wick geometries and working

fluids. It may also be desirable to include a more detailed analysis of .*.

liquid flow and inventory in the wick for more accurate dry out
predictions. Its possible that the momentum of the flow may have a

significant effect on dry out due to the necessity of a change in flow

direction. For use in applications well below the capillary wicking

limitation, this addition is not necessary.

Predictions from this model should be taken into consideration when

designing any heat pipe radiator bank where threat to the condenser is a
possibility. However, it is also very useful for any applications where

the transient response of the heat pipe needs to be predicted.

80-8
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NATURAL LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING USING RESIDENTIAL GRAMMAR AND

ITS USE IN AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING

by

Dr. Peter J. Binkert

Dr. Christian C. Wagner

Mr. Thomas L. Schnesk
Ms. Frances M. Vallely
Ms. Kathleen A. Malin

...- -

The research outlined here focuses on the development of a

methodology for the creation o+ a natural language

interface. It includes a set of software tools and
procedures based on a non-transformational theory of

language called Residential Grammar (RG; Binkert, 1983,
1984, 1985). The development of the natural language tools

began with two parallel efforts. The computer science team

worked on the implementation of the LISP version of the RG

syntactic parser of English, while the linguistic team

concentrated on the development of a first set of semantic

features out of which the case relations of language could
be defined. Once completed, the natural language

understanding tool could be integrated into a computer's
operating system to act as an interface between a computer

system and a computer user. This would reduce the confusion
caused by the various command languages on different . -

computer systems.

81-2
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1. INTF.DUC11ON

In the summer o+ 1985, the Air Force Human Resources

Laboratory (AFHRL), Training Systems Division, served as the

host for a research project funded by the Air Force 
Office W,

of Scientific Research through the Summer Faculty Research

Program I Graduate Student Summer Support Program. The

research was conducted by two faculty members and three

graduate students from Oakland University, Rochester, MI.

The central problem addressed by this research team was the

understanding of natural language by computer. The goal of

the research was to begin the development of a set of

software tools for natural language understanding that could

be applied to arbitrary software settings, thus, eliminating P
much of the redundant research now being carried on in

natural language processing.

To the degree that natural language understanding tools

could be built, a wide variety of Air Force and Human ...

Resources Laboratory goals could be advanced. For example, a

natural language understanding tool could be intearated into

a computer's operating system to act as an interface between

a computer system and a computer user. This could greatly

reduce the confusion caused by the widely differing command 
''

languages on different computer systems like the VAX, the -.-

IBM and the Cyber systems available at AFHRL. Another place

81-4 NNW



in which a natural lanquaqe tool could be of qreat service

is in the many traininq activities of the Air Force. At the

AFHRL, the tools would allow a more human-like communication

between student and automated tutor as in the Rule-Kit
/

expert system developed for them by General Dynamics. A

natural language interface would allow responses to a wider

ranqe of arbitrary requests from the user of the expert

system. As these few examples illustrate, once the natural

language tools are developed, projects within the AFHRL need

no longer create their own natural language systems but,

instead, need only use the expanding set of tools.

The research team from Oakland was an interdisciplinary r

group consisting of three members from the field of computer

science and two from linguistics. Dr. Christian Wagner, an

assistant professor of engineering and computer science at

Oakland University, has been an active researcher in

artificial intelligence for twelve years and worked on

externally funded research in applying AI to medical .,..

diagnosis and treatment as well as decision making in

education. With colleagues at Oakland University he has co-

chaired major artificial intelligence conferences, developed

graduate and undergraduate courses in AI, and run

professional development seminars on robotics and advanced

automation. Recent research interests have included the

81-% "" "



probl ems of automatic programming and the control of

computer and robotic svstems through natural language

systems with hardware based semantics. Working with Dr.

Wagner were two masters degree candidates in computer

science, Frances Vallely and Thomas Schnesk. Ms. Vallely has

extensive experience in LISP and training in artificial

intelligence with an MS in mathematics. She is a university

faculty member in computer science and mathematics at

Lawrence Institute of Technology and The University of

Michigan - Dearborn. With a BS in computer science, Mr.

Schnesk has worked as a systems analyst for General Motors.

During the last year he has served as a graduate teaching

assistant at Oakland University, and faculty member in

computer science at The University of Michigan - Flint

campus.

Dr. Peter Binkert is an associate professor in linguistics

at Oakland University. His theory of Residential Grammar,

RG, (Binkert, 1983, 1984, 1985) is the basis for the

syntactic parsing tool; the feature-based style of analysis

begun in RG is also the basis for the first part of the

semantic feature system, those defining cases. His vast

knowledge of syntactic theory and extensive research

experience were an absolute necessity for the project's

progress. Kathleen Malin, a gradu, te student with an MS in

linguistics, has been working with the theory of Residential

81-6:ibi:
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Grammar for the past year. loqether with Dr. Binkert, she

has been involved in the creation of a semantic feature .5

system as well as in the perfection of a case feature

system.

II. OBJECTIVES

The stated objectives for the summer research at Lowry Air

Force Base were as follows:

1) Case Feature System - A major effort in the linguistic

side of the research was the elaboration and clarification

of a set of linguistic features out of which the case

relations across human languages can be constructed. The use

of features for the definition of case relations was to I ,"

parallel the syntactic feature matrix of Residential

Grammar. ""

2) Semantic Feature System - A central idea behind the

planned research in machine understanding of language was

that the semantic features for an artificially intelligent

system must be grounded in reality. Two different methods

for such grounding were attempted: grounding in the

universals across human languages and grounding in the

physical capabilities of a computer system. This effort

81-7
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involved expertise in both linguistics and computer science

as well as extensive exploration o+ semantic relationships.

3) LISP Implementation of RG Parser - Because LISP is (a)

the language of choice .nr artificial intelligence in the

United States, (b) i ?finable in the DOD language Ada

(Reeker, 19e5), and (c) is an easy language in which to

implement feature-based systems, a major effort of the

research was to translate an existing RG parser written in

the lanquaQe PL-1 into the language LISP. . - -

4) LISP Implementation and Testing of Semantic Feature

System - As the semantic feature system for defining cases

was completed, it was to be implemented in LISP and

integrated with the LISP version of the RG parser.

5) Design and Implementation of Natural Language Front End

to an Automatic Programming Systems - The ultimate goal of

this phase of the research was to connect the natural

language understanding tool (including the syntactic and

semantic components) to an automatic programming system.

As the research progressed, modification of the original

objectives was required due to resource and time

constraints. First, it was discovered that the current LISP Wh

capabilities at the Human Resources Laboratory were not

81-8-
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adequate, specifically, no supported and viable version of a

LISP processor was available on their VAX compute system.

The power of a VAX is generally required for natural

language processing because of the large size of dictionary

and encyclopedic entries for the words and concepts of the

language. Contact was made with DECUS (the DEC users group) -

to see if a free version of LISP were available 4or VMS4.0

on the VAX. Unfortunately, it was not. The development of

the computer systems, therefore, had to remain boxnd on the -.

IBM-PC microcomputers for the duration of the project at r.'.-\,

Lowry.

As translation of the parser from PL-1 into LISP progressed,

an unanticipated new objective arose, namely, the redesign

of parts of the parser. As the graduate students worked to

translate the parser, it became evident that changes had to

be made to the parser to more clearly reflect the framework

of the syntactic theory. For example, the format of the

dictionary entries was modified to allow for the link

between semantically related nouns, noun forms, verbs, verb

forms, etc. Where words such as "think," "thinker" and

"thought" were originally treated as three separate lexical %%%%

entries, the revised dictionary now lists them all under

"think," as subforms of one entry. In addition, the "-'5'

syntactic categories were slightly revised to not only -A

81-9 :'::I
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account for the change in the dictionary entries, but also

to more accurately represent links between similar

grammatical forms. For example, words indicating temporal

and positional location such as "here,' "there," "now" and

"then" were previously classified only as nouns with the

added feature of either +LOCATIVE OF TIME or +LOCATIVE OF

PLACE. It became apparent that parsing could be facilitated

if new quantifier categories were added to account for these

concepts.

III. APPROACHES AND RESULTS

The development of the natural language tools began with two

parallel efforts: one by the computer science team to work

on the implementation of the LISP version of the syntactic

parser of English, the second by the linguistic team to work

on the definition of a first set of semantic features out of

which the case relations of language could be defined. The

results of these efforts are summarized below, by objective.

1) Case Feature System - The approach taken in the

definition of a case feature system parallels the successful

approach taken in the development of the feature system for .-.

the RG syntactic model: a search was made for a set of

81-10
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.?"
semantic features out o4 which case relations could be

defined. As the search proceeded, the two criteria

constantly applied to the possible feature systems were the '

ability to explain case differences across natural languages

and the expressibility of the features in terms of the

hardware capabilities of computer and robotic systems.

Although not considered by the research team to be in its

final form, a set of very promising semantic features has

been specified out of which the case relations across

natural languages can be defined. Even more, the proposed

feature system seems to capture the generalizations of

Fillmore's (1966, 1967, 1977) and Gruber's (1965, 1976) case

theories and Schank's (1975, 1977) conceptual dependency

theory without containing some of the inherent redundancy.

The current feature system provides a complete specification -

of the case or thematic relation played by every argument

(noun phrase) in association with every predicate in the

sentence. It provides a means for associating the syntactic

components of the sentence such as "subject" and "object"

with thematic roles such as "aqent" and "patient." The

system utilizes twelve binary features which are highly

transportable across natural languages and across other

conceptual models (e.g. , case grammar and conceptual

C" .- Ao
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dependency theory). The theory states that each case

relation is an abbreviation for a group of semantic

features, just as each syntactic category is represented by

an abbreviation of syntactic features. For each semantic A

entry, all features are specified with one of three possible

values: °+' "-" or "+/-". At the current time the twelve

semantic features are divided into six primary features and

six secondary features. Brief and informal definitions of

the features, based on precise and technical specifications, .'-

are provided below:

PRIMARY SEMANTIC FEATURES:

POSITIONAL: + having a primary focus on location,
orientation, or movement in space or time

- not having a primary focus on location,

orientation, or movement in space or time

DISJUNCTIVE: + emphasizing separation
- separation not emphasized

CONJUNCTIVE: + emphasizing union or association
union or association not emphasized

EXTENSIONAL: + emphasizing the extent of space
- extent of space not emphasized

PROXIMAL: + involving contact
-non involving contact

FIRST ORDER: + involving relationships relative to a point,
line or surface ,'

- involving relationships relative to area or

volume

81-12
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SECONDARY SEMANTIC FEATURES:

TEMPORAL: + focusing on time .-

- focusing on place

Relating to the x, y, z axes:

VERTICAL: + a positive value on the z axis
- a negative value on the z axis

HORIZONTAL: + a positive value on the x axis
- a negative value on the x axis

FRONTAL: + a positive value on the y axis
- a negative value on the y axis

INTERVAL: + involving a medial position
-not involving a medial position

INTENSIVE: + involving a range from average to
maximal

- involving a range from minimal to

average

Given the existing case feature system, a classification

scheme +or verbs and prepositions is being created for the

efficient storage of large numbers of syntactic and semantic

features through simple inheritance networks.

The case feature system proposes that case relations like

GOAL, EXPERIENCER, SOURCE, AGENT, et cetera, are actually

labels +or constellations of semantic features. The

commonality in GOAL and EXPERIENCER is the feature

[+CONJUNCTIVE] which denotes association or union: the

81-13
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commonality in SOURCE and AGENT is [+DISJUNCTIVE], which

denotes dissociation or separation. Therefore, the fact that .

the same thematic marker (preposition, postposition, ,

grammatical case, etc.) is used for a variety of thematic

relations can be attributed to the presence in those

relations of the same feature. The loss of descriptive 1*. -

adequacy in theories of case grammar is shared by other

related theories and semantic systems; the common features

associated with thematic relations are not expressible, and

it becomes a complete accident that the same marker is used

across relations.

In addition to the loss of descriptive adequacy, there is a

loss of explanatory adequacy in other theoretical

frameworks. Thematic relations like SOURCE and GOAL cannot

be related in any direct way to the concepts which form

semantic networks or to the concepts which underlie other

semantic constructs, e.g. , the primitives in conceptual

dependency theory (Schank 1975, 1977). In short, there is

little transportability between the systems, so that the

valuable insights of each cannot be gathered into one

framework.

For example, it is clear that thematic relations like SOURCE

and GOAL from case theory are associated with primitives

like EXPEL and INGEST from conceptual dependency theory. But

81-14 i
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the two theories are constructed in such a way that this

association cannot be specified. Yet, the grammatical facts

of natural language, in particular, the distribution of

thematic markers, clearly indicate that there must be a

connection between thematic relations and semantic fields in

general. The same feature which shows up in relations like

SOURCE and AGENT ([+DISJUNCTIVE], e.g., "from") should form

part of the definition of words like "aversion," "deprive,"

"need," and so on; and, that feature should also show up in

the definition of a primitive like EXPEL if a theory

contains such a primitive. Similarly, the same feature that

shows up in relations like GOAL and EXPERIENCER

(E+CONJUNCTIVEJ, e.g., "to") should form part of the

definition of words like "inclination," "supply,"

"abundance," and the like and show up in a proposed

primitive like INGEST. This +eature-based approach to

thematic relations provides an explanation for why the same

groupings of markers occur repeatedly in natural languages.

The feature system has been challenged through native

speaker intuition and comparison to other languages,

specifically Japanese. It appears, at this time, that the

case feature system proposed here has an advantage over

other case grammars. Since the system asserts that the I-

POSITIONAL3 relations are based on the [+POSITIONAL] ones,

81-15
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at least the framework for [-POSITIONAL) is given by the i

existing one for [+POSITIONAL]. As a result, any number of

nonpositional thematic relations can and have been posited. - -

The case feature system can explain why the same grammatical

case, preposition or postposition ("from" in examples a-g

below) embraces both positional and nonpositional relations

in examples such as the following:

a. He ran from his office.

b. He is back from Europe.

c. Keep this away from the children.

d. She can't tell red from orange.

e. He can't find any relief from pain.

f. They will be here an hour from now.

g. We got a note from the dean.

It explains why a class like "separative notions" should

remain intact diachronically and dialectally.

In addition to the above linguistic support for the case

feature system, given a perceptual apparatus (human or

machine), the feature definitions can be made very precise.

The feature [+/-POSITIONAL] (an intentional renaming of +!/
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%
CONCRETE to emphasize the hardware qrounding of the feature) ,

divides semantic concepts into two sets: those that are

abstract ([-POSITIONAL]) and those that are concrete

(r+POSITIONAL]). This opposition can be precisely defined in

terms of the physical capacities of real computing systems.

At Oakland University, our Automatix Vision system can

compute the area of any object in its visual field with a" -

call to the system function TOTALAREA. If, in the

computer's memory, a concept has been associated with a non- -

zero area, it must be concrete ([+POSITIONAL]), i.e., the

computer has seen one or been informed that it is possible

to see one. If no such association exists, the concept must

be abstract ([-POSITIONAL)). By relating as many of the

features as possible to the physical capacities of the

system in this way, we can begin to attribute real

understanding to the computer system, in particular, under-

standing that makes possible independent verification of

natural language statements it receives. Though the entire

system has yet to be completed, the case features will be

applied to all syntactic categories in hopes of producing a

comprehensive semantic description of any given language.

The case feature system must be integrated into the larger

semantic model and semantic net.

2) Semantic Feature System - Outside of the semantic

features defining case relations, little explicit or

81-17
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extended work was possible on semantic features. We '-1

discovered, however,- the existing semantic features do, in

fact, provide an explanation for the multiple senses and

wide range of associations typically given to verbal

expressions. It provides a means for specifying higher

cognitive concepts such as comparison and quantification.

For example, given the verb pair "enter/exit," an adequate

semantic mapping of the pair would include the following

information:

a. They are motion verbs.

b. 1. "enter" indicates motion forward;

2. "exit" indicates motion away. '-

c. They indicate contact with the location. .0

d. They require three dimensions.

e. The dimension of the location varies.

f. They are related to the prepositions "into/out of"
respectively.

g. They mean "go into/go out of."

The RG case feature 4ystem represents these relations as

follows:

a. ExDISJUNCTIVE, -xCONJUNCTIVE) (Where -x implies the
opposite value of x and x may be +/-)

b. 1. "enter" is [-DISJUNCTIVE, +CONJUNCTIVE)

2. "exit" is [+DISJUNCTIVE, -CONJUNCTIVE]

c. [+-PROXIMAL)

d. [-FIRST ORDER]

e. [-EXTENSIONAL)
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4. "into/out of" have the same features S.'

g. ao is [xDISJUNCTIVE. -xCONJUNCTIVEJ

In order for a semantic parser to be utilized in a natural

language processor, there must be a theory of semantics as

its underlying base. The notion of semantic nets became the

model for the base.

A semantic net is a graphical method used for the

representation of knowledge. A net consists of nodes

representing objects, concepts, or events, and links between

the nodes, representing their interrelations. One key

feature of the semantic net representation is that important

associations can be made explicitly and succinctly: relevant W
-,*, facts about an object or concept can be inferred from the

*" nodes to which they are directly linked, without a search

- through a large database.

The theoretical aspects of the semantic theory for parsing ....

natural language are in the final stages of formalization.

°-

Unfortunately, due to time restrictions, we were unable to

complete the implementation of a semantic feature system

that would adequately represent the scope of human .. '

perceptions within the framework of semantic nets.

81-19
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3) LISP Implementation of RG Parser - One of the primary

objectives of the research to be carried out at Lowry AFB

was to translate the existing RG syntactic parser into LISP.

Initially the RG parser was implemented using PL/I on the

MULTICS system at Oakland University.

The motivation for selecting LISP, as the language of choice

over the PL/I version was several fold. LISP is generally

acknowledged as the standard U.S. language for work done in

the realm of artificial intelligence. A LISP representation

facilitates the introduction of semantic features. Also,

variations on LISP written in ADA are currently under

consideration.

Initially the focus of the work on the parser was viewed as

a straight forward task of translation from PL/I into LISP.

As the translation process proceeded, however, several

problems arose. It became clear that the implementation of

the original parser was not conducive to a simple

translation into a transportable LISP system. The PL/I

parser used character strings and non-portable system calls

to the MULTICS mainframe system extensively. Indexing,

rather than recursion, was used throughout for the purpose

of searching forward and backward over a given sentence. The

PL/I routines were excessively large and used deeply nested

if-then constructions. Finally, the theoretical basis for

81-
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the parser, the RG model, had taken on several important

improvements and modifications since the original parser was

written. Because of these and other design considerations,

an alternate format and some extensive redesign of the

system became necessary to take full advantage of LISP as

well as the theory of Residential Grammar.

The first step in the design of the LISP system was an

investigation into an appropriate global data structure for

the representation of the required graphemic, syntactic and

semantic knowledge required. As with most LISP systems, the

choice of data structures was essentially a semantic

network. The net centered on five major node types: word

nodes, concept nodes, syntactic nodes, semantic nodes, and

functional nodes. Word nodes represented the graphemic input

that the system could receive. Each word node was hooked to

one or more concept nodes that contained all information

relative to the word. The concept node pointed to the

various syntactic types of the concept which, in turn, were

connected to the various semantic meanings for the given

syntactic type. Finally, the semantic meaning was hooked to

a functional node which specified the precise function call

and argument list required to perform any action.

This data structure required the creation and implementation

of numerous constructor and selector functions. Once these
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were complete, a dictionary 0-f saeveral hundred concepts was 4
prepared. These concepts contained virtually all of the

functions words of the language and enough of the content

words to provide an adequate test of the system software.

As the LISP parser evolved, the use and control of these

data structures was managed irn a way different than the

original PL/I parser, specifically, an augmented transition

network (ATN) system was created and various, separate ATNs

were created to handle the problems of word disambiguation--

and functional analysis. The following is a graphical

representation of an existing ATN designed for the purpose

of disambiguating verbs:

qnt etc qrit etc qnt etc q~t etc

etc 'Pte et#n e tc e c qtlcetc
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for the translation of the PL/I parser into LISP. Although

the objective was not met, a great deal was learned about

the problem that will make the eventual solution more

correct and rapid. First, the ATN system for manipulating

the syntactic parsing provides a straightforward formalism

for the statement of the case relationship and semantic .

processing we will require. Second, the delay will provide

us with greater time to study the proposed semantic feature

system before attempting to implement them. There is a

degree of uncertainty, at this time, as to the correctness

of the specific features chosen for case analysis since

there is no underlying model yet developed that will predict

what these features should be (as there was a specific tree -. .-.

model that predicted the twelve syntactic features of the

original parsing system).

5) Design and Implementation of Natural Language Front End

to an Automatic Programming Systems - Research efforts for

the design and implementation of a natural language front

end to an automatic programming system had to begin,

obviously, with the development of an automatic programming

system itself. The design chosen centered on the concept

that a computer's understanding must be grounded in the

primitive processes that it can perform.
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The many, small ATNs that were created each performed

specific tiny tasks. The decisions made by the ATNs were

only those decisions that were certain so that no backup and

no unnecessary searching was performed. The ATN formalism

provided a means for specifying the logic of parsing in a

manner that more closely reflected the role of the syntactic

categories of RG theory. The modularity of the independent

ATNs also helped to clarify the grammatical disambiguation

process and enhance the possibilities for alteration or

expansion of the disambiguation process at a later time if

it becomes necessary. Although extensive testing has not

been completeed, we feel that the benefits of the change

from the PL/I design to the ATN design in LISP will be quite

notable. This change in objective has required substantially

more time than anticipated since the control flow of the

PL/I program was no longer very useful in the translation

process.

The balance of the effort involving the LISP parser was

centered on the implementation of routines to handle the

functional analysis process.

4) LISP Implementation and Testing of Case and Semantic

Feature System - This is the one objective that could not be

realized during the summer research. The primary reason for

this was the greater than expected time committment required

81-24
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The design and implementation of the automatic programmino

system (AUTOP) is still in its formative stages; however,

many of its characteristics have been defined. The overall

model of the system design process will be based on the -

PSL/PSA system developed by Teichroew (1978). This system

has been widely used in industry and government and seems to

have the expressive power to describe an in-formation

processing environment. The focus of AUTOP will be to

develop a running computer system in a top down fashion that

eventually connects to primitive functions of which the

underlying computer system is capable. This development will

be based on an interactive dialog between the user and the

program environment concerning, initially, the five major

aspects of a computing system: input, storage, processing,

output, and control.

During this short summer session, only a few of the AUTOP

components were designed and tested. This allowed a small ,,.

automatic programming system to be written and tested in a

short amount of time. More interestingly, however, the

components developed during the ten weeks now act as new

primitives available to the AUTOP user in the creation of

other new system. For example, in the creation of the

program AUTOP, a set of menu driving functions were created

(i.e., functions for the construction of data structures

required by a menu and routines for the use of these

81-2 5
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structures to display a menu, get a selection, and take the

designated action). These menu routines are used by AUTOP to %

perform its functions. In addition, however, these menu NE
routines are now available for AUTOP to use, itself, as it

helps another user create a new system. Indeed, in typical

computer science style, it might be possible to specify the

AUTOP program itself using the AUTOP system. As the AUTOP

system expands, the set of "basic primitives" that become

the foundation for other systems expands in size and

complexity.

At the current time, the basic primitives are divided into

two classes: selector and constructor functions. As their

names imply, constructor functions enable the user to define

and build the basic data structures required and the

selector functions query the data structures. The overall

goal of an automatic programming system is to define these

two basic primitive classes for the u,er's data and connect

them together into a comprehensive working system whereby

the user can interactively interface with a computer and

design a functional problem solving tool.

The implemented parts of the main system provide control

over initial start up (access) of the system and, then,

allow eight possible activities. These activities center

on the definition of the computing task required by the
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user. They are as follows:

1. Create a new system

2. Work on an existing system

3. List existing systems

4. Save a system to a disk

5. Load a system from a disk

6. Run an existing system

7. List data in an existing system

8. Terminate the programming session

These eight options are developed and accessed by the

constructor and selector functions that are recursively

linked.

Since the main system is divided into separate activities

that, in turn, will need to be subdivided, it was only

logical that one of the first constructor functions required

- was that of a menu builder. Menu listing and selecting

functions logically followed. These functions can, then, be

accessed by the user to develop and build menus as necessary

for his individual programming needs while accessing the

system, thus utilizing the recursive features of the system.

To date in the project, development includes the ability to

control and limit access to the system, create a subsystem

and establish security for that subsystem, list all
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subsystems and save subsystems to a disk for later access.

Work is continuing in the area of describing and building A

the actual data structures required for the subsystems. The

development of data structures is heading in the form of

menu and form type input. Eventually, it is the goal of the

team to incorporate the natural language tools described

earlier into the automatic programming system. ,.-.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

,...

Our comments on the summer research center on two different

areas: the success and future directions of the research

performed over the summer and an evaluation of the summer

faculty research program and the graduate summer program as

well1.

Overall, the research effort over the summer was quite

successful. Major sections of the RG parser have been

implemented in LISP using the ATN formalisms, a tentative

set of semantic features for defining case relations is

complete, the ATN formalism is ready for the implementation

of the case relation data, and the automatic programming

system which can eventually be connected to the natural

language understanding system has been started.
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The current research will continue on several fronts. The

natural language understanding tools being developed will be

extended to: (l)implement the semantic feature system and

extend the semantic framework beyond features associated

primarily with verbs to features of other categories;

(2)construct semantic nets from the new features; and

(3)connect the features and nets to the hardware and

software capabilities of existing computer systems. The

parsing system will also be examined from another angle, to

see if it would be possible for the syntactic parsing

program to build the actual RG tree structures as an outcome

of parsing the sentences. This would guarantee the

correctness of the parser, demonstrate the strengths of the

RG theory, and provide a visual demonstration of the same

theory. Finally, the automatic programming system will be

refined and expanded, possibly as part of a doctoral

dissertation, to allow for the creation of simple computer

systems under computer control.

The extension to the semantic features for our system will

begin with the primitive perceptual, motor, and reasoning

capabilities of a network of hardware and software available

at Oakland University. This network will serve as a useful

target at which our initial investigations of higher level

semantic concepts will be aimed, but should in no way be

viewed as a limiting or final choice. On this network,, we
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have an AUTOVISION II system from Automatix, Inc., a PUMA

robotic manipulator from Unimation, and a MACLISP

programming environment from Honeywell. These hardware and

software resources provide us with approximately 45 visual

parameters for sensing visual data about an object in a

* computer's field of view, ten manipulator parameters for

sensing position of the arm and controlling its operation,

and hundreds of MACLISP functions for sensory, reasoning and

control functions.

I I.-..,

* The reexamination of the parsing method has been suggested

t. by the staff because of the non-obvious way in which the RG

model is currently implemented. As a series of separate

ATNs, the present LISP parser more clearly isolates the

syntactic features of RG. However, a much more concise ..-

description of RG is possible now that the ATN formalism has

been implemented. Once the co-occurence restrictions of the %%%%%

various parts of speech are specified, the tree structure

defining the functional structure of a sentence can be b-.

specified. Therefore, if possible, we hope to examine a

method of parsing by the merging of RG trees.

The automatic programming system will continue to expand in

the five areas described earlier: input, storage, process,

output, and control. Essentially, the varieties of inputs
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are relatively limited, i.e., a menu input, a form input, a

prompt-response input, an analog input, and maybe a few

others. The storage types are similarly limited to a small

set of primitive types and then a construction mechanism for

building arrays and structures from them. As all of the five

areas are examined, it becomes clear that recursive nets of

inputs within inputs, outputs within outputs, etc. combined

with the constraints of the type from PSL/PSA can adequately

describe a system. The key is that the bottom of these

hierarchies must be in the physical capacities of the

software/hardware system on which the program is being

developed.

In essence, the purpose of our future research is to develop

a system whose understanding is built upon a particular set

of hardware capabilities so that it can comprehend not only

concrete relationships but also abstract ones. There is a -.
'

-* -
-

continuous thread from the RG syntactic features that

specify grammatical relations to the semantic features that

specify case relations to the semantic relations that

specify higher cognitive concepts. This entire progression

is grounded in the sensory, motor and reasoning capacities

of a hardware system.

As for the USAF program and the UES contractors, we have

only praise. The members of the Air Force at Lowry were
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exceptionally open and helpful in getting us set up and

giving us a place to v0ork, supplies, and people to work

with. From Colonel Crow and Maior Burns to the enlisted

personnel, from other university faculty at the HRL to

civilian employees, the courtesy and concern for our work

was refreshing and appreciated. The contractors from UES .. -

were flexible, friendly and demonstrated an efficiency that

we at a university greatly envied. The possibilities for

integrating our research into the programs of the USAF are

much greater as we have made many contacts with members of

the military and artificial intelligence researchers here in .. *

the University of Colorado. We all feel that the program

offered by the Air Force for summer faculty and graduate

student research is outstanding and are very glad that we

were given the opportunity to participate.
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TWO SYSTEMS FOR OBTAINING SPATIAL

ENERGY DISTRIBUTICNS OF LASER PULSES

by

Roger A. Vogel

ABSTRACT

Two systems for obtaining spatial energy distributions

of laser pulses are discussed. Two detectors, a vidicon

and a photodiode array are described as well as a digital

image processor. Electronic circuits, interfacing each

of the two detectors to the image processor have been

built, and are described.
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I. ...PODUCTIT.: 1'y principal work experience has been as

an electronics technician. After six years of working as a

technician both in the military and in a hospital, I pursued

an Electrical Engineering curriculum at the University of

Missouri. Having received the BSEE degree in December of

1984, I immediately began work on the MSEE degree, also at

Missouri. In graduate school I have emphasized optics and

digital systems in my coursework. My thesis topic is,

"Obtaining Profiles of Radially Symmetric, but non-Gaussian

Laser Beams from Knife-edge Data."

The project at the Air Force Weapons Lab that I was

assigned to was to set up and evaluate a beam characteriza-

tion system by interfacing a vidicon detector to a digital

image processor. The set up aspect of the project was Dri-

- marily the design of an electronic interface for the two

-" machines, whereas the evaluation involved examining some

physical characteristics of the vidicon.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFOPT: The long term goal

of the project was to establish a vidicon detector system

for real time analysis of laser pulse spatial profiles.

The goals evolved to the following list:

1. Interface the vidicon detector to the image

processor

2. Enhance the linearity of the vidicon

3. Interface a Peticon to the image processor h
III. TPAPIX 5500 I!!AGE PPOCESSOR: The image processor is

a Trapix 5500 manufactured by Recognition Concepts Inc.

The Trapix is capable of capturing, displaying, and per-

forming sophisticated image processing on digitized images

up to 512 x 512 pixels. Once captured, the images may be

stored on hard disk for retrieval later. ...
In order for the Trapix to capture an image, it

must be given timing information as when to begin a frame

(Vertical Drive, VD), when to begin a line (Horizontal
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Drive, HI), and when to sample the analog voltage at VIDE-

III (Pixel Clock, PC), for conversion to a gray level for

one pixel. The timing constraints are shorn in figure 1.

CLOC I.... .... ....-.. . .r

,~.tO .*

"a.s a.

IMT[RLrCLD D1AT, 96 a DELTA X V EHMT CcINIT

NOIINITEA ACD IOM 09 a 18-2531 11-2047"

CL=C ULr.MLFU1JU"r

fls.t a ...lbWe

W-TA YLINE COUNT

~.. 18. - ... .. 1, ...... ..... . .. 1. . . .

1162 ~ ~ ~ 1 OaP le .I..a f1* S..Iaa

Fi.r 1. Itti imn

EDOi a. i lthrug an S dt m
interace. (see fu 12). All ti"in is ca
1.: l wIire al.a. n ys.t.
-ar-es.l ll{ l rl1hl r(Cl

a r l  
Aicu s apo ) is ni Ib I

Figure 1. Trapix Timing "--

The manufacturers recommended method for providing

these signals is through an S-22 differential mode, TTL P ...
*interface (see figure 2). All timing is communicated :.>

Daith the tto orire balanced system. L

Two ir8age acquisition routines were used to cature.
" -a:s. DPA (Digital Port Acquisition) is provided by TAU D-

-. corporation. DPA wi ll continuously input frames provided..-,
the ti.-ing signals are present (HD, VD, PC). .-

Dale Smith of the Air Force Weapons Lab has modified

82-5 I
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DPA so that once it is run, the next 11 frames will be

captured (!UL4), and placed sequentially into image buffers %%

00, 01, 20, 21. The new routine is called DPA.! This

routine is useful for examining pulsed or otherwise

transient nhenomena.

% %

SW m .V. "oa wwd Lw . &

Figure 2. Timing Communication

IV. VIDIC017-TPAPIX SYSTEM: The vidicon detector is made

by Princeton Applied Research. This section describes the

vidicon detector, its interface to the Trapix, and the

integrated system.

The vidicon detector consists of a detector head,

and an electronic controller (PAR 1216). The detector

head contains a silicon target (the active element) which

is mounted in the face of a CRT. The tube is an RCA model

125-2. The controller contains all the electronics used

to scan and interpret the charge state of the target.

The vidicon detector target consists of a disk of

silicon rith several million photodiodes on it. The target

i: scanned by an electron beam whose diameter at the target

is apprc:o.mately 25 microns. The beam current flows until

the diodes nossess sufficient reverse bias to counteract
the accelerating potential of the CPT. At this point,

with near-zero beam current, the target 4s said to be in

- 82 -6 b -
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equilibrium. Light incident on the silicon will cause

electron-hole air generation. The electrons and holes

in the diode will Dropagate to the cathodes and the anodes,

respectively, and there will recombine vwith the previously

deposited surface charge• A surface charge depletion re-

sults. The next time the electron beam scans the particular f

area where the depletion exists, beam current rill increase

nroortionate to the optical energy incident on that region

since the last scan. The competing actions of depletion

and replacement of surface charge cause an equilibrium

charge state to occur.

The electron beam scans the target in a simple, non-

interlaced fashion. The scanning pattern consists of a

series of vertical scans (up/down selectable). The first

vertical scan covers the leftmost edge of the scanned area,

and scanning proceeds to the right. Each vertical scan is

referred to as a channel (see figure 3). A single scan of -

the entire scanned area is called a frame. The scanning

Figure 3 .Scanning Pattern -.-..

...,.

electronics cause each succesive channel to be adjacentto the last; thus, the channels are about 25 microns wide.

..s the scan proceeds along a channel, the video signal

out cf the controller represents in real time the energy -

...rbed by each roint on the silicon since the previous
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The height of each channel (&Y), the number of JP*Zd

channels (ZX), the time required to scan each channel (T ),
and several other scan parameters are variable, and can be

determined by programming the controller.
2

The competing actions of depletion and replacement

of surface charge cause an equilibrium charge state to

occur. This charge state is a function of the speed of

the electron beam as it scans a given point, and the in-

cident light at that point (and the thermal background -
noise).

If the scan parameters are constant in a given

application, and if the incident radiation is continuous

(cw), the equilibrium wrill be established quickly (< Is)

and thereafter, the competition will be of no consequence.

If the incident radiation is transient, and thus

must be examined in the context of just a few frames,

the frames will be inconsistent because the equilibrium

state will not yet be reached. To deal with this problem,

the controller allows up to 15 prep frames to occur before

the useable frames, thus allovring equilibrium to be reached.

In order to synchronize the laser pulse or other

transient phenomenon, the controller supplies an "Exneriment

Start" signal at the end of the prep frames. This signal

sets at 0 volts during the prep frames, then transitions

to +5 volts at the end of the prep frames, and stays at +5 h--.
until the controller is told to stop running.

When using a vidicon to examine pulsed phenomena,

the problem of capacitive lag places serious limitations

on its performance. The problem exists because all the

depleted charge may not be replaced by a single scan of

the electron beam. Furthermore, the percentage of deple-

tion that is actually replaced is not linearly related to

.- the amount of depletion. A single frame, therefore, is

.- not a linear representation of the incident energy. One

-2 -E----------------------------- *-.-*......
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approach to this problem is to use frame summations; thus .

replacing all the charge and acquiring all the signal.

The problem with this approach is that background is also

summed, diminishing the dynamic range of the measurement.

Cascio, et.al., have proposed a modification to

the PAR 1216 controller to improve the linearity so that

a single frame would be a linear representation of an

incident pulse.3 Figure 4 shows the modification. With

AlA

L7~m **CIDLWG1

Figure 4. Circuit to Improve Linearity

the switch in the down position, the cathode voltage will

be switched at the completion of the prep frames from V1

to V2, where each of these is preset. Cascio claims for

VI=5V, that V2=6.5V is sufficient to makse the vidicon

response linear.

Vie modified the PAR 1216 with the given circuit

For our particular implementation, placing the toggle

switch physically in the up position corresponds to the

down (enabled) position in figure 4.

1.7ith the modification in place, we attempted to

evaluate the linearity improvement. Rather than use uniform - -

illumination, we used a pulsed 1 d:YAG laser. Because the

pulses were not highly repeatable, each shot was evaluated

b:, calculating the average -ray level of those pixels

-':hose gray levels were above 901, of the peak pixel (In

nll references to a pixel gray level, what is meant is

th]e average of the gray levels of the 9 pixel array (3x3)

82-9
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centered on the pixel under consideration). This "average

above threshold" was then plotted against the pulse energy.

Data was taken writh and without the switching circuit

enabled. A typical plot is shown in figure 5.
There is no apparent improvement in linearity with

the circuit. The reason is probably that we didn't cover

enough of the dynamic range of the vidicon (see Recommen-

dations). It would be impossible to adequately characterize

the performance of the vidicon without adapting the video

levels appropriately.

€4

o ~..V2 SV,.---

0I ,- -- 6.5 V

Li

++

(25

S. 4.-

e.',-4.*,.

0.S f.O

PEL,.IVE PULSE EIIE;-GY

Figure 5. Linearity Measurement

Timing signals must be provided to the Trapix in

order for it to capture images from the vidicon. Addi-

tionally, the Experiment Start signal must be used to

synchronize the firing of the laser with the end of the

prev frames, and to withold transmission of' the timing

signals until that time, so that the DPAN routine captures

82-10W2
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the first N useable frames (those after the prep frames).

An electronic interface was designed to perform these

functions (see figure 6).

C, @ce?
CLC. C--- ,,.f

TI."

Our ; ',,r L...

2050

A: dAA2L&31

Figure 6. Vidicon to Trapix Interface

All signals must be fed to the Trapix from differ-

ential drivers. We used the AM26LS31 chip recommended

by Recognition Concepts. The HD and VD signals were de-

rived from Clock Out and Trigger I Out of the PAP 1216.

The PC signal can be derived from the master clock of the

PAR 1216, or any other TTL clock source with varying

results.

Clock Out signifies the end of a channel, and is

present whenever the controller is running. Since the

Trapix expects falling edges, this signal is inverted by

B before being fed to the differential driver.

Trigger 1 Out signifies the end of a frame, and

is only present when the controller is programmed ->.-

appropriately.2 A converient wa,: to enable it is to do

so when setting the channel time. The command word should

areropiately
.p. - .
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be: XYl00000 1000 1000. The XXX bits are the channel

time code. Trigger I Out is routed through an and gate

(C). The purpose is to deprive the Trapix of onc of its

timing si-nals (any of the three will do) so that when

using DPAN on the Trapix, it won't begin saving frames

until after Experiment Start. Thus, C is enabled by

.xperiment Start. Experiment Start is conditioned and

inverted by D to be TTL compatible. B is used to reinvert

the signal for use by C. The inverted Experiment Start

is also routed directly out of the box to be used to fire

the laser.

The clock signal that drives A pin 9 is responsible

for transfer of individual pixels to the Trapix. Since

uD starts a new line on the Trapix, the number of pixel

clock periods during a single HD period determines the

number of pixels read into the Trapix each channel. ,e

used both a cloc'K generator on the bench, and the PAR 1216

master clock to provide this signal. Because the master

clock was phase-locked to the other timing signals, it

gave the best results.

Equal resolution was a problem we addressed.

Consider figure 3. The silicon surface is divided into

vertical strips (channels) by virtue of the scanning pat-

tern. Since the electron beam is approximately 25 microns

wide, the channels are also 25 microns wide. As the beam

scans a channel the beam current may be sampled at any

rate. in figure 7, three different cases of sampling

frequency are shown. Case a is undersampling, case c

is oversampling and case b is optimum sampling. !'1ot,

that a pixel is not necessarily a given region on the

silicon. A pixel here is defined as the instantaneous

area under the electron beam. Case b is designated optimum

because this sampling rate will result in equal resolution

in the x and y directions. The ecual resolution can be

F2-12



seen by realizing that since neighboring pixels in adjacent

channels are tangent circles, so should be neighboring

nixels along a channel.

a b c

Figure 7. Pixel Sampling

In order to accomplish equal resolution, the rela-

tionship of clock frequency, channel time, and AY must

be controlled. bLY is a programmable parameter of the

PAu1 1216. It is defined as the number of 25 micron regions

along a channel. The channel time T0 is the time it takes

*for a channel to be scanned plus retrace. Retrace is 10

microseconds in all cases, so Tc '=Tc-10usec is the actual

scan time for a channel. If T ' is divided into AY time

segments, each segment represents the time it takes for

the beam to scan from one 25 micron region to the next

adjacent one. So, equal resolution is given by:

Tcloc k = T '/ Y. (1)
C

If the clock is provided by a bench clock generator,

its frequency may be varied to satisfy equation 1. This

arrangement offers excellent flexibility. However, since

the clock generator is not phase-locked to the other timing,

signals, a beat phenomena occurs in the display. The

effect on the display is not catastrophic, but is less

than ideal.

82-13
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Because of the beat problem, we tried driving the

clock with the PAP 1216 master clock. This stabilized

the display, but the frequency is fixed at 4 1Hz. There- .,

fore, to adjust for equal resolution, the AY value had to

be varied to satisfy equation I (see table 1).

The integrated vidicon-Trapix system is shown in

block form in figure 8. The interface connections are

s..own in figure 9. The operating sequence differs depend-

ing on whether the laser is pulsed or cw.

Figure 8. Vidicon-Trapix Block Diagram

1. PRa th2PP 21

S*-.- *. . .- .- * . . . . . .- - .. -- ,.- .

COCK? T I

TRIGJ ' "o T~kr . I (MOD, V
h , 
PC)

OUtT OUTXI

ATER J €CLOCKs, I-.'."_

"..~~ STAROT$r*

Figure 9, interface Connections .-'-:

For cw o~eration the following sequence of operations.-.

--s necessary:

1I. Program the PAP 1216

X1, 000 001 000 1000 ;set T c  and enable Tr g I . ,

• - ° ° "
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XXIv XXX XXX 000 1100 ; set tY (XXX XXX XXX)

010 000 000 000 1110 ; run

2. Pun DPA program on Trapix

Typical program:

DPA 00,512,512,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,2048,0

For pulsed operation, connect the Fire Laser signal

to the laser and perform the following operations:

1. Program the controller

000 000 000 000 1110 ; stop

XKXX 000 001 000 1000 ; set Tc and enable Trig 1

X'XX XXX XXX 000 1100 ; set AY (XXX XXX XXX)

000 OXX XXO 000 1010 ; set no. of prep frames

2. Run DPAN program __

3. Charge laser

4. Run controller: 010 000 000 000 1110

The controller will run the programmed number of prep

frames, fire the laser at the beginning of the next frame,

and the Trapix will capture the next 11 frames.

Following is a table of Y values for each channel

time that will ensure equal resolution. These values are

solutions of equation 1. ...

Tc (usec)AY

1 LO 520
120 44010O0 310>''"

80 280
60 20 0
40 120
20 40

Table 1. Equal Resolution
V. Tjr'n _TAT.C SYSTr!'. The Reticon detector is manu-

factured by EG&G Inc. This section describes the Peticon

detector, its interface to the Trapix, and the integrated

system.

The Peticon consists of a self-scanned solid state -

sensor array (RA256x26). An blectronic circuit board

e2-15 ,....-
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(RC5O3A) provides appropriate timing signals.

The sensor array contains 65,536 discrete photodiodes 
: -..

arranged in a 256x256 array. Unlike the vidicon, each diode

is individually addressable; thus, equal resolution is an

inherent property of this sensor. Additionally, a pixel

here corresponds to a single diode, whereas a pixel on the

vidicon was only a conceptual tool..

The Reticon is self scanned in that the image infor-

mation is sequentially available at one output port. One

row at a time is dumped into a bucket brigade, which shifts

the information out one diode (pixel) at a time.

The RC503A circuit board provides all timing for the

sensor array, as well as timing signals for image transfer

to an external device. Specifically the board provides

Line Transfer (LT), End Of Frame (=OF), and a master clock
TIC). .:

Timing signals must be provided to the Trapix in

order to capture images from the Reticon. Also, the laser

must be fired at the beginning of a frame, and all previous

frames must be inhibited from transmission. An electronic

interface was designed to perform these functions (fig. 10).

The signals must be fed through differential drivers.

*.'e used the AT'26LS31 chip for that purpose. Th HD, VD, and

PC signals were derived from LT, EOF, and MC respectively. .

Since all the Reticon signals are defined as falling

edge signals, no inversions were necessary. But, the LT

signal was a little noisy, so it was cleaned up with a comp-

arator, A.

The task still remains of firing the laser at the be-

ginning of a frame, and of inhibiting all previous frames.

The laser is fired by EOF, so that it always occurs then.
The BOF is routed through two gates to enable or disable

the laser fire signal. Consider fig. 11. Fig. Ila shows

the typical case where the GO command occurs during a frame.

82-16
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X will Co high for j sec, enabling the transmission of all

signals for about 15 frames. Y causes the second OR gate to

be disabled for about 50 ms (more than the EOF pulse width).

After Y returns to 0, the next EOF will be transmitted to
fire the laser. If Y falls during EOF, a falling edge will

still be let through the OP Cate, still firing the laser.

In either case, X will enable the timing signals to the
Trapix at the correct frame.

LT -
A v

rP

,OP 'D _V6:i ii

3k -

0: AR2,L$31

Figure 10. Reticon to Trapix Interface

The worst possible case for timing is if GO is pushed . '-;

during EOF. This case is shown in fig. 1lb. If this occurs,

Y vnill inhibit EOF for more than the EOF width, thus stop-
ping that entire EOF. The laser will fire on the next EF.,

Furthermore, although timing signals will be enabled coin-

cident with GO, the falling edge of EOF will have been

missed by virtue of the worst case definition. Thereforo,

the first frame captured by DPAP will be the one in which

the laser was i.red.
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T ie t Figure 11. Interface Timing

The integrated Reticon-Trapix system is shown in block form

in figure 12. The operating sequence depends on whether the

laser is pulsed or cw.

Figure 12. Reticon-Trapix System

For cw operationrun the following program:

DPA 00,256,256,0,0,0,2,2,2,2,2048,0.

For pulsed operation, run the DPA.7 program *

Vi P,,.... .2T,H, It became obvious late during the

10 week period that a limitation had been placed on our

*- 82-18
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measurements by the difference between the vidicon video

level and the Trapix input requirements. This limitation
is discussed in section IV. The best approach to this

rroblem is Probably the goff (gain & offset) variable in the

PPA routine. This variable seems to be applicable to just

this sort of problem. If goff is unable to solve the prob-

len, the next best approach would be to electronically man- ".

ipulate the video (amplitude and DC offset). But serious

consideration should be given to the linearity of such an

amplifier so that it does not limit the performance of the

entire system.

Some simnlifications to the vidicon-Trapix interface

are possible. These would be useful if the circuit was to

be mounted on an etched PC board. One simplification would

be to use the extra and gates on the 7408 to replace the in-

verters. An and gate may be used this way by tying the two

inputs together. Alternatively, the and gate could be elim-

inated altogether by using the enable pin on the 2631 driver

in the Reticon interface. To do this, Trigl Out should be

tied directly to A pin 7. Then a connection must be made

between B pin 6 and Enable on the 2631. Enable must be tied

to +5 volts.

These circuit modifications could not both be

implemented because the 7408 must be present in one, but

is eliminated in the other.
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AN ASSESSMENT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF A DNA PROBE FOR MYCOPLASMA HOMINIS
AND UREAPLASMA UREALYTICUM

by

Joseph W. Washington .

ABSTRACT

A rapid and simple test for the presence of Mycoplasma in clinical

specimens would be of immense value in the diagnosis of conditions in

which these organisms may be the etiological agents. The commercially

available Mycoplasma TC Kit was found to be of no use in the testing of

clinical specimens. An initial investigation into the development of a

DNA probe for M. hominis and U. urealyticum was undertaken. Cultural con-

ditions, efficient DNA isolation techniques, and exact protocols for

agarose gel electrophoresis were established for these organisms. The

initial data indicate that additional work is warranted and that a DNA

probe can successfully be developed. Preliminary investigations suggest

that M. hominis and U. urealyticum both possess plasmid DNA molecules. If

confirmed by further investigation, these studies will demonstrate the

first plasmid found in U. urealyticum.
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I. Introduction

Mycoplasma hominis and Ureaplasma urealyticum belong to the class

Mollicutes (soft-skin since they lack cell walls) and as such represent , ,.

the smallest known free-living organisms. These organisms are further

characterized as members of the family Mycoplasmataceae because their

genomic DNA is of small size (5 x 108 daltons) and low G + C content.

M. hominis and U. urealyticum were once thought to be commensal in-

habitants of the urogenital tract of humans. They have been increasingly

implicated as being associated with or as the etiological agents of a

variety of urogenital conditions such as urethritis, prostatitis, epid-

idymitis, Reiter's syndrome, Bartholin's abscess, vaginitis, cervicitis,

salpingitis, acute pyelonephitis, nongonococcal urethritis, and pelvic

inflammatory disease (Mardh, 1983; Taylor-Robinson, 1979 and 1983). These

organisms have been suspected of causing infertility, fetal wastage, and

reproductive failures (Cassell, 1983; Swenson, 1979; Kundsin, 1981). Myco-

plasmas have been found in placenta and membranes of spontaneously aborted

fetuses (Embree, 1980). Although these fetuses appear normal, Mycoplasma

have been isolated from lesions in their lungs (Romano, 1971; Quinn, 1983)

and in the liver, heart, lungs, brain, and viscera (Taylor-Robinson). They

may also play a casual role in congenital malfunctions of infants for

histological examination of brain tissue and internal organs display pro-

found circulative disorders and degenerative changes indicative of the

pathological process.

e 3-4 tl!
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Currently there is no method of direct examination for the presence of

these organisms in clinical specimens. Assessment of clinical samples is

accomplished by the isolation and identification of these species on two

different highly complex culture media. This present system has many dis-

advantages such as preparation of two different media which contain

several ingredients which must be sterilized by filtration and which are

relatively expensive. Media preparation is time-consuming and entails a

considerable investment of effort. These media are easily contaminated by

normal microbial flora, and cell debris present in clinical specimens can

cause the formation of artifacts and consequent false positives (Clyde,

1983). This diagnostic procedure has extremely low sensitivity and at

times as much as a 30% margin of error (Tully, 1983). The slow growth

rate of these organisms demands long incubation periods and this greatly

prolongs the interval between receipt and assessment of the clinical sam-

ple.

The Microbiology Section of the Epidemiology Division of the School of

Aerospace Medicine at Brooks Air Force Base is particularly concerned with

Mycoplasma infection of the urogenital tract. Special attention is di-

K rected at pregnant women in the last two months of pregnancy since these

microorganisms can affect the pregnancy as well as the fetus itself.

Therefore, the most sensitive means of diagnosis is of great use in

screening and testing for Mycoplasma infection.

83-5
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My research interest is in the area of recombinant DNA. My knowledge

of biochemistry, molecular biology, and my experience in gene cloning have

contributed to my assignment to the Virology Function of the Microbiology

Section.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort:

To assess the feasibility of the Mycoplasma TC Kit, which is marketed

by Gen-Probe, San Diego CA 92123, for the direct examination of clinical

specimens for the presence of Mycoplasma.

If the Mycoplasma TC Kit cannot be used to detect Mycoplasma in clin-

ical specimens, then the possibility of developing a DNA probe for the

presence of the Mycoplasma will be investigated and the development of

such a probe will be initiated.

To test for the presence of plasmid DNA molecules in M. hominis and

U. urealyticum. These data are needed because the presence of plasmid DNA

could interfere with restriction endonuclease digests. The presence of

plasmids may also be associated with the pathogenicity of an organism.

III. a. Approach to Assess the Mycoplasma TC Kit for the Direct Examina-

tion of Clinical Specimens for the Presence of Mycoplasma.

The initial objective of this project was to assess the feasibil-

ity of the Kit for detecting Mycoplasma titers of clinical specimens.

Although this kit w, s aevised for testing of Mvcoplasma contamination of

.3-. .. .



tissue cultures, the technical information supplied by the manufacturer

did not preclude its use for the examination of clinical specimens. This 9/'.

kit utilizes a DNA probe which contains regions which are homologous to

the rRNA of Mycoplasma and Acholeplasma, moderately homologous to bacte-

rial rRNA, and nonhomologous to mammalian cellular and mitochondrial rRNA.

This kit is based upon the DNA probe being able to hybridize with homolo-

gous rRNA of Mycoplasma and Acholeplasma and to form stable double

stranded hybrids.

The methodology indicated by Gen-Probe was followed. Briefly,

designated amounts of microbial cultures were centrifuged at 15000 x g for

10 minutes, the cellular pellet was suspended in 100 ul of 0.15 M NaCl ,

and then placed in a WestChem Mini Betavial. One hundred ul of 3H-DNA

probe solution was added and the mixture was incubated in a 720C water

bath for one hour. Care was taken to insure that the vials were totally

submerged in the water bath. After hybridization a solution of hydroxyapa-

tite was added, and the vials were incubated at 720C for 5 minutes. This

adsorbs any hybridized probe which was then collected by centrifugation at

2000 rpm for one minute. The pellet was then washed to remove residual

unbound DNA, centrifuged at 2000 rpm or one minute, collected, and mixed

with 5 ml of WestChem Cytoscint Fluid. The amount of 3H-DNA which hybri- ..

dized with the rRNA of. different organisms was ascertained by recording

the beta emission on an LKB RackBeta Liquid Scintillation Counter equipped

with an Apple 2C computer.

83 .-7
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The following experimental design was carried out to test the

-. suitability of the Mycoplasma TC Kit for the assessment of clinical sam-

ples. Examples of microorganisms which are commensal to the humanples.

urogenital tract were chosen along with M. hominis and U. urealyticum.

The example of a gram negative organism used was E. coli (ATCC 25922).

Staphlyococcus epidermidis (ATCC 12228) which is Gram positive, and

Candida albicans (ATCC 14053) were grown to log phase in BHI broth. One

part of the above cultures was diluted to 300 parts and 1 ml of this dilu-

tion was used in the Gen-Probe test. M. hominis (ATCC 14027) and (Brooks

AFB clinical specimen) U. urealyticum were grown in Arginine and Urea

Broth, respectively, for five days and 2 mls of the undiluted culture was

utilized in the Mycoplasma TC Kit.

Positive and negative controls, which were purchased from the

manufacturer, were also included in the testing procedure. The positive

control consisted of Mycoplasma rRNA and was used to test the performance

of the assay. The negative control was made up of rRNA which contained no

Mycoplasma nucleic acid and allowed the determination of nonspecific back-

ground.

- - ."
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SIll. b. Results of the assessment of the Mycoplasma TC Kit.

The following data were typical of CPM obtained for the organisms

included in the study.

CPM % Hybridization*

* .o*'* .*

Positive Control 1822.0 8.7%

Negative Control 65.5 0.3%

S. epidermidis 571.8 2.7%

C. albicans 43.0 0.2%

E. coli 814.5 3.9%

M. hominis 385.3 1.8% .

U. urealyticum 121.8 0.6%

Standard Probe* 2098.0

*Standard Probe -- cpm elicited by a solution of 10 ul of 3H-DNA

probe in 5 ml of Cytoscint Fluid.

*% Hybridization -- (Actual cpm/Total counts) x 100.

The total count is the cpm one would expect if 100% hybridization

was obtained. This is equal to the Standard Probe cpm x 10.

.3..
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As can be seen from the above, the Mycoplasma TC Kit cannot be

used in testing clinical specimens for other microorganisms which also Ile

inhabit the urogenital tract, such as S. epidermidis and E. coli; these

contain ribosomes in which the rRNA contains nucleotide sequences which

can hybridize with the 3H-DNA probe used in the Mycoplasma TC Kit. It

must be kept in mind that these cultures, along with the C. albicans, are

diluted 1 to 300 prior to testing. The DNA probe is more specific for M.

hominis than it is for U. urealyticum. In conclusion, a more specific DNA

probe is needed to test for the presence of Mycoplasma and Ureaplasma in

clinical specimens.

IV. a. Approach Taken to Investigate the Possibilities of Developing a

DNA Probe for the Presence of Mycoplasma. %%-I

The development of DNA probes which are specific for M. hominis

and U. urealyticum will allow a highly sensitive, rapid, and direct means

for examining clinical specimens. These DNA-probes will compliment with

genomic DNA segments which are unique to each of these species and thus

will cross react with normal microbiological flora. The test will detect

picogram quantities of Mycoplasma DNA in clinical samples. Once devel-

oped, the diagnostic procedure will be simple, rapid, involve no culture

media and has the possibility of being automated so that a minimum of wor-

khours will be needed to assess a large number of samples. Since the

DNA-probes will be cloned into a plasmid of E. coli, an unlimited supply

of the probe will be available. These probes will be tagged with biotin

83-10 hI-
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and thus can be detected with an avidin-signal complex. This eliminates -..X

the need for a radioactive label and as such results in a "cleaner" and

safety laboratory procedure.

Methodology. The following approach as used to assess the feasi- 5%

bility of development of a DNA probe for M. hominis and U. urealyticum:

Define growth and cultural conditions needed to provide adequate . ,

quantities of Mycoplasma to isolate and purify genomic DNA for the devel-

opment of a DNA probe.

Determine the best method of isolation and purification of genomic

DNA from Mycoplasma and Ureaplasma -- as well as genomic DNA from E. coli,

C. albicans, and S. epidermidis.

IV. b. Results. Mycoplasma have a characteristic slow growth rate in

laboratory cultures. This problem is circumvented by the use of large

inocula to initiate growth and the utilization of large quantities of

Arginine Mycoplasma broth for the growth of M. hominis or Urea broth for

_U. urealyticum. After many trials and errors, it was determined that ade-

quate amounts of Mycoplasma could be obtained if 750 ml of media is

inoculated with 250 ml of inoculum. Cultures should be harvested after a

minimum of seven days growth. All cultures were monitored daily for pH

changes as indicated by phenol red since the accumulation of end products

can result in loss of viable cells. These conditions of growth were con-

83-11
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firmed after consultation with Dr J. G. Tully, Mycoplasma Section, .;'

National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National

Institutes of Health.

Genomic DNA was isolated from E. coli, C. albicans, and S. epider-

midis by the methods outlined by Rodriquez (1983). Mycoplasma DNA was

isolated by the methods of Taylor (1983), Cerone-McLernon (1980), and

Christiansen (1981). Early attempts at DNA purification utilized cells

grown in 100 or 250 ml cultures for at least seven days. Although small

pellets of cells were obtained from these cultures, no DNA was isolated.

This could have been due to the small size of the cell harvest or the

simultaneous degredation of DNA through the liberation of DNase early in --

the extraction procedure. The simultaneous liberation for DNA and DNAse

can degrade DNA. This DNA hydrolysis could be stopped by the inclusion of

Proteinase K in the lytic buffer. Proteinase K will digest DNAse and thus

prevent destruction of the genomic DNA. The DNA purification method of

Gross-Bellard (1973) addressed this problem and, therefore, was used to

isolate DNA from the Mycoplasma. DNA was isolated from Mycoplasma and -

Ureaplasma and a single band was seen upon agarose gel electrophoresis.

V. a. Approach Utilized to Determine the Presence of Plasmids in M.

hominis and U. urealyticum. .

Initial attempts at isolation of plasmid DNA will be carried out

using the protocol of Gross-Bellard (1973). Since this method is extreme-

ly gentle and does not differentiate between genomic and plasmid DNA, any
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extrachromosomal DNA molecules should be visualized upon agarose gel elec-

trophoresis. Preferential isolation of plasmid DNA molecules will also be

carried out by the method of Rodriguez (1983).

V. b. Results of Search for Presence of Plasmid DNA.

Both M. hominis and U. urealyticum contained plasmid DNA mole-

cules. The extrachromosomal DNA molecules were visualized on agarose gels

using the isolation technique of Gross-Bellard (1973). The plasmid mole-

cules were found in a high concentration relative to the genomic DNA which

suggests that many molecules are most likely present in an individual

cell. This report represents the first time a plasmid has been documented

in Ureaplasma urealyticum.

VI. a. Recommendation.

The Mycoplasma TC Kit is of no value in the assessment of clinical

specimens for the DNA probe of this kit hybridized with nucleic acids from

a wide variety of microorganisms. Many of these microorganisms are normal

inhabitants of the urogenital system of humans. The kit is of use for

testing of tissue cultures for one knows by visual observations if micro-

organisms, other than Mycoplasma, are present; therefore, when testing

tissue cultures one can be reasonably certain that only Mycoplasma are the

subject of the Mycoplasma TC Kit. "
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The best possible approach for testing of clinical specimens would .,

be a DNA probe which would be specific for Mycoplasma nucleic acids. Be-

fore this can be accomplished, one must determine optimum conditions for

growth of the Mycoplasma to obtain working quantities of DNA. As was

pointed out previously, extremely small quantities of DNA were obtained

using standard methods. After consultation with Dr J. G. Tully and by

experience it has been determined that the following measures should be

taken to insure adequate quantities of Mycoplasma cells:

At least two liters of Mycoplasma cultures should be used for a

DNA isolation. --

The two-liter culture should consist of eight 250 ml cultures.

A large (one to four) inoculum should be used.

Growth should be closely monitored to insure log phase growth.

- M. hominis should be grown in the SP-4 medium of Tully. This

medium uses fetal calf serum in place of horse serum. This should result

in increased growth for it has been reported that antibodies in horse

serum can greatly inhibit the growth of Mycoplasma. Thallium acetate is

replaced with penicillin since thallium may also inhibit the growth of My-

copl asma.

- Fetal calf serum will be used to prepare the Urea broth which

is utilized in growing U. urealyticum.

E3-14
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These conditions should result in a greater amount of growth and

working quantities of DNA.
: '. -'.¢

The method of Gross-Bellard should be used for the isolation of

DNA from Mycoplasma since the protocol guards against the digestion of DNA

early in the extraction procedure. Another improvement in this technique

may be decreasing the time periods of dialysis. Although the tubing is

treated to prevent absorption of DNA, a decrease in the length of time of A. -

dialysis may result in greater yields. All glassware should be siliconiz-

ed to prevent the absorption of DNA.

The DNA plasmids should also be isolated by method which will

specifically select for these molecules. Such methods are outlined in

Rodriguez (1983).

VI. b. Suggestions for Follow-on Research. The following protocol will

result in the development of a DNA probe.

The genomic DNA of M. hominis and U. urealyticum will be digested

with the restriction endonucleases BamHI and PstI. The endonucleases

recognize guanine-plus-cytosine-rich sequences and generate a small number

of fragments (Razin, 1983). Each of these endonucleases cleave the plas-

mid pBR 322 at a recognition site. BamHI will disrupt the circular

plasmid within the gene responsible for tetracycline resistance whereas

the site for PstI is located in the gene which confers ampicillin resis-

F3-15
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tance. Therefore, these restriction endonucleases and the E. coli pBR 322

plasmid offer an ideal cloning system for these specialized mycoplasmal ,.

gene probes.

The restriction endonuclease-generated DNA fragments will be elec-

trophoresed on an analytical Hoefer Minnie Submarine Agarose Gel Unit or a

preparative BRL H-4 submerged unit. Selected low molecular weight DNA

fragments will be liberated from low-melting-temperature agarose gels

according to the method of Libby (1985) or the fragments will be separated

on BRL Prep Gel and dissociated from the agarose on a Konte Electrodialy-

sis Unit. The eluted DNA fragments will be biotinylated using the

procedure of Langer (1981) which exploits the nick-translation properties

of DNA polymerase I.

The specificity of the biotinylated DNA fragments (potential DNA-

probes) for either M. hominis or U. urealyticum will be determined by

Southern blotting (Southern, 1975). A complete spectrum of other Myco-

plasma species, as well as other microorganisms, will also be included in

this specificity evaluation. The presence of biotinylated fragments which

have hybridized with complimentary DNA strands on the nitrocellulose paper

will be visualized using avidin-alkaline phosphate polymers as outlined by

Leary (1983).

Once a gene sequence has been determined to have sufficient speci- ,.,.

ficity to serve as a DNA probe it will be cloned into E. coli. DNA

fragments which have been generated by either BamHI or Pstl will be com- ,'

bined with pBR 322 plasmid which has been made linear with either of these

e3-16
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endonucleases. Since the pBR 322 vector and the restriction fragments will
6'.%' %°

have identical cohesive ends (as generated by either BamHI or PstI) recom-

binant DNA molecules will be formed. The DNA backbone will be reformed -

using the enzyme T4 DNA ligase (Dugaiczyk, 1975; Sgaramella, 1970; Sugino, .,

1977). Alkaline phosphatase will be employed to prevent vector recircular-

ization (Perbal, 1984).

Recombinant DNA will be introduced into competent E. coli cells by

the method of Maniatis (1982). Transformed cells will be detected by

replica plates of colonies grown on media with or without ampicillin or

tetracycline depending on the restriction endonuclease used in the cloning

protocol. Transformed E. coli can be further tested for the presence of

specific DNA sequences by the colony hybridization method of Yang (1984)

and of Leary (1983).

E. coli will yield an unlimited supply of DNA-probes. Biotinyla-

tion and isolation of the DNA-probes will be accomplished as needed or to

build up a large stock. The dot hybridization procedure of Leary (1983)

will be carried out on a BRL HybriDot manifold. This technique will allow

the rapid and highly specific detection of M. hominis and U. urealyticum

in clinical specimens.

The plasmid DNA molecules will be subjected to restriction endonu-

clease mapping with subsequent sequencing of the plasmids. Listing of

strains of Mycoplasma for antibiotic sensitivity which may correlate with
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the presence or absence of plasmid will also be undertaken. Mapping of

plasmid genes will then be accom plished via transformation of competent

Mycoplasma cells.

VI. C. Any Other Suggestions Having Bearing on the Research You Will Ac-

complish. A DNA probe which is specific for M. hominis and U. urealyticum.

(and various types thereof) will greatly facilitate the examination of

clinical specimens. Probes which will hybridize with genus, species, and

genotypes will be developed. Along with this immediate benefit, the DNA

probe will also impact upon broader areas of science and research.

The known serovars of M. hominis will be defined by the use of re-

striction endonuclease and DNA probes developed to these different

Mycoplasma types. Investigations of the reactivity (and crossreactivity)

of the various DNA probes with the different types of Mycoplasma will con-

tribute greatly to the general field of Mycoplasma systenatics. These same

techniques will also be applied to investigate the possibility of the

existence of different genotypes of U. urealyticum. Isolates of these

organisms form different locales of infection or commensalism will also be

characterized by these techniques.

Since it has been suggested that certain types of M. hominis and

U. urealyticum may be commensal whereas other types are possibly disease -..-
-q

producing, the high resolution offered by a DNA probe for different sero-

vars and genotypes will lead to a more complete definition of

E3-le
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pathogenicity of these organisms. The DNA probe will also clarify the

grey" area between commensal, opportunistic, and virulent types of Myco-

pl asma.

These probes can also be used to locate individual Mycoplasma

cells in tissues of the body and from tissue cultures. Biotinylated DNA

probes have been utilized in this respect with great success. Such in

situ hybridization and visualization will clarify the interplay of Myco- -..

plasma with their host cells. Since there is such an intimate relation-

ship between Mycoplasma and mammalian cell plasma membrane, the

possibility of the two cells sharing nucleic acids or the chance that the

nucleic acid components share homolgous sequences will be studied. The

answer to these questions will have significance in many areas of myco-

plasmology and possibly broaden our general knowledge of microbiology.

The presence of plasmids in these organisms may be associated with

pathogenic characteristics and antibiotic resistance properties. The

plasmids nucleic acid sequence and antibiotic resistance genes will be of

great aid in determining the function of these extrachromosomal DNA mole-

cules on these organisms. A probe for these plasmids can easily be

developed. Such a probe will enable one to determine if plasmid DNA mole-

cules are involved in the category of Mycoplasma within host cells.

8-.1-9
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Problem Solving Teams, Quality of Work Life, and Plans and Programs,

Management Sciences (XRS): A small escale solution to a small scale iil 1

by

Jennifer McGovern-Weidner .-

ABSTRACT %""

Morale and job satisfaction were outlined by structured interview".--

in DCS Plans and Programs XRS. No major problems were uncovered ""-

through the interviews. But in the interest of pursuing excellence a ""

small group problem solving group system was designed for use in XRS -[

for solving employee complaints and management problems -by having "-

some management by participation. A six months retesting will be -'
collected and a regression line of satisfaction will be drawn. It is
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' I. 'TRODUCTION: Current emphasis on excellence in the workplace

has lead many managers to seek outside help for the improvement of

productivity and quality of their shops. The director of the Air Force

Logistics Command, DCS Plans and Programs, Directorate of Management

Sciences (XRS) perceived that there could be improvement in both the

output and the morale of the operations researchers and other personnel

in a shop that was already producing at a high level with average or

above average morale levels as determined by interviews. The present

paper reports on the implementation of a program to improve not only

the morale of the shop but also to improve output quality to higher "

levels by means of a quality of work life improvement plan.

Improvement should also be seen in job satisfaction as measured by

questionnaire or interview. I was chosen to take on this task because -;

of my background in peer counseling, gifted education, and creative

problem solving. ,\

The quality of work life idea states that employees who are at

least partially self-governing and participate in management at some

level are more satisfied, more productive, and more concerned with the

quality of their work than those persons who are not. The people

working in XRS are, in the main, well educated, self motivated people

who work through mathematical modelling problems individually or in

small groups (2-3 people) at their own pace. The people in XRS are

very proud of themselves and each other. The shop as a whole seems to

behave very differently than most of the groups for which quality of

work life and other programs like it were designed because they are

white collar workers who have developed a very close rapport with their
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supervisors. However, after observing the shop for a few weeks, I felt %.

that with some modifications, both major and minor, the basic idea Is "-

would work well for XRS.

The observation phase consisted of a two week observation period

during which I formed general impressions of the office, the people in

it, the relationships among these people, the type of work being done,

and the way most of the personnel went about solving problems, both

personal and professional. Subsequently, I conducted one-on-one

interviews with the people working in XRS to collect data and to get a

more precise impression of the people and their relationship to each

other and to their work. Analyzing the data allowed for more precise

determination of the most appropriate intervention for this group - one

that would be most likely to fit into the daily work routine of the

shop without disturbing the workload or the people who chose not to

participate. The program as planned was presented to the managers of

the shop (the director and the division chiefs). After approval from

management it was then presented to the personnel of XRS after which a

series of orientation sessions was begun and the program was

implemented.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: The primary objective of the

effort required determining if there existed a personnel or morale

problem in XRS of any kind. The subobjectives for the project and this

objective included observation of the interactions in the office,

development of a measuring tool and measurement of morale and job

satisfaction in the office, and identification of how well individuals

* *.-.. 
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work individually and in small groups. The secondary goal of the

effort was to design and implement a program which was appropriate to

the level of need in the shop (as indicated through the information

collected through the goal for the primary objective) for a program

which would increase morale and job satisfaction if necessary of help

maintain the current levels if that was required by the situation.

III. APPROACH TO OBJECTIVE I: Observation of interactions:

Interaction patterns were observed in a casual manner by watching

people interact with one another and noting the patterns these

interactions seemed to follow. The observation yielded the following:

persons in this shop tend to congregate for both social and

professional reasons. Social gathering was usually as a "coffee break"

type interaction. Professional gathering tended to be for help in *

problem definition or statistical programming techniques. These
.• .' r

interactions were frequently intertwined so as to be simultaneously

social and professional.

IV. APPROACH TO OBJECTIVE II: Measurement of morale and job

satisfaction: A structured interview was designed to give a basis for

measurement of job satisfaction and morale. The interview consisted of

26 questions asked in an informal setting in complete privacy so that

the respondents would feel free to speak on all the topics covered.

These questions ranged form what the person liked or disliked most

about working in XRS to whether he had difficulty coming to work or Mor

leaving from work. Most of the questions were yes/no responses

84-6
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* although other questions required either a Likert scale type answer or

elaboration (to facilitate selection of the appropriate intervention).

A six months retest will be administered via paper-pencil version of

l-b" .'o-%

the interview. A third retest will be administered at one year to help

assess the effect of the program on job satisfaction and morale.

i"4.

oV. APPROACH TO OBJECTIVE III: Identification of individuals

interaction styles: Again, by observation of the people in the shop,

the style of interaction most in evidence was a very social, small

hgroup approach to problem solving. Some individuals tend to remain

ssequestered in their offices but even they, though less frequently,-

come into a social gathering during the day to interact with their

peers beyond lunchbreak.

VI. APPROACH TO OBJECTIVE IV: Determine, design, and implement a

program: Based on the information collected in the above mentioned

objectives I was able to compile a program based on the currently

popular management by participation of employees. This is called by a

variety of names depending on the angle being stressed by the

implementor. These names include the quality circle, the productivity

team and the quality of working life committee. By combining aspects

of these concepts with concepts from small group dynamics and creative

problem solving, I arrived at a program that is maximally flexible to

fit into the workload and time constraints of the group as a whole and

the individuals in particular. A six hour orientation program was

4 5.... .
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scheduled regularly at long intervals with feedback, solution

implementation and self training as important aspects of the program as

a whole. -

In six months a paper/pencil version of the structured interview

will be administered. The data collected will be entered into a

regression equation for measurement of how successful the people

actively involved with the program feel it is. The people who are not

actively involved but are affected by the changes brought to bear by

the active groups will also be polled. It is hoped that those

participating feel the program is worthwhile and that those not

actively participating are satisfied with the results or have begun

participating in the program themselves.

VII. THE PROGRAM: An outline of the process: The program I have

implemented in XRS is called the XRS Problem Solving Teams. The teams

are flexible, small (4-8 people) groups of people who have an interest '

in solving a problem they feel exists in the XRS shop. These problems

range from smokers vs nonsmokers to special training of people new to

the shop (incoming personnel and summer hires are frequent additions to

the office). After attending a 90 minute presentation on the teams,

what they were, how they work and what they would do for the personnel

and XRS the people who chose to participate in the problem solving

teams were asked to attend 3 two hour orientation sessions. The

presentation led to feedback on the pros and cons of the program as it

stood presented and at that meeting the team concept was altered as the ____

people who would be involved added their perceptions of the need for
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the teams and their usefulness in solving the problems the individuals

were envisioning. The shop members felt a flexible program was best

but the groups should also be flexible with only those people

interested in a particular problem helping to solve it. Therefore, the

group membership is also flexible.

The orientation of the participants included exercises in

brainstorming for problem solving, the formal steps to problem solving,

communication skills, cooperation, and the rules of order for a small

group meeting as well as a series of help sheets for conducting

meetings and presentation skills for the management presentations they

would have to make for each solution. After the orientation, each

group (13 participants of 21 people in the shop, therefore three

groups) met three times to learn first hand, and with a little -

guidance, how to conduct the meetings successfully and follow all the

steps for problem solving they had learned in the orientation. The

group of participants had generated a list of problems to work on in

the small groups. Part of the orientation involved resolving two of

the smaller more easily solved problems generated by the group and

implementing the solutions. This allowed a success experience with the

program as it stood. The groups each also chose a larger, more

difficult problem so that they could begin working in a short period of

time before the consultant left. XRS is also left with a complete set

of training materials for use when questions arise or new participants --
' .." . -

elect to join the groups. The set includes all the information on the

groups given at the first presentation as well as the group dynamics

information and problem solving skills covered in the orientation.
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VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS: This program has been carefully designed for

use with a certain group of people based on their interaction styles,

the work they do and the problems they have, which are minor at the

present. It could be expanded to encompass all of the DCS or possibly

tcommand. BUT there would need to he enough flexibility in

the system to allow for variation in people, workload, management

style, and reaction from other, important offices which interact with

the participating shop.

It is expected that participation in the teams will cause job

satisfaction for the participants to increase while others in the shop

will remain steady or decline slightly in job satisfaction assuming

approximately constant potential change in each individual. Part of "".-.

the success of the program is dependent on continual feedback so that

the groups remain flexible and yet useful. Results of the follow up

need to be shared with all involved - the group members, the

nonparticipants, and management. This is to insure the objectives of

each are being met. If any objectives of any of the involved people

are not met, the groups must be reevaluated and revised or abolished as

seen fit by the participants. The information from the regression

equation derived from the data is merely to satisfy curiosity. If the

two pictures do not match the information from the verbal reports will

be used.

For the last part of my stay at Wright-Patterson I began work on

an accountability survey for XR (the DCS of which XRS is a part). This

survey consisted of two parts separated in time by at least two weeks
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to find discrepancies between what the "front office" (XR) and its

employees (the people who work in the directorates) saw as individual

accountability. .•."

The first survey (Part I) consisted of 39 statements on various

aspects of accountability including responsibility communication, goals

and incentives, and leadership and management as well as some

miscellaneous items. The statements required response on a seven point

Likert scale (where 1 = I disagree strongly and 7 = I agree strongly).

The second survey (Part IV), to be given no less than ten working days

after administration of the first survey, consisted of 31 questions

requiring a yes/sometimes/no response. Part II was included as a

double check of Part I in deference to the short period of time

available (there was not enough time for proper validity and

reliability checks although these will be carried out later).

Hopefully this survey will allow XR to get an intuitive feel for

problems in XR as well as concerns which may be come problems. The

survey data will be tabulated to show what percentage of employees in

each directorate feel about each point of the Likert scale for each

topic. The directorates will also have data from their particular

section so that concerns evinced in a particular directorate can be

addressed. Hopefully the information generated through these surveys

will facilitate solutions to existing problems and mitigate the effects

of problems still developing.
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Scanning Electron Microscopy Analysis of

an Activated LS! Chip Employing a Voltage Contrast Technique

by

Terri Wilkerson

ABSTRACT

The scanning electron microscope is a powerful instrument for

failure analysis. A number of failure analysis techniques exist. This

paper deals with a voltage contrast testing procedure. Voltage contrast

analysis is being used more frequently as an important approach to

evaluation and failure analysis of complex microcircuits. This trend

will likely continue as higher levels of complexity and smaller size

circuit elements are used. ..- "
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1. Introduction

This analysis was conducted in the Electronics Failure Analysis

Laboratory of the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories/Materials

Laboratory (AFWAL/MLSA). The laboratory functions to meet the need for R"

detailed analysis of failed electronics components. Their studies have

resulted in solutions and identified technical approaches for improved

electronic component reliability and maintenance. Over seventy-f ive

percent of the failures were attributed to materials or manufacturing

related defects. This study deals with establishing an optimal system

to conduct a quality voltage contrast analysis.

The integrated circuit (IC) under investigation was an octal

tranceiver with three state outputs. The device under test (DUT) has

the TTL number: SN54LS245. This failed device was a component on an

Air Data Computer board under development by Marconi-England. The

device reportedly failed when the board temperature went above 71*C.

See Figure I for a photo of the entire device surface and Figure 2 for a

photo of the suspected failure site. The failed device has undergone a

series of tests to isolate the cause of failure. The author of this

paper has dealt primarily with analyzing the device using a voltage

contrast technique and therefore the previous tests, conducted by Mr.

Dale Hart, will only be mentioned. The device was first given a 10 G

Particle Impact Noise Detection (PIED) test to investigate the possibil-

ity of finding loose particles within the sealed IC package. The PIND

test results were negative. The device was tested on the GenRad 1732

Digital IC Test System. This test identifies functional and parametric

failures of the IC. The parametric data for the test program was taken .
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from a 1982 TI Data Book. A small heat source was constructed to fit

between the IC and the ZIF, zero insertion force, socket of the GenRad

Test System. A 3-type thermocouple was also positioned between the heat

source and the IC package to monitor the temperature rise. Power was

applied to the heater element and the temperature was slowly increased.

The IC developed various functional and parametric failures at 95°C.

When the IC was cooled to -45*C with "Super Freeze Mist" it passed all

functional and parametric tests. Next the device was decapped for

visual inspection. A potential failure site was observed while inspect-

ing the device using the optical microscope as seen in Figure 2.

The failure area appears to be the result of damage to the dielec-

tric layer between two layers of metallization. The thermal imager, an

instrument capable of locating hot-spots on the IC surface, was employed

to identify the potential damage site. The thermal imager did not ..-

possess the magnification level and resolution necessary for failure

isolation.

II. Objectives

The development of an optimal voltage contrast testing procedure

will be detailed in this paper. Voltage contrast is one of a number of

analysis techniques to isolate IC failures conducted on a scanning

electron microscope (SE). The SEX generates a finely focused beam of

high energy electrons to stimulate a variety of signals from the bom-

barded DUT. IC operation is analyzed by the detection of voltage

contrast, or the variation in the intensity of emitted secondary elec-

trons as influenced by locally varying surface potentials on the device
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surface. Figure 3 illustrates the alteration of the illuminating

electron beam by DUT interaction. The resulting pattern resembles a %--

candy-stripe with the bright response fror negative biased areas and the

darker response from a positively biased region.

.iI. SE, Operation

The SEY is an instrument simple in concept but complex in exe-

-S* cution. It is generally accepted that SEM operation is more an art than

a science. Figure 4 illustrates a typical SE system. The concept is

simple because interpretation of the results, for the most part, follows

from observations made with the naked eye or low-power optical micro-

scope. The SEM is complex because of the mechanical, electrical and

electronic engineering required to translate a knowledge of the physics

of electronics into the machinery of a microscope. There are essential-

ly three elements present in any SEK observation; these are shown in .,

2Figure 5 as three circles overlapping. Each element has been the

subject of intense investigation in itself and it is precisely the

balance between the three that provides an image which can be inter-

preted by the failure analyst. SEM literature generally indicates that 1>

accelerating voltages used for voltage contrast analysis are either at

or below the low end of the accelerating voltage scale of conercial

SEs. The analysis described in this paper utilized a JEOL JS-35CF.

SEK. The minimum accelerating voltage obtainable on the JEOL is 1 V..

Although there are trade-offs in choosing voltages for a specificI system, it Is very advantageous to use very low energy priay
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electrons. This holds for all cases and prevents device threshold %

shifts on directly exposed or passivated ICs.

IV. Test Preparation

Device preparation is a key step in achieving quality voltage

contrast imaging. Two different IC packages were encountered during

this study. The ceramic packages were opened or de-capped by the use of

a mechanical vise. The plastic packages were milled and placed in the

oxygen plasma etching machine. The glass passivation layer protecting

the IC die surface is removed using wet chemical etching. A variety of

etchants and etchant exposure time was investigated. Care was taken to

avoid over-etching the device. Over-etching will damage the metal-

lization layer and the device will not operate properly. Removing glass

passivation is a complex problem. A wide variation in glass passivation

was discovered. Therefore, an etching procedure developed for a

specific device may not produce consistent results. Many combinations

of etchant strength and exposure time were attempted with little

success. All devices undergoing wet chemical etching displayed

functional failures. Consequently, voltage contrast analysis was

conducted using a device with the passivation layer unaltered.

To conduct voltage contrast with the JEOL SEM a special connector

was devised to allow functional testing/failure isolation. This

connector allows testing of a 24-pin IC. The DUT was a 20-pin device,

thus 4 pins were available to attach a heat source and a tungsten

filament. The purpose of the filament is discussed in section IV on IC

surface charging.

85-9 -I
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V. Functional Testing

Functional testing plays an important role in failure isolation by

graphically indicating the failure site. Utilizing the optimum SEY beam

parameters the area of interest can be easily identified by exciting

only the circuitry in that particular location. The signal excitation

frequency is an important factor affecting the object visibility. For

example, when the frequency is too low the candy stripe pattern tends to

segment the conductor stripe. This occurs when the contrast stripe

width is much greater than the conductor width. When the contrast

stripe is equal or smaller than the conductor width the conductor is

accentuated. The excitation frequency is selected in relation to the .5'

N j
SE4 frame used in photography. The relationship is described in the

following equation:

Excitation frequency = cycles per frame (1)

frame period (sec)

The DUT was data pulsed with a square wave via the external 24-pin

connector. For example, Figure 6, pin 2 was data pulsed, and, as the

schematic diagram of the octal tranceiver reveals, this information

should be transmitted to pin 18. Note the ease in locating the activat-

ed circuit by the candy stripe pattern. In the candy stripe pattern the

negative potentials are the light areas and the positive potentials are ...

the dark areas. Recall that the primary objective is to isolate the ".

failure with minimal effect or degradation on the failure of the cir-

cuit. A device which passed all functional and parametric tests was
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analyzed first. The circuit operation of this good device was docu-

sented and then compared to the analysis of a known failed device.

A square wave signal was applied to the various pins to locate the

functional block areas of the IC. It was found that the use of a

reduced signal amplitude (.5 volts above and below input threshold) on

signal inputs significantly reduced voltage contrast bleedover from

adjacent interconnect wires..

The number of cycles desired per frame is dependent upon the image

magnification and conductor stripe width. When observing the device in

the dynamic state it became apparent that the SE scan rate should be in

synchronization with the pulse generator tontgproduce aclear, reproducible

micrographs of the functional circuitry. A montage was created from the

individual micrographs to display the entire DUT at the required magni-

fication (lO00x). The JEOL system provides an external connector to

trigger the pulse generator with the video signal. To match the high

impedance video signal to the low impedance pulse generator an external

operational amplifier circuit with unity gain was constructed. To

further improve the image a TTL dual 4-bit binary ripple counter was

introduced to the system between the SE video signal and the pulsed

data signal. Figure 7 diagrams the complete external synchronization

circuit design. The counter creates a freeze frame image so that micro-

graphs of the DUT at a single logic level are obtainable.

VI. Surface Charging

Surface charging of the PUT prevents clear micrographs (photos) at

the required magnification. The passivation layer enhances this

8S-12 II_
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charging phenomena and, as discussed in Section IV removal of the pas-

sivation layer disrupts normal circuit operation.

Voltage contrast sensitivity is a function of the residual charge

" on the IC surface. The potential at the surface of the IC determines

how many of those electrons are able to completely escape from the

vicinity of the DUT surfaces and reach the electron detector. The

charge accumulation is a function of the beam voltage and current.

Therefore, charging can be reduced somewhat by adjusting the SEY, opera-

tion to an optimal level. These adjustments include specimen platform

orientation (tilt angle) since the intensity of the electron beam is -

related to the tilt angle of the DUT as described in equation 2:

cose (2)

*. The limitation of beam voltage is determined by the point where voltage

contrast is adversely affected. There are two preferred beam voltage

operating points. One is where electron penetration and charge accumu-

lation is realized. This operating point is based on the relationship

of incident electrons versus reflected electrons. During this study a

beam voltage of 1KV was used. The second operating point is where the

primary electrons begin to penetrate the surface oxide. This increases

the conductivity of the oxide and reduces the surface charging accumu-

lation. As the beam voltage is further increased this advantage is

, diminished until voltage contrast is lost completely. This operating

point was located at 8KV to 10KV for a device with an unaltered pas-

sivation layer. SEM beam current should be set as low as practicable.

- Two factors should be considered when determining the proper beam

85-14 m .
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current level. They are image signal- to- noise ratio and image voltage

contrast sensitivity. The beam current should be adjusted to provide

reasonable image signal to noise ratio. Once this point has been
*/.4

determined the beam voltage and current are adjusted to optimize the

voltage contrast sensitivity.

A glowing tungsten filament was positioned approximately inch

from the DUT surface. The hot filament emits electrons and thus will

repel surface electrons back to the IC surface. The initial attempt

employing the filament did not produce the degree of visual enhancement

as anticipated. A redesign of the filament configuration is being

considered. Should it be determined that the surface charging is

negative rather than positive the use of a commercially available

positive ion source may possibly remedy the situation.

VII. Recommendations

Voltage contrast analysis is being used more frequently as an

important approach to evaluation and failure isolation of complex

microcircuits. This trend will continue as higher levels of complexity

and smaller size elements are used. The Electronics Failure Analysis

Laboratory now has the guidelines to establish an optimal system for

conducting voltage contrast analysis. These guidelines have been

developed to provide pure voltage contrast SEM micrographs.

Quality voltage contrast is observed only when the individual

components of the testing procedure outlined in this paper are op-

timized. The SEM operator should be fully aware of the capabilities of

his instrument. Device preparation must be conducted carefully. The

I '_ . _ " ,_ ._,_. -_,.1 -.. j _j -.% .' v - , 'j' ... ' , ' .. ... .. " .. .. - - ... .. . . .... . . . . .•.15 '-
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examination of dynamically operating microcircuits is best observed by

synchronizing the MD video signal with the pulsed data signal of the

selected functional area. This synchronization is achieved through the

use of external circuitry like that discussed in Section V. Functional

mapping was demonstrated to be practical for accurately portraying

circuit operation in the dynamic state. Functional mapping provides

operating circuit signals superimposed on a secondary electron image.

This allows complete operational circuit interpretation from the voltage

contrast micrographs. The isolation of circuit failures has been .

significantly improved through the application of voltage contrast

analysis.
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RIAMANk SPECTROSCOPY DE. GLYCOSAMINOGLYCANS FROM CO.RNEA.h

I by
Boake L. Plessy and Barbara Wilson -

Research was continued in the development of Haman*4

spectroscopy as a non-invasive probe to monitor structural

changes in glycosaminoglycans. from cornea as a function of

p the development, maturation, and senescence of the selected

species. Keratan sulfate and chondroitin-14-sulfate

extracted from bovine cornea were characterized and further

fractionated by alcohol precipitation in preparation for

spectroscopic examination by laser Raman techniques.

Infrared spectroscopy and classical colorimetric methods

indicated one r el1at iv elIy pure s am plIe of each

glycosaminoglycan expected. Development of a laser Raman

spectrometer based on commercial Jarrell-Ash and Bausch and*

Lomb 0.5 meter Ebert type monochromators was initiated.

Spectral bands were observed for several compounds using a

single monochromator mode and stray-light was significantly

*reduced in a dual- monoc hromat or mode. The results indicate

that a cost effective Raman spectrometer system can be

developed around commercially available optical and

electroniic components.
V4'.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Research has been continued into the development of

laser Raman spectroscopy as a non-invasive probe to monitor

structural changes in glycosaminoglycans from cornea as a

function of development, maturation and senescence.

Although Raman spectroscopy has recently been applied

to structural studies on biomolecules, including proteins '

and nucleic acids, there have been very few reports on the

application of this technique to the determination of the

structure of polysaccharides. Its use as a structural

probe for glycosaminoglycans was suggested in the first and

only reported application of this technique to these

complex carbohydrates (1). Recent studies have

demonstrated the feasibility of using Raman spectroscopy as

a structural probe in biophysical aspects of eye research

(2,3). The success achieved in the determination of

sulfhydryl concentration changes along the optical axis '

during aging suggests its use in determining structural

changes in corneal glycosaminoglycans.

Glycosaminoglycan is a coined word derived from

glycosamine (amine sugar) and glycan (polysaccharide) (4).

The disaccharide repeating unit of the biopolymer consists

of a N-acetylated D-glucosamine or D-galactosamine bonded

through o-glycosidic bonds to either D-glucuronic acid, L-

iduronic acid, or D-galactose. Glycosaminoglycans are

generally sulfated and are present in tissue as covalently
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bonded carbohydrate sidechains of larger macromoleculer

proteins, proteoglycans.

Two glycosaminoglycans have been isolated from corneal

tissue. Keratan sulfate has a disaccharide repeating unit a.'

consisting of N-acetylglucosamine and galactose polymerized

through 1-3 -glycosidic linkages with the glucosamine

moiety sulfated in the C-6 position. The repeating unit of

chondroitin is D-glucuronic acid and N-acetylgalactosamine

" polymerized through 1-3 -glycosidic bonds. The

* galactosamine moiety is either non-sulfated or sulfated in

the C-4 position. Keratan sulfate constitutes about 67% of

the corneal glycosaminoglycans with pure or sulfated

chondroitin constituting the remainder.

Recent studies have suggested that the size and

organization of collagen fibres in corneoscleral tissue may

be controlled by the glycosaminoglycan composition of

proteoglycans in the surrounding matrix (5). It has been

known for some time that precise spacing of collagen fibres

" is a requirement for maintaining the transparent state of

the cornea (6). Further, it has been suggested that the

large number of anionic charges of the acidic

glycosaminoglycans makes hydration of the corneal stroma

possible (7). There is ample evidence to indicate that the

nature and composition of the glycosaminoglycans change on

* development and aging and , therefore, will affect both

corneal hydration and transparency.

86-5
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The overall goal of the research program for the %

Summer, 1985 was t he development o f la s er R a ma n-,

spectroscopy a s a non-invasive pr o be to detectb

physiological and age-related changes in various parts of".-"-,

the eye. The objectives as originally stated included: .- '' :

1. Extraction, characterization, and determination of Raman ...

spectra of glycosaminoglycans and proteoglycans from

2. Development of experimental techniques for the 6

determination of the Raman spectra on intact bovine

... -..r-

cornea.- - -

3. Examination of Raman spectra obtained along the optical :£j

axis of bovine lens with particular emphasis on ,.'-

disulfide and sulfhydryl bands. ::[::::

.' .'s .-e

4. Preliminary work on certain root extracts to ascertain w--

their effect on vision....

w .. o. o|

It became apparent during the first few weeks of the""[".:

program that instrumental difficulties beyond the control '-'.-'

of the principal investigator or his USAF research

colleague would preclude obtaining spectra on any samples """

for a period of at least several weeks. Consequently, the

following objective was incorporated to supplement the

preliminary objectives previously stated: included:

5. To develop and evaluate a Raman spectrometer based on an

available 0.5 meter Ebert-type single monochromator

86-6 AW
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III. MATERIALS AJD METHODS '.

The glycosaminoglycans were isolated and characterized

by methods which have been previously described in detail ..- "*

in earlier papers (8,9). Briefly, bovine eyes were -. '

obtained from the slaughterhouse less than one hour post-

mortem. The cornea were immediately excised and frozen

until use. Fifty-five grams of cornea were suspended in .

200-ml of 0.1M phosphate buffer with EDTA and L-cysteine

HCl added to a final concentration of 0.005M and adjusted

to pH = 6.5. Papain was added at 1"3 mg/g of tissue and the

cornea were proteolytically digested at 65 0 C until

solubilized. The small residue was removed by

centrifugation and discarded. .

Ecteola cellulose (Sigma Chemical Co.) was prepared by

washing with IN sodium hydroxide, IN hydrochloric acid and

deionized water. A column 4 cm x 20 cm was gravity packed -

with an aqueous suspension of prepared Ecteola.

The solution of digested cornea was applied directly to

the Ecteola column and washed with one bed volume of water.

The column was eluted with two bed volumes of 0.02N

hydrochloric acid, 2.5M ammonium formate, and 2M sodium

chloride respectively at room temperature and a flow rate

of 1.5 ml/min. The appearance of the glycosaminoglycans

was monitored by layering 95% ethanol on the eluate and

observing a precipitate at the interface.

Glycosaminoglycans were obtained from solution by

86-7
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alcohol precipitation. The ammonium formate eluates and
sodium chloride eluates were adjusted to 2.5% in sodium

acetate and the precipitate obtained by addition of 5

volumes of 95% ethanol. After standing overnight, the

precipitate was harvested by centrifugation, redissolved in

water, and freeze-dried. ' 'L

The two fractions of glycosaminoglycans were

characterized by hexose determination with anthrone (10),

uronic acid determination by carbazole (11), and total
hexosamine content with a modified Elson-Morgan test. The

samples were hydrolyzed in 6N hydrochloric acid in sealed

tubes at 950 C for six hours (12). Additionally, UV and IR

spectra were obtained on each sample.

Raman spectrometer systems were developed around three

available single monochromators. Initially, the system was

assembled using a 0.5 meter Ebert-type Jarrell-Ash

monochromator. Subsequently, this was replaced by Bausch

and Lomb 0.5 meter Ebert-type monochromators used singly

and in tandem. The excitation source was a Spectra Physics

Model 164 Argon laser equipped with a Model 265 Exciter.

The laser was operated at 476.5 nm wavelength. The Raman

lines were detected using a Thorn Emi Gencom Model Fact-50

MKIII photomultiplier cooled to -25 0 C and powered with a

Emi Gencom Model 3000R power supply. The analog output from

a C-10 photon counter (Thorn Emi Gencom) was recorded on a

Hewlett-Packard x-y recorder when using the Jarrell-Ash

86-8 l1"



monochromator. The x input was obtained from a 5k

precision potentiometer mechanically coupled to the scan S]

control of the monochromator and powered by a variable DC

voltage supply. When using the Bausch and Lomb units, ii
scanning was done manually with digital output being

recorded at appropriate wavelengths.

IV. I

The Ecteola chromatography of the glycosaminoglycans

resulted in two fractions. The 2.5M formate fraction

proved to be a mixed fraction with approximately equal

amounts of keratan sulfate and chondroltin-4-sulfate. The

sodium chloride fraction proved to be relatively pure

keratan sulfate with chondroitin-4-sulfate contributing 7%

to the total glycosaminoglycan content. These results were

comparable to those previously reported (8). The formate %

fraction was further fractionated by alcohol precipitation

(13). A portion of the fraction was dissolved in 0.5%

sodium acetate solution and precipitated with exactly 1.25

volumes of absolute ethanol. Under these conditions, all

keratan sulfate remains in the supernatant liquid yielding

a precipitate of pure chondroltin-4-sulfate. Analysis of -.

the precipitate indicated that the uronic acid content

rose from 16% to 31% (91% of the theoretical value for

"standard" material). At the same time, the uronic acid

content of the supernatant dropped from 16% to 4.5%,

indicating enrichment of the supernatant in keratan
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Figure 1. IR Spectra of Keratan Sulfate

--.

Figure 2. IR Spectra of Chondroitin-i4-sulfate

sulfate. This material was precipitated using ~4 volumes of

absolute ethanol.

Infrared spectra of all fractions of the extracted and

fractionated glycosaminoglycans were obtained using the KBr

pellet technique. In all cases, the IR spectra
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corroborated the findings of the analytical tests. Typical

spectra of keratan sulfate and chondroitin-4-sulfate are

given in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. These are

comparable to spectra previously reported (8).

Previous attempts to obtain Raman spectra on aqueous

solutions of glycosaminoglycans were plagued by a strong

background fluorescence which was attributed to residual

amino acids remaining subsequent to incomplete proteolytic

digestion. In addition to this strong fluorescence,

unexpected UV absorption bands were present at 260 nm and

220 nm. The recent extracts of glycosaminoglycans show no . .

UV absorption throughout the region 200-400 nm which is

consistent with their polysaccharide structure.

Raman spectrometers have generally been developed

using dual monochromators because of the extremely low

stray-light requirements of the instrumentation. The

development and evaluation of Raman systems based on

- commercially available 0.5 meter single monochromators has %

* contributed significantly to the assessment of needs in

developing a simple, cost-effective Raman system for

studying glycosaminoglycans and proteoglycans.

The Raman system based on the Jarrell-Ash

monochromator successfully indicated selected Raman lines

for water, methanol and acetone. These spectra are shown

in Figures 3,4,5, and 6 which show the -OH stretching band

for water in Figs. 3 and 4, the -C=O band in acetone, and

86-11
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the OH band in methanol in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. All

spectra recorded were at relatively high wavelengths in

comparison to the laser excitation line at t76.5 nm and as

one approached this wavelength, the background signal

became significant so as to render Raman lines

undetectable. This behavior is expected under conditions -.2

thoe pootienary 82Rtnsecrmtrhroughpfbrotc eeuscesut

ofritial dependent onefocin at olton the entrance..lit

whichr wre obaiedtl with anolimathsing ns abetwe te.-':

thoe homuipine enary 2Rmnsecrmtrhroughpfbrotc eeuscesul

and signals could only be detected when the photomultiplier
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was connected directly to the monochromator through

appropriate lenses. ____

The Bausch and Lomb monochromator was connected in a %.

manner similar to that used with the Jarrell-Ash unit. The

most significant difference in the system was the

throughput which was as much as seven times greater with

the Bausch and Lomb unit based on the maximum signal count

for the water peak. The background count was however

similarly increased. Stray-light rejection was

unacceptable with the single monochromator, with background ""

count rising from 9000 counts at 590 nm to 20500 counts at

510 nm. This latter value is comparable to that of the

value at the water peak.

Two Bausch and Lomb monochromators were connected in

tandem, with the exit slit of the first mating directly to

the entrance slit of the second. With this arrangement,

stray-light was significantly reduced with the background

count registering 5400 at 590 nm and 6600 at 495 nm. The

dark count of the photomultiplier was approximately 200

counts, the additional background being attributed to

leakage of ambient room light. Resolution of the system in

the tandem mode seemed to have decreased. It is possible

that the arrangement of the monochromators produced

subtractive dispersion causing this reduction in

resolution. This latter point has not been investigated

further. Typical water spectra for the single and tandem

86-13
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mode are shown in Figures 7 and 8 respectively.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

The research to date has demonstrated the feasibility W

of developing a simple, cost-effective Raman spectrometer

based on commercially available components. It is

recommended therefore that this avenue be pursued. There ..

are, however, several options to be investigated. Several

dual monochromators are commercially available and these

should be considered for use with particular attention

given to their stray-light re'jection and resolution.

Microcomputer control of the spectrometer for both scanning

and data acquisition should be considered. There have been

several reports on these systems and, since both hardware

and software were available for one such system (14,15),

some preliminary work on adapting it has already begun.

This system is written in Applesoft Basic and is completely

menu driven, each item executing a specific command.

Multiple scans can be made thereby enhancing the signal to

noise ratio for weak signals. Finally, a companion program

is available for smoothing data using the Savitsky and

Golay method (16). This work should be continued.

Pure samples of glycosaminoglycans are available for

Raman spectroscopy and these should be run as soon as

instrumentation becomes available. Subsequently, the

investigation of age-related changes of glycosaminoglycans

should proceed as outlined in the preliminary objectives.

8....,15
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GRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF IRAS LOW-RESOLUTION SPECTRA

by '

Charles R.A. Wilton

ABSTRACT

I have written computer programs which display spectra col-

lected by the IRAS satellite along with spectra calculated for a

theoretical blackbodies and quantify the ernission,/absorption:

strengths for features ir, the observed spectra. It is also

possible to directly ccmpare the spectra as well as the isolated

features of any of the sources observed by the low-resolution.

spectrometer.
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I. INTRODLUCTION ._

The InfraRed Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) collected data or,

over 250,000 point sources during the course of its short 11

month operational lifetime. Due tc, the sheer volume o:f this

data much of it has yet to be analyzed ir, depth; the analysis

will likely remain inchoate for many years to come.

One smal l part of this data consists of low-resolution

spectra of more than 5000 compact and point sources, selected for

having fluxes of greater than 10 Jy at 12 and 25 ,6m. These

spectra were measured over the range from 7.7 to 22.6,Mm or, two

detectors which overlapped in the spectral region frcom 11.0 to

13.4 'nM. Many of these spectra show mo, lecular emission and

absorption features due to SiC, SiO, and other materials thought

to exist in circumstellar dust shells.

In order to better understand the structure and composition

of these shells, it is important to be able to compare them to-

models whose dynamics are well understood and to note how the

observed varies frorm the theoretical.

II. OBJECTIVE

My principal objective during this 10 week research period

has been the development of software to graphically and

numerically analyze the IRAS low-resolution spectra. These

algorithms compare the observed and theoretical spectra as well

as one observation to arother ir order to idertify significant

patterns in emissivity and the morohologies of the spectral

features for different classes of stars, particularly Carbon

stars, S stars, ard M stars.

The programs which are the result of this work were writter"
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to assist the research of Dr. Irene Litt le-Marern r, the spectra

of these stars ard how they are correlated to teriierature, perioc

and amplitude of variability, and other photospheric parameters.

III. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT: Mundane Facts

I had at my disposal files which contained the spectral data

of Carbon, S, arid M stars, which were available on the IRAS Low

Resolution Spectrometer data tapes, as well as a program which

would plot these data. These had been created by Mr. Len.

Marcotte of AFGL.

The computer systenm that I was using was the AFGL Cyber 750,

running the NOS 2.3 operating system. The pro, grarms, written in

FORTRAN-4, are intended to be used on a Tektronix 4052 or similar

Tektronix graphics terminal. The spectral plots were reproduced

on a Tektronix 4361 hard copy unit.

IV. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT: The Programs

The final result of my labors was five programs. These each

had many precursors and modifications in the course of their

development: too many to name, arid to do so would b= a perverse

discourse into the highly banal world of logical-IF's and

implied DO loops. I shall instead describe each of the programs:

what they do arid why I made them do that.

The program whose progenitor was the first to be written-

currently bears the name POLY, so named since it plots both the

spectrum of a star arid a polyronmial curve which is fitted to the

spectral data usirg a least-squares routine. The band width of

the spectral feature in question is defined by the user, as is

the order of the p:iynomial curve fit. The routine accepts a
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polyr'somiaI f it fror.m first to nineteerth crder, though fourth

order is USUaIIy sufficient to fit the data pc, ints ricely .

Presumably, the pol ynomi a 1 curve represents the phot osperic 

er issiorn, which would be correct if spectral features were

limited to narrow and well-defined spectral regions. This a less

than perfect technique for identifying just what spectral

features those are and how strong the emissicon is within them; if

you want to hunt bears you should first know what bears look.

like. With many of the spectra the emission regicons (few of the

objects show absorption) were distinct enough that this technique

was still useful for making very good est imates of the J.-

background, and thus the strength of the emission itself. The

emissivity was estimated quant itat ively by a routine which

calculated the area in flux-wavelength units between a plot of

the observed spectra and the estimated background within the

wavelength region of the emission feature. This excess emission-

was then divided by the background emission beneath the feature

to provide an emission ratio which is a useful quantity fcr

characterizing the brightness of a spectral feature. POLY also

provides a plot of the difference between the observed and the

background fluxes as a function of wavelength along the abscissa

of the plot.

PLANCK is very similar to POLY except that it estimates the

background flux levels from the Planck blackbody functior instead

of a polynomial fit. The blackbody temperature is a user-

definable variable. Employing the Planck function eliminates the

guesswork in calculating the shape of the blackbody curve, since

it is derived purely from quantum mechanics, ard PLANCK is

87-6
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preferable to POLY for stars with very broadband excess emission.

However, problems arise in applying a simple Planck. curve wher,

what is observed is not a simple sorce of stellar radiation but a

stellar cort inuum plus additional sources of thermal radiation.

from the more diffuse circumstellar shell. The shell has a

complex and ill-defined temperature structure and is certainly

not a simple blackbody radiator. While one would certainly

expect the photospheric continuum to dominate the overall

spectrum of the star, the cooler circumstellar radiation is at or

near its maximurn ir, the spectral region of 8 to 22 ,,m arid this

emission may well dominate this region ofthe spectrum. For this

reason a low order polynomial fit may in fact be preferable to a

single Planick function curve for estimating the background flux.

PLANCK, like POLY, calculates the area and emissicon, ratio for the

selected feature and plots the subtracted emission along the

abscissa.

The program PEAK plots just the residual emission/absorption

that is provided by POLY and PLANCK but with the flux scale

amplified so that the structure of the excess emission can be

seen in greater detail. It is possible to overlay these plots

from several sources, or many of the same source with different

backgrounds (Planck curves of differing tem perature arid/or

polynomial curves of differing order) subtracted away in order to

compare the characteristic shapes of the different emission

features. PEAK also identifies the wavelength at which the

maximum flux occurs within a selectable wavelength region.

NORM has the same features as PEAK with the difference that

87-7
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when plots are overlaid, their flux scales are normalized such

that a selected emission feature it, each plot is at the same

vertical (flux) height, allowing the feature morphologies to be

compared independantly of emission strength.The program COMB, for Combination, allows one to plot a i :

spectrum overlaid with any combination of polynomial and Planck

function curves without the additional clutter of irformation

provided in POLY and PLANCK in order to estimate what associatio.n.

of models provides the most reasonable background flux for each

source.

V. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT: Sample Plots

The following pages contain sample plots of a selected

source, using all of the programs described ir the previous

sect i on.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS .4

Clearly, there is still work to be dcne in modellirng the Sit

background radiation. In terriis of software, the next step would

be a program which allows you to plot the sum of the fluxes from

multiple Plarick curves as a function of wavelength. However,

this too would be less than perfect since, as mentioned above,

the thermal radiaticon from the circumstellar dust is certainly

niot simple blackbody radiation. This implies a next step of

creating a program which would model the thermal properties of aI"

circumstellar shell composed of silicon and carbon based

particles as a function of particle size and optical depth, etc., -.

and then varying these variables to fit a curve to the spectra.

This would be a much more ambitious endeavor than what has

already beer, completed, but one which may prove to be highly

fecund. '

It should be noted that experimentation with these programs

has shown that the shape of the spectral features is, to a large ".

degree, independent of the order of curve or temperature chosen

to calculate the background radiation so long as the background

choser is merely reasonable. Thus it is only important to have

at exact ing handle on the shape of the background radiation curve

if it is determined that there are stellar properties which

require at exact knowledoe of the emission ratios for a giver

feature or features. In that case, a rigorous modelling of the

circumstellar shells of the type described above may well be

necessary.
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PRELIMINARY RESEARCH FoR THE STUDY ON NORMOBARIC "
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION EFFECTS (IN CULTURED

MOUSE MACROPHAGE RESPONSES..--T "

by . -' •

Mary L. Wifree-

ABSTRACT.......

This project was initiated to explore the possibility that hyperbaric .-
oxgnaccelerates wound healing ir, Air Force Personnel by effecting ;: :.

the activity of cells that produce free radicals. This project was i n-'-
preparation for the study entitled: NORMOBARIC OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONIIEFFECTS ON CULTURED MOUSE MACROPHAGE RESPONSES

%

~~The purposes of this investigation were: -,

(a) To determine which cultured cell line would be a suitable subject .--
for the normobaric study.I"

(b) To determine which procedure would best measure the free radicals %':produced by that cell line.-

(c) To design and test flass that would permit control of the gasr
oxymev ent in which the cells were cultured. Py

(d) To survey the literature of the field st

Four cell lies of macrophages were tested for free radical
production, a d three somatc cell lnnes were also tested. The

macrophage ines tested were: RAW2,4, a transf ormed mouse mac rophagePeoenD, a different transformed mouse macrophage: a primay culture of

sheep spleen macroohages and a primary culture of macrophages
extracted from port spleens. The somatic tissues consisted of VER(1, a
transformed fibrot-'astic tissue: cell line 14,13, derived from
t ansformed rabtl 1t 1:i dniey : arid MCR-t., a transf ormed lung tissue. A
cell iine called McCoy reiec ted, prior to testing, when it failed to "
pass stet ility crec ::..

l 88-2



i Ire 11n e E d Sted, te rouse macrophaqe, RAW42t,4 gave t te most
consistant results, producing measurable quantities of free radical in

resporise to stiamulatio by target compounds. This c.ell line was
adopted for use in the normobaric study, and is disc-ribed in more
oEtal 1 ir that report. The use of this cell line minimized ani al .
t eQu 1 t e Mer t s.

Of the somatic tells tested, the MCR-6 lung tissue showe d the most

activity indicative of free radical formation. However, trie amount of
luminesence was low and difficult to separate from background values.
If a more sensitive method of measuring free radical production could
be found, the use of this tissue might be considered.

Two target compounds were tested: (a) Bovine serum albumin (BSA)

attached to luminiol, (b) Sheep red blood cellIs, coated with luminiol ,
and opsiriized with zymogin. (if the two compounds, the BSA-luminol
provided the target which gave the most consistent results and which
stimulated the greatest response from the RAW2t4 cell line.

Three types of flasks were tested. The first, a prototype, was able
to withstand 29 atmospheres of pressure, for short periods of time, but
did not fit into the luminometer, a device used to measure the light.
produced by free radicals react ing with luminol. The second was able
to withstand 2 atmospheres for longer periods of time, could be fitted

into the luminometer , but could hold only limited numbers of cells.
However, this device may prove useful in future studies, where 
pressure becomes a more important factor. Because large numbers of
cells were required, arid the gas ervironmen t had to be carefully
controlled, a method was developed which permitted cells to be gassed
at normobaric tensions while mairtainirg them in their original
culture flasks. This proved the most cost effective for the
normobaric study. In addition, as part of this project, fiber optic
oxygen sensors were standarized against cutaneous oxygen probes in the
flask media.
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I NT RODUCT I0 N

The lIteratute on the roie of macrophaqes n cell heali n which it was
mY task to helP a ssemb le is well reviewed in Dr. MroteV's final
report: Normot, rar iyper, Effects on Cultured Mouse Macrophaae
Responses (1). In summary, macrophages, which are a specialized
white blood cell, have the following features related to wound hedling: -*

(a) They are angiooenic, that is they release factors which induce the
formation of new blood vessels .".".
(b) They release factors which induce the mutiplication of wound
healing cells, such as fibroblasts, '"
(c) They remove dead and dying tissues,
(d) They stimulate the immune system to make more cells and
ant ibodies.

(e) They erigulf and digest bacteria, virus, and foreign material.

f) In response to bacteria ,and foreign proteins, they use whole
molecular oxygen to produc.e hydrogen peroxide and free radicals, which

they use to chemically alter bacterial walls and foreign substances in
preparation for digestion (1).

This last feature was especially interesting to our hyperbaric-
investigation. However, some peliminar y information was required
before a full scale study could be conduc ted. It was necessary to
determine how much, if any, peroxide (free radicals) could be produced
by macrophages under normal culture conditions.

Another concern was the macrophage cell line to be investigated.
Macrophages can be obtained in several ways. They can be extracted
arid cultured from whole blood, or from fresh animal tissues. These
cells are referred to as primary source cultures. They can also be
grown from special tumour lines available from American Type Culture
(Rockville, Maryland). Cells grown from tumour lines are called

transformed cells. Transformed lines offer a number of advantages
over primary source cells:

(a) They can be grown in large numbers, and be harvested without
complicated procedures.

(b) It i7 rnot necessary to destroy an animal, or recruit a human
donor to obtain them.

c )They are very corsistarit. Cells collec ted from humans or animals
will vary from donor to donor .

(d) They are c leaner. Cells from humans or anmals may contain
disease organisms (especially since these cells engulf foreign -n
ot j ec t s).

(e)They are homogeneous. Cells from humans arid animals are irtermixed
with othet non-macrophage cells. I .......

(f)They are well characterized if they are obtained from cell culture

foll ec t io)ns.
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For t hese reasons, invest 1qators prefer to use a t rarisfor med c eli
line. However, transformed cells do not always behave in the same
manner as primary source cells; some cell lines lose the ability to %

make a particular product. It was necessary, therefore, to test the
available transformed cell lines to make sure they exhibited the same
properties as primary source cells. Ile ,

The cultured P338D macrophage cel Is grow very quickly, so they were
tested first. When it appeared that they did not produce enough

. perox ide for the study, there was concern that the other transformed
cell line miqht also give poor results. This led to the decision to
study alternate cell lines, while sufficient numbers of RAW2L,4 cells
were being grown. The available alternatives included rapidly growing
somatic cells which might show peroxidase activity, arnd primary
cultures of macrophages.

Although macrophages engulf bac teria and virus, presen ce of these
contaminarit s in cultures could bias results because they would riot be
a controlled challange. It was, therefore, necessary to test all cell

lines, including the somatic cells, to make sure they were free of

fungal , bacterial, viral and mycoplasmic contamination before they -

could be used in the oxygen study.

It was necessary to determine which type of target should be used to
stimulate macrophage peroxide production. Normally, macrophages

maintain stores of enzymes which will produce peroxides; however, NI
macrophages do not release peroxide unless stimulated by an antigenic:
target.

Maj . Jonathan Keil, as part of a study on free-radical production for
Radiation Sciences, had previously experimented with two target
mixtures that stimulated peroxide formation (3). Our research on the
use of these compounds was of mutual interest to both the Radiation .-
and Hyperbarics laboratories.

The first mixture was a combination of bovine serum albumin (BSA) arid
luminol. BSA is a protein which is easily ingested by the macrophage.
Lumino (5-amir o-2 , 3-dihydro-l , 4-pthalazirnediorie) is a chemical that
reacts to peroxide by producing light. The amount of light produced

could be used to determine the amount of peroxide produced. Changes in
the level of light would indicate changes in the amount of peroxide
production.

The second mixture consisted of sheep red blood cells combined with
luminol and coated with a macrophage attractant called zymogen. This

:combination seemed to offer many advantages over the BSA. Red blood . -
cells (RBC) are used as standards t.o measure the rate of macrophage
phagocytosis, or ingestion . Since RBCs are visible under the light

microscope, it is easy to determine how long it takes the macrophage
to engulf the RBC target. Using this measure we could insure that the
macrocnage was active anid had normal behavior. Feroxide is produced

when the mac rophaqe makes contact with the tat get and later when it

teoinc to digest the tatgqet. It was necessa,- tc our studies to pan "
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point the time and actav ty that would produce the most 1ight t
(peroxide). By associating the amount of light produced
from RBC/luminol/zymogen mixtures with the times required for
macrophages to phagocytosize these targets, we could determine the
best time to look for light production.
A major concern was the vessel in which oxygenation was to proceed.

Cells are commonly cultured in plastic flasks, these have loose caps *.

which permit gas exchange with the incubator atmospheres containing a
mixture of atmosphereic air and 5% carbon dioxide. This gas mixture
is required for a buffer system in the media. If cells were to be
exposed to varying concentrations of other gases, it first appeared

that a smaller incubator might be required, or that the cells could
be cultured in a miniature hyperbaric chamber. Two chambers were
designed and tested for ability to contain 2 atmospheres of pressure,
deliver appropriate gas mixtures to the media, and to permit rapid
measurement of peroxide production.

II. OBJECTIVES AND METHODS

Objectives

This project was initiated to determine the best cell lines and . ..
procedures to test macrophage response to varied oxygen tensions.
These findingswere used for the study reported in Normobaric Oxygen-
Concentration Effects on Culture Mouse Macrophage Response prepared by
Dr. James Mrotek (1).

Specifically, this project: (a) tested alternate cell lines. (b)
determined the target compound used to stimulate macrophage production
of peroxide (c) tested for contamination in cell lines, (d) provided
some of the controls for the advanced study, (e) tested new designs
for cell culture flasks, and (f) located major reference sources .'.-

concerned with macrophages and wound healing.

Experimental Method/Approach

a. Cell Lines. The clorial mouse macrophage lines, P388D and RAW264,
were cultured in plastic T-25 culture flasks using standard culture
techniques (2). Cell culture techniques were adpated from those used 71
in the Virology Laboratory of the Epidemiology Division and followed
division SOPs. The tells grown in RPMI containing sodium bicarbonate
and 10% fetal calf serum were maintained at physiological temperatures
in an incubator with a 5% carbon dioxide/95Z room-air atmosphere.
Eight days prior to testing for contamination, light production, and
rate of phagocytosis, cells were removed from the flasks of the same
generation with a sterile rubber policeman (scraper), placed in new T-
25 culture flasks ard grown to confluence (until cells completely

covered the growing surface). For each experiment, cells were removed
from the flask with a rubber policeman, centrifuged at low rpms (200)
to coric ent rate them into a pellet. They were resuspended and washed
twice in warm buffered physiological saline to remove the phenol red _.__ ,_
dye that was the pH iridic ator. .. r

The VERu, McCoy, rabbit kidney 14t13, and MC,-t, lung cell lines
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ot, tair ed from the [.'v.sion ot Epidemiology, where these ines are
grown in mass quantities for viral research, were (ultured under trie "

same conditions as the macropriage cells with the additional use of
genrtamic in in the McCoy cell line (2). They were treated in the same
manner as the macrophages to remove phenol red.

Primary cultures of macrophages were obtained from fresh sheep and
pork spleens. These were obtained fresh from a local meat packer.
After transporting the spleens to the lab in chilled medium,
macrophages were removed by disrupting the tissue and centrifugating
the particulates. Since macrophages tend to cling to surfaces,
resuspended spleen particulates could be placed into a culture flask
and allowed to incubate for 3 hours, permitting macrophages to become
attached. Repeated washings of culture flasks containing attached
macrophages removed non-adhesive tissues and debris. Macrophages could
then be dislodged from the attachment surface and further purified by
certrifugation. These cells were then tested for light production and
phagocytosis under the same conditions as the established cell lines.

b. Peroxide (free radical) measurement.

Peroxide production was measured via light production by the luminol
(5-amino-2,3-dihydro-l,4-pthalaziriedione) amplified chemical

luminescence technique developed by Maj. Johnathan Kiel and coworkers,

RZP (2).

In the first set of experiments, sheep red blood cells (RBC)s which
had been coated with luminol and zymogen were obtained from Maj.

Johrathan Kiel, RZP (2). The exact method by which luminol was -

attached to the RBCs was not revealed, since a patent had been applied

for. This method will be reviewed by Maj. Kiel in his own
publications. For a given experiment, 0.2 ml of luminol coated RBCs

was added to a I ml sample of pelleted macrophages.

In the second set of experiments, a combination of bovine serum
albumin and luminol was used. To make 10 ml of luminol solution, 10
mg of bovine serum albumin was dissolved in phosphate buffered saline
(pH 6.9-7.4) then adsorbed to 10 mg of dry luminol. The luminol is
relatively insoluble so the mixture must be suspended by pipetting it

in and out of a syringe at least 20 times, than filtered through a 0.2
micron Mill ipore f i I ter . Luminiol was prepared fresh for each test run
because it tended to lose potency with time.

Light readings were made using a Model 3000 integrating Photometer
(SAI Technology, Inc., Division of Science Applications, Inc.). Dials
were set to a sensitivity of t, O0 with a ,ero of 510, a counting

' initiation delay of 0.5 seconds, and a countin time of 50 seconds .
Brightness readings were taken at room temperature. .-.

c. Cont-rols. & .

Light readings were made of the empty chamber w1th the shutter closed,
of empry vials, empty vials with lids, washed RBCs, RBCs linked t:c)

88-8I
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lumirio, ESA i rvc E to luminrol. oosoriized RBC s. i rveo r uno:rinA a rd
cells t which rio 'uminol had reer added. It was tour that a reading
of onF cr twc, ccur, t E pet period was a normal bac arourt. Lids on the
sci ntillation vials ptoved to emit a rackground burst (up to 1':
courits and so cells were tested in vials without lds. S]nce vials -
were oer, the cell s were exposed to normal atmospheric gases. Because
of natural light emissior, and leakage, background noise was defined as

readings up to 20, although a normal bac kgrourid reading usually ranged .} '""
from 0 to c . Thus cell which produced a reading less than 20 were riot

considered useful for our needs.

All cultured cell lines were tested for virus,mycoplasm, fungus, a ri;d
bacterial contamiration. The McCoy cell line contained a mycoplasm
con tamin ate causin q its elimination from the study. Sterility checks
were performed periodically and in accordence with the EpidemiologyDivision's SOP (2). A copy of the original check list is included in

t he a ppen d ix o f t h1s pa per .
Basic Approach

P388D cells were incubated in scin tillation vials with opsonized
luminol coated RBCs, light readings were made at intervals between the
introduction of the RBCs up to 100 minutes. The intervals were based
on visable changes in the macrophages under the Iight microscope that
reflected ingestion of the RBCs. Readings were taken at 1, 7, 30, t-0,
70, 85, arid 100 minutes. Two readings were made per sample. P388D
cells were also tested with BSA-lumiriol using the same intervals.---

Except that RAW264 cells were incubated with BSA-luminol, these cells
were treated in the same manner, as the VERO, MCR-6, and rabbit kidney
cells. The routine use of coated RBCs was eliminated when it was found
that the RBCs for an urndetermined reason appeared to interfere with
luminescence detection. We hypothesized that the mass of the blood
cell interfered with the passage of light to the detector, or
alternately, that RBCs might contain a substance which interfered with
free radical production. However, luminal-coated RBCs directly exposed
to 0.03% hydrogen peroxide gave high readings.

III. Results:

Time-dependent changes in light produc tion obtained using RAWt,24 cells
and BSA-luminol are presented in the main report by Dr. Mrotek (I).
Since this cell line gave both c orsistant results arnd high
luminesence, it was used in the main study. As seen in the following %
presentation , the other cell lines had to be eliminated from the study

because of disappointing performance:

The P5-8D Produced lumirnesc ence that was riot sufficently above
b ackgrourid to separate from noise. Also, there was great variance
amor, g replicates from a siri g1e batch of cells and between each batch
of cells tested. Lumiriesence did seem to increase with time when
cells were incubated with RBE :: however, at best, the hiohest
readings was on ly two counts above bac kgrouri d, while the retest

-,-*.-...
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ptoauced a count of 1. the results of a typical un are presented In -
i- u re 1. Control values are pt esented first. ITe dat lire dt ..

pet 0 sec ords represents the bac kground cut off point. r, the same '-

Figure, the large triangle represents the repeat test value and the
-ii d 1ii tr1angle the test value. The inset diagram of larqe and small - "
interactin circles in this. figure represents the position of the
coated RBC ir relation to the macrophage. At 1 minute, the
macrophages had not made c ontact with the RBCs. At 30 minutes
multiple RbCs had adhered to the macrophages forming flower-like
formations called rosettes. At 70 minutes, RBCs were partially
engulfed, and at 100 minutes, RBCs could be detected in vesicles

inside the macrophage. The amount of light produced during each event
is shown to the right of the inset. Al though the amount of light
produced seems to increase in the first measurement, repeat test
values are so low that the f indings c annot be considered meaningful.
This problem recur red in each of six runs on this cell line. As a
result, this cell line was determined to be of little use for our
immediate research.

Figure 2 records a typical set of results obtained using somatic cell

lines. Again, the dark line at 20 represents background radiation.
None of these cell lines produced enough light to exceed background.
These cells all gave more consistant test-repeat test results than did

the P388D line, although they never produced as much luminesence. At

Maj. Kiel's request, these cells were treated with 5% chloro, dinitro-
benzene, to enhance free radical availablity. The rabbit kidney cells
and lung tissue gave consistant test-repeat test results but
luminesence was so reduced that they were determined to be of use to
our immediate research.

Primary spleen-derived macrophage lines were tested, but produced such
variable results that they are not recorded here. Macrophages from a
single animal appeared to give differing results depending on the
region of the spleen from which they were extracted. There were even
greater differences from one animal to the next, sbut the greatest

differences were obtained between species. The number of macrophages
that could be harvested from a spleen was highly var iable, ProbatIly
because our techniques were not standardized. These findings
encouraged out decision to work with the RAW264 cell line, arid to use
BSA-luminol as the target.

The sec ord problem we investigated c-oncerned the vessel in which the
macrophages were to be tested. Initially, we wanted a flask ihat
could withstand 2 atmospheres of pressure, have vents to prevent over-

inflation, have ports for gas input, and a system to maintain the warm
envirorment required for mac:rophage activity. .

The first vessel had many of the requirements but would riot fit into a
scintillation couniter it was also difficult to remove gassed cells
from the vessel. A weakness causing a crac ked gs port caused this -.
prototype to be replaced cy an improved model. This second model
allowed the cells to be gassed within the actual luminescence counting
Vi C_ . This permitted cells to be transferred directly into the
scintillation counter witriout removing them from the vial. Because of

68-1o i Wi;s
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concern that trauma released peroxides when cells were scraped froo,
incubation flasks, these vessels riot used for the niormobaric stud ,.
Instead, a system was developed to deliver gas di rec tly ir;t, the
plastic T-flask that is commonly used for cell cultivation. This
syst efr was very ec onomic al , and proved effective for the irit ia I o.ci"
pressure studies. A detailed description of this equipment is :. ".

included in the major report (1).

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

The initial recommendations of these studies have already been

implimenited in the normobaric study (1). The RAW264 line has provided
the homogeneity, consistancy and high peroxide production required for
normobaric study. The BSA-luminol proved to be a satisfactory target.
The vessels have proven reliable.

Future studies with this model might include challanging this cell
line with a bacter ial target under vary ing oxygen conditions.
Additional cell lines should be tested, to provide alternative models
of cell behavior in changing oxygen envirnmen ts. These might include . -..

fibroblasts, capillary forming cells, and epithelial cells. It would -

be interesting to test samples of cells related to macrophages such as ..
lymphocytes and monocytes for their ability to produce peroxides at -

different oxygen concertrations, since these cells also use whole
molecular to produce peroxides.
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OTHER CELL LINES Counts per 30 seconds
0 10 15 20 25 30 35-

VERO ...

VERO + Chlorodinitrobenzene ""

Rabbit Kidney 14613 '.

Rabbit Kidney + Chlorodinitrobenzerie -:

* MCR-6 (Lung)

* MCR-6 +- Chlorodinitrobenzene ~

Luminol + Bovine Serum Alb. -
-. (Control)_____

Lur BSA + .04% H2 02  "u":""

2508

4A. -
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IWith the introduction of an ali-volunteer m,.Ilitary force, __

investigation of organizational commitment within the military

becomes a salient issue. This study performed confirmatory factor

analytic tests on a model of commitment antecedents ferm data

obtained from 5,406 Air Force personnel. A test of the basic

model demonstrated an inadequate fit of the theoretical model to. -

the sample data. It was only after construct-irrelevant method

variance was taken into account that the model was determined to *

adequately represent the data.

. . . . ... .
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Recent concern about the decline in quantitative and

qualitative aspects of productivity and the rising costs

associated with turnover, absenteeism, etc. in the industrial

world has served to renew managers' and researchers' interest in

the concept of organizational commitment. The value of

investigating the commitment construct is that it has been

repeatedly shown to be of considerable importance in

understanding employee work behavior. In addition, its

theoretical underpinnings suggest that it should be a good

predictor of certain organizational and individual outcomes such

as turnover. In other words, it is believed that committed

employees incorporate organizational goals and values with their

own, thereby enhancing the potential for continued tenure with

the employing organization (Mowday, Porter, & Steers, 1982;

Porter, Crampon, & Smith, 1976).

In order to clarify our understanding of commitment numerous

contextual settings have been employed (Kerr & Jermier, 1978;

Bartol, 1979; Hrebiniak & Alutto, 1972; Buchanan, 1974).

However, one organizational context in which the commitment

construct has received little, if any, attention is the military.

With the introduction of the all-volunteer military force (AVF),

commitment becomes a highly salient issue for the military and

the general public alike. The purpose of the current

investigation is to apply our current knowledoe of organizational

commitment to a military settino while simultaneously considering

....-.... ... 4.. . .
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the coristruct in a more comprehensive framework than previously

povioaa. The !ext which follows presents an overview of

commitment, relates the construct to several problems confronting

the military if the AVF concept is to survive, and reviews the

antecedents and consequences of commitment.

Commitment

Although numerous definitions of commitment exist in the

literature (Kanungo, 1979; Morrow, 1983), one of the most

commonly cited is that proposed by Porter and Smith (1970). They

view the construct as an interactive relationship between a

behavioral component and an attitudinal component. As a result,

they define organizational commitment as the relative strength of

an individual's identification with and involvement in a

particular organization characterized by three factors: (a) a

strong belief in and acceptance of the organization's goals and

values; (b) a willingness to exert considerable effort on behalf

of the organization; and (C) a strong desire to maintain

organizational membership. In addition, there is strong

empirical evidence to suggest that perceived commitment is a

reliable predictor of certain organizational and individual

outcomes (e.q. turnover) and that it is a better predictor of

these outcomes than are other constructs such as satisfaction

(Porter, Steers, Mowday, & Boulian, 1974; Mowday, Steers, &

Porter, 1979).%

e9-5 I
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Despite supportive evidence demonstrating the importance of FI

the commitment construct, there are certain problems associated

with the construct itself and its investigation. One problem

involves the overlap of commitment with other constructs of

organizational behavior, especially satisfaction (Cook, Hepworth,

Wall, & Warr, 1981). Schneider (1985) suggests that such

redundancy between constructs is, in all likelihood, the result

of using existing measures as a source of item selection for the

construction of new measures. However, Brown (1969) suggested

"= that satisfaction depends on the fulfillment of pragmatic

motivational states, whereas commitment is influenced by the

fulfillment of symbolic motivational states and that the two

constructs are conceptually distinct. Cook et. al. (1981)

supported this viewpoint and considered commitment a more global

attitude toward one's employing organization.

A second problem is that reference to organizational

commitment is made as though the construct were based on strong

theoretical evidence when, in fact, a tested theoretical model

does not exist. Current findinas are grounded in multiple

regression or correlational techniques and focus, for the most

part, on one or two of the variables thought to predict

commitment. However, Morris and Steers (1980) and Steers (1977)

propose that a need exists to build and test a more complex model

if the theory is to ever gain support and evolve.

S-S
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Commitment in the Armed Forces

In 1970, the United States took steps to phase out military

conscription and to introduce and maintain an all-volunteer
force. The policy was not viewed as a short-term measure, but was

intended to be a fundamental organizational transformation

(Janowitz, 1975). However, a subsequent projection that between

1980 and 1992 the number of 18-year-old males would decline by POW

25% placed a potential constraint on the success of the AVF and

set into motion certain alternative plans to attract and retain

the quantity and quality of personnel needed (Woelfel, 1981).

One such plan involved major policy changes in the

utilization of women. For example, the previous 2% ceiling was

lifted on women's participation and certain personnel policies

were altered giving female recruits the opportunity to pursue

more diverse roles within the military. Service academies opened

their doors to female cadets and ROTC programs across college

campuses encouraged female participation (Hoiberg, 1978; Binkin &

Bach, 1977). Initially, the number of women entering the

military escalated dramatically, with participation increasing

from 1.3% to 6% in seven years (Hoiberg, 1978). Although it was

anticipated that within a short period of time, women enlistees

would comprise 12% of the military force (Woelfel, 1981; Moskos,

1980), the 9.4% of enlisted women in uniform falls somewhat short

of this earlier forecast (Armed Forces Information Service,

1984). Many women who do enlist are failing to complete first

89-7
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enlistments at a much higher rate (approximately 13.5% higher)

than male recruits (Card & Farrell, 1983). Explanations for this

high attrition rate include traditional military stereotypes and

symbolism (Moskos, 1970; Goldman, 1973), military socialization

(Janowitz & Little, 1974; Arkin & Dobrofsky, 1978), attitudes

toward military women (Adams, 1982, Binkin & Bach, 1977),

unrealistic expectations (Card & Farrell, 1983), and selective

recruitment (Abrahamsson, 1972). Whatever the reasons, the result

is the same. An important tactic for satisfying a need for

military personnel on a voluntary basis is proving unsuccessful.
-. d

If female participation continues to be low, the military may be

confronted with a return to conscription in order to provide the

approximately 350,000 enlistees required each year (Moskos,

1980).

A second strategy for maintaining the AVF has been to

redefine the image of the military (Lucas, 1977). The view of the

military as an institutional system is gradually being replaced

by one which is referred to as a new professionalism (Moskos,

1980; Gates, 1985). Such a perspective is accompanied by the

assumption that military service is just another component of the

labor market and, therefore, must remain competitive with

civilian employers. However, along with the new image comes

various concerns serving as potential threats to the future of

the AVF. Lockman and Quester (1985) discuss these issues in

P9-8
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terms of intellectual quality, representativeness, and

competitive wage structure.

The quality of the AVF is most frequently reported as

percentage of recruits scoring in categories I to III on the

Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT). This test is

administered to all recruits and measures trainability. Although - -

AFQT scores dropped sharply from 1976 to 1980, due in part to

inaccurate calibration, Lockman and Quester (1985) report no

significant differences between an exclusive and partial

volunteer force.

A second often reported measure of quality is high school

graduation which is said to be an important predictor of

adaptability to military service. At the end of 1983, 79% of

enlisted personnel held high school diplomas or a GED equivalent

(Armed Forces Information Services, 1984). Within the context of 0

a peacetime military, quality is predicted to remain high.

However, should conditions change and larger proportions of a

limited youth population be needed, quality will decline as will

prospects for continuance of the AVF (Lockman & Quester, 1985).

Another concern associated with volunteerism is the question

of how representative are young volunteers as compared to the

population in general when race and social class are considered.

Advocates argue that representativeness prevents dominance by any

single group and distributes the burden of military service in an

equitable fashion. Although the armed services have always

-A-
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recruited large numbers of lower middle class youth with no

alternative employment prospects, Moskos (1980) suggests the new ..,y.

career-oriented symbolism has served to attract and retain youth

but in a highly skewed manner, especially in terms of race. While

black males comprise less than 14% of the youth population

(Lockman & Quester, 1985), they constitute 19.6% total DoD

minorities in uniform, with the Army having the largest segment

of 27.9% (Armed Forces Information Service, 1984). There are

several reasons why the military attracts such a substantial

segment of black youth. First, there is a high unemployement rate

among this group, and the military offers employement as well as

free training ans status (Fredland & Little, 1984). Second,

whereas many civilian employers have racial salary differentials,

the military does not (Moskos, 1980). If civilian opportunities

improve for black youth, the problem of overrepresentation should

correct itself. At the same time, however, it may decrease
-.- <

present levels of manpower supply and place the AVF in jeopardy.

A final issue is the future costs involved in maintaining

the AVF. Lockman 2d Quester (1985) predict a rise in the

relative wages offered to civilian youths. Early in 1980 raises

in military pay proved to be crucial in attracting more

volunteers, but -the pressure continues for the military to stay

competitive with the civilian wage structure. In order to keep

this competitive edge, Lockman and Quester (1985) forecast the

necessity of an increase from 10% to 12% in wages by 1995. The
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question of whether these costs can be absorbed by the government

and U.S. taxpayers remains unanswered. If it cannot, the military

must depend on other aspects of the environment to attract and

retain a committed force of volunteers.

In sum, the major difficulties confronting the survival of

the AVF concept are (a) recruitment of sufficient numbers of

qualified volunteers, and (b) retention of high quality,

committed military personnel. The current investigation

addresses the second problem and redefines it within the context

of organizational commitment. The sections which follow provide a

comprehensive review of those antecedents influencing

organizational commitment and a discussion of the consequences of

such an attitude for both the individual and the organization.

Antecedents of Commitment

A myriad of studies have investigated the precursors of

commitment through both correlation and regression analyses. In

order to clarify the commitment construct as we now understand

it, Steers (1977), Morris and Steers (1980), and Stevens, Beyer, .-.

and Trice (1978) proposed four categorical classifications of

these antecedents: (a) personal characteristics, (b)

characteristics relating to a particular job or work role, (c)

work experiences, and (d) structural characteristics of the

organization.

2..--.. .°.-.'.
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(A) Peronal Charactristics

Characteristics brought to the work situation by a

particular person have acquired the most supportive evidence for

their influence on commitment. Two somewhat related variables,

age and tenue, were discussed by March and Simon (1958) as

leading to increased attachment to the organization. Most

investigations have demonstrated support for this positive

associaton (Angle & Perry, 1981; Brown, 1969; Stevens et al., 7.

1978; Graddick & Farr, 1983; Hall, Schneider, & Nygren, 1970;

Luthans, McCaul, & Dodd, 1985; Morris & Sherman, 1981). Further,

this relationship holds over a wide array of occupational groups

such as scientists (Becker & Casper, 1956; Miller & Wagner,

1971), federal employees (Buchanan, 1974), clergy (Schoenherr &

Greely, 1974), nurses, and teachers (Hrebiniak & Alutto, 1972).

Several interpretations of the age/tenure phenomenon have

been proposed. One explanation offered focuses on the notion of

side-bets. As time accrues in an organization, the costs of

seeking alternative employment also increase due to a potential ,.

loss in financial investments (e.g. pension) and security

(Becker, 1960). Additionally, as tenure increases,

interorganizational mobility declines and, thus, the individual

perceives a current employer as becoming increasingly attractive.

A second interpretation proposed by Vivier (1973) was that

commitment increases with age and tenure due to a gain in

self-confidence and job-related self-efficacy. A third

89-12
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explanation considered the role which ambiguity plays in this

relationship. Organ and Greene (1974) and Hrebiniak and Alutto

(1972) found that senior employees and younger employees who knew

what was expected of them reported a higher degree of commitment

than did younger employees who reported uncertainty regarding *---'fo.

performance of their work roles.

*. ".--ft

Education, on the other hand, has consistently shown a

strong negative relationship to commitment (Angle & Perry, 1981;

Morris & Sherman, 1981; Morris & Steers, 1980; Grusky, 1966)..-

Mowday et. al. (1982) suggested that this inverse relationship

may be a consequence of higher, unmet expectations and a conflict

between organization and professional goals experienced by more

educated employees. Another feasible explanation is that the more

educated employee is an attractive commodity to competitive

employers and, therefore, is afforded more opportunity for

interorganizational mobility.

One personal variable which has received little attention is

that of marital status. Hrebiniak and Alutto (1972) demonstrated

that married and separated employees were more likely to be

committed to the organization than were single employees. This ."1

tendency was especially prominent when the separated employee was

female. From an-exchange theory frame of reference, married or

separated individuals apparently perceive greater costs
., "--t,.

associated with interorganizational mobility, whereas single

employees see less risk in seeking employement alternatives.

89-13 " "I "
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A final individual variable brought to the employement

setting is that of job desires or expectations. Individuals, in

part, select an organization on the basis of a prediction that

the job and the work context will satisfy personal goals and

objectives. Further, they enter with preconceived notions as to

what organizational life will be like, what contributions they

can make, and what rewards they will receive in return. In a

review of the literature on organizational entry, Wanous (1977)

concluded that newcomers enter work settings with inflated

notions regarding future outcomes and rewards. As time in the

organization accrues, employees suffer a deflated view because

many initial desires remain unsatisfied. Mobley, Hand, Baker, and

Meglino (1979) found that these unmet expectations provide a

meaningful way to predict turnover behavior among male Marine

Corps trainees. Thus, not only do one's desires and expectations

influence which organization an employee chooses to join, but

they also play a major role in length of tenure.

(B) P'rceived Role

A second group of antecedents related to commitment are

described by the job characteristics ascribed to a specific work

role or the perceived differences in task requirements of various - '"

jovs. There are at least four components subsumed within the work

role wnich nave proved to impact on commitment - job scope, role

ic*, rol- clarity or ambiguity, and autonomy. Job scope can

: det ined uv tre en-:i-nment in which a role is performed. If

I 89-1
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the work environment is sufficiently rich in diverse activities

that are within employees' capabilities, individuals should

become interested and involved (Patchen, 1970). In terms of

commitment, research conducted by Brown (1969), Buchanan (1974), ..

Hall et. al. (1970), Marsh and Mannari (1977), Steers (1977), and

Stevens et. al. (1978) showed that employees become increasingly "L".-""

committed as tneir jobs are enriched and perceived to be more
challenging.

Role conflict can be defined as the degree to which role
*L

expectations are incompatible or self-contradictory in some

manner (Locke, 1976). As such, these incongruencies have a

negative impact on the employee and, in turn, on organizational

commitment. One source of conflict is that of work overload

(Stevens et al., 1978). In addition, Brown (1969) suggested that

commitment is enhanced as the number of competing sources of

identification (e.g. family responsibilities) declines.

Therefore, it would appear that the attitude one's family holds

toward that employee's job would serve as another source of

conflict and be an important determinant in the degree of

invol vement.

Another role-related component of commitment is that of

clariv, or haw explici'lv a job r,,le ,s defined. Morrs and Koch

(1'9) ojr,c tn: tne converse -f clarity, -lr amin iguitv, as

• .e't to tnr .*i- '>KLO'm :.qcrn'met

Hovever, in , s n 1e)rshi f Cl , teft with s en

-. -.-.. . . . . .--..- .- . . . . . . ..-.. *
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role-related predictors, including ambiguity and competence,

Morris arid Sherman (1981) found that ambiguity was the only

variable which failed to make a unique contribution in explaining %

commitment variance. They suggested that this may have ueen due ".

to the high intercorrelation between ambiguity and competence.

They concluded that such a result was of a sample-specific

nature, as theoretically perceived competence is unlikely under

ambiguous conditions.

Job autonomy, or the extent to which employees believe they

can exercise personal judgment in performing a job, fosters a -

sense of responsibility and a concurrent feeling of commitment

toward accomplishing organizational goals. In a study concerning A

lifetime commitment of Japanese factory workers, Marsh and

Mannari (1977) demonstrated autonomy to be one of the four best

predictors of commitment, but unimportant in determining the

degree of job satisfaction. The latter finding, however, is not

universal. For the most part, employees exercising more

discretion and self-determination in performinq tneir roles

report more favorable attitudes toward tneir jobs, more

responsibility toward meeting organizational objectives ant,

thus, a greater degree of commitment (Hackman & Lawler, 1971;-,

HacK7an idar, 1976). ,.:.... ,,
Tnere are some studies whicr have suaciested erceive-

au.no rS rea'ed to tne type and am:,unt f feedbu .- qi,.en by "

su e, V, . K- (: -r.C n & Oldman, 197f . ". and 0 .', ..-.. '..

- ,, * -.
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found that close output supervision and feedback improve employee .%

satisfaction but that close behavioral supervision did not have

the same effect. Salancik (1977) suggested that such monitoring ,

and feedback gives employees the benefit of knowing their

outcomes and an awareness that these outcomes are also known by

others. As a consequence, employees feel more responsible for

their actions which, in turn, may impact on perceived

organizational commitment.

(C) Structural Characteristics

There has been a dearth of literature focusing on the

importance of organizational structure to employee attitudes and

behavior, especially attitudes of satisfaction. For example,

Cummings and Berger (1976), in a review of the literature on the

effects of structural features on attitudes, concluded that

decentralization serves to decrease work alienation, produce

greater satisfaciton with supervision, increase performance, and

enhance communication among coworkers. Further, the positive

effect of decentralization is seen most often among employees at

the lower ranks of the hierarchy. The key component in

decentralization is that of participation in decision-making

processes which is said to foster a sense of ownership in the

organization (Rhodes & Steers, 198i). Salancik (1977) suggested

that the power of participation lies in the fact that a person is

covertly delegated responsibility for carrying out a decision

which, in turn, directs futuure behavior. The expanded role of

89-17 i,.
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emplovee as decision-maker also implies an upward flow of

communication. In other words, those at the upper hierarchical

levels are willing to accept and consider as important .. _

complaints, suggestions, and decisions formulated at the lower

hierarchical levels.

Along with decentralization, Morris and Steers (1980)

investigated the contributions of several additional structural

variables to commitment. Results demonstrated that employees who C.

have a greater dependency on the work of others and are subjected

to greater formality in the form of written rules and procedures

experience more of a committed attitude than do employees

experiencing such factors to a lesser extent. Further, employees

tend to respond with a greater sense of commitment when they

perceive the organization as dependable (Buchanan, 1974;

Hrebiniak, 1974), and this finding has been replicated in two

deviant samples (Steers, 1977). This implies a reciprocal

familial relationship between orcanization and individual whereby

an employee is willing to put forth effort to attain

organizational goals as long as the employer is thought to be

equally concerned about individual interest.

(D) Work-Related Experiences

Experiences which employees ccnfront when they enter an

organization and perform tneir ,qork roles are a primary form of

socialization and are thouaht t') be important in determinin"

dearee of attachment to the nroaniz' ion Vov.Jay et al., 193?). -

U eI 9-1
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salient feature of the sucial environment is the interaction

employees have with coworkers and supervisory personnel. The

extent to which coworkers are perceived as possessing positive

attitudes toward the organization has been shown to enhance

individual commitment. Further, Rhodes and Steers (1981)

demonstrated that a work group valuing hard work transmits this

attitude to its indiiidual members in the form of normative

behavior. Even if individuals initially hold values or beliefs

different from those of the group as a whole, they behave

according to group expectations and eventually adopt group

attitudes as their own (Garnier, 1972; Miller & Wagner, 1971;

Lieberman, 1956). A second important interaction involves that of

a group leader's behavior toward subordinates (Morris & Sherman,

1981). As discussed above, supervisory feedback is an important

componevt in clarifying one's role in the organizational schema,

especially for newcomers to the organization (Graen, 1976).

Another important aspect of the employment experience is the

opportunity afforded employees in terms of personal growth (e.g.,

skill acquisition), extrinsic rewaros (e.q., promotion, salary

increases), and intrinsic rewards (e.g., verbal recognition).

Rnodes and Steers (1931) found that perceived pay equity was

predictive of commitment among a sample of wood products

employees. Pay equity, however, does not seem as important within

a militarv setting as it would in an industrial context. Other

opportunities have -or-e relevaine for mi itarv oersonne, such as

89-19
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promotion, recognition, ard the chance to acquire valuable

skills. Although there is little evidence to suggest such

opportunities and rewards are good predicotors of commitment, it

is assumed that the relationship would be similar to that

reported in the literature on satisfaction. For instance, Locke

(1976), in a comprehensive review of the satisfaction literature,

classifies promotion and verbal recognition into the category of

satisfying events. The opportunity for training or skill
• ..-. -

development can be viewed from a need structure theory. If an

employee values self-actualizing experiences, and is not given

the occasion to attain such goals, the result is dissatisfaction

and a perception that other employment opportunities may have

more to offer. On the other hand, skill acquisition and

commitment may be negatively related. Moskos (1980), Wiskoff

(1977), and Card and Farrell (1983) suggest that some of the

attrition in the military is associated with the opportunity for

skill acquisiton. In other words, some volunteers are said to

enter the military for the sole purpose of acquiring training

which can later be transferred to civilian jobs.

In summary, Mowday et al., (1982) report that approximately

25 variables have been shown to predict organizational ....

commitment. These correlates exist within the individual, the

individual's organizational role, the experiences confronted

while performing a role, and the oroanizational boundaries within

whicn a role is performed. The deqree of commitment depends of

89-20- ," -
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the way in which these correlates influence individuals as they ____

enter and gain tenure in an organization.

Consequences of Commitment

While there are certain antecedent events associated with

the development of commitment, there are also various individual

and organizational outcomes. Although Porter and Smith (1970)

defined commitment as being the interaction between behavior and Pm.k

attitude, the factors characterizing their definition suggest

three rather than two dimensions, namely an affective, a

behavioral, and a cognitive component. According to Dubin's

(1956) conceptualization of commitment, committed employees --

develop interest in life that are centered on work activities,

and nonwork interests become less important. Thus, an assumption

is that such employees would invest more affective, cognitive,

and behavioral energy into their work, with their personal goals

and those of the organization being one and the same. Similarly,

Mowday et al., (1982) suggested tnat when employees have few

nonwork-related attachments such as family or social

relationships outside the workplace, they become highly committed

to the employing organization. Their heightened commitment, in

turn, can enhance individual feelings of belonging, security,

efficacy, purposefulness, positive self-image, and personal

importar::e.

While there are certain outcomes which are valuable to tne

individual, commitment also serves to benefit the organizatio- as

89-21
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well. For example, Angle and Perry (1981) proposed that high

commitment among employees leads to greater behavioral effort put

forth in order to improve productivity and to attain

organizational goals. Further, a committed workforce results in

lower levels of turnover, absenteeism, tardiness, and, in turn,

greater organizational cost-effectiveness (Porter, et al., 1976;

Steers, 1977). Further, Kraut (1975), Miller, Katerberg, and

Hulin (1979), Mobley, Horner, and Hollingsworth (1978), Newman

(1974), and Waters, Roach, and Waters (1976) found that cognitive

. intention to remain or leave an organization is one of the best

predictors of turnover. Individuals reporting higher levels of

- commitment also indicate a greater propensity to remain withI . -A

their current employer (Mowday et al., 1982).

In summary, consideration of the affective, cognitive, and-..' '

behavioral aspects on both an individual and organizational level 6*,

yields an image of the committed employee as having: (a) an

intent to maintain membership; (b) a willingness to exert effort; .-

(c) a sense of pride and responsibility; and (d) a feeling of

personal importance. Such outcomes originate from various sources ,.

within the orqanization, job, work environment, and the employees

themselves. Selecting those variables having greatest salience

within a military context, a causal model of organizational

commitment is presented in Fiqure 1.

89-22 9 .
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Insert Figure I about here

Purpose and Objectives

The ultimate purpose of the current investigation is to

extend our theoretical understanding of organizational commitment

to date by developing a testable causal model which can be

applied to all Air Force personnel. As a beginning step, this

study focuses on the antecedents of organizational commitment and

builds a model of these precursors. Prior to data analysis, items

from an existing Air Force organizational assessment

questionnaire are selected based on our understanding of

commitment from the literature. The stucy commences with a

specification search to find an appropriate fit for the 11

commitment antecedents pictured in Figure 1 using an aggregate

sample consisting of two Air Force units.

Although developing and testing the antecedents of military

commitment is only the first step in building a causal model of ,-..- .-.,

military commitment, the advantage of the current study is that

all relevant antecedents of commitment are rigorously tested

within a single theoretical framework. Results, in turn,

highlight those military experiences having the greatest

influence in the commitment process and provide the framework for

building a :uore complex model of military commitment. The

ultimate benefit of such an approach has the potential for

8£-23
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highlighting some of the causes associated with the current and mm'
future problems confronting the military as they attempt to

maintain an all-volunteer force of highly qualified, committed %

personnel.

Met hod

Subjects

The sample used in the current investigation was drawn from

an accumulated data base maintained by the Leadership and

Management Development Center (LMDC) for the dual purpose of

consultation and research. Consultative services are supplied

upon request from unit commanders and include the following

steps: (a) organizational assessment; (b) evaluation of

organizational strengths and weaknesses; (c) feedback of results

to work group supervisors; and (d) follow-up assessment after

intervention. The primary instrument used for initial and

follow-up assessment is that of the Organizational Assessment

Package (OAP). Information obtained from this process also

provides a large data base for research.

The 5,406 subjects included in the study were selected from I

the pretest OAP data and represent a random sample of personnel

from two units across various U.S. and European Air Force bases.

The two units were chosen for several reasons. First, it was

believed that job duties tended to be relatively similar for

these groups across bases. Second, it was thought that the two
units contained enough interorcw.J Jiver.ity so that resul- micht

89-24
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generalize to other Air Force subpopulations. Finally the size of

the combined group should allow for relatively stable statistical

estimates.

The first group, Supply (N = 3603), has a simple

organizational structure and includes jobs such as receiving,

storing, and disbursing of supplies as well as maintaining all

base warehouse facilities. In general, jobs within the supply .

function require little training beyond that which is acquired on

the job. In addition, tasks are routine in nature requiring

little autonomy.

The second group is composed of personnel working in the

area of Transportation (N = 1803). Examples of jobs in this area

include drivers, traffic management, and vehicle operations.

Although, in general, transportation functions do not allow any .'.'. -

greater autonomy than those in Supply, they do offer more

diversity in job tasks. In some cases, jobs require more

extensive training than that which is acquired on the job.

Instrumentation

The Organizational Assessment Package is a 109-item

attitudinal survey designed jointly by the Air Force Human

Resource Laboratory and the Leadership and Management Development

Center. The 109 items are subdivided into seven broad categories

as follows: (a) Background information (16 items), (b) Job

Inventory (34 items), (c) Jot Desires (7 items), (d) Supervision

(19 iteMs), (e) Work Group Productivity (5 items), (f)

89....-.
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Organization Climate (19 items), and (g) Job-related Issues (9

items). The first category consists of demographic information.

Items contained within the other six modules ask the subject to

respond on a seven-point Likert scale. (OAP items selected for

this study are represented in Table 1).

Extensive research focusing on the psychometric properties

is reported both at an individual level of analysis (Conlon,

1982; Hendrix & Halverson, 1979; Hightower, 1982; Hightower &

Short, 1982; Short & Hamilton, 1981; Short & Wilkerson, 1981)

and, more recently, at a work-group level of analysis (Green,

1984). Although many of the above-mentioned researchers employed

factor analytic techniques to examine the validity and I]
reliability of the OAP, the factors extracted and interpretations

differed to some extent across studies. Because these previous

studies yielded factors which contained items representing

conceptually distinct components, items wre chosen for this study

independent of previous factor analytic results. Instead, the

choice of items was based on our current theoretical

understanding of commitment antecedents as reviewed earlier.

Further, an effort was made to select those items thought to

yield a generalizable model of commitment across various Air

Force units.

Procedure

All phases of the investiqation employ the Lisrel VI Droaramn

* (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1985) which was designed to examine the

89-26 ~I
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relationship among observed variables in terms of a fewer numtber ____

of unobserved variables or latent factors by means of a maximum

likelihood estimation procedure. Lisrel involves two distinct but

complementary conceptual models (Long, 1983; Marsh & Hocevar,

1985). The measurement model, which is equivalent to a

confirmatory factor analysis, examines the relationships of

variables capable of being observed and measured with unobserved TZ

factors or latent constructs. The structural model examines the

causal relationships among the unobserved factors. In order to

test an a priori theory, the Lisrel program generates indices of

the degree of fit between covariances among the observed

variables and the covariances based on the theoretical structure

imposed jointly by the measurement and structural models

(Pedhazur, 1982).

Although the multiple regression and correlational analyses

used in the past add to our understanding of the commitment

construct, Lisrel allows a more rigorous test of the theory. The

program originates from path analytic procedures but offers

several advantages over these earlier techniques. First, it

allows relaxation of many restrictive assumptions associated with

path analysis such as errorless measurement of observed

variables, uncorrelated errors, and unidirectional causation.

Second, the maximum likelihood procedure allows for systematic

comparison arid hypothesis-testin of various factor analvtic

models. Finally, Lisrel has the flexibility to an3lvz dat1 trorl

89-27
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a single sample as well as to analyze simultaneously data

obtained from multiple groups.

This study employs a confirmatory factor analytic or

measurement model to investigate the underlying antecedent

factors related to military commitment by means of the covariance

among the observed variables. Based on the theoretical

literature, it is hypothesized that Lhe 44 OAP items (Xl through

X44) underlie 11 latent factors. The basic model with its . ..-

estimated parameters is represented in Tables 1 and 2.
-.- ' -

Insert Table 1 about here

Insert Table 2 about here

The pattern illustrated in Table 1 depicts the manner in

which each of the 44 OAP items are hypothesized to load on the 11 - -

factors. Zero values indicate those weights associated with

observed variables which are fixed. The LXs signify those

parameters to be estimated. Table 2 represents the

variance-covariance matrix (PHI) among the latent factors.

Diagonal elements of this matrix portray factor variances. In

order to identify the model and to eliminate scale

inoeterminancy, factor variances are set to unity (Long, 1983).

All off-diagonal elements (factor covariances), represented by

,.-. .-.89-28
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P are set free to allow estimation of the relationship among

factors. The diagonal elements (not shown) are estimates of the

error (uniqueness) elements of each observed variable. Due to the

exploratory nature of this confirmatory factor analytic model,

testing commences with the restrictive assumption that errors

among the variables are uncorrelated. Such an assumption

necessitates fixing off-diagonals to zero.

As exploration of the model's fit to the data proceeds,

restrictions are relaxed. Modifications to the confirmatory model

are based on several criteria. First, Lisrel generates a

modification index indicating the improvement of fit gained if a

previously fixed variable is allowed to vary. Joreskog and Sorbom

(1985) suggest that a modification index be at least five before

adjustments are made to the model. As Marsh and Hocevar (1985)

note, however, the modification index is dependent on sample size --

creating a situation where trivial differences may lead to

substantial indices in large sample problems. Since this problem

is inherent in the current model, a more conservative approach is

taken in evaluating modification indices and such indices are

considered in conjunction with alternative indications of fit.

Lisrel also provides an overall chi-square goodness-of-fit

test. when tne predicted model fits the observed data, the

resting Ch-scure value will be nonsiqnificant. As noted by

usieckoc and Seobor, 19.5), James, Muliak, & Brett (1983), Marsh %

a Id -( ,u var" 1>9 ), tt are certain oroblems associated wi'th
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this_jqdex. In the first place, it is believed to be sensitive to -

small departures in the data from the assumption of multivariate

normality. However, the extent to which this assumption may be

violated without distorting results is unknown (Bentler, 1980). WE

The chi-square value is also influenced by sample size. Although

causal modeling requires a substantial number of subjects in

order to generate stable results, a large sample size results in

a significant chi-square value even when the difference between

the estimated variance-covariance matrix and the sample

variance-covariance matrix is small. In order to account for this

problem, Bentler and Bonnet (1980) developed a fit index referred

to as coefficient delta (A) which gives the relative decrease in

lack of fit between the most restrictive model specifying no

correlations among items (null model) and the hypothesized model.

Coefficient delta is employed in this study to evaluate the

commitment model as is the ratio of overall chi-souare to its

associated degrees of freedom suggested by Tucker and Lewis

(1973). It is recommended that a ratio of between 1 and 10

indicates an adequate fit for -sample sizes greater than 2,000.

An additional index used in this study to assess fit is that

of the root mean square residual (RMSR) defined as the residual

remaining after subtracting the variance-covariance matrix

implied by the model from the sample variance-covariance matriy. ,

It is interpreted as 3n average of the residual varianc~p anc,

cov3riances (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1985). In genera!, a mod,,' "-

U89-3C
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successful in ex a3ining the information in the sample variance/

covariance matrix as the chi-square value, chi-square ratio, and -

approach unity while the RMSR approaches zero. -

WhereasA can be criticized for failing to consider degrees

of freedom in its computation (X2 NULL MODEL X2 HYPOTHETICAL

MODEL- X2 NULL MODEL), the overall chi-square ratio is as

dependent on sample size as other fit indices discussed above

(Marsh & Hocevar, 1985; James, Muliak, Brett, 1983). Therefore,

as suggested by Cliff (1983), it is good practice to base model

assessment on multiple criteria. In the current investigation,

the confirmatory model of commitment antecedents is evaluated in

terms of the program-generated goodness-of-fit indices,

alternative fit indices, parameter estimates (e.g., t-values,

standard errors), and knowledge of the sample data. A---'

RESULTS '-'

Fit of the Basic Model

All analyses conducted in the current investigation employed

the observed covariance matrix of data obtained from Supply and

Transportation personnel. As described in the previous section,

the first model (Model I) which was evaluated assumes errors

among observed variables are uncorrelated. The factor loading

matrix (LX) and factor variance-covariance matrix (PHI) derived

from the aggregate sample are given in Tables 3 and-4. 4.-- i
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Insert Table 3 about here
. .. .. . .. .. ... . ..... .. ... ' [

Insert Table 4 about here

As seen in Table 3, loadings for items on their respective

factors are substantial with standard errors (shown in

parentheses) for each item being low. The associated t-values for

these estimates (parameter estimate divided by its standard

error) are all significant. The factor variance-covariance matrix

presented in Table 4 shows a high degree of covariation among

several of the 11 latent factors. In addition, modification

indices generated from the Lisrel program indicate a high degree

of covariation among the error (uniqueness) elements for many of

the observed variables.

The goodness-of-fit indices for the basic model are

presented in Table 5. The fit indices for Model I indicate an

Insert Table 5 about here

- - - - -

inadequate representation of the factor structure of commitment

antecedents. Support for the model becomes even more questionable

when the moderately high RMSR is considered. The high degree of

covariation among the factors and the error elements coupled with

8S-32
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the substantial RMSR suggest the possibility of finding a more

parsimonious model.

Alternative Models

Considering the sources of covariation as described above as

well as the structure of the OAP, it appeared that subjects might

be responding to OAP items occurring next to one another in a

similar manner. Therefore, the basic model was modified to

reflect such a response set by correlating the uniqueness

elements for items appearing in sequence (next to each other) on

the OAP. The goodness-of-fit indices for this more restricted

model (Model II) are presented in Table 5. As seen from these fit

indices, Model II offers some improvement over the basic model.

Although there is a reduction in RMSR, the decrease is only

slight (.008). This small decrease in the magnitude of the

residual coupled with the fact that covariation among many of the --

error or uniqueness elements remained high suggests further .

adjustments to the model are required.

A review of those items showing a high degree of covariance

among their uniqueness elements revealed that many of these items

were included in the same module and contained equivalent word ',-

formats. For example, six of the eight items representing

observable indicators of commitment antecedents were selected

from the Supervision module and begin with the phrase, "My

supervisor .... " Similarly, all of the 13 items chosen from the

Job Inventory module begin with the words, "To what extent " -.
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Thus, Model III reflects the addition of correlated format errors

in terms of equivalent phrasing of OAP items. As in Model 11, the

chi-square, overall chi-square ratio, and A indices all indicate

an improvement in the model's fit to the data. However, the RMSR

associated with Model III compared to that for Model I shows a

decrease of only .016. Although a fit index of .97 is considered

more than adequate (Tucker & Lewis, 1973, Joreskog & Sorbom, *.

1985), the RMSR indicates further model revisions may be

necessary.

Discussion

In general, findings indicated that the basic confirmatory

factor model of commitment antecedents proposed to underlie

selected OAP items provided a good fit to the data across two Air

Force units. However, support for the model was obtained only

after the presence of nontrivial amounts of measurement error .

were taken into account. The source of such error, however,

originates from the format of the OAP instrument itself and,

thus, is irrelevant to the constructs representing antecedents of

organizational commitment.

The one index of fit which remains troublesome is that of

the root mean square residual (RMSR). Even though correlating

format and sequence errors amonc observed variables improved the

fit of the model, the size of the average residual does not

decrease an appreciable amount. The literature on causal modeling

fails to provide any clear criterion as to what the size of the

e89-34 .. ,-...-....
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RMSR indicant of fit should be in order to assess a model as

adequate. Further, a review of the literature indicates that the "
. _

model proposed herein is highly complex in terms of number of

observed variables in comparison to other confirmatory factor

analytic models using a Lisrel approach. Perhaps, the RMSR should

be considered relative to the degree of model complexity. One

approach to investigate the behavior of the RMSR further is that

of a multitrait-multimethod model, with the 11 commitment *..

antecedents representing latent traits and the OAP modules

associated with the 44 selected items serving as method factors.

Another question which needs further exploration is that of

the model's generalizability. The results obtained from this

study cannot be interpreted to mean that an equally good fit

would be found by applying this factor model to data sampled from

other Air Force personnel. In order to demonstrate that the same

11 factors of commitment antecedents are equally adequate in

representing the data across diverse Air Force functions, further

analysis of factorial invariance is essential.
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Table 5 52%

Goodness-of-Fit Indices for Confirmatory ~

Models of Organizational Commitment Antecedents

Factor Models X 2  df x 2/df ARMSR

Null Model 134,866.52 946 142.56 - 1.069

Model I: Basic Model 9,131.77 847 10.78 .93 0.144

Model II: Correlated 7,002.01 830 8.44 .95 0.136

Errors for Sequential

OAP Items

Model III: Correlated 4,565.00 804 5.68 .97 0.128

Errors for Sequential and

Similarly Formatted OAP Items -'

Own..
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Figure Caption

Figure 1. A representation of organizational commitment.
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THE EFFECTS OF STEREOSCOPIC VS. NON-STEREOSCOPIC

DISPLAYS ON TARGET DETECTION AND TARGET MOTION

DETECTION IN FLIGHT SIMULATION.

by

Charles B. Woods

ABSTRACT

This study involved the comparison of stereoscopic and
non-stereoscopic displays in target detection and target
motion detection. It was performed in the flight simulator
environment utilizing an Air Force T-38 trainer cockpit,
computer generated imagery presented through collimating
optics, and PLZT stereoscopic goggles. There were 4 tasks
implemented in this study: A.) target detection, and B.)
lateral, C.) perpendicular, and D.) oblique, motion
detection. It was found that, as suspected, there were no
significant differences between displays for tasks A and B.
Contrary to the hypotheses, there were also no significant
differences found in tasks C and D for display type.
Differences in target origin and direction of motion were
found and these, as well as possible explanations for the
lack of display effect and the importance of stereoscopic
displays in flight simulation, are discussed.
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I.) INTRODUCTION .... -:.

As a graduate student at the University of Florida my low

area of interest has been in vision and visual perception. I

have been engaged in research on the topics of vestibular- ...

ocular system interaction and, more recently, stereopsis. In

particular, my interests have been in investigating the -.7-:. -

problem of stereo-matching, looking at both corresponding and

non-corresponding retinal points.

It was a major interest in stereopsis that, I believe, saw me

being appointed as a summer fellow to the Human Resources

Laboratory, Technology Development Branch, at Williams AFB.

Here there has been some interest in stereoscopic

displays in flight simulation, being examined as a part of

Work Unit No. 1123-32-01, in the Operations Training (OT)

Division. v.

The stereopsis research here at HRL has been directed at
'- -

ascertaining whether or not a stereoscopic display leads to

improved system fidelity (more "real" or accurate flight task

training), as opposed to the standard, currently in use, non-

stereoscopic display. If a stereoscopic display should prove

to be valuable as an additional tool for providing a more

effective training environment, both as an important visual

system informational channel as well as showing importance as

a perceptual ingredient in the pilot training environment, -. -

than the stereoscopic display would probably be recommended -,--

for adoption and implemented as a mode of flight simulation

for all military pilot training.

90-4



II.) OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

In general, the purpose of this study was to get a better

idea of the contribution of stereopsis to-and an assessment

of stereoscopic displays in-flight simulation: to see

whether there exists a significant contribution to pilot task

performance by the presence of stereopsis, an additional

depth cueing mechanism. Briefly, stereopsis operates only

as a function of binocularity: the presence of the two eyes. -_

It utilizes the binocular parallax provided by the left and

right eye separation. Through fusion of these horizontally

disparate retinal stimuli and computation by a little understood -

algorithm, information about relative depth is derived

For reasons that should become apparent in the next

section, it was decided, by myself, that the problem

should be approached from two angles: one involving

the more usual simulator piloting tasks and associated

performance measures, and the second utilizing a slightly

different and more basic method; an evaluation from a more

psycho-physical, part-task component view point.

The study involving the stand.rd evaluation in terms of

the more common piloting tasks was already on the books, Mr

Bob Woodruff had plans to investigate stereoscopic vs. non-

stereoscopic displays within the context of low-level flight,

straight-in landing, and strafe.

For my own research, I decided that it would be good to

approach the problem from another angle, one which could

complement Mr. Woodruff's work. Also, it seemed to me that
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the potential benefits of the use of stereopsis, and other

binocular processes might not only be task specific but also

part-task specific: benefits might exist that might not be
.INseen when looking at a more broad level of analysis or

observation. It was for this reason that I decided to

investigate at the more simple level.

Moving back a step, lets consider some of the more

pertinent ideas and theories that led me to pursuing this

particular avenue of research.

The use of stereoscopic displays in flight simulation has

oft been considered but never (on a large scale) implemented.

this is due, undoubtedly, to the prevailing opinion that

stereopsis, and all binocular cues (convergence as well as

retinal disparity) for that matter, are highly distant

dependent (stereopsis: 10-100meters,depending on whom you

believe) and would not be of any functional or practical use

at the typical optical distances involved ( Snyder,1981). The

first part of this is superficially true, however it does

ignore several theoretical considerations and "typical

optical distances" needs to be qualified.

In the simulator at HRL, many piloting tasks are used

which involve optical distances which could be considered to .

fall more in the functional range of the binocular cues.

Take off/landings, aerial refueling, and low-level nap-of-

the-earth (NOE) flight all might benefit from the addition of *.

stereoscopic cues to depth. These are not tasks which are

seldom used, in or out of the simulator, obviously. NOE

9C-6
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flight, for instance, is a prime concern to military

pilot training of several types. All of these instances,

though, offer situations where stereopsis might provide

potentially valuable, or at least beneficial, information. ."ew'-N

Another issue here involves what might be termed the

perceptual ramifications of NOT including a category of

information that would ordinarily be present in any real

environment. Although stereopsis is a major depth cue out to

only a specific distance, it is still important to remember

that the human threshold detection of retinal disparity is

very fine, approximately 10 arc seconds, which means that an

individual can potentially see stereoscopically up to over

4000 FT. Although other cues become more important after a

certain(?) distance, binocular information still exists and

quite possibly is being used to some extent. In Addition,

simply the withholding of an entire category of information

in the simulator, information that will be present and used

by the pilot when he enters the real world, might have as

yet unrecognized perceptually detrimental effects. Following

from this idea of "perceptual incompleteness" is the

consideration of Channel Theory.

Channel theory (Braddick,Cambell,and Atkinson;1978) holds

that there are a number of information-processing channels

through which the retinal image is passed. These channels

function independently, so eliminating any one channel might

degrade the overall analysis of any visual environment b- ...

removing "cross-talk" between channels (Regan, etal.;1981).

00
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The possible importance of this to the situation at hand is >1: $

that a channel for stereoscopic position in depth is known to

exist (Richards,1970). It is not unreasonable to assume then

that not providing a stereo channel and the stereo

information contained therein might lead to distortion of the

visual scene (Snyder,1981) or, and perhaps more important to

the instructional situation, could possibly lead to transfer

of training difficulties (Regan,etal.;1981).

Most relevant to the present study is the fact that in

addition to a channel for stereoscopic position-in-depth

there also appears to be one for stereoscopic motion-in-depth

(Regan and Beverley, 1979). What is most interesting (and

relevant) about this stereo system is that, unlike "position-

in-depth" stereopsis, "motion-in-depth" channels appear to be hI

distant independent, that is, having equal monocular and

stereo sensitivities (Regan etal,1981). It would appear then

that the stereoscopic display would always benefit this

visual system (within the resolution and other system limits),

regardless of the piloting task.

My objectives then, were very straight-forward. It was my

thought that by "feeding" another channel for detecting motion,

specifically motion in depth, that pilots would show "improved

observer reaction times"(Uttal,Azzato,and Brogan;1982). Here,

this would be seen as lowered latencies to motion detection.

To the combat pilot, this would be very important in a variety

of situations.

It is due to the above ideas that I elected to look at
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stereoscopic motion in depth as a means of evaluating the

stereo display. To my knowledge this has yet to be done.

This was intended as pilot research and with the hopes that it

might also contribute to the current research at HRL.

III.) METHODS

OBSERVERS

The subjects in this study were 12 Air Force pilots

of the 97FTS (Flying Training Squadron) at Williams AFB,

Arizona. All the pilots were male and ranged in age from 22

to 27 years. All graciously agreed to participate on this

study on a volunteer basis.

Due to the nature of the subject pool (the comprehensive)

visual examination given incoming student pilots), these

*; subjects were not tested for visual or stereo abnormalities.

-" During their routine entrance visual physical, pilot trainees

are tested for stereoscopic depth discriminability in two

possible fashions and, for the record, these should be outlined

here.

Pilots are first tested using what is called the Vision

Test Apparatus-Near/Distant (VTA-ND) presented on a Bausch

and Lomb Armed Forces Vision Tester. The criterion for passing '

this exam is error-free performance at approximately the

25 sec arc level. For those unfamiliar with this test, it

it involves a stereoscope where several groups of rings

organized in rows and columns are presented, where the ring

that lies closer (projected in depth) to the observer than

* ~90-9 ...
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the other rings in this matrix of rings must be determined

and selected.

The VTA-ND is considered the standard test for Air Force

pilots. However, if the examinee fails this test (or does

poorly enough to warrant it) the Depth Perception Apparatus-

Verhoeff (DPA-V) is then administered. The Verhoeff

stereopter is a hand-held box containing 3 wires of different

thicknesses and variable depth. The task is to report which

bar is displaced in depth relative to the other two. The

passing score on this test is perfect performance at at least

the 45 sec arc level. Adequate performance on either exam

is considered sufficient for "being in possession of good

depth perception". Passing one exam or the other is

required for all 4 classes of Air Force pilots.

All subjects reported having passed the VTA-ND, the DPA-V

or both. Perhaps unreasonably it was assumed, then, that

there existed no subjects which were unduly stereoanomalous.

STIMULI/TASKS

In remaining consistent with the overall approach of this

study, the stimulus chosen and used was an aircraft. Other

stimuli were initially modeled and considered but it was

decided that for all purposes here, an aircraft would be the

best moving model. The MiG-23 was chosen from the already

available data base due to its uniform size (comparatively) ....

and coloring. In the computer image generation (CIG), this

particular model is uniformly white on top and bottom, with

the exception of a black nose-cone.

90-10 iW'
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For compatability with the CIG the stimulus was modeled -

as having it's actual 7.5' diameter fuselage but as behaving
in the following ways: for TASK 'A' it traveled at 280'/sec

and for all the rest of the TASKS(B,C,and D) it was modeled

as initially stationary in the environment at 423' and during

the movements it traveled at 14.8'/sec. This allowed the MiG

to always be traveling (positive or negative change in visual

angle) at a rate of 2 deg/sec. Also, at this size and

distance the stimulus subtended 1 deg of visual angle(for

TASKS B, C, and D).

This study involved two general tasks: target detection

and target motion detection. The motion detection task had

three parts, each corresponding to a different class of

movements. Each task will be considered in turn. .

TASK A: TARGET DETECTION .

In Task A subjects were required to detect the stimulus

as it approached their aircraft from 4 possible positions

from beyond visual range. Each of the 4 possible target

locations lay at the corners of an imaginary square which

covered 18 deg of visual angle, the center of which was the .-.- ',*

point of relaxed fixation ( each location, then, was

displaced + or - 9 deg off of the central point of fixation).

Although the targets approached the subject from 4 different

locations in the visual field, they all had the same

trajectory: straight onto the nose of the of the subject's

own aircraft.

The subject, after having signalled that they saw the

90-11 . "
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location/fixation cross by triggering the nose-wheel steering V

on the stick, was then required to simply hit the gun trigger

when they first detected the target.

TASKS B, C, and D: TARGET MOTION DETECTION

In all of Tasks B, C, and D the stimulus was of a constant
a , -S .*

size (ideg, throughout Task B and at initialization in Tasks

C and D) and originated from a single centrally located

point. Also, regardless of the targets direction of motion

its movement or rate of changing size remained a constant 2

deg/sec. As in Task A, for all three motion detection tasks

the target aircraft always maintained a "nose-on" orientation.

Task B, the lateral motion detection task, involved.- -.

movements along all four axes. The targets always remained

equi-distant from the subject (from an image generation

perspective) so there was no changing size. The targets

could move in any direction in any order and it was the

subjects task to determine the direction of movement and to

press the trim tab on the stick accordingly. The trim tab is

capable of movement along the X and Y axes.

Task C required the subject to correctly identify

movement that was perpendicular to his fronto-parallel plane,

that is, movement that was either directly at the subject

(approaching) or directed straight away (receding). The

targets had no lateral movement, they only changed in size

either "expanding" or "contracting". As in the previous task

the subject was required to trim in the appropriate direction

up for movement away and down for movement toward.

90-12 3*



The third task here, Task D, presented a situation where

the subject was confronted with movements that were oblique

in nature. From a line drawn from the center of the eyes,

these movements were at 10 deg and 170 deg either side of

center. This functioned to give 4 movements that were either

tangentially approaching or receding from the pilots aircraft.

It was not necessary for the subjects to distinguish lateral

motion (whether or not the target was moving on the left or

the right) but simply to determine whether the target was

approaching or departing.

EQUIPMENT/APPARATUS

The VIGOR Facility

The VIGOR facility is comprised of a Singer Digital

Image Generation System (DIGS), 3 wide angle collimated (WAC)

windows, and a T-38 trainer cockpit. The following is a

short description of each.

The DIGS, powered by Singer 32/97 computers, is capable

of a broad range of CIG. In this study it was a utilized to

create both the moving model (the MiG targe- aircraft) and

the static visual environment. The visual environment was a

rather austere one, a simple flat earth scene incorporating

several varied length and width, tan and green rectangular

fields. It had a uniform blue horizon. The DIGS, as well as

presenting the stimulus and the visual environment, also

performed all the data collection, monitoring and recording

at a rate of 60 Hz.

The WAC windows are a three window system of F-lll
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design. Each WAC window is comprised of a CRT monitor,

mirror, and collimating lens, oriented around the

cockpit. For the purposes of this study, only the center

window was used. It, coupled with the DIGS, is capable of 64

colors X 64 intensities. It (the center window alone) has a

field of view measuring 36 X 48 deg, a resolution of

approximately 3 min arc, and a refresh rate of 30 Hz (60 hz

when used in conjunction with the PLZT stereoscopic goggles).

As measured by photometer, it had an average scene luminance

of 9.1 foot lamberts.

The cockpit was a fully equiped T-38 trainer which can be

used for full simulated flight missions. Although this was a

non-flying task, the cockpit was used for overall

experimental consistency and because of the need to create

the situation of a typical flight simulation enviroment. The -...

important functional parts of the cockpit, for this study,

were all on the stick: the gun trigger, the nose-wheel

steering button, and the trim tabs.

The PLZT Goggles

For this study, Honeywell lead lanthanum zirconate 4

titanate (PLZT) goggles were used in order to create

conditions of stereoscopic and non-stereoscopic viewing.

These ceramic bonded cross-polarizing goggles are capable of

presenting the observer with quite vivid 3 dimensionality.

Briefly, they operate on the following principle: each

polarizing lens operates 180 deg out of phase with 50% duty

cycles, alternating between left and right images at the rate

90-14
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of 60 Hz. The result is an artificially constructed retinal

disparity that functions to create a strong depth of field

sensation.

Something that should be noted here: the PLZTs have a

very low level of transmissivity. Actually, under normal

operating conditions their transmissivity is only about 12%.

Together with the WAC window then, the display luminance was

only approximately 1.08 foot lamberts.

PROCEDURE M

Each subject, initially, was briefed and given a written

outline of the experimental protocol to read. It outlined

the major subject-relative procedure regarding the 4 tasks.

The pilot was, after the initial briefing, led to the

VIGOR assembly and situated comfortably and precisely within

the T-38 cockpit. After familiarization with the simulator

and the PLZT goggles, the pilot was then allowed

approximately 15-20 minutes to become slightly dark adapted

(due to the transmissivity of the PLZTs).

There were 4 tasks in this study, as outlined previously.

These being target detection, lateral motion detection,

perpendicular(approach/recede) motion detection, and oblique

motion detection. For all subjects, these tasks were

completed in the same order. Each task had 2 parts, half in

each condition (condition 1=stereo, condition 2=non-stereo) .

For the 12 subjects, 6 were tested having the stereo

condition first (group 1) and half were tested having the non-

stereo condition first (group 2)(random assignment in each case).

90-15
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The procedure was very similar for each task. In each

task there were 16 trials in each condition for a total of 32

trials per task. The number of trials per target origin or

per target direction of movement depended on the task: Task A

had 4 trials from each of the 4 positions for each of the 2

conditions for a total of 32. Task B had the same format,

substituting the 4 lateral directions of movement for the 4

target origins. Task C had only the 2 directions of movement -

(approaching and receding), 16 trials per movement in each

condition. Task D again had 4 trials along each of the

tangents in each of the 2 conditions for a total of 32.

For the subject, the procedure went as follows: the

subject was required to first hit the gun trigger to

initialize the system. This readied the conputer for data

collection and displayed the first trials fixation cross.

The subject could then depress the nose-wheel steering button

to begin the first trial; the cross disappears and the first

target begins its approach from beyond visual range. The

subject completed the first half(16) of the randomly

presented trials in that condition and then the CIG was

modified so as to present the second display condition.

After completion of the second half, the subject was reminded

of what was required in Task B and was then allowed to depress

the nose-wheel steering to begin that task's trials. This

same procedure was used to complete the last 2 tasks. The

completion of all 4 tasks required only about 25-30 minutes

per pilot.
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IV.) RESULTS

Complete randomized block analyses of variance were __

performed on all 4 tasks, this being done for both MEAN and

S.D. In all the tasks, both target detection and motion

detection, there was no significant effect for display type.

In Task A, the target detection task, display type was

clearly non-significant: F(1,10)=.78, p=.398 . Mean angular A,.-.

size was 6.03 arcmin for the stereo display and 6.15 arcmin for

the non-stereo at detection. Target position (F(3,30)=16.36,

p<.001) and group X display type interaction (F(1,10)=9.11,

p=.013 were both found to be significant, however. Target position

(p(1-4), numbered in correspondence with the quadrants of the

cartesian coordinate plane) Mean and Mean S.D. were: p(l)=

6.608, p(2)=7.568, p(3)=4.777, p(4)=5.413 and p(l)=.8 3 4 ,

p(2)=.936, p(3)=.278, and p(4)=.300 arcmin respectively.

As you can see, the standard deviations were quite small.

In Task B, lateral motion detection there, again, was no

effect for display type (F(1,10)=1.34, p=.27) and mean response

latency: .6800 and .6978 sec for stereo and non-stereo

respectively. Group X display interaction and

position were both significant in task B also: G X D

F(1,10)=19.2, p<.001 ; P: F(3,30)=14.1, p<.001 . Direction of

movement mean response latency: UP=.6340, LEFT=.7143, DOWN=.6497,

and RIGHT=.7576 (also VERTICAL=.6418, IIORIZONTAL=.7360).

Approaching/receding motion in depth, Task C, like the

preceding tasks, evidenced the following. Effect of display

type: F(1,10)=3.0, p=.113 . In this task there was no G X D

90-17 Y
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interaction (F(l,10)=2.4,p=.l4), but direction of motion was .

significant:F(l,10)=30.6,P<.001;mean response latencies found to be

1.519 sec for approaching and 1.962 sec for receding

In oblique motion detection, Task D, again, effect of display

type on response latency was non-significant: F(1,10)=.67, p=.432 .

G X D interaction was again significant: F(1,10)=36.1, p<.001 .--

(this interaction is discussed later) as was direction of

movement: F(3,30)=4.2, p=.01 3 . Mean latencies were RECRGT(receding 6

right) =2.12, RECLFT=I.85, APPLFT=l.69, and APPRGT=I.57.

V.) DISCUSSION

It appears from the preceding section that the results of

this study are seemingly clear-cut: the stereoscopic display

does not seem to provide any demonstrable difference in pilot

latency to motion detection performance. Due to experimental

problems and overlooked parameters (which I will discuss

shortly) however, this might be an erroneous conclusion to "1-6

reach. For the moment though, let's consider some of the

other more interesting findings of the study.

As can be seen from the results, there were significant

effects found for target position in Task A and target

direction of motion in Tasks B, C, and D. These can be

explained quite readily. For Task A, differences in target

angular size at detection can be seen as a function of

target-background(environment) contrast. This was

anticipated. Targets from positions 1 and 2 show much larger

angular sizes-the result of detecting against the lighter

blue sky. By comparison, targets approaching from locations

°' - -,. *,
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3 and 4 (below the horizon) appear from the much darker flat

earth portion of the scene and are thus easier to detect.

Differences were also seen for direction of movement and

these should also be briefly discussed.

In Task B significant differences were seen for direction

of motion: horizontal movements required more time to

identify than vertical movements. I will hesitate to draw a

"system" conclusion here as there was probably another

contributing factor: it seems that up/down trim tab movement

is considerably easier than left/right.

In Task C it was found that receding target motion

detection was far more difficult than the approaching. This

is interesting, and indicates that the visual system (through

that particular "looming"detector, Regan and Beverly,1979)

is more sensitive to motion in that direction: increasing size.

This same effect can be seen in Task D.

The Group X Display type interaction that can be seen in -7

3 of the 4 tasks is the result of group l(stereo 1st) doing

slightly, but consistently, better than group 2(non-stereo

1st) in tasks A, B, and D while the stereo condition does

very little of anything. There were no statistically

significant differences for group or for condition effects

but there was enough of an opposite trend in each case to

create the interaction. It is probably nothing more than

noise in the data. The sample size was moderately small, and

after examining the data and statistics, this seems to be the j3_:

most reasonable conclusion to draw.
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Turning back now to the insignificant effects of display 1.

type, some experimental factors need to be considered. At

first I thought that display brightness was going to be a

problem: the PLZTs had such poor transmissivity. This

turned out not to be a problem at all.

A simulator parameter that was looked at but only briefly

because it was thought to be sufficient, but which in

hinds.ight(and re-evaluation) seems to have been INsufficient,

was display resolution. Because the VIGOR system, with its

display resolution of 3 arcmin(compared to ASPT's 8 arcmin),

had a resolution substantially better than the other

simulators at HRL (where stereopsis research has taken

place previously), it was mistakenly assumed that it would

be sufficient for the present study. This, as it turned out,

was not to be the case. .

A 3 arcmin resolution doesn't preclude stereopsis, but it

greatly reduces the range over which stereopsis can be

achieved: CIG perspective images (retinally disparate images)

cannot be resolved by the system smaller than 3 arcmin. This

resulted in a limit to "seeing" stereoscopically to

approximately 230 ft. With the target aircraf.'s initial-

ization position at 420 ft. then, it was beyond the range of

stereoscopic sight under experimental conditions. In

essence, and for all practical purposes than, both conditions

were biocular, not binocular and biocular. This would result

in seeing virtually no differences between conditions, and -*

this is exactly what was found.
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VI) RECOMMENDATIONS

Although not substantiated here, the evidence is overwhelming

that in the real world stereopsis, especially "motion-in- .,..

depth" stereopsis, performs a valuable function in assisting 0

the determination of these class of movements: it is an

important informational channel to overall perception. The

question, of course, that the Air Force is concerned with is

"will adding a stereoscopic display increase the

I1 effectiveness of our pilot training program?".

To do this,the system in question must have quite positive

effects if implemented or easily noticable deficits if

ignored. It appears to me that a stereoscopic display is

not something that is going to adopted based solely on the

experimental findings of one of HRL's standard

investigations using, as dependent variables, their usual -

performance measures. As John Merritt(1982) points out,

stereoscopic display research requires special evaluative N_-t

considerations, and the broad-based approaches most commonly

used are not going to show the results researchers want.

Yet, if this is such an elusive phenomena just how valuable

can it be?

I think a problem here, perhaps THE problem is that

researchers, in the evaluation of the stereoscopic display,

are A.) limiting the scope of their investigations and B.)

looking for a single effect of unrealistic magnitude. Both .. ,4

of these, I believe, lead to this "elusiveness".

In the first part, I think most system engineers have
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a rather limited grasp on all that binocularity involves.
There is more here than simple static (if you will)

stereopsis. There is motion in depth, which this study

concerned itself with, which has different perceptual

requirements ( but which is none the less judged based on 
KK

other criteria).

Something also often overlooked, and which would seem to be

of importance to IIRL, is the relationship between form

perception and stereopsis. That is, form perception and

stereoscopic depth perception have different image

requirements: form perception is NOT essential to stereopsis

(Piantanida,1982). Stereopsis, then, is a good mechanism for

figure-ground discrimination or object identification. I would

think this would apply ideally to limited visibility flight

simulation. -

Now, it also can be argued that the simulator environment is

insufficient for evaluating the importance of a stereoscopic

display because it hasn't the capability of doing it justice.

But, its only in this environment that it is important right?.

Possibly not. Although research of its type has not been done

because of its inherent difficulty, there could very

likely be transfer of training problems caused by the absence

of the binocular cues during simulator training.

There are several other perceptually oriented good reasons

why providing a stereoscopic image might be prefered, I have

only commented on a few of them here. Looking at the
-

flight simulator side of the issue, there are additional ideas
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that are being investigated. Issues like replacing the bulky,

cumbersome collimating optics with a stereo system for

achieving the same goal of depth-of-field realism and using .'

the stereo display to overcome some of the adverse effects of

collimation (Woodruff,85). Also, the ever increasing

visual system resolution of most new simulators makes

stereoscopic viewing more attractive (greater range) and, ...[

from the viewpoint of perceptual fidelity, more

conspicuous by its absence.

To summarize then, I believe that the stereoscopic

display will eventually show itself to be the important

aspect of flight simulation that it is. It will probably be

implemented due to the variety of advantages that it affords

though, and not due to any overwhelming increase in depth

discriminability. There are many factors that enter in here

and I want to stress, if nothing else with this report, that

the importance of stereopsis and the other binocular cues

should not be so casually discarded and immediately assumed

to be of no value to the flight simulation environment.

This is often done because it is thought that first-only

extreme distances are involved in flight simulation and

second-that stereopsis and the binocular processes are

necessarily of no imporatance because of it. Today's ; A;""
military pilot training has shown that the former is no

longer true and more and more it is becoming evident that

the latter is probably false also.-',%'-
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FOCUSSING VISUAL ATTENTION

by

Penny L. Yee

ABSTRACT

Two studies are reported that examine the focussing of visual attention.

The first study traces the time course of component processes involved in

moving attention in the visual field. A peripheral cue flashed in one of four

positions (6 degrees left, right, above or below fixation) indicated which of

four targets subjects were to identify. In one set of conditions the interval

between the cue and target (CTOA) varied to measure the time course of

engaging attention. In another set of conditions an engaging stimulus (a

square or digit) appeared at varying intervals before the cue (SCOA) to

measure the time course of disengaging attention. The dependent measure was

the proportion of correctly identified targets in each time interval. Results

for the engage conditions indicated that the efficiency of identifying targets

increased as the CTOA increased. And as expected, the engaging stimuli in the

disengage conditions produced different levels of performance.

The second study examined the consequences of selectively focussing

attention on one stimulus in a visual display and the mental representations

achieved by those that are unattended. An earlier study suggested that ..- ""

representation of ignored items experience a form of priming that extends to '-'"

related items. The data presented here support these results.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

I have had three years of graduate training in cognitive psychology at

the University of Oregon. During this time I have conducted research in the

areas of attention and language. The attention projects concentrated on the -.-

effects of selective attention on the mental processes performed on stimulus

events and their mental representations. My research in the language area

dealt with discourse processing and was concerned with the cognitive processes

involved in maintaining thematic continuity in comprehending text.

The research at the Basic Research section of the Human Resources

Laboratory at Williams Air Force Base focusses on vision and visual

attention. The visual attention project is part of an ongoing program -.-.

supervised by Dr. Don R. Lyon, the principle investigator for the visual

attention project. The research examines the orienting and focussing of

r. attention in the visual field, topics areas that are closely related to my

work at Oregon.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The overall goal of the research this summer was to study visual spatial

attention: the component processes involved in and the cognitive consequences

of attending to specified locations in the visual field. One project was

devoted to studying the covert orienting of attention: that is, moving

attention in the visual field without moving the eyes. We examined the mental

processes involved in aligning attention with a source of sensory input.

Three components in the orienting of attention have been discussed in the

literature: disengage, move and engage. To attend to an event attention must

be disengaged from the currently attended event, moved in the direction of the

new event and then engaged with it. This projects goals were to trace the

time course of (1) disengaging attention from a one event and (2) engaging it

with another. Observations of some parietal and midbrain damaged neurological
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patients have provided evidence that are consistent with the component process .

model (e.g. Posner, Cohen and Rafal, 1982; Posner, Walker, Friedrich and

Rafal, 1984). Thus, another goal of this project was to make detailed

observations of these processes in normal subjects.

The second project examined the level of representation achieved by

unattended events in the visual field and the processing consequences for

stimulus representations when they are ignored. The results from previous

investigations on the effects of peripherally presented lexical items on

currently attended ones have been mixed. Some researchers report no effect of

a semantically related item in recognizing a simultaneously presented target

word, while others report facilitation and still others report inhibition "

(e.g. Inhoff, 1982; Inhoff and Raynor, 1980; Underwood, 1976). Allport,

Tipper and Chmiel (in press) have reported that a "negative priming" effect

from an ignored letter or figure is observed when a related or identical item -

must be identified soon afterwards. For instance, if on one trial a stimulus

must be ignored and on the next trial the same stimulus or a semantically

related one must be attended to, processing time in the second trial is

slower. In their paradigm attended and unattended items are superimposed line

drawings differentiated by color, thus they occupy the same spatial location.

The project presented here addresses the issues of representation and process

with a method that combines different aspects of these studies. The goal was

to determine if lexical items presented outside of focussed attention .'.,-

L:

influence performance in a subsequent task and in what way. If a semantic

effect is observed, then one can conclude that the ignored lexical items were

unintentionally processed at semantic levels. Examining the direction of any

observed priming effects (positive or negative) may distinguish between

processes invoked when a stimulus is consciously attended to vs. consciously

ignored.
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III. ORIENTING OF ATTENTION:

a. Methodology.

The methodology adopted in this project differs from previous paradigms

used to study the orienting of attention in several ways. For one, a

-" non-chronometric dependent measure of proportion correct is used rather than ..

the commonly used measure of reaction time. In addition, the cues used in

this study were always valid. During a trial a subiect must make use of the

cue to identify one of several stimuli that are presented rather than make use

of a cue that may or may not be valid to detect the presence of a single

stimulus event. Thus, the subject's overall task is different also. It is

not simply one of detecting a single stimulus in the field, but of identifying

one out of several.

At the start of each trial a small fixation dot was presented at the

center of the screen. The dot disappeared and a brief square of light was

then flashed 6 degrees to the left, right, above or below the fixation point
.,..,-.

and cued subjects to the target location. Shortly afterwards four stimuli,

one in each location, were presented for 64 msec and then individually .. -

masked. The four stimuli were presented simultaneously as were the masks.

The stimuli were partial plus signs (.j._Lg)and the masks were composed

of plus sign features Any one of these targets could appear in any

location, and the subject's task was to indicate which of the four targets

appeared in the cued location by pressing one of four arrow keys on the

computer's keyboard. The arrow key pointing to the left corresponded to -

the arrow key pointing to tne right corresponded to F the arrow key

" pointing up corresponded to -L and the arrow key pointing down corresponded

" to -T- The targets occurred with equal probabilities and were selected ,-,

randomly for each location on each trial. A diagram illustrating the sequence

of events for an engage trial are presented in figure 1. The dependent

• - - .-.- ---. -, ----.. -. .•-. ; .- ; -. -.L -• - . -' " " " ' " .; 1.' ] L' -.] -L.," .. _,1-:-",c.



measure was the proportion of correctly identified targets. Sub.jects had as ..
-. '.

long as they wanted to make their decisions. No time restrictions were placed

on their responses.

The interval between the onset of the cue and the onset of the target

(the cue to target onset asynchrony, CTOA) was varied to trace the X%

relationship between processing time and the efficiency of identification.

This relationship gives a measure of the rate at which attention engages in a

peripheral stimulus. The CTOAs probed were 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128,

144, 160, 192, 224 and 256 msec. The CTOA for each trial was selected

randomly.

To measure the disengagement process, engaging stimuli were selected that

might vary in the degree to which they engaged attention. On each trial

either a blank interval (no stimulus was presented after the fixation dot

disappeared), a filled square of light, or a digit was randomly presented at

fixation for 16 msec. At various time intervals later a peripheral cue

appeared. The stimulus to cue onset asynchrony (SCOA) was selected randomly

for each trial, and the SCOA values used were the same as the CTOA values used

in the engage trials: 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 192, 224 and

256 msec. This manipulation provided a detailed mapping of the disengage

process for the different engaging stimuli used. The CTOA was held constant

at 64 msec. in the disengage conditions. A diagram illustrating the sequence

of events for a disengage trial with a digit as the engaging stimulus is

presented in figure 1. To encourage sub.iects to attend to the engaging --

stimulus sub.iects were asked to make note of any zeroes that might be

presented at fixation. On the average one zero appeared in every 100 trials

in which a digit was selected as the engaging stimulus. After each block of

disengage trials (100 trials) the subJects were asked if they noticed any

zeroes at fixation.
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All testing was conducted on an IBM PC system. Six subjects with normal

or corrected-to-normal vision were individually tested for ten 60 - 75 minute

sessions. Each testing session consisted of five blocks of 100 trials in the

engage condition and five blocks of 100 trials in the disengage condition.

Sub.iects were given short breaks between each block. Thus, across all

sessions subjects ran through a total of 5,000 engage trials and 5,000

disengage trials. To ensure that sub.iects kept their eyes fixated at the

center of the screen their eyes were monitored with a video camera throughout

the sessions. Subjects were informed by the experimenter when eye movements

occurred. Although eye movements were monitored and discouraged, the stimulus

presentation occurred so quickly that eye movements would probably not inprove

performance greatly. In fact, movements might hinder performance through

saccadic masking.

b. Results.

For each subject the mean proportion correct was calculated in the engage

trials for each CTOA and in the different engaging stimulus conditions for

each SCOA. These scores were then averaged across subjects. In the engage

trials the preliminary analyses indicated an increase in the proportion of

correctly identified targets as the CTOA increased. The proportion correct

for each CTOA are presented in figure 2. This curve represents the

probability of attention arriving at the cued location at the time that a

target is presented. The sharpest increase in the probability of identifying

targets occurs at early CTOAs and levels off in the 96 to 112 msec range.

* This rise in the first part of the curve reflects the rapid early movement of

attention towards the cued location. This pattern is followed by a slight

decrease in performance as the CTOA approaches 200 msec. According to these

-- data attention has almost always arrived at the cued location 100 msec after

the cue. By 200 msec., however, the function suggests that attention has

91- 'hI
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begun to move away from the peripheral location -- presumably back to fixation

or the fovea. This pattern is similar to previous observations in the

literature. Generally, a valid cue produces an advantage over invalid cues in

detection reaction time after 50 - 100 msec. (Posner, 1980). This advantage

dissipates at longer intervals with a decrement appearing 300 msec after the

onset of the cue (Posner and Cohen, 1984). The function obtained here for the

engage trials, however, provides a more detailed mapping of the movement of

attention across the visual field.

Figure 3 presents the data from the disengage trials. Proportion correct

is plotted for each type of engaging stimulus (blank, square and digit) as a

function of SCOA. In these data trials in whick the fixated area was blank

before the cue showed no overall improvement as SCOA increased. The

proportion of correctly identified targets fluctuated in the .76 to .81

range. As might be expected this level of performance is comparable to the

performance observed in the engage condition with the same CTOA (64 msec.).

At a CTOA of 64 msec the proportion of correctly identified targets in the

engage condition was .75. Efficiency may be slightly higher in the blank

disengage condition, but this difference has not yet been formally tested.

However, the similarity of scores and the lack of any consistent changes in

the blank-disengage function as SCOA increased suggest that the blank interval

does not engage attention strongly enough to require a disengagement process

that would disrupt the efficiency of processing a stimulus cue. That is, the

disengagement of attention from this stimulus detracts minimally from the

overall efficiency of utilizing the cue.

A very different pattern arises in the disengagement functions for the

square and digit stimuli. Performance with the square stimulus begins to

improve markedly between the 32 and 48 msec SCOAs followed by another slightly

smaller increase in performance which levels off at the 112 msec SCOA. The
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function for the digit stimulus also shows improvement at the short SCOAs but

levels off more gradually until the longest SCOA at 256 msec. At this point

performance for all three stimulus types is in the .75 to .78 range. Again,

this is at the same level of performance as the engage trials with a CTOA of

64 msec. suggesting that maximum performance for this CTOA was indeed

obtained. One other important aspect about the digit condition is the overall

poorer performance observed in these trials. The different functions observed

for the blank, square and digit trials reflects the efficiency with which one

can make use of an informative cue under these different condition. When a

blank interval is present, one seems to be able to make use of a peripheral

cue immediately. When a square is flashed at fixation the ability to respond

to a peripheral cue is delayed so that maximum utility occurs after 100 msec.

This delay is even longer when a digit is first attended to and it might be

expected since in this condition one must also determine if the stimulus is a

zero or a non-zero digit. This provides evidence that these delays are due to

the effort exerted in disengaging attention from the fixated stimulus, and

supports the assumption that this method is a sensitive measure of the

disengagement process in attention.

IV. SELECTIVE ATTENTION:

a. Methodology.

In this study a paradigm was used in which sub.iects performed an

attention demanding task on a visual stimulus: a speeded classification task

in which the stimuli requiring a common response are defined by a dis.junctive

rule involving several dimensions. For example, in this study a single line

at approximately 45 degrees (/) and a set of three lines at approximately

135 degrees (\\) require one response, while a single line at approximately

135 degrees ( \) and a set of three lines at approximately 45 degrees ( I/)

require a second response. In this experiment one of these stimuli, a single

91-10
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or triple set of lines oriented in one of two directions, was presented at

random in the center of a computer monitor and the subject was required to

make one of two speeded keypress responses to it. Once a response was made

the display disappeared. Accuracy and speed were emphasized equally. After

receiving training on this task alone subjects began practice with

experimental trials in which the classification task was combined with another

task. Once subjects made the classification response the stimulus was

replaced with a string of letters. The string was either a common English (.j
word or else it was a nonsense word, and subjects were instructed to make this

word/nonword judgement as quickly as possible. They pressed one key if the

letter string formed a word and another key if it did not. As in the

classification task accuracy as well as speed was emphasized. The dependent

measure in both tasks was reaction time.

Five degrees above and below the fixation point a row of symbols (######)

were continuously displayed. After the classification stimulus had been

displayed for 250 msec the peripheral display changed, and one or two words

were flashed on the screen while subjects were performing the classification

task. If two words were to be presented, one word was presented 5 degrees

above the fixation point and the other 5 degrees below. If one word was to be

presented it appeared either above or below fixation and a string of random

symbols appeared in the opposite location. The peripheral stimuli were

displayed for 200 msec. and then replaced by the original row of symbols.

Subjects were told to ignore these stimulus changes and to concentrate on

performing the classification task and the letter-string task as quickly and

as accurately as possible. At the end of each trial the computer indicated if

the subiect responded correctly or incorrectly on both tasks.

In half of the experimental trials the letter-string targets were words

and in the other half the targets were nonwords. If the letter string was a

91-11 -. +
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word on half of these trials it was unrelated to any peripherally presented
... :

words, and on the other half of the trials it was related to no more than

one. A preliminary experiment indicated that inhibition, or slower reaction

times, for semantically related words occurred, but only when two words were

displayed in the periphery. No effect was observed in the single word

conditions. The present study attempted to replicate this finding and to

determine why the effects might differ for the single and double display . .-..

conditions. This study differed from the previous preliminary study in two

significant ways. First, the onset time of the peripheral words was delayed

50 msec so that the display changed at 250 msec. after the onset of the

classification stimulus rather than at 200 msec. as in the earlier study.

Second, on trials in which a single word was presented in the periphery, a

string of random symbols was presented in the remaining location. In the

previous study this position was left blank, thus it is possible that the

imbalance in physical energy at the two locations may have drawn attention to

the single word and influenced the processing of this stimulus.

b. Results:

Twenty-seven sub.jects were tested in this study. Data from three

subjects were excluded from analysis because of high error rates. Displays in

which one and two words were presented in the periphery were analyzed

separately for both the classification task and the lexical decision task.

All trials containing errors on the classification task were excluded from the

reaction time analyses reported. In the classification task the mean of

subjects' median reaction times for classifying figures when a single word was .

* flashed in the periphery was 955 msec. (sd = 251) and when two words were

flashed in the periphery the mean reaction time was also 955 msec. (sd =

234). Hence, the presence of one or two words in the periphery did not

differentially affect performance in classifying stimuli.

S91 -12 ll
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Word targets preceded by a related prime were analyzed separately from -

targets that were preceded by only unrelated primes. Results from the lexical

decision portion of the experiment are presented in figure 4. All trials with

errors in the the classification or the lexical decision task were excluded

from the reaction time analyses. The data show that reaction times for -

responding to related targets were faster than when they were unrelated in the

single word display case only. In the double display conditions, however,

related targets were responded to more slowly than unrelated targets. Formal

statistical analyses have yet to be performed on these data, but preliminary

analyses indicate that the difference observed in the single conditions may

only be marginally significant and that the difference observed in the double

conditions is not reliable. It is possible, however, that a reliable -

interaction exists between the single/double display factor and the

rel atedness factor.

These results suggest that ignored items may be processed semantically.

They suggest that the physical display of the peripheral words is processed -"

and that the concept nodes representing them are activated. This initial .

activation produces a spread of excitation to related concepts and influences

the efficiency with which they may be processed. Because sub.jects often claim -

to never notice these items, this finding is even more striking. Unlike the

preliminary study, the direction of the stronger effect here is facilitatory

and not inhibitory. There is a hint of inhibition in the double condition of

this experiment, but this difference is not likely to be statistically

reliable. Because the direction of the semantic priming did not replicate the

previous study, the processing consequences for ignored items are still .

unclear. The patterns observed, however, are not inconsistent. In both

studies the processing advantage of having a related prime precede target

presentation was always much less in the double than in the single display
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i.

conditions. Thus, the main difference lies in the direction and magnitude of

the priming. The pattern of data obtained with these new manipulations

suggests to me that the time intervals probed may be critical factors in the

type of priming observed.

V. RECOMIENDATIONS:

Formal statistical tests are planned for the results obtained in both

projects. The different sessions in the disengage conditions will be analyzed

separately to examine the development of the disengage functions as one

becomes more practised in the task. This project was successful in obtaining

independent measurements of the component processes of engaging and

disengaging attention, and the methodology used has proven to be a useful test

for examining visual attention issues. -.;-.. ..-

Recommended plans for future follow-up research in the selective

attention project are to more closely examine the time course of priming

effects in the single and double conditions. As suggested earlier, the time

intervals probed may be critical factors in the priming observed. Further

research in this area of study may provide more convincing evidence that

ignored stimuli receive qualitatively different types processing than focally

attended stimuli.

91-14
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Figure 2: Proportion correct as a function of Cue to Target Onset

Asynchrony for the Engage trials.
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t he e, h inU!Et PI UTe Of a SoDI1d propel I ant rocket are- exanma ned.

compute-r program Usingc ant implicit finite d1+ference scheme was

developed to mnode~l one-di miensi onal heat transfer. The program

treats the combined effects of conduction. convection, and rad-

iation in a given particle and consider!:- the thermophysical

properties Such as thermal conductivity, specif ic heat, and

material density as variables with respect to temperature. The

radiative portion of the code is structured to treat the parti.-

dILes as a purely absorbing and emitting~ gray medium with no

scat en n%

meheat transmisesion within al uminum oxide particles in-

side the exh&Lust plumerz Of a givyen, rocket can be parametrically

StUdied uIsing this code. The temperatuire distribution withini

a particle may be determined ms a function of time or distance

alcnc4 with the determination of the conduct! VF- and radiative

heat f I ' ueS. Further . the proaram may be used to predict the

ooi n t or- Ioc ati.or, w ,ih in t he p1 lmE: at wh ic h the par t iclIes will1

change phase fromt liquid to Esol id.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

One of the projects o4 the EL-7 t__t proup of Sverdrup

Technology Inc. at Arnold Engineerinq Development Center.

(AEDC), is the development of a better understandino of the

physics of solid propellant rocket ex:haust plumes. In particu-

lar. the current objectives are to gain improved correlation

between testinc_ and analysis of roci et e haust plume flowfield

and signature mechanisms. especiall v 4or alumInized solid pro-

pellants. The ultimate goals are to be able to predict the

plume UV/IR signature and radiative base heating phenomena.

The problem of modeling the transient heat transfer processes

of aluminum oxide particles within the plume is just one aspect

associated with obtaining these goals.

As a first year graduate student in Mechanical Engineering

at the University of Oklahoma I have specialized in the field

of heat transfer. The problem I have been worfin on this sum-

mer. which will be extended to a thesis, involves the heat

transfer processes occuring in aluminum oxide particles within

a rocket plume. The experience has afforded me an excellent

opportunity to study a directly related application to my field

of study. The model I have formulated during this summer pro-

gram is a good start toward a more involved thesis. It is

hoped that I will be able to add to the problem already started
.- %, .

and eventually share my completed thesis with the people at

AEDC and the Air Force.
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II. OBJECTIE7S c,4 the 1ESEF- .CH EFFDRT:

AILf l nun has been used as an additive in solid rocket pro-

pellants for ma.ny vears for weight saving purposes and enhanced
-.. '-

combustion. A result of the combustion process produces alu- ff

imum o.ide particles of varying size which become entrained in

the rocket e':haust flowf i eld. The material phase of the part-

icles may have a siQni fcant effect on the radiation signature

of the rocket plumIe.

Among the research objectives planned for this summer.

one was to develop a numerical solution for the conduction and

convection heat processes occuring in aluminum o.:ide particles

in the plume. This analysis was then to be coupled to a rad-

iative heat transfer model in order to study the interactions.

The model was to include variable thermophysical properties and

to account for both liquid and solid phases of the particles.

Specifically, the desired results were the temperature distri-

bution, the conductive and radiative heat fluxes within the

particles, and the plume location at which the particles of

varying size changed phase from liquid to solid. These objec-

tives and results should help shed more light on the influ-

ence that the aluminum oxide particles have on the plume. . -
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III. NOMENCLATURE: ,

r radial coordinate

ro particle radius., cm

AS surface area, cn ,  47r

Vol elemental vol ume, cm 3  4/ r r

dr nodal point spacing, cm

ds half-point nodal spacing, cm

dt time step, sec

, k thermal conductivity, cal/sec cm K

Cp specific heat. cal/gm K1::...'0

material density, gm/cm3

h convective heat transfer coefficient, cm/sec cm 2 K.

T current temperature, i..-'

TP previous time step temperature, K ____

Tinf gas temperature surrounding particle, K

Tref radiation field temperature, K ,:%.._

Qc conductive heat flux, cal/sec cm 2  PREW

OR radiative heat flux. cal/sec cm-

I II -  intensity leaving, +, or entering, -, cal/sec cm2 sr

Bk blackbody intensity, cal/sec cm2 2W

n refractive index

emissivity

etinction coefficient. cm-i

reflectivity%

AA solid angle, steradian, A= cos

Stefan-Boltzmann const.. 1.35410 x 10(' cal/sec cm Z K*

r . u i ordinates

92-6
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V • T HE HM 1 H YS IC L FR [P'EF I IEE o4 ALLIM I NU ' , < I DE :

Itie 3ni ti al pr. e o 4 the reearch pro..ect was to obtair,

therophvsi cal property data for al um ina nmU ox i de. Property dat ,_

4Lor thermal condductivityf. material density, and specific heat

was required. These properties are used as variables with res-

pect to temperaiture i, the conductive/convective portion of the

program. Results of a literature search revealed that most

data obtainable is +or nearly pure (99.5% or better) aluminum

oxide polycrystallirse specimens. Also, it is apparent that

nearly all of the information is +or the solid phase o AlzO3.

That is., for temperatures below the melt point of 27276 K [ Ill.

Data for the liquid and transition phases is scarce. No liquid

phase data for thermal conductivity was found and very little

liquid phase data for specific heat and density was discovered.

Data chosen to be utilized in the program comes from the

following sources. For thermal conductivity, information from

Powell, Ho, and Liley 2] was used. Liquid phase thermal cond-

uctivity was assumed. Data for solid phase density is from . -

* Geniec [Z] and for liquid phase from Kirshenbaum and Cahill [4].

Note that Geniec reports liquid phase density as linear from to

5000 K. This is. improbable in light of the fact that the A].2) 3

boiling point occurs somewhere in the vicinity of 3..260 K 153.-

Specific heat data is taken from JANNAF Thermochemical Data [6].

* P].ots of Al2O3 thermal conductivity, specific heat, and density

- versus temperature are shown in Figoure 1. The data was placed %

in the program in the form of a look-up table and a linear

. interpolation routine was Used to deter:imine the property value

- at any giver temperature.
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V. COMBINED CONDUCTION. CONVEC1]ON. and RADIA1I1ON MUDEL:

The approach taken t.o numeri caily model the heat. transfer

processes Occuring in an aluminum o; ide particle within & roc-

ket plumle was to first solve the conduction/convectior, portion

of the problem. Then a radiative model +or a purely absorbing

and emitting non-scattering gray medium was developed utilizing

a discrete ordinate solution method. Finally, the two programs

were coupled together and iterative techniques were employed to

converge both the radiative heat fluxes and temperature field. A-

Initially, an explicit finite difference scheme was util-

ized to solve for the temperature distribution due to conduction

and convection. This method explicitly determines the nodal

point temperatures at the current time from a knowledge of the

temperatures at the previous time step E17. A program incor-

porating this method was successful for large radii. However,

when micron size particles were input, instability occured such

that unacceptable time step sizes on the order of 10 -l sec were

required for stable answers. To eliminate the instability prob-

lems it was necessary to go to an implicit finite difference

scheme. This method implicitly determines the nodal point temp-

eratures at the current time step by solving a set of simul-

taneous algebraic equations. The method is stable for all time

step sizes. The only time step restriction is due to the con-

sideration of the truncation error [].

A Gauss-Siedel iterative method was first used to solve

the resultant linear equations but again convergence problems

were encountered for the micron size radii. The banded nature

of the equation matrix (see page 17' enabled a direct solution
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of the tridi aonal set of equations., t' GausS. elim]roatIor. it -

should also be notecl that the computaticn time of the Gauss

ei i mi nat i on nmethod was about + i ye times faster than the Gauss-

Siedel soluti or,. Computation was performed on an IBM-PC with

an 8087 math coprocessor using Fortran 77.

The mathematical formulation of the problem is based on

o ..- i
the following assumptions:

- one-dimension temperature variation
(radial direction only)

- conducti on/convecti on boundary condi ti on
(h and Tirif may vary with time or distance for a given

flowline of a given rocket plume)

- constant initial particle temperature

- CC and OR = 0 @ ro =.

- variable thermal properties
(. Cp. & ? are functions of temperature)

The physical nodal point spacing is depicted in FiQure 2.

The odd numbered points are the locations at which temperatures

are computed.

An energy balance to account for the heat transfer proc-

esses occuring at any given elemental volume can be expressed

as follows:
[net rate ofi [net rate of1 [net rate ofi [-ate of increase] -..-.

conductior, +convecti.on t- adiation / of interrnal (1)
[heat gain] Lheat gainj Lheat gairn enerQ,.

Thus. the energy balance for rode 11 can be written:

PSUio' K MM(- T6I)) + RS(2 xM3 - TQ+ QR (/0) RlS (0)
Jr dr (2)

- () S() = C, (VOL 02) - VOL (/o)) (T'(I)-TP(II))
'It

where k, Cp, , are evalu ated at TF( Il). The other interior

nodal points are similarly obtained.

92-9
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For node 1 the erer cv balance is -

A S(IO)K (T(3M-T)) + :2R(1)fAS(I)= C (VL(2)(TI)-TP(I))

d r d f
For the outer boundary point. node 21. the expression becomes~:

As(ZO)K (TXM/ )- T(2I))+ 1s)(Tsn, - TMz))+ QK(zo) AS(2O) _

-0 K(z1) ns Q ) cP (VOL (Z- VOL(O)(T(ZIh - TP(Z 1))
dt

Rearranging the equations and defining;

SP(I0) d t t9 S(1O) K / dr C P( OL(IZ)- VOL (I)) (5)

S: l()= di RS (IZ / dr ( i (VOL IZ)OL- OLo)) (6

RP(1O)= dt RS(lo)/ CPi' (VOL(IZ..)- VOL(UOM) (7)

lRm(Ia= dt R12 ci' (VOLulz.- VOL(1o))
HS = dt h aS(ai)/ ?CP (VOL(ZI)-VOL(zO)) (9)

KCu ZI =dt fRC(Zl)/ C (VOLMOI) V9L (2,0)) (10) .

Thus, equations (2) , (3) ,& (4) can be expressed as equations
.

(11), (12), and (I3) respectively;

-SP00)T T9) + (SP (1) + SM 0 2 + 1) T(II)- S P (Z) T(13)
TPO(i It- RPOO)QR(IO)- RrM(02) OR(IZ) (11)

(SlM+ i)T(- Sm(z' T(3)= TP (l) - RInW QR(2) (12)

-SP(QO)T(f3) SP(z+ M S + I T(I)
= TP(MZ)+ 14 S Tf RP(ZO)iR(ZO) - REZI QR(Z'

Application of equation (1) to each nodal point results in the

matrix depicted on page 13.

VI. RADIATIVE HEAT FLUX DETERMINATION:

The formulation for the radiative portion of the problem-"_

is based on the following assumptions:

- medium 3S raV absorbing, emitting. and non-scattering

-constant e.,tinct-.tor, coeff. ~'emissivity, within particle

92-10MA 9z--o .. ,
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The DR terms nav be compUted bv sul v3r1C4 for the rad3 ant

intensity via the e-ouat ion of radat Ive transfer for spherical

symmetry without scatterinc as taken from Ozisik [9].

~I(r, AA) AA. __)

r + r A + (r(A)1 A

It is assumed here that the radiative properties of the ,

particle medium are independent of frequency (gray). lnteQrat-

ing over all frequencies Qives.;

' /
( Lr,AA.dv -j

ISM Y T4/(16)

= rV. ;54'°8 (17)

Therefore the equation of radiative transfer becomes:

K a- +I + Ak +l -A (r T r=
,- r r 6AL :

Defining r = r : a change of variable can be introduced

such that;

z:x 6I r .-.-...1-.
__ _ i ___ _ ""

AL (20)

Substituting (19) & (20) into (18) yields-,
-I + 7 -7 'T T"'""

In order to accomodate the boundary conditions, eqn. (21)

may be brok::en into an I+ & I- for L *C(-). This in effect 'folds'

the problen and the following equations are obtained.

-I + 17r (22)

- ,- 4- o,-.....
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V1

.k4
* -A ini te dif-fe-r enice scheme mav he used tc, solvye eqrs. (22' i '_.''

(27) bv lettir'u r - i and U - J and deinir in a grid shown _____

in FiCure -. Difterencirio eqn. (27 LsinQ a forward (Jifferenrce '

and eon. (22) using a. backward difference yields;

r+ - rc3 L' ) p(BK+ZlBK 8M4)

A j - ziz d r 4 - IL" " T '-2 4 > : ..

+ + 1+ +
rLJ + (I ,i ________+___4_2 (25)

where -YI -

Solvinq for 1-i.j and l'i. :.

1 *2i (t/iA Idr + 4// ) 1 + I-I !9

i .$ I'-; + r') L J "  (") ,.-€.

-- + , (I/ I dr +* I,-;

An explicit symmetry condition is utilized at r =0, i I~

and j=1 10 such that;

+'JA. I4JL (28)

The boundary condition at r= ro, i = 21, & j = 1 - 10 is;

r. -T'-u/, AL) T'ea" + Zf ./ I (Zl,,.lAAd.') A4 (o: ?9).

"," The program begins with equation (26) and uses boundary

condition eqn. (29). Since I+(21j) is not known at the start,

a dummy value is incorporated and an iterative method is used

until I+(21,j) converges.

Once all of the intensities are obtained the radiative

heat flux may be calcul ated from;

0 P, = Z II ILLL L())AdA&.,cU
o,J

Ten point Gaussian CQadrature was employed to determine all

integrals.

-- -.--.. -.-
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VII F'ROG-AM VEFIFDCA'TlIOI D rn RESLILTS: .-" -

The urk, 4nown tenper atureE T 1 through T (21) are sol ved at

each time step via the tridiagona Gauss eliminataion routine.

However. the radiation terms. DR. depend on the temperatures . .

T (lI) thrOUc~h T (21) Thus an iterative techn~ique must be utsed

in order to converge the temperature field at each time stev..'

Verification of the accuracy of the program was accomp-

lished in, the following manner. A sample program was createdP&.

involving only conduction and convection with fixed thermo-

physical properties. This program was then benchmarked against

k-nown Heisler chart solutions. Results were within visual

accuracy of the charts. To verify the radiative results of the

code a test program was developed for purely absorbinQ and emit-

ting radiation. The blackbody intensity and value for the ex- W

tinction coefficient was set at 1.0 and the I- intensity was

set equal to C). 0 at the boundary. Results compared favorably

to published results. Since no full solution to the current

problem exists in the literature, comparison of the combined

conduction/convection and radiation results was not possible.

However, it is believed, based on various parameters tested

that the answers produced from this program are reasonable.

Results of a typical computer run are shown in Figure 4. The

outcome of several different runs indicate that the particles

are essentially isot-ermal for any set of input parameters.

Also, the primary parameters that affect the output are the

emissivity and the convective heat transfer coefficient.

S2-14U,
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VII I. kEL0MMLNI"DAT 1 (iNS:".°'

FroLablv the f r st thirig that shc:Uld b, done iFr terms o'

a fol ow-or Studi WOCuld be to obtai i more acCurate val LCS 4 or

the convective heat transfer coefficient. the temperature o4

the gas SurroUndinc_ the pa-ticle and the e-1ternal radiation"

field as a 4urction o: time or distance within the plume.

Since every rocket type tends to have a unique plume, this may

pose problems. Much of the information is available from the

JANNAF rocket p:l ume codes such as the SPF', Solid Ferformance.

Program. The temperature. Tin-, may by obtained directly from

this program. However, the effective radiation field may pro-

duce a temperature for radiation somewhat higher than Tinf.

Thus, a temperature has been included in the radiative portion

of the program denoted Tref. The convective heat transfer -

coefficient can be found from the Nusselt number obtained from

the SFF technical report [10].

N U -- od( --

I 3.4-2 (i'i Re Pr )No

Since

h= N JK L (7.2D

where kf = thermal conductivity of the oas
surrounding the particle

and L = characteristic length. ro/3.

Now kf can be determined from

K "= Pr f CP/Mf (/:)

where Fr = Frandtl No.

= gas density
Cpf = gas specific heat

f = at as absolute vi scosi tv

It should be pointed out that It is unLnown how therrc,- "

.92-15



phv c a c Fi prO jert'. C'&t~-t'i io! Vure E l EUMi ruin 0;:de cc-mZ-reE- tL- trie-

property%, ValLUeE for &Ctu&alz C~1 3 tformed wa t hir a r oc : et p 1LA ME:.

For i nst an ce. the the rriid] corducti vi t y 3 1 Very MU~th a+4fected by

porosity arid amfpUtltI&E within a given material. Since the

property data used was esseritia]. 1 y for Pure l z 0 3 it may be

that this~ data does not compare ex tremely wellI to roc 1%et p] uLme

~lO.Further stUdy, is recommended for determiniC4 thermro-

physical properties of the A-l2 03 actua~lly created wjithin the

rocket Plume.

^Iso, as a modification to the program. It Would be bene-

fiCi al to Compute the Values for the thermT-ophysical properties

at the current time step rather than at the previous time step.

A-n iterative procedure Could be implemented to accomplish this.

The program as it stands currently should provide an upper

limit in terms of the radiative heat flux. A follow-on Study

which included some sort of scattering or source function in

the radiative heat transfer equation should provide more insight

to the problem. This. properly Coupled to the Plume radiation

would yield a far more Complete Picture Of the physics of the

plume. Finally.. more investigation into the radiative proper-

ti es of al umi num~ ox ide Would be beneficial in terms Of under-

standinq the actual heat transfer Processes OCCUring within the

particles.
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